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Introduction

Jordan’s evolution, cultural narrative and religious history 
have been an inseparable part of the historical, intellectual and 
ideological development of both the Arab and the Islamic worlds. 
As a country, Jordan has been burdened by the same set of 
circumstances and conditions that affected other Arab and Islamic 
countries; and, historically, it was subjected to the same set of 
circumstances and conditions these other countries were during 
the formation of its national identity. 

Su�sm is considered to be one of the components that 
constitute the Jordanian identity, as it is one of the major spiritual 
manifestations of Islam. This is especially the case as Su�sm 
represents a current that intersects with the tenets and the 
fundamentals embraced by all religions. Certainly, it is a practice 
that has imprinted itself on the folds of human experience.

During the earlier period of Islam’s inception, Su�sm emerged 
as a spiritual revolution which aimed at reforming the nafs1 (the 
appetitive soul, corporeal self), disciplining it and purifying it2 of its 
vices and imbuing it with virtues in order to attain complete iman 
(faith) and the rank of ihsan3, and working towards the spiritual 
requirements of the Hereafter. It was a religious movement whose 
legitimacy was grounded in its religiosity and in its derivation from 
the fundamental and founding Islamic references, the Holy Qur’an 
and the Prophet’s Sunna4, which call for zuhd5 (asceticism) in the 
corporeal world, piety in one’s devotion to God and salvation in 
His worship.
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The circumstances surrounding the birth of Su�sm were not 
merely religious but rather included certain political, social and 
cultural factors. Historically, Su�sm would evolve within an 
environment rife with the chaos, discord, strife and internal wars 
suffered by dar al-Islam6 in its earlier periods. The prevailing state 
of affairs led to spiritual crises, social injustices and obscene 
disparities in wealth between classes which, in turn, inspired 
individuals to seek out the development and the nurturing of a 
spirit of piety and asceticism.

Thus, in its infancy, or at the turn of the 7th century AD, Islamic 
Su�sm would emerge as a phenomenon characterized by an 
individual, unique and elitist nature. It would later evolve into a more 
popular, social manifestation in the 11th century AD with Su� turuq 
(orders) taking root amongst the masses during the 17th century 
AD, or during the reign of the Ottoman state, which internalized 
and adopted Su�sm ideologically. Indeed, it would never have 
been possible for Su�sm to �ourish the way it did without the 
support and patronage of the governing authorities, and the reign 
and stability of the ruling elite could not have been maintained 
and preserved without the support of Su�sm, with a formula of 
“loyalty/patronage” generally governing the relationship between 
the two sides. However, during different periods in history, this 
formula was not always sustainable and the political conduct of 
Su� orders would �uctuate between postures of opposition and 
of loyalty. Nevertheless, and despite these political �uctuations, 
Su�sm would never become embroiled in con�ict or take on a 
tradition of confrontation with the ruling authorities.

As was the case with all the other areas in the Arab and Islamic 
worlds, Jordan would also experience the widespread proliferation 
of Su� orders and Su� zawaya7. Indeed, the �uidity and freedom 
of movement during the reign of the Ottoman state allowed for 
different Su� groups and practicing Su� families to move from area 
to area, with many of these from Iraq, Syria, Palestine and Anatolia 
settling in Jordan, including the Rifa’i, Zughbi, ‘Amri, Rababa’a, 
Mustarihi, Mulqawi, Samadi, Kilani and Ja’ai�rah groups and 
families, amongst others.
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With the advent of the 19th century AD, a certain religiosity 
and religious patterns took root amongst the popular masses in 
Jordan, wh ich would evolve in the context of the transformations 
which were affecting the region and the religion of Islam. These 
transformations were partially brought forth by the many literal, 
interpretive, traditional and normative readings that prevailed 
with regard to religion, at that time, and were exacerbated by the 
disintegration of the Ottoman state and its subsequent collapse. 
This state of affairs was followed by the rise of the colonialist era, 
which further contributed to the weakening of traditional structures 
in Arab and Islamic societies. Finally, with the emergence of the 
modern nation-state, traditional structures would continue to 
suffer a lengthy and extensive dismantling process under the 
impact of modernization policies.

When the Emirate of Jordan was established in 1921 by Prince 
Abdullah Bin Hussein (later King Abdullah I), the state continued 
the process of neutralizing traditional and religious structures 
and institutions, despite the fact that Prince Abdullah belonged 
to the (Hashemite) lineage of the Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be 
Upon Him [PBUH]). Indeed, the prince chose to adopt a liberal, 
nationalist ideology for the new emirate based on modern and 
secular principles. Subsequently, the state would focus its efforts 
on acquiring exclusive jurisdiction over religion, and neutralized 
traditional religious institutions by establishing the Ministry of 
Awqaf (Religious Endowments) and Religious Affairs, a formal, 
state-run fatwa8 institution (Dar al-Ifta9) and the Department of the 
Supreme (Islamic) Justice. And, despite the fact that Islam was 
designated as the of�cial religion of the state, it was considered to 
be only one facet of the collective Jordanian identity and not the 
central axis of either the national identity or the state. Finally, in 
line with this strategy, the majority of of�cial religious posts were 
held by persons who displayed moderate Su� tendencies of a 
particularly centrist socio-religious nature.
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During the period in which the emirate was established, religious 
Islamic movements in Jordan were not organized. Up until the era 
of independence, Su� orders and popular forms of Su� religiosity 
dominated the religious scene, with other Islamic movements and 
groups beginning to emerge only later as branches of other groups 
already established outside the boundaries of the Hashemite 
Kingdom. In 1946, Jordan would witness the �rst formation 
of an organized Islamic movement with the declaration of the 
establishment of the Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood. The 
establishment of the Muslim Brotherhood was followed in 1952 by 
the establishment of Hizb ut-Tahrir (the Islamic Party of Liberation)10 
followed, in 1964, by Jamaa’at al-Da’wa11 wal Tabligh12, a group 
that historically belongs to a school of Su�sm that prevailed in 
and hailed from the Indian Subcontinent. In the beginning of the 
1980s, Jordan would also witness the birth of Traditional Sala�sm 
and later, in the early 1990s, the emergence of Jihadi-Sala�sm13. 

Meanwhile, Su� orders in Jordan were to face profound 
pressures, challenges and dif�culties in maintaining their identity 
and presence in Jordan due to modernizations policies, on the one 
hand, and competition posed by the rise and spread of Islamist 
da’wa, political and Jihadi movements, on the other. Su�sm 
was subjected to a widespread smear campaign and heinous 
accusations that attributed the vices of ignorance, superstition, 
heresy, stagnation and backwardness to that doctrine. In addition 
to the latter, Su�s were also accused of toting the banner of loyalty 
to the colonialists or imperialists. 

Nonetheless and in general, Su�sm has proven that it is capable 
of adapting, resisting and renewing itself. It has proven its ability 
to survive and endure. And, it has de�ed modernist expectations 
that Su�sm would �nd its demise in the modern world, and that 
it would become extinct as a manifestation of the traditional, 
magical, mystical and fantastical world. Instead, the vast majority 
of rational milieus, communities and societies in a world infused by 
modernity and secularism have witnessed a return to the sacred 
religious, individually and collectively, as a counter reaction to 
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the tyranny of the technology culture and all that this civilization 
has spawned in terms of materialistic values and consumption 
patterns, as well as the loss of symbolic systems associated 
with the ability to provide meaning to human existence. Indeed, 
certain post-modernist currents have emerged that embrace the 
imagination and meaning, and have proven that Su�sm was, and 
still is, capable of providing answers to the relativity of modern 
values, objecti�cation, and the manner in which the modern world 
has enslaved man in the wake of globalization.

There are no exceptions in the Arab, Islamic and Jordanian 
realities when it comes to the rise of religious movements. 
Political Islamist movements began to emerge with strength 
during the decade of the 1980s, forming a threat to governing 
political regimes across the Arab and Islamic worlds. Indeed, it 
was within this general context that the Jordanian state began 
to support and to encourage popular Su� religiosity in a political 
and an ideological bid to confront and curb the rise of the more 
fundamentalist movements, with the Organization of the Muslim 
Brotherhood and the Jihadi Sala�st movements at the fore. This 
support was evidenced in a proposition to establish a higher 
council for Su�sm in Jordan, which was meant to include all the 
Su� orders under one umbrella. However, this initiative would not 
succeed for numerous reasons, the most important of which were 
the ongoing con�icts between the sheikhs14 of the different Su� 
orders and the differences of opinion on what the nature of the 
council would be, including its role, its function, its leadership and 
its relationship with the state.

Following the attacks of September 11, 2001 and within the 
framework of its “war on terrorism”, the United States of America 
would focus efforts on encouraging a return to and an adoption of 
Islamic Su� tendencies. Indeed, the events of September 11 had 
exposed the complicity of the violent Jihadi-Sala�st ideology in 
the attacks. Subsequently, the United States would adopt a policy 
of supporting and encouraging the building of “moderate Islamic 
networks” in an attempt to universalize the model of tolerant Islamic 
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Su�sm in the confrontation against extremism and the violence 
associated with extremist ideologies. Unfortunately, these policies 
were relatively damaging to Su�sm and Su� tendencies, which 
lost a part of their appeal. Meanwhile, in Jordan, Su� orders would 
condemn fanaticism, violence and extremism and would ally with 
the state when it came to national issues and national policy, in 
general.

Perhaps the most important challenge that the Su� orders in 
Jordan have faced and will face is represented in their ability, or 
inability, to synchronize between their tradition and the realities 
of the modern world. Some of these orders insist on adhering to 
the legacy of their ritualistic and ceremonial traditions, whereas 
others have taken it upon themselves to adopt a more innovative 
and open approach to modernity, including establishing scienti�c, 
academic and information-based institutions in a manner similar 
to the Turkish Su� model and approach. However, to date, none 
of the Su� orders in Jordan has developed a strategy for engaging 
or participating in political life, or for establishing political parties 
speci�c to their orders, as their counterparts have done in 
numerous other Arab and Islamic countries.

In this study, we shall introduce and identify the Su� orders and 
zawayas prevalent in Jordan, such as the Qadiri, Rifa’i, Shadhili, 
Khalwati, Naqshbandi and Tijani Orders, as well as their offshoots. 
We shall examine the historical evolution, the expansion and the 
sheikhs of these orders. And, we will identify and de�ne their 
doctrines and origins, as well as the extent to which they have 
been able to adapt, resist and renew themselves within the context 
of the modernization process that have affected both state and 
society.

At this point, I would like to thank the sheikhs of the Su� orders 
who were so gracious with the time they allotted to this project and 
to myself, and who cooperated so generously during my research 
into their archives and their activities. I would also like to extend 
my gratitude to a dear friend and researcher, Wael al-Batiri, who 
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contributed great efforts to the completion of this study, as well as 
to my dear colleague, Dr. Khaled al-Hayek. Finally, I would like to 
extend my thanks to the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung and its of�ce in 
Amman, which has persisted in its efforts to ensure that this work 
and other studies in this series on Islamic movements in Jordan 
would be translated and published.
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Springs of Origin, Emergence and 
Foundation
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Numerous past and present accounts, ambiguities and doubts 
have been raised about the springs of origin of Islamic Su�sm, 
about how it emerged, how it was established and what were the 
resources and roots of its birth and of its historical and religious 
evolution. If we acknowledge that Islamic Su�sm is based on the 
principle of zuhd (asceticism)15 as the entry point to the framework 
within which Su�sm functions, we can clearly discern the role of 
the Islamic references of the Holy Qur’an and of the Prophet’s 
Sunna in the emergence and evolution of Islamic Su�sm. This 
acknowledgement, however, does not negate the rule of cause 
and effect in the path that Su�sm has taken in its evolution and in 
its ijtihad16. 

The Holy Qur’an is replete with verses exhorting asceticism in this 
corporeal world, praising the Hereafter and urging a life persistent 
in its devotion and piety, as it impresses upon the need to shun 
and abandon hypocrisy, debauchery and immorality. Indeed, al-
Tusi17 af�rms the latter when he urges Su�sm and Su�s to con�ne 
themselves to following the Book of God Almighty (the Holy 
Qur’an), to emulating the Prophet (PBUH and His Family) and the 
moral tradition of the sahaba18 and the tabi’in19, and to observing 
the proper conduct be�tting a righteous servant of God.20

Ibn Khaldun21 (d. 808 AH/1406 AD) stresses upon the close link 
between Su�sm and its Islamic references, saying, “Su�sm is one 
of the latter-day sciences of the Law in the Islamic Community 
(milla). The foundation of Su�sm, however, is (more ancient, as 
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seen in the fact) that these folk and their way have always been 
present among the Righteous Predecessors (salaf22) and amongst 
the most senior of the Companions (sahaba) and the Successors 
(tabi’in), and their way is the way of truth and guidance. The 
foundation of the way of the Su�s is self-restraint in the corporeal 
world (or dunya23) and utter dependence on God; shunning of the 
adornments and beauty of the corporeal world; self-deprivation of 
pleasure, money, and title in the manner agreed upon by the vast 
majority of scholars; and isolation from creatures in seclusion and 
devotion to worship. All these character traits were widespread 
among the Companions and the Righteous Predecessors, but 
with the pervasiveness of worldliness in the 2nd century and the 
next, and the general inclination of the people towards the world, 
those who remained attached to worship became known under 
the name of Su�s”24.

Indeed, Su� references regarding the link between Su�sm and 
the Holy Qur’an and the Prophet’s Sunna exist in abundance. 
For, in addition to the afore-mentioned, according to Dhul-Nun 
al-Misri25, “One of the signs of the lover of God is his following in 
the footsteps of God’s beloved [that is, the Prophet Muhammad] 
– may God bless and greet him – in his character traits, his deeds, 
his precepts and his customs”26. And, al-Junayd27 stresses upon 
the same when he says, “All paths are closed for God’s creatures 
except for those who follow in the footsteps of the Prophet – May 
peace and blessings be upon him”28.

The vast majority of modern orientalists also stress upon the 
Islamic roots of Islamic Su�sm, such as French orientalist Louis 
Massignon in his   book, “Essays on the Origins of the Technical 
Language of Islamic Mysticism”, and Reynold Nicholson in his later 
research, as well as Arthur John Arberry, Annemarie Schimmel and 
Alexander Knysh. Here, we �nd an almost unanimous consensus 
amongst modern orientalists that Islamic Su�sm enjoys an 
authenticity that is intrinsically linked to the religion of Islam, albeit 
this link does not negate the fact that certain in�uences on Su�sm 
came from different cultures, which were contemporaneous to the 
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evolution of historical Islam. This fact is recognized and endorsed 
by Dr Abu al-Wafa’ al-Taftazani (professor, Cairo University) who 
takes an objective stand on the issue of the authenticity of Su�sm’s 
Islamic character and the external in�uences that affected Su�sm 
when he says, “It is scienti�cally fair to claim that Su� doctrines and 
scholarship in practical sciences and mathematics are referenced 
in Islam. Of course, with the passage of time and by virtue of the 
convergence of nations and contact between civilizations, some 
forms of Christian and non-Christian in�uences spilled over to 
it. However, certain orientalists have inaccurately come to the 
conclusion that the �rst elements adopted by Su�s came from 
Christianity”29.

In�uenced by the prevailing notion of the centrality of Europe, the 
�rst generation of orientalists who emerged in the 18th and 20th 
centuries went as far as to claim that Islamic Su�sm originated 
from foreign (non-Islamic) sources. Some of these orientalists 
– such as Dulac, Dozy, Palmer, Horton, Hartmann and Zanier, 
amongst others – attributed the origins of Su�sm to Aryan-Hindu 
religions or Hindu-Persian origins. The latter inferences were made 
by these orientalists in light of certain similarities found between 
the Hindu concept of “oneness and unicity”, or the oneness of 
creation and the one ultimate reality, which is embodied by the 
Divine One and the principle of the one supreme Absolute (called 
“Brahman” by the Hindus) and the ideas held by certain Su�s who 
were adherents of the wihda or monist school. Others, such as 
O’Leary, Nicholson and Brown, went as far as to claim that Islamic 
Su�sm was derived of Greek origins, particularly the philosophy 
of Neo-platonism, in light of the great similarities found between 
the Neo-platonist philosophy and the ideas held by certain Su�s 
who advocated the notions of “the One” and “the Word” (Logos30), 
and believed that fayd (self-revelation; or emanation), the origins 
of the world and the ranks of the universe are all derived of the 
“One”. Goldziher, von Kremer, Dozy and Asín Palacios, O’Leary, 
Nicholson, Tor Andre and others lent weight to the notion that 
Su�sm had Christian roots, or origins in other religious cultures 
such as Judaism, amongst others, in light of the parallels found 
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between the idea of Divine Love that emerged amongst early 
Muslim Su�s and similar Christian notions, and in light of Su� 
dictums that called for a life of asceticism, austerity and pious 
devotion, similar to the dictums and doctrines followed by 
Christian monks31.

What is certain is that Islamic Su�sm represents a spiritual 
revolution; and, those who study Islamic Su�sm stress that it is 
the spiritual dimension of the religion of Islam. Thus, Muhammad 
Mustafa Hilmi entitled his book on Su�sm, “al-hayatu al-ruhiyah � 
al-islam” (“Spiritual Life in Islam”)32, and Abu ‘Ala A�� entitled his 
book, “al-tassawuf: al-thawra al-ruhiyah � al-islam” (lit., “Su�sm: 
The Spiritual Revolution in Islam”)33, and renowned German 
scholar, Annemarie Schimmel, entitled her book on Su�sm, 
“Mystical Dimensions of Islam”34.

It can be argued that Islamic Su�sm represents an important 
historical phenomenon manifested throughout the course of 
Islamic history, which embodied a spiritual movement that would 
continue and persist over centuries. In fact, this spiritual movement 
began in the 1st century AH with its �rst groups of worshippers 
and ascetics (zuhud or zuhad) including �gures such as al-Hassan 
al-Basri35 (Hassan of Basra) (d.110 AH/728 AD), amongst others. 
It would develop and evolve in the 2nd and 3rd centuries AH, as 
gnosis and experience in the doctrine of Divine Love became 
more profound with the likes of Rabi’a al `Adawiyya al-Basriyya36 
(d.185 AH/801 AD), and with the evolution of the notion of fana’ 
(the mystic’s self-annihilation in God) and baqa’ (the mystic’s 
subsistence/survival in God following fana’)37 with the likes of al-
Junayd (d. 298 AH/910 AD). It would reach its de�nitive point with 
the tragedy of (al-Husayn Ibn Mansur) al-Hallaj38 (d. 309 AH/922 
AD) – a tragedy which represented the ultimate manifestation of 
the tensions and the culmination of the confrontation between 
the Su� movement of the fuqara (the poor) and the world of the 
mutakalmeen (lit. “the orators” and referred to, in English, as “the 
theologists”) in Islamic history. 
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After the latter period, Su�sm would progress forward on two 
paths: The �rst was known as Sunni Su�sm in the 4th and 5th 
centuries AH and beyond, where the leading scholars of this 
movement, such as Abi Hamed Muhammad al-Ghazali39 (d.505 
AH/1111 AD) and others, sought to �nd a convincing formula 
for reconciling the knowledge of the inner self and the spirit of 
Su�sm with Islamic law in its manifest form. This particular current 
produced great and renowned Su� works such as “al-risaalatul al-
qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The Qushayri Epistle on Sufism”, 
sometimes also known as “The Qushayri Treatise” or “The 
Qushayri Risala”) by Imam40 Abu ‘l Qasim ‘Abd al-Karim Bin 
Hawazin al-Qushayri41 (d. 465 AH/1072 AD) and “ihya ‘ulum ad-
din” (“The Revival of Religious Sciences”) by al-Ghazali, which 
is considered the pinnacle work of Sunni Sufism. The second 
path was philosophical and delved deeply into areas which 
were more theoretical, as represented by its leading scholars 
of the school of wihdat al-wujud (with wihdat al-wujud meaning 
the transcendent Unity of Existence [of God]; or Oneness of 
Being) in the 6th and 7th centuries AH and beyond, such as 
Muhyi al-Din Ibn ‘Arabi42 (d.638 AH/1240 AD), amongst others. 
Ibn ‘Arabi and other scholars of this second path sought to �nd a 
formula which would reconcile Su�sm with what is called the “inner 
and esoteric meaning and spirit of Islamic shari’a (or law)” in its 
profound sense, and in its higher meaning. Indeed, the scholars of 
this school produced great and profound Su� works replete with 
unique and exceptional philosophical theories. Finally, from the 
6th century AH, or 12th century AD, onwards, the Su� movement 
would evolve and expand into what are today recognized in the 
representation of Su� turuq or orders, which continue to flourish 
and spread throughout the Arab and Islamic worlds until this 
very day43. 
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Etymology and Origins of the Name, 
Terms and De�nitions 
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A considerable debate exists around the lexical roots and 
etymology of the word “tasawwuf” (Su�sm) and its many 
derivatives in Arabic, such as “su�” (Su�); “mutasawwuf” (the one 
who professes and practices Su�sm); “su�yya” (plural form, Su�s); 
as well as the collective form of Su�s or, “mutasawwufa; the verb 
“tasawwaf(a)” (to become or be Su�), and the in�nitive form, or 
verbal noun, “tasawwuf” (the act of being Su�). Indeed, opinions 
have differed and diverged, however both ancient and modern 
scholars have arrived at a consensus that the word, or term, “su�”, 
is the lexical derivative of the root of the Arabic word “wool” (or, 
“s-ü-f”). For, it is the only derivative that is linguistically possible 
for the word “suf” – or the relational adjective in Arabic, “s-ü-f-
ee”, meaning “the woolen” or “the one wearing wool”, or the verb 
“tasawwaf(a)” (wore wool) and the word “tassawuf” (in�nitive form, 
or verbal noun; i.e. the act of wearing wool, or to be woolen). 

Furthermore, there are numerous accounts in this regard which 
prove that, since the beginning of the 2nd century AH, wool, or 
wearing wool, became the characteristic mark of the �rst ascetics 
and adherents, used to distinguish them and set them apart from 
the life of luxury and extravagance which had become endemic 
amongst the princes and the rich. Added to the latter are many 
Su� narratives which ascribe the wearing of wool to the pro�ts 
and the pious. 
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Other Su� scholars offer a different etymology for the term 
“su�yya”, contending that the root of the word “su�” is a derivative 
of the Arabic root word, “safa” (noun: purity), or its verbal form, 
“yasfou” (to purify, purge), or the adjective of the root word “safa”, 
which is “safa-an” (marked by purity, pure or marked by clarity, 
clear). These scholars argue that it is fr   om these derivatives that 
the phrase “su� qalbahou” or “his heart was purged” (of all sins 
and vices) is attributed. For, the Su� is the one who has been 
cleansed by God, and whose heart and inner self has been puri�ed 
or purged by God; thus, he/she is a “Su�” or, one who has been 
purged, puri�ed. 

Others claim that the word is a derivative of the phrase “ahl al-
suffa”, which is attributed to a “group of people” or “ahl”, made up 
of poor immigrants and souls, for whom a “suffa” (shaded place/
corner) was built next to the Prophet Muhammad’s mosque in 
al-Medina; thus, showing the Prophet’s praise, special heed and 
love for them. Thus, “ahl al-tasawwuf” (the people of Su�sm) are 
ascribed as belonging to, or are seen as an extension of this �rst 
group of poor people and ascetics that the Prophet asked to be 
cared for and commanded that their affairs be tended to. 

Finally, there are those who claim that the term “su�” is a 
derivative of the word “saf” (meaning row or rank), signifying that 
they (the Su�s) were of the �rst rank before God. Others claim 
that it is a derivative of the Greek word “sofos”, meaning “the 
wise” (or hakim in Arabic) or of “wisdom” (hikma), as Su�s view 
themselves as representing “ahl-al hikma wal khibra” or “the 
wise and knowledgeable people” as they sought and possessed 
knowledge of “the Truth”. However, the argument contending for 
the latter derivative is quite weak as the Greek word “sofos” is 
arabized and spelled, for the most part, by Muslim philosophers 
as “suphos/sufus” and not “suphie/su�”.44

As for the de�nition of Su�sm, there are many ancient and modern 
de�nitions, which would be dif�cult to enumerate in the scope of 
this study. However, most are similar in substance. According to 
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Abu al-Wafa’ al-Ghanimi al-Taftazani, “Su�sm is a life philosophy 
that aims at advancing the human self (nafs) morally. It is achieved 
by means of speci�c practical, spiritual exercises which, at times, 
will lead to the feeling of fana’, or self-annihilation, harmony and 
uni�cation with the Higher Truth (God); and, knowledge of this 
Higher Truth (God) is attained through sensory experience and not 
the intellect, or the rational mind. Its fruit is spiritual happiness and 
it is dif�cult to express its truths with words of ordinary language 
because it is of an existential, subjective nature”45.

The latter de�nition covers the most important elements of Islamic 
Su�sm, such as moral advancement, fana’ or self-annihilation or 
dissolution with the Supreme or Higher Truth, ma’rifa or gnosis 
emanating from direct, instantaneous sensory experience, and 
the feeling of tranquility, well-being and spiritual happiness, as 
well as the symbolisms manifested by Su� expression, revealing 
its essential nature. Also, according to al-Taftazani, “The analytical 
view of Su�sm reveals to us that despite their differences, Su�s 
envision seeking a way, a path of conduct towards God, which 
begins with engaging the self, morally. Seekers of this journey, 
or this way, progress through several stages de�ned by them as 
maqamat (spiritual station on the Su� path) and ahwal (spiritual 
states which the mystic experiences on his way to God) and one 
concludes one’s maqamat and ahwal with ma’rifa or gnosis in the 
Divine, or of God; and, this is the end of the path, the journey. Su�s 
mean by maqam, the station in the journey of ascension in which 
the believer, the adherent and servant of God stands before God 
and places himself in the hands of God and, in which the adherent 
and servant of God performs acts of worship, toils strenuously 
and maintains his spiritual exercises and practices. Examples of 
maqamat for the Su�s include repentance, asceticism, piety in 
devotion, poverty, patience, contentment and trust in God, and 
so forth. As for ahwal, these represent the states of infusion of 
the heart or, when the heart is overcome by purity, by praise and 
extolment of God. Of the examples of ahwal for the Su�s include 
the state of muraqaba46, of being close to God, of love, of fear, of 
pleading, of desire, of intimacy, of tranquility and of well-being, of 
seeing, of certitude and of conviction, and so forth”47.
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Other forms of comparable de�nitions for Su�sm are expressed 
in various Su� works and treatises, all of which clearly expound 
upon a similar conceptual understanding of Su�sm, the essence 
of Su�sm and its signi�cation for its adherents. Abu al-Qasim al-
Nasr-‘Abadi (d. 367 AH/977 AD) says, “Su�sm is an illumination 
of truth leading to the Truth; and, a fraction of it points to the 
Truth [to Him]. Su�sm is your fana’ (self-annihilation; dissolution) 
from the two worlds, with only the Creator of both remaining and 
permanent”48. 

Sheikh al-Islam49 Zacharia al-Ansari50 (d. 926 AH/1520 AD) says 
the following when he de�nes Su�sm, “It is a science de�ned by 
the spiritual states or ahwal leading to the puri�cation of appetitive 
souls, corporeal selves; of moral and ethical cleansing; and, of 
constructing the external and the internal in the quest to achieve 
eternal happiness. Its subject is the aforementioned puri�cation, 
cleansing and construction. Its aim is achieving eternal happiness. 
And, its essence is in the intentions and esoteric meanings referred 
to by its books. This knowledge is a science inherited from the 
result of toil and labor, referred to by the truism: The one who toils 
and labors at that which he knows will inherit from God knowledge 
of that which he knows not”51.

Imam al-Sha’rani52 (d. 973 AD/1565 AD) says, “Know my brother, 
that God blessed you, and that the science of Su�sm is a science 
that penetrated the hearts of the elders who were enlightened by 
their labors in the Good Book and in the Sunna. And, those who 
labor in these works are penetrated by sciences, literature, secrets 
and truths of which tongues cannot speak”53.

 
The question of the origins, roots and references of Islamic Su�sm 

has been a controversial subject that has occupied both ancient and 
modern Islamic jurists (fuqaha’) and scholars. In the �eld of Islamic 
studies and scholarship, one will �nd those who support and defend 
Su�sm, considering it one of the manifestations of the spiritual 
expressions of Islam. Alternatively, there are those who oppose 
Su�sm, with some of this adversary to Su�sm reaching the point of 
tak�r54, and of disavowing or apostasizing it and its adherents. 
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Its proponents attest to the authenticity of its Islamic origins and 
af�rm its references are in the Qur’an and the Prophet’s Sunna. 
The earlier advocates of Su�sm include the great Imam Abu Hamid 
al-Ghazali (d. 505 AH/1111 AD), along with other scholars and 
authors of great Su� works such as Abu Nasr al-Sarraj al-Tusi (d. 
378 AH/988 AD) and Abu ‘l Qasim ‘Abd al-Karim al-Qushayri (d. 
465 AH/1072 AD), amongst others. Of the later Islamic scholars 
and ardent proponents of Su�sm include Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti (d. 
911 AH/1505 AD) and Zacharia al-Ansari (d. 926 AH/1520 AD), 
the likes of whom are many. Modern scholars and proponents 
of Su�sm abound, such as Mustafa ‘Abd al-Razzaq (d. 1947), 
Abu ‘Ala A�� (d. 1964), Muhammad Mustafa Hilmi (d. 1969), 
Abu al-Wafa’ al-Taftazani (d. 1995) and ‘Abd al-Rahman Badawi 
(d. 2002). All these scholars and advocates consider Su�sm as 
being an authentic form and manifestation of Islam, which was 
nevertheless affected by certain in�uences from different milieus 
– as were all the other forms of Islamic sciences and scholarship55.

On the other hand, the most prominent scholars to oppose and 
remained adverse to Su�sm include Jamal al-Din Abul Farraj Bin al-
Jawzi (d. 597 AH /1200 AD) and Muhammad Bin ‘Abd al-Wahhab 
(d. 1206 AH/1792 AD)56. Meanwhile, certain critics of Su�sm, such 
as Taqiddin Ahmad Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728 AH/1328 AD), took a 
more balanced stance in their criticism and made distinctions 
between the different forms of Su�sm. For example, Ibn Taymiyya, 
after af�rming the genuine Islamic roots of the ascetic worship and 
moral discipline of Su�sm, says, “Su�yyat al-haqa’iq: the Su�s of 
Realities, and these are the ones we mentioned above; su�yyat al-
arzaq: the funded Su�s who live on the religious endowments of 
Su� guest-houses and schools; it is not necessary for them to be 
among the people of true realities, as this is a very rare thing; and, 
su�yyat al-rasm: the Su�s by appearance only, who are interested 
in bearing the name and the dress etc.57
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Causes, Motivations and Inspirations
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Religion was a decisive factor in the birth of Islamic Su�sm, 
which itself is rooted in the fundamental Islamic references of the 
Qur’an and the Sunna. The �rst seeds of Su�sm emerged amongst 
the sahaba (the Companions of the Prophet) and manifested itself 
in the form of a current that practiced strict zuhd or asceticism, 
austerity, worship and piety. The causes and inspirations for its 
more widespread emergence were then reinforced and bolstered 
by a series of political, social and cultural factors. 

The conditions and circumstances under which early Islam 
existed were marked by political chaos, power struggles, internal 
strife and inner wars. The combination of these factors created 
a general state of spiritual anxiety, an increasing sense of social 
injustice and a growing gap of inequity between the extremely rich 
and the destitute, all of which nurtured the rise of an ascetic current 
in society. According to Nicholson, numerous factors led to the 
rise of Su�sm, for the suffering of Muslims under the tyranny and 
the oppression of their rulers motivated and inspired a movement 
towards asceticism as a form of protest and as an instrument in 
a spiritual revolution against the prevailing authorities58. With this, 
and from its earliest stages, the course of the evolution of Su�sm 
took on the form and character of a spiritual movement based on 
ascetic worship, piety and moral discipline.

This movement would gain strength and momentum due to the 
prevailing socio-political conditions that marked early Islam. At 
�rst, it was seen as an individual choice in seeking self-reform as 
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a �rst step to paving the way for reforming a society burdened 
by the aggressive and arbitrary rule of its governing authorities. It 
was also seen as an expression of the need to return to the original 
form of Islam in its fundamental virtues and righteous values. 

The asceticism that represented the fundamental prelude to the 
rise of Su�sm was characterized by isolation and seclusion, a 
disconnection from people and from reliance on the corporeal and 
the worldly, with a focus on attending to God and the requirements 
of the Hereafter. With this, a class of ascetics would crystallize and 
spread throughout Islamic society. This class would later evolve 
into an organized movement in Basra, Kufa, Damascus (known 
also as “al-Sham”) and Nishapur, with the most renowned of its 
�rst generation including the likes of Dawud al-Ta’I (d.165 AD/781 
AD), Sufyan al-Thawri (d. 161 AH/777 AD), al-Hassan al-Basri 
(d.111 AH/720 AD), ‘Abd al-Wahad Bin Zayd (d. 177 AH/793 AD) 
and Rabi’a al `Adawiyya (d. 185 AH/801 AD), amongst others59. 
From its earliest days, this movement would take a strong stand 
against the prevailing politics and the corruption of a society 
oppressed. At �rst, its call for reform was based on withdrawing 
and isolating oneself from society and from people in the hope 
of bringing purity and serenity back to the anxious self and to 
anxious souls. 

According to Abu Talib al-Makki (d. 388 AH/996 AD), “The �rst 
stage of zuhd (asceticism) is for anguish of the Hereafter to enter 
the heart... But, anguish of the Hereafter cannot enter the heart 
until the concerns and burdens of the corporeal world are expelled 
from it”60. Indeed, the tradition of zuhd (asceticism) and khalwa 
(seclusion) of the early ascetics went to the extent of concealing 
oneself from the unbelievers (kuffar) and, in some instances, to 
living in caves and in cemeteries, as was the case with certain 
Su�s such as Ibrahim Bin Adham (d. 161 AH/788 AD)61.

This path of zuhd (asceticism) amongst Su�s would take on 
a more holistic and mature form as it evolved into a paradigm 
of spiritual exercises and practices seen as the requirements to 
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seeking and attaining the ultimate goal of ma’rifa62, or gnosis (in the 
Divine). When Abu Yazid al-Bustami was asked, “By what means 
did you attain ma’rifa?” He replied, “Through a hungry stomach 
and a bare body”63. And, Leader of the Sect [“Sayyed al-Ta’ifa”] or 
Diadem of Knowers, as al-Junayd al-Baghdadi (d. 293 AH/910 AD) 
was otherwise known, was quoted as saying, “We did not learn 
(lit. take) Su�sm by discourse, rather by hunger, abandoning the 
world, and severing [one’s attachments to] familiar and pleasant 
things; since Su�sm consists of purity of [one’s] relationship with 
God. Its foundation is in turning away from the world, as Harith 
[al-Muhasibi] said, ‘My self (nafs) has turned away from the world; 
so I have spent my nights in wakefulness and my days in thirst’”64

If asceticism was one of the most important elements in the 
initiation of early Su�sm, further components were later added to 
its conceptual paradigm until it became a school founded upon 
several cornerstones. According to Nicholson, “The earliest Su�s 
were, in fact, [humble] ascetics and quietists rather than mystics 
[Su�s]”65. And, Dr. ‘Abd al-Halim Mahmud says, “Asceticism in 
the world is one thing, and Su�sm is another. A Su� does not 
necessarily have to be an ascetic, and Su�sm is not necessarily 
asceticism”66. Dr. Souad al-Hakim af�rms the latter when she 
says, “The beginning was not – as some scholars believe – in 
asceticism. Asceticism is the outcome of a psychological life 
and thus, is manifested in states of existence, which are the 
best expression of the worshipper’s sense and realization of the 
Divine Presence”67. Ibn al-Jawzi also cautions of making these 
links, saying, “The Su�s are generally of the ascetics; but, we have 
already mentioned the devil’s deception of the ascetics. The Su�s 
diverged from the ascetics by having speci�c qualities and states 
and they became characterized by certain traits. Hence, we were 
compelled to single them out in reference”68.

Akhlaq (a person’s character traits, especially his or her manners 
and morals)69 also represents one of the more important concerns 
and components of Su�sm, as it also carries great weight and 
importance in the Islamic references of the Qur’an and the Sunna. 
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Indeed, the Qur’anic verse, “and, indeed, you are of a great moral 
character”70, is clear in its guidance; and, it is a verse attributed 
decisively to the kind of character, comportment and conduct 
evidenced in the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). It is also recorded71 
in the Sunna that the Prophet (PBUH) said, “Indeed I was only 
sent to complete the most noble character traits”72

For the Su�s, the righteousness and excellence of one’s akhlaq 
– or character traits, manners and morals – cannot be achieved 
without abandoning immoral behavior, vices and deplorable traits, 
and without adhering to good virtues and the most excellent of 
adab (or, propriety and good manners). For, adab, or propriety 
and good manners, are the cornerstone of everything, as Hafs 
al-Nisaburi (d. 270 AH) says, “Su�sm is all good manners and 
propriety. And, every time has its good manners and propriety, 
and every place its good manners and propriety. Those who 
adhere to the good manners and propriety of the times shall 
attain the highest place amongst men, and those who lose sight 
of their good manners and propriety shall �nd themselves far 
from what they think is near, and turned away from the places 
in which they wish to be admitted”73. According to Muhammad 
Ibn ‘Ali al-Qassab (d. 275 AH), who was also al-Junayd’s master 
and teacher, “Su�sm consists of noble conduct that is made 
manifest at a noble moment on the part of a noble person among 
a noble folk”74. Abu Muhammad al-Jariri (d. 311 AH) af�rms this, 
saying that, “Su�sm is departure from base character and arrival 
at lofty character”75. And, al-Hujwiri76 attributes a saying to Imam 
Muhammad al-Baqir (d. 113 or 117 AH), which states, “Su�sm 
is but good morals; whoever surpasses you in good morals 
surpasses you in purity”77. Abu ‘l-Husayn al-Nuri78 (d. 295 AH/907 
AD) transcends the cognitive dimension of Su�sm and attributes 
its derivation to a moral dimension when he says, “Su�sm is neither 
formalized practices nor acquired sciences, rather it is ethical and 
moral conduct”79. And, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751 AH/1650 
AD) reaf�rms that akhlaq, or character traits, manners and morals, 
represents the essence of Su�sm, saying “The words of all the 
speakers in this world have united: Su�sm is kholq (noble and 
moral comportment and character)”80.
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This view would become more universal after the 3rd century AH, 
as the nafs or the appetitive soul and the corporeal self, at that 
time, was perceived as being a source of evil, of abhorrent deeds 
and of base attributes, such as arrogance, envy, avarice, anger, 
rancor and greed, amongst others – attributes which must be 
tamed, purged and fought by forsaking sin and immersing oneself 
in all that is the antithesis of sin in one’s deeds and attributes81. 
According to al-Ghazali, the path towards God “is the science 
of learning how to purify the heart of all malice and impurities by 
abstaining from desires and by emulating the Prophets, may God’s 
peace and blessings be upon them, in all their circumstances; for, 
by as much as the heart is cleansed and blessed by a portion of 
the Truth, the truths of existence will sparkle within it”82. 

During this period, and based on the latter view and perceptions, 
numerous Su� works and texts would emerge which dealt with the 
pestilences that in�ict the nafs, or appetitive soul, corporeal self, 
and which focused on the notion of akhlaq, excellence of ethics 
and noble comportment and character. These great texts include 
“al-ria’aya lihuquq allah” (lit., “Safeguarding the Rights of God”), by 
al-Muhasibi; “fawt al-qulub” (lit., “The Entering of Hearts”) by al-
Makki; “ihya ‘ulum ad-din” (“The Revival of Religious Sciences”) by 
al-Ghazali; and “al-futuhat al-makkiya” (“The Meccan Revelations”) 
by Ibn ‘Arabi. On a more pragmatic level, Su�s obliged aspirants 
and disciples to seek and follow the path of an accomplished, 
knowledgeable sheikh or Su� master or ‘arif, who could provide 
the proper religious and moral guidance that the disciple or 
aspirant required to advance through the progression of stages of 
the ahwal or spiritual states, and the maqamat or spiritual stations, 
beginning with repentance (tauba) and ultimately reaching the 
stage of witnessing (the Divine) or mushahada83.84
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Islamic Su�sm’s Historical Formation
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Islamic Su�sm would branch into a series of different paths that 
would evolve over the course of its historical development. The �rst 
form of Su�sm, marked by an individual practice of piety, ascetic 
worship and moral discipline, was born with early Islam and was 
able to preserve its roots; however, this individualistic form was 
eventually exposed to new theoretical and practical dimensions 
and developed into new schools, theories and doctrines. By 
the end of the 2nd century AH, Su�sm would witness an intrinsic 
transformation from asceticism (zuhd) to a form of religiosity 
based on the concepts of (Divine) love (hubb), self-annihilation 
(fana’) and gnosis (ma’rifa) with the contributions of Abu Yazid al-
Bustami (d. 201 AH/874 AD) and his doctrine of fana’ and of al-
Junayd (d. 245 AH/910 AD) and his theory on tawhid85, in addition 
to Dhul-Nun al-Misri (d. 245 AH/859 AD) and his paradigm on 
ma’rifa and al-Hallaj (d. 309 AH/922 AD) and his experience with 
hulul (incarnationism)86.

Furthermore, the transformations affecting Islamic Su�sm were 
occuring in the same context as the historical, social, political and 
cultural transformations that were taking place amongst the Islamic 
nation, in general, and in Islam, itself. Different schools of thought 
and of jurisprudence were emerging, and diverse philosophical 
and theological doctrines were crystallizing by virtue of the 
communication and exchange that was taking place with many 
different cultural environments and civilizations, at that time. The 
impact of different inter-cultural exchanges was deepened by the 
introduction of different translations of rational philosophies, all 
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of which produced rivalries, antagonisms, debates and con�icts 
which stripped the religion of its initial simplicity, and which 
resulted in the emergence of signi�cantly disparate theories on 
the Divine and on divinity. 

Within this historical context, Su�sm would introduce its own 
ijtihad87 and its own, independent views and perceptions on all 
the issues which were being raised during that period. And, the 
rivalry and antagonism between Su�s and Muslim jurists (fuqaha’) 
intensi�ed due to the inferential and literal approach Muslim jurists 
adopted in understanding and applying Islamic law, and in dealing 
with its requirements – an approach which the Su�s considered 
as not going beyond the scope of the obvious. Instead, the Su�s 
would take a path and an approach that was based on seeking an 
inner, esoteric meaning and spirit, while preserving that which was 
apparent and obvious in the law. 

Consequently, from the 3rd century AH onwards, the paths and 
approaches sought by the Su�s would bring the curse and wrath 
of Muslim jurists (fuqaha’) and theologists (mutakalimeen) upon its 
followers. Indeed, the circles of hostility and antagonism against 
the Su�s would continue to grow in Egypt, Syria and Iraq, and 
would reach the point of accusing Su�s of tak�r88, leading to the 
persecution and even execution of Su�s, such as in the case of 
al-Hallaj89. The jurist (faqih) Ahmad Bin Hanbal (d. 241 AH/855 AD) 
would become one of the most renowned opponents of Su�sm. 
In return, he would suffer trials and tribulations at the hands of the 
Mu’tazila90 during the Caliphates of al-Ma’moun, al-Mu’tasem and 
al-Wathiq. Meanwhile, the persecution of the Su�sts at the hands 
of Hanbal’s followers (hanabila) would culminate in an incident 
known as the trial of “ghulam al-khalil” in which almost 70 Su�s, 
amongst them Sheikh of the Sect, al-Junayd, were sentenced to 
death but later released91.

Su�s also went to the extent of discrediting certain schools of 
jurisprudence and of the Hadith – criticism represented in the 
words of Abu Yazid al-Bustami when he said, “Poor souls, their 
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knowledge was passed on from the dead to the dead; we took our 
knowledge from the (one) life that will never die”. And, Dhul-Nun 
al-Misri used to say, “In knowledge of that which is apparent, He 
spoke to us and informed us and forbade us and commanded 
us. Inner knowledge is a gift bestowed by God and is a covenant 
bestowed by Him, alone; a covenant by which He judges over 
them on that which exists between Him and them, which cannot 
be known by a king close to them nor prophet sent”. Finally, the 
Su�s became renowned for their saying, “My heart spoke to me 
of my Lord”92.

The debate over the dualism of the shari’a (Islamic law) 
versus “the (inner) Truth” would form the basis of the ongoing 
disagreement between the Su�s and the Muslim jurists (fuqaha’). 
According to the Su�s, the jurists (fuqaha’) were directing their 
attention to the surface, or apparent meaning of the law, without 
exploring the depths of its inner meaning; because, for the Su�s, 
the shari’a was divided into two disciplines: First: the science of 
the dhaher (or, the obvious; the exterior [in meaning and form]) 
of the shari’a, which studies acts and rites related to the external 
forms of worship, such as prayer, fasting and the hajj (pilgrimage), 
as well as social contracts and transactions, such as marriage, 
divorce, sales, and so forth. This science, for the Su�s, is called 
the science of �qh (or jurisprudence), which is represented by the 
jurists (fuqaha’) and “ahl al-�tya” (religious authorities who issue 
fatwas93). Meanwhile, the second discipline was that of the inner 
(or batin) science, and esoteric knowledge of the religion, related 
to acts “committed by hearts”; or, the science of the Su�s. For 
Su�s, in this second discipline, Su�sm is the science of truths 
and its people (ahl) are the masters of truths and of understanding 
(�hm). The latter, the jurists, are ahl al-dhaher (the people of the 
external, the apparent) and scholars of appearances or that which 
is on the surface. 

This Su� perspective on the two different approaches to the 
religion was af�rmed by Ruwaym al-Baghdadi (d. 303 AH/915 
AD) who said, “All created existence (khalq) remain seated before 
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appearances, and this Sect. The Su�s are seated before the 
(Divine) Truths and Realities. And, all of mankind hold themselves 
accountable to the appearances of the law, while the Su�s hold 
themselves accountable to the truth of piety and to everlasting 
truthfulness”94. For, “Su�sm stresses upon the necessity of 
adhering to the shari’a and to abide by the religion; however, Su�s 
do not understand of religion, the literal form, nor of the shari’a its 
mere ceremonial form; rather, they always seek an approach to 
understanding the religion and its laws in a manner that differs, 
slightly or greatly, from the approach of the jurists (fuqaha’); and, 
in this, their revolt against them [the jurists] emerged”95.

The care and attention that the Su�s bestowed upon the science 
of the “batin” or inner, esoteric meaning of the religion’s laws, 
and the truth behind these laws, would expand its horizons to 
such an extent that this focus would manifest itself through many 
different paths in the quest to seek signi�cance and meaning in 
symbolic representations and interpretations, which reached the 
point of gnosticism. Furthermore, Su�sm’s transfer and exchange 
with other cultural environments, saturated in Neo-platonic 
philosophical theories, led to combinations with spiritual elements 
of the East in doctrines that would in�uence and inspire the many 
segments of Su�sm’s followers. And, indeed, all these endeavors 
would only intensify the enmity growing between the Su�s and the 
jurists (fuqaha’) and the theologists (mutakalimeen) – an enmity 
that evolved into profound con�icts over the approaches and 
paradigms of study, methods of research and interpretation, and 
over the very essence of estoric knowledge or gnosis. 

The juridical and theological approach to the religion of Islam 
took on a methodology of rational inference and logical criteria, 
quanti�cation and proof, whereas the Su�s internalized the 
approach of exploration and discovery, using sensory experience 
and inspiration. This Su� approach was grounded in concepts 
related to attaining knowledge in the science of the “reality of 
certainty” or “haqq al-yaqin”, which is the knowledge of religion 
that God will convey to the heart of the believer who attains the 
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stage of mukashafa 96.97 Indeed, for the Su�, there is no science, 
“except for that which is by kashf (revelation; illumination; unveiling) 
and shuhud98 and not that which is by thought and supposition, 
because thoughts are the wrong place”99. Al-Kalabadhi100 
expounds further on this methodology, saying, “Know that 
evidence of God is God alone. A Man once said to al-Nuri, ‘what 
evidence is there of God?’ and al-Nuri said, ‘God Almighty’. He 
asked, ‘then what of the mind (of intellect)?’ and he replied, “The 
mind (intellect) is powerless; and the powerless can only provide 
evidence of powerlessness, like it”101. 

With this, a Su�sm emerged that was associated with a 
philosophical outlook and a vision formulated with a speci�c 
approach to esoteric knowledge and gnosis (ma’rifa) and existence 
(wujud). The latter is clearly manifest in the de�nitions of Su�sm 
presented by Su�s, where, for example, according to Ma’ruf al-
Karkhi102 (d. 200 AH/815 AD), “Su�sm is to embrace Truths”103; and, 
where according to al-Junayd al-Baghdadi, “Su�sm means that 
the Truth (God) causes you to die to (lit., from) your self and gives 
you life in It.”104; and, where according to Abu Bakr al-Kattani105 
(d. 322 AH/934 AD), “Su�sm is safa’ (purity) and mushahada106”107.

During this period, the larger of the Su� schools began to form. 
The Baghdadi School would emerge as an heir to the Kufa and 
Basra Schools, with the most renowned ‘ulama108 of the Baghdad 
school including the students of Ma’ruf al-Karkhi (d. 200 AH/815 
AD), such as Sari al-Saqati (d. 254 AH/868 AD), Hareth al-Muhasibi 
(d. 249 AH/857 AD), Abu al-Qasim al-Junayd (d. 298 AH/910 AD), 
Abu al-Sa’id al-Jarraz (d. 297 AH/909 AD) and Abu ‘l-Husayn al-
Nuri (d. 295 AH/907) AD), amongst others, and later included Ibn 
‘Ata (d. 311 AH/923 AD), al-Hallaj (d. 309 AH/922 AD) and al-Shibli 
(d. 334 AH/946 AD). 

The Khurasani School emerged during the same period as 
the Baghdadi School, with its most renowned ‘ulama being the 
students of Ibrahim al-Adham (d. 161 AH/778 AD) and Shaqiq al-
Balkhi (d. 194 AH/810 AD), such as Bishr al-Ha� (al-ha�, meaning 
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“the barefoot”; i.e. otherwise known as Bishr the Barefoot) (d. 227 
AH/842 AD), Hatim al-Asamm (al-asamm, meaning “the deaf”; 
i.e. otherwise known as Hatem the Deaf) (d. 237 AH/851 AD), 
Ibn Karram (d. 255 AH/869 AD), Yahya Ibn Muadh al-Razi (d. 258 
AH/872 AD), al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi (d. 285 AH/898 AD) and Abu 
Hamdun al-Qassar (d. 271 AH/884 AD). 

The Damascene-Eyptian School would also emerge and produce 
renowned ‘ulama including Dhul-Nun al-Misri (d. 245 AH/859 AD), 
al-Darani (d. 215 AH/830 AD) and Abu’l Hassan Ahmad Bin Abi 
al-Huwari (d. 230 AH/845 AD). 

Also, in the 3rd century AH (9th century AD), a group of Su�s 
known by the name of the Mulamati would emerge in Nishapur. 
These Su�s followed a creed based on two concepts: magnanimity 
(fatuwa) and censure (mulamata). The concept of mulamata in 
their tradition signi�es self-restraint and control, self-criticism and 
reprimand, and self-culpability in any negligence in obedience and 
submission. Fatuwa signi�es attaining virtues such as magnanimity, 
courage, chivalry, muni�cence and generosity. These concepts 
would later evolve into signifying altruism (ithar) and sacri�ce 
(tadhiya), and to never cause harm, to never complain, to give 
generously, to abandon glory and prestige and to �ght the self 
or the ego. Of the most renowned ‘ulama amongst the Mulamati 
include Abu Hamdun al-Qassar (d. 271 AH/884 AD) and Abu Hafs 
al-Haddad (d. 260 AH/874 AD). 

What most distinguished the discourse of the Mulamati from the 
discourse of other Su�s was the attention they dedicated to the 
negative aspect of Su� concepts and signi�cations. Indeed, the 
Mulamati do not speak of acts, nor praise these acts but rather, 
condemn acts and lay blame upon themselves and these acts, on 
the basis that there cannot be but some form of inherent neglect 
in them. The Mulamati do not speak of faithfulness and devotion 
as much as they speak of hypocrisy. They prefer to speak of the 
shortcomings of acts and their disadvantages, rather than of the 
virtues of acts and their advantages. Indeed, the majority of this 
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school’s discourse revolves around the culpability of the self, and 
of the struggle with the self, in addition to other forms of negative 
signi�cation.109

Su�sm would enter into its golden age in the 3rd and 4th 
centuries AH, during which a great number of Su� texts and works 
emerged, all distinguished by their conceptual maturity and their 
methodological approach to Su�sm, such as “kitab al-luma’” 
(“Book of Lights”) by Abu Nasr al-Sarraj al-Tusi (d. 378 AH/998 
AD) and the book “qut al-qulub” (lit., “The Food of the Hearts”) by 
Abu Talib al-Makki (d. 388 AH/996 AD). 

In the 4th and 5th centuries AH, Su� texts and works emerged 
that gained authority and legitimacy amongst the more orthodox, 
Sunni110 madhab or doctrine, such as “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab 
ahl al-tasawwuf”(“The Doctrine of the Su�s”) by Abu Bakr al-
Kalabadhi (d. 380 AH/990 AD), and “al-risaalatul al-qushayri � 
‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”, sometimes 
also known as “The Qushayri Treatise” or “The Qushayri Risala”) 
written by Abu’l Qasim Qushayri (d. 465 AH/1072 AD).

Moreover, the person of al-Ghazali (d. 505 AH/1111 AD) and his 
book, “ihya’ ulum ad-din” (“The Revival of Religious Sciences”), 
had a profound impact on introducing Su�sm within the framework 
of Sunni Islam.

The 5th century AH was distinct from previous centuries in that Su� 
books would also emerge for the �rst time in the Farsi language, 
such as the book “kashf al-mahjoub” (“Revealing the Mystery”, 
found in English as “The Oldest Persian Treatise on Su�sm”), by 
Ali ‘Uthman al-Jullabi al-Hujwiri (d. 465 AH/1080 AD), who was 
also the �rst to write on Su�sm in Farsi. Al-Harawi al-Itisari (d. 481 
AH/1089 AD) would also write in Farsi about Su�sm. It would also 
assume an elevated status in Farsi poetry with the likes of al-Attar 
(d. 651 AH/c.1220 AD), Jalaluddin al-Rumi (d. 672 AH/1273 AD) 
and ‘Abd al-Rahman Jami (d. 898 AH/1492 AD). And, with time, 
Su� writings in other Islamic languages, such as Turkish and Urdu, 
would follow suit.111
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With the dawn of the 6th century AH, Su�sm would enter into a 
more obscure philosophical phase, marked by an intensi�ed use 
of signs and symbols related to gnostic sensory experience. This 
phase culminated in the emergence of Pantheist Su�s and the 
Su�s of wihat al-wujud (or, the transcendent Unity of Existence 
[of God]; or Oneness of Being), who worked on the doctrine of 
unity with God, based on the illuminated heart and the sensory 
experiences of the “seeker of the Truth” – and other notions similar 
to the concepts that prevailed amongst the earliest generation of 
Su� elders – and transformed this doctrine into a comprehensive 
theory on existence. Of the more renowned ‘ulama of this form 
of Su�sm was Yahya Bin Habash al-Suhrawardi al-Maktoul 
(d. 587 AH/1191 AD), who hailed from Iran and who worked to 
further develop the ideas of al-Hallaj and Muhyi al-Din Ibn ‘Arabi 
(d. 638 AH/1240 AD). Ibn ‘Arabi was of the Andalusian Su�s and 
is considered of the most important scholars in the doctrine or 
madhab of wihdat al-wujud (the transcendent Unity of Existence 
[of God]; or Oneness of Being). 

The pillars of the doctrine of wihdat al-wujud include the belief 
that existence is God, and that the diversity and abundance of 
things in existence do not mean plurality of existence, but rather 
are manifestations and emanations through which the “unity of 
existence” is evidenced and proven. This particular doctrine or 
madhab would become widespread throughout the Islamic world, 
emerging �rst in the Arab Maghreb then spreading to the Levant 
and Persian East, all the way to the Indian Subcontinent, with its 
presence and in�uence still being felt today112. In addition to the 
ideas presented by Ibn ‘Arabi, a contemporary of his, ‘Abd al-
Haqq Ibn Sab’in (d. 667 AH/1268 AD), would push the doctrine 
or madhab of wihdat al-wujud to its extreme limits, adopting the 
dictum of al-wihdah al-mutliqa or “Absolute Oneness” (“Absolute 
Unity of Existence or Oneness of Being”)113. 

Over time and after the contributions of Ibn ‘Arabi and others, 
the doctrine or madhab of wihdat al-wujud would take on three 
major directions: The �rst direction leaned towards presenting 
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a more systematic approach to the provisions and tenets of 
the doctrine, as well as theoretical clarity. And, it did not take a 
critical stand in terms of the doctrine’s fundamental foundations 
and basic pillars. This particular school of wihdat al-wujud was 
represented by scholars such as al-Qanuni (d. 673 AH/1275 AD) 
and al-Jili (d. 823 AH/1428 AD), who wrote the book “al-insan 
al-kamel” (“The Perfect Being”). The second direction was of an 
interpretative, defensive tendency which combined interpretations 
of meanings put forth by Ibn ‘Arabi and clari�cation of objectives 
of the doctrine. It also defended the approach and doctrine before 
its opponents and adversaries. This school was represented by 
al-Jami (d. 898 AH/1492 AD), al-Kashani (d. 730 AH/1329 AD), al-
‘Amili (d. 1031 AH/1621 AD), al-Nabulsi (d. 1134 AH/1731 AD) and 
Ibn ‘Ajiba (d. 1224 AH/1809 AD). The third direction had an artistic 
intent which tended towards poetic expression, using the means of 
imagination and perception. The most renowned representatives 
of this school of wihdat al-wujud were Jalaluddin al-Rumi (d. 672 
AH/1273 AD), who authored “al-mathnawi” (otherwise known by 
its Farsi name, “al-Masnavi”)114.

Finally, a general review of the course of Islamic Su�sm’s historical 
evolution exposes certain milestones and times in which Su�sm 
would undergo profound transformations, which affected its very 
core and foundations. This examination reveals that, by the early 
7th century AD, Su�sm would emerge as a unique phenomenon 
marked by an individualistic, elitist character. However, by the 11th 
century AD, this phenomenon would begin to manifest itself in 
the form of a more popular, mass social expression, which would 
culminate in the system of popular Su� turuq (orders), which 
would spread and take root by the 17th century, or during the reign 
of the Ottoman state, which introduced and internalized Su�sm 
ideologically. These transformations are covered in more depth 
when these Su� orders are examined later in the study.
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The Su� Approach: Wisal115 and Wusul116
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The Su� approach to ma’rifa or gnosis (in the Divine) is unlike that 
of any other philosophical and theological approach or paradigm. 
Indeed, according to Nicholson, “Su�sm is neither philosophy nor 
theology”117. Instead, it is derived from a combination of several 
different approaches and paradigms that are rooted in concepts 
such as tajruba (experience), dhawq (the senses; or, sensory and not 
rational or intellectual experience), kashf (revelation; illumination; 
unveiling [of the Truth]) and mushahada (the vision of the Truth 
[God/the Divine] obtained by the illuminated heart of the seeker 
of the Truth). It is thus that Ibn Khaldun arrives at the conclusion 
that, “All of Su�sm relates back to struggling and seeking the way 
which leads to attaining its aim of kashf and mushahada”118.

Indeed, for Su�s, gnosis is divided into three degrees, which 
are also referred to directly in the Holy Qur’an: the knowledge of 
certainty or “‘ilm al-yaqin”, the eye of certainty or “‘ayn al-yaqin” 
and the reality of certainty or “haqq al-yaqin”119. Knowledge of 
certainty or ‘ilm al-yaqin is the lowest rank in the degrees of 
gnosis, as it is knowledge gained by re�ection, deductive intellect 
and reasoning. The highest rank is the reality of certainty or haqq 
al-yaqin, which al-Junayd describes as follows, “It is to see the 
unseen as clearly as the eye sees the visib  le”120. In the three 
degrees, the eye of certainty is also a lower degree of knowledge 
for the Su�s, as “Knowledge of certainty is a state of separation 
(tafriqa); and separation is seeing something other than God – may 
He be great and exalted. And, the eye of certainty is the state of 
uni�cation (jam’), and uni�cation is seeing everything through [the 
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eyes of] God. And, reality of certainty is the state of uni�cation of 
uni�cation (jam’ al jam); and, uni�cation of uni�cation is total self-
annihilation [in God] and the loss of perception of anything other 
than God – may He be great and exalted, in the language of tawhid 
(certainty in the oneness of God)121.122 The degrees of gnosis for 
the Su� work from the base and the essence of the principles of 
inference, deduction or intellectual reasoning – or, that gnosis or 
esoteric knowledge is derived from deducing or inferring evidence 
of the Creator’s existence by all that is the universe, by the means 
of direct union (and reunion) with the absolute existential Truth 
(Reality; God). For, according to the Su�s, esoteric knowledge 
and gnosis extends beyond both the rational knowledge and 
the conveyance of rational knowledge found in people, who are 
either “persons of conveyance or in�uence, or persons of reason, 
intellect and thought... But, the Su�s ascend beyond all these; 
for what is unseen to people is clear to them... And, they are ahl 
al-wisal (the people of union and reunion) while others are ahl al-
istidlal (the people of inference; deduction; reason)”123. 

For the Su�, wisal or union (and reunion [with the Divine]) 
depends on sensory experience or what the Su�s term “dhawq”. 
The approach to wusul (ascension; attainment) is a spiritual 
experience lived by the wayseeker, who passes through the 
spiritual stations (maqamat) of spiritual states (ahwal) in a spiritual 
journey, which yields revelations and illuminations (mukashafat) 
and divine emanations (�youdiyat). According to al-Ghazali, 
“The greatest [trait] amongst their best is that which cannot be 
attained by learning, but rather by the senses and by the spiritual 
state, and by transforming [lit., exchanging] characteristics... For, 
I learned with certainty that they are masters of spiritual states 
(ahwal) and not masters of words (aqwal). And, that which cannot 
be attained by learning has been attained; and, nothing remains 
but that which cannot be attained by listening and learning but by 
the senses and by seeking the way (sulouk)”124.
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The Su�s have many names to denote the Su� “path” or “way” 
to ma’rifa or gnosis; it is a journey, a purpose, a path, a conduct, 
a behavior. Perhaps, the most common term to describe the Su� 
way or path is “the spiritual ascension” or “al-mi’raj al-rawhi”, 
which is an allegorical term that alludes to the corporeal Prophetic 
Ascension (or mi’raj)125. This way, journey or spiritual ascension is 
one manifestation found in the Su�sm of all sects and religions; 
it is acknowledged by all as the “path of puri�cation” (tariq al-
tatahur). According to Nicholson, “Mystics (Su�s) of every race 
and creed have described the progress of the spiritual life as a 
journey or a pilgrimage”126. 

The milestones along the Su� path or journey of spiritual 
puri�cation are called the spiritual stations (maqamat) and the 
spiritual states (ahwal), both of which represent a succession 
of behavioral, psychological and emotional milestones that the 
wayseeker must pass through during his journey of ascension. 
A spiritual station, such as repentance (tauba), patience (sabr), 
trust in God (tawakul) and devotion (ikhlas), is “what one acquires 
through one’s behavior, manners and conduct, and it is acquired 
by one’s endurance of the hardships decreed for one by God, 
which cause one’s suffering”127. A spiritual station is the result 
and yield of a spiritual struggle; and, a spiritual station cannot be 
named until the wayseeker is steadfast and stable within it; and, 
the wayseeker cannot move from one spiritual station to another 
until he has met all its provisions, conditions and rules. In this path 
of spiritual ascension, the Su� murid (lit., “one who aspires” or 
aspirant; novice; disciple), “ascends from one spiritual station to 
another spiritual station until he ends with certainty in the oneness 
of God and gnosis”128.

As for ahwal or spiritual states, these are in the form of 
contradictory pairs such as dejection and delight and fear and 
hope. The hal or spiritual state “is something that descends 
upon the hearts [of the mystics] regardless of their intentions, 
their [attempts to] attract it, or their [desire to] earn it.”129 In this, 
the spiritual station is distinguished from the spiritual state or in 
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terms of its source; for, “spiritual states are [divine] gifts, whereas 
spiritual stations are earnings.”130

The spiritual stations and their descriptions and de�nitions 
vary amongst the Su�s and amongst the Su� orders. During 
the nascent years of Su�sm, spiritual stations were simple and 
composed of clearly delineated and de�ned elements. For 
instance, al-Junayd, presents the spiritual stations as clearly as 
follows; they are “Repentance that rules out insistence on sin; fear 
that destroys vain expectations; hope that keeps you on the road 
of righteousness; and contemplation of God that does not allow 
other ideas in the heart”131. And, for al-Sarraj, there are seven 
spiritual stations, which are repentance (tauba); abstinence (wara’; 
also piety), renunciation (zuhd; also asceticism), poverty (fuqr), 
patience (sabr), trust in God (tawakul) and contentment (rida; or, 
satisfaction with divine decree)132. 

Over time and with the evolution of Su�sm, the spiritual stations 
would expand to the point that, for example, with al-Harawi al-
Ansari, they reached one hundred in his book “manazil al-sa’ireen” 
(lit., “The Stations of the Seekers”)133. And, the multiplicity of spiritual 
stations and their propagation is not related to historical evolution 
alone, but also to the individual nature of the Su� experience, which 
in itself yields numerous and diverse perceptions and visions. For, 
according to Ibn Khaldun, “The way to God Almighty equals the 
number of souls of all created things”134.

Repentance (tauba) is considered the beginning of the path and 
its �rst step; and, it is the �rst spiritual station in the succession 
of spiritual stations. According to the Su�, “Repentance is the 
origin of every spiritual station and the key to every spiritual state, 
and it is the �rst of spiritual stations”135. Repentance means to rid 
oneself of the animalistic self and of the corporeal world; and, the 
Su� does not mean by repentance “the cessation of sin... rather, 
they mean by it something else, much farther and more profound 
than all this... It is stripping oneself of the self and ridding oneself 
of the self”136.
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The path of gnosis (ma’rifa) and union with God is based on 
struggling against the self as the self is considered a veil that 
prevents the “light”, or the unveiling of certain knowledge in the 
unseen. Al-Ghazali addresses the wayseeker, saying, “Unless you 
kill the carnal self with the sincerity of self-exertion (mujahadah137), 
you will fail to illuminate your heart with the light of gnosis”138. 
For, the �rst thing that the wayseeker must do is know the self in 
order to distinguish between thoughts and notions whose source 
is inspiration and between thoughts and notions whose source 
is �xations, obsessions and apprehensions; the latter is required 
in order to be able to conquer the self and avoid its control and 
negative in�uence over the aspirant. In the words of Kalabadhi, 
the �rst obligation of the wayseeker is “to rise above the plague of 
the self, to know it, and exercise it, and discipline its manners”139. 
Al-Ghazali summarizes the path of puri�cation to be followed as 
being one of “remembrance of God” (dhikr140) and “constraining 
the stomach and staying up at night observing silence and 
seclusion”.141

Remembrance or recollection of God (dhikr) enjoys an elevated 
rank and re�ned status in the doctrine of the Su�s. The wayseeker 
must immerse himself in the remembrance of God to the point 
that the sense of tangible things becomes absented, and 
this remembrance is in order to avoid the veiling of the mind. 
According to al-Ghazali, “Godliness is the gate to remembrance 
and remembrance is the gate to revelation”142. And, according to 
Abu ‘Ala A��, “remembrance or recollection of God is the means 
to arousing a state of ecstasy (wajd), and for illumination (ishraq) 
to occur”143.

The path of Su� gnosis is not simple or easy. Those who seek 
these paths of spiritual ascension must be patient and endure, and 
even with patience and endureness, those who seek this path may 
never be capable of attaining its aim, because “Direct knowledge 
of God is based on revelation or apocalyptic vision. It is not the 
result of any mental process, but depends entirely on the will and 
favor of God, who bestows it as a gift from Himself upon those 
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whom He has created with the capacity for receiving it”144. And, 
if this path does not necessarily lead to gnosis, attaining gnosis 
requires, by obligation, seeking the path of puri�cation, as “Purity 
of awareness, active intelligence and the power of illumination will 
exist only to the extent that one can strip himself of all profane 
and worldly ambitions. And, here, for those who adhere to the 
approach of the wayseekers and travelers of this path and of the 
people of this way, the Su� way of self-exertion on the path of God 
is an obligatory requirement in the quest to attain the glimmerings 
of the illumination of gnosis and the �ashes of divine revelation”145. 

The wayseeker will not attain “the [Divine] Truth of gnosis and 
the purity of tawhid (certainty in the oneness of God) until he 
passes through the spiritual states and spiritual stations of the Su� 
path on the way to God146. And haqq al-ma’rifa (Truth of gnosis) 
emerges from mukashafat, tajilliyat and ishraqiyat. With these 
concepts being gnostic terms unique to the Su�s with mukashafa 
meaning, “revealing that which conceals the unseen, unveiling 
it to the servant of God, as if he were seeing it with one’s own 
eyes”147; and tajalli meaning, “the [divine] illumination of the heart 
by and the lights of the reception of the Truth upon the hearts of 
those capable of receiving it”148; and ishraq meaning “the moment 
of [self-] manifestation [self-] revelation of gnosis (ma’rifa)”149. 

 
The quest for gnosis, attained through the Su� path of spiritual 

ascension, has led to many and diverse tendencies, perspectives 
and approaches to the Divine and to divinity, from fana’ or self-
annihilation, to ittihad or uni�cation with the Divine, to wihdat al-
shuhud or the doctrine of the ‘Unity of Witness or Oneness of 
Perception; Apparentism’, to wihdat al-wujud or the ‘transcendent 
Unity of Existence [of God]; or Oneness of Being’. And, according 
to Muhammad Bin al-Tayyeb, a thorough examination of Su� texts 
will reveal that these concepts all re�ect different degrees and 
levels of one spiritual experience, and that wihdat al-wujud is a 
sensory, subconscious and intuitive state in origin. However, the 
gnostic cannot attain this state at once, but gradually, and only as 
the fruit of the Su� path of spiritual ascension. Here, the gnostic 
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undergoes the �rst level of fana’, or the passing away of one’s 
attributes and accomplishments; and, in this state, the gnostic 
no longer witnesses his own attributes or accomplishments, but 
rather the attributes and accomplishments of the Divine, the Most 
Exalted and Beloved. Then, the gnostic undergoes the next level 
of fana’, or the passing away of everything but the Divine, until 
he attains the highest level of fana’, where he enters into the 
state of uni�cation with the Beloved. And, this uni�cation is not 
a uni�cation of the Truth or of Reality, but rather a sensory and 
intuitive awareness that the gnostic is “the eye of his Beloved”, 
that there is nothing but God, One and Alone, and that the 
corporeal in the gnostic no longer exists and is entirely absent in 
himself. Finally, the state of wihdat al-shuhud (Unity of Witness; or 
Oneness of Perception; Apparentism) precedes wihdat al-wujud 
(transcendent Unity of Existence [of God]; or Oneness of Being) 
with wihdat al-shuhud being the �rst attainment, or attaining the 
beginning; whereas wihdat al-wujud is the last attainment, or 
reaching the end150. 

The concept of wihdat al-wujud has been further developed and 
internalized within the domain of Su�sm by the work of Ibn ‘Arabi, 
who altered the pantheistic and atheist concepts of wihdat al-
wujud, which claimed that “unity of existence” was related to all 
things of corporeal and material existence. Instead, with Ibn ‘Arabi 
and his followers, a spiritual nature in the context of fana’ was 
attributed to wihdat al-wujud, and not an integrationist, material 
unity. Or, in other words, according to Ibn ‘Arabi and his followers, 
the true (real) existence is this material world, as represented 
before our senses, but unity of existence is the ideal or spiritual 
representation which replicates the existence of a Higher, Absolute 
or Ultimate Truth – which is the Truth as manifested in the images 
of all things present in creation – where all things dwell in non-
existence, because they do not exist in themselves but rather 
exist in God; for, according to Ibn ‘Arabi, “Everything that exists is 
a part of and a manifestation of the Oneness of God”151.
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The approach of wusul, or gnostic ascension or attainment, 
for the Su�s is founded on wisal, or union and reunion with the 
Divine. Gnosis does not occur by dhikr or “remembrance of God”, 
or through seclusion and other forms of methodological spiritual 
exercises and practices. The latter are considered no more than 
a means through which the wayseeker is assisted in purifying his 
heart so that his heart is ready to receive the (divine) revelations 
(mukashafat) and effusions (fuyoudiyat). Finally, the wayseeker 
is obliged to progress and ascend through the spiritual stations 
and spiritual states and wait, patiently; because, Su� gnosis is 
distinct in that it is absolute knowledge that is direct, immediate 
and instantaneous. It de�es expression and is distinct in its 
truthfulness, its sincerity and its constancy before God. And, 
the conditions for its attainment are unity and oneness between 
subject and object152. 153 

Indeed, gnosis in the Divine, according to the Su�s, is not 
attained by sight, intellect or reason, and tawhid (certainty in the 
oneness of God) is a lofty, sublime matter that goes beyond the 
awareness of the mind; gnosis is of the secrets which God shall 
reveal to those of His servants He wills. 
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Mahabba and Fana’
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Mahabba or Divine Love or love of God154 holds a central place 
in Su� philosophy and is closely linked by Su�s to the spiritual 
station of gnosis or ma’rifa. For the Su�s, Divine Love and gnosis 
are complementary notions that represent the end, or ultimate 
aim, of the Su� path. Some Su�s place the spiritual station of 
Divine Love or “maqam al-mahabba” above the spiritual station of 
gnosis or “maqam al-ma’rifa”. Indeed, in the words of al-Ghazali, 
“Love of God without knowledge of God is impossible; for, only 
those who know can love”155. Su�s have also differed over whether 
Divine Love is a spiritual state (hal) or a spiritual station (maqam). 
Ibn ‘Arabi considers Divine Love as being a spiritual station and 
a spiritual state at the same time, in�uenced as he was by al-
Suhrawardi, who also sanctioned this notion156. 

The religious references used in sanctioniong the spiritual station 
of Divine Love are the Holy Qur’an and the Prophetic Sunna. 
Indeed, the term “love” or “hubb” is mentioned in the Holy Qu’ran 
83 times157. Speci�cally, the Su�s have focused great heed on the 
following Qur’anic verses: “Say, [O Muhammad, to mankind], ‘If 
you should love God, then follow me, [so] God will love you”158 and 
“God will bring forth a people He will love and who will love Him”159. 
The particular focus by Su�s on these two Qur’anic verses is based 
on the belief that these verses speci�cally establish the mutual 
love that exists between God and His servants160. The Prophetic 
Sunna also frequently refers to love, with one of the most widely 
referenced by the Su�s being the Sacred Hadith or hadith qudsi 
– that is, a Hadith or statement transmitted from the Prophet in 
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which God is the speaker – which says, “The Prophet, may God 
bless and greet him, said that God, blessings be upon Him, said: 
‘[My servant] draws near Me through nothing more than that which 
I have made obligatory for him. My servant never ceases drawing 
nearer to Me through supererogatory works until he loves Me and 
I love him. Then, when I love him, I become his sight and hearing 
through which he hears and sees …When he asks me, I grant him 
and when he seeks my protection, I protect him’”161 

The Su� notion of Divine Love emerged from within the early 
stages of Su�sm, with mahabba or love of God being perceived 
as a means to perfecting obedience and surrender to God and as 
a means of salvation from Hell�re and for triumphing in Heaven. 
Indeed, Divine Love, for the Su�s, is desire and fear turned into a 
passion that overwhelms hearts and their existence. This discourse 
of Divine Love was that of God being the Beloved. 

It was from within the context of this discourse that the ascetic 
Su� tendencies and the Su� quest for self-exertion on the path of 
God sprung forth, in addition to the belief in reliance on God and 
in the Hereafter, and of renouncing the corporeal world or “lower” 
life, of despairing of people and of disconnecting and severing 
oneself from all relations with things material. These beliefs 
bestowed upon the Su�s a sensitivity which carried them forth in 
a determined struggle to be more complete in their obedience, in 
their submission to God and in their quest to be closer to God. 

Rabi’a al `Adawiyya al-Basriyya162 (d. 185 AH/801 AD) is 
considered the �rst of the Su�s to declare her love of God and 
to put forth a comprehensive theory on Divine Love. There was 
a class of Su� ascetics, followers or contemporaries of Rabi’a 
al `Adawiyya, who would also adopt and internalize the theory 
of Divine Love, and would communicate this in their prayers, 
supplications, instructions and texts. Of these Su�s, Ibrahim Bin 
Adham (d. 161 AH/788 AD), used to say, “My Lord, You know 
that Heaven does not carry the weight of a mosquito’s wing for 
me if you recognize me in Your remembrance and bless me with 
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Your love and ease my way in submission to You”163. And, Kahmas 
Bin al-Hassan al-Qaisi al-Tamimi (d. 149 AH) would address the 
Lord late at night, saying, “I see You, [oh] source of my torment, 
and You are the apple of my eye and the Love of this heart”164 as 
‘Abd al-Wahad Bin Zayd (d. 177 AH), was known to say, “Your 
Glory and Your Magni�cence, I know not the joy of Your Love 
without meeting You and without being restored by seeing Your 
Magni�cence in the dignity of Your Dwelling”165. 

Indeed, ‘Abd al-Wahad Bin Zayd was known to breakdown 
weeping and famed for arousing an ecstatic state (wajd) in others 
to the degree that Hussein Bin al-Qassem al-Wazin said, “If ‘Abd 
al-Wahad Bin Zayd’s proclamations and supplications could be 
divided and spread amongst all the folk of Basra, they would be 
enough to embrace and envelop them all”166. The example of ‘Abd 
al-Wahad Bin Zayd drove Ibn Taymiyya to say that Bin Zayd was 
the �rst true Su� and that “Su�sm emerged �rst in Basra, and 
the �rst to create the circle of Su�sm were those amongst the 
companions of ‘Abd al-Wahad Bin Zayd”167. 

Yet another of the pioneers of Divine Love was ‘Utbah al-Ghulam 
(d.177 AH), who would call to his Lord, saying, “If You punish me, 
I love You and if You have mercy on me, I love You”168. Al-Ghulam 
was known to repeat this phrase over and over again, weeping 
until dawn. He would pray throughout the night, and when there 
were no longer tears or prayers left in him, he would raise his 
head, saying, “[Oh] My Master, if You torment me, I love You and 
if You spare me, I love You”169. 

At this early stage, the notion of fana’170 (self-annihilation) 
had not yet been introduced within the path of love of God and 
the doctrine of Divine Love; rather, the doctrine remained in a 
rudimentary form based on the practice of profound meditation 
on the Eternal, Divine Spirit171. And, despite the lofty place the 
spiritual station of love of God commands for the Su�s, they all 
proclaim that Divine Love is beyond description; that its very 
essence is beyond awareness. Al-Qushayri expounds on Divine 
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Love, saying, “As for the servant’s love of God, it is a state that he 
�nds in his heart that is too subtle for any expression. Such a state 
may move the servant to exalt Him, to seek His satisfaction, to be 
impatient, and to long passionately for Him, to be restless without 
Him, and to �nd intimacy with Him in his heart by remembering 
Him. The servant’s love of God – praise be to Him – involves 
neither an inclination nor a limit. How can this be otherwise, when 
His everlasting Essence is too holy to allow any contact, grasp or 
comprehension? It is better for the lover to be in the state of full 
engrossment in his Beloved than to be in a state characterized by 
any limitation. Love, as such, cannot be described or de�ned by 
any clear and understandable description or de�nition”172. 

The latter is an expression of the fruits of Divine Love, which are 
graced upon those who devote themselves to God in obedience 
and in submission (ta’aa), and who feel the pleasure of intimacy 
(ans) and solitude (khalwa) in one’s calling forth to nearing (iqbal) 
God, and in one’s incessant yearning and intense longing (shawq) 
to see Him. Indeed, love of God in essence and in spirit is beyond 
expression or description for the Su�s. When Rabi’a al `Adawiyya 
was asked how she sees Divine Love, she said, “There is no 
separation between the Beloved and His lover, there is only the 
pronouncement of intense longing (shawq) and an expression 
of senses, for the one who senses, knows; and the one who 
describes, cannot describe that which cannot be described; 
for, how does one describe something in whose Presence you 
are absent, and in His Presence, you are dissolved, and in His 
Sight, you are vanished, and in your sobriety, you are intoxicated 
by Him... and, in your delight in Him, infatuated ... For, awe 
silences the tongue from telling... Thereafter, there is nothing but 
permanent wonderment, constant bewilderment, overwhelmed 
hearts, secrets silenced and ailing bodies of imperfection”173.

Despite the elevated status that Rabi’a al `Adawiyya occupies 
in the doctrine and spiritual station of love of God, this does not 
mean that she was unique as a pioneer of Divine Love, as many 
Arab and Orientalist scholars maintain. One of these scholars, 
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Dr. Mustafa ‘Abd al-Raziq emphasizes the fact that Rabi’a al 
`Adawiyya was the forerunner in setting the foundations for 
the state of Divine Love and for grief in the structure of Islamic 
Su�sm174, whereas Dr. Ali Sami al-Nashar175, says, “This opinion 
is one that we cannot ascertain as accurate, at all; especially, as 
we are well aware that there were many female adherents before 
Rabi’a that spoke of Divine Love, and called out to God, Glorious 
and Almighty, in the middle of the night in the context of clear and 
true love of God. Of these (female) adherents was Hayouneh, in 
whom Rabi’a sought refuge, and who helped Rabi’a �nd her way 
when she �rst embarked upon her path of worship. Hayouneh had 
great in�uence over Rabi’a, and Rabi’a would listen to her as she 
supplicated, “Oh Ye, who promised satisfaction and contentment 
to His lover... Ye are the One I desire and no other”176. 

A contemporary of Rabi’a, Sha’awanah, also chanted of Divine 
Love with clear insistence before Rabi’a, and would introduce 
expressions before Rabi’a introduced the same expressions 
regarding Divine Love177. And before Rabi’a al-‘Adawiyya came 
many Su� men, including ‘Amer Bin ‘Abd Allah Bin ‘Abd Qais, 
who died in Jerusalem circa 60 AH, as well as Khulayd Bin ‘Abd 
Allah and Kahmas Bin al-Hassan al-Qaisi al-Tamimi, who died in 
149 AH, amongst others. It appears clear that the spirit of Basra, 
which gave rise to Rabi’a, was over�owing with Divine Love; for, all 
the Su�s who preceded her in their discourse about this spiritual 
station emerged from Basra. In any case, Rabi’a would be linked 
with a group of adherents who were renowned for their asceticism 
and for their love of God; and, Rabi’a would carry the greatest 
honor that could be bestowed upon her by these servants of 
God, including ‘Abd al-Aziz Bin Salman al-Rasibi, who called her 
“sayyed al-‘abidin” or “The Master of the Worshippers”178.

A spiritual state very closely related to that of Divine Love is the 
spiritual state of “shawq”, or intense yearning, longing or ardent 
love (for God), which, for the Su�, represents “a journey of the heart 
in longing for (His) Love, so that it will not settle until it prevails 
and is granted this Love”179; or, “a yearning that makes the lover 
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hasten to please the Beloved and hasten towards Him at once”180. 
However, differences would arise over whether it was permissible 
to attribute this term, “shawq”, in relation to God. The author of 
“manazil al-sa’ireen” (lit., “The Stations of the Seekers”), al-Harawi 
al-Ansari, says, “The reason for this is that it [shawq or intense 
longing; ardent love] is used in relation to one who is absent; and, 
the doctrine of this sect is founded on the notion of mushahada 
(direct witnessing of God and/or the True Realities of existence). 
For this reason, it cannot be rightly used when speaking of God 
or when speaking of His servant, especially as this term is never 
mentioned in the Qur’an or in the Sunna explicitly to the word”. 

Meanwhile, others would permit its use in relation to God, 
recounting in effect that the Almighty says, “The righteous have 
been touched by their intense yearning to meet Me as I intensely 
yearn to meet them”. Another point used by the proponents of 
the term shawq is “that God is never absent from His Servant” 
and that this presence is in itself gnosis; whereas, meeting and 
proximity to the Beloved is another matter altogether. They insist 
that shawq or, intense longing and yearning for God, falls under 
the latter category; and, that the latter has a pre-determined 
destiny and will take place, although not a moment before it is 
decreed. In support of this position, they refer to the words of God 
the Almighty, “Whoever should hope for the meeting with God – 
indeed, the term decreed by God is coming; He is the Hearing, the 
Knowing”181 and Abu Othman al-Hiri says “this is the consolation 
for those who yearn intensely for God”182.

Thus, intense yearning and longing for God is seen by many 
Su�s as one of the requirements of Divine Love and one of the 
fruits of its fruits. Indeed, without this intense yearning and longing, 
the extent of the truthfulness and sincerity of the love that God’s 
servant has for his Creator is called into question. And, the zenith of 
this feeling of intense longing and yearning for God is manifested 
during moments of intimacy, when one is alone with God; for, 
according to al-Hujwiri, “Love of God is an attribute that emerges 
from the heart of the obedient believer, and in one’s exaltation and 
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veneration of God, when one asks for His satisfaction and for the 
contentment of his Beloved; and when one becomes impatient in 
demanding to see Him; and when one becomes anxious in one’s 
desire to be near Him and to dwell with no other but Him, and 
to remember Him always”183. It is only with the strength of such 
yearning and longing for God that believers deviate from their 
patience and see the pleasure in death, “Because those with this 
feeling, plead with it to meet with the Beloved, and if death is 
remembered, �nd pleasure in it, as the traveler �nds pleasure in 
remembering his return to his family and his loved ones”184.

Indeed, after Rabi’a al-‘Adawiyya and many of her contemporaries, 
the doctrine of Divine Love would become the critical axis around 
which Su� life would revolve, and the essence of that which the 
Su� path called forth. Divine Love would become the mark of the 
Su� sect and the title of its path and the inextricable anchor to its 
origins185.

In the 3rd century AH, numerous other Su� elders and writers 
would examine love of God and the doctrine of Divine Love in 
their works, such as al-Harith Bin Asad al-Muhasibi, al-Junayd 
al-Baghdadi, Sari al-Saqati, Dhul-Nun al-Misri, Sahl al-Tustari and 
Abu Bakr al-Shibli, amongst others. And, the doctrine of Divine 
Love would reach its zenith with the scholars of the school of 
wihdat al-wujud (the transcendent Unity of Existence [of God]; or 
Oneness of Being) and particularly, Ibn al-Farid (d. 632 AH/1235 
AD) and Ibn ‘Arabi (d. 638 AH/1240 AD). Finally, singing of Divine 
Love amongst Su� poets in Persia would also prevail amongst the 
likes of Jalaluddin al-Rumi (d. 672 AH/1273 AD), Fakhr-al-Din al-
Iraqi (d. 688 AH/1289 AD), Ahadudin al-Karamani (624 AH/1227 
AD), Mahmud Shabistari (d. 720 AH/1320 AD), Muhammad Shirin 
Maghribi (d. 809 AH/1406 AD) and Nur ‘Ali Shah (d. 1160 AH/1748 
AD), amongst others186. 

Finally, much credit is due to al-Hallaj (d. 309 AH/922 AD) for the 
advancements made in the theory of Divine Love. Certainly, it was 
al-Hallaj’s work which would be built upon by those who followed 
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him, such as the scholars of the school of wihdat al-wujud. Al-
Hallaj would introduce conceptual notions to this doctrine, which 
worked from the principle that the core of the essence of the 
“that”187 (the object-self) and of the subject of the Divine is love, 
and where, according to al-Hallaj, “The essence of God’s essence 
is Love. Before the creation, God loved Himself in absolute unity 
and through love revealed Himself to Himself alone. Then, desiring 
to behold that love-in-aloneness, that love without otherness and 
duality, as an external object, He brought forth from non-existence 
an image of Himself, endowed with all His attributes and names. 
This Divine image is Adam in and by who God is made manifest – 
divinity objecti�ed in humanity”188.

As for fana’, or the Su�’s self-annihilation in God, this is the 
ultimate goal in the Su�’s quest for perfecting and attaining 
completion in gnosis or, “for the Su� to become aware of the 
unity between the ‘arif (he who knows God; the gnostic) and the 
ma’rouf (the All-Knowing)”189. Many different terms or de�nitions 
have been used for this state, such as “wajd” or “ecstatic rapture”, 
which is engendered by the mystic’s encounter with the Divine 
Reality; and “dhawq” or “direct tasting” of the True Realities 
behind the appearances of the empirical world; and “shurub” or 
“drinking” and “becoming satiated” [from the cup of] the Divine; 
and “ghayba” or “mental and devotional absence (with God)” as 
opposed to “hudur” or “being present with Him”; and “sukr” or a 
mystical state of “intoxication” with the Divine; and “istitlam” or 
“surrendering” and eradicating the corporeal self in the Divine190. 
For the Su�s, all these different notions represent a state of self-
erasure, self-annihilation, self-consumption and self-dissolution 
that is manifested in gnosis – or, where “the shackles of logic (or 
law) no longer bind those who have attained knowledge (in the 
Divine)”191. 

Perhaps the best de�nition of fana’ is given by the Japanese 
scholar, Toshihiko Izutsu, who de�nes fana’ “as the total 
nulli�cation of ego-consciousness,” which implies “immediated 
cognition of Absolute Reality before it is articulated into different 
things [Creator (khaliq) and created things (makhlouq)]”192.
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Muslim religious philosophers and theologians believe that 
there is a metaphysical divide between Absolute, Transcendent 
Divine Presence (wujud) and the �nite and changing world; and, 
that the human cannot enter within, transverse or cross this gap 
in view of the vast and clear separation between the human, 
corporeal, earthly, “lower” world and the world of the Immaculate 
Divine Presence. In contrast, the Su�s believe that it is possible 
to transverse across this metaphysical divide between the two 
worlds. They believe it is possible to eliminate the distance that 
separates between the aware, knowing-object and the knowing-
subject193; and, that this is the fundamental condition to attaining 
gnosis of [direct] tasting of the True and Absolute Realities and 
witnessing of the Universal Truth behind the appearances of the 
empirical world – which cannot be known through the corporeal or 
the rational mind and intellect.

For the Su�s, this passing or crossing over takes place at the 
level of the will, at the level of feelings and at the level of existence 
(wijdan); and, this passing is what the Su�s de�ne with the term 
“fana’ al-iradi” or “willful self-annihilation” or “fana’ al-shuhoodi” 
or “self-annihilation of witnessing; of perception; of apparentism”. 
This passing or crossing over does not take place because the 
separation and the distinction between the two worlds are absent 
or lacking; but rather, it is contingent on the ability of the Su� 
to transcend the feeling of separation, of abundance and of the 
object-self194. This Su� perception is founded in the belief of the 
absence of delimitation, or nondelimitation195 – or, that the in�nite 
dimension that exists between the human and God cannot be 
erased by attaining union without divine illumination. Or, in other 
words, gnosis in the Absolute Power and Essence of the Divine is 
not delimited by the imaginings and deliberations of the rational 
mind or intellect on “the Absolute” – as these can only lead to 
obstructing or disabling the passing, or moment of fana’ – for, 
in the words of the Su�, “in every farq (separation, or state of 
detachment from God) without jam’ (uni�cation, or the state of 
being in the presence of God) is disablement and obstruction”196. 
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Therefore, the Su� speaks of the metaphysical gap as that which 
cannot be separated from the abstract power of the Divine in its 
manifestations, in its union and in its management of man and the 
universe; just as the abundance and the images of all that which 
is represented in the corporeal, created existence and in created 
things are nothing more than mere manifestations, signs and 
additions which are but an af�rmation of the absolute power of the 
Divine (God) and an af�rmation of the Divine (God’s) Attributes. 
Hence, Su�s do not see the world save from the perspective that 
non-existence is the world’s origins and non-existence is its fate, 
because “The world is a presence between two non-existent 
sides... It was a non-existent non-existence, and it will be a non-
existent non-existence, and the gnostic will not witness it except 
with non-existent non-existence”197, which is what al-Sarraj calls, 
“the annihilation of the recent in relation to the past”198.

Su� uni�cation (with the Divine) is not between God and the 
object-self, but rather a uni�cation of witnessing; or, a uni�cation 
of perception that occurs by the grace of divine light, illuminations, 
and effusions which are manifestations of the Divine Attributes. 
Indeed, the Su� spares no effort with regard to adhering to 
the conditions and to the manners of behavior required for the 
adherent to seek his way towards the fana’ of his consciousness 
and his feelings for things and of his corporeal object-self. The 
ultimate aim of intense remembrance of God (dhikr), solitude 
(khalwa), silence (samt), hunger (jou’), night vigils (sahr), as well 
as all the other means of spiritual puri�cation, is the evanescence 
and diminished sense of the corporeal self and world in order to 
pave the way for divine illumination (ishraq) and for the unveiling 
and the disclosure of the True Realities and Divine Secrets of 
Being before the Su� (kashf), who is prepared and graced by God 
for the reception of the rays of divine light. 

Su� experience, spiritual practice and exercise enable the Su� 
to �nd separation from the natural sensations of perception and 
awareness, and enable the Su� to close the door before external 
sensory and corporeal impressions, feelings and in�uences. This 
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disciplining of the corporeal or object-self is aimed at creating the 
spiritual state required for the Su� to be able to meditate in order 
to seek inner illumination. However this individual Su� experience, 
spiritual practice and exercise differs from the philosophical 
perspective and methodology held by the scholars of the school 
of wihdat al-wujud, such as Ibn ‘Arabi and Ibn Sab’in, whose 
doctrine is rooted in working towards the abolition of the existential 
distance and metaphysical divide, which separates between the 
world of Absolute Divine Truths or Realities and the corporeal world 
of change. This philosophical, metaphysical theory introduced 
theoretical intellect and reason in order to propagate the sensory 
and emotional conditions required for the Su� experience. It was 
this philosophical theory which would produce a metaphysical 
doctrine of ontology that elevated the experience from that of an 
individual, spiritual and existential experience, which is af�rmed 
by the Su� dictum that, “Every uni�cation (jam’) without separation 
(tafriqa) is clandestine unbelief (zandaqa)”199. 

Engaging in the Su� experience and attaining the spiritual station 
of self-annihilation or fana’, and a state of hulul or the incarnation 
of God in the human body, has carried certain Su�s to states of 
extreme wajd, or a state of ecstatic rapture engendered by the 
mystic’s encounter with the Divine Reality200. In these states of 
wajd, the Su� may utter statements that do not concur with Sunni 
and more moderate Su� tendancies. These utterances have 
become known by the term “shatahat”, which means sweeping, 
ecstatic statements, such as that which was uttered by al-Hallaj, 
“ana al-haqq” (“I am the Truth”), and that which was uttered by 
Bayazid al-Bustami, “subhani” (“Glory to Me!”). These ecstatic 
statements are perceived as stemming from a profound sprititual 
experience which is beyond explanation and interpretation. Indeed, 
many Muslim jurists (fuqaha’) have shown tolerance towards this 
manifestation. Even Hanbali201 jurist, Ibn Taymiyya, who was one 
of the greatest critics of Su�sm, said, “About fana’ – a term the 
Su�s use to literally signify extinction or self-extinction – and the 
shatahat or sweeping, ecstatic statements made by Su�s, these 
are of a state of love that characterizes many of the lovers of God 
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and those who seek God. Here, a person vanishes to himself in 
the object of his love – God – through the intensity of his love. He 
will recall God, not recalling himself; he will remember God and 
forget himself; he will take God to witness and not take himself to 
witness; he will exist in God and not to himself. When he reaches 
this stage, he no longer feels his own existence. That is why he 
may say, in this state, ‘ana al-haqq’ (‘I am the Truth’), or ‘subhani’ 
(Glory to Me!) and ‘ma � al-jubba illa Allah’ (‘There is nothing in 
this cloak except God’); because he is intoxicated with the love of 
God and this is a pleasure and happiness that he cannot control... 
This matter has in it both truth and falsehood. Yet, when through 
his fervor, he enters into a state of ecstatic love (‘ishq) for God, 
he will take leave of his mind; and when he enters that state of 
absentmindedness, he will �nd himself as if he is accepting the 
concept of ittihad (union with God). I do not consider this a sin, 
because that person is excused and no one may punish him, as 
he is not aware of what he is doing. The judge does not condemn 
the crazed person except when that person is restored to sanity, 
and commits the same act. However, when a believer is in that 
state and commits a mistake, he will come under God’s address, 
as stated in the verse, ‘O! Our Lord, do not take us to task if we 
forget or make mistakes’ (2:286). There is no blame on you if you 
unintentionally err.202
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Ways of t  he Path and of the Orders
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The Su� way would eventually branch out into numerous paths 
and take different directions within the context of its historical 
evolution. In the 2nd century AH, or in the nascent years of Su�sm, 
an individualistic character based on personal spiritual experience 
prevailed amongst an elite group of people, who strove to 
become closer to God and who severed relations with people 
and the material world. After the 5th century AH, this individualistic 
character of Su�sm would transform into a more popular, social 
manifestation. And, between the 6th century and until the 11th 
century AH, the popular manifestation of Su�sm would expand, 
proliferate and gain in�uence across the Arab and Islamic worlds. 
By the early 11th century AH, Su�sm would evolve into Su� turuq 
(orders, or paths), which took on more de�ned and categorical 
forms in their religious, popular and social expression.

According to Annemarie Schimmel, “Mystics in every religious 
tradition have tended to describe the different steps on the way 
that leads toward God by the image of the Path. The Christian 
tripartite division of the: via purgativa, the via contemplativa, and 
the via illuminiativa is, to some extent, the same as the Islamic 
de�nition of shari’a, tariqa and haqiqa. The tariqa, the ‘path’ on 
which the mystics walk, has been denied as ‘the path which comes 
out of the shari’a, for the main road is called “shari’”, the path, 
“tariq”. This derivation shows that the Su�s considered the path 
of mystical education a branch of that highway that consists of the 
God-given law, on which every Muslim is supposed to walk.”203
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The Su� path has been recognized and introduced through several 
different de�nitions, with all these different de�nitions depending 
on the composition of the speci�c “Su� path” or “order”, such as 
its constituent elements, its instructional and spiritual methods, 
and the milestones set for attaining and achieving its goals, as 
well as what it possesses in authority and in�uence over people. 
Of the many de�nitions for “tariqa” or a Su� “order” or “path” in 
the Su� way are the following:

1. A tariqa is a practical path that guides the wayseeker by 
de�ning a manner of thought, feelings and action which will 
lead the wayseeker through a succession of spiritual stations 
or “maqamat” in integral association with psychological 
experiences called spiritual states or “ahwal”, in order to 
experience the Divine Reality or Truth. At �rst, a tariqa simply 
meant a progressive method for contemplative and soul-
releasing mysticism, with circles of disciples gathering around 
an acknowledged master of the “way”, seeking training through 
association or companionship, but not linked to him by any 
initiatory tie, covenant or vow of allegiance204.

2. A tariqa is a powerful authority in the followers and funds it 
possesses; and, it possesses a spiritual and moral authority over 
people through its sheikhs or elders205. 

3. A tariqa is the recognition by the murid (lit., “one who aspires”; 
aspirant; Su� novice/disciple) of his full devotion, complete 
faith and absolute adherence to the sheikh of the tariqa, who 
is considered of the righteous elders in the eyes of those who 
believe in him, and whose in�uence over his adherents is drawn 
by his supernatural powers (i.e. paranormal abilities and miracles) 
and abilities which are beyond that of the normal human being 
and which are derived from mastering the religious sciences206. 

A Su� tariqa or order is made up of a learned sheikh, scholar 
or “‘alim”, master or teacher with spiritual authority – gained 
by his education, his ijtihad or the use of personal reasoning or 
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rationalization to determine what is correct from the point of view of 
the Islamic shari’a, or his elevated social status amongst his clan, 
tribe or people –, and the murid or aspirant, who is considered a 
student and a wayseeker of the Su� path under the religious and 
spiritual guidance of that sheikh. The path of the aspirant is then 
guided by the order and its sheikh’s educational and instructional 
methods, teachings and rituals of worship, which the aspirant 
must adhere to in his faith, worship, words and deeds. 

A Su� order is seen as an authority which governs, commands 
and prohibits. However, the strength of its authority expands 
and diminishes depending on the prevailing social conditions 
and political circumstances. It will gain strength or diminish in 
strength depending on the support, followers and funds it enjoys, 
and according to the strength of character and personality of its 
sheikh or its founder, his deeds and his in�uence. One should also 
take note that, according to the third de�nition mentioned above, 
the conditions of Su�sm and what it evolved into during both the 
Ottoman and colonialist eras, depended on the perception that 
Su� leaders had paranormal abilities and the ability to create 
miracles in order to attain the status of sheikh or elder207.

It can be argued that the �rst Su� order, which would emerge 
in an organized manner with clear attributes and characteristics, 
surfaced during the 6th century AH, or at the beginning of the 12th 
century AD208. From the time of their emergence, Su� orders would 
be distinguished by three particular attributes209: 

1. A founding sheikh or elder, who is the reference for all his 
aspirants and followers and who is considered the leader of the 
group and the organizer of the rabita or ribat210; 

2. A tariqa or path, or madhab or doctrine, prescribed by the 
founding sheikh or elder, including the rites, rituals, instructions 
and precedents set by him;
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3. And, a speci�c type of relationship which ties the individual to 
the group – relations that, at times, can be very warm and close 
and, at other times, weak.

The manner in which these three particular attributes interact 
and synergize is what gives each Su� order, ribat or sheikhdom 
its unique character, cohesion and strength. This synergy is then 
extended to every member in that order, ribat or sheikhdom in 
the form of a feeling or emotion that offers a sense of security, 
cohesiveness and strength to those who belong to that particular 
association211.

The attributes of the Su� order and its synergy would prove 
essential in the Arab and Islamic worlds, especially in areas and 
during eras shadowed by invasions, torn by war and divided 
by con�icts between ruling families vying over seats of power. 
Religious and theological differences, cultural and power struggles 
would further sever the bonds between ruling families, peoples and 
regions, creating a prevailing climate of stress and anxiety. In such 
an environment, belonging to a group where relationships were 
built and founded upon spiritual harmony would be something 
preciously coveted by people, and would help ease some of the 
burden of the depressing atmosphere overshadowing the lives of 
those living in these societies212.

A Su� order is often named after its most prominent sheikh or 
its founder. These names become immortalized in the connection 
made between these sheikhs or founders and their orders. The 
naming of an order is attributed to its most important sheikh or 
original founder, due to his scholarship, diligence, hard work and 
service devoted to the order. Indeed, the names of Su� orders 
are given by aspirants, students, followers and devotees and not 
by the in�uence, request or command of the sheikh or founder. 
Each order’s sheikh or founder, his doctrine and his activities, 
scholarship and diligence has a clear impact on the order and 
the manner in which its rituals are carried out, as well as on how 
its references are employed, and on the system of good manners 
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and moral character prescribed and ascribed to it and its aspirants 
and adherents213.

With that, most orders do not limit themselves to the doctrines 
of their sheikhs or the sheikhs their orders were named after. 
Many other important �gures are embraced and followed by 
different orders, such as Abu al-Qasim al-Junayd and Bayazid al-
Bastami, who command signi�cant in�uence over many orders 
and who are considered an integral part of the doctrines of many 
orders, such as the Naqshbandi Order214. Su�s, in general, focus 
on following certain successions, chains or lines of sheikhs and 
scholars, particularly following periods in which Su�sm was losing 
stamina and required further reinforcement and support in order to 
acquire and maintain the respect of aspirants and the admiration 
of people. Generally, Su�sm anchors its origins and substantiates 
itself in the many successions or lines of renowned Su� scholars 
Su�sm has produced between the time of its birth and the time 
organized Su� orders began to emerge215.

Su� orders would evolve differently from early Su�sm in that the 
orders would adopt a speci�c character and de�ned methodology 
for attaining self-annihilation or fana’ and direct witnessing of God 
or shuhud. Although some Su� orders were established before 
the Mongol invasion of 656 AH or 1258 AD, they actually began 
to multiply and branch out signi�cantly across the Islamic world 
during the 14th century AD, with the �rst person to call for and to 
found an order being ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Gilani in Baghdad216. 

Su� orders then began to establish zawaya217 which would 
evolve into havens, spaces of refuge and places for nurturing the 
education and the instruction of their followers and aspirants. 
With time, Su� zawaya would develop into institutions of learning, 
where the mind, spirit and appetitive soul or corporeal self were 
disciplined, re�ned and educated. They would also provide social 
and humanitarian services, such as providing shelter for the old, 
widows, orphans, the poor, the needy, strangers and wayfarers. 
In this manner, zawaya came to be perceived as institutions that 
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defended and propagated certain lofty value systems and high 
standards of ethics and morality, while, at the same time, they 
safeguarded elements of the local identity of the places in which 
they were situated, and helped preserve and maintain the character 
of the Arab identity during both the Ottoman and colonialist eras. 
Indeed, zawayas came to represent institutions which stood fast 
against cultural invasions and missionary campaigns218. They 
evolved into spiritual, economic and social forces in society where 
pilgrims and visitors found refuge, shelter and a place of worship 
and meditation, as well as places where people were exposed to 
enlightened advice and religious guidance, including instruction 
on the path of virtue and the manner in which to shun the path of 
vice219.
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Proliferation of the Paths of God
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There is little dispute over the character that Islamic Su�sm 
developed during its earliest years. It was an individual and 
personal spiritual experience embraced by a marginal few of an 
elite nature. The early Su�s were persons who preferred to seclude 
and withdraw themselves from society and they maintained a form 
of strict self-introspection. They internalized piety and practiced 
asceticism, shunning the corporeal world and choosing a path 
that drew them nearer to God and the Hereafter.

However, in the 5th century AH or 11th century AD, Su�sm would 
enter into a new phase where it began to manifest itself in a manner 
that was more popular and less elite in expression. By the 6th 
century AH, this popular manifestation of Su�sm would transform 
into an extensive social phenomenon which would propagate 
itself and spread across the Arab and Islamic worlds. Its presence 
and in�uence would strengthen and increase until the 11th century 
AH or 17th century AD, after which it again transformed itself into 
the Su�sm of “orders” that spread amongst the masses.

The �rst Su� order, which would emerge in an organized manner 
with clear attributes and characteristics, surfaced during the 6th 
century AH or, at the beginning of the 12th century AD220. From the 
time of their emergence, Su� orders would be distinguished by 
three particular attributes221: a founding sheikh or elder, a tariqa 
or path based on a speci�c madhab or doctrine, and a particular 
relationship which ties the individual to the group. Indeed, the way 
in which these three attributes interact and synergize is what gives 
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each Su� order its unique character, sense of unity and strength, 
which is then extended to every member in that order in the form of 
a feeling or emotion that offers a sense of security, cohesiveness 
and strength to those who belong to that particular order222.

Su�sm in Jordan is an integral part of the Su�sm of the Arab and 
the Islamic worlds and is a natural extension of its history and of 
its geography. If the assumption is that all divine spiritual paths are 
spawned from the roots of one institution or one manifest doctrine, 
then Su� orders, similarly, can be considered the offspring of a 
“mother order”. Finally, local orders represent branches of a 
“mother order” in “the Su� way” to which aspirants belong. These 
aspirants will follow and adhere to the methodology and doctrine 
of the founding sheikh or elder of the “mother order”. 

Of course, branches and orders weaken or disappear altogether 
while still others emerge. Some branches and orders merge with 
others. In all cases, Su� orders and branches continue to change, 
evolve and transform themselves. Some orders and branches 
regress or dwindle off quickly while others continue to grow and 
gain in their strength and in their ability to attract new sheikhs, 
aspirants and followers. 

Within this context, and prior to any attempt to speci�cally 
examine and better understand the representation of Su� orders, 
their sheikhs and their followers in Jordan, one must �rst gain a 
basic, general understanding about the more important and the 
larger of the Islamic Su� orders, their zawaya and the breadth of 
their in�uence and reach223. 

From the beginning, Iraq has been considered the cradle of 
Su�sm. It is most probable that the Qadiri Order, founded by ‘Abd 
al-Qadir al-Gilani (d. 561 AH/1166 AD) in Baghdad, is one of the 
oldest of the Su� orders in existence today. Al-Gilani originally 
came from Gilan, in what is today northwestern Iran. He travelled 
to Baghdad seeking an education in the Hanbali School of Islamic 
jurisprudence224, in the Hadith and in Su�sm. After receiving his 
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education, he would leave Baghdad and lead a life of asceticism 
and austerity for almost 20 years, after which he returned once 
again to the capital of the Abbasid Caliphate. Upon his return to 
Baghdad, al-Gilani proceeded to provide instruction and religious 
guidance, winning wide acclaim and attracting many students 
and a vast following. He authored the work, “al-ghunya li-talibi 
tariq al-haqq wa al-din” (lit., “Suf�cient Provision for Seekers of 
the Path of Truth and Religion”), a book which is considered an 
extensive guide to the rules and the principles of the manners, 
behavior and code of conduct of Su�s. Over the span of Su�sm’s 
historical evolution, the Qadiri Order would expand and spread its 
reach to all corners of the Islamic world.

One of the other orders that emerged during the same period 
as the Gilani Order is the Rifa’i Order, founded by Sheikh Ahmad 
al-Rifa’i (d. 577 AH/1182 AD). Sheikh Rifa’i established a zawya 
in southern Iraq which attracted thousands of students and 
aspirants. His teachings and his doctrine called for modesty and 
humility and advocated strict adherence to the Prophet’s Sunna 
and the Islamic shari’a. Similar to the Gilani Order, the Rifa’i Order 
would spread to all corners of the Islamic world. However, after 
the 7th century AH, some of the followers of the Rifa’i Order would 
introduce certain practices into Sheikh Rifa’i’s teachings and 
doctrine which did not concur or comply with his precedents or 
original manner of instruction and guidance, such as “darb al-
shish” –a ritual where iron skewers are used to puncture the skin–, 
as well as other practices, such as walking on burning coals and 
into �res and swallowing snakes and snake venom. 

The Suhrawardi Order is the third largest order to emerge from 
Iraq at the hands of its founding sheikh, Shahab al-Din ‘Umar 
al-Suhrawardi (d. 631 AH/1234 AD) who was also a student of 
al-Gilani. Suhrawardi is unique in that he rejected complicated 
theological principles and philosophy; instead, he called for 
strict adherence to a life of asceticism, piety and spirituality. He 
opposed the philosophical Su�sm of Ibn ‘Arabi and called for a 
moderate, Sunni form of Su�sm. Indeed, due to his approach to 
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Islam and Su�sm, his doctrine would even spread outside Su� 
circles. Al-Suhrawardi authored the book “’awarif al-ma’arif” 
(lit., “The Bene�ts of Gnosis”, otherwise known in English as 
“The Gifts of Deep Knowledge”), which is considered one of the 
most important and comprehensive Su� treatises, as it presents 
a cohesive and complete re�ection on Su�sm and expounds 
upon Su� practices from their origins in the Holy Qur’an and the 
Prophet’s Sunna. Suhrawardi’s Su�sm is speci�cally characterized 
by its asceticism and moderation, in its references in the Sunna 
and in its adherence to the heritage of early Su�sm – to such an 
extent that, in Egypt, the Suhrawardi Order is known as the “Order 
of al-Junayd”. “The Gifts of Deep Knowledge” was translated into 
all the different languages of the Islamic world and contributed 
signi�cantly to the manner in which Su� orders are governed and 
organized. Similar to the Gilani and Rifa’i Orders, the Suhrawardi 
Order would spread to all corners of the Islamic world. Meanwhile, 
west of the Mashreq225, another group of great Su� schools, 
sheikhs and elders would emerge from the Arab Maghreb226 and 
Andalusia. At �rst, the Su�sm of this part of the Islamic world 
would be manifested in an individual form of practice due to the 
predominance of the Maliki227 madhab in these areas, which was 
strongly opposed to Su�sm. The adversity of the Malikis to the 
Su�s went to the extent that “ihya’ ulum ad-din” (“The Revival of 
Religious Sciences”) by al-Ghazali would actually be burned in 
Cordoba. 

Ibn Masarra Muhammad Bin ‘Abd Allah (d. 319 AH/931 AD) is 
considered the �rst Su� elder to �nd prominence amongst the 
Andalusian Su�s. His in�uence would clearly mark the Almeria 
School, which was saturated in Neo-Platonist philosophical 
elements, and would pave the way for the rise of Su�sm and Su� 
orders in that part of the world. Another very important scholar 
of the Almeria school was Ibn al-‘Arif (d. 536 AH/1143 AD), who 
authored the book “mahasin al-majalis” (lit., “The Virtues of 
Mystical Assemblies”). Indeed, Su�sm in the Mashreq would be 
greatly in�uenced by the doctrine and teachings of Ibn ‘Arif. During 
that same period, Ibn Barrajan (d. 318/931) emerged in Seville, 
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where he also contributed signi�cantly to the spread of Su�sm in 
that area. Meanwhile, Ibn Barrajan would face �erce opposition 
from Muslm jurists and theologists, as did his contemporary, Ibn 
Qasi (d. 546 AH/1151 AD), who suffered the same kind of harsh 
adversity. 

Another of the more renowned Andalusian-Maghrebi Su� 
scholars was Abu Madyan Shu’ayb (d. 576 AH/1198 AD), who 
was greatly in�uenced by Imam al-Ghazali. Abu Maydan Shu’ayb 
would travel to the Mashreq, seeking knowledge and instruction 
in Su�sm, only to return and settle in Bejaia, Algeria. His doctrine 
and order would be characterized by asceticism, the disciplining 
of the Su�’s manners and conduct, and in reforming the Su�’s 
appetitive soul and corporeal self. His aspirants and students 
were great in number; and, it were his aspirants who would take 
on the task of spreading the doctrine of Shu’ayb’s order eastward, 
to the Mashreq.

Finally, of the most important �gures to emerge from amongst 
the Andalusian Su�s was Ibn ‘Arabi (593 AH/1196 AD) from the 
Murcia School of Su�sm. Indeed, Ibn ‘Arabi is considered one of 
the most important scholars to emerge from Su�sm, in general. 
His philosophy, metaphysical theories, doctrines and works had, 
and still have, an immense in�uence and impact on the Arab and 
Islamic worlds in their entirety. 

Of the largest Su� orders which would emerge from the Arab 
Maghreb is the Shadhili Order, founded by Abu al-Hassan 
al-Shadhili (d. 656 AH/1258 AD). Like many of his Maghrebi 
predecessors, al-Shadhili would travel to the Mashreq, seeking 
knowledge from the leading spiritual sages of his time. Instead, 
he found his mentor, ‘Abd al-Salam Bin Mashish (d. 625 AH/1228 
AD), in the Moroccan countryside. Bin Mashish was a devout 
worshipper and believer in the unity of the Divine, whose zawya 
rested on the crest of a mountain – a zawya, which, until this day, 
is a focal point for visitors, aspirants and followers. Shadhili later 
went into seclusion in the mountain ranges that lie between the 
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cities of Tunis and Kairouan, near a village called “al-Shadhila”, 
to which many attribute his name. He, however, understood his 
name to be a spiritual sign that signi�ed “turning away from” 
or “shunning” the corporeal world and lower life and instead, 
turning towards God – based on the lexical root of the Arabic verb 
“shadha” (lit., “to deviate from” or “to be an exception to”).

Al-Shadhili and his order would gain great popularity due to the 
simplicity of his doctrine. However, it was this simplicity and this 
popularity which would cast the wrath and enmity of Muslim jurists 
upon him. And, due to the harsh persecution he was subjected 
to, he was forced to leave the Maghreb and �nally settled in 
Alexandria, Egypt in 641 AD or 1244 AD. 

Al-Shadhili’s order and doctrine are simply founded on the 
principle of divesting oneself of the internal and of devoting 
oneself to God in concerted remembrance of Him (a practice 
known as dhikr). Al-Shadhili also urged his followers to remain an 
integrated and functional part of society, while faithfully adhering 
to the Islamic shari’a and emulating the Prophet’s Sunna. Indeed, 
these were the conditions required for being allowed into his order, 
with one of al-Shadhili’s most renowned disciples being Abu al-
Abbas al-Mursi (d. 686 AH/1287 AD). Finally, al-Shadhili was 
not concerned with the philosophical and metaphysical matters 
developed by scholars such as Ibn ‘Arabi; and, he did not leave 
behind any traces of written works. However, despite this lack 
of textual references, his spiritual in�uence is clear in his litanies, 
the most famous of which is “hizb al-bahr”, known in English as 
“Incantation of the Sea”. 

One of his later followers, the Egyptian, Ibn ‘Ata’Allah, worked 
on developing the Shadhili doctrine and expanding the scope of 
its reach until it spread to the rest of the Islamic world. These 
efforts by Ibn ‘Ata’Allah were notwithstanding the famous texts 
he would author, such as “al-hukum al-‘ata’iya”, known in English 
as “Compilation of Aphorisms [of Ibn ‘Ata’Allah]”, and “kitab lata’if 
al-minan”, known in English as “[The Key to Salvation:] A Su� 
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Manual of Invocation”. “Compilations of Aphorisms”, today, is 
viewed as representing the �rst systematic compendium on the 
spiritual heritage and practice of dhikr, as well as the doctrinal 
reference for the Shadhili Order. 

Another spiritual pillar of the Shadhili Order was ‘Abd al-Razzaq 
al-Jazouli (d. between 869 AH/1465 AD and 874 AH/1470 AD) who 
was a disciple of Abu Madyan. Al-Jazouli authored a composition 
on a prayer for the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in his book “dala’il 
al-khayrat”, known in English as “The Waymarks of Bene�ts”, 
which has become a reference for Muslims across the Arab and 
the Islamic worlds. Yet another of the greater Shadhili sheikhs was 
Ahmad Zarruq, from the city of Fes, whose most renowned texts 
include “qawa’id al-tasawwuf” (lit., “The Principles of Su�sm”) and 
“‘uddat al-murid al-sadiq” (lit., “Tools for the Sincere Aspirant”).

The Su� orders of the Maghreb would spread to Egypt and 
Damascus after the 7th century AH through Alexandria, which 
became a conduit for many Su�s from the Maghreb, such as ‘Abd 
al-Razzaq al-Jazouli (d. 594 AH/1198 AD), who worked to spread 
the Shadhili Order across both banks of the Nile. Two of his 
followers, the Moroccan Sheikh, ‘Abd al-Rahim (d. 592 AH/1196 
AD) (Qana, Egypt) and the Egyptian Abu al-Hajjaj (d. 641 AH/1244 
D in Luxor, Egypt) are still considered amongst the more important 
Su� elders or saints in Egypt.

Ibn ‘Arabi would join the wave of migrants who travelled from 
the Maghreb to the Mashreq through the same conduit. However, 
Ibn ’Arabi would not establish a speci�c order despite the fact 
that his impact is clear and profound on almost all the Su� orders 
established after the 7th century AH. On the other hand, another 
very important Andalusian Su�, Ibn Sab’in (d. 667 AH/1268 AD) 
took this initiative and established the doctrine and order of “al-
wihda al-mutlaqa” or “The Absolute Unity of Existence”228. One 
of Ibn Sab’in’s most renowned followers was Abu al-Hassan al-
Shushtari (d. 668 AH/1269 AD), also an Andalusian.
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The Shadhili Order would later evolve into two branches, the 
Hana�229 and the Wafa’i230 branches; and, the in�uence of both 
would persist within the Su� scene in Egypt. Indeed, virtually 
all of Egypt was split between these two branches, even during 
the Ottoman era. Eventually, the Shadhili doctrine spread to and 
permeated many circles of Muslim scholars across the Arab and 
Islamic worlds, even those who did not consider themselves part 
of the realm of Su�sm.

Another order which would acquire signi�cant in�uence in Egypt 
was the Ahmadi Order, sometimes also referred to as the Badawi 
Order, which is rooted in the doctrine and teachings of Ahmad 
al-Badawi (d. 674 AH/1276 AD), who was of Moroccan origin. Al-
Badawi settled in Tanta on the Nile Delta, and he is alleged to 
have never left his balcony until the end of his days; and, hence, 
the name bestowed upon his aspirants, “al-sutuhiyya” (those of 
the roofs or the “roofers”). In contrast to the Shadhili Order, the 
Ahmadi or Badawi Order would spread mostly to rural areas and 
amongst the more popular classes. The Burhani Order would 
also create a presence in Egypt, with the Burhani Order tracing 
its origins to its founder, Burhan al-Din al-Disuqi (d. 687 AH/1288 
AH), who himself belonged to several orders.

Meanwhile, during the 6th and 7th centuries AH, the area of Greater 
Syria231 would fall under the in�uence of the Iraqi schools of Su�sm, 
after the migration of many of the followers of the Qadiri Order 
to that area. The Burhani Order would also create a signi�cant 
presence for itself in Greater Syria, taking root amongst Hanbali 
scholars there. By the 9th century AH, Syrian Su�sm would also 
be nurtured by sources from the Maghreb, such as the Shadhili 
Order, in addition to other forms of Su�sm which spread over from 
the Caucasus and Central Asia, such as the Naqshbandi Order 
– which, today, is still one of the most widespread orders in the 
areas which were once part of Greater Syria. 
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In Central Asia, Su� orders also emerged, such as the Kalandri 
Order, whose foundations would be built upon integrating and 
combining concepts from Islam, other religions and Hindu-
Buddhist asceticism. Locally, the Kalandri Order would be 
protected by the Farsi Prince Jamal al-Din al-Sawi (d. 629 AH/1232 
AD); and, under the patronage of this prince, the order would 
spread throughout Anatolia and the Middle East. However, later, 
this particular order would alienate itself from people in the Arab 
and Islamic worlds due to its deviation from normative Islamic 
practices and teachings, such as drinking alcohol, using hashish 
and homosexual practices, as well as other conduct considered 
alien to the word and spirit of the Holy Qur’an. 

Another order to emerge from Central Asia was the Kubrawi 
Order, which traces its origins back to Najm al-Din Kubra (d. 
618 AH/1221 AD) from Khwarezm (today, part of Uzbekistan and 
Turkmenistan). He would earn the name “kubra”232 in an allusion to, 
or as an elliptic form of the Qur’anic expression “al-tamma al-kubra” 
meaning “the major disaster”, which was a nickname that alluded 
to Kubra’s great skills and wit as a debater and theorist, and for his 
powerful ability to refute any opponent233.

Despite al-Kubra’s association with Iraqi Su�sm, he was able to 
found an expressedly Sunni order. However, after his death, many 
of his followers adopted Shiism, with this trend continuing after the 
10th century AH, when other Sunni-Su� orders in Iran would also 
adopt Shiism. As a prelude to this tendency, in the 9th century AH, a 
Shiite branch of the Kubrawi Order would emerge in Iran, known as 
the Nurbakhshi Order, whose origins are traced back to Muhammad 
Nurbakhsh (d. 869 AH/1464 AD). However, when Muhammad 
Nurbakhsh declared that he was the “mehdi al-muntather” (the 
Awaited, Rising or Guided One)234, his political movement ended in 
failure. Today, there is a branch in Shiraz which is called the Dhahabi 
Order, after the name “the Dhahabiyya” given to those followers 
who left the Nurbakhshi Order and renounced claims of “Mehdism”.
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The progressive trend towards adopting Shiism was also apparent 
in the Nimatallah Order, whose origins are traced back to Shah 
Nimatallah Wali (d. 834 AH/1431 AD). Shah Nimatallah Wali studied 
Islamic sciences in Shiraz, which was the Sunni stronghold in Iran, 
at that time. During his pilgrimage to Mecca, Wali became a student 
of ‘Abd Allah al-Ya� (d. 768 AH/1367 AD), after which he returned 
to a city near Samarkand, where a large group of aspirants and 
students �ocked around him, and where he would gain much fame. 
In turn, those envious of his fame betrayed him to the Sultan, and al-
Wali was forced to move and �nally settled in Karaman. Thereafter, 
in the 13th century AH, followers of his order continued to suffer 
persecution with some �eeing while the majority turned to Shiism.

Meanwhile, the Naqshbandi Order would also emerge in Central 
Asia and would evolve into one of the most eminent and widespread 
orders there. Furthermore, the Naqshbandi Order would become 
one of the Su� orders which was able to preserve and maintain its 
Sunni orientation and confront the tide of the trend towards Shiism. 
The order considers itself the direct heir of the Khurasani doctrine235 
and the school of the Mulamati236 linked to it, which focuses great 
attention on asceticism, piety, devotion to God and reforming the 
inner (self). The Mulamati were organized under the patronage 
of Baha’uddin Naqshband (d. 791 AH/1389 AD), whereas the 
Naqshbandi Order considers ‘Abd al-Khaliq al-Ghujdawani the 
true sheikh of the order. Indeed, al-Ghujdawani would introduce 
a form of Sunna to the order, which was intrinsically focused on 
dhikr or remembrance of God, or what the order calls “Essential 
Dhikr” and “Dhikr of the Heart”237, based on the example of Abu 
Bakr al-Siddiq238, with these particular forms of dhikr239 becoming 
the distinguishing mark of this order.

The followers of the Naqshbandi Order would also establish a 
set of rules that they practice, which are present, in one form or 
another, in every path of Su�sm, such as “muraqabat al-khutuwat” 
or “watching your step”, also known as “nazar bar qadam”; 
“muhasabat al-nafs” or “holding the self and appetitive soul 
accountable” or “self-censure”; and, “khalwa �l julwa” which 
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is literally “seclusion in unveiling”, also known by the order as 
“khalwat dar anjuman”240 or “solitude in the crowd”; amongst 
others. The underlying principle of this order’s doctrine is the heed 
paid to ensuring harmony between the spirit of Islam, Islamic 
shari’a and one’s conduct. Indeed, it was through the advocacy 
of this doctrine that the order was able to preserve the practice of 
the Sunna amongst the Muslims of Central Asia.

In the 9th century AH, under the guidance and leadership of Sheikh 
Khwaja Ahrar241 (d. 895 AH/1490 AD), the Naqshbandi Order was 
able to surpass and eclipse all other Su� orders in Central Asia. 
Indeed, Sheik Ahrar’s efforts led to the establishment of a vast 
economic network that protected peasants from oppressive 
taxation, in addition to the fact that Sheikh Ahrar called forth on 
politicians and leaders to show respect for Islamic teachings. 
Subsequently, the Naqshbandi Order was able to extend its reach 
to the Caucasus, Kurdistan and Anatolia, where the order curried 
the favor of the Ottoman sultans. 

The order’s in�uence would extend to the Arab world and to 
the Indian Subcontinent at the hands of Mujaddid-e-Alf Thaani 
al-Hijri Ahmad Sirhindi (d. 1032 AH/1624 AD). Sirhindi’s book 
“maktoubat”, a collection of 536 letters collectively entitled 
“Collected Letters” in English or “Maktoubat”, is considered 
the definitive guide and treatise governing the Naqshbandi 
Order until this day. In this acclaimed book, the author affirms 
and stresses the need for the return to the Islamic shari’a and 
for emulating the ways of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 
The book also calls on politicians and leaders to apply the 
provisions and precedents set by Islamic jurisprudence. By 
the 11th century AH, Sirhandi’s (Naqshbandi-) Mujaddidi branch 
had extended its reach to China, the Arabian Peninsula and 
Indonesia. Indeed, the order remains one of the most extensive 
and widespread orders followed in the Islamic world, to date.
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Su� orders would also spread within the Caucasus, with the al-
Khalwati Order at the fore. The name of the Khalwati Order itself 
is derived from the Arabic term “khalwa”, meaning seclusion, 
retreat or isolation, with this particular practice becoming the 
distinguishing mark of the order. The Khalwati Order traces its 
origins back to ‘Umar al-Khalwati (d. 799 AH/1397 AD), who was 
a Su� elder that gained this title due to his love of solitude and for 
isolating himself from others inside the trunk of a tree. However, 
as an established and institutionalized association, the order itself 
is credited to Yahya al-Shirwani (d. 867 AH/1463 AD), who also 
hailed from the Caucasus. Due to the vast number of the order’s 
followers, al-Shirwani worked to build a hierarchical structure for 
the order. 

The Khalwati Order was able to curry the favor of the Ottoman 
sultans after it was introduced to the Anatolia region at the end of 
the 9th century AH. Thereafter, it spread to other countries under 
Ottoman control, particularly Egypt, from whence it spread to 
the rest of the Arab world. The particularly elevated status of this 
order was evidenced in the fact that Ottoman Sultan Muhammad 
al-Fateh’s spiritual teacher was a Khalwati sheikh. Indeed, the 
Khalwati Order is considered enlightened in its adherence to 
the Sunna and in its doctrine advocating progressive attainment 
through the practice of dhikr, or the constant remembrance of 
God and of His Attributes. 

The Safavi (pronounced in Arabic as Safawi) Order emerged 
in the 8th century AH at the hands of its founder, Sa�-Ad-Din 
Ardabili (d. 734 AH/1334 AD). This order shares geographical and 
instructional origins with the Khalwati Order. It was also a Sunni 
order in origin, until its sheikhs adopted Shiism at the end of the 
9th century AH. Thereafter, Shah Ismail (d. 930 AH/1524 AD) came 
to power and established the Safavid Dynasty, under which he 
would unify Iran and convert it to Twelver Shi’a Islam as he worked 
to drive out Sunni Su�sm.
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On the Indian Subcontinent, the Chishti Order emerged, tracing 
its origins back to Mu’inaddin al-Chishti (d. 633 AH/1236 AD). The 
Chishti Order would spread across all of Islamic India under the 
leadership and guidance of Nizamuddin Auliya (d. 724 AH/1324 
AD), with one of his most renowned students being the great 
poet, Amir Khusro. The disciples and aspirants of the Chishti 
Order would be distinguished in their unique form of Indo-Persian 
Su�sm, which was marked by its tolerance and openness to 
Hinduism.

 
In the 8th and 9th century AH, other major branches and orders 

began to emerge which followed the example of early Su�sm, such 
as the Shatiri Order. The Shatiri Order was established by ‘Abd 
Allah al-Shatiri (d. 890 AH/1485 AD), who was famed for walking 
with his aspirants in a black military uniform, accompanied by the 
beating of drums.

In Anatolia, Su� orders would also proliferate, with the Su�sm 
of Jalaluddin al-Rumi (d. 672 AH/1273 AD) having a particularly 
signi�cant impact in that region. Indeed, Rumi’s form of Su�sm 
was distinctly marked by a cosmic nature due to the message 
of love Rumi adopted, which went beyond the usual scope and 
paradigm of Su� orders. And, the Mevlevi (known in Arabic as 
Mawlawi) Order is considered the most extensive and in�uential 
order in this area. Rumi’s eldest son, Baha’uddin Muhammad-i 
Walad, often referred to as Sultan Walad (d. 718 AH/1321 AD), 
is considered the founder of the Mevlevi Order. Sultan Walad 
would establish certain tenets for the order such as the Sama’ 
dance ceremony, or the famous whirling devotional dances (of the 
Dervishes), accompanied by music, singing, mantras and chanting 
of dhikr or remembrance of God, and which, for Mevlevi aspirants, 
represents a highly poignant form of Su� spiritual exercise242. 

The home and center of the Mevlevi Order is the city of Konya, 
where aspirants �ock around the mausoleum of Mawlana243 
Jalaluddin al-Rumi. From the 9th century AH or 15th century AD 
onwards, the Ottomans would employ the Mevlevi Order to serve 
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their interests in confronting Su�s who opposed Ottoman rule in 
the mountains of Anatolia. The Mevlevi Order would later spread 
across many other regions of the Islamic world.

 
However, during that same period – or in the 9th century AH or 

15th century AD –, Su� orders in the Islamic world would witness 
a spiritual regression and a scholarly degeneration. Much of 
Su�sm was transformed into a mode of popular religiosity which 
was replete with superstitions and increasing ignorance and 
which deviated from its original path. In turn, these negative 
transformations would also provoke the emergence of reform 
currents which called for the restoration, revival and renewal of 
Su�sm, and for purging it of the heresies and the �awed practices 
which had accumulated over the passage of time. 

From within these reform currents, numerous revivalist scholars 
would emerge who focused their energies and efforts on 
reintroducing reform into already established orders or, in some 
cases, establishing new orders altogether. One of these scholars 
was Sheikh Ali Bin Maymoun al-Fasi (916 AH/1511 AD) who 
called for a return to a disciplined adherence to the provisions of 
the Islamic shari’a, and who protested against the corruption of 
scholars and the degeneration of the doctrine. However, despite 
the overall degenerative condition of Su�sm, the Ottoman era did 
witness certain positive manifestations and transformations, as Su� 
thought had become an integral part of Islamic culture, embodied 
by Su�s such as ‘Abd al-Ghani Nabulsi (d. 1134 AH/1731 AD) who 
belonged to two orders, but enjoyed an intellectual independence 
which earned him credit in all the different Islamic disciplines.

The 18th and 19th centuries AD would witness some of the 
most important efforts to revive and to modernize Su�sm, all of 
which were embodied in the call to reform through a return to 
Su�sm’s roots and to its adherence to the Holy Qur’an and the 
Sunna. These revivalist efforts were recognized by the term, the 
“Muhammadian way”, which represented a return to the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH) as the role model and adhering to the path of 
virtues set by his example. 
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One of the more important of revivalist reformers was Sheikh al-
Maghrebi al-Arabi al-Darqawi (d. 1238 AH/1823 AD) who focused 
his attentions on spirituality from a pragmatic perspective and not 
on the theoretical levels which were characteristic of early Su�sm. 
He stressed upon simple non-involvement in worldly affairs and 
on asceticism; and, in this message, al-Darqawi contributed 
signi�cantly to the development of the Shadhili Order and its 
branches, including the Shadhili-Darqawi, Madani, Yashruti 
and ‘Alawi [Alawite] Orders – all of which are orders that, today, 
enjoy an extensive and signi�cant presence in the Islamic world, 
including Jordan.

 
Another of the more renowned revivalist sheikhs was Mustafa 

al-Bakri (d. 1162 AH/174 AD) who introduced extensive reforms 
into the Khalwati Order and who contributed to the spread of that 
order on a wider scale. In the second half of the 18th century AD, 
some of al-Bakri’s most important disciples would emerge on the 
Su� revivalist scene, including Sheikhs Hafni and Dardir, with the 
latter becoming one of the most important scholars at al-Azhar 
Mosque244. These sheikhs and their approach to modern Su�sm 
contributed to distinguishing the Khalwati Order’s close af�liation 
to the Sunna and to a revivalist spirit in that.

The Naqshbandi Order would also produce its fair share of 
revivalist scholars, including Mawlana Khalid Naqshbandi (d. 1242 
AH/1827 AD) who was of Kurdish origin but resided in Damascus. 
Mawlana Khalid adopted the reformative line of Ahmad al-Sirhandi 
and enriched the order with new scholarly methods which called 
for adherence to the provisions of the Islamic shari’a. Of Mawlana 
Khalid’s most eminent students was the great Islamist Hana�245 
jurist Ibn ‘Abdin (d. 1251 AH/1836 AD). The Naqshbandi-Khalidi 
Order would extend its in�uence to the Caucasus, where the order 
would play an important role in organizing the armed resistance 
against the Russian invasion. Indeed, Imam Shamil (d. 1275 
AH/1859 AD), who remained loyal to Sheikh Khalid al-Naqshbandi 
until his death, remains one of the most famous symbols of the 
resistance in the Caucasus. 
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Another of the more eminent revivalist Su� scholars was Ahmad 
Ibn Idris (d. 1252 AH/1837 AD) who taught Islamic disciplines in 
Fes and who belonged to many branches of different Su� orders, 
such as the Shadhili and Madani Orders. He later settled in 
Mecca where he called for a return to the Holy Qur’an and the 
Sunna, and for ijtihad246 without the mediation of the madhabs 
and doctrines of the different Islamic schools of jurisprudence. He 
also vehemently fought tradition. His approach infuriated Islamist 
jurists and he was eventually forced to move, settling in the region 
of Asir in Yemen. Despite the fact that he did not leave behind any 
written texts, his strong character and personality and his wealth 
of knowledge enriched Su�sm and contributed to the spread of its 
orders in the Arab and Islamic worlds. 

The person considered closest to Ibn Idris was Muhammad al-
Sanousi (1275 AH/1859 AD) who was born in Algeria, and who 
was also a student of Islamic studies in Fes. After completing 
his studies, al-Sanousi moved to the Arabian Peninsula and 
later, established the Sanousi Order in Libya and its surrounding 
desert regions. In the 19th century AD, the Sanousi Order would 
adopt armed resistance against the Italian colonizers in Libya, the 
English in Egypt and the French in Algeria and Nigeria.

The Tijani Order is another important manifestation of revivalist 
Su�sm, which was established by Ahmad Tijani (d. 1230 AH/1815 
AD), who came from the Tlemcen region in northwestern Algeria. 
Tijani was a student of Islamic studies in Fes and would educate 
himself in the doctrines of many Su� orders. In 1782 AD, he claimed 
that he saw the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in a dream and that 
he was commanded by the Prophet in this dream to establish his 
own order. He also claimed to be the last of the Su� elders. He 
considered the Tijani Order as both complementary and superior 
to all previously established Su� orders, and prohibited his 
aspirants from joining any other order. He also proclaimed that any 
aspirant who deviated from his order or disobeyed his commands 
would be subject to divine punishment and possibly even death. 
Indeed, his claims and proclamations would provoke the wrath 
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of both Su�s and Islamic jurists. However, Tijani would enjoy the 
patronage of the royal family while he resided in Fes; and thus, 
he was able to disseminate his order throughout Morocco, and 
would establish an extensive network there. His paradigm was 
similar to that of the Shadhili Order in that he did not oblige his 
students to renounce worldly pleasures, but rather called on them 
to give constant thanks for these blessings. Indeed, he himself 
lived a life of af�uence and comfort.

After the death of Tijani, the Tijani Order would spread to Muslim 
West Africa (Senegal, Guinea and Mali) through the efforts of 
followers such as ‘Umar Tal (d. 1280 AH/1864 AD). Under ‘Umar 
Tal’s leadership, the Tijani Order was able to establish an Islamic 
state in parts of West Africa247, which was eventually toppled by 
the French in 1893 AD. The order was introduced into Sudan 
by the Mauritanian missionary Muhammad Bin al-Mukhtar (d. 
1299 AH/1882 AD), and would spread extensively throughout 
the country. Today, the Tijani Order is considered the largest Su� 
order in all of Sub-Saharan Africa. 

Finally, one of the most important Su� reformers to emerge 
in the 20th century AD was Sheikh Ahmad al-‘Alawi (d. 1352 
AH/1934 AD) who was an Algerian born in Mostaghanem. Sheikh 
‘Alawi worked to reform Su�sm by abandoning certain practices 
followed by Su� orders and by focusing on the basic tenets of 
Su�sm, which are dhikr or remembrance of God and His Attributes 
and excellence and strength of intellect and spirit. His character, 
scholarly choices and aptitude contributed to a rupture between 
him and the Shadhili-Darqawi Order and led him to establish 
his own order, known as the ‘Alawi or Alawite Order. In 1923, he 
began to publish a periodical journal, the objectives of which were 
to inspire an Islamic renaissance and to advocate reformative 
Islam in Algeria. The publication also strongly advocated against 
French colonialism and Christian missionaries and missionary 
movements. He established the �rst league of scholars in Algeria, 
in cooperation with Sala� reformers who were led by Ibn Badis. 
Thereafter, a con�ict between al-‘Alawi and the Sala� reformers 
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took place, which provoked a relentless and indiscriminate 
attack by the latter against Su�sm and Su� orders. Despite these 
con�icts, Sheikh ‘Alawi continued to advocate an enlightened, 
spiritual vision of Islam in the Islamic and Western worlds, and 
held to the doctrine of wihdat al-wujud or the transcendent Unity 
of Existence (of God); or Oneness of Being. Indeed, his work and 
way of thought had a great impact on many countries in the Arab 
and Islamic worlds, as well as many in the West, especially France. 
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Su� Orders in Jordan
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Su�s consider Jordan a spiritual center and a fertile environment 
for Su�sm. Indeed, it was upon the lands of Jordan that almost 
1,000 of the Prophet’s Companions or sahaba248 were martyred. 
Twenty of these sahaba have recognized and marked shrines in the 
Mu’tah area – an area in Jordan where the famed Battle of Mu’tah 
took place in 629 AD (8th century AH) between the Muslims and 
the Romans. Thus and accordingly, Jordan’s lands are considered 
hallowed grounds249. 

According to Su�s, Jordan was also witness to vast and dynamic 
religious advancements and movements throughout its religious 
history. Many religious texts further attest to these lands being 
blessed, such as that which is stated in the following Qur’anic 
verses, “And We delivered him and Lot to the land which We had 
blessed for the worlds”250; “And to Solomon [We subjected] the 
wind, blowing forcefully, proceeding by his command toward 
the land which We had blessed. And We are ever, of all things, 
Knowing”251; and, “Exalted is He who took His Servant by night 
from al-Masjid al-Haram to al-Masjid al-Aqsa, whose surroundings 
We have blessed, to show him of Our signs. Indeed, He is the 
Hearing, the Seeing”252.

Indeed, Jordan includes hallowed lands upon which the majority 
of the Prophets and Apostles tread, some of whom lived and died, 
and were buried there. Jordan is also the scene of many of the 
narratives recorded in the Holy Qur’an and home to the shrines 
of the Prophet Shu’ayb, the Prophet Moses, Saint George, the 
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Prophet Noah and the Prophet Hud (Peace Be Upon All of Them). 
It houses the cave and monastery in which Lot and his family 
sought refuge, as well as the shrines of Aaron, Joshua, Solomon, 
Job, John the Baptist and Jesus Christ (Peace Be Upon All of 
Them). Furthermore, Jordan is associated with certain historical 
and religious links and manifestations related to Su�sm, where 
shrines of great Su� scholars such as al-Junayd and Suleiman al-
Darani exist; thus and accordingly, in the eyes of Su�s, Jordan is 
considered one of the lands of their righteous ancestors253. 

Jordan would live through the experience of Su�sm in a manner 
similar to that of the rest of the Islamic world. Indeed, it would 
experience Islamic Su�sm’s course of historical development and 
its profound transformations, from being an individual, personal 
manifestation of religiosity in the 7th century AD which, by the 11th 
century AH, would evolve into a social phenomenon that would 
�nd constancy in the form of popular orders by the 17th century 
AD, during the Ottoman era, when the Ottoman state embraced 
and internalized Islamic Su�sm ideologically. 

The ease of movement between territories in the Islamic world 
contributed to the settling of certain families and groups with 
a long Su� tradition and lineage in Jordan. These Su� families 
and groups came to Jordan from all four corners of the Islamic 
world, particularly from Iraq, Syria, Palestine and Anatolia. These 
migrants to Jordan included the likes of the Rifa’i, Zughbi, ‘Amri, 
Rababa’a, Mustarihi, Mulqawi, Samadi, Kilani and Ja’ai�rah groups 
and families, amongst others254; with the latter notwithstanding 
the many Circassian, Chechen and Kurdish families who also 
migrated to and settled permanently in Jordan.

With the advent of the 19th century AD, certain patterns of popular 
socio-religiosity prevailed within Jordanian society in the context 
of the transformations affecting Islam and the region at that time. 
Indeed, much of this context and these transformations were 
attributed to the emergence of many, different literal, interpretive 
and gnostic readings of Islam. Other factors contributing to this 
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context included the progressive disintegration and �nal collapse 
of the Ottoman state that was taking place at the same time 
as the rise of the colonial period, which also contributed to the 
weakening of traditional social structures in society. With the rise 
of the nation-state and under the impact of modernization policies, 
these traditional structures continued in their path of accelerated 
fragmentation.

Modern Su�sm was introduced into Jordanian society at the 
end of the 19th century AD, during the last stages of Ottoman rule. 
Indeed, it was the Ottoman state which would send sheikhs and 
muftis255 who belonged to the school of Islamic Su�sm to Jordan, 
such as Sheikh Mustafa al-Kilani, who settled in the Jordanian city 
of al-Salt. Sheikh Kilani was a mufti and teacher who belonged to 
the Qadiri Order; however, he did not leave behind much in the 
way of students or sheikhs from his order at the time of his death 
in 1891. 

In turn, Sheikh Muhammad al-Ghudhuf would be considered 
one of the �rst personalities to work towards the spread of Su�sm 
in Jordan, from the moment he arrived in al-Salt from Mauritania 
in 1910. Indeed, tens of students and aspirants would �ock to al-
Ghudhuf to receive instruction in the ways of the Shadhili Order. 

Meanwhile, other students and aspirants took to the order of 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim al-Kilani, who was unable to receive instruction 
in the Qadiri Order from his father, Sheikh Mustafa, because  ‘Abd 
al-Halim had been too young when his father died. Instead, the 
young Sheikh Kilani adopted the ways of the Naqshbandi Order, 
which he learned from Sheikh Nimatallah Naqshbandi, who came 
from Damascus to settle in Jordan. Later, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim al-
Kilani would also become the representative of the Organization 
of the Muslim Brotherhood in al-Salt, with correspondence 
continuing between him and Hassan al-Banna, the founder of the 
Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, until al-Banna’s 
death. After his death, in 1968, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim al-Kilani’s 
order was turned over to the leadership and guidance of Sheikh 
Muhammad Amin Fahim Mustafa al-Kilani256. 
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At the turn of the 20th century AD or before the establishment of the 
Emirate, the Shadhili-Ghudhu�-Qadiri Order would be considered 
one of the �rst and oldest of Su� orders to be introduced into 
Jordan. The original founder of this particular order was Sheikh 
Muhammad al-Ghudhuf al-Daoudi from Mauritania. However, 
credit for the introduction of the order into Jordan itself is attributed 
mainly to Sharif257 Muhammad al-Amin Bin Zein al-Qalqami, who 
established a zawya258 near the city of Amman around which 
several East Bank tribes and clans �ocked. Sheikh Qalqami is 
also credited for developing the areas of al-Rashidiyeh and al-
Ta�la in Jordan in the 1920s. At one point, al-Qalqami traveled to 
Turkey to �ght on the side of the Turks. He passed away in 1969, 
leaving behind his son Zein al-‘Abidin al-Qalqami as successor to 
the order. However, soon after being appointed successor, Zein 
al-‘Abidin al-Qalqami would leave Jordan for Mauritania to �ght 
against the French colonizers there. 

In another account, Sheikh ‘Ayesh al-Hawyan attributes the 
introduction of the order to Jordan to a Moroccan scholar, whose 
name remains unknown. This Moroccan scholar instructed Sheikh 
Fallah al-Hunayti in the ways of the order; and, after receiving 
instruction from the anonymous Moroccan scholar, Sheikh Hunayti 
proceeded to spread the order in Jordan, in the 1920s, leaving 
behind several sheikhs to succeed him in his work, including 
Sheikhs Khalid Abu Zaitoun, Mahmud Salim al-Thalji and ‘Ayesh 
al-Hawyan259.

Meanwhile, the Shadhili-Yashruti Order would be introduced into 
Jordan during the 1930s by way of certain individuals, who were 
followers of that order and who had come to settle in Jordan at 
that time. After the War of 1948 or the Nakba260 in Palestine, many 
followers of the Shadhili-Yashruti Order would permanently settle 
in Jordan and establish zawaya in Amman. The order’s founder, 
Sheikh Ahmad al-Yashruti himself has been living in Amman since 
1980.
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The Khalwati Order was introduced to Jordan after the British 
exiled Sheikh Kheir al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sharif from the city 
of Hebron in Palestine to the Jordanian city of Kerak, due to his 
revolutionary activities against the British in Palestine. Numerous 
aspirants would �ock to Sheikh Sharif and his order in the mid-
1920s, after which he and several of his aspirants returned to 
Palestine. After Sheikh Sharif’s death, his son, Sheikh Hassan al-
Sharif, came to Jordan in 1951, settling in the area of Wadi al-Seer 
on the outskirts of Amman. There, Sheikh Hassan al-Sharif would 
establish a school and zawya for the Khalwati Order. His son, 
Sheikh Husni al-Sharif was designated to be Sheikh Hassan’s 
successor after his death; however, the succession to Sheikh 
Husni only proceeded after a con�ict and rupture occurred within 
the order. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hay al-Qasimi, who had settled in the 
Jordanian city of Irbid after leaving Palestine following the Nakba 
of 1948, would take over leadership of the order and established 
several zawaya in Irbid and Amman. Today, the Qasimi Order is 
led by Sheikh ‘Abd al-Raouf al-Qasimi, who travels between his 
aspirants in both Jordan and Palestine261. 

It can be argued that the Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali 
Order is one of the most widespread orders in Jordan, with the 
proliferation of this speci�c order credited to Sheikh Muhammad 
al-Hashimi al-Tilmisani, who came originally from Damascus. 
Under his instruction, the order produced several sheikhs in 
Jordan such as Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir ‘Issa al-Halabi, who settled 
in Jordan towards the end of the 1980s. Sheikh Halabi later moved 
to Turkey and died there in 1991, leaving behind Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Hadi Sammoura and Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh to lead the 
order in Jordan. Sheikh Abu Ghazaleh worked to spread the ways 
of the order by way of a school he established in the Husseini 
Mosque and a zawya near the Husseini Mosque in Amman. Later, 
he founded the Mosque of Dar al-Qur’an as well as another zawya 
in the Hay Nazzal area of Amman262.
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Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi of the Shadhili-Darqawi-
Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali Order is considered one of the most important 
Su� sheikhs in Jordan. Sheikh Kurdi came to Jordan from Turkey 
in the 1940s, settling in the Barha area, close to the Palestinian 
refugee camp in Irbid in northern Jordan. In 1955, he established 
a zawya which included a school that instructed in Islamic shari’a 
in the Sareeh area of Irbid, with his followers believing that he is 
the true founder of Su�sm in Jordan263.

After the death of Sheikh Kurdi in 1972, the order’s succession 
went to Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Shaghouri in Damascus. In turn, 
Sheikh Shaghouri mandated Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim al-Momani 
with the mission and tasks of the order in Jordan. However, a 
con�ict over the leadership of the order took place after which 
al-Shaghouri mandated Sheikh Younes Hamdan to lead the order 
in Jordan. Nevertheless, Sheikh Hamdan would step down after a 
short period, and Sheikh Ahmad al-Jammal from the city of Hama 
in Syria would take over the leadership of the order in Jordan, 
where he still resides today. Other leading sheikhs of the order 
today include Sheikh Nuh Ha Mim Keller, who is of American origin, 
and Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi, who has two zawaya in 
Irbid264.

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim al-Momani, who died in 1991, appointed 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Urabi as his successor. Sheikh ‘Urabi 
was born in Bir Saba’ (Beersheba) in Palestine and migrated to 
Jordan after the Nakba in 1948. Today, he resides in the Hikma 
area in Irbid and has several zawaya in the cities of Amman, 
Madaba, Ta�la, Sahab and Irbid. Another important Su� sheikh 
and student of both Sheikhs al-Kurdi and al-Hashimi is Sheikh 
Ahmad al-Khudari, who ran a majlis (Su� assembly) for dhikr in the 
Husseini Mosque until very recently. 

Meanwhile, the Shadhili-Darqawi-Filali Order was introduced 
into Jordan by Sheikh Mustafa ‘Abd al-Salam al-Filali, who 
was of Moroccan origin but was a resident of Jerusalem. From 
Jerusalem, Sheikh Filali worked to spread the Shadhili-Darqawi-
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Filali Order throughout Palestine and Jordan. However, after the 
Nakba in 1948, he moved to Syria and later to Jordan in 1953, 
where he would establish a zawya near the Husseini Mosque in 
downtown Amman. After his death, the leadership of the order 
was turned over to several Sheikhs including Sheikh Shehadeh 
al-Tabari, who established a zawya in downtown Amman; Sheikh 
Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh al-Radaydeh, who established several 
zawaya in Irbid; Sheikh and Doctor Muhammad al-Filali, who was 
the son of Sheikh Mustafa al-Filali and who has his own zawya 
in the city of Zarqa; Sheikh Ibrahim al-Falouji, who established a 
zawya in the Dahiyet Amir Hassan area in Amman; Sheikh Ali al-
Husseini, who has a zawya in the Shafa Badran in Amman; and 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Ali Aal-al-Sheikh, who has a zawya in Hay 
Jendawil in Amman.

As for the Rifa’i Order, it was introduced into Jordan by several 
sheikhs, such as ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Nuwayhi, who came from 
Palestine to Jordan in 1948. Sheikh Nuwayhi �rst settled in the 
Sahhab area and later moved to Jabal al-Jawf in Amman. After 
his death in 2002, he bequeathed the leadership of the order to 
his son Sheikh Muhammad and to Sheikh Faris al-Rifa’i, who 
has several zawaya in the cities of Amman, Mafraq and Jerash. 
Other important sheikhs of this order include ‘Umar al-Sarafandi, 
who came to Amman after the Palestinian Nakba in 1948, and 
established a mosque and zawya in Jabal al-Nasr in Amman. 

The Rawasi-Rifa’i Order was established in Jordan by Sheikh 
Ali Abu Zayd and several other sheikhs. After his death in 1997, 
Sheikh Abu Zayd left the leadership of the order to Sheikh Mahmud 
al-Faqih, who has a zawya in the Russeifeh area, as well as Sheikh 
and Dr Mi’ath Sa’id Hawa. Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib would 
also invigorate the order and worked to increase its reach in 
Jordan after he came to Jordan from Palestine in 1967. Sheikh 
Khatib would establish a mosque and zawya in Amman and would 
launch a Su� satellite channel.265
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The Qadiri Order was introduced into Jordan by the students of 
Sheikh Muhammad Hashim al-Baghdadi from Palestine. Sheikh 
Baghdad’s students and aspirants would establish several zawaya 
in the Jordanian cities of Amman, Zarqa, Irbid and Russeifeh. The 
more important sheikhs of the Qadiri Order include ‘Abd al-Halim 
al-Qadiri, who came to Jordan in 1938 and established a zawya 
in the South Shouneh area of the Jordan Valley. In 1966, Sheikh 
Qadiri moved to Amman at which time he established a zawya in 
the Hashimi area. After his death, the leadership of the order was 
turned over to his son Muhammad ‘Abd al-Halim al-Qadiri266.

The Kasnazani-Qadiri Order was introduced into Jordan via 
Iraq following the intensi�cation of sectarian violence there after 
American troops entered Iraq in 2003. This speci�c order has 
established a zawya in the northern Marka area in Amman.

Indeed, the sources and the origins of the many Su� orders 
in Jordan are diverse, with Syria, Palestine, Morocco and Iraq 
considered the most important tributaries contributing to Jordanian 
Su�sm. There are also many different personalities and groups 
in Jordan, which are af�liated to Su�sm outside the framework 
of the traditional orders, such as the Jamaa’at al-Ahbash (the 
Habashies)267. The Habashies were founded in the 1970s by 
Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-Habashi al-Harari, who belongs to the al-
Rifa’i Order. In 1994, the Habashies founded the Arab Islamic 
Cultural Society. Meanwhile, Jamaa’at al-Tabligh wal Da’wa268 
came to Jordan in 1964 from the Indian Subcontinent; historically 
this group is af�liated with the Chisti Order. The Taba’iyat or “The 
Followers” (in the feminine plural) is the name given to a group of 
women in Jordan led by Fadia al-Taba’a, who is a follower of the 
Syrian sheikha, Munira al-Qubaisi, who, in turn, was the student 
of the late Syrian Mufti, Sheikh Ahmad Keftaro, who himself was a 
sheikh of the Naqshbandi Order.
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The Su� orders which can be considered institutionalized in 
Jordan or with deep-rooted and �xed, traditional hierarchical 
structures are the following:

First: The Shadhili Order

The Shadhili Order is one of the largest and the most widespread 
of Su� orders in Jordan. The Shadhili Order traces its origins to 
its founder Abu al-Hassan al-Shadhili (d. 656 AH/1258 AD), who 
traveled to the Mashreq seeking an education and the spiritual 
sages of his time. Instead, he found his mentor, ‘Abd al-Salam 
Bin Mashish (d. 625 AH/1228 AD), in the Moroccon countryside. 
Bin Mashish was a devout worshipper and believer in the unity 
of the Divine, whose zawya rested on the crest of a mountain – a 
zawya, which, until this day, is a focal point for visitors, aspirants 
and followers. Shadhili later went into seclusion in the mountain 
ranges that lie between the cities of Tunis and Kairouan, near a 
village called “al-Shadhila”, to which many attribute his name. He, 
however, understood his name to be a spiritual sign that signi�ed 
“turning away from” or “shunning” the corporeal world and lower 
life and instead, turning towards God – based on the lexical root 
of the Arabic verb “shadha” (lit., “to deviate from” or “to be an 
exception to”).

Al-Shadhili and his order would gain great popularity due to the 
simplicity of his doctrine. However, it was this simplicity and this 
popularity which would cast the wrath and enmity of Muslim jurists 
upon him. Due to the harsh persecution he was subjected to, he 
was forced to leave the Maghreb and �nally settled in Alexandria, 
Egypt in 641 AD or 1244 AD. 

Al-Shadhili’s order and doctrine are simply founded on the 
principle of divesting oneself of the internal and of devoting 
oneself to God in concerted remembrance of Him (a practice 
known as dhikr). Al-Shadhili also urged his followers to remain an 
integrated and functional part of society, while faithfully adhering 
to the Islamic shari’a and emulating the Prophet’s Sunna. Indeed, 
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these were the conditions required for being allowed into his order, 
with one of al-Shadhili’s most renowned disciples being Abu al-
Abbas al-Mursi (d. 686 AH/1287 AD). Finally, al-Shadhili was 
not concerned with the philosophical and metaphysical matters 
developed by scholars such as Ibn ‘Arabi; and, he did not leave 
behind any traces of written works. However, despite this lack 
of textual references, his spiritual in�uence is clear in his litanies, 
the most famous of which is “hizb al-bahr”, known in English as 
“Incantation of the Sea”. 

One of his later followers, the Egyptian, Ibn ‘Ata’Allah, worked 
on developing the Shadhili doctrine and expanding the scope of 
its reach until it spread to the rest of the Islamic world. These 
efforts by Ibn ‘Ata’Allah were notwithstanding the famous texts 
he would author, such as “al-hukum al-‘ata’iya”, known in English 
as “Compilation of Aphorisms [of Ibn ‘Ata’Allah]”, and “kitab lata’if 
al-minan”, known in English as “[The Key to Salvation:] A Su� 
Manual of Invocation”. “Compilations of Aphorisms”, today, is 
viewed as representing the �rst systematic compendium on the 
spiritual heritage and practice of dhikr, as well as the doctrinal 
reference for the Shadhili Order. 

Another spiritual pillar of the Shadhili Order was ‘Abd al-Razzaq 
al-Jazouli (d. between 869 AH/1465 AD and 874 AH/1470 AD) who 
was a disciple of Abu Madyan. Al-Jazouli authored a composition 
on a prayer for the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in his book “dala’il 
al-khayrat”, known in English as “The Waymarks of Bene�ts”, 
which has become a reference for Muslims across the Arab and 
the Islamic worlds. Yet another of the greater Shadhili sheikhs was 
Ahmad Zarruq, from the city of Fes, whose most renowned texts 
include “qawa’id al-tasawwuf” (lit., “The Principles of Su�sm”) and 
“‘uddat al-murid al-sadiq” (lit., “Tools for the Sincere Aspirant”).

The 18th and 19th centuries AD would witness some of the 
most important efforts to revive and to modernize Su�sm, all of 
which were embodied in the call to reform through a return to 
Su�sm’s roots and to its adherence to the Holy Qur’an and the 
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Sunna. These revivalist efforts were recognized by the term, the 
“Muhammadian way”, which represented a return to the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH) as the role model and adhering to the path of 
virtues set by his example. 

One of the more important of revivalist reformers was Sheikh al-
Maghrebi al-Arabi al-Darqawi (d. 1238 AH/1823 AD) who focused 
his attentions on spirituality from a pragmatic perspective and not 
on the theoretical levels which were characteristic of early Su�sm. 
He stressed upon simple non-involvement in worldly affairs and on 
asceticism In this message, al-Darqawi contributed signi�cantly to 
the development of the Shadhili Order and its branches, including 
the Shadhili-Darqawi, Madani, Yashruti and ‘Alawi [Alawite] 
Orders – all of which are orders that, today, enjoy an extensive 
and signi�cant presence in the Islamic world, including Jordan.
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I. The Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi Order

Sheikh Muhammad al-Hashimi al-Tilmisani, who was a resident 
of Damascus, was the leading sheikh of the Shadhili-Darqawi-
Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali Order in the Levant. Indeed, it is his name 
that this branch of the Shadhili Order would adopt as its own. 
Muhammad al-Hashimi al-Tilmisani was born in 1881 in the city of 
Sebdou, on the outskirts of Tlemcen, one of the more important 
cities in Algeria. In 1911, Sheikh Hashimi would migrate with 
his sheikh, Muhammad Bin Yalas, to the Levant, escaping the 
clutches of French colonialism which had banned young Algerian 
men from studying with or attending lessons given by Muslim 
scholars. He would only remain in Damascus for a few days then 
continued on to Turkey, where he settled in Adana. His sheikh, 
Bin Yalas, chose to remain in Damascus. Two years later, Sheikh 
Hashimi would return to Damascus and reunite with Sheikh Bin 
Yalas. He would, once again, accompany Sheikh Bin Yalas, who 
sanctioned Sheikh Hashimi in the ways of the order and granted 
Hashimi the right to lead public prayers. In 1930, when Sheikh 
Mustafa al-‘Alawi traveled from Algeria to perform the pilgrimage, 
he stopped for a short period in Damascus. During his stay in 
Syria, Sheikh ‘Alawi also sanctioned Muhammad Hashimi in the 
order and granted him permission to perform special prayers, to 
provide instruction on the Divine Attributes and to provide general 
religious guidance to others. Sheikh Hashimi died in 1961 with 
his funeral rites performed in Damascus at the famous Umayyad 
Mosque, after which he was buried in the Dahdah Cemetery269.

Sheikh Hashimi would leave behind twelve sheikhs270 to continue 
the covenant of his order, the most important of these sheikhs 
include: 

1. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Issa Azizi al-Halabi
‘Abd al-Qadir Halabi was born in Aleppo in 1920. He became 
the companion of Sheikh Hassan al-Husseini, sheikh of the 
Qadiri Order in Aleppo, who sanctioned him in the ways of the 
Qadiri Order. In 1952, Sheikh Halabi moved to Damascus and 
continued in the path under the instruction of Sheikh Muhammad 
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al-Hashimi al-Tilmisani, who sanctioned him in the ways of the 
Shadhili Order in 1958, although there are those who question 
whether or not this sanction ever took place271. The majority of 
Sheikh Halabi’s life was spent in Aleppo although, at some point, 
he moved to al-Medina al-Minawara for a period of �ve years. 
He moved to Jordan at the end of the 1980s and remained 
there until he traveled to Turkey, where he subsequently died 
in 1991272, leaving behind numerous authored works, the most 
important of which is “haqa’iq a’an al-tasawwuf” (lit., “Realities 
of Su�sm”). Sheikh Halabi would leave the following successors 
to him in Jordan:

A. Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh 
Hazem Abu Ghazaleh’s family originally came from the port 
city of Jaffa, in Palestine; but he himself was born in Nablus, 
Palestine, in 1933. His father sent him to Syria to complete 
his religious studies in Damascus. There, he was introduced 
to Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Issa in 1959, who sanctioned Abu 
Ghazaleh into the order. Abu Ghazaleh would also bene�t 
from the instruction and guidance of ‘Abd al-Qadir’s sheikh, 
Muhammad al-Hashimi. After completing his studies, Abu 
Ghazaleh moved to Amman, where he was appointed as an 
imam, preacher and religious instructor at the Husseini Mosque 
in downtown Amman in 1964. He was of the �rst individuals 
to establish a school for instruction in the Holy Qur’an, in 
cooperation with the Director of Religious Endowments at that 
time, ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Mousuli. He was later transferred 
to the Mosque of the Holy Qur’an in the Hay Nazzal area of 
Amman, where he established a zawya. Lectures and lessons 
are given every morning, every Friday afternoon, and after 
evening prayers every Tuesday at Sheikh Abu Ghazaleh’s 
zawya. He also established two zawaya in the Jawa area in 
Amman and in the Jordan Valley. At one point in his life, he 
separated from the references of the order that follow the 
doctrine of Sheikh Ahmad al-Jami in Turkey273. 

B. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hadi Samoura, known as “Abu Mustafa” 
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‘Abd al-Hadi Samoura meets with his aspirants at his zawya, 
located on Rainbow Street in Jabal Amman, every Friday 
morning274. Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh, however, stresses 
upon the fact that Sheikh Samoura (Abu Mustafa) was 
instructed in the doctrine of his order and not that of Sheikh 
‘Abd al-Qadir Issa275. 

2. Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi al-Ayzouli 
Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi al-Ayzouli was born in 1908 to a 
Kurdish father and a mother from the Momani tribe, which is 
a well-known tribe in Jordan. He came to Jordan from Turkey 
in the 1940s and settled in the Barha area, near the Palestinian 
refugee camp in Irbid. He became an imam at the Nour Mosque 
in Barha and founded a zawya in the Sareeh area in Irbid in 1955. 
In his zawya, he established a school of Islamic law, with the 
certi�cates earned at this school recognized and accredited by 
the Directorate of Religious Endowments, known today as the 
Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs276. His followers believe 
that he is the true founder of Su�sm in Jordan and that his order 
is the most popular and widespread in the country277.

Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi was instructed in the ways of 
the Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali Order and adopted 
the doctrine of Sheikh Muhammad al-Hashimi al-Tilmisani. Sheikh 
Tilmisani bestowed upon Sheikh Kurdi a written endorsement 
sanctioning him in the ways of the order278, although some Su�s 
question the validity of this claim279. Sheikh Kurdi has authored 
and published numerous texts, which include: “risalat al-tawhid” 
(lit., “The Message of Uni�cation”); “kitab al-idhkar” (lit., “The 
Book of Remembrance”); “al-‘itar al-muhammadiyya � diyar 
al-islamiyya” (lit., “Muhammadian Extolations in the House of 
Islam”); “al-qasa’id al-ruhiyya � al-asrar al-thatiya” (lit., “Spiritual 
Odes in the Secrets of the Self”) which is a collection of religious 
litanies and poems; “dowhat al-imdad � dhikr ba’ad karamat 
awliya’ al-akrad” (lit., “The Derivation and Lineage of Some of 
the Marvels of the Kurdish Elders”); “� libs al-mara’a al-musliima” 
(lit., “On the Attire of the Muslim Woman”); and, “al-ta’aruf bi 
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haqa’iq al-tasawwuf” (lit., “Instruction in the Truths of Su�sm”). 
He has also authored memoirs that have yet to be published. He 
died in 1972, at the age of 82 years, and was buried in the town 
of Sareeh in the Irbid area. His zawya is still active today in the 
Palestinian refugee camp in Irbid280.

Sheikh Kurdi left behind the following Sheikhs to succeed him 
in his order:

A. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Shaghouri
‘Abd al-Rahman al-Shaghouri was born in Homs, Syria, in 
1910, but lived in Damascus. Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-
Kurdi was the sheikh to sanction Shaghouri in the ways of the 
order. After the death of Sheikh Kurdi, al-Shaghouri traveled 
to Jordan and mandated ‘Abd al-Karim al-Momani with the 
mission and tasks of the order in the country. After several 
years, and precisely, in 1987, Sheikh Momani split from Sheikh 
Shaghouri, claiming that he was the sole successor to Sheikh 
Kurdi. He also claimed that Sheikh Kurdi had mandated only 
him with the sheikhdom of their order281. However, Sheikh 
Ismail, the son of Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi, insists that 
his father did not mandate any sheikh but Sheikh Shaghouri as 
his successor; he also claims that his father was not convinced 
that any of his aspirants in Jordan were quali�ed to take over 
the leadership of the order there282.

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Shaghouri is followed by these 
sheikhs of the order in Jordan:

i. Sheikh Younes Hamdan 
Younes Hamdan is considered the �rst sheikh to be endorsed 
and sanctioned by Sheikh Shaghouri in Jordan. Sheikh 
Hamdan once had a very active presence in the Sareeh area of 
Irbid283. However, he suddenly retired as a sheikh of the order, 
claiming that he was not quali�ed to continue284. Indeed, one 
day, he stood before his aspirants and took off his mantle, 
saying to them, “I strip off my sheikhdom in the same manner 
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that I strip off this mantle” and left285. Certain Su�s claim that 
Sheikh Hamdan was the subject of an aggressive attack by 
‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arabi, in 1995, who challenged him over 
the leadership of the order; and, that it was ‘Abd al-Karim al-
‘Arabi who provoked Hamdan’s resignation286. 

ii. Sheikh Ahmad Jammal 
Ahmad Jammal originally came from the city of Hama in 
Syria but later settled in the area of Tabarbour, near Amman 
in Jordan287. Sheikh Jammal was sheikh of the order for three 
years before he resigned288. He was distinguished by his 
scholarly abilities in the Islamic shari’a, which often caused 
him to object to the use of certain terms in lectures and 
lessons, particularly those related to the doctrine of hulul289 
(incarnationism)290.

iii. Sheikh Nuh Ha Mim Keller 
Nuh Ha Mim Keller is originally an American, who settled in 
Jordan. Keller was born to a Roman Catholic family, in 1954, 
in the town of Odessa in the state of Washington in the United 
States. He converted to Islam while studying Arabic at the al-
Azhar University in Egypt in 1977. He continued his studies 
in the Arabic language with Claud Edbert at the University 
of California in Los Angeles (UCLA) where he also earned 
a degree in philosophy in 1980. He moved to Jordan and 
continued his studies in Arabic at the University of Jordan in 
Amman. After completing his studies, he taught English at the 
Yarmouk University in Irbid. At the same time, he became the 
student of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Shaghouri in Syria, and 
was sanctioned in the ways and the doctrine of the Shadhili 
Order under Shaghouri’s instruction and guidance in 1988291.

Sheikh Keller, today, is also a Senior Fellow at the Aal al-
Bayt Institute for Islamic Thought in Jordan and is the Sheikh 
of the Shadhili Order in the United States. He is considered 
one of the leading �gures in the Islamic-Christian dialogue 
initiative and a major contributor to “A Common Word”292, 
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which is a speci�c initiative made by many scholars from 
different Islamic currents in the Islamic world that is directed 
towards leading Christian religious �gures293.

Sheikh Keller established a zawya in the Hay al-Kharabsheh 
neighborhood, near Sports City in Amman. His doctrine is 
characterized by a strict and methodological approach to 
the manner in which wayseekers and aspirants take the Su� 
path. His zawya is also especially marked by the signi�cant 
presence of women amongst his aspirants, as well as its 
particular focus and attention on activities speci�cally 
designed for women294. He has also established numerous 
other institutions in Jordan, one of which is known as Qibla 
for the Islamic Sciences295; and, he translates books related 
to the Sha�’i296 madhab into English. 

iv. Sheikh Ismail Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi 
Ismail Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi is the son of Sheikh 
Muhammad Sai’d al-Kurdi. He was born in the Irbid 
governorate in 1957 and studied at the Shari’a Institute in 
Damascus, graduating from there in 1996. Sheikh Shaghouri 
sanctioned him into the order in 1998. In 2002, Sheikh 
Shaghouri visited Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi in Irbid and stayed 
with him for a period of eight days, during which time he 
certi�ed and publicly announced his sanctioning of Sheikh 
Kurdi in the ways of the order. Thereafter, Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi 
established two zawaya. One zawya is located in Beit al-Rass 
near the Palestinian refugee camp in Irbid, and is a gathering 
place for lectures and lessons, which are conducted once a 
week after Friday prayers. The other zawya is located in the 
Kurdi Mosque in Sareeh, Irbid, where two dhikr assemblies 
are held: one is held after ‘isha’ (evening) prayers, every 
Tuesday, and the other is held between maghreb (sunset) 
and ‘isha’ prayers, every Thursday297.

B. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim Salim al-Momani 
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‘Abd al-Karim Salim al-Momani was born in the town of ‘Abin 
in Ajloun, Jordan, in 1924, and grew up as an orphan. He 
worked in agriculture until he was old enough to join the Arab 
Liberation Army in Palestine, which was commanded over by 
Fawzi Al-Qawuqji. Momani continued to �ght with this brigade 
for four years.

Sheikh Momani met Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi, who 
lived in the town of Sakhra, adjacent to Sheikh Momani’s town, 
and was subsequently instructed in the ways of the Shadili 
Order by Sheikh Kurdi298. However, Sheikh Muhammad al-
Kurdi never sanctioned Sheikh Momani in the ways of the order 
but rather permitted him to continue upon the path under the 
supervision of Sheikh Shaghouri. Sheikh Momani would remain 
under the instruction of Sheikh Shaghouri until 1987, at which 
time Momani showed the intention of putting his son ‘Aref as 
successor to the order. However, the son would die before the 
father and there is no evidence of a written or verbal will stating 
who Sheikh Momani wanted to succeed him in the order. 
Despite the lack of a clearly appointed succession, Sheikh 
‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arabi would succeed Sheikh Momani299 after 
the latter passed away in 1991. Sheikh Momani was buried 
near his home in 1991, in the al-Qusayliya neighborhood in the 
city of Irbid, and his followers built a shrine over his grave that 
can be visited today. 

Sheikh Momani left behind the following sheikhs of his order 
in Jordan:

i. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arabi 
‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arabi (otherwise known as “Abu ‘Abd al-
Wahad”) was born in Bir Saba’ (Beersheba) in Palestine in 
1942. After the Nakba of 1948, ‘Abd al-Karim al-‘Arabi �ed 
from Bir Saba’ to the East Bank. In Jordan, he would study 
Islamic shar’ia under the instruction of Sheikh Muhammad 
Sa’id al-Kurdi. He would graduate together with Sheikh 
Momani from al-Kurdi’s school of Islamic shari’a; and, after 
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completing his studies, he was appointed as an imam by the 
Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs. Al-‘Arabi remained 
an adherent of Sheikh Kurdi until his death, after which time 
he became an adherent of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim al-Momani. 
Sheikh ‘Arabi would succeed Sheikh Momani after the 
latter’s death. Today, he administers Momani’s zawaya and 
supervises the instruction and education of aspirants and 
students.

Sheikh ‘Arabi resides in the Hikma area, in which his principal 
zawya is also located. He also established other zawaya in 
the Jordanian cities of ‘Anjara, Madaba, Ta�la and Sahhab. 
The latter zawya was relocated from its original location at 
the Husseini Mosque in downtown Amman, in 2005 – and, 
despite the fact that the Royal Court had permitted the 
zawya to continue its operations at the Husseini Mosque, 
Sheikh ‘Arabi preferred to relocate to Sahhab300. In addition 
to his aspirants in Jordan, Sheikh ‘Arabi has a following 
of aspirants in the Hijaz (the coastal region of the western 
Arabian Peninsula bordering on the Red Sea which includes 
both Mecca and Medina), as well as other places in the Arab 
Gulf. His followers claim that he has over 3,000 aspirants in 
the area altogether301. His aspirants are marked by speci�c 
attire, which includes a laffa – which is a type of turban 
that usually is the mark of a religious man or elder –, with a 
hatta, or an Arab headscarf, resting on top of the turban. His 
most prominent aspirants include Sheikh Ahmad al-‘Akour, 
who is expected to be Sheikh ‘Arabi’s successor302; as well 
as Sheikh Hamad Barakat, who administers the zawya in 
Madaba; Sheikh Abu Anas, who administers the zawya in 
Sahhab; and Sheikh Mahmud al-Zarqan, who administers 
the zawya in Ta�la.

Finally, another sheikh, who was instructed but not 
sanctioned by Sheikh Muhammad al-Kurdi to grant 
allegiance in the order, was Ahmad al-Khudari. Although 
he was not to be sanctioned as sheikh of the order, Sheikh 
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Khudari was permitted by Sheikh Kurdi to instruct and guide 
aspirants in the way of the order. Over time, Sheikh Khudari 
would become renowned for the weekly lectures he used to 
conduct at the Husseini Mosque in downtown Amman. All 
of the latter is with the knowledge that, at one point, Sheikh 
Khudari was actually sanctioned by Sheikh Muhammad al-
Kurdi; however, the latter feared that the order could not be 
sustained under the leadership of al-Khudari due to his frailty 
and his extreme humility – subsequently, al-Kurdi decided to 
withdraw his sanction303. 
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II. The Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali Order

The Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi-‘Alawi-Filali Order is a branch of 
the Shadhili Order, which traces its origins back to Sheikh Mustafa 
‘Abd al-Salam al-Filali. Sheikh Mustafa al-Filali was born in Kesr 
Sousou in Morocco in 1888. After accompanying his family to 
perform the pilgrimage in 1897, they opted to remain in al-Medina 
al-Minawara where al-Filali would be educated. After his father 
died, he and his siblings remained in the custody of their mother. 
When he was old enough, he traveled to Egypt and to the Levant, 
where he would remain for a prolonged period in the Holy City 
of Jerusalem. In Jerusalem, he would meet Sheikh Ahmad Bin 
Mustafa Bin ‘Alaywa al-‘Alawi circa 1924304 and subsequently, he 
became a student of Sheikh ‘Alawi. He followed Sheikh ‘Alawi 
to Mostaganem, Algeria, where he remained for a few days, as 
Sheikh ‘Alawi commanded him to return to Palestine to work 
in disseminating the ways of his order. Returning to Palestine, 
Sheikh Filali would establish several zawaya, the �rst of which was 
founded circa 1928305. 

When Sheikh ‘Alawi moved to Damascus, Syria, Filali went to 
stay with him in 1948306, at which time Sheikh ‘Alawi sanctioned 
Sheikh Mustafa Filali as sheikh of the order in Palestine and 
Jordan and Sheikh Muhammad al-Hashimi as the sheikh of the 
order in Syria307. Al-Filali returned from Syria to Amman in 1953308 
and established a zawya near the Husseini Mosque in downtown 
Amman, as soon as he arrived. Until this day, this zawya conducts 
dhikr assemblies every Sunday and Thursday309.

In 1967, Sheikh Filali moved to the Hay al-‘Arab neighborhood 
in the town of Zarqa310, where he built a home and a zawya. 
The zawya in Zarqa is still active today and is marked by a sign 
where “The Moroccan-Filali Zawya” is written311. The person 
administering and leading this zawya today is Sheikh Filali’s son, 
Sheikh Muhammad al-Filali. It is said that King Hussein Bin Talal 
took a covenant in the ways of this order312, although the validity 
of this claim could not be veri�ed. Indeed, Filali’s student, ‘Abd al-
Qadir al-Sheikh, denies that King Hussein received instruction in 
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any speci�c Su� order from any speci�c person313. Al-Filali passed 
away in 1986 and was buried in the Sahhab cemetery314. 

The more important sheikhs that belong to the order of Sheikh 
Filali in Jordan are as follows:

1. Sheikh Shehadeh al-Tabari (otherwise known as Abu 
Shaher) 
Shehadeh al-Tabari has a zawya in downtown Ma’an and is 
also a sheikh of one of the more well known tribes in southern 
Jordan. Sheikh Hamdan al-Zuyoud has been appointed as his 
successor in the Sahhab area315. 

2. Sheikh Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh al-Radaydeh316 
Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh al-Radaydeh was born in Kafr Yuba in 
Irbid in 1941. He met Sheikh Filali for the �rst time while attending 
a dhikr assembly at Filali’s zawya near the Husseini Mosque in 
downtown Amman in 1965, at which time al-Radaydeh made 
a covenant to seek the path of the order. It is said that the 
followers of Sheikh Radaydeh in and outside Jordan amount 
to over 7,000 aspirants. Sheikh Radaydeh has been an active 
participant in many Arab and international conferences. He is 
also a member of the Jordanian writers and authors guild and 
has authored several texts on Su�sm. His zawya in Kafr Yuba 
conducts lectures every Sunday and Thursday evening, and 
prior to Friday prayers. Another zawya located in Turra, Irbid, is 
administered by Hajj Yahya al-Smai’at; and, a zawya for women 
has been established in the residence of a woman who lives 
near the Palestinian refugee camp in Irbid. 

3. Sheikh Muhammad al-Filali
Muhammad al-Filali is the son of Sheikh Filali and resides in the 
Hay al-‘Arab neighborhood in the town of Zarqa. He is said to 
have bestowed the covenant of the order to several princes from 
the royal family317.

4. Sheikh Ibrahim al-Falouji
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Ibrahim al-Falouji has a zawya in the Dahiyet Amir Hassan area 
in Amman. 

5. Sheikh Ali al-Husseini 
Ali al-Husseini has a zawya in the Shafa Badran area in Amman, 
with several princes from the royal family known to attend his 
assemblies, including Prince Ali Bin Nayef and Prince ‘Assem 
Bin Nayef318.
 
6. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Ali Al-al-Sheikh319 
‘Abd al-Qadir Ali Al-al-Sheikh was born in Amman in 1947 
although he is originally from al-Medina al-Minawara. His 
grandfather left al-Medina with Prince Abdullah I, and came to 
Jordan at the same time that the Emirate was being founded. 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Al-al-Sheikh met Sheikh Filali in 1963 and 
committed to taking the path of the order under Sheikh Filali’s 
instruction and guidance. He was appointed as the imam of 
the Jordanian Armed Forces in 1968 and then as imam for the 
Directorate of Religious Endowments in 1970. He was also 
appointed as the mufti of the Civil Defense Forces in 1974 and 
remained in that post until he retired in 1991. After his retirement, 
he has focused his attention on writing, conducting sermons, 
teaching and providing religious guidance. He is famed for a 
sermon he conducted at the Kalouti Mosque in the Rabiyeh area 
of Amman, which attracted a signi�cant audience, and which 
also led to him being banned from publicly speaking in mosques 
in 2008.
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III. Shadhili-Yashruti Order

The Shadhili-Yashruti Order traces its origins back to Sheikh 
Ali Nur al-Din, also known as Abu Fatima al-Yashruti. Ali Nur al-
Din al-Yashruti was born in Bizerte in Tunisia in 1794 to the Bani 
Yashrut clan, which is one of the larger tribes of the Arab Maghreb. 
He began his studies in Bizerte, but then continued his studies 
at the Great Mosque of Zaytuna320 in Tunis, where he attended 
many lectures and classes. He explored being an aspirant and 
wayseeker of many different Su� orders. However, the most 
important order for him would become the Shadhili Order, which 
he was instructed in by Sheikh Muhammad Hassan Bin Hamza 
Dhafer al-Madani (d. 1852 AD).

In his earlier years, Sheikh Yashruti worked as a teacher in several 
of the many high schools teeming in the Tunisian capital at that 
time. He taught Islamic disciplines which included interpretation, 
the Hadith, Islamic principles, Islamic law, as well as logic and 
theology, amongst other subjects and disciplines.

He left the Arab Maghreb for the Hijaz in 1846, and from there 
continued on to Acre in 1850. In Acre, he established a Shadhili 
zawya in 1862, which hosts a mazar (shrine) and a mashhad (a 
shrine-tomb) in which three of the most important spiritual sages 
of the Shadhili-Yashruti Order are buried today321. He later moved 
to the town of Tarsheeha, which is located near Acre. While in 
Palestine, Sheikh Yashruti also became deeply involved in the 
controversy and the debate surrounding the Bahá’i Faith322. 

However, his increasing popularity, the growing number of people 
who �ocked to him and the expanding number of his aspirants 
and his followers began to alarm the Ottoman authorities, who 
eventually banished him from the Levant to the Island of Rhodes 
in 1851 AD323. After spending 21 months in exile, Sultan ‘Abd 
al-Hamid �nally pardoned Sheikh Yashruti and he returned to 
Tarsheeha, and from there, once again continued on to Acre, 
where he passed away in 1899 at an age of over 100 years old. 
His tomb rests in Acre and has become a shrine for visitors324.
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Sheikh Ali Nur al-Din al-Yashruti appointed his son, Ibrahim, to 
succeed him in the order. Meanwhile, Sheikh Ibrahim passed away 
in 1928, at which time Sheikh Ibrahim’s son, Muhammad al-Hadi, 
was appointed successor. The latter moved to Beirut in 1948, and 
died there in 1982. His body was taken to Acre for burial next to 
his grandfather and father. Sheikh Muhammad al-Hadi appointed 
his son, lawyer Ahmad Yashruti, to succeed him, with the latter 
currently residing in the Jordanian capital, Amman325.

The Yashruti Order has enjoyed wide popularity and has 
proliferated signi�cantly outside Jordan, in both the Arab 
region as well as East Africa, where for example, in the Islamic 
archipelago-nation of the Union of Comoros, approximately 90% 
of the population are followers of the Shadhili-Yashruti Order. The 
order is also signi�cantly widespread in Tanzania, Kenya, Uganda, 
Madagascar and Reunion Island, as well as in the émigré lands 
of the Americas, such as Canada, the United States and Brazil326.

The Shadhili-Yashruti Order is considered one of the oldest Su� 
orders in Jordan today, as the order spread to Jordan as early 
as the 1930s, by way of followers of the order who came from 
Lebanon, at that time, and settled in Jordan. With the Nakba 
in Palestine in 1948, numerous other followers of the Yashruti 
Order, the majority of which were Palestinians, also immigrated to 
Jordan. Finally, with the declaration of the union between the East 
and West Banks in 1950, many other members of the order living 
in the Palestinian interior, or the West Bank, would also become 
Jordanian citizens327. 

The Yashruti Order in Jordan today is represented by two 
sheikhs, who are:

1. Sheikh Ahmad Muhammad al-Hadi al-Yashruti 
With the order being turned over to lawyer Ahmad al-Yashruti, 
who has resided in Amman since 1980, the Jordanian capital 
has become the center of Yashruti activities in the world. It is 
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said that aspirants of this order have reached almost 100,000 in 
number, many of whom �ock to the Jordanian capital, particularly 
from South Africa328. 

Sheikh Ahmad al-Yashruti built a house and a zawya near the 
fourth circle in Jabal Amman, but the zawya was later moved 
to the Bayader Wadi al-Seer area in Amman. One of Yashruti’s 
sons and another delegate, Sheikh Sa’id al-‘Awri, assist Yashruti 
in administering the affairs of the order’s zawya. 

The Yashruti Order in Jordan is characterized by secrecy and 
appears obscure to the outsider. No one is allowed to enter the 
zawya unless one is granted prior permission. Other Su� orders 
accuse it of transgressions when it comes to the provisions and 
rule of Islamic law, such as mixed assemblies being held, where 
men and women are both in attendance and where allegedly 
muharammat (religious prohibitions) take place329. Sheikh 
Yashruti visits Lebanon from time to time to check on members 
of the order, who congregate in a zawya the Yashruti Order 
recently established in South Beirut.

2. Sheikh and Dr. ‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd al-Rahim Ali al-‘Abadleh 
‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd al-Rahim Ali al-‘Abadleh was born in the village 
of Deir Balout in Palestine in 1944. He studied in the Sal�t High 
School, in the West Bank, and continued his studies at a religious 
institute in Nablus in 1961, which today is called the School for 
Islamic Studies. The latter was established to help prepare those 
who wish to continue their studies at the Noble Azhar University 
(associated with al-Azhar Mosque) in Cairo. ‘Abd al-Jalil entered 
the faculty of theology at al-Azhar University, where he met many 
scholars, sages and elders, including ‘Abd al-Halim Mahmud 
(d. 1986 AD). After meeting Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim, ‘Abd al-Jalil 
would attend assemblies held by the latter for one year, in 1963. 
After completing his studies, he returned to Palestine and then 
to Jordan after the War of 1967. He traveled once again to Cairo 
in order to complete his doctoral studies in the shari’a and in 
other aspects of Islamic law at al-Azhar University.
After receiving his doctoral degree, he returned to Jordan 
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and was appointed lecturer at the faculty of Islamic law at 
Jordan University in 1970. There, he would meet with Ali Ibn 
al-Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman Abu Risheh (d. 1974), with whom a 
close relationship would develop. Sheikh Abu Risheh was also 
the brother-in-law of Sheikh Ibrahim, the son of Ali Nur al-Din 
al-Yashruti, the founder of the Yashruti Order. Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil 
and Sheikh ‘Abd al-Rahman Abu Risheh, who lived in Syria, 
continued to visit one other on an almost monthly basis, until 
‘Abd al-Jalil was sanctioned in the ways of the order by Sheikh 
‘Abd al-Rahman.

Today, Sheikh and Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil lives in the Sweileh area of 
Amman. He conducts dhikr assemblies every Friday, after Friday 
prayers where he conducts the Friday sermon himself, at the 
shrine of the Prophet Shu’ayb (PBUH) in Wadi Shu’ayb, close to 
the city of al-Salt330.
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IV. The Shadhili-Ghudhufi-Qadiri Order

The Shadhili-Gh  udhu�-Qadiri Order is also considered one of 
the oldest Su� orders in Jordan. It was introduced prior to the 
establishment of the Emirate and is an order that combines 
between the ways of the Qadiri and Shadhili Orders. One of 
the most important founders of this speci�c order, which has 
a particularly concentrated presence in eastern Mauritania, is 
Sheikh Muhammad al-Ghudhuf al-Daoudi (d. 1210 AH). One of 
this order’s most important living sheikhs is Sheikh ‘Abd Allah 
Bin Bayyah, who is currently the deputy-head of the International 
Union of Muslim Scholars331.

The Shadhili-Ghudhu�-Qadiri Order was subjected to what 
its followers describe as a “mujahada” or struggle, suffering 
harsh persecution due to the order’s insistence on resisting and 
combatting French colonialism. It was due to this struggle and 
persecution that 50 practicing families of the order decided to 
leave Mauritania and perform the rites of hajj in 1904. During their 
travels, the Turks invited them to Istanbul where they were greeted 
by Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid. After performing the rites of hajj, some 
of these families would settle in Anatolia332, while others chose to 
settle in Sudan333. 

One of the order’s most important Sheikhs, Sharif Muhammad 
Al-Amin Bin Zein al-Qalqami, settled in the city of Acre in Palestine. 
However, prior to moving to Palestine, Sheikh Qalqami �rst left 
Mauritania for Libya in 1903, where he established a zawya for 
instruction in religious disciplines. During his stay in Libya, people 
�ocked to him and his zawya in droves, until the Italians colonized 
Libya, at which time he again departed for the Mashreq334.

Sharif Muhammad al-Amin al-Qalqami �nally settled in Jordan, 
where he established a zawya for his order near the city of Amman, 
where many of the members of local East Bank tribes and clans 
�ocked to see him. Indeed, they were eager for anyone who 
could guide them in religious affairs and instruct them in matters 
of jurisprudence concerning their religion. From Jordan, Sheikh 
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Muhammad Amin left for Turkey to �ght alongside the Turks 
against the British335. There are also accounts which state that 
he fought against the Jews in Palestine. He is also credited for 
establishing the towns of al-Rashidiyeh and al-Ta�leh during the 
1920s336. Eventually, he passed away in Turkey in 1969337.

Sheikh Qalqami was succeeded in the order by his son, Zein al-
‘Abidin al-Qalqami, who continued to instruct people in the ways of 
the order until he decided to leave Jordan and return to Mauritania 
to �ght against the French colonialists. He was arrested by the 
French military and his fate remains unknown, until today338.

Meanwhile, another reference of the Shadhili-Ghudhu�-Qadiri 
Order is a Moroccan scholar, whose name is unknown. Accounts 
state that this anonymous Moroccan scholar once visited Jordan 
and met with a man of the name Fallah Nasrallah al-Hunayti, who 
worked as a shepherd in the governorate of al-Salt. The Moroccan 
scholar called upon Fallah to commit to prayer and to adhere to 
the ethics and good manners prescribed by Islam. The Moroccan 
is said to have stated to his followers, “Fallah shall be your sheikh”; 
then, the Moroccan left to Mecca to perform the rites of the hajj. 
Years later, Fallah left Jordan for Haifa, Palestine, and from there 
continued on to Jeddah and later to Mecca, in Saudi Arabia. It 
is said that Sheikh Fallah met, once again, with the Moroccan 
scholar. And, during their second reunion, the Moroccan is said to 
have sanctioned Fallah with the covenant of the Ghudhu� Order, 
and granted him permission to preach in the name of the order 
and to advocate and disseminate its ways339

Sheikh Fallah would remain in Mecca for six years before returning 
to Jordan in the 1920s. Upon his return, he would henceforth 
dedicate all his time to instructing people and to assisting aspirants 
in the ways of his order, which was characterized by a strict focus 
on the obligation of the �ve daily prayers, and by women adhering 
to the attire of the hijab (veil), and by prohibitions on sacri�ces 
made to none other than God. Indeed, it is said that he himself 
cut down four olive trees which people visited with the belief that 
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these trees would grant them blessings340. His particular form of 
calling enticed his opponents to accuse him and his followers of 
Wahhabism341, an allegation that King Abdullah I himself denied. 
Indeed, the king would defend Sheikh Fallah and his followers, as 
he himself was a wayseeker of this order and an adherent to its 
provisions and ways342. 

In his order, Sheikh Fallah al-Hunayti placed particular emphasis 
upon the importance and necessity of the aspirant being a scholar 
in matters of Islamic jurisprudence. The most important sheikhs of 
this order, who were instructed in Islamic scholarship, disciplines 
and conduct by Sheikh Fallah himself, are 

1. Sheikh Khalid Abu Zaytoun 
Khalid Abu Zaytoun came from the ‘Assira al-Shamiliya area 
in Jordan and was educated as a Maliki343 jurist, who was 
sanctioned to grant permission in the reading of the Qur’an. 
He passed away in 2009 and was buried in the Hay Hamalan 
Cemetery in south Marka in Amman344.

2. Sheikh Mahmud Salim al-Thalji 
Mahmud Salim al-Thalji today resides in the Umm al-Hayran area 
in Amman. He is considered the order’s sheikh who is authorized 
with permitting allegiance to the order. Sheikh Thalji, at the time 
this study was written, had reached the ripe age of almost 100 
years old.

3. Sheikh ‘Ayesh al-Hawyan
‘Ayesh al-Hawyan was born in Amman in 1929 and, today, he 
resides in the Jamarek area in Amman. Sheikh ‘Ayesh Hawyan 
is also considered the sheikh of sheikhs of the Hawyan clan in 
Jordan. He holds assemblies for his aspirants after fajr (dawn) 
prayers every Friday in which the principles and provisions of 
Islamic jurisprudence are reviewed and where discussions are 
held to advise one another in matters pertaining to personal 
affairs and social concerns.
Sheikh Hawyan was granted the covenant of the order from 
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Sheikh Fallah al-Hunayti in 1961; and, in the 1980s, he ran for 
the parliamentary seat of Sheikh Muhammad Minwar al-Hadid, 
which became vacant after the latter passed away. However, 
Sheikh Hawyan failed to gain the parliamentary seat345.
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Second: The Rifa’i Order

The Rifa’i Order was founded by Sheikh Ahmad al-Rifa’i (d. 
577 AH/1182 AD), who established a zawya in southern Iraq and 
attracted thousands of students and aspirants. Sheikh Rifa’i’s 
teachings would spread to all corners of the Islamic world, and 
his doctrine called for modesty and to adhering to the Prophet’s 
Sunna and the Islamic shari’a. However, after the 7th century AH, 
his followers would introduce practices into al-Rifa’i’s teachings 
and doctrine that did not concur or comply with his manner of 
instruction or directions, such as “darb al-shish”, which is a ritual 
where iron skewers are used to puncture the skin, as well as other 
practices such as walking on coals and into �res and swallowing 
snakes and venom. 

Of the most renowned followers of the Rifa’i Order at the end of 
the Ottoman era was Sheikh Abu al-Huda al-Sayadi Muhammad 
Hassan Wadi (1849-1909). Coming from Aleppo, Sheikh Sayadi 
became acquainted with and developed close relations with 
Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid II. Sheikh Sayadi soon gained the title of 
the “sheikh of sheikhs” and became one of the closest and most 
important con�dants of the sultan. He served the sultan for over 30 
years and it is said that he always had the last word when it came 
to Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid’s highest ranking jurists and judges346. 

The most important sheikhs of the Rifa’i Order in Amman today 
include:

1. Sheikh ‘Umar Ahmad Hassan Abu ‘Alia al-Sarafandi
‘Umar Ahmad Hassan Abu ‘Alia al-Sarafandi was born in the 
city of Ramla, Israel, in 1951, and was raised in the milieu of his 
father, who himself was a Su�. He left with his father after the 
Nakba of 1948, for the town of Sarafand in Lebanon. He then 
traveled onwards to the Shouneh area in Jordan where he would 
remain for only a few days before moving on to �nally settle in 
the capital, Amman. At �rst, he was instructed in the ways of the 
Rifa’i Order by Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi; however, when 
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the latter commanded that he abandon the practice of darb al-
shish”, a ritual where iron skewers are used to puncture the skin, 
al-Sarafandi did not comply, at which time his sheikh said to 
him that, from that point forth, “You are on one path and I am on 
another”347. 

Subsequently, Sheikh Sarafandi would turn to the adherents 
and followers of the Iraqi sheikh, Ahmad al-Rawi (d. 1966)348. 
Sarafandi would �nally be granted a covenant in the order by 
Sheikh Saif Bin ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Rawi (d. 2000), who was the 
grandson of Sheikh Ahmad al-Rawi. For a time, Sheikh Sarafandi 
was the caretaker of the Rawi charity and hospice in the city of 
Deir al-Zor in Syria. He also founded a mosque and established 
a zawya in the Jabal al-Nasr area in Amman in 1978.

Sheikh Sarafandi’s order would become marked by the ritual of 
darb al-shish on different parts of the body, particularly during 
religious occasions and during times when he felt they were 
being persecuted or challenged. This practice would provoke 
harsh criticism and the antagonism of many Su�s and Sala�s, 
which led to many con�icts between the latter and Sarafandi’s 
order. Sheikh Sarafandi, today, holds assemblies after maghreb 
(sunset) prayers every Thursday, which include religious lessons 
and dhikr sessions349.

2. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi al-Nuwayhi
‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi al-Nuwayhi was born in the village 
of Abu Shoushah, near the city of Ramla in then Palestine in 
1910. He became acquainted with Su�sm at an early age and 
remained a Su� for 85 years. He was instructed in the ways of 
the Rifa’i Order by Sheikh Yousef al-Nuwayhi, who came from 
the village of Qazaza, also near the city of Ramla. In 1948, he 
left Palestine for the Sahhab area in Jordan, although he did 
not remain there for long, moving onwards to Jabal al-Jawfeh in 
Amman. In Jabal al-Jawfeh, he would establish a zawya, which 
would later be torn down by a project for the construction of the 
Amir Hassan School. Thus, he was obliged to move his zawya to 
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another location, which would be in the Mukhayam al-Hussein 
area (or the Hussein Palestinian refugee camp) in Amman. 

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hafez would become renowned for his frequent 
use of the practice of darb al-saif, which is a ritual where swords 
are used in order to manifest what he alleged were “karamat” (lit., 
miracles; gifts). His practice was so notorious that he became 
now known by the nickname, al-lahham (lit., the butcher). In 
1967, he was reprimanded by those of “The House of God” (a 
council of religious elders) in an of�cial statement that declared 
he “must stop the practice of darb al-saif”; and henceforth, the 
practice would be prohibited”350. Sheikh Sarafandi was also a 
wayseeker of �ve different orders: the Rifa’i, Qadiri, Dasouqi, 
Sa’adi and Badawi Orders. He passed away in 2002 and left 
behind the following as his successors to his order:

A. Sheikh Muhammad ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi al-Nuwayhi
Muhammad ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi al-Nuwayhi is the son 
of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi. Sheikh Muhammad was 
born in the village of Abu Shoushah in Palestine, in 1944, and 
would accompany his father to Jordan, following the Nakba 
of 1948. He was instructed in the ways of the order by his 
father and succeeded his father as head of the zawya in the 
Hussein Camp in Amman, until his brother sold the zawya, 
after which he was forced to conduct assemblies in the homes 
of his aspirants351.

B. Sheikh Faris al-Rifa’i
Faris al-Rifa’ established a zawya in the Hadadeh area in 
Amman and zawaya in the towns of Mafraq, Dibin and Jerash. 
After his death, speci�c aspirants would succeed him and 
administer his zawaya352.

3. The Sons and Grandsons of Sheikh Yousef al-Nuwayhi 
Indeed, ‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi was not the only one in his 
family to be instructed in the ways of the order by his father, 
Sheikh Yousef al-Nuwayhi. Sheikh Yousef’s had other sons and 
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grandsons who would also inherit the ways of the order from 
him, including: 

A. Sheikh Mahmud al-Nuwayhi
Mahmud al-Nuwayhi is the only son of Sheikh Yousef who is 
still alive; he has a zawya in Madaba. 

B. Sheikh Anwar al-Nuwayhi
Anwar al-Nuwayhi is one of Sheikh Yousef’s grandsons; he 
has a zawya in the Quweismeh area in Amman. 

C. Sheikh ‘Abd al Hamid al-Nuwayhi
‘Abd al-Hamid is another of Sheikh Yousef’s grandsons; he is 
an active member of Sheikh Anwar al-Nuwayhi’s zawya.

D. Sheikh Muhmmad al-Nuwayhi
Muhammad al-Nuwayhi is another of Sheikh Yousef’s 
grandsons; he also established a zawya in the Quweismeh 
area in Amman, but this is a different zawya from that of 
Sheikh Anwar al-Nuwayhi353. 
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Third: The Rawasi-Rifa’i Order

The Rawasi branch of the Rifa’i Order traces its origins back 
to Sheikh Baha’uddin Mahdi al-Rawas al-Rifa’i, who was born 
near Basra in 1805 AD. His father died when he was very young, 
followed by his mother, who died when he reached the age of 
15 years. In 1820, he graduated as a student from the Masjid al-
Haram, known in English as the Sacred or Grand Mosque which 
is built around the Kaaba, in Mecca. He remained in Mecca for 
one more year. He then moved to al-Medina al-Minawara and 
remained there for another two years. In Medina, he worked to 
further his education with religious scholars at the Haram al-
Nabawi or al-Masjid al-Nabawi, known in English as the Mosque 
of the Prophet. After Medina, he moved to Egypt and stayed at the 
al-Azhar Mosque, where he commenced his studies in the Islamic 
shari’a under the instruction of al-Azhar sheikhs. He would remain 
at the al-Azhar Mosque for thirteen years until he excelled in and 
mastered every Islamic art and discipline. 

After completing his studies, he would return for a visit to Iraq 
where he met with Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-Rawi al-Rifa’i. Sheikh 
Rawas would remain under the instruction of Sheikh ‘Abd Allah 
al-Rawi al-Rifa’i until he was educated in the ways and doctrine 
of the order. Indeed, Rawas would serve Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-
Rawi al-Rifa’i and would remain under his guidance until the latter 
sanctioned him as a sheikh in the order and as a successor to him. 
He left Iraq and journeyed to India, Khurasan (in present-day Iran), 
‘Ajam (in present-day Iran), Turkestan and Kurdistan, and roamed 
through Iraq and Syria, then through Constantinople (Istanbul), 
Rumali (today, part of present-day Istanbul) and Anatolia. He 
eventually made his way back to the Hijaz, and from there, he 
traveled to Yemen, Najd (the highlands of central Saudi Arabia, 
where the present-day capital, Riyadh, is located) and Bahrain. He 
never remained in one country for more than seven months, and 
the longest stay in one city was never more than three months. He 
died in Baghdad in 1870 and was buried there354.
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Sheikhs of the Rawasi Order:

1. Sheikh Ali Abu Zayd
Ali Abu Zayd (d. 1997 AD) was instructed in the ways of the 
order by Sheikh Mahmud Shaqfa al-Hamawi (d. 1979 AD)355 and 
was succeeded in the order by the following sheikhs: 

A. Sheikh Mahmud Muraweh al-Faqih 
Mahmud Muraweh al-Faqih established a zawya in the Jabal 
Shamali area of al-Russeifeh in Jordan.

B. Sheikh and Doctor Mu’ath Sa’id Hawa 
Mu’ath Sa’id Hawa was born in 1969, and is the son of the 
renowned and late Syrian leader of the Organization of the 
Muslim Brotherhood, Sa’id Hawa. Sheikh Mu’ath Sa’id Hawa 
received his doctorate in Islamic jurisprudence and has been 
working as an imam, religious speaker and teacher in one of 
Amman’s mosques since 1993 AD. He is particularly active in 
conducting lessons that focus on tazkiyya356. 

C. Sheikh Nassar al-Din al-Khatib 
Nassar al-Din al-Khatib was born in Jerusalem in 1955 and 
moved to Jordan in 1967. After falling into despair over the 
futility of engaging in nationalist movements and leftist currents, 
he decided to join the ranks of the Jamaa’at al-Tabligh wal 
Da’wa357 in 1970. He remained with the Jamaa’at al-Tabligh 
for one year, during which time he met a Su� sheikh named 
‘Abd al-Qadir al-Shayoukhi; and, in this acquaintance, Khatib’s 
journey and story with Su�sm would begin. In 1971, Nassar 
al-Din al-Khatib would go to Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir, the sheikh 
of the Shadhili-Qadiri Order, and would begin instruction in the 
Islamic shari’a under the guidance of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir for 
an entire year. 

In 1973, he established a zawya in Jabal al-Zuhour, which he 
would later expand into a mosque that he named the Imam 
Rawas Mosque. In 1975, he would become acquainted with 
Sheikh Mahmud Shaqfa; and, by 1976, Khatib had adopted 
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the ways of the Rawasi-Rifa’i Order, under the instruction and 
guidance of this sheikh. He would establish the Assamael 
Audiovisual Investment Company, and owns a Su� satellite 
channel, which he founded with the following objectives: 

1. To help abolish the arti�cial barriers between Su� orders, 
as a �rst step to uniting the orders;

2. To safeguard the integrity of the Sunna;

3. To mobilize Su� orders against the Persian project, led by 
Iran358
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Fourth: The Qadiri Order

The Qadiri Order traces its origins back to the doctrine of 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Gilani (d. 561 AH/1166 AD); and, thus, 
is considered one of the oldest Su� orders in the Islamic world, 
which was born in the cradle of Su�sm, Iraq. Al-Gilani originally 
came from Gilan, in what is today northwestern Iran. He travelled 
to Baghdad seeking an education in the Hanbali School of Islamic 
jurisprudence359, in the Hadith and in Su�sm. After receiving his 
education, he would leave Baghdad and lead a life of asceticism 
and austerity for almost 20 years, after which he returned to the 
capital of the Abbasid Caliphate, once again. Upon his return to 
Baghdad, Sheikh Gilani proceeded to provide instruction and 
religious guidance, winning wide acclaim and attracting many 
students and a vast following. He authored the work, “al-ghunya li-
talibi tariq al-haqq wa al-din” (lit., “Suf�cient Provision for Seekers 
of the Path of Truth and Religion”), a book which is considered 
an extensive guide to the rules and the principles of the manners, 
behavior and code of conduct of Su�s. Over the span of Su�sm’s 
historical evolution, the Qadiri Order would expand and spread its 
reach to all corners of the Islamic world, particularly in the Levant, 
Iraq, Egypt and East Africa. Throughout the history of the order, 
Gilani’s adherents and followers have had a great impact and 
in�uenced the spread of Islam to the African and Asian continents; 
they also proved to be steadfast in resisting and confronting the 
European tide that was in�ltrating the Arab Maghreb360.

The Qadiri Order was introduced into Jordan by Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Halim Hamad ‘Awda al-Qadiri, who was born in 1920 in the village 
of Budros on the outskirts of Ramallah, Palestine. He established 
a zawya in Palestine; however, in 1938, he decided to move to the 
East Bank (Jordan). He would settle in the South Shouneh area 
and established a zawya there that remained active until 1966. 
That year, he moved to the capital, Amman, where he established 
another zawya for his order in the Hashimi area. This zawya is 
active, until today, with assemblies held after ‘isha (evening) 
prayers every Thursday. 
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Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim passed away in 1998, with the affairs 
of the order handed over to his son, Muhammad ‘Abd al-Halim 
Qadiri. Sheikh Muhammad al-Qadiri was born in South Shouneh 
and studied Islamic shari’a at one of the Islamic shari’a colleges in 
Amman for two years. Today, he works as the imam of a mosque 
in addition to administering the affairs of the order’s zawya in 
Amman361. He has also authored a book, entitled, “al-‘ajwiba al-
sunniyya ‘ala man ‘itarad ‘ala al-sada al-su�yya” (lit., “Answers 
from the Sunna for Those Who Oppose the Masters of Su�sm”), 
in which he responds to and deals with certain allegations and 
suspicions that have been attributed to the ways of his order362.

One of the Qadiri Order’s contemporary sheikhs was also 
Muhammad Hashim bin Hassan al-Baghdadi al-Qadiri al-Kilani 
(1909-1995), who was a Jerusalemite; in fact, he was born and 
raised in Jerusalem, but his family originally came from Baghdad. 
He traced his lineage back to the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and 
was one of the more renowned Su� ‘ulema in Palestine. Indeed, 
he had a great religious impact in Jordan and Palestine and on his 
students and aspirants. 

Sheikh Muhammad Hashim al-Baghdadi was sanctioned in the 
covenant of the order, in its ways and in its instruction by Sheikh 
Muhammad Habiballah al-Shanqiti. He was also instructed in 
Islamic jurisprudence in the al-Aqsa Mosque by Sheikh Saleh 
al-Liftawi, and was instructed in Arabic by Sheikh Muhammad 
al-Tunisi. He moved to Syria in 1356 AH, where he studied 
the Qur’an �rst with Sheikh Ahmad al-Satil, then with Sheikh 
Muhammad ‘Azou al-Maydani, followed by Sheikh Muhammad 
al-Khabbaz, then Sheikh Bashir al-Shallah. Indeed, Sheikh 
Baghdadi mastered the ten righteous qiraa’aat (or recitations)363 of 
the Qur’an. Furthermore, he studied and recited the Hadith under 
the instruction and guidance of Sheikh Muhammad al-Dirani, who 
himself was a student of Sheikh Badr al-Din al-Husni. 
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No sheikh was appointed successor to Sheikh Muhammad 
Hashim al-Baghdadi after his death. Instead, Sheikh Ahmad al-
Natsheh (otherwise known as Abu Hamdi), a Jerusalemite and 
long-standing sheikh, became the reference for members of the 
order in Palestine. 

Of the most important works authored by Sheikh Baghdadi 
was, “dastour al-willaya wa muraqi al-‘inaya aw matlab al-salik wa 
najat al-halek” (lit., “The Constitution of the State and the Higher 
Attainment, or the Demands of the Wayseeker and Salvation for 
the Doomed”). 

One of his most important students was Sheikh ‘Abd Allah Bin al-
Sheikh Saleh al-‘Umari, otherwise known as Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik. 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik was born in Sundala, a village in northern 
Palestine. His father was a renowned ha�z, or someone who has 
completely memorized and mastered the Qur’an. ‘Abd al-Malik 
undertook his primary Islamic education in Acre in the Mosque 
of Sheikh Jarrar, after which he moved to the al-Azhar Mosque 
in Egypt to undertake a master’s degree in Sha�’i jurisprudence 
and in Islamic education. He would become well-acquainted with 
the teacher and Sheikh Saleh al-Ja’afari, who was the sheikh of 
the Ahmadi-Idrisi Order. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik became Sheikh 
Ja’afari’s companion, and was guided and instructed by him for 
no less than eight years. After he completed his studies at the al-
Azhar Mosque, he returned to Jerusalem and became one of the 
most prominent teachers at the al-Aqsa Mosque. 

During his stay in Jerusalem, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik also became 
the companion of Sheikh Muhammad Hashim al-Baghdadi, the 
sheikh of the Qadiri Order in Palestine. Sheikh Baghdadi would 
sanction ‘Abd al-Malik in the covenant of the order, and endorsed 
and authorized him, in writing, with the entitlement to provide 
religious guidance and instruction in seeking the way of the Qadiri 
Order. Sheikh Baghdadi would grant Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik a 
privileged place amongst his brethren in Baghdadi’s noble council. 
Sheikh Baghdadi even makes reference to ‘Abd al-Malik in his 
famous book “dastour al-wilaya” (lit., “Constitution of the State”). 
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After the death of his sheikh, Muhammad Hashim al-Baghdadi, 
‘Abd al-Malik devoted himself to serving the legacy of his late 
sheikh, focusing all his attention on examining and thoroughly 
researching Sheikh Baghdadi’s texts and writings. Indeed, he 
would succeed in re-editing and re-printing the “diwan bighiyat al-
‘ashiqin” (lit., “Collection of Odes for the Purpose of the Lovers [of 
God]”) and “dastour al-wilaya” (lit., “Constitution of the State”). He 
was also in the process of examining a text on prayer written by 
the late Sheikh Baghdadi when he passed away in 2008. During 
his life, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Malik made frequent visits to Jordan and 
participated in an attempt to create a higher council for Su�sm in 
Jordan.

There are many zawaya for the Qadiri Order in Jordan which 
were established while Sheikh Hashim al-Baghdadi was living. 
Followers of the order gather weekly in these zawaya, which 
include: the Qadiri zawya in the city of Zarqa which is administered 
by Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hafez who succeeded the late Hajj Akram 
Nawas; the Qadiri zawya in the Jawfa area in the city of Amman, 
administered by Hajj Abu Hassan who succeeded the late Hajj 
Mustafa al-Bitar; the Qadiri zawya in the city of Irbid, administered 
by Hajj Mu�eh who succeeded the late Hajj Khalifeh; the Qadiri 
zawya in the town of Russeifeh, administered by Hajj Ghaleb who 
succeeded the late Hajj Saqr; and, the Qadiri zawya in the city of 
Kerak, administered by Sheikh ‘Awad al-Tarawneh. 

Before he died, Sheikh Hashim al-Baghdadi appealed to Sheikh 
Ahmad al-Natsheh to safeguard and tend to the affairs of the 
brothers of the order. And, today, all the current sheikhs of the 
aforementioned Qadiri zawaya have endorsed Sheikh Nathsheh 
and consider him the sheikh of the Qadiri Order in Palestine and 
Jordan. 
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Fifth: The Kasnazani-Qadiri Order 

The Kasnazani-Qadiri Order traces its origins back to Sheikh 
‘Abd al-Karim al-Shah al-Kasnazan I, who was born in 1820 in 
the village of Kasnazan in the area of Nahiyeh (Qaradagh), in the 
Suleimaniyeh province of northern Iraq. He died in 1899 with a 
shrine constructed for him in Karbajna in northern Iraq. 

The order calls itself the “Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order”, with 
its main headquarters based outside the Suleimaniyeh province. 
However, the name Kasnazan, which is the name used to refer to 
the family of the Sayyed-(Master)-Sheikh, is just an appellation 
which was given to the grandfather, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim I, 
meaning “the one who knows not” in Kurdish. Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Karim earned this title because he cut himself off from people 
for four years and secluded himself in worship in the mountains 
of Qaradagh364. Whenever anyone asked about the sheikh, the 
response was always, “kasnazan” (or, “nobody knows”). Hence 
and from that time forth, this title became the commonplace title 
used by people to mark those of the Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri 
Order which was created and built through the lineage of Sheikh 
‘Abd al-Karim I, his sons and his grandsons after him365.

The Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order’s current sheikh is Muhammad 
‘Abd al-Karim al-Kasnazan, who was born in 1938 in the village of 
Karbajna on the outskirts of Nahiyeh Sanq in the Kirkuk province 
of northern Iraq. As a child, he was raised in the ways of the order 
by his father, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Karim II (d. 1978), and became the 
successor and sheikh of the order immediately upon his father’s 
death. Indeed, under the leadership and guidance of Sheikh 
Muhammad ‘Abd al-Karim, the Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order 
would spread to all corners of Iraq, where, today, there is hardly a 
city, town or village which does not have a Sheikh Muhammad al-
Kasnazan hospice, where aspirants frequent and where followers 
can visit. Sheikh Kasnazan would extend the scope of the order 
beyond Iraq, spreading its ways to other countries such as Iran, 
Turkey, the Caucasus Republics, India, Pakistan, the United States 
and several European countries366. 
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Sheikh Muhammad ‘Abd al-Karim al-Kasnazan has authored 
numerous texts, the most important of which are “anwar al-
rahmaniyeh � al-tariqa al-qadiriyya al-kasnazaniyya” (lit., “The 
Merciful Illuminations of the Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order”), 
and “mawsou’at al-kasnazan �ma istalaha ‘alihi ‘ahl al-tasawwuf 
wal ‘irfan” (lit., “The Kasnazan Almanac of Terms of the People 
of Su�sm and of Gnosis”). His most important accomplishments 
include establishing the Center for Su� Scholarship and Spiritual 
Studies in 1994, establishing the Sheikh Muhammad al-Kasnazan 
University College in Baghdad in 2005, and establishing the 
Central Council for Su� Orders in Iraq in 2005367. The Higher 
Kasnazani-Qadiri Order is renowned for its use of swords and live 
bullets to manifest their miracles, which are considered proof of 
the authenticity of their order.

The Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order was introduced into Jordan 
with the intensi�cation of sectarian violence in Iraq after the 
American led occupation in 2003, when aspirants and followers 
of Sheikh Muhammad al-Kasnazan began to attend Jordanian 
universities to continue their studies. Due to the increasing number 
of his aspirants and his followers in Jordan, and with the increase 
in the sectarian violence and threats in Iraq, Sheikh Kasnazan 
decided to relocate to Amman in 2007, settling in the Abdoun 
area in Amman. He established a zawya for his order in the North 
Marka area, which is dedicated to Jordanians only and where his 
Iraqi aspirants are not included in attendance368.
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Sixth: The Khalwati Order

The name of the Khalwati Order itself is derived from the Arabic 
term “khalwa”, which refers to seclusion, retreat or isolation. This 
particular practice is a distinguishing mark of the Khalwati Order 
which traces its origins back to ‘Umar al-Khalwati (d. 799 AH/1397 
AD). Al-Khalwati gained this title due to his love of solitude and 
because he was renowned for isolating himself from others inside 
the trunk of a tree. However, paving the way for the order and its 
institutionalization is actually credited to Yahya al-Shirwani (d. 867 
AH/1463 AD), who hails from the Caucasus.

Due to the vast number of the adherents and followers of the 
Khalwati Order, Sheikh Yahya al-Shirwani worked to build an 
institutional structure for the order. It was also able to curry the 
favor of the Ottoman sultans after the order was introduced to the 
Anatolia region at the end of the 9th century AH. Thereafter, it spread 
to other countries under Ottoman control, particularly Egypt, from 
whence it spread to the rest of the Arab world, including Jordan. 
The particularly elevated status of this order was evidenced in the 
fact that Ottoman Sultan Muhammad al-Fateh’s spiritual teacher 
was a Khalwati sheikh. Indeed, the Khalwati is considered an 
enlightened order in its adherence to the Sunna, which advocates 
progressive attainment through the constant remembrance of 
God and of His attributes. 

Contributing to the evolution, reform and spread of the Khalwati 
Order was Muhammad Bin Ahmad Bin Muhammad Karim al-Din 
al-Khalwati, who was one of the Su� imams living in Khurasan 
in the 10th century AH, and who died in Egypt in 1578 AD. One 
of the most prominent revivalist sheikhs of the order was Sheikh 
Shami Mustafa al-Bakri (d. 1162 AH/1749 AD) who undertook a 
series of vast reforms inside the Khalwati Order, which bolstered 
its in�uence and spread signi�cantly. During the second half of the 
18th century AD, two of Sheikh Bakri’s more important and well-
known students were Sheikhs Hafni and Dardir, both of whom 
were al-Azhar scholars. Indeed, their diligence and scholarship 
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helped characterize the Khalwati Order as being an order with a 
revivalist spirit that displayed a correct adherence to the Sunna. 

The Khalwati-Jami’a (Unity) Order was introduced into Jordan 
by Sheikh Kheir al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sharif. The order was 
called the “jami’a” or “unity” order because, in addition to the 
Khalwati tradition, the order managed to unite the traditions of 
eight different orders, which are the Rifa’i, Qadiri, Ahmadi, Dasouqi, 
Shadhili, Yashruti, Naqshbandi and Idrisi Orders369. 

The Khalwati-Jami’a Order was introduced into Jordan after the 
British exiled Sheikh Kheir al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sharif from 
the city of Hebron in Palestine to the city of Kerak in Jordan, due 
to his resistance and revolutionary activities against the British. 
In Kerak, he would stay at the ‘Umari Mosque, where aspirants 
from Kerak began to �ock to him and his righteous guidance in 
droves370. The profound respect Sheikh Kheir al-Din commanded 
amongst so many people, and the fact that crowds �ocked to 
him and readily embraced his word, drove the British to lodge a 
complaint to King Abdullah I in which they professed that Sheikh 
Kheir al-Din was establishing an emirate inside the emirate. 
Consequently, King Abdullah I felt obliged to visit the sheikh to 
inquire about these allegations, to which the sheikh responded, 
“We have no political ambitions and we have no desire to govern 
in any way or form”371. Indeed, Sheikh Kheir al-Din did not even 
establish a zawya for himself or the order in Jordan; and, he would 
not remain in Jordan for long. In 1926, he went to the Hijaz to 
perform the rite of hajj and from there, he would return to his city 
of birth, Hebron, where he remained until he passed away in 1928 
AD372.

Sheikh Kheir al-Din left Sheikh Muhammad Abu Rajab al-Tamimi 
as his successor to the order. Sheikh Tamimi would subsequently 
serve the order until the mid-1970s when a con�ict erupted inside 
the Khalwati-Jami’a-Rahmani Order over the sheikhdom of the 
order, its administration and its direction. The con�ict led to a 
split in the order. Indeed, it culminated and reached its peak when 
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the Khalwati-Jami’a-Qasimi Order established the al-Qasemi 
Academic College of Education in 1989 in the city of Baka al-
Gharbiya, under license from the Israeli authorities. Due to this 
licensing, Sheikh Husni al-Sharif accused the Qasimi sheikhs of 
the order in Baka al-Gharbiya of cooperating with Israel. The issue 
would remain heated between Sheikh Kheir al-Din and the Qasimi 
sheikhs, from 1989 until 1998, until the Qasimis removed the 
word “Rahmani” from the name of their order, so that they would 
henceforth be known as the Khalwati-Qasimi-Jami’a Order373. 
Indeed, where the Qasimi sheikhs viewed their dealings with the 
Israeli authorities as adapting to reality, the Rahmani sheikhs 
viewed it as a transgression from the order’s historical legacy of 
struggling against occupation and oppression. With this rupture, 
the order split into two separate orders:
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I. The Khalwati-Jami’a-Rahmani Order

When Sheikh Kheir al-Din ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sharif passed 
away, his son Hassan al-Sharif was still barely two years of age. 
Indeed, Hassan al-Sharif was born in 1926 AD or, only two years 
before his father’s death. However, the boy would learn the ways 
of the order in Hebron, under the instruction of his paternal uncles 
and other aspirants who had been instructed by his father, Sheikh 
Kheir al-Din. Later, he would work in education. He left Palestine 
in 1951 and settled in the Wadi al-Seer area in Amman, Jordan. He 
established the Najah National School in Wadi al-Seer and would 
work as a teacher there, in addition to working as an imam and 
preacher in the Wadi al-Seer Mosque between the years 1960 and 
1984. He remained a wayseeker of the Khalwati-Jami’a-Rahmani 
Order in Jordan until his death in 1984. He was buried in the Wadi 
al-Seer Cemetery in Amman374.

Sheikh Hassan ‘Abd al-Rahman was succeeded in the order 
by his son, Sheikh Husni al-Sharif, who was born in the city of 
Amman in 1964. Sheikh Husni was educated in Amman, receiving 
a bachelor’s degree in Islamic studies. From an early age, he 
remained close to his father and he was instructed by his father 
in the ways of the Islamic shari’a and in the ways of attaining the 
gnosis of the Truth. Sheikh Husni became his father’s companion 
and would remain under his religious guidance until his father’s 
death. Four years after his father passed away375 or, in 1988, 
Sheikh Husni al-Sharif was appointed as sheikh of the Khalwati-
Jami’a-Rahmani Order in a ceremony attended by many important 
of�cial and religious personalities, including Sheikh Asa’ad 
Biyoud al-Tamimi, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hamid al-Sa’ih and Mr. Kamel 
al-Sharif, who was the secretary general of the Royal Committee 
for Jerusalem Affairs at that time. 

Sheikh and Islamic jurist (faqih), Husni al-Sharif, established Dar 
al-Iman (lit., “The House of Faith”) in Hay Jendawil in the Bayader 
Wadi al-Seer area in Amman, in 1990. Dar al-Iman houses a mosque 
for prayer, a zawya for the order and a hospice, with a soup kitchen 
for the needy and for passers-by, as well as a library. It is also the 
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headquarters of the Dar al-Iman Charitable Society. Sheikh Husni 
also founded another branch of the society called, Mathabat Dar-
al-Iman and Shelter for Orphans in the Yadoudeh area in 1994, 
which was later moved to the Bayader-Wadi al-Seer area. In the 
latter institution the focus is on providing holistic care for orphans, 
who have no other form of shelter. It offers rehabilitation programs 
for orphans, as well as education and even assistance in facilitating 
their marriage. The shelter is housed in a seven-storey building in 
Bayader-Wadi Seer. Sheikh Husni would also establish another 
branch of the Dar al-Iman Charitable Society in Hay Jendawil in 
Amman in 2001. A branch was also established in Ghor area of 
the Jordan Valley which includes the Dar al-Iman Hospice for the 
Poor, the Dar al-Iman Cultural Center and the Dar al-Qur’an al-
Karim, in addition to a program developed for assisting university 
students. He also established the Durat al-Sharif Pre-School and 
School on Airport Road, in Amman, where students are educated 
up until the seventh grade376. He has also authored several texts, 
the most important of which include, “al-dalalat al-nouraniyya” 
(lit., “The Illuminating Signs”) and “al-taqreeb bayn al-madaress 
al-islamiyya wa dour al-tasawwuf �h” (lit., “Convergence between 
Islamic Schools and the role of Houses of Su�sm in Them”).
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II. The Khalwati-Jami’a-Qasimi Order

The Qasimi branch of the Khalwati Order was founded by 
Sheikh Husni al-Din al-Qasimi (d. 1944), who was in charge of 
administering the affairs of the order in Hebron, immediately 
upon the death of Sheikh Kheir al-Din al-Sharif. Sheikh Qasimi 
was granted a covenant and sanctioned in the ways of the order 
by Sheikh Hassan Hussein ‘Amro (d. 1919)377, who is considered 
one of the forefathers of the order in the area. Sheikh ‘Amro also 
instructed and sanctioned Sheikh Kheir al-Din al-Sharif in the 
ways of the order378.

After the death of Sheikh Husni al-Din, the order was handed 
over to Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hay al-Qasimi (d. 1962), who migrated from 
Palestine to the Jordanian city of Irbid after the Nakba of 1948. 
During his stay in Jordan, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hay established a zawya 
for the order in the city of Zarqa in 1960379. He was succeeded in 
the order by Sheikh Yassin al-Qasimi (d. 1986), who continued to 
conduct intermittent visits to aspirants of the order in Zarqa. Sheikh 
Yassin also established a zawya for the order in the Bayader-Wadi 
al-Seer area in Amman in 1984, which was called “Zawyat Atba’ 
al-Sharif” (lit., “The Zawya for the Followers of Sharif”)380. Sheikh 
Yassin would be succeeded by Sheikh Muhammad Jamil al-Qasimi 
(d. 1988), and thereafter, Sheikh ‘A�f al-Qasimi (d. 1998). In 1998, 
guidance in the order was taken over by Sheikh ‘Abd al-Raouf al-
Qasimi, who is still head of the order today. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Raouf 
resides in the city of Hebron in Palestine, and occasionally travels 
to visit his aspirants in Jordan. 

From its headquarters in Palestine, the Khalwati-Jami’a-Qasimi 
Order is active in promoting and disseminating culture and 
education. It has endeavored to attain these goals through several 
means, such as establishing zawaya, conducting courses on the 
Islamic shari’a, building libraries such as the one at the al-Qasemi 
Academic College of Education, and encouraging research, 
development and writing in all scholarly disciplines. The order also 
assists certain individuals by providing scholarships, enabling 
them to continue their university studies and to obtain degrees 
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from higher education institutions. Indeed, these ongoing efforts 
were crowned by the order’s establishment of the al-Qasemi 
Academic College of Education, which works towards increasing 
knowledge and learning in a diverse range of disciplines. It also 
established the Qasemi Polytechnical Institute to meet the needs 
of the information and technology age. It has continued with its 
philanthropic objectives by establishing research centers and 
scienti�c laboratories. It also recently founded the al-Qasemi High 
School, which is under the supervision and direction of the al-
Qasemi Academic College of Education. It has launched its own 
educational radio station which broadcasts from the campus of 
the al-Qasemi Academic College of Education. The order also built 
a cultural center and a network of preschools called the al-Qasemi 
Early Childhood Centers. All of the latter are notwithstanding the 
order’s many other activities such as holding conferences on a 
wide range of disciplines inside the al-Qasemi Academic College 
of Education and supporting members of its academic institutions 
and its order in participating in international conferences. It also 
convenes seminars and events on numerous occasions with 
the aim of promoting healthy interaction with society. Finally, 
it publishes the magazine, “Jami’a”, which is a scienti�c and 
scholarly journal. 
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Seventh: The Naqshbandi Order

The Naqshbandi Order is considered the most prominent and 
widespread order in Central Asia. It is also one of the more important 
orders that has been able to preserve and maintain its Sunni identity 
and tradition and in confronting Shiism. This order considers itself 
the direct spiritual heir of the Khurasani doctrine and the school 
of the Mulamati381 lin ked to the Khurasani doctrine, which focused 
great attention on asceticism, piety, devotion to God and reforming 
the internal (self). The Mulamati were organized under the patronage 
of Baha’uddin Naqshband (d. 791 AH/1389 AD), whereas the 
Naqshbandi Order considers Abdul Khaliq al-Ghujdawani the 
true sheikh of the order, as he was the one to introduce to the 
order a form of Sunna, which is intrinsically focused on dhikr or 
remembrance of God, or what the order calls “Essential Dhikr” and 
“Recollection” or “dhikr of the heart382”, based on the example of 
Abu Bakr al-Siddiq383. Indeed, these particular forms of dhikr384 
have become a distinctive mark of the order.

The followers of the Naqshbandi Order would establish a set of 
rules that they practice, which are present in one form or another in 
Su�sm, such as, “muraqabat al-khutuwat” or “watching your step”, 
also known as “nazar bar qadam”, “muhasabat al-nafs” or “holding 
the self, appetitive soul, accountable” or “self-censure” and “al-
khalwa �l julwa” (lit., “seclusion in unveiling”), also known by this 
order as “solitude in the crowd” or “khalwat dar anjuman”385, 
amongst others. And the members of the Naqshbandi Order refer 
to their order as the “Siddiqi” order, in reference to Abu Bakr al-
Siddiq386.

The underlying principle that underpins the ways of the 
Naqshbandi Order is the heed paid to ensuring harmony between 
the spirit of Islam, Islamic law and one’s conduct. It was in this 
manner that this order was able to preserve the Sunna of practice 
amongst Muslims of Central Asia.
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In the 9th century AH, at the hands of Sheikh Khwaja Ahrar387 
(d. 895 AH/1490 AD), the Naqshbandi Order was able to surpass 
and eclipse all other Su� orders. Indeed, Sheik Ahrar’s efforts led 
to the establishment of a vast economic network that protected 
peasants from oppressive taxation, and where he called forth on 
politicians and leaders to show respect for Islamic teachings and 
legal provisions. 

The Naqshbandi Order was able to extend its reach to the 
Caucasus, Kurdistan and Anatolia, where the order curried the 
favor of the Ottoman sultans. Indeed, its in�uence would extend 
to the Arab world and to the Indian Subcontinent at the hands of 
Mujaddid-e-Alf Thaani al-Hijri Ahmad Sirhindi (d. 1032 AH/1624 
AD), whose book “maktoubat”, which is a collection of 536 
letters collectively entitled, “Collected Letters” or “Maktoubat”, 
that is considered the de�nitive guide and treatise governing the 
Naqshbandi Order until today. It af�rms and stresses upon the 
need to return to Islamic law and calls for emulating the ways of the 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), and compels politicians and leaders 
to apply provisions and precedents set by Islamic jurisprudence 
(�qh). By the 11th century AH, Sirhandi’s (Naqshbandi-) Mujaddidi 
Branch had extended its reach to China, the Arabian Peninsula and 
Indonesia. Indeed, this order remains one of the most extensive 
and widespread orders followed in the Islamic world, to date. This 
order also has a signi�cant presence in most of the Arab countries, 
particularly in Iraq and in the Levant388.

Numerous revivalist spiritual scholars would emerge from 
within the Naqshbandi Order, for example Khalid al-Naqshbandi 
(d.1242 AH/1827 AD), who was of Kurdish origin, but who settled 
in Damascus and adopted the reformative line of Ahmad al-
Sirhandi. Sheikh Khalid, also known as Mawlana Khalid, enriched 
the order with new methods of instruction and with his call for 
stricter adherence to the spirit and word of the Islamic shari’a. 
One of Mawlana Khalid’s most eminent students was the great 
Islamic Hana� jurist (faqih) Ibn ‘Abidin (d. 1251 AH/1836 AD). 
Indeed, the Naqshbandi-Khalidi Order would spread its in�uence 
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to the Caucasus, where it played a signi�cant role in organizing 
the armed resistance against the Russian invasion. Imam Shamil 
(d. 1275 AH/1859 AD), who remained loyal to Sheikh Khalid al-
Naqshbandi until his death, is considered one of the most famous 
symbols of this resistance. 

The Naqshbandi Order in Jordan is represented by two branches: 
the Naqshbandi-Haqqani Order and the Naqshbandi-Kilani Order.
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I. The Naqshbandi-Haqqani Order

The Naqshbandi-Haqqani Order traces its origins back to Sheikh 
Muhammad Nazim ‘Adel al-Haqqani al-Naqshbandi389, who was 
born in Larnaca, Cyprus in 1922 AD. He was instructed in the 
ways of the Qadiri Order by his father; meanwhile, he would also 
be instructed in the ways of the Mevlevi or Mawlawi Order by his 
maternal grandfather. He began studying chemical engineering at 
the University of Istanbul in 1940 while simultaneously continuing 
his education in the Islamic shari’a and in the Arabic language 
under the instruction of Sheikh Jamal al-Din al-Assouni (d. 1945 
AD).

In Istanbul, Sheikh Nazim al-Haqqani would connect with the 
Sheikh of the Naqshbandi Order there, Suleiman Erdorumi (d. 
1948 AD). Haqqani would subsequently be instructed by Erdorumi 
in the covenant and ways of the Naqshbandi Order. Haqqani’s 
sheikh encouraged him to visit Syria, to which he complied, 
visiting Aleppo, Hama and �nally, Homs, where he spent an 
entire year living at the shrine of Khalid Bin Walid390. In Homs, 
Sheikh Haqqani continued his studies in the Islamic shari’a under 
the instruction of some of the most renowned shari’a scholars, 
including Muhammad Ali ‘Ayoun al-Soud, Amin Fatwa Homs ‘Abd 
al-‘Aziz ‘Ayoun al-Soud, ‘Abd al-Jalil Murad and Sa’id al-Saba’i 
al-Naqshbandi, amongst others.

In 1944, Sheikh Nazim al-Haqqani moved to Tripoli, where he 
was hosted by Sheikh Munir al-Malik, the Sheikh of Sheikhs of 
the Su� orders there. In 1945, Sheikh Nazim continued on to 
Damascus, where he met Sheikh ‘Abd Allah Fa’ez al-Daghastani 
al-Naqshbandi (d. 1973 AD), whom he accompanied and began 
to seek the covenant and way of the order under the latter’s 
instruction. After attaining the principles of the order and beginning 
his spiritual exercises under the instruction of Sheikh ‘Abd Allah 
al-Daghastani, Daghastani commanded Sheikh Nazim to return 
immediately to Cyprus. In acquiescence to his sheikh’s orders, 
Sheikh Nazim returned immediately to his homeland, which he 
had left �ve years earlier. 
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He began to spread the ways of the Naqshbandi Order to 
the island, with a large number of aspirants �ocking to him and 
adopting the covenant of the order. During his stay in Cyprus, he 
traveled across the island and continued on to Turkey, Lebanon, 
Alexandria, Cairo and Saudi Arabia, as well as other cities and 
countries, spreading the word and the ways of the Naqshbandi 
Order. He returned to Damascus in 1952, and remained there for 
several years. During his stay in Syria, he still spent three months a 
year in Cyprus. He also made visits to Great Britain and the United 
States. His travels to North America resulted in the establishment 
of more than 15 centers for the Naqshbandi Order there, the most 
important of which is the Haqqani Convention and Retreat Center 
in Fenton, Michigan, which is considered the headquarters of the 
Naqshbandi Order in North America today. 

The Naqshbandi-Haqqani Order’s website states that, in 1955, 
Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-Daghastani issued a command ordering 
Haqqani to go into seclusion or khalwa for the �rst time. Haqqani 
went into seclusion in the area of Sweileh in Amman, Jordan, and 
stayed in seclusion for a period of six months, a time during which 
many Jordanian aspirants �ocked to him. 

After the death of Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-Daghastani, the affairs of 
the Naqshbandi Order were passed on to Sheikh Nazim al-Haqqani, 
who, in turn, appointed several sheikhs as representatives of the 
order in numerous countries. The sheikh that Sheikh Haqqani 
appointed to manage the affairs of the order in Jordan would be:

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Salam Tawfiq Ahmad Shamsi
‘Abd al-Salam Taw�q Ahmad Shamsi was born in the village of 
Kfar Qana, in the Galilee area of northern Palestine in 1934 AD. 
When he reached a ripe level of maturity, he traveled to Turkey 
and remained there for seven years. From Turkey, he continued 
on to Damascus, Syria, where he became acquainted with 
Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-Daghastani in 1963 and, subsequently, 
served the sheikh for a period of ten years. 
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He moved to Jordan in 1998 by order of Sheikh Nazim al-
Haqqani. In Jordan, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Salam Shamsi would 
establish a zawya in the Abu Sham Mosque in the Jabal Amman 
area, where, today, assemblies of dhikr are held after the ‘isha’ 
(evening) prayer every Thursday391. 
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II. The Naqshbandi-Kilani Order

The origins of the Kilani – or Qadiri – Order are traced back to 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Kilani or Gilani (d. 1166 AD), who was the 
famous Su� imam and renowned Hanbali jurist (faqih) who earned 
the title of “taj al-ma’rifa” or “the Crown of Knowledge”, and 
“muhyi al-din” or “Reviver of the Faith”, and “sheikh al-shayoukh” 
or “Sheikh of Sheikhs”.

Naqshbandi-Kilani sheikhs in Jordan include:

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim Mustafa al-Kilani
‘Abd al-Halim Mustafa al-Kilani was born in the city of al-Salt 
in 1888. He would never get the opportunity to learn the ways 
of the Qadiri Order from his father, Sheikh Mustafa al-Kilani (d. 
1891 AD), because the sheikh died before ‘Abd al-Halim reached 
the age of �ve years. Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim would eventually 
become the mufti of al-Salt and was a teacher of the Qur’an and 
of Islamic studies at the high school there. 

He established a center for instruction in the Holy Qur’an in which 
he would continue teaching the sons of al-Salt, both young and 
old, for over 50 years. Indeed, seldom will one �nd a person 
from al-Salt, from that time, who did not receive instruction at 
the hands of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim. In the course of teaching the 
Qur’an to the sons of al-Salt, he also taught them how to read 
and write392.

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim learned the ways of the Shadhili Order 
under the instruction and the guidance of Sheikh Muhammad 
Amin al-Ghudhuf, who came to al-Salt in 1910, and to whom 
tens of others �ocked in order to receive instructions. Moreover, 
when Sheikh Nimatallah al-Naqshbandi visited Jordan from 
Damascus, ‘Abd al-Halim would attend all of Sheikh Nimatallah’s 
assemblies and would spend much time with the great sheikh. 
Indeed, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim was greatly in�uenced by Sheikh 
Nimatallah and would undertake the covenant and the way of the 
Naqshbandi Order under the latter’s instruction and guidance. 
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He would also be granted the covenant of the order from the 
Syrian sheikh, Sheikh Dimashki Isma’il al-Husari. 

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim would also become a representative of the 
Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood in al-Salt. Indeed, he 
and Hassan al-Banna, the founder of the Organization of the 
Muslim Brotherhood, would correspond regularly393 until the 
latter’s death.

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim passed away in 1968, leaving the following 
sheikhs as his successors to the order: 

Sheikh Muhammad Amin Fahim Mustafa al-Kilani
Muhammad Amin Fahim Mustafa al-Kilani was the son of 
Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim’s brother, as well as his son-in-law. He 
was born in al-Salt in 1926 AD, and his father, Sheikh Fahim 
(d. 1942 AD), was a Shadhili Su� who named him Muhammad 
Amin after the Shadhili Sheikh Muhammad Amin al-Ghudhuf. 
Sheikh Muhammad Amin al-Kilani, thus, would be instructed 
and guided by his father in the covenant and way of the 
Shadhili Order. Later, he would take the covenant and way of 
the Naqshbandi Order from his uncle, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Halim al-
Kilani. In 1959, Sheikh Muhammad al-Amin would establish an 
Islamic school in al-Salt.

Sheikh Muhammad al-Amin would graduate from the al-Salt 
Secondary School in 1946. In 1956, he completed his higher 
education at the faculty of Islamic shari’a at the University of 
Damascus. Later, he was appointed to many posts including 
that of principal of al-Salt Secondary School in 1966, 
advisor to the Minister of Education in 1981, director of the 
Community College of Jordan in 1985, director of the Ali Bin 
Abi Taleb Secondary Shari’a School, and as Mufti of the Balqaa 
Governorate in 1971. He also continued his relations with the 
Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood and was the deputy 
of the organization’s representative in al-Salt, Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Halim al-Kilani. Local newspapers published many articles 
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written by him, notwithstanding the fact that he published his 
own book, entitled, “insaf al-mara’a �l Islam” (lit., “Equality for 
Women in Islam”). 

There are no zawaya representing Sheikh Muhammad al-Amin 
or any other sheikhs of the Naqshbandi-Kilani Order in al-
Salt, or elsewhere in Jordan. However, Sheikh Amin conducts 
assemblies of dhikr in the Kilani family’s diwan, a center for the 
communal use of the extended family, in al-Salt. 
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Eighth: The Tijani Order

The Tijani Order is one of the manifestations of revivalist Su�sm. 
The Tijani Order was established by Ahmad Tijani (d. 1230 
AH/1815 AD), who came from the Tlemcen region in northwestern 
Algeria. Tijani was a student of Islamic studies in Fes and would 
educate himself in the Su�sm of many orders. He claimed that 
he saw the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) in a dream in 1782 AD, 
and was commanded by the Prophet in this dream to establish 
his own order. He also claimed that he was the last of the Su� 
elders. He considered the Tijani Order as both complementary 
and superior to previous Su� orders, and prohibited his aspirants 
from joining any other order. He also proclaimed that any aspirant, 
who deviated from his order or disobeyed his command, would 
be subject to divine punishment and even death – a matter which 
provoked the wrath of both Su�s and Islamic jurists against him. 
However, Tijani would enjoy the patronage of the royal family 
while he was in Fes, and thus, was able to disseminate his order 
throughout Morocco and would establish an extensive network 
there. His paradigm was similar to that of the Shadhili Order in that 
he did not oblige his students to renounce worldly pleasures, but 
rather called on them to give constant thanks for these blessings. 
Indeed, he himself lived a life of af�uence and comfort.

After the death of Tijani, the Tijani Order would spread across 
Muslim West Africa (Senegal, Guinea and Mali) through the efforts 
of followers such as ‘Umar Tal (d. 1280 AH/1864 AD). Under ‘Umar 
Tal’s leadership, the Tijani Order was even able to establish an 
Islamic state in parts of West Africa394, which was subsequently 
toppled by the French in 1893 AD. The order was introduced into 
Sudan by the Mauritanian missionary Muhammad Bin al-Mukhtar 
(d. 1299 AH/1882 AD), where it became very widespread. Today, 
the Tijani Order is the largest Su� order in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The headquarters of the order’s caliphate is located in Ayn Madi, 
in the al-Aghwat region of southern Algeria, from whence the order 
continues to be disseminated and spread across Africa395.
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The Tijani Order was introduced into Jordan by a Moroccan 
sheikh named Ahmad al-Dadisi. Sheikh Dadisi used to give regular 
lessons at the al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem and established a 
Tijani zawya across from the Dome of the Rock. This zawya was 
continuously active with assemblies of dhikr conducted there until 
the 1950s. Thereafter, Sheikh Dadisi moved to the city of Jericho 
where he owned vast tracts of land and where he worked in 
farming all kinds of produce.

Meanwhile, Sheikh Dadisi continued to make intermittent visits 
to Jordan in which aspirants would �ock to him for instruction and 
guidance. He died in the early 1980s and was buried in the Bab 
al-Rahma Cemetery in Jerusalem396. 

Sheikh Dadisi left behind the following successor in Jordan:

Sheikh Muhammad Mahmud al-Musaleh (known as Abu 
Salah al-Tijani)
Muhammad Mahmud al-Musaleh was born in al-‘Abbasiya in 
Palestine in 1932. He moved to Jordan in the 1950s and settled 
near the Mahata Mosque in downtown Amman. He was invited 
to visit Sheikh Dadisi in Jericho in 1959 and took the covenant 
and way of the Tijani Order under Sheikh Dadisi’s instruction and 
guidance. In Algeria, He would meet with Sheikh Muhammad 
Ahmad Tijani, who lived in Egypt, and was also instructed and 
granted a covenant in the order by Sheikh Muhammad Tijani. 
Sheikh Muhammad al-Musaleh works as a shoe cobbler and 
has a zawya near the Mahata Mosque in downtown Amman, 
where he also lives. Assemblies are held in his zawya after the 
‘asr (afternoon) prayer every Friday397.

Other Tijani Order sheikhs in Jordan are:

Sheikh Mansur al-Yemani
Mansur al-Yemani was born in 1959 and is the head of the 
Yemeni society in Jordan. He graduated from the Arab 
University in Beirut in 1982, and has a zawya in the Tabarbour 
area in Amman398. 
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There are also indications that Syrian Sheikh Ali al-Dakar (d. 
1943) instructed another group of sheikhs in Jordan in the 
covenant and way of the Tijani Order, including Sheikh Ali 
Salman al-Qudat and Sheikh Yousef al-‘Atoum399. However, 
none of these sheikhs established zawaya in the country. 
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Politicization and Accessibility: the 
Spiritual and the Temporal 
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In its creed, Su�sm does not advocate any form of direct political 
engagement or association with political activities. However, and 
since its birth, Su�sm has been grounded in spiritual principles 
that, in themselves, express a political stance with regard to the 
governing authorities and the general governance of society. 

The term “politics” itself has been used to signify the management 
of the worldly and the corporeal affairs of the metropolis or of 
society. It later became more de�ned in terms of its meaning to 
signify how the leadership of the affairs of the metropolis or of 
society is governed or managed. What is meant by “leadership”, 
here, is anything and all that is related to the practices of the 
governing authorities exercised at any given level of all the levels 
inherent to managing the affairs of the metropolis or of society. 
However, the term or wording “politicization” has taken on an 
even more speci�c signi�cation; that is, the management of the 
affairs of the leadership of society or of the affairs of governing 
society on the basis that this is everything; and, that everything 
revolves around this; and, that nothing is above this. 

Furthermore, when we consider that the management of the 
affairs of the leadership or of the governance of society is measured 
on the basis of purely material interests and gains – and, perhaps, 
most interests and gains are material; or, when we consider, on the 
other hand, that the management of the affairs of the leadership or 
of the governance of society is based on the quantity of knowledge 
acquired by the “politicized” – or is de�ned by a ceiling that is only 
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limited by the extent of the authorities’ ambitions; then, it becomes 
easier to recognize why the “politicized” or “political” authorities 
do not allow for any other meaning to de�ne “politics” that may 
extend beyond the scope of the material. Within this de�nition, the 
onus to go beyond a condition such as the condition of spiritual 
meaning is lifted from the human being; instead, the human being 
declines from demanding such meaning from a source described 
or perceived as a “higher” authority or as an authority that comes 
“from above”400. 

Within the context of Su�sm, “politicization” differs from 
“political awareness” in that political awareness is perceived as 
working towards enlightening or envisioning the human being 
with the Su� way of understanding the rational, causal and 
methodological requirements of the scholarly and “scienti�c” 
model, which de�nes the place and status of the human being 
within a certain systemized framework and organized structure. 
Political awareness should also work towards alerting the human 
being to the many faces of authority, and to the many implications 
and impact that authority will have on every human conduct that 
is in consensus with, or in con�ict with, all the factors, provisions 
and rules that constitute the ordered and systemized structure to 
which that human being belongs. 

Alternatively, “politicization” prohibits the admission or 
introduction of any factor other than the “political” factor in 
de�ning the individual, or in de�ning what society may require in 
terms of reform and change. At the same time, political legitimacy 
itself does not necessarily prohibit the admission or introduction 
of non-political or apolitical factors which contribute, along with 
political factors, to determining and de�ning the status of the 
individual, and in bringing about the necessary transformations 
required by society. 

Su�sm practices or engages in “politics” in this sense or in the 
sense of raising “public awareness” with regard to the “political” 
and with regard to “legitimacy”. However, Su� orders in Jordan hold 
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varying positions when it comes to the way they perceive “politics”, 
which depend on the positions and views held or advocated by 
their sheikhs and elders. They do not have a common stance nor 
do they show consensus on any particular political position or 
posture. For instance, Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi, who 
is considered one of the founding fathers of Su�sm in Jordan, 
never engaged in politics or with the authorities and focused all 
his attention on matters related to guidance and education401. 
And, according to Dr ‘Adel al-Sayyed al-Majeed, the Su� orders in 
Jordan, as is the case with Su� orders everywhere, are concerned 
with tazkiyyat al-nafs or purifying the [corporeal] self, and not with 
matters of, or related to, authority402. The postures held by Sheikh 
Kurdi and Dr Majeed are endorsed by Sheikh Husni al-Sharif, 
who says, “We have no business in politics, at any level. We only 
work on reforming the individual; if the individual is reformed 
then society is reformed. Indeed, our creed is ‘We seek refuge in 
God from the devil and from politics’”403. Sheikh Muhammad al-
Musaleh says, “We do not meddle or interfere in politics, as we do 
not meddle or interfere with any and all persons. Our relationship 
is with God alone. In the words of our Sheikh Tijani, ‘Politics is 
foolishness’404”405. 

Indeed, despite a lack of consensus on political postures, it would 
appear that Su�sm in Jordan, in all its orders, perceives politics 
with a view that it is a scourge that will plague any movement – 
reformative, revolutionary or otherwise. Politics is perceived as a 
curse that will drag any movement to all sorts of levels of struggle, 
con�ict, retaliation, rivalries and jealousies, which will eventually 
force a movement to deviate from its, perhaps, initially conceived 
and intentioned humanitarian course. 

Finally, despite the clear differences between Su�s and Su� 
orders on particular issues, they all consider themselves part of a 
spiritual revolution which seeks to reform the appetitive ego and 
corporeal self, and seeks to discipline and purify this ego and self, 
and to rid it of its vices and to imbue it with virtues – all with the 
spiritual aim of attaining absolute iman and the level of ihsan406.407 
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Su�sm endeavors to work towards the Hereafter, as a religious 
movement that derives its legitimacy from religion, itself, and from 
the original and founding references of Islam – the Holy Qur’an 
and the Sunna of the Prophet – all of which call for asceticism 
and devotion in one’s servitude to God. However and despite 
this ultimate religious intention and spiritual goal, the birth and 
the rise of Su�sm point to factors other than the purely religious 
– factors which were quite political, social and cultural. Indeed, 
Su�sm would historically evolve in juxtaposition to what early 
Islam experienced in terms of political chaos, strife, internal wars 
and all that accompanied these conditions, manifested in a sense 
of collective spiritual stress and social injustice and in enormous 
gaps of inequity between classes. Certainly, all these factors went 
well beyond the religious, but also inevitably nurtured the calling 
for a pious soul and for asceticism408. 

It is in these contexts that Su�sm expressed a political stance in its 
different “religious” levels. It is subsequent to these contexts, that 
Su�sm followed a course in its development that revealed profound 
transformations in its structures, compositions and relationships 
with the governing authorities. The political, cultural and social 
context in which Su�sm developed factored into the changes 
that Su�sm underwent – from being an individual experience of 
elitist character to a more en masse, social manifestation and 
phenomenon by the 11th century AD. Finally, Su�sm would settle 
into forms of popular “turuq” or “orders” by the 17th century AD, 
which would not have continued or �ourished without the support 
and patronage of the governing authorities; and, alternatively, the 
governing authorities would not have safeguarded Su�sm had 
Su�sm not supported these authorities. 

Eventually, a formula of “loyalty-patronage” would govern the 
relationship between the Su�s and the governing authorities, 
although this formula was not always consistent in its 
manifestations. Historically, the political behavior of Su� orders 
would oscillate between opposition and loyalty. Similarly, the 
governing authorities’ support for Su�sm would wax and wane 
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during different periods. With this, Su�sm never internalized a 
tradition of confronting or con�icting with the authorities or of 
direct struggle, with the exception of situations where foreign 
forces occupied Islamic countries, as was the case during the 
colonial period. 

Even in the case of how to deal with colonialist authorities, 
differences and contradictions arose between Su� orders. Some 
orders would eagerly take on the creed of resistance and jihad 
while others adopted a strategy of loyalty and submission to 
colonizing powers and their local administrations. For example, 
in Egypt, the positions taken by the different Su� orders regarding 
the British colonialists were dichotomous: the Ahmadi Order 
chose to cooperate with the colonialists while the ‘Azmi Order 
chose resistance. In Sudan, the Murghani and Khatmi Orders 
supported the colonial administrations, while the Mahdawi Order 
adopted armed resistance and jihad409. Meanwhile, in Libya, 
where the majority of Su� orders opted to collude with the Italian 
colonialists, the Sanousi Order chose a path of direct confrontation 
and resistance. In Algeria, Amir ‘Abd al-Qadir, who was the head 
of the Qadiri Order, would emerge as a nationalist leader in the 
resistance and struggle against the French colonialists; and, the 
Qadiri Order was joined by the Rahmani, Sanousi and Darqawi-
Taybi Orders against the occupation of Algeria, while the Tijani 
Order took the side of the colonialists. Finally, this scene of Su� 
contradictions between “loyalty” and “resistance” against the 
colonizers was repeated across the Arab and Islamic map, where 
all the countries of these worlds were occupied by a colonialist 
power at one point in time410. 

However, Jordan would emerge as an exception to this rule, 
being the one Arab and Islamic country which would not witness 
similar con�icts amongst the local Su� orders, as the orders in 
Jordan were still quite small and signi�cantly weak during the 
period in which Jordan came under colonial rule. Furthermore, 
the Jordanian national identity was not wholly autonomous during 
the period of its formation; and the Su� orders, introduced into 
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Jordan at that time, still belonged to an overall geographic and 
cultural environment that existed within the framework of the 
Ottoman state. Finally, these orders were introduced into Jordan 
from other origins in the Arab and Islamic world, particularly Iraq, 
Syria, Palestine and the Arab Maghreb; and, thus, they tended 
to follow whatever stances were held by their sheikhs and elders 
outside Jordan.

After the demise of the colonial era and the independence and rise 
of the nation-state in the Arab world, the majority of Arab national 
regimes – despite the political and socio-cultural systems adopted 
by these new regimes – worked to internalize Su�sm within their 
ideological system and within the state apparatus. Indeed, these 
regimes intended to support and institutionalize Su�sm in order 
to employ it as a means of bolstering their legitimacy as regimes, 
and in confronting the rise of political Islam and the movements 
growing within political Islam411. 

The French professor and Islamic scholar specialized in Su�sm, 
Eric Geoffroy, remarks on the approach taken by the Arab nation-
states, saying, “We clearly see that the Arab regimes worked 
towards integrating Su�sm into the system of governance with the 
aim of combating the rise of the Islamists. Indeed, the Moroccan 
Minister of Religious Endowments and Affairs, Ahmad Taw�q, is 
a Su�. Similarly, the former Grand Mufti of Egypt, Sheikh Ahmad 
al-Tayyeb, is a Khalwati Su�, who was also appointed as the dean 
of al-Azhar University. And, in Algeria, we also see that Boute�ika 
is very close to Su�sm, a fact clearly demonstrated in his last 
campaign”412. 

In Jordan, Prince (and later King) ‘Abdullah Bin al-Hussein 
would also work towards integrating Su�sm into the institutional 
framework and the state apparatus of the Emirate in 1921. 
Furthermore, and despite the fact that Prince ‘Abdullah could 
trace his Hashemite lineage to the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), 
he nevertheless adopted a conservative-secular approach, which 
was based on a nationalist and liberal vision for the state. In this 
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vision, Islam was seen as forming part of the national identity, 
but also that the national identity was not contingent upon Islam. 
Certainly, the Jordanian state’s vision of Islam was to be moderate 
and centrist. It would not uphold any tendencies that pointed to 
aggressive or violent jihadist notions, nor would it condone the 
politicization of the religion in the form of movements or political 
engagement. Indeed, this overall vision of the religion developed 
by the state also aptly applies to Su� representations of Islam. 

Thus, one will �nd that the great majority of the sheikhs who 
accompanied Prince ‘Abdullah, and who helped establish the 
religious institutions of the state, belonged either to Reform 
Sala�sm which is close to Su�sm, such as Sheikh Kamel al-
Qassab and Fuad al-Khatib, or belonged to Su�sm itself and to the 
orders of Su�sm, such as Sheikh Muhammad Khudor al-Shanqiti 
and Sheikh Muhammad Habib al-Shanqiti – both of whom were 
followers of the Shadhili doctrine, for the most part, but practiced 
a form of individual Su�sm where they never established zawaya 
– and Sheikh Ahmad al-Dabbagh, who did establish a zawya in 
the southern city of Ma’an413, as well as Sheikhs Hamza al-‘Arabi, 
Mahmud al-Ramini and Muhammad al-Salik al-Shanqiti – all of 
whom were Su�s414. 

However, and despite the fact that the majority of Prince 
‘Abdullah’s lineage are practicing Su�s, the Hashemites would 
institutionalize an independent, of�cial form and line of religiosity 
for the state which would speci�cally work towards reinforcing 
their religious legitimacy and which would work towards defending 
and adopting the policies of the state. In line with this effort, the 
most important religious institution in the Jordanian state is the 
Ministry of Awqaf (Religious Endowments) and Religious Affairs415. 
And, most of the men appointed to the ministry’s portfolio have 
been moderate Islamists, who did not show speci�c or open Su� 
tendencies, but rather came from all the Islamist currents that the 
state supports and has co-opted into the of�cial religious structures 
of the state. Alternatively, the institution of the Department of 
Ifta416 has been overwhelmingly dominated by Su� religiosity and 
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tendencies. Indeed, since the days of the Emirate, Su�s have been 
appointed to run this department, with Su� Sheikh Hamza al-
‘Arabi appointed as the �rst of�cial grand mufti of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan by royal decree in 1941. 

With the enactment of the Awqaf (Religious Endowments) Law 
in 1966, the grand mufti became linked to the Ministry of Awqaf 
and Religious Affairs. In 2006, a law was issued which granted 
autonomy to the Department of Ifta and granted the grand mufti 
a stipend and the status of minister of state. As previously stated, 
the majority of those appointed to the post of grand mufti in the 
kingdom have been Su�s, such as Sheikh Muhammad Fal al-
Shanqiti, Sheikh Muhammad al-Amin al-Shanqiti, Sheikh ‘Abd 
Allah al-Qalqili, Sheikh Muhammad ‘Adel al-Sharif and Sheik Nuh 
Ali Salman al-Qadat417. Additionally, Su�sm has predominantly led 
the direction of the Religious Advisory Section in the Jordanian 
Armed Forces, where the mufti of the armed forces has been a 
Su� since the time this section was established. Indeed, the �rst 
mufti of the armed forces was Sheikh ‘Abd Allah al-‘Azab, who 
was also one of the students of Sheikh Ahmad al-Dabbagh, a 
well-known Su� who established an important zawya in the city 
of Ma’an418. Sheikh Nuh al-Qadat was appointed to this post in 
1972, after al-‘Azab. The post of supreme judge has also been 
held by a Su� since the post was created in 1921, with Sheikh 
Muhammad al-Khudor al-Shanqiti appointed as the �rst supreme 
judge, succeeded by Muhammad al-Amin al-Shanqiti, who was 
then followed by Nuh al-Qadat419.

According to Fulya Atacman, who conducted a comparative 
analysis between the cases of Turkey and Egypt and the 
relationships between Su� orders and the governing regimes 
after independence and during the period of the formation of the 
nation-state – an analysis that also aptly applies to the Jordanian 
case –, most Arab countries preferred integrating Su� orders into 
their new political structure. This general trend, however, does not 
mean that Su� orders never took stances of opposition against 
these states and their regimes. Indeed, it is dif�cult to generalize 
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about the positions taken by different Su� orders with regard to the 
authorities and the state, as one will �nd examples of both cases, 
where orders have opposed or supported the state. In other words, 
the political positions held by Su� orders often changed; and they 
evolved and oscillated from support to opposition depending on 
the socio-political circumstances of each country, at different 
times in the history and in the development of each country. 

For example, despite the fact that Su� orders were banned 
in Turkey (by Ataturk), several of these orders have developed 
protected relations with different political parties, including the 
Republican People’s Party. Turkish Su� orders have adapted to the 
new multi-party political system, and have become a functioning 
part of the political order and reality in Turkey. In fact, the National 
Order Party in Turkey, founded by Necmettin Erbakan and his 
colleagues, was actually established by Naqshbandi-Khalidi 
groups (the Hana� Jombush-Melli branch) with support from the 
Nourshu group. Today, very important persons in Turkey, including 
Recep Tayyip Erdoan of the ruling Justice and Development Party 
(AKP), were once members of the Naqshbandi movement. 

In the case of Egypt, and from the time of the Ottoman period, 
the authorities have continuously been involved in the work of the 
Egyptian Su� orders. In 1895, the Egyptian authorities established 
the Supreme Council of Su� Orders, with the underlying goal of 
this initiative being to monitor the activities of the orders in Egypt. 
And, although a law on Su� orders was revised in 1903, today, 
the internal statutes and organizational structure of the Supreme 
Council of Su� Orders in Egypt are governed by Law 118 issued in 
1976. This law stipulates that the supreme council be composed 
of 16 members, of which 10 are elected by the 73 Su� orders 
recognized by the state, for a 3-year term. One seat is then 
reserved for a representative of the Grand Sheikh of the al-Azhar 
Mosque, with another seat reserved for a representative of the 
Ministry of Religious Endowments. Two seats are reserved for a 
representative of the Ministry of Interior and a representative of the 
Ministry of Culture, respectively. Two seats are also reserved for a 
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representative of the Public Security Forces and a representative 
of popular organizations. The latter six seats of the councils are 
appointed by the government, while the ten seats representing 
the orders are elected by the sheikhs of the Su� orders recognized 
by parliament. Meanwhile, the chief or head sheikh, or “sheikh 
of sheikhs” of the supreme council is appointed directly by the 
president of the republic. 

The Supreme Council of Su� Orders in Egypt is responsible for 
supervising Su� practices and activities, and is responsible for 
recognizing and endorsing new orders. It also has the right to issue 
prohibitions on practices and activities by groups or individuals, 
who claim they are part of a Su� movement, but are not registered 
with the council. However, in reality, numerous Su� orders and 
branches exist in Egypt, which are not of�cially registered with the 
council and whose Sheikhs do not require recognition by the state 
in order to exercise their authority420. 

The Jordanian state, itself, has put forth several initiatives aimed 
at establishing a higher council for Su�sm and Su� orders in Jordan, 
based on the Egyptian model and experience. However, these 
attempts have failed for various reasons. Perhaps this failure can 
be attributed to the state’s impetus for establishing such a council, 
which some view as being marked by an underlying motive to 
employ this council to confer legitimacy on the regime. It has also 
been seen in the context of an investment in the confrontation 
against the Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood and other 
forms of Political and Jihadi Islam that began to emerge in Jordan 
in the 1980s. The Organization of the Muslim Brotherhood has 
particularly become a target of the regime, as it has become 
the greatest political force of opposition against the regime, 
recently transformed from being one of the regime’s main allies to 
becoming the regime’s main adversary. The Jihadi Sala�sts have 
also become a source of major concern for the regime, as the 
group of�cially rejects the legitimacy of the state and believes in 
the use of armed force to bring about change.
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Sheikhs of the Su� orders in Jordan have also been in con�ict 
over the issue of establishing a higher council for Su�sm, as 
they also differ in their opinions over why this initiative has failed. 
Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi says, “It is a matter of divine command 
that has not allowed for a higher council for the Su� orders to exist 
in Jordan. Indeed, I visited Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil and Sheikh Nasser al-
Khatib; and, the latter asked me, ‘Would you accept Dr ‘Abd al-
Jalil as the head of the higher council of the Su� orders?’ to which 
I replied, ‘No’. He then asked me, ‘Then who do you suggest 
should be the head of the council?’ and I replied, ‘We should 
gather all the sheikhs of all the orders to pray; then, tell them to 
go home and sleep. And, whoever of these sheikhs has a vision 
of the Prophet (PBUH) putting a cloak over him is the sheikh I will 
accept as head of the council, even if that person is only a small 
child”421. 

On the same issue, Sheikh Hammad Abu ‘Awad relays the 
following account, “After Sheikh Sa’id Hawa came to Jordan from 
Hama, he made an attempt to unite the Su� orders in Jordan 
under the umbrella of a higher council. Sheikh Hawa called for a 
meeting, which was convened at the home of Sheikh Muhammad 
‘Adel al-Sharif, in Jabal Hussein in Amman, at the end of the 
1980s. I attended this meeting and I remember the sheikhs who 
were present at this meeting. They were ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh, 
Hassan al-Razouq and Muhammad ‘Adel al-Sharif. The rest of the 
sheikhs sent representatives. Sheikh Muhammad ‘Adel al-Sharif 
dominated the meeting and was very harsh with those who arrived 
late to the meeting – a matter which led to creating a charged 
atmosphere. Thereafter, a con�ict broke out between them; and, 
the idea never succeeded”422. 

Meanwhile, Sheikh ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Khayat tried to unite Su�sm 
under the same kind of initiative when he was Minister of Awqaf 
and Religious Affairs in the early 1990s. However, the sheikhs of 
the Su� orders understood this initiative as being “of�cial”, and 
felt that they (and the council) would be used to issue fatwas in 
support of the state and in support of state policy. There was a 
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consensus that this was an unimportant mandate for them, as 
Su�s, and the initiative was rejected from the onset.423 

Sheikh Nasser al-Khatib offers yet another account: “In 1985, 
late King Hussein asked Ahmad Halil to coordinate a meeting for 
him with the sheikhs of the Su� orders. The latter coordinated 
with then Minister of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz 
al-Khayat, and a meeting was set for all the sheikhs of the Su� 
orders. Halil and Khayat chose Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi as the 
representative of the Rifa’i Order and not me, for fear that I would 
speak before the king, and that he would be impressed by me 
and try to get me closer to him. The goal was not to form a higher 
council for Su�sm to meet the needs and the interests of the Su�s, 
but rather to offer Su� loyalty and support to the regime. Basically 
the offer put forth to the Su� sheikhs by Halil and Khayat was 
representative of an attempt to entice the Su� sheikhs to lend 
support to the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs in return 
for tempting stipends and bene�ts. I rejected this offer, myself, 
and said that this would harm both the Su�s and the Hashemites. 
When the state became convinced that the Su�s would not bene�t 
them in any way, the idea was abandoned. And, in 2004, the idea 
of convening regular meetings for the sheikhs of the Su� orders 
in order to facilitate coordination between them was put forth. 
The goal of these meetings did not necessarily have anything 
to do with forming a higher council for Su�sm. However, this 
initiative also failed. There would be no higher council for Su�sm 
in Jordan, because Su�sm is not ‘organized’, and every order 
that is transformed into an organized party is doomed to become 
either an instrument in the hands of the security apparatus or an 
instrument in creating divisions and con�ict424”. 

Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh presented a more detailed 
account on the matter, saying, “Sometime in 1986, Sheikh ‘Abd 
al-‘Aziz al-Khayat called all the Su� sheikhs to a meeting. I was 
one of the sheikhs who attended. Al-Khayat said to us, ‘King 
Hussein has expressed the desire to establish a higher council 
for Su�sm in Jordan, similar to the one in Egypt’. I asked him, 
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‘Excuse me, but is the king expressing this desire ‘of�cially’, or 
is it merely a suggestion?’ He replied, ‘This is a desire expressed 
by our king’. So, I suggested that a delegation be formed to meet 
with the king. And, in fact, a delegation of four individuals was 
formed, including Amin al-Kilani, ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh, Dr ‘Abd 
al-Jalil ‘Abd al-Rahim and ‘Abd al-Malek, who was the student of 
Sheikh Muhammad Hashim al-Baghdadi. It later became clear to 
us that the idea was actually that of the intelligence services in 
coordination with the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs. The 
idea of establishing a council was again put forth in 1994, but that 
initiative also failed”425. 

Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd al-Rahim offers yet another account, where 
he says, “At the end of the 1980s, King Hussein mandated his 
advisor at that time, ‘Izzidin al-Tamimi, with the task of establishing 
a higher council for Su�sm. He approached me through the 
deputy supreme judge who was, at that time, Sheikh Muhammad 
al-Jammal. He expressed the king’s desire to establish a council 
to me, to which I replied, ‘I would establish such a council, but on 
two conditions: the �rst would be that this council be purely for the 
sake of God Almighty, and not for the purpose of being controlled 
by the state or employed to support the state; and second, that 
I be the head of the council, here (for the Su�s), and that you (al-
Jammal) be the head of the council there (for the state). Al-Jammal 
said to me, ‘They do not want you even to be a member, in any 
case’. So, I refused to help him establish the council. They made 
repeated attempts at establishing the council, but these attempts 
all failed. The intention was that the higher council would play an 
important role in furthering the interests of the state. And, I would 
not rule out that the objective of the whole initiative was to in�ict a 
blow to the Muslim Brotherhood. That is why the Brotherhood was 
so opposed to the idea of the establishment of a higher council for 
the Su�s”426. 

On the same subject, Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh says, “In 
1990, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir ‘Issa, may he rest in peace, was 
presented with a proposal to unite all the Su� orders in Jordan 
under one entity, for the sake of cooperating for the good of all. 
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However, the idea failed due to competitive souls and differences 
over the leadership. But, there is still the view that a higher council 
for Su�sm in Jordan should be established.427

It appears that weaknesses in the Su� orders in Jordan and 
the lack of clarity of their platforms and their goals prevented 
the establishment of a higher council for Su�sm. This reality is 
notwithstanding the fact that all the sheikhs of the orders have 
admitted that con�icts and differences of opinions over the 
leadership of the council, and about the nature of the council also 
led to the failure of the idea. Finally, there were many differences 
of opinion between those who opposed and those who agreed 
with idea, its feasibility or its usefulness.

On another level and within another context, the relationship 
between the Su� orders and the Arab regimes would reach its 
zenith following the events of September 11, 2001. The attacks 
against the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon 
in Washington D.C. revealed the level of complicity that the Arab 
Jihadi-Sala�st ideology played in the unfolding of these events, 
and led the American administration to adopt the policy of the 
“War on Terrorism”. Within the totalistic framework of this policy, 
or the “War on Terrorism”, an ideological war was also adopted 
where the “ally” was embodied by the idea of “moderate Islam” 
and found its object of desire in Su�sm and its orders.

 
Research institutes and think tanks embarked upon an 

unrelenting mission in which conferences would be convened, 
studies would be published and extensive networks created with 
Su� orders, in cooperation and in coordination with the ruling Arab 
regimes. One of the �rst fruits of this environment was a study 
published in 2003 by the American research institute, the RAND 
Corporation, entitled “Civil Democratic Islam”428, which concludes 
that Su� groups are one of the presumed allies of the United 
States in the Islamic world. In 2007, the same institute produced 
a study entitled “Building Moderate Muslim Networks”429; and, 
in 2009, it produced a report that approached the subject of 
Su�sm in the region in a study entitled, “Radical Islam in East 
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Africa”430. A 2005 report issued by the United States Institute of 
Peace entitled, “Political Islam in Sub-Saharan Africa”431 would 
do the same. In the same context, the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace would also publish an extensive study in 2007 
on “Su�sm in Central Asia”432. Finally, in March of 2004, the Nixon 
Center organized a conference entitled “Understanding Su�sm 
and its Potential Role in US Policy”433.434

This �urry of international activity and events coincided with a 
high level of movement on the Su� scene in the vast majority of Arab 
and Islamic countries. This local activity unfolded in the context of 
policies that played upon the “loyalty-patronage” formula – where 
Su�sm was co-opted as a “tolerant” ideology in a framework 
de�ned by a cold, cultural war, aimed at neutralizing extremism 
and militancy, and which worked to bolster the legitimacy of local 
regimes. 

In Egypt, for example, many of the sheikhs of Su� orders were 
members of the former National Democratic Party. The latter is 
in addition to the fact that the grand mufti of the republic and the 
sheikh of the al-Azhar Mosque are both Su�s435. 

In Algeria, Su� orders enjoy wide support from the regime in 
return for their support to the regime. In the latter case, the Qadiri 
Order has been particularly important; and, it has become a 
pillar within the governing structure, in addition to the fact that 
this order played a major role in the victory of Boute�ika in the 
Algerian presidential elections of 1999 and 2004. In fact, one of 
the more important recommendations presented by the Algerian 
government’s platform was a proposal by Dr Mahmud Boureka, 
one of the more active followers of the Qadiri Order in Algeria. This 
proposal included establishing an institution that unites all the Su� 
orders with the aim of combating the spread of Sala�sm in the 
country, and safeguarding and preserving the role of the state as 
well as the Maliki436 madhab as the main reference for religious 
guidance in the country.
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Meanwhile, in Morocco, Su� zawaya and their role were initially 
exploited more indirectly. Indeed, the Moroccan regime has 
always indirectly bene�ted from the kind of political culture that 
the Moroccan zawaya prescribe and propagate to their aspirants. 
But, today, the integration of these zawaya into the machinations 
of power and in government has exposed the more transparent 
and direct exploitation of these zawaya, with the aim of combating 
all other manifestations of political Islam. This exploitation 
has become even more obvious after the restructuring of the 
of�cial religious domain, which has drawn new political-religious 
milestones meant to constrain the religious-political balance of 
power437. Evidence to the latter is the declaration made by the 
Moroccan Boudashishi Order, in all honesty and transparency, 
that their order does not have any interest in con�icts or in waging 
war against anyone. Indeed, the sheikh of the Boudashishi Order, 
Sheikh Hamza, persistently insists on the necessity of the unity 
of Moroccans, of all af�liations and inclinations; that they must 
abandon their differences and their con�ict with one another and 
work towards what is in the interest of their country and its people; 
and that all Moroccans should support the Prince of the Faithful, 
His Majesty Muhammad VI, towards this ultimate purpose438. 

Also, in Libya, the Su� orders supported the regime of Colonel 
Muammar al-Qadda�. Indeed, even during the popular revolution 
that was taking place during the period of 2011 in which this study 
was written, these orders issued several statements reaf�rming 
their support for the regime.439 

And, in Tunisia, during the reign of Zine el Abidine Ben Ali, 
Su�sm enjoyed the patronage and support of the regime and 
became a part of the political system. Indeed, the role of Su�sm 
was strengthened and expanded in Tunisia in order to lend the 
regime legitimacy, and to assist in combating the rise of political 
Islam, particularly the Ennahda Party (Hizb al-Nahda)440. 
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However, in Jordan, attempts at employing Su�sm in the same 
manner as other Arab countries, would fail. Indeed, the initiative to 
create a higher council of Su� orders did not succeed, and Su�sm 
has a presence in the Jordanian state apparatus, but only in an 
individual capacity and not as “orders”. Finally, Su�sm in the form 
of orders does enjoy certain bene�ts through their independent 
zawaya; however, these zawaya have not had much impact on the 
ground. Thus, the state has turned towards traditional Sala�sm, 
and has worked on creating alliances with traditional Sala�sts 
in the context of the state’s strategy of combating political and 
Jihadi Islam441. 

On a regional level, the political postures taken by Su�s with 
regard to the popular revolutions currently taking place in the Arab 
world appear quite clear. The conduct of Su� orders regarding 
these revolutions provoked Sheikh Yousef al-Qardawi to state that 
the Su�s had “stulti�ed the Arab revolutions” within a poisoned 
political culture that equates opposition to regimes and leaders 
with sedition442. Indeed, the position taken by different Su� 
orders oscillated between silence and condemnation. Sheikh 
Muhammad al-Shahawi, sheikh of the Shahawi Order and head 
of the Global Su� Council, confessed that most Su� orders – if 
not all of them – changed their attitudes after the January 25th 
Revolution in Egypt succeeded. In this regard, Sheikh Shahawi 
is quoted as having said, “With regard to the stance that the Su� 
orders took towards the late regime and its leader (in Egypt), these 
positions were grounded in the principle of ‘obey God and obey 
the Prophet and all those appointed guardians over you’, which 
is a general principle shared by all Su�s. However, this principle 
does not mean to obey the guardian, who is at fault or despite 
his errors, but rather obey the righteous guardian with legitimate 
authority”443. 

It would appear that the political behavior of Su� orders is 
clearly dictated by a form of crude realism. They tend to stand 
with whatever authority is in power, regardless of that authority’s 
legitimacy and approach, and regardless of that authority’s 
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political conduct. Thus, the switch in the posture of Su� orders 
following the successes of the Tunisian and Egyptian revolutions 
was something that should have been expected. 

Indeed, in these changing times and realities, Su� orders have 
found themselves caught in a dilemma on two levels. The �rst 
is that they remain determined to adhere to their historical and 
original religious function, which is to act as a unique ideology 
that strives for spiritual salvation and the Hereafter, within the 
framework of its traditional institution – the “order”. The second 
part of this dilemma is related to the knowledge that there is a 
need to modernize their approach and there is a need to begin 
engaging in political life through the institution of the political party. 
This dilemma has plagued Su� orders, who �nd themselves split 
on these issues, with the majority of orders choosing to remain 
lodged in their traditions, while other orders have declared their 
intention of engaging in political life and participating actively in 
this domain through the formation of political parties. 

Certainly, political transformations currently taking place within 
the Egyptian Su� orders are indicative of an intention to take 
advantage of the Egyptian revolution to settle certain accounts. 
The �rst target was Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hadi al-Qasabi, the head sheikh 
of the Supreme Council of Su� Orders in Egypt, who was also 
a member of the former Egyptian regime’s National Democratic 
Party and a member of the country’s Shura Council444, appointed 
by the former regime. In fact, after the Egyptian revolution, 15 
Su� orders issued a public statement calling for the resignation 
of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Hadi al-Qasabi, as he was now considered 
part of the vestiges of the notorious National Democratic Party. 
Subsequently, and in the opinion of these 15 Su� orders, the post 
of sheikh of sheikhs of the Supreme Council of Su� Orders also 
needed to be purged of any connection with the former regime. 

Alternatively, under Sheikh al-Qasabi’s direction, the Supreme 
Council of Su� Orders issued a statement, which was signed by 
the sheikhs of 45 orders, rejecting the establishment of political 
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parties in the name of Su�sm. The statement also laid great 
emphasis on the opinion that Su� orders should continue their 
activities as they have in the past – and, that this mandate shall 
not to be in�uenced by current affairs or by what is taking place 
today445.

Meanwhile, to date, 18 Su� orders, including the ‘Azmi, 
Shabrawi, Sharnoubi and Imbabi Orders, have declared their 
intention to establish a political party, which is in harmony with 
the needs of the current period and the requirements of the future, 
“in a quest for achieving the principles of citizenship and of social 
tolerance”. The sheikhs of these orders have also demanded that 
the Supreme Council of Su� Orders be purged from any remnants 
and vestiges of the National Democratic Party af�liated with the 
former regime of Husni Mubarak. The statement issued by these 
orders declared, “We shall wait for the new (post-revolutionary) 
multi-party committee to submit its �ndings in order to determine 
what the nature of our new party will be. If the committee will 
not allow for religious parties, then it will be a political party that 
will include a diverse range of groups, under the auspices of the 
Su� sheikhs. If the committee permits religious parties, then the 
Su�s shall de�nitely form a Su� party, which shall be considered 
a political entity that defends and safeguards Su�sm and unites 
the sheikhs of the Su� orders, so that they may have social and 
political direction and ef�cacy, with the af�rmation that there is 
nothing to prevent the establishment of a socio-political party 
which unites the Su�s, who are of�cially 15 million in number”446. 
In the meantime, Sheikh ‘Ala’ al-Din Madi Abu al-‘Azayim, sheikh 
of the ‘Azmi Order, has already declared that preparations are 
underway for the establishment of a political party called “al-Tahrir 
al-Masri”, or the Egyptian Liberation Party. He also declared that 
the platform of this party would include a diverse range of political 
and economic Egyptian personalities and would be a “civil” party, 
which shall be part of the overall framework of the Egyptian 
“reform front”447.448
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In the case of Jordan, the stances taken by the Su� orders 
towards the popular Arab revolutions have differed. On the one 
hand, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Fatah al-Juneidi has stated, “We do not 
interfere with the unknown; God gave this king the power to rule 
and only God can oust him”449. Meanwhile, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir 
al-Sheikh, says, “We look at the Arab revolutions in two ways: 
The �rst is that they are manifestations of the strife caused by the 
corruption of the rulers and the second is that predestination will 
prepare the way for an early reprieve in the emergence of the Imam 
al-Mehdi, the Long Awaited”450. As for Sheikh Husni al-Sharif, he 
says, “We support the popular revolutions in the Arab countries. 
However, we are not intervening in the call for reform in Jordan as 
we fear the incitement of ethnic discord and strife”451. Similarly, 
Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh supports the Arab revolutions, 
saying, “All the Arab revolutions are milestones paving the way 
for the emergence of the Awaited Imam al-Mehdi; and, this is a 
positive, divine matter indicative of the fact that we are now living 
in the age of the Awaited Mehdi. And, these demonstrations are a 
reward; and standing in the face of the tyrannical and unjust ruler 
is an obligation. For, the Chief of Martyrs, Hamza stood before 
an unjust man, advising him �rst to change his ways then, killed 
him. And, those killed in demonstrations, while calling for change 
and for reform and for the rule of the Qur’an and the Sunna, are 
martyrs. These revolutions are all signs that an Islamic awareness 
is spreading; and, that people are now convinced of the obligation 
to expel injustice. The greatest injustice is governance by that 
which was not sent forth by God, and to stand idly by to defend 
the Jews452.

Indeed, the Su� orders in Jordan have never rebelled against 
the system of governance or the regime in the country, with the 
exception of Laith al-Shbeilat, who is considered an anomaly in 
the history of Jordanian Su�sm. For, despite his spiritual belonging 
to Su�sm and despite the fact that he sought the Su� path at the 
zawya of Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh for many years, Shbeilat is 
considered the greatest opponent of the regime in Jordan. He was 
arrested in 1992 on charges of establishing an armed movement, 
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called “al-na�r al-islami”, which allegedly was intended for carrying 
out militant activities against Israel. Shbeilat denied the allegations 
against him and considered these charges ridiculous, malicious 
and without basis. And, the outcome has been the reverse of what 
the authorities intended, with the credibility of Shbeilat’s zawya 
reinforced and bolstered by his arrest and his trial and by the 
repeated harassment and attacks to which he has been subjected 
over the years. 

Otherwise, the vast majority of Su� sheikhs in Jordan view 
the regime positively. This support for the regime can also be 
summarized simply by the fact that most Jordanian Su�s perceive 
the Jordanian monarchy as being legitimate in light of the mere 
fact that the ruling family belongs to the Hashemite lineage of the 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). 

Indeed, af�rming this support, Sheikh Ahmad Radaydeh says, 
“It is pride enough that we live in this country in security and in 
peace and that the Hashemites accept alternative opinions and 
points of views. Of course, this does not mean that corruption 
does not exist and that we are not in need of reform”453. 

And, Sheikh ‘Abd al-Fatah al-Juneidi, says, “Our relationship 
with the ruler is founded in the Prophet’s Hadith that states, ‘the 
ruler is the shadow of God on His earth... so be patient until God 
brings forth his command’”454. 

Meanwhile, Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi stresses upon the Su�s’ 
affection for the Jordanian regime and their loyalty to Hashemite 
rule, saying, “We have love for the Jordanian regime because the 
king is from Al al-Bayt [the people of the house/those of the family] 
of the Prophet, peace be upon him, who urge the Holy Book and 
the Sunna upon all those that they love. What I know is that all 
the orders have love and respect for Al al-Bayt of the Prophet 
(PBUH) and all the orders venerate and appreciate Al al-Bayt of 
the Prophet (PBUH)”455.
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On the other hand, Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib stresses upon 
the principle of obedience to the guardian and upon the principle 
of counseling the guardian, saying, “It is our duty to safeguard 
the guardian, because he is the father of our house. And, if the 
father comes to harm, the house is destroyed. However, we 
provide counsel to the guardian. We counsel him and call upon 
him; and, we do not cheat him. We offer and provide the guardian 
with those who have special capacities and quali�cations, in order 
to safeguard the public welfare and well-being. Finally, if there are 
any persons who can assist the triumph of Su�sm and restore 
people to its care, it would be the Hashemites”456. 

Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh expresses his support for the 
regime, while preserving a sense of autonomy when he says, “We 
respect the regime. And, we are not troubled by or harassed by 
the security services. And, we do not receive any support from 
the state. It is enough for us to say that we respect them and 
they respect us. Our respect for them does not mean that we are 
af�liated to them, because the Su� is free and does not like to 
be constrained or restricted by anyone. That is why we respect 
the regime, without selling ourselves to them. This is so that no 
one can say, ‘the regime bought this or that sheikh’ because that 
is when we lose the faith and trust of the people. And, we avoid 
confrontation with the state and we avoid criticizing it so that we 
are not subjected to any trouble or harassment”457. 

Sheikh Ahmad al-Radaydeh expresses his position regarding 
the regime, as follows, “Jordan enjoys the patronage of God 
Almighty for two reasons: the presence of Al al-Bayt in the seats 
of power and the tombs and shrines of the Prophet’s Sahaba 
(Companions)”458.

Meanwhile Sheikh Isma’il al-Kurdi says, “Su�s are neither with 
the state nor against it”459.
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In contrast to the other sheikhs, Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib 
points to the fact that the sheikhs of the Su� orders in Jordan have 
adopted a double standard when it comes to the regime and the 
authorities. He claims that on the outside, Su� sheikhs support 
the regime but internally, and with their aspirants, they oppose 
it. He says, “The Su� sheikhs deal with the state with two faces. 
They say to the state, we are your righteous sons. But, when they 
are alone with their aspirants, they incite them against the state460.

However, it can be argued that all the sheikhs interviewed for 
this study have con�rmed their loyalty to the throne and to the 
royal family; and, they all consider the royal family as belonging to 
the way of Su�sm. Indeed, many sheikhs recounted stories about 
King Abdullah I, King Talal and King Hussein, as well as many of 
the princes, seeking and receiving the covenant and ways of the 
path of Su�sm – although they all disagree about which sheikh 
or under which order the royal family received instruction. All the 
sheikhs have also con�rmed and stressed upon the fact that they 
do not receive any form of �nancial or material support from the 
government. They also all revealed that their relationships with the 
state, and especially the security services, differ from one another. 
Some orders have claimed that they have been subjected to 
harassment, while others deny that they have ever been troubled 
by either the state or any of its security services.

However, in the end, the modern Arab revolutions have begun to 
impose serious challenges for all the different Islamic movements, 
which, for decades, have worked within the systems of former 
and prevailing political regimes and governing authorities in 
the Arab world. Indeed, political life in the current revolutionary 
environment, demanding freedoms, will require that all the Islamic 
movements – whether they are missionary, Jihadi, political or 
social – review their platforms and doctrines. 

It would appear that these transformations are already beginning 
to emerge in varying degrees amongst certain Su� orders, which 
are beginning to show signs of this process of change, albeit at a 
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very slow pace. What is most probable is that the greater majority 
of Su� orders will try to maintain and to preserve their traditional 
framework and their conservative socio-religious role. However, 
certain orders have shown an eagerness and willingness to engage 
in the horizons of modernization and political modernity through 
proactive political participation, and through the formation of 
parties and institutions, which will try to harmonize and combine 
between their tradition and modernization. Indeed, this eagerness 
arises from the reality and fear of losing ground both in terms of 
their in�uence and their following to other public fora, organizations 
and associations, which are calling for dialogue, communication 
and socio-political bonding and linkages – platforms which have 
been appropriated by the state for far too many decades. 

Alternatively and until today, the vast majority of Su� orders 
in Jordan have rejected the idea of establishing or transforming 
into political parties. Instead, the majority of Su�s stress upon 
the need to safeguard and preserve their traditional frameworks. 
For instance, Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh has af�rmed that his 
order has not considered establishing a political party, saying, “I 
did not say that we will represent ourselves through a political 
party, as some newspapers claimed I have said. We will remain 
committed to the ways of our order and our educational and 
instructional model only”. Sheikh Muhammad ‘Abd al-Halim al-
Qadiri says, “I prefer that Su�sm remains the way it is, without 
political manifestations”, while Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib 
cautions against the formation of Su� parties, at the present time, 
saying, “Every order that is transformed into an organized party 
ends up either as an instrument of the security apparatus or an 
instrument to create divisions and con�ict”. Sheikh Ahmad al-
Radaydeh con�rms the latter claim, that the party is a corrupting 
agent which, for him, borders on heresy, saying, “The Islamic state 
did not have (political) parties. It was by virtue of the righteousness 
of the religion and the religiosity of the people that united them 
and made society one. The modern Islamic ‘party’, today, is only 
founded upon personal interests and nothing more”461. 
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Despite the fact that many decades have passed since the 
founding of the emirate and then the kingdom in Jordan, the 
relationship between the state and religion remains problematic 
and ambiguous. The management of religious affairs remains 
under the administration of the security apparatus, as religion is 
still considered a security matter. Only since the 1990s, and at the 
initiative of King Abdullah II when he came to the throne, has any 
attention been given to religion in its capacity as a socio-cultural 
and socio-political agent. However, this particular focus would 
become especially entrenched after the events of September 11 
in 2001 and the hotel bombings in Amman in 2005, when the royal 
court began to expound on this portfolio in a broader and more 
in-depth manner. 

Jordanian Prince, Hassan Bin Talal, has emerged as one 
of the most prominent proponents and advocates of a more 
holistic model and vision of religion, locally and internationally. 
Amongst his efforts on this front are the numerous distinguished 
religious institutions he established such as the Royal Aal al-Bayt 
Institution for Islamic Thought in 1980 and the Royal Institute 
for Inter-Faith Studies (RIIFS) in 1994; and, in that same year, 
1994, he became the key contributor to the establishment of 
the Aal al-Bayt University. The latter institutions have all been 
founded upon a vision that is strongly rooted in the principles of 
dialogue, co-existence and tolerance between all the followers of 
the many different doctrines, creeds and juridical schools of the 
one religion, Islam, and the followers of all the other religions and 
faiths across the globe. Furthermore, in the reign of King Abdullah 
II, Prince Ghazi Bin Muhammad has been mandated with the task 
of supervising religious affairs at the royal court, with Prince Ghazi 
showing Su� characteristics and tendencies as revealed by his 
book “Love in the Holy Qur’an”. With this, today, the management 
of religious affairs in Jordan has been split between the state’s 
security apparatus and the royal court, according to two very 
different visions – with the security perspective triumphing over 
the socio-cultural and socio-political outlook, until now462 .
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Conclusion
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In the past and to this day, Su�sm in Jordan has been confronted 
by many challenges which have diminished Su�sm’s strength 
and ef�cacy, and which have prevented its prevalence and its 
spread. Indeed, this religious current, the oldest of all the Islamic 
movements and groups in Jordan, has not proven capable of 
imposing itself in a manner strong enough to play an active and 
an effective role in the country’s cultural, social and political life. 
Meanwhile, other Islamic movements and groups, more modern 
in their establishment and in their con�guration, have triumphed 
over the Su� current in Jordan, including Sala�st movement in all 
their forms – missionary, reform and Jihadi –, as well as groups and 
movements representing Political Islam, such as the Organization 
of the Muslim Brotherhood and its political arm, the Islamic Action 
Front. 

Perhaps, the greatest challenge facing Su�sm, today, is 
represented in its ability – or inability – to adapt and to renew itself 
in a sustained manner in the context of a world which is in a state 
of continuing modernization and perpetual change.

To date, Su�sm has not invested in or taken advantage of the 
Jordanian state’s tolerance towards Su�sm or of state policies 
that have provided it with certain latitudes. Furthermore, Su�sm 
has not responded proactively to any attempts or initiatives to 
revitalize and to reactivate its presence. Instead, it has continued 
to adopt a policy of asceticism in its approach and in its way of 
dealing with propositions which encouraged its penetration into 
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public life, such as the initiative to establish a higher council for 
Su�sm. And, it has preferred to remain faithful to its historical 
model and to a traditional approach to its organization, its calling 
and its methods of mobilization. 

Despite the presence and proliferation of many Su� orders and 
zawaya in all the cities, towns, villages and refugee camps in 
Jordan; despite the cooption of Su�sm into the of�cial religious 
institutions of the state; and, despite the hegemony of Su� men, 
for many decades, over important positions in the management of 
the state’s religious policy and affairs in the Ministry of Awqaf and 
Religious Affairs, the Department of Ifta and in the post of Supreme 
Judge, this authority has not translated itself to the ground in any 
signi�cant way in public life or in any signi�cant form in terms of a 
wider and more in�uential social presence. 

However, what is positive to note is the ability of Su�sm to 
adapt, to remain and to persist. It has contradicted and de�ed 
all the expectations presented by modernity and modernization, 
which predicted its extinction due to its traditionalist model 
and structure. It has remained steadfast in the face of violent 
and aggressive attacks launched against it by modernist and 
fundamentalist currents, which have accused Su�sm of being 
ignorant, superstitious and harmful, in addition to allegations that 
it has been the source of the backwardness of Arab society and 
an obstacle in the path of an Arab renaissance and Arab progress. 

Certainly, in the recent past, Su� orders have proven more 
capable of reinforcing their presence and their ef�cacy, and have 
begun to introduce modern methodologies, approaches and 
tools to the ways in which they engage with one another and 
with society. Attesting to these initiatives to renew themselves, all 
Su� orders, for example, have produced their own websites; the 
Rawasi Order has established a satellite television station; and, 
the Khalwati Order has taken inspiration from its Turkish brethren 
and has worked to establish numerous scienti�c, academic, 
social and economic institutions. Finally, other orders, such as 
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the Shadhili-Yashruti Order, have encouraged the participation of 
women and the activation of the role of women in their orders, in 
their work and in their activities. 

Furthermore, in many parts of the Arab and Islamic world, Su�sm 
and Su� orders have proactively entered into domains related to 
modernization and development; many orders have managed to 
introduce profound transformations into their traditional structures. 
They have also begun to offer attractive approaches to guidance, 
such as the Turkish Su� model, and have contributed to presenting 
a vision that is based on enlightenment, revival and renewal. 
Su�sm has also been able to acclimate to the possibilities and the 
challenges of globalization and has achieved notable successes 
in the �elds of culture and in politics. 

However, on the Jordanian front, the larger Su� orders, such 
as the Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi and the ‘Alawite Orders remain 
obdurate in adhering to their inherited traditions. The dynamics 
and mechanisms of modernization and renewal within these orders 
continue at an extremely slow pace. Finally, none of the Su� orders 
in Jordan has opted to proactively participate in political life, nor 
are any of the orders contemplating the possibility of establishing 
political parties, at present.

Perhaps, the most important obstacles facing the reactivation of 
Su�sm and its ability to further proliferate in a more widespread 
and more effective manner in Jordan are the manifestations that 
emerge from the divisions plaguing the Jordanian Su� scene and 
the continual fragmentation of Su� orders. Exacerbating matters 
is the obvious lack of powerful and in�uential references and 
personalities emerging from Su�sm in Jordan, in general. The mere 
death of a sheikh of an order will often result in con�icts over the 
succession between that sheikh’s students and aspirants; and, 
more often than not, these con�icts over successions will result in 
rivals establishing their own orders and zawaya. This fragmentation 
is notwithstanding the animosity, enmity and accusatory culture 
that continues between rivals long after the initial con�icts end. 
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Indeed, these symptomatic states of affairs have manifested 
themselves in the Shadhili-Darqawi, Shadhili-‘Alawi and Khalwati 
Orders in Jordan. It was this rivalry and animosity which would 
rear its head during the attempts to institutionalize a higher council 
for Su�sm. Certainly, some orders did not even try to cooperate 
or to participate in the initiative at all, while the orders which did 
participate, all fought over who would be the head of this council.

Finally, despite the effect and impact that modernization and 
fundamentalism, and speci�cally Sala�sm, have had on certain 
Su� orders, the vast majority continue to maintain an ambiguous 
path in representing their identity and their approach. The obvious 
and manifest problem of consensus has prevented Su�sm in 
Jordan from entering into a new phase of renewal in any clear 
manner. Perhaps the future of Su�sm in Jordan is hostage to 
its ability to adapt, endure, defend and renew itself. Indeed, this 
future will depend upon Jordanian Su�sm’s ability to review and 
reassess certain aspects of its doctrine and its practices in a quest 
to reinvent a vision capable of building new perspectives which 
can combine and harmonize between tradition and modernization 
and between the spiritual and the material. 
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Endnotes

1. This de�nition of the nafs, or “the appetitive soul, corporeal self”, 
was taken from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-
Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr 
Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; 
Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 421. Other de�nitions of al-nafs or an-
nafs include:  The individual soul, in contrast to the ruh or “spirit”; the 
separative self; the single spiritual essence, the source of individual 
souls; [Reference: http://www.katinkahesselink.net/su�/terminol.html] 
[Translator’s note]

2. This process is otherwise known as tazkiyya, which literally means 
“puri�cation and cleansing” of the nafs. More precisely, tazkiyya is an 
Arabic-Islamic term referring to the process of transforming the nafs, 
in its carnal self or desires, from its state of ego-centeredness through 
various psycho-spiritual stages towards a level of purity and submission 
to the will of God. [Reference: “Tasawwaf and Tazkiyya“, by Sheikh 
Imran Ibn Adam; found on the following link: http://www.khanqah.co.uk/] 
[Translator’s note]

3.The lexical meaning of ihsan is to do good deeds, to help, aid, support 
etc. In the religious sense, the Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon 
Him) [PBUH] said of ihsan: “It is to worship God as if you see Him, and 
if you cannot achieve this state then you must remember that He is 
seeing you” (roughly worded). [Reference:http://www.su�sm.in/su�sm/
ihsan.html]
Also, refer to fatwa no. 87148; Muharram 4, 1425/25-2-2—4: on the 
meaning of Islam, iman and ihsan and which states the following: Islam 
has three stages: Islam, Iman and Ihsan:
Islam: The meaning of Islam is as de�ned by the Prophet (PBUH) when 
he was asked by the Angel Gabriel (PBUH): “To testify that none has 
the right to be worshipped but God and that Muhammad is His Prophet 
(PBUH), to establish the prayers, to give Zakah, to fast the month of 
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Ramadan, and to make pilgrimage to Mecca, if one is able to do so.” 
[Reported by Muslim and others]
Iman: The Prophet (PBUH) said that iman is, “To believe in God, 
His Angels, His Books, to believe in meeting Him, to believe in His 
Messengers, the Resurrection and the Predestination.” [Reported by 
Bukhari, Muslim and others]
This is the meaning of Islam and iman if they are mentioned in one context. 
However, if only one of them is mentioned, then each one encompasses 
the meaning of the other one. If the word Islam only is mentioned, it 
includes the meaning of iman, and vice-versa. By the de�nitions of Islam 
and iman, we see that iman is about inwardly actions, and Islam is about 
outside actions.
Ihsan is exclusively the highest status of religion, its meaning is, “To 
worship God as if you see Him, and if you do not see Him, He sees you”. 
This is the de�nition of ihsan as stated by the Prophet (PBUH). That is 
to say that ihsan has two stages: the highest one is to worship God as 
if you see Him; if you cannot attain this status of worship, then worship 
Him being certain that He sees you and that He is All-Aware of your 
actions and deeds. [Reference: http://www.islamweb.net/emainpage/
index.php?page=showfatwa&Option=FatwaId&Id=87148] [Translator’s 
note]

4. The Prophet’s Sunna, Hadith (in Islam) is the way of life prescribed 
as normative for Muslims on the basis of the teachings and practices 
of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) and on accepted interpretations 
of the Qur’an. [Reference:http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/
webwn?s=sunnah] [Translator’s note]

5. In the glossary of “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm” zuhd is de�ned 
as renunciation; abstention from the delights and allure of this world; 
asceticism [Reference: “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim 
al-Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by 
Dr Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; 
Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 425]. References to zuhd or asceticism 
abound, with the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) being quoted as having 
said, “What have I to do with worldly things? My connection with 
the world is like that of a traveler resting for a while underneath the 
shade of a tree and then moving on.” Asceticism, which literally means 
renouncing worldly pleasures and resisting carnal desires, is de�ned by 
Su�s as indifference to worldly appetites, living an austere life, choosing 
to refrain from sin in fear of God, and despising the world’s carnal 
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and material aspects. Asceticism is also described as renouncing this 
world’s temporary ease and comfort for the sake of eternal happiness 
in the Hereafter. [Reference: http://www.thewaytotruth.org/heart/zuhd.
html] [Translator’s note]

6. The term dar al-Islam, which literally means “the house or abode of 
Islam” [sometimes also referred to as dar al-salam (the house of peace)] 
came to signify Islamic territory in juridical discussions. For the majority, 
it is thus suggestive of a geopolitical unit, in which Islam is established 
as the religion of the state, in contrast to dar al-harb (the house of war), 
or territory not governed by Islam. The signs of legitimacy by which one 
could speak of a geopolitical unit as dar al-islam would include a ruler or 
ruling class whose self-identity is Islamic, some institutional mechanisms 
by which consultation between the political and religious elite is possible 
and a commitment to engage in political and military struggle to extend 
the borders of the dar al-islam. For others, the relationship between dar 
al-islam and existing political arrangements was not so easily negotiated. 
Thus, in one tradition, the proto-Shi’a leader Ja’afar al-Sadiq (d. 765) 
is presented as suggesting that the territory of Islam exists wherever 
people are free to practice Islam and to engage in calling others to faith — 
even if the leadership in such a place does not acknowledge or establish 
Islam. [Reference: “Encyclopedia of Islam and the Muslim World”, Editor 
in Chief, Richard C. Martin; Volume 1 (A-L); MacMillan Reference, USA; 
2003; available at the following link: http://www.archive.org/stream/
NewEncyclopediaOfIslam/encyclopedia_of_islam_djvu.txt] [Translator’s 
note]

7. Su�s established three sorts of institutions built around physical 
edi�ces: zawya (singular); zawaya (plural): The zawya (zaouie) is a shrine, 
residence, lodge or grave of a Su� teacher, used also as a school to 
teach people spiritual studies, and to hold Su� contemplative music 
recitals (‘sama’). Al-ribat: The second Su� institution is known as al-
ribat or rebat, meaning “border forts”. In war, these places were used 
as camps for the Muslim soldiers. In peacetime they were used by 
the Su�s as schools for teaching their spiritual studies and as libraries 
where they used to keep their books. In the late middle ages, they were 
used also as guesthouses or shelters where poor people could stay. 
Khaniqah: means an inn; “khaniqah” or “khanqah” is the Farsi word for 
the pilgrimage inns or dormitories where Su�s used to stay to worship, 
study and sleep. In the late middle ages, under Ottoman rule, a new 
name “tkiyya” or tekke was used instead of the “khaniqah”. It became 
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a government institution, where the government chose the head of the 
“khaniqah” and paid his salary. These institutions are often confused 
with zawaya, both in literature and perhaps in practical use. [Reference: 
“Encyclopedia of the Middle East: Su�sm” available at the following link: 
http://www.mideastweb.org/Middle-East-Encyclopedia/su�sm.htm]

8. Fatwa (s.); fatwas (pl.) refers to an Islamic legal opinion/s usually 
issued on matters related to everyday life; an Islamic religious ruling; 
a scholarly opinion on a matter of Islamic law. A fatwa is issued by a 
recognized religious authority. [Reference: “Women and Politics: From 
the Perspective of Islamic Movements in Jordan”, By Hassan Abu 
Haniyeh, the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman Of�ce; 2008] [Translators 
note] 

9. Ifta: The act of issuing a fatwa [Translator’s note] 

10. Hizb ut-Tahrir al-Islami (Islamic Party of Liberation) is a fundamental 
Islamic movement that seeks the ‘implementation of pure Islamic 
doctrine’ and the creation of an Islamic caliphate. The group’s aim is 
to resume the Islamic way of life and to convey the Islamic da’wa to 
the world. The ultimate goal of this group is to unite the entire umma, 
or Islamic world community, into a single caliphate and bring Muslims 
back to living an Islamic way of life in ‘dar al-Islam’ where all of life’s 
affairs in society are administered according to the rules of the shari’a 
(Islamic law). [Reference: http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/
para/hizb-ut-tahrir.htm] [Translator’s note]

11. Da’wa means “invitation” or “call to Islam”. It is often translated to 
mean “Islamic mission” although, both in theory and in practice, da’wa 
is different in its aims and methods from, for example, the contemporary 
Christian comprehension of a religious mission. Many Islamic thinkers 
strongly emphasize this difference. (See notation in original text 
referenced here). Especially for those thinkers that adhere to the broad-
based Sala�st ideology typical of the Muslim Brotherhood and related 
revivalist groups, da’wa is not simply a method for spreading a spiritual 
teaching or performing charitable works; it is also an inherently political 
activity, whose principal aim is Islamic reform and revival leading to the 
eventual establishment of an Islamic state. Da’wa is prescribed in the 
Qur’an as an obligation for all Muslims. Some Qur’anic verses describe 
da’wa as a form of religious proselytization. For instance, Surat an-Nahl, 
verse 125 enjoins Muslims to, “Invite (all) to the way of thy Lord with 
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wisdom and beautiful preaching; and argue with them [non-Muslims] 
in ways that are best...” [Reference: “Da’wa and the Islamist Revival in 
the West”, by Nina Wiedl, published on Monday, December 14, 2009 
in the article: “Current Trendsin Islamist Ideology”; Vol. 9; The Center 
on Islam, Democracy and the Future of the Muslim World; found on 
the following link:http://www.currenttrends.org/printVersion/print_pub.
asp?pubID=116] [Translator’s note]

12. Jamaa’ah or jamaa’at means ‘groups’ in Arabic, ‘tabligh’ and ‘da’wa’ 
are terms that both indicate the meaning behind a ‘religious calling’ 
‘missionary’ or ‘invocation’ in Arabic; for more information on the 
Jamaa’at al-Tabligh refer to “Women and Politics: From the Perspective 
of Islamic Movements in Jordan, by Hassan Abu Haniyeh; Friedrich-
Ebert-Stiftung, Amman Of�ce; 2008] [Translators note] 

13. Sala�sm is de�ned by Sala�sts as follows: “Sala�sm and the Sala�st 
da’wa is that of the Qur’an and of the Sunna. It is the Religion of Islam 
- pure and free from any additions, deletions or alterations. It is to 
adhere to the Path of the Messenger (PBUH) and of the True Believers 
or Righteous Predecessors (al-salaf al-saleh). Al-salaf is a collective 
term referring to the Pious/Righteous Pioneers in Islam and all those, 
who follow in the footsteps of the salaf al-saleh in their belief, actions 
and morals. [Reference: The Quran and Sunna Society; www.qss.org] 
A general introduction to Sala�sm is provided in “Women and Politics: 
From the Perspective of Islamic Movements in Jordan” as follows: In 
general and in common, Islamic (Sala�st) movements have all declared 
through their discourse that their ultimate goal is the “resumption of an 
Islamic way of life”, despite differences in their various ideologies and 
visions of ‘change’. The movements […] vary in their ideologies from 
reformatory to revolutionary and radical. However, they all meet, at some 
level, in their attempts at creating restorative or reformative movements 
– similar to that of the Traditional Sala�sts and Jamaa’at Tabligh wal 
Da’wa or “missionary-type” movements – in that they all seek the re-
Islamization of society from its base, using tactics that will lead, in the 
end, to the establishment of an Islamic state. [Reference: “Women and 
Politics: From the Perspective of Islamic Movements in Jordan”, by 
Hassan Abu Haniyeh, published by the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman 
Of�ce; 2008] [Translators note] 
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14. Sheikh in the Oxford-Dictionary of English is de�ned 
as: noun 1. an Arab leader, and in particular the chief or head of 
an Arab tribe, family or village, synonym: leader; or 2. a leader in 
a Muslim community or organization; origins: 16th century, Arabic root 
‘sayk ‘ or old man, sheikh, from ‘saka’ or to ‘be or grow old’. For the 
purposes of this document and this translation of the original Arabic 
text, the second meaning is the one intended unless otherwise noted; or 
“as a religious or spiritual leader in a Muslim community or organization”. 
There are many de�nitions for and connotations attached to the term 
‘sheikh’ that carry further spiritual or social connotations; however, for 
the purposes of this document, the translation intends the meaning 
described in this footnote, or as referenced in the second part of the 
Oxford-Dictionary of English’s de�nition. [Translator’s note]

15. Refer back to footnote 5

16. Ijtihad is a term used in Islam that refers to the use of personal 
reasoning (or rationalization) to determine what is correct from the point 
of view of the Islamic shari’a (law). [Reference: The Life, Teachings and 
In�uence of Muhammad Bin ‘Abd al-Wahhab, http://www.sultan.org/
books/wahhabism.pdf] Also […] In Islamic �qh (jurisprudence), ijtihad has 
evoked the meaning of free and indepen dent efforts of mujtahidun (those 
who practice ijtihad), undertaken for the purpose of advance ment and 
expansion of the Islamic sciences. […] By practicing ijtihad, a mujtahid 
deduces the ahkam (laws) of the shari’a for issues and problems where 
there is no speci�c text (nass), by relying on legal sources and principles 
and by bene�ting from the ideas of other mujtahidun. [Reference: http://
www.al-islam.org/al-tawhid/ijtihad/1.htm] [Translator’s note]

17. Abi Nasr al-Sarraj (sometimes Siraj) al-Tusi; in full Muhammad 
Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hassan al-Tusi, born Feb. 18, 1201 in Tus, 
Khurasan [now Iran]; died June 26, 1274, Baghdad, Iraq. An outstanding 
Persian philosopher, scientist and mathematician, Al-Tusi was a man 
of exceptionally wide erudition. He wrote approximately 150 books 
in Arabic and Persian and edited the de�nitive Arabic versions of the 
works of Euclid, Archimedes, Ptolemy, Autolycus and Theodosius. He 
also made original contributions to mathematics and astronomy. His 
“Zîj-i Ilkhânî” (1271; “Ilkhan Tables”), based on research at the Maragheh 
observatory, is a splendidly accurate table of planetary movements. 
Al-Tusi’s most in�uential book in the West may have been “tadhkirah � 
‘ilm al-hay’a” (“Treasury of Astronomy”), which describes a geometric 
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construction, now known as the al-Tusi couple, for producing rectilinear 
motion from a point on one circle rolling inside another. By means of this 
construction, al-Tusi succeeded in reforming the Ptolemaic planetary 
models, producing a system in which all orbits are described by uniform 
circular motion. Most historians of Islamic astronomy believe that the 
planetary models developed at Maragheh found their way to Europe 
(perhaps via Byzantium) and provided Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543) 
with inspiration for his astronomical models. Today al-Tusi’s “tajrid” 
(“Catharsis”) is a highly esteemed treatise on Shi’ite theology. He made 
important contributions to many branches of Islamic learning, and 
under his direction Maragheh sparked a revival of Islamic mathematics, 
astronomy, philosophy and theology. In the East, al-Tusi is an example par 
excellence of the hakim, or wise man. [Reference:http://www.britannica.
com/EBchecked/topic/610583/Nasir-al-Din-al-Tusi] [Translator’s note] 

18. Sahaba (plural) are a reference to the “Companions of the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH)”; a Companion (sahib) (singular) is someone who 
saw the Prophet Muhammad and believed in him as well as died a 
Muslim. They are described by the Prophet (PBUH) in the following 
Hadith from Sahih Muslim [Book 30, Number 6159]: Narrated Aisha: “A 
person asked God’s Apostle (peace be upon him) as to who amongst 
the people were the best. He said, ‘Of the generation to which I 
belong, then of the second generation (generation adjacent to my 
generation), then of the third generation (generation adjacent to the 
second generation)’. Their lives remain a source of inspiration for the 
later generations of Muslims. [Reference: http://www.eislamicarabic.
com/the-sahaba-stories-biographies/sahaba-stories-biographies.html]. 
The departure of the Prophet from the early Islamic society was not 
to end the functionality of the Prophetic hermeneutics. The Prophet 
would deliver that hermeneutical heritage to His Companions (sahaba) 
and their total submission to the Prophetic sayings and doings in 
leading their life was to guarantee the further development of the 
heritage. The end of verse 44 of Sur’at al-Nahl, that is “la-allahum 
yatafakkarun” (they may give thought) of “O Apostle! Communicate 
that which has been sent to thee from thy Lord. If thou didst not, 
thou wouldst not have communicated His message” (Surat al-
Ma’idah 5: 67) ...”And we have sent down unto thee the message 
so that thou mayest explain clearly to the people what is sent for 
them and that they give thought“ (Surat al-Nahl 16:44) reflects that 
when the Prophet interpreted some verse of the Qur’an, he, at that 
moment, made the Companions learn how to reflect on the Qur’an 
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in order to have an appropriate understanding of it. It is the deep-
rooted impact of this Prophetic culture, flourished and transmitted 
further by the Companions to successive generations [Reference: 
“Timing and Temporality in Islamic Philosophy and Phenomenology 
of Life”, By Anna-Teresa Tymieniecka; p. 210] Some Scholars have 
said that they were 114,000 Companions in number [as stated 
by Abu Zur’ah, the teacher of Imam Muslim, and recorded by as-
Suyootee] and they are praised in many Qur’anic verses: “You are 
the best of peoples ever raised for mankind, you enjoin good and 
forbid evil, and you believe in God”. [3:110] “And the first to embrace 
Islam of the Muhajiroon (the Emigrants from Mecca) and the Ansar 
(the citizens of Al-Medina who helped the Muhajiroon) and also 
those who followed them exactly (in Faith). God is well pleased with 
them, as they are well pleased with Him. He has prepared for them 
Gardens under which rivers flow, to dwell therein forever. That is 
the supreme success.” [9:100] and “Indeed, God was pleased with 
the believers when they gave their pledge to you (O Muhammad) 
under the tree. He knew what was in their hearts and He sent down 
calmness and tranquility upon them...” [48:18]. [Reference: http://
www.islaam.com/Article.aspx?id=74] [Translator’s note]

19. There are various de�nitions of the tabi’in or tabi’un (Arabic: literal 
de�nition: the “followers”, “successors”); these include: The tabi’in are 
the generation of Muslims who were born after the death of the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH), but who were contemporaries of the sahaba or 
Companions. The most widespread de�nition of sahaba is someone 
who saw the Prophet and believed in him as well as died a Muslim. 
Those that saw him but held off believing in him until after his passing 
are not considered sahaba but tabi`in; another de�nition is simply: “the 
next generation after the Prophet”. [References: http://www.al-islam.
org/al-tawhid/hadith-science/3.htm; http://www.enotes.com/topic/
Tabi%E2%80%98_al-Tabi%E2%80%98in; and http://www.usc.edu/
schools/college/crcc/engagement/resources/texts/muslim/hadith/
muslim/024.smt.html#024.5275] [Translator’s note]  

20. You +1›d this publicly.  “al-tusi, abu nasr al-sarraj kitab al-luma’ � 
‘l-tasawwuf” (otherwise known as “Al-Luma’” or “The Book of the 
Essentials of Su�sm”) (in Arabic); eds., ‘Abd al-Halim Mahmud and Taha 
‘Abd al-Baqi Surur; Dar al-Kutub al-Haditha, Cairo; 1960; p.21

21. Ibn Khaldun or Ibn Khaldoun or Abu Zayd ‘Abd al-Rahman Bin 
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Muhammad Bin Khaldun Al-Hadrami, May 27, 1332 AD/732 AH-March 
19, 1406 AD/808 AH) was an Arab historiographer and historian born in 
North Africa in present-day Tunisia and is sometimes viewed as one of 
the forerunners of modern historiography, sociology and economics. He 
is best known for his “Muqaddimah” (also known as “Prolegomenon” 
in English), which was discovered, evaluated and fully appreciated 
�rst by 19th century European scholarship, although it has also had 
considerable in�uence on 17th century Ottoman historians like Hajii 
Khalifa and Mustafa Naima who relied on his theories to analyze the 
growth and decline of the Ottoman empire. He is recognized as one of 
the greatest philosophers to come out of the Arab world. For more on 
Ibn Khaldun’s life and biography refer to “The Muqaddimah: Abd Al-
Rahman Bin Muhammad Ibn Khaldun”, Translated by Franz Rosenthal on 
the following link: http://www.muslimphilosophy.com/ik/Muqaddimah/
TransIntro/IbnKhalLife.htm [Translator’s note]

22. Al-salaf al-saleh: The Righteous (or Pious) Predecessors (or brie�y: 
the salaf) refers to the �rst and best three generations of Muslims. These 
three generations begin with the Companions (sahaba) of the Prophet 
(May Peace Be upon Him), their immediate followers (tabi’in) and then 
the followers of the tabi’in. These were praised by the Prophet (May 
Peace Be upon Him) as follows, “The best of people is my generation, 
then those who come after them, then those who come after them” 
[Bukhari and al-Muslim]. [Reference: http://www.qss.org/articles/sala�/
text.html] [Translator’s note]

23. In the glossary of “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm” [al-]dunya is 
de�ned as “this world and its deceptive trappings” [Reference: “Al-
Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by 
Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The 
Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 
2007 p. 417]

24. Ibn Khaldun, “al-muqaddimah” (“The Muqaddimah: Abd Al-Rahman 
Bin Muhammad Ibn Khaldun”) (in Arabic); Al Maktaba Al Assriya, Beirut, 
Lebanon; 1995, p. 514 [English translation taken directly from http://
www.spiritualfoundation.net/su�sshaykhs4.htm#111018702; which 
references this quote as follows, “Muqaddimat Ibn Khaldun” (in English); 
p. 328]

25. Abu ’Al-Fayd Dhu al-Nun Ibn Ibrahim al-Misri (born in 796 AH; 
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died 859 AH) was an Egyptian Su�, considered the Patron Saint of the 
Physicians in the early Islamic era in Egypt. He is also credited with 
having specialized in the concept of gnosis in Islam. His full name is 
Dhul-Nun Abu Fayd Thawban Ibn Ibrahim; Dhul-Nun, literately “Of the 
Nun”, which is a name that is alleged to also have been given to the 
Prophet Jonah in Islamic folklore, as “nun” in ancient Arabic meant “big 
�sh”/”whale”, as it did in Aramaic where it also means “�sh” (See also 
Nun (Bible) and Nun [the letter “nun”] in Arabic). His nickname al-Misri 
means ‘the Egyptian’, a name apparently given to him by his fellows who 
were not themselves of Coptic (or Nubian) descent as he was, or during 
his travels outside of Egypt. [also see: Dho’l-Nun al-Mesri, from “Muslim 
Saints and Mystics”, trans. A.J. Arberry, London; Routledge & Kegan 
Paul 1983] [Translator’s note]

26. Al-Qushayri, Abu ‹l Qasim Abd al-Karim Ibn Hawazin, “al risaalatul 
al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”, 
sometimes known as “The Qushayri Treatise” or Qushayri Risala), written 
by Abu’l Qasim Qushayri; d. 425 AH) (in Arabic); examined and prepared 
by Maarouf Zureik and Ali Abdel Hamid Balata Jey, Second Edition; Dar 
al-Jil, Beirut, Lebanon; 1990, p. 433 [English translation taken from “Al-
Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by 
Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The 
Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 
2007 p. 20] 

27. Abu al-Qasim Ibn Muhammad al-Junayd (ca. 830-910), also called 
al-Junayd al-Baghdadi was one of the great early Su� elders of Islam. 
He became the master and inspired teacher of the Baghdad School of 
Su�sm in the latter half of the 3rd century AD; and, he laid the groundwork 
for “sober” Su�sm in contrast to that of “God-intoxicated” Su�s like 
al-Hallaj. The fact that al-Junayd helped establish the “sober” school 
of Su� thought meant that he was very logical and scholarly about 
his de�nitions of various virtues, tawhid, etc. He was one of the most 
famous of the early Persian Muslim Su�s and is a central �gure in the 
golden chain of many Su� orders. Junayd was born in Baghdad where 
he taught throughout his spiritual lifetime. He was an important �gure in 
the development of central Su� doctrine. Junayd, like Hassan of Basra 
before him, was widely revered by his students and disciples as well 
as quoted by other Su�s. [Reference: Various sources and “The Life 
Personality and Writings of al-Junayd”; by Dr. Ali Hassan Abdel Kader; 
Al Azhar University; Luzac and Company Ltd; London, 1962; pp. x and 
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xi] [Translator’s note]
28. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The 
Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”, sometimes known as “The Qushayri 
Treatise” or Qushayri Risala) (in Arabic); p. 430 [English translation 
taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-
Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr 
Muhammad Eissa; 2007 p. 44] 

29. Abu al-Wafa› Ghunaymi al-Taftazani, “madkhal illa al-tasawwuf 
al-islami” (lit., “An Introduction to Islamic Su�sm”) (in Arabic); Dar Al-
Thaqafa for Publishing and Distribution, Cairo, Egypt; 1979; pp. 29-30

30. In religious terms, one of the most esoteric of all doctrines is that 
which expresses the mystery of union concerning the Logos. This 
doctrine has its origin in the distinction, within God Himself, between God 
and the Godhead, or between “Being” and “Essence”. This distinction is 
to be found in the esoterisms of several religions, and is made explicit 
in the treatises of such great “gnostics” as �arikara, Eckhart and Ibn 
‘Arabi. Ordinary theology distinguishes simply between God and man, 
between the Uncreated and the created. But in each of these categories, 
esoterism makes a distinction. For example, within God Himself, there 
is already a pre�guration of creation, and this is God as “Being”. God 
as “Being” is the immediate Creator of the world. This is the source of 
the metaphysical distinction between “Beyond-Being” (“Essence”) and 
“Being”. Likewise, within the created, there is a distinction to be made. 
There is something within the created itself that re�ects the Uncreated 
(something, within the relative, that re�ects the Absolute). For Christianity, 
this is the Savior, for Islam, the Prophet. In more general terms, it is 
truth and virtue, or symbol and sacrament. These different strands are 
brought together by the concept of the Logos: the pre�guration of the 
created in the Uncreated (God) is the uncreated Logos. The re�ection 
of the Uncreated in the created or the Absolute in the relative—(Savior; 
Prophet; truth and virtue; symbol and sacrament) is the created Logos. 
Hence, the indispensability of the Logos (with its two faces) as a “bridge” 
between created and Uncreated, or between man and God. Without 
the Logos, no contact between man and God would be possible. This 
seems to be the position of the Deists. Without the Logos, there would 
be a fundamental dualism, not “Non-Dualism”. [Reference: “Aspects of 
Islamic Esoterism”, by William Stoddart; source: “Studies in Comparative 
Religion”; Vol. 13; No. 3 & 4; 1979; found on the following link: http://www.
studiesincomparativereligion.com/Public/articles/Aspects_of_Islamic_
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Esoterism-by_William_Stoddart.aspx#_ftnref3] [Translator’s note]
31. For more detail on the opinions of orientalists and the criticisms 
presented on these opinions refer to Irfan ‘Abd al-Hamid Fatah, 
“nasha’at al-falsafa al-su�yya wa tatawiraha” (lit., “The Emergence and 
Development of Su� Philosophy”) (in Arabic) Dar al-Jil, Beirut, Lebanon; 
First Edition; 1993, pp. 40-50

32. Muhammad Mustafa Hilmi, “al-hayatu al-ruhiyah � al-Islam” 
(lit., “Spiritual Life in Islam”) (in Arabic), The General Egyptian Book 
Organization (al-hay’a al-misriyah lil kitab); Cairo, Egypt; Second Edition 
1984

33. Abu ‘Ala A�� entitled his book, “al-tassawuf: al-thawra al-ruhiyah 
� al-Islam” (lit.,“Su�sm: The Spiritual Revolution in Islam”) (in Arabic); 
Cairo; 1963

34. Annemarie Schimmel, “Mystical Dimensions of Islam”; German 
Edition; English translation: North Carolina University Press; 1975; 
(1986); Arabic translation: Muhammad Ismail and Rida Hamed Qutub; 
Manshourat al-Jamal (Al-Jamal Publications); Cologne, Germany (2006)

35. Al-Hassan al-Basri, in full Abu Sa’id Ibn Abi al-Hassan Yasar 
al-Basri (born 642 in Medina and died 728, in Basra) was a deeply 
pious and ascetic Muslim who became one of the most important 
religious figures in early Islam. Hassan was born nine years after 
the death of the Prophet Muhammad; and, in Basra, he became a 
central figure in the religious, social and political upheavals brought 
about by internal conflicts with the Muslim community. From the 
few remaining fragments of his sermons, which are among the best 
examples of early Arabic prose, Hassan determined that the true 
Muslim must not only refrain from committing sin but he must live in 
a state of lasting anxiety, brought about by the certainty of death and 
the uncertainty of his destiny in the hereafter [...] The enemy of Islam, 
for Hassan, was not the infidel but the hypocrite (muna�q), who took 
his religion lightly [...] In the important freedom-determinism debate, 
he took the position that man is totally responsible for his actions, 
and he attacked the widely held view that God is the sole creator of 
man’s actions. Al-Hassan al-Basri was known to his own generation 
as an eloquent preacher, a paragon of the truly pious Muslim, and 
an outspoken critic of the political rulers of the Umayyad dynasty 
(AD 661–750). Among later generations of Muslims, he has been 
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remembered for his piety and religious asceticism. [Edited from 
the reference: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/256468/
al-Hassan-al-Basri] [Additional reading: Refer to the “Encyclopedia of 
Islam”, Juan Eduardo Campo; From the series: “Encyclopedia of World 
Religions”; Facts on File Inc.; Infobase Publishing; New York; 2009 by 
Juan Eduardo Campo; p. 294] [Translator’s note] 

36. Rabi’a al-‘Adawiyya al-Qaysiyya or simply Rabi’a al-Basriyya 
(AD 717–801) was a female Muslim elder (saint) and Su� mystic born 
between 95 and 99 AH in Basra, Iraq. Much of her early life is narrated 
by Farid al-Din Attar, a later Su� elder (saint) and poet, while Rabi’a 
herself did not leave any written works. She is considered one of the 
�rst to set forth the doctrine of Divine Love and is widely considered to 
be the most important of the early Su� poets. After a life of hardship, 
she spontaneously achieved a state of self-realization. When asked by 
Sheikh Hassan al-Basri how she discovered the secret, she responded 
by stating: «You know of the how, but I know of the how-less”. She was 
the �rst in a long line of female Su� mystics. It is also possible that she 
helped further integrate Islamic slaves into Muslim society, as Rabi›a 
was passionately against all forms of slavery. [Edited from: “Rabi`a al 
`Adawiyya al-Basriyya” in the “Encyclopedia of Islam”, Juan Eduardo 
Campo; from the series: “Encyclopedia of World Religions”; Facts on 
File Inc.; Infobase Publishing; New York; 2009 By Juan Eduardo Campo; 
p. 578-579] [Additional reading: “Muslim Women Mystics: The Life and 
Work of Rabi›a and Other Women Mystics in Islam: by Margaret Smith; 
from the “Great Islamic Thinkers” series, One World Publications, Oxford; 
Second Edition; 2001] [Translator’s note] Margaret Smith (Author) 

37. Al-Junayd divides up the state of fana’ into three parts: “1) the 
passing away from one’s attributes through the effort of constantly 
opposing one’s ego-self (nafs); 2) passing away from one’s sense of 
accomplishment, that is, passing away from ‘one’s share of the sweet 
deserts and pleasures of obedience’; and 3) passing away from the 
vision of the reality ‘of your ecstasies as the sign of the Real overpowers 
you’”. All of these stages help one to achieve fana’. Once that has been 
attained, a person is in the state of remaining, or baqa’. It is through 
the stage of baqa’ that one is able to �nd God – or rather, have God 
�nd him/her. Reaching baqa’ is not an easy task; getting through the 
three stages requires strict discipline and patience. There is even debate 
amongst scholars as to whether or not the third stage is even possible 
to reach. [References: Sells, Michael A., “Early Islamic Mysticism: Su�, 
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Koran, Mi’raj, Poetic and Theological Writings” Mahwah, New Jersey: 
Paulist Press, 1996; and Karamustafa, Ahmet T., “Su�sm: The Formative 
Period”, Edinburgh, UK: Edinburgh University Press, 2007; and Carney, 
‘Abd al-Hakeem, “Imamate and Love: The Discourse of the Divine in 
Islamic Mysticism”, Journal of the American Academy of Religion 
3(2005): 705-730] [Translator’s note]

38. Al-Hallaj, in full Abu al-Mughith al-Husayn Ibn Mansur al-Hallaj, (born 
c. 858, Tur, Iran - died March 26, 922, Baghdad) was a controversial 
author and teacher of Islamic Su�sm. His person and his works aroused 
admiration in some and repression on the part of others, and the drama 
of his life and death has been considered a reference point in Islamic 
history. He concluded his instruction in the Su� way under al-Junayd 
of Baghdad but the milieu in which al-Hallaj preached and wrote was 
�lled with social, economic, political and religious tensions – all factors 
that contributed to his later arrest. Al-Hallaj has been identi�ed as an 
“intoxicated” Su� in contradistinction to a “sober” one. The former 
are those who, in the moment of ecstasy, are so overcome by the 
presence of the divine that awareness of personal identity is lost and 
who experience a merging with ultimate reality. In that exalted state, 
the Su� is sometimes given to using extravagant language. Not long 
before his arrest al-Hallaj is said to have uttered the statement “ana al-
haqq” (“I am the Truth”), which provided cause for the accusation that 
he had claimed to be divine. Such a statement was highly inappropriate 
in the view of most Muslims; however, there was no consensus about al-
Hallaj. His long, drawn-out trial proceedings were marked by indecision 
although al-Hallaj was eventually cruci�ed and brutally tortured to 
death. He is remembered to have endured gruesome torture calmly and 
courageously and to have uttered words of forgiveness for his accusers. 
In a sense, the Islamic community (umma) had put itself on trial, for 
al-Hallaj left behind revered writings and supporters who courageously 
af�rmed his teachings and his experience. In subsequent Islamic history, 
therefore, the life and thought of al-Hallaj has been a subject seldom 
ignored. [Reference: J.W. Fiegenbaum on the following link: http://
www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/252727/al-Hallaj] [Additional 
reading, refer to: Louis Massignon, The Passion of al-Hallaj, 4 vol. (1982)] 
[Translator’s note]

39. Al-Ghazali, sometimes also spelled al-Ghazzali, (in full Abu Hamid 
Muhammad Ibn Muhammad At-Tusi Al-Ghazali) (born 1058, Tus, Iran – 
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died Dec. 18, 1111, Tus) was a Muslim theologian and Su� whose great 
work, “ihya ‘ulum ad-din” (“The Revival of the Religious Sciences”) made 
Su�sm, or Islamic mysticism, an acceptable part of orthodox Islam. Al-
Ghazali also mastered and criticized the Neo-platonist philosophies of 
al-Farabi and Avicenna (Ibn Sina). More than 400 works are ascribed to 
al-Ghazali, but he probably did not write nearly so many. Frequently the 
same work is found with different titles in different manuscripts, but many 
of the numerous manuscripts have not yet been carefully examined. At 
least 50 genuine works are extant. Most of his activity was in the �eld of 
jurisprudence and theology. Toward the end of his life he completed a 
work on general legal principles, though he came to hold the belief that 
theology – the rational, systematic presentation of religious truths – was 
inferior to mystical experience. Al-Ghazali’s abandonment of a brilliant 
career as a professor in order to lead a kind of monastic life won him many 
followers and critics amongst his contemporaries. Western scholars 
have been so attracted by his account of his spiritual development 
that they have paid him far more attention than they have other equally 
important Muslim thinkers. [Reference: William Montgomery Watt; W.M. 
Watt, “Muslim Intellectual: A Study of al-Ghazali” (1963), found on the 
following link: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/232533/al-
Ghazali; also refer to D.B. MacDonald, “The Life of al-Ghazali with Special 
Reference to His Religious Experience and Opinions” in the Journal of 
the American Oriental Society, 20:71-132 (1899).] [Translator’s note]

40. Imam is an Arabic word that refers to the spiritual leader, or the one 
who stands above all else as the spiritual and sometimes the political 
leader of the Muslim community, or umma. An imam is also the one who 
leads congregations in Friday prayer at the mosque. [Reference: http://
middleeast.about.com/od/glossary/g/me081206a.htm] [Translator’s 
note]

41. Abi al-Qassem Abd al-Karim Ibn Hawazin al-Qushayri or Abi N, 
(Persian also: Kushayri) was born in AD 986 in Nishapur which is in the 
Khurasan province of Iran. After the death of his master and father-in-
law, Abu Ali al-Dakkak, Al-Qushayri became his successor and evolved 
into a leader of mystic assemblies. The madrassa (religious school) that 
Abu Ali al-Dakkak built in 1001 CE became known as “al-madrassa al-
qushayriayya” or “The Madrassa of the Qushayri family”. He taught the 
Hadith, which is something he is famous for and “lata’if al-isharat bi tafsir 
al-qur’an” is one of the most famous works attributed to al-Qushayri, 
which is a complete commentary of the Qur’an, where he determines 
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four levels of meaning (�rst, the ibara; second, the ishara; third, lata’if; 
and �nally, the haqa’iq). This text places him amongst the elite of the Su� 
mystics; and, it is widely used as a standard of Su� thought. However, 
his fame is gained mostly from his “risala”, or “al-risala al-qushayriya”, 
or “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm”, which discusses the creed of the 
Su�s, and expounds upon important and in�uential Su�s from the past, 
Su� practice and important terminology to Su�sm, and al-Qushayri’s 
interpretation of these Su� terms. This text has been used by many Su� 
elders (saints) as a standard and reference. [Reference: Encyclopedia 
Islam; Imam al Abu ‘l Qasim al-Qushayri: http://islam786books.com/
main/page_su�_books_alqushayri.html] [Translator’s note] 
 
42. Ibn al-‘Arabi, in full Muhyi al-Din Abu ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn ‘Ali 
Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-‘Arabi al-Hatimi al-Ta’i Ibn al-‘Arabi, also called Al-
Sheikh al-Akbar (born July 28, 1165, Murcia, Valencia - died November 
16, 1240, Damascus) was a celebrated Muslim Su�-philosopher who 
gave the esoteric, mystical dimension of Islamic thought its �rst full-
�edged philosophic expression. His major works are monumental and 
include “al-futuhat al-makkiyyah” (“The Meccan Revelations”) and “fusus 
al-hikam” (1229; “The Bezels of Wisdom”). [Reference: Toshihiko Izutsu, 
“Ibn al-‘Arabi”, Encyclopædia Britannica; Encyclopædia Britannica 
Online, 2011; Web; 09 Sep. 2011. <http://www.britannica.com/
EBchecked/topic/280684/Ibn-al-Arabi>] [For additional reading on Ibn 
‘Arabi, refer to R.A. Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism (1921); also 
A.E. Af��, “The Mystical Philosophy of Muhyid-Din Ibnul ‘Arabi” (1939); 
also S.H. Nasr, “Three Muslim Sages” (1963); M.M. Sharif (ed.), and “A 
History of Muslim Philosophy”, vol. 2 (1963); Henry Corbin, “Creative 
Imagination in the Su�sm of Ibn ‘Arabi” (Eng. trans. 1969); and T. Izutsu, 
“A Comparative Study of the Key Philosophical Concepts in Su�sm 
and Taoism: Ibn ‘Arabî and Lao Tzû, Chuang Tzû”, 2 vol. (1966–67). 
See especially the works of Palacios, Nasr and Corbin for biographical 
information] [Translator’s note]

43. Refer to Giuseppe Scatolin and Ahmad Hassan Anwar, “al-tajaliyat 
al-ruhiya � al-islam: nusous su�yya ‘abr al-tarikh” (lit., “Spiritual 
Manifestations in Islam: Su� Texts through History”);The General 
Egyptian Book Organization (Al-hay’a al-nisriya lil kitab); Cairo, Egypt; 
First Edition; 2008; p. 7
 
44. For more details on the origins and etymology of the name, its 
derivatives and its relational adjectives, refer to Dr. Amin Yousef Odeh’s 
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“dirasa � asel mustalah al-tasawwuf wa dallalatuhu” (lit., “A Study into 
the Origins of the Term Su�sm and its Signi�cations”) (in Arabic); Markaz 
al-Lughat (The Language Center), Aal al-Bayt University; also refer to 
Lutufallah Khojeh’s “moudou’ al-tasawwuf” (lit., “On the Subject of 
Su�sm”) (in Arabic); pp-9-21

45. Al-Taftazani, “madkhal illa al-tasawwuf al-islami” (lit., “An Introduction 
to Islamic Su�sm”); 1979; p. 8 

46. Muraqaba is the Su� word for meditation. Literally it means “to watch 
over”, “to take care of”, or “to keep an eye on”. Metaphorically, it implies 
that, with meditation, a person watches over or takes care of his spiritual 
heart (or soul), and acquires knowledge about it, its surroundings, and 
its creator. [Reference: http://encycl.opentopia.com/term/Muraqaba] 
[Translator’s note]

47. Al-Taftazani, “madkhal illa al-tasawwuf al-islami” (lit., “An Introduction 
to Islamic Su�sm”); 1979; pp. 38-39

48. ‘Abd al-Malek al-Kharkoushi, “tahdhib al-asrar” (lit., “Re�ning/
Discipling Secrets”), Ed. Bassam Baroud, Al-Mujama’ al-Thaqa� (The 
Cultural Center), Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE); 1999, pp. 36-
37

49. Sheikh al-Islam: an honorary title for Muslim jurists: (literally, Elder of 
Islam) is an honori�c title that has been historically applied to prominent 
Muslim jurists, theologians, and spiritual masters in recognition of 
outstanding knowledge and/or piety. In the early medieval period (c. 
800 - 1200), the title was quasi-of�cial and conferred on an elite of 
few through acclamation by disciples or peers. Over time, however, 
the title was adopted by certain highly trained jurists (that is, muftis, 
or “jurisconsults”), who could legitimately claim the authority to issue a 
formal legal religious opinion (fatwa). In fact, although the more elitist, 
quasi-of�cial usage of this title has continued into the modern period 
(particularly in the form of posthumous conferral), the later medieval and 
early modern periods witnessed an increasingly widespread attachment 
of the title to of�cial positions in state-controlled judicial administrations. 
[Reference: “Encyclopedia of the Modern Middle East and North Africa“, 
the Gale Group, Inc: Shaykh al-Islam] [Translator’s note]
50. (Sheikh al-Islam) Zakariyya Ansari, in full Zakariyya Ibn Muhammad 
Ibn Ahmad Ibn Zakariyya, Abu Yahya Sheikh al-Islam al-Ansari, was born 
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in Sanika, Egypt, in 823 AH/1420 AD, known as the Sheikh of Sheikhs, he 
was the Sha�’i scholar of his time, a Hadith master (otherwise known as 
a “hafez”), an Islamic jurist and judge and Qur’anic exegete. He authored 
works on religious law and on the sciences of the Qur’an and the Hadith, 
as well as logic, Arabic, fundamentals of jurisprudence and Su�sm. He 
died in 926/1520 at the age of one hundred years. [Reference: taken from 
http://www.sunniforum.com/forum/showthread.php?14871-Sheikh-al-
Islam-Zakariyya-al-Ansari] [Translator’s note]

51. Muhammad Ali Hammad, “haqiqat al-tasawwuf wa karamat al-
awliya’” (lit., “The Truth of Su�sm and the Gifts of the Elders”) (in Arabic), 
Matba’at Jama’at al-Khartoum (Khartoum University Press), Khartoum, 
Sudan; 1979; p. 2

52. Al-Sha’rani was a great scholar and saint (Su�st elder), who lived in 
Cairo in the 10th century AH. He is considered a scholar of comparative 
�qh (Islamic jurisprudence) and author of numerous works on Islamic 
law and Su�sm, including “al-tabaqat al-kubra” (lit., “The Greatest of 
Levels/Classes”) [For more on al-Sha’rani refer to the following link: 
http://www.ottomanhistorians.com/database/html/sharani_en.html] 
[Translator’s note]

53. ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha’rani, “al-tabaqat al-kubra” (lit., “The Greatest 
of Levels/Classes”, in Arabic); Dar al-Fikr al-Arabi, Cairo, Egypt, not 
dated; V. 1, p.4

54. Kufr is unbelief (in Islam); literally, it means ingratitude; in its different 
forms kufr is the root for kaf�r (singular) and kuffar or kaf�rin (plural), 
which means in�del/s, unbeliever/s; it is also the root for tak�r, which 
means excommunication – or declaring a person or group of people 
in�dels or unbelievers (or non-Muslim). [Reference: Perspectives on 
World History and Current Events (PWHCE): The Middle East Project; 
http://www.pwhce.org/tak�ri.html] [Translator’s note]

55. Refer to Giuseppe Scatolin and Ahmad Hassan Anwar, “al-tajaliyat 
al-ruhiya � al-Islam: nusous su�yya ‘abr al-tarikh” (lit., “Spiritual 
Manifestations in Islam: Su� Texts through History”); The General 
Egyptian Book Organization (al-hay’a al-nisriya lil kitab); Cairo, Egypt; 
First Edition; 2008; p. 13.
56. In the past and of late, numerous books and studies critical of Su�sm 
have accumulated; for example, refer to: 
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- “tahqiq ma lil hind min maqoula ma’aqoula �l ‘aqel am marthoula’ 
(“A Critical Study of what India says, whether accepted by reason or 
refused”, otherwise also known as the “Indica”, which is a compendium 
of India’s religion and philosophy) (in Arabic) by Abu Rayhan Muhammad 
Al-Biruni; ‘Alam al-Kitab; Second edition; 1403/1983
- “dhuhur al-islam” (lit., “The Emergence of Islam”) (in Arabic), by 
Ahmad Amin, Dar al-Kitab al-Arabi; Beirut, Lebanon; Fifth edition; 1996
- “buniyat al-‘aqel al-arabi” (“The Structure [Formation] of the Arab 
Mind”) (in Arabic, French and English), an analytical, critical study of 
knowledge systems in the Arab culture; by Dr. Muhammad al-Jabri; 
Markaz Dirasat al-Wahda al-‘Arabia; Beirut, Lebanon; Fifth edition; 
1996
- “talbis iblis” (“The Devil’s Deception”) (in Arabic), by Jamal al-Din 
Abu’l Faraj Ibn Jawzi; published by Idarat al-Tiba’ah al-Muneiriya; Dar 
al-Kutub al-‘Ilmiya; Beirut, Lebanon
- “al-tasawwuf bayn al-haqq wal khalq” (lit., “Su�sm: Between Truth and 
Creation”) (in Arabic), by Muhammad Fahr Shaqfa; Dar al-Sala�yya; 
Third Edition; 1403/1983
- “al-tasawwuf �l islam” (lit., “Su�sm in Islam”) (in Arabic), Dr. Omar 
Farroukh; Dar al-Kitab al-Arabi, Beirut, Lebanon; 1401/1981
- “al-tasawwuf al-mansha’ wal masadir” (lit., “Su�sm: Origins and 
References”) (in Arabic) by Ihsan Ilhi Dhaheer; Idarat Turjman al-Sunna, 
Lahore, Pakistan; First Edition; 1406 
- “al-rad ala al-qa’ilin biwihdat al-wujud” (lit., “A Response to Those 
Who Call for Unity of Existence”) (in Arabic), by Ali Bin Sultan al-Qari; 
researched by Ali Rida Bin Ali Rida; Dar al-Ma’moun lil Turath; First 
edition; 1415/1995
- “shadhat al-su�yya” (lit., “The Vagaries of Su�sm”) (in Arabic), by ‘Abd 
al-Rahman Badawi; Wikalat al-Matbou’at; Kuwait; Second edition; 
1976
- “al-su�yya al-wajh al-akhar” (lit., “The Other Face of Su�sm”) (in 
Arabic); a press interview with Dr. Muhammad Ghazi, by ‘Abd al-
Munem al-Jadawi
- “al-su�yya � al-islam” (“Mystics of Islam”) (in Arabic) by Reynold A. 
Nicholson; translated and comments by Nourridin Sharibeh; published 
by Maktabat al-Khanji; Cairo, Egypt; Second edition; 1422 AH 
- Nicholson, Reynold A., “� al-tasawwuf al-islami wa tarikhahu” (lit., 
“On Islamic Su�sm and its History”) (in Arabic); a series of studies by 
Reynold A. Nicholson; translated into Arabic and commented on by 
Abu ‘Ala A��; Matba’at Lajnat al-Ta’lif wal Tarjama wal Nashr; Cairo, 
Egypt; 1388/1969
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- “al-‘aqel al-‘akhlaki al-‘arabi” (lit., “The Morality of the Arab Mind”) (in 
Arabic), an analytical study of value systems in the Arab culture; by Dr. 
Muhammad al-Jabri; al-Markaz al-Thaqa� al-Arabi; First Edition; 2001
- “madarij al-salikin bi manazil iyak na’budou wa iyak nasta’in” (lit., 
“The Stages of the Wayseekers of the Houses of Worship and Belief”) 
(in Arabic), Abi ‘Abd Allah Muhammad Bin Abi Bakr Bin Ayoub Bin 
Qayyim al-Jawziyya; review: The Committee of Scholars, overseen by 
the publisher, Dar Al-Hadith; Cairo, Egypt
- “nasha’at al-�kr al-falsa�” (lit., “The Emergence of Philosophical 
Thought”) (in Arabic), by Dr. Ali Sami al-Nashar; Dar al-Ma’arif; Seventh 
edition; 1977

57. Ibn Taymiyya, from “majmou’ fatawi” (“Collection of Fatwas”) 
(11:19); for more information on the stance of Ibn Taymiyya, refer to 
Dr. Muhammad ’Abd al-Rahman Al-‘Ari�, “mawqif ibn taymiyya min al-
su�yya” (lit., “The Position of Ibn Taymiyya on Su�sm”); Dar al-Minhaj; 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; First edition; 1430 AH. Also refer to Dr. Mustafa 
Hilmi “ibn taymiyya wal tasawwuf” (lit., “Ibn Taymiyya and Su�sm”); Dar 
al-Da’wa; Alexandria, Egypt; Second edition; 1982. [English translation 
edited from three different sources researched: references: Ibn Taymiyya, 
majmu`a al-fatawa al-kubra, reference 17, from [Article 23] “On Tasawwuf 
Ibn Taymiyya”; reference: Ibn Taymiyya, majmu`a al-fatawa al-kubra; 
2:396 397; found on the following link:
http://sunnah.org/tasawwuf/scholr23.htm#17;
http://paulsarmstrong.com/2011/07/13/imam-ibn-taymiyyah-al-
qadiriyyah-as-su�/;
and http://haqqani-dergah.tripod.com/id16.html]

58. Nicholson, Reynold A., “� al-tasawwuf al-islami wa tarikhahu” (lit., 
“On Islamic Su�sm and its History”); a series of studies by Reynold A. 
Nicholson; translated into Arabic and commented on by Abu ‘Ala A��; 
Matba’at Lajnat al-Ta’lif wal Tarjama wal Nashr; Cairo, Egypt; 1388/1969; 
p. 46 

59. This class of religious elders were also popularly known as the “zuhad”, 
“the ascetics”, the “devout adherents”, “the eremites” or “the weepers”; 
refer to Irfan Abdel Hamid Fatah, “nasha’at al-falsafa al-su�yya wa 
tatawiraha” (lit., “The Emergence and Development of Su� Philosophy”) 
(in Arabic), Dar al-Jil, Beirut, Lebanon; First edition; 1993, p. 87
60. Abu Taleb al-Makki, “quwat al-qulub � mu’amalat al-mahboub” (lit., 
“Hearts Empowered in the Ways of the Beloved [God]”) (in Arabic); 
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Beirut, Lebanon; 2003; 1/499

61. Abu Bakr al-Kalabadhi, “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab ahl al-tasawwuf” 
(“The Doctrine of the Su�s”, in Arabic); Beirut, Lebanon; 1993; p. 11 

62. In the glossary of “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm” ma’rifa is 
presented as “ma’rifa [bi-llah] or ma’rifa [in God]” and is de�ned as: 
[divine] gnosis; the supersensory, revelatory knowledge of God and the 
world granted to the accomplished Su� master or ‘arif; [Reference: “Al-
Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by 
Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The 
Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 
2007; p. 419]

63. Abu ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami, “tabaqat al-su�yya” (lit., “Classes/
Levels of Su�sm”, in Arabic); p. 66

64. Ibid; p. 143 [English translation of this quote was taken and edited 
by the translator from another English translation of this text found on 
the following link: http://sunnah.org/history/Scholars/imam_junayd.htm] 
[Translator’s note]

65. Nicholson, “The Mystics of Islam” (in Arabic); p. 12 [English 
translation taken directly from “The Mystics of Islam” (in English) 
by Reynold A. Nicholson; Routledge, Kegan Paul, London; 1914; 
published online on the following link: http://www.sacred-texts.com/
isl/moi/moi.htm] [Translator’s note]

66. ‘Abd al-Halim Bin Mahmud, “muqadimat al-munqidh min al-dalal” 
(translated by other sources in English as, “His Deliverance from Error” 
or “The Deliverer from Error” or “Rescuer from Misguidance”, in Arabic); 
p. 40

67. Souad al-Hakim, “’awdat al-wassil” (lit., “The Return of the Attained”, 
in Arabic); p. 89
 
68. Ibn Jawzi, “talbis iblis” (“The Devil’s Deception”) (in Arabic); p. 161

69. English translation of akhlaq taken from the glossary of “Al-Qushayri’s 
Epistle on Su�sm”; p. 417; akhlaq also means or connotes morality; high 
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moral standards; nobility of comportment or character (or (kholq); noble 
behavior) [Translator’s note] 

70. The Holy Qur’an; Surat al-Qalam (the Pen) 68: Verse 4 [The 
English translation of this verse used in this text is referenced in Sahih 
International; “And indeed, you are of a great moral character”; other 
English translations of this verse include: “And, surely you are exalted to 
a high and noble character”, taken from the following link: http://www.
quranenglish.com/Tafheem-ul-Quran%20in%20English%20By%20
Syed%20Maududi/068%20Al-Qalm.pdf
Also see: Muhsin Khan, “And verily, you (O Muhammad) are on an exalted 
standard of character”; Pickthall: “And lo! thou art of a tremendous nature”; 
Yusuf Ali: “And thou (standest) on an exalted standard of character”; 
Shakir: “And most surely you conform (yourself) to sublime morality”; Dr. 
Ghali: “And surely you are indeed of a magni�cent character” [English 
translations found on: http://quran.com/68] [Translator’s note]

71. As narrated by Malik in the “al-muatta”; p. 463 [or “Malik’s Muwatta” 
or “The Beaten Path” by Malik bin Anas bin Malik bin Abu Amir al-
Asbahi”], which is a collection of two items: 1) the sayings and deeds of 
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) (also known as the Sunna) and the reports 
of the Prophet’s sayings and deeds are called ahadith; 2) The legal 
opinions and decisions of the Prophet’s Companions, their successors, 
and some later authorities. The Muwatta is considered a code of law 
based on the legal practices that were operating in al-Medina. It covers 
various areas ranging from prescribed rituals of prayer and fasting to the 
correct conduct of business relations. The legal code is supported by 
some 2,000 traditions attributed to the Prophet. Malik (full name Malik 
bin Anas bin Malik bin Abu Amir Al-Asbahi) was born in 93 AH and died 
in 179 AH. He lived most of his life in Medina, the city in which the 
Prophet (PBUH) settled in. He was a preeminent scholar of Islam, and 
is the originator of the Maliki judicial school of thought. He is reputed to 
have had over one thousand students. During Malik’s lifetime, he steadily 
revised his “Muwatta”, so it re�ects over forty years of his learning and 
knowledge. It contains a few thousand Hadith. It is important to realize, 
however, that Malik’s collection is not complete; there are other scholars 
who worked as Malik did and collected other reports.(Reference found 
on the following link: http://www.muwatta.com/ebooks/english/al-
muwatta_english.pdf] [Translator’s note]
72. English translation taken directly from Sahih Muslim; found 
on the following link: http://www.rasoulallah.net/V2/document.
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aspx?lang=en&doc=10188 [Translator’s note]

73. Abu ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami, “tabaqat al-su�yya” (lit., “Classes/
Levels of Su�sm”)(in Arabic); p. 19
 
74. Al-Tusi, “al-luma’” (otherwise known as “Al-Luma’” or “The 
Book of the Essentials of Sufism”) (in Arabic); p. 45; and Al-
Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The Qushayri 
Epistle on Sufism”, sometimes known as “The Qushayri Treatise” 
or Qushayri Risala) (in Arabic); p. 280: [English translation of this 
quote taken directly from, “Voices of Islam: Voices of life: Family, 
Home, and Society” in Section 14. Sufi Foundations of the Ethics 
of Social Life in Islam, Kenneth Lee Honerkamp; edited by Vincent 
J. Cornell; Greenwood Publishing Group, 2007; p. 182 found on the 
following link: http://books.google.com/books?id=ixO4b6jlbLYC&pg
=PA182&lpg=PA182&dq=Abu+al-Husayn+al-Nuri+de�nes+su�sm+as
&source=bl&ots=xZhYbc4lt7&sig=lYZro3xfK9ZeT5fO4TzjC5Dt6OQ&hl
=en&ei=xpCATvmYFYKf-waampWSDQ&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=resul
t&resnum=4&ved=0CDwQ6AEwAw#v=onepage&q&f=false] [Translator’s 
note]

75. Al-Tusi, “al-luma’” (otherwise known as “Al-Luma’” or “The Book of 
the Essentials of Su�sm”) (in Arabic); p. 45 [English translation of this 
quote taken directly from, “Voices of Islam: Voices of life: Family, Home, 
and Society” in Section 14. Su� Foundations of the Ethics of Social 
Life in Islam, Kenneth Lee Honerkamp; edited by Vincent J. Cornell; 
Greenwood Publishing Group, 2007; p. 182; found on the following link: 
see previous reference] [Translator’s note] 

76. Al-Hujwiri, in full Sheikh Abu al-Hassan ‘Ali Ibn ‘Uthman al-Jullabi al-
Hujwiri al-Ghaznawi, was born in a small town in Afghanistan near Ghazni 
and came to Lahore in 1039 AD, during the reign of Sultan Mas’ud. He 
would stay there until his death in 1073, and such was the gratitude 
of the people of Lahore for his spiritual gifts that they called him by 
the simple Hindi name “Data” (meaning “the giver”) or else “Data Ganj 
Bakhsh” (“the giver who bestows treasures”). Few details are known of 
the life of al-Hujwiri, though he came to exert a signi�cant in�uence on 
Muslim spiritual life through his writings, above all the famous “kashf al-
mahjub” (“Revelation of the Mystery” otherwise known in English as “The 
Oldest Persian Treatise on Su�sm”). His tomb, which was built by the 
grandson of Sultan Mahmud, remains an important center for followers 
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of Su�sm from all classes. A sign of his importance for Su�sm is the 
small shrine adjacent to his tomb, which is known today as the station 
of Sheikh Mu’in al-Din Chishti. When the latter came from Afghanistan 
to India in the closing years of the 12th century AD, he is said to have 
stopped to pray and meditate at the tomb of Sheikh al-Hujwiri to seek 
permission to go further into the Indian subcontinent. It is related that 
Sheikh Mu’in al-Din received permission to proceed, together with the 
broadest authority, and as a result, the Chishti Su� order is probably 
the most extensive lineage in South Asia. [Reference: http://su�books.
co.uk/al-hujwiri-m105.html] [Translator’s note]

77. Al-Hujwiri, “kashf al-mahjoub” (“Revelation of the Mystery”) (in 
Arabic); p. 234 [The “Revelaion of the Mystery” is also found in English 
as “The Oldest Persian Treatise on Su�sm” by Ali B. ‘Uthman Al-
Jullaybi Al-Hujwiri, translated by Reynold A. Nicholson, found on the 
following link: http://www.archive.org/stream/kashfalmahjub00usmauoft/
kashfalmahjub00usmauoft_djvu.txt] Also, it is likely that this quote 
actually belongs to Abu Bakr al-Kattani (d. 322 AH) and not al-Hujwiri 
as the majority of Su� resources reference this saying to him (al-Kattani). 
[English translation of this quote taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle 
on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander 
D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; 2007, p. 290] [Translator’s 
note]

78. Abu ‘l-Husayn al-Nuri, in full Ahmed Ibn Abu al-Hassan al-Nuri (d. 907 
AD), known also as al-Nuri, was a leading �gure in the Su� community 
of Baghdad that centered on Abu ‘l-Qasim al-Junayd (d. 298/910); and 
the two men were life-long friends. Nuri was renowned for his eloquence 
and sincerity of belief and practice. But sometimes his words and actions 
drew the disapproval of public of�cials and preachers. For instance, Nuri’s 
declaration of his passionate love for God led to a series of trials and 
eventually to his exile from Baghdad. He is the author of “maqamat al-
qulub” (Stations of the Hearts) and is famous for saying, “I love God and 
God loves me”. He is one of the earliest Su�s who was clearly mystical as 
illustrated by his saying “Joining with the Truth is parting from everything 
else, as parting with everything else is joining with it”. His poetry and 
statements are narrated in popular Su�sm. According to popular 
accounts, he gained the title “Nuri” because he “radiated light when 
talking”. [References: http://www.luckynmalone.co.uk/2010/02/su�sm-
resources-nuri/ and http://www.poetry-chaikhana.com/A/alNuriAbulHu/
index.htm] [Translator’s note]
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79. Abu ’Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami, “tabaqat al-su�yya” (lit., “Classes/
Levels of Su�sm”, in Arabic); p. 167
[English translation of this quote taken directly from, “Voices of Islam: 
Voices of life: Family, Home, and Society” in Section 14. Su� Foundations 
of the Ethics of Social Life in Islam, Kenneth Lee Honerkamp; edited by 
Vincent J. Cornell; Greenwood Publishing Group, 2007; p. 182; found on 
the link provided in reference 74] [Translator’s note]
 
80. Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, “madarij al-salikin” (lit., “The Stages of 
Wayseekers”); 2/316 

81. Refer to Qasem Ghani, “tarikh al-tasawwuf � al-islam” (“The History 
of Su�sm in Islam”, in Arabic), Arabized by Sadeq Nasha’at; Cairo, 
Egypt; 1970; p. 427

82. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali, “ihya ‘ulum ad-din” (“The Revival of the 
Religious Sciences”); Beirut, Lebanon; 1/20

83. Mushahada; Arabic: lit., “witnessing”, “observation” or 
“viewing”; derivation: shuhud means “witnesses”. In Su� terminology 
mushahada represents “the vision of God or the Divine obtained by the 
illuminated heart of the seeker of truth”. Through mushahada, the Su� 
acquires yaqin (real certainty), which cannot be achieved by the intellect 
or transmitted to those who do not travel the Su� path. The Su� has to 
pass various ritual stages (maqam) and spiritual states (ahwal) before he 
can attain the state of mushahada, which is eventually given to him only 
by an act of the sheer grace of God. Mushahada, therefore, cannot be 
reached through good works or mujahada (struggle) alone. [Reference: 
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/398862/mushahadah] 
[Translator’s note]

84. See: Muhammad Bin al-Tayyeb; “islam al-mutasawwifa” (lit., “Su� 
Islam”, in Arabic); Dar al-Tali’a; Beirut, Lebanon; First edition; 2007; p. 31

85. For Muslims, tawhid is an af�rmation of monotheism and of the 
Oneness of God, based on the belief that God is One (wahad) and Unique 
(ahad) (with wahad, ahad and tawhid all being linguistic derivatives of 
the Arabic root word meaning, “one”). For Su�s, tawhid is not only the 
af�rmation in speech of God’s oneness and unity, or unicity, but also, 
and as importantly, a practical and existential realization of that oneness 
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and unity, or unicity. It involves a practical rejection of the concepts tied 
to the world of multiplicity. Al-Junayd for example “distinguishes four 
steps, starting from the simple attestation of unicity which is suf�cient 
for ordinary believers, and culminating in the highest rank reserved 
for the elite, when the creature totally ceases to exist before his Lord, 
thus achieving al-fana’ � al-tawhid or self-annihilation/dissolution into 
the Oneness, Divine Oneness. [References: D. Gimaret, “Tawhid”, 
Encyclopedia of Islam; and, Ernst, Carl W., “Words of Ecstasy in Su�sm”; 
Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 1984]

86. The doctrine of hulul, or “the incarnation of God in the human body”, 
was one of the cardinal tenets of the ghulat (ghulat literally means 
‘extremist’, but here it means “theological extremist” rather than an 
extremist in the political sense, and ghulat is a term associated with 
devotion to the Imam Ali Ibn Abi Talib). According to al-Hallaj, the doctrine 
of hulul represents man as essentially divine because he was created 
by God in his own image, and that is why, in the Qur’anic verse 2: 32, 
God bids the angels worship Adam. In hulul, which is treated as tawhid 
taking place in this present life, the deity of God enters the human soul 
in the same way that the soul enters the body at birth. This teaching is 
a fusion of the old pre-Islamic Persian beliefs as to incarnation and the 
philosophical theories of Neo-platonism, of the Intellect or rational soul 
or spirit, as it is more commonly called by English writers, the part added 
to the animal soul as an emanation from the Agent Intellect, to which 
it will ultimately return and with which it will be united (cf. Massignon: 
“Kitab al-Tawasin”, Paris, 1913). Pantheistic and monist views regarding 
this doctrine and the general doctrine of hulul occur frequently in Su� 
teaching, but they are by no means universal. Indeed, one cannot make 
any accurate statement of Su� doctrine in detail, but only of general 
principles and tendencies as the Su�s do not form a sect, but are simply 
devotees of mystical tendencies spread through all the branches of 
the Muslim community [Reference: “Arabic Thought and its Place in 
History”, by De Lacy O’Leary, [1922], at sacred-texts. comp. 181; found 
on the following link: http://www.sacred-texts.com/isl/ath/ath09.htm] 
[Translator’s note]

87. Ijtihad; refer back to footnote 16

88. Tak�r; refer back to footnote 54
89. For more on the tragedy of al-Hallaj, refer to Louis Massignon, “Hallaj: 
Mystic and Martyr”; edited and translated by Herbert Mason; abridged 
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edition with a new preface by Herbert Mason; Princeton University 
Press; 1994; a copy of this book can be found on Google books on the 
following link: http://books.google.com/books/p/princeton?id=zJTN0S
3uKk0C&printsec=frontcover&cd=1&source=gbs_ViewAPI&hl=en#v=on
epage&q&f=false

90. The Mu’tazila represents a religious movement founded in Basra in 
the �rst half of the 2nd century AH or 8th century AD by Wasil b. ‘Ata’ 
(d. 131/748 [q.v.]). It subsequently became one of the most important 
theological schools of Islam. The origin of this term – which has the 
sense of ‘those who separate themselves, who stand aside’ – remains 
enigmatic. They are also sometimes called the “Rationalists”. http://
www.muslimphilosophy.com/ei2/mu-tazila.htm [Translators note]

91. Abu ‘Ala A��, “al-tassawuf: al-thawra al-ruhiyah � al-Islam” (lit., 
“Su�sm: The Spiritual Revolution in Islam”); pp. 112-114

92. Ibn Jawzi, “talbis iblis” (“The Devil’s Deception”); p. 317

93. Fatwa (s.); fatwas (pl.) refers to an Islamic legal opinion/s usually 
issued on matters related to everyday life; an Islamic religious ruling; 
a scholarly opinion on a matter of Islamic law. A fatwa is issued by a 
recognized religious authority. [Reference: ”Women and Politics: From 
the Perspective of Islamic Movements in Jordan”, by Hassan Abu 
Haniyeh, published by the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman Of�ce, 
2008] [Translators note] 

94. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The 
Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”, sometimes known as “The Qushayri 
Treatise” or Qushayri Risala, in Arabic); p. 20

95. Abu ‘Ala A��, “al-tassawuf: al-thawra al-ruhiyah � al-islam” (lit., 
“Su�sm: The Spiritual Revolution in Islam”); p. 129 

96. On mukashafa or kashf: The literal meaning of the word kashf is 
“unveiling”, but in Su� terminology it means to expose the heart to 
metaphysical illumination or “revelation” unattainable by reason. There is 
supposed to be yet a higher stage beyond kashf which is called al-tajali, 
or divine manifestation [...] [from the following link: http://www.qss.org/
articles/su�sm/su�15.html] 
Al-Qushayri expands on al-Kalabadhi’s proposal that tajali (divine 
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manifestation) of “the essence” of the Divine is called mukashafa. He 
then illustrates three stages in progression towards understanding the 
real, The Truth (al-Haqq):
Muhadara: getting oneself into position vis-à-vis the objective sought. 
The objective remains veiled at this stage. This stage presupposes the 
presence of the heart, but relies on transmission of proof through the 
intellect (i.e. understanding God through his miraculous signs).
Mukashafa: lifting of the veil; here, reasoning (of the intellect) gives way to 
evident proof (through intuition). One directly encounters the Attributes 
of God. Yet, this stage is still considered an intermediary stage.
Mushahada: (of which comes the derivative used in this quote, “shuhud”): 
a direct vision; this stage indicates an immediate encounter with The 
Real, without the intellect or the intuition acting as an intermediary. This 
is direct experience of the Divine Essence.
Al-Ghazali discusses the concept of kashf, not purely in its mystical 
sense, but also with respect to theology in general. In conjunction with al-
Qushayri, al-Ghazali links kashf with intuition. For al-Ghazali, mukashafa 
has a dual sense:
It indicates an inner state of puri�cation, which is subjective and brought 
about by “unveiling” or kashf.
It describes the objective truths that are revealed through the “unveiling”/
kashf.
Since, for Al-Ghazali, kashf is linked to intuition, he describes mukashafa 
as the certain knowledge of the unseen discovered by the “science of the 
elders (saints)”. Thus, kashf is considered “a light” that is freely bestowed 
upon the puri�ed worshipper through the grace of God, yet also yields 
sure intuitive knowledge for the worshipper upon whom it is bestowed. 
Ibn ‘Arabi indicates the necessity for “divine unveiling” (kashf) as the 
means by which to understand the universality of the reality of realities, 
or the truth of truths (i.e. the universality of God’s oneness). In fana (self-
annihilation), the individual ego passes away and divine self-manifestation 
occurs. This self-manifestation is eternal (as it comes from God), but 
it must be continually re-enacted by the human in time. Therefore, the 
human becomes a pure receptor required for pure consciousness to be 
realized. The human is a sort of barzakh or intermediary between divinity 
and elementality, between spirit and matter, and open to the experience 
of kashf. 
[References: L. Gardet, “Encyclopedia of Islam, Second Edition”; 
“Kashf”; and:  Sells, Michael (1998); JSTOR “’Ibn ‘Arabi’s Polished 
Mirror: Perspective Shift and Meaning Event”. Studia Islamica 67: 121–
149. JSTOR; Retrieved 4 April 2011] [Translator’s note]  
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97. Irfan Abdel Hamid Fatah, “nasha’at al-falsafa al-su�yya wa tatawiraha” 
(lit., “The Emergence and Development of Su� Philosophy”, in Arabic); 
p.159
 
98. For shuhud; mushada refer back to footnote 83 and 96 

99. ‘Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha’rani, “luwaqih al-anthar” (lit., “Zygotes of 
Perception”, in Arabic); 1:4

100. Little is known of the author of this classic Arabic text and treatise 
in the history of Su�sm, “The Mystical Aspect of Islam”, Abu Bakr al-
Kalabadhi, except that he was a lawyer and died in Bukhara in about 990 
AD (380 AH). His book, “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab ahl al-tasawwuf” or 
“The Doctrine of the Su�s”, is the work on which his fame rests. It is 
important because it is the earliest extant text to reconcile the position of 
Su�sm and orthodox Islam. It was immediately accepted as authoritative 
and has been esteemed by the Arabs, especially by the Su�s, as perhaps 
the most valuable compendium of Su�sm in print. The book consists of 
�ve parts: a general introduction on the meaning of the term Su� and 
an enumeration of the names of great Su�s; a statement of the tenets 
of Islam, as accepted by the Su�s; a discussion of the various `stations’ 
of the Su�s such as fear, hope and love; the expressions used by them 
to designate true mystical experience, union with God; and a discussion 
of the various phenomena of Su�sm. [Reference: http://kitaabun.com/
shopping3/product_info.php?products_id=3680] [Translator’s note]

101. Refer to al-Kalabadhi, “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab ahl al-tasawwuf” 
(“The Doctrine of the Su�s”, in Arabic); p. 37 

102. Sheikh Ma’ruf al-Karkhi was born in the district of Wasit or Karkh 
in Baghdad. His original religion is usually understood to have been 
Christian, which may mean that the Armenian Islamic preacher and 
mystic, Farqad Sabakhi, may have mentored Ma’ruf Karkhi. Al-Attar 
narrates in his “Memorial of the Saints” that Ma’ruf converted to Islam 
at a young age at the hands of Ali Ibn Musa after rejecting all forms 
of polytheism. After accepting Islam, Mar’uf fell under the teaching 
of Dawud Ta›i, and underwent very strict disciplining, but remaining 
steadfast and becoming the successor of his master. In Su�sm, Maru� 
orders are those connected to Ma’ruf al-Karkhi and Su�s venerate Ma’ruf 
highly for the multiple spiritual chains which interlock with his teachings. 
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[Reference: http://majzooban.org/en/biography/255-maruf-karkhi.html] 
[Translator’s note]

103. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri” (“Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on 
Su�sm”, in Arabic); p. 280

104. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri” (“Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on 
Su�sm”, in Arabic); p. 280 [English translation of original Arabic quote 
taken directly from “Al-Junayd al-Baghdadi”, by GF Haddad quoting 
al-Qushayri; found on the following link: http://sunnah.org/history/
Scholars/Al-Junayd%20al-Baghdadi.htm]

105. Abu Bakr al-Kattani, in full Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn ‘Ali Ibn Ja’far 
al-Kattani, was a native of Baghdad and belonged to the circle of al-
Junayd. He proceeded to Mecca on the pilgrimage (the hajj), and took 
up residence there until his death in 322 AH (934 AD). He was called 
the “Lamp of the Sanctuary” and was a resident in Mecca up to the day 
of his death. He used to pray all the night through and chant the entire 
Qur’an; in the course of circling the Kaaba he completed twelve thousand 
recitations in all. For thirty years he was seated in the sanctuary under 
the waterspout, and in all those thirty years one ritual washing every 
twenty-four hours suf�ced him. Tradition says that throughout the whole 
period he never slept. [Reference: http://www.oozebap.org/biblio/pdf/
su�-saints.pdf] [Translator’s note]

106. Mushahada; refer back to footnote 83 and 96

107. Al-Kalabadhi, “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab ahl al-tasawwuf” (“The 
Doctrine of the Su�s”, in Arabic); p. 108 
 
108. ‘Ulama, also spelled ‘ulema, is the plural of ‘alim, or Arabic for “man 
of knowledge”, teacher or authority and ‘alim is derived from the term 
‘ilm, or belief in God. The opposite of ‘alim is jahl, meaning ignorance. 
Al-Jahilia or jahiliyah refers, usually derisively, to the period before Islam 
– the period of ignorance, in Islamic teaching. Both terms – ‘alim and jahl 
- appear frequently in the Qur’an. The ‘ulama, therefore, are guardians 
against a return to jahiliyah. The ‘ulama, as a class, are men of knowledge 
in Sunni Islam who have been trained in the religious sciences such as 
the Qur’an, the Sunna, Hadith and shari’a, and so on, and who exercise 
their authority in the mosques or madrassas. As such, they are similar to 
a clergy. Since the late 18th century, the term ‘alim has also been applied 
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to secular men of science or learning. A ‘alim may lead prayers and 
deliver the Friday sermon, but also perform rituals at marriages, birth, 
deaths and other such occasions. [Reference: http://middleeast.about.
com/od/u/g/ulema-de�nition.htm]

109. For more details on this subject refer to Abu ‘Ala A��, “al-
mulamatiyya wal su�yya wa ahl al-fatuwa” (lit., “The Mulamati, the Su�s 
and the Muni�cent People”, in Arabic); Cairo, Egypt; 1945

110. Sunni is a broad term derived from the term “sunna” which in Arabic 
means “habit” or “usual practice”. The Muslim usage of this term refers 
to the sayings and living habits of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). In 
its full and also in contemporary form, this branch of Islam can refer 
to Islam in its orthodox “Sunni” or “Sunnite” version. However, anyone 
claiming to follow the Prophet’s Sunna who can show that they have no 
action or belief against the Prophetic Sunna can consider him or herself 
to be a Sunni Muslim. It should be noted that Shi’a Muslims also hold 
that they follow the Sunna. [Translator’s note]
 
111. Refer to Muhammad Bin al-Tayyeb, “islam al-mutasawwifa” (lit., 
“Su� Islam”) (in Arabic); pp. 46-47

112. For more details about Ibn ‘Arabi and his in�uence on Su�sm and 
on his madhab (doctrine) refer to Asín Palacios, “Estudio del su�smo a 
través de las obras de Abenárabi de Murcia”; Madrid: Editorial Plutarco, 
1931; reprint 1981; 1990 by Ediciones Hiperión; Madrid, Spain; 543 
pages (in Spanish). Also refer to the Arabic translation of ‘Abd al-Rahman 
Badawi, “ibn ‘arabi, hayatuhu wa-madhhabuh” (lit., “Ibn ‘Arabi: His 
Life and Madhab [Doctrine]”, in Arabic); Maktabat al-Anjlu al-Misriyah, 
Cairo; 1965; Wikalat al-Matbu’at, Kuwait and Dar al-Qalam, Beirut; 
1970; see also Muhammad al-Adlouni al-Idrisi, “madrassat Ibn ‘Arabi 
wa madhhabuh �l wihdeh” (“The School of Ibn ‘Arabi and his Madhab 
[Doctrine] of al-Wihda [Oneness/Unity of Existence]”, in Arabic), Dar al-
Thaqafeh, Casablanca, Morocco; 1998 

113. For more details on Ibn Sab’in and his madhab (doctrine) refer to 
Muhammad al-Idrisi, “falasafat al-wihda � tasawwuf ibn sab’in” (lit., “The 
Philosophy of al-Wihda [Oneness/Unity of Existence] in the Su�sm of 
Ibn Sab’in”), Dar al-Thaqafa, Casablanca, Morocco; 1998; also refer to 
Abu al-Wafa’ Ghunaymi al-Taftazani ”ibn sab’in wal falasafa al-su�yya” 
(lit., “Ibn Sab’in and Su� Philosophy”), Dar al-Kitab al-Lubnani; Beirut, 
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Lebanon, 1973.

114. Muhammad Bin al-Tayyeb; “islam al-mutasawwifa” (lit., “Su� Islam”, 
in Arabic); pp. 50-51

115. Wisal: Union or Re-union: �nding and knowing God in one’s heart 
or conscience. It also denotes acquiring full knowledge (gnosis) and love 
of God. [Reference: “Key Concepts in the Practice of Su�sm: Emerald 
Hills of the Heart”; Volume 1; by M. Fethullah Gulen; originally published 
in Turkish; translated by Ani Unal; English edition published by The Light 
Publishers, New Jersey, USA; 1998, p. 175] [Translator’s note]

116. The terms ittisal and wusul are used by Su�s to describe “�nal arrival 
in the Divine [...]”. One way Ha-Levi speaks of the religious path or goal 
is in relational terms – or, as union, communion, contact, connection, 
or conjunction (ittisal) as well as attaining, arriving at, or reaching the 
Divine (wusul). Both terms stem from the Arabic root “wasala”. Wasala 
means to connect, join, unite, combine or link; and also to arrive at or 
reach, perhaps through a process of connection. These terms were the 
subject of great controversy in 12th century Muslim Spain. Because they 
describe the very goal and purpose of religious life, these key terms 
reach to the heart of each group’s identity: philosophers, mystics and 
mainstream scholars. [Reference: “Between Mysticism and Philosophy: 
Su� Language of Religious Experience in Judah Ha-Levi’s Kazari”, 
By Diana Lobel; State University of New York; 2000; pp. 21 and 43] 
[Translator’s note]

117. Nicholson, Reynold A., “The Mystics of Islam” (Arabized by Abul 
‘Ala A��); p. 104 

118. Ibn Khaldun, “shifa’ al-sa’il li-tahdhib al-masa’il” (lit., “The Healing 
of the Seeker”, in Arabic); ed. M. al-Tanji, 1957; trans. R. Pérez;1991; p. 
70
 
119. The classical Su� doctrine of certainty involves three degrees: the 
knowledge of certainty (‘ilm al-yaqin), the eye of certainty (‘ayn al-yaqin) 
and the reality of certainty (haqq al-yaqin). Hujwiri (d. ca. 465/1072) 
describes these in the following manner: “By ‘ilm al-yaqin the Su�s mean 
knowledge of (religious) practice (mu’amalat) in this world according to 
the Divine commandments; by ‘ayn al-yaqin they mean knowledge of 
the state of dying (naz’) and the time of departure from this world; and 
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by haqq al-yaqin they mean the unveiling (kashf) of the vision (of God) 
that will be revealed in Paradise, and of its nature. Therefore, ‘ilm al-
yaqin is the rank of religious scholars (‘ulama) on account of their correct 
observance of the divine commands, and ‘ayn al-yaqin is the station of 
gnostics (maqam-i ‘arifan) on account of their readiness for death, and 
haqq al-yaqin is the annihilation-point of lovers (fana’gah-i dustan), on 
account of their rejection of all ‘existent beings and things’ (mawjudat)” 
In these three degrees of certainty, one clearly sees a hierarchy of states 
of consciousness, one which corresponds to a three-fold hierarchy of 
human identity: the scholars, the gnostics, and at the highest degree, 
the lovers. According to a later Su�, Najm al-Din Razi (d. 654/1256), 
“certainty” arises when one strives to become aware of the spiritual 
world, while living in accordance with the shari’a. According to Razi, 
if one simply tries to use one’s rational mind, one will fall into mere 
philosophy and unbelief. The key to certainty is the practice of shari’a, 
which leads to the awareness that everything is a manifestation of an 
attribute of God. In the following passage, Razi discusses the nature of 
certainty, “But [in contrast to the mere philosopher and the heretic] …the 
possessor of true felicity nourish[es] the seed of the spirit in accordance 
with the law of shari’a until all his senses attain perfection. He will then 
perceive, through his outer and inner senses, all the three hundred and 
sixty thousand realms that constitute the material and spiritual worlds 
(mulk va malakut)…He sees every atom in each of these worlds to be 
a manifestation of one of the divine attributes containing within it one 
of God’s signs; he removes the veil from the face of the manifestations, 
and the beauty of God’s signs is displayed to him. As the poet Abu al-
‘Atahiya stated: In every thing is a sign (aya) of His pointing to the fact 
that He is One (ahad). This is the threshold of the world of certainty 
(yaqin)…Then the pure essence of God may be known in its unity, and 
the attributes (sifat) of divinity may be contemplated with the eye of 
certainty (‘ayn al-yaqin). [Reference: http://www.australiansu�centre.
org/article_tasawwuf.htm] [Translator’s note]

120. Al-Suhrawardi, “’awarif al-ma’arif” (“The Bene�ts of Gnosis” or, 
otherwise known as “The Gifts of Deep Knowledge”) (in Arabic), Dar al-
Kitab al-Arabi, Beirut, Lebanon; First edition; 1966; p. 528

121. Ibid; p. 528

122. The English translation of the original Arabic quote was supported 
by a text taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu 
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al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; 
reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution 
to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 117 [Translator’s note]

123. Al-Qushayri, “al-risaalatul al-qushayriya” (“Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on 
Su�sm”, in Arabic), researched and prepared by ‘Abd al-Halim Mahmoud 
and Mahmoud Sharif; Matbat’at Hassan, Cairo; 1974; 2/731

124. Al-Ghazali, “al-munqidh min al-dalal” (in English known as “His 
Deliverance from Error” or “The Deliverer from 
Error” or “Rescuer from Misguidance”, in Arabic); researched by Samih 
Dugheim; Beirut; 1993; p. 26

125. Mi’raj: The Heavenly (and Nightly) Journey of the Prophet of Islam 
is explained in two Suras of the Qur’an, with allusions to this journey 
found in other Suras as well: Surat al-Isra’ (17), Verse 1: (Sarah 17 – also 
known as Bani Isra`il), says: “Glori�ed be He who carried His servant at 
night from Masjid al  Haram to Masjid al-Aqsa, the precincts of which We 
have blessed so that We may show him of Our Signs. Verily He is the All  
Hearing, the All-Seeing.” 
From this verse, the conclusion is that the Prophet Muhammad traveled 
with his physical body through the worlds of Ascension. Further, by the 
greatness of the Hidden Power, he was able to complete this journey in 
a very short span of time and his journey was accomplished by relying 
upon the power of God and His speci�c and special blessings. Although 
this verse states that the start of the journey was from Masjid al-Haram 
and ended at Masjid al Aqsa, this does not contradict the fact that the 
Prophet, in addition to this trip, also had other trips towards the higher 
world, since another part of the journey of Ascension of the Prophet is 
explained in verses of Sarah al-Najm. Another important part of this 
verse is that the journey of the Prophet was both bodily and not just 
a spiritual pilgrimage, and this is con�rmed by the words (“abdihi”), 
meaning “His servant” which is used to mean both the body and the 
spirit. [Surat al-Najm, Verses 12 to 18] [Reference: “Me’raj - The Night 
Ascension”, compiled by Mullah Faidh al Kashani; Translated by: Saleem 
Bhimji; published by: Islamic Humanitarian Service, Canada; found on 
the link: http://www.al-islam.org/al-miraj/] [Translator’s note]
 

126. Nicholson, “Mystics of Islam” (in Arabic); p. 33 by Reynold A. 
Nicholson; translated and commented by Nourridin Sharibeh; published 
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by Maktabat al-Khanji; Cairo, Egypt; Second edition; 1422 AH [English 
translation taken directly from the full text of the “Mystics of Islam” in 
English, found on the following link: http://www.archive.org/stream/
ReynoldA.Nicholson-TheMysticsOfIslam/ran-mysticism_djvu.txt]

127. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The 
Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”, in Arabic); 1/234 [English translation 
taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-
Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr 
Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; 
Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007; p. 226]

128. Ibn Khaldun, “al-muqaddimah” (in Arabic); Al Dar al-Tunisia; Tunis, 
Tunisia; First Edition; 1984 1995, 2/585

129. Al-Qushayri, “al risaalatul al-qushayri � ‘ilim al-tassawuf” (“The 
Qushayri Epistle on Su�sm”) (in Arabic); 1/234  [English translation 
taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-
Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr 
Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution to Civilization; 
Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 78]

130. Al-Suhrawardi, “’awarif al-ma’arif” (lit., “The Bene�ts of Gnosis” or 
otherwise known as “The Gifts of Deep Knowledge”) (in Arabic); 1966; 
p. 470 [English translation taken directly from “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on 
Su�sm: Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander 
D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim 
Contribution to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 78]

131. Al-Tusi, Abu Nasr al-Sarraj, “al-luma’” (otherwise known as “Al-
Luma’” or “The Book of the Essentials of Su�sm”) (in Arabic); p. 64 
[English translation taken directly from, Islamic Quarterly, “The Doctrine 
of One Actor: Junayd’s View of Tawhid”, by Muhammad ‘Abd al-Haqq 
Ansari; p. 90; found on the following link: http://www.salaam.co.uk/
knowledge/junayd-tawhid.pdf]

132. Al-Tusi, Abu Nasr al-Sarraj, “al-luma’” (otherwise known as “Al-
Luma’” or “The Book of the Essentials of Su�sm”) (in Arabic); p.65 
[Englsh translations of the terms used by Tusi were taken directly from: 
The Full Text of “The Kitab al-Luma Fil Tasawwuf of Abu Nasr Abdallah B. 
Ali Al-Sarraj al-Tusi”, edited for the �rst time with critical notes, abstract 
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of contents, glossary and indices by Reynold Alleyne Nicholson and 
printed for the Trustees of the E.J. W. Gibb Memorial; Leyden: E.J. Brill, 
Imprimerie Orientals. London: Luzac & Co; 1914; found on the following 
link: http://www.archive.org/details/kitaballuma00sarruoft] 

133. Abu Ismail al-Ansari al-Harawi, “manazil al-sa’ireen illa al-haqq al-
mubeen” (lit., “The Stations of the Seekers Towards the Manifest Truth”), 
researched by ‘Abd al-Hafez Mansour; Tunis, Tunisia; 1989, 1/52

134. Ibn Khaldun, “ahifa’ al-sa’il li-tadhdib al-masa’il” (“The Healing of 
the Seeker”, in Arabic); p. 87

135. Al-Suhrawardi, “’awarif al-ma’arif” (“The Bene�ts of Gnosis” or, 
otherwise known as “The Gifts of Deep Knowledge”, in Arabic); p. 475

136. Abu ‘Ala A��, “al-tassawuf: al-thawra al-ruhiyah � al-islam” (lit., 
“Su�sm: The Spiritual Revolution in Islam”, in Arabic). p. 23

137. Mujahada: meaning self-exertion on the path of God; or the Su� 
practice aimed at minimizing detrimental drives and promptings of the 
lower soul through abstention from the delights of this world and strict 
self-discipline; from the glossary of “Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Su�sm: 
Abu al-Qasim al-Qushayri”, translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; 
reviewed by Dr Muhammad Eissa; The Center for Muslim Contribution 
to Civilization; Garnet Publishing Ltd; 2007 p. 421] [Translator’s note]

138. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali, “ayuha al-walad” (“Oh My Young Man”) 
(in Arabic), with a translation into French; Taw�q al-Sabbagh, Al-Lajna 
al-Duwali li Tarjamat al-Rawa’I (International Society for Translating 
Masterpieces); Beirut, Second edition; 1959; p. 27 [English translation 
taken directly from: “An excerpt from Imam Ghazali’s Ayyuhal Walad”, 
translated by Shaikh Seraj Hendricks as: “Ayyuhal Walad, “Oh my Young 
Man”, found on the following link: http://mzone.mweb.co.za/residents/
mfj1/walad.htm]

139. Al-Kalabadhi, “kitab al-ta’arruf li-madhhab ahl al-tasawwuf” (“The 
Doctrine of the Su�s”, in Arabic); p. 105
 

140. Dhikr means: remembrance/recollection of God and his names, 
and has two signi�cances: 1) Remembrance; 2) Reminder, statement, 
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mention. Dhikr Allah can then have four meanings: 1) Remembrance of 
God (by us); 2) Remembrance by God (of us); 3) A reminder or message 
coming from God; 4) A reminder or message about God. 
In the Qur’an, when dhikr is used by itself, its primary meaning is the 
reminder or message from God, including the Qur’an and earlier revealed 
books. But when it is used as a phrase like “dhikr Allah”, its primary 
meaning seems to be the remembrance of God by human beings and 
recollection of God and his names and attributes. [Reference: http://
www.islamicperspectives.com/Dhikr.htm] [Translator’s note]
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Africa; including Morocco, Tunisia, Algeria and Libya). Egypt occupies 
an ambiguous position: while it has cultural, ethnic and linguistic ties 
to both the Mashreq and the Maghreb, it is unique and different from 
both. Thus, it is usually seen as being part of neither; however, when 
it is grouped with one or the other, it is generally considered part of 
the Mashreq on account of its closer ties to the Levant (Egypt and the 
Levant were often ruled as a single unit, as under the Ancient Egyptian 
New Kingdom, the Umayyad Caliphate, Abbasid Caliphate, the Fatimid 
Caliphate, the Ayyubid dynasty, the Mamluks, and for a time under 
Muhammad Ali Pasha) and on account of the similarities between the 
Egyptian and near-Levantine dialects. These geographical terms date 
from the early Islamic conquests. [Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Mashriq] [Translator’s note]

226. Maghreb or Arab Maghreb; refer to previous footnote

227. The Maliki School of Islamic jurisprudence is the second of the 
Islamic schools of jurisprudence. The sources of the Maliki doctrine 
are the Qur›an, the Prophet›s traditions (hadith), consensus (ijma’), 
and analogy (qiyyas). The Malikis’ concept of ijma’ differs from that of 
the Hana�s in that they understand it to mean the consensus of the 
community represented by the people of al-Medina. Over time, however, 
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the school came to understand consensus to be that of the scholars of 
law, known as ‘ulema. Imam Malik’s major contribution to Islamic law is 
his book “al-muwatta” or “The Beaten Path”, which is a code of law based 
on the legal practices that were operating in al-Medina. It covers various 
areas ranging from prescribed rituals of prayer and fasting to the correct 
conduct of business relations. The Malikiyya School of jurisprudence 
was founded by Malik ibn Anas (c.713-c.795), a legal expert in the city 
of al-Medina. Such was his stature that it is said three ‘Abbasid caliphs 
visited him while they were on Pilgrimage to Medina. Today Malikite 
doctrine and practice remains widespread throughout North Africa, the 
Sudan and regions of West and Central Africa. http://philtar.ucsm.ac.uk/
encyclopedia/islam/sunni/malik.html [Translators note]

228. Ibn Sab›in (Muhammad ibn ‹Abd al-Haqq) is well known in Islamic 
philosophy for presenting perhaps the most radical form of Su�sm. He 
argued that everything is really just one thing, part of the deity, and that 
breaking up reality into different units is to deny the nature of creation. 
He was hostile as a result to the attempts of the philosophers who 
were inspired by Aristotle to develop logic as a means to understand 
reality. The best way to attain the truth, for Ibn Sab’in is the mystical 
path, and this is achieved by appreciating the unity of everything, not 
by analysing reality into separable concepts. [Reference: http://www.
muslimphilosophy.com/ip/rep/H033.htm] [Translator’s note]

229. Meaning: based in the Hana� madhab or doctrine; with the Hana�yya 
(Hana�) school being considered the �rst of the four Sunni schools of law 
or Islamic jurisprudence (�qh). It is distinguished from the other schools 
by placing less reliance on mass oral traditions as a source of legal 
knowledge. It developed the exegesis of the Qur’an through a method 
of analogical reasoning known as qiyyas.It also established the principle 
that the universal concurrence of the umma (community) of Islam on a 
point of law, as represented by legal and religious scholars, constituted 
evidence of the will of God. This process is called ijma’, which means 
the consensus of the scholars or ‘ulema. Thus, the school de�nitively 
established the Qur’an, the Traditions of the Prophet, ijma’ and qiyyas as 
the basis of Islamic law. The Hana� School of law was founded by Nu’man 
Abu Hanifah (d. 767) in Kufa in Iraq. The privileged position which the 
school enjoyed under the ‘Abbasid caliphate was lost with the decline 
of the ‘Abbasid caliphate. However, the rise of the Ottoman Empire led 
to the revival of Hana� fortunes. Under the Ottomans, judgment-seats 
were occupied by Hana�tes sent from Istanbul, even in countries where 
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the population followed another madhhab. Consequently, the Hana� 
madhhab became the only authoritative code of law in the public life 
and of�cial administration of justice in all the provinces of the Ottoman 
Empire. Even today, the Hana� code prevails in the former Ottoman 
countries. It is also dominant in Central Asia and India. [Reference:http://
philtar.ucsm.ac.uk/encyclopedia/islam/sunni/hanb.html ] [Translators 
note]

230. For more on this smaller school and doctrine, review “The School 
of Sidi Muhammad Ibn Wafa (d. 765/1363)” on the following link: http://
www.dar-sirr.com/Ibn-Wafa.html

231. Greater Syria is a term used by historians and others to designate 
the region that includes approximately the present-day states of 
Jordan, Palestine, Lebanon and Syria before those states were formed 
[Reference: Library of Congress, Country Studies found on the following 
link: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/syria/sy_glos.html] [Translator’s note] 

232. Kubra: an Arabic word that is an adjective in the feminine mode; with 
the superlative of kabir meaning “great’ in Arabic, with the corresponding 
masculine form being “akbar” [Reference: Martin van Bruinessen, 
“Najmuddin al-Kubra, Jumadil Kubra and Jamaluddin al-Akbar: Traces 
of Kubrawiyya In�uence in Early Indonesian Islam”, Bijdragen tot de 
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 150 (1994), 305-329; found on the following 
link: http://www.let.uu.nl/~martin.vanbruinessen/personal/publications/
Jumadil_Kubral.htm [Translator’s note]
 
233. The English text used in this paragraph to explain the origins of the 
name “al-Kubra” was taken from, Martin van Bruinessen, «Najmuddin al-
Kubra, Jumadil Kubra and Jamaluddin al-Akbar: Traces of Kubrawiyya 
in�uence in early Indonesian Islam»; previous reference [Translator’s 
note]

234. For an explanation of the “mehdi al-muntather” refer to the 
following excellent reference, explaining the Awaited Mehdi in terms of 
the difference between the Mehdi and the Messiah; and which provides 
an overview on the different Sunni and Shiite references on this subject: 
http://www.al-islam.org/encyclopedia/chapter2/2.html

235. The School of Khurasan: From its early home in Basra and also to 
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a certain degree in Kufa, Su�sm spread to two main centers, Khurasan 
and Baghdad, each of which became the home of a school known by 
the name of that locality. The school of Khurasan, whose members al-
Junayd called the “people of the heart”, was known especially for its 
emphasis upon poverty and indifference towards the opinion of the 
public, even to the extent of inviting their blame (malama) and accusation. 
The school of the Malamatiyya (or Mulamati), that is the people who 
invited blame upon themselves, associated with Hamdun al-Qassar, 
arose in Khurasan with most of its later development there. The founder 
of the school of Khurasan was one of the earliest of Su�s, Ibrahim Bin 
Adham (165 AH/782 AD) [Reference: “The Cambridge History of Iran: 
The Period from the Arab invasion to the Saljuqs”, By Richard Nelson 
Frye; Cambridge University Press; 1975; 1999; p. 450; found on the 
following link: http://books.google.com/books?id=hvx9jq_2L3EC&pg=
PA451&lpg=PA451&dq=Khurasani+school+of+su�sm&source=bl&ots
=FbDRUTF7Dy&sig=JD7I1mmET1jRXV9b07LuS_jrKMA&hl=en&ei=NX
vfTsCJL8ypsgbpk7j1CA&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=3&
ved=0CC4Q6AEwAg#v=onepage&q=Khurasani%20school%20of%20
su�sm&f=false] [Translator’s note]

236. Refer back to the previous footnote and page 30 for the author’s 
overview on the Mulamati [Translator’s note]

237. With regard to spiritual transmission, Abu Bakr al-Siddiq was the 
�rst person to give instruction in the method of reciting the sacred kalima 
or “word” (la ilaha ill-allah or “There is no God but God”) for purifying 
the heart by dhikr [remembrance of God] and that is still recited by the 
Naqshbandi Order today [Reference: “Abu Bakr al-Siddiq”; http://www.
naqshbandi.org/chain/2.htm] [Translator’s note] – see footnote 239 for a 
reference and detailed explanation on the methods of dhikr espoused 
and embraced by the Naqshbandi Order] [Translator’s note]

238. In Islam, Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, also referred to as ̀ Atiq ibn Abi Quhafa, 
Sheikh al-Islam, `Abd Allah ibn `Uthman ibn `Amir al-Qurashi al-Taymi 
(d. 13 AH), was the �rst caliph and the Prophet’s intimate friend and 
exclusive companion at the Prophet’s Basin (hawd) and in the Cave. 
He is considered the Prophet’s greatest supporter, closest con�dant, 
�rst spiritual inheritor and �rst of the men who believed in him, and 
the only one who did so unhesitatingly. He is �rst of the Prophet’s four 
Rightly-Guided Successors (caliphs), �rst of the ten promised Paradise, 
and �rst of the Prophet’s Community to enter Paradise. [Reference: 
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Main sources: Al-Nawawi, “tahdhib al-asma’ wa al-lughat” 2:181-182; 
Abu Nu`aym, “hilya al-awliya’” 1:62-72 #1; al-Dhahabi, “siyar a`lam al-
nubala’” 1-2:467-508 #2; found on the following link: http://sunnah.org/
publication/khulafa_rashideen/caliph1.htm.] [Translator’s note]
In the “Epistle on Su�sm”, the al-Qushayri glossary de�nes al-Siddiq as 
the “one who is truthful and trustworthy” – an advanced Su� master; also, 
an epithet of the �rst caliph Abu Bakr [al-Siddiq]. [Reference: “Epistle on 
Su�sm” translated by Professor Alexander D. Knysh; reviewed by Dr 
Muhammad Eissa; p. 424] [Translator’s note]

239. Also known by the order as “Essential Remembrance” or «yad 
kard”, with the meaning of ‘kard’ explained as the essence of dhikr; this 
is explained as follows by the order: “The seeker must make dhikr by 
negation and af�rmation [there is no God but God] on his tongue until 
he reaches the state of the contemplation of his heart (muraqaba). The 
other form of dhikr being “Recollection” or “yada dasht”, which means, 
“the reciter of dhikr safeguards his heart with negation and af�rmation 
[there is no God but God] in every breath without leaving the Presence 
of God Almighty and Exalted. It requires the seeker to keep his heart in 
God’s Divine Presence continuously. This allows the seeker to realize 
and manifest the Light of the Unique Essence or “anwar adh-dhat al-
ahadiyya” of God. He then casts away three of the four different forms 
of thoughts: the egoistic thoughts, the evil thoughts and the angelic 
thoughts, keeping and af�rming solely the fourth form of thought: the 
haqqani or truthful thoughts. This will lead the seeker to the highest state 
of perfection by discarding all his imaginings and embracing only the 
Reality which is the Oneness of God, Almighty and Exalted. [on these 
notes and for a detailed explanation on the speci�c methodology of 
dhikr espoused and embraced by the Naqshbandi Order; refer to the 
following link: http://www.naqshbandi.org/chain/11.htm] [Translator’s 
note]

240. For the Naqshbandi Order, this is de�ned as follows: “Solitude in 
the Crowd or «khalwat dar anjuman”, where “khalwat” means seclusion. 
It means to be outwardly with people while remaining inwardly with 
God. There are also two categories of seclusion. The �rst is external 
seclusion and the second is internal seclusion. [Reference: http://www.
naqshbandi.org/chain/11.htm] [Translator’s note]

241. For more on Khwaja Ubaidallah Ahrar refer to, “Extracts from 
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Masters of Wisdom of Central Asia”, by Hassan Shushud, translated 
from Turkish By Muhtar Holland”; found on the following link: http://
homepage.ntlworld.com/buryali/Khwaja%20Ubaidallah%20Ahrar.pdf 
[Translator’s note]

242. In one argument, the use of the term “sama’” is considered to 
suggest physically “listening” in a spiritual context. A differing opinion 
argues that “sama’” is in fact “hearing”, as “to hear” can pertain to 
any sound in addition to any “subtle” sounds of the spiritual realm. 
[Reference: During, J.; Sellheim, R.; “Sama”; “Encyclopedia of Islam”; 
Second edition, edited by: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis; C.E. Bosworth; E. 
van Donzel; and W.P. Heinrichs; Brill, 2009; Brill Online. Augustana; 21 
Sept. 2009; Sama; http://www.brillonline.nl] [Translator’s note]

243. “Mawlana” is a form of address given a ruler or person of authority 
implying protector or master, often in the religious sense. [Reference: 
http://www.islamic-dictionary.com/index.php?word=mawlana] Also, 
“awliya’”, the term often used by Su�s to indicate a Su� “elder” (often 
referred to by orientalists as “saint”), is a derivative of the same root 
word from which mawlana is also derived.

244. Al-Azhar Mosque and University were built in Egypt during the Fatimid 
Dynasty and are named in honor of Fatima Az-Zahraa, the daughter of 
Muhammad, from whom the Fatimid Dynasty claimed descent. The al-
Azhar Mosque was built in two years beginning in 971 AD. The school 
of theology (madrassa) connected with it was founded in 988 AD as an 
Ismaili Shi’a school, but it later became a Sunni school, which it remains 
to this day. It claims to be the oldest Islamic university in the world, but 
this is disputed by the Kairaouine Mosque in Fes, Morocco. Al-Azhar is 
considered by most Sunni Muslims to be the most prestigious school of 
Islamic law, and its scholars are seen as the highest scholars in the Muslim 
world. Its stated objectives remain the propagation of Islamic culture and the 
Arabic language. To that end, it maintains a committee of ulemas to judge 
on individual Islamic questions, a printing establishment for printing the 
Qur’an, and trains preachers in the da’wa and the propagation of religious 
publicity. Al-Azhar is run by a Supreme Council that establishes general 
policy, headed by a Grand Imam, called Sheikh Al-Azhar. [Reference: “Al-
Azhar Mosque and University, Cairo” found on the following link: http://www.
sacred-destinations.com/egypt/cairo-al-azhar-university] [Translator’s note]
 
245. Hana�; refer back to footnote 229
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246. Ijtihad; refer back to footnote 16

247. ’Umar Tal, also called al-Hajj, founded what is sometimes called the 
Tukulor (or Toucouleur) Empire of the Senegambia region. The “Umarian” 
state al-Hajj Umar had forged by 1860, although short-lived, was one of 
the largest ever seen in West Africa. His legacy of resistance to French 
colonial conquest has inspired West Africans from all walks of life to 
the present time. [For more on this refer to the following references, 
“The Cambridge History of Africa”, By Roland Oliver, John Donnelly 
Fage, G. N. Sanderson; and: http://berclo.net/page99/99en-afr-notes.
html; [Reference: http://tijani.org/al-hajj-umar-al-futi-tal/]; and, also see: 
David Robinson, “The Holy War of Umar Tal: the Western Sudan in the 
mid-nineteenth century”; Oxford. Clarendon Press. 1985. 420 pages] 
[Translator’s note]

248. Refer back to footnote 18

249. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

250. Surat al-‘Anbya’, “The Prophets”; 21:71; version: al-Sahih 
International; found on the following link: http://quran.com/21 
[Translator’s note]

251. Surat al-‘Anbya’; “The Prophets”; 21:81; version: al-Sahih 
International; found on the following link: http://quran.com/21 
[Translator’s note]
 

252. Surat al-‘Isra’; “The Night Journey” 17:1; version: al-Sahih 
International; found on the following link: http://quran.com/17 
[Translator’s note]

253. Refer to Dr. Muhammad Ahmad al-Rawashdeh, “al-halle al-diniya �l 
urdun: al-su�yya al-numuthujiyya” (lit., “The Religious Context of Jordan: 
Looking Towards the Su� Paradigm”, in Arabic); found on the following 
link: http://www.wasatyea.net/ConferencePrint.aspx?ConferenceID=26 

254. For more details on the roots and origins of Su�sm in Jordan, refer 
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to Dr. Ayman Ibrahim Hassan al-Sharida, “al-�kr al-su� �l urdun: dirasa 
� al-tarikh al-ijtima’ai al-dini” (lit., “Su� Thought in Jordan: A Study on 
the Socio-Religious History of Jordan”, in Arabic); part of a series on the 
history of the East Bank; 2010

255. A mufti is a scholarly rank a Muslim jurist reaches through study 
and certi�cation, which enables them to look into Islamic positive law 
and draw relevant rulings for a current situation. Throughout history, 
the ruling class would choose from amongst this distinguished class of 
scholars a Grand Mufti to oversee an of�cial body that helps disseminate 
fatwas in an organized and mass manner
 
256. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad Amin al-
Kilani on June 15, 2011

257. Sharif or [shah-reef] is a male-given name from the Arabic word 
meaning “exalted” or “noble”; a title given to a descendant of the Prophet 
Muhammad (PBUH) through his daughter Fatima; or an honori�c title 
accorded to a Muslim ruler. [Reference: Collins English Dictionary - 
Complete & Unabridged 10th Edition; 2009; William Collins Sons & Co. 
Ltd. 1979, 1986; HarperCollins Publishers] [Translator’s note]

258. Zawya (singular) or zawaya (plural); refer back to footnote 7

259. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ayesh al-Hawyan on May 
29, 2011
 
260. Nakba is the Arabic word for ‘catastrophe’ used to describe the 
events of 1948 and before, when over 700,000 Palestinians were 
expelled from their homelands. 

261. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Husni al-Sharif on June 
2, 2011

262. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh on 
June 6, 2011

263. Refer to Muhammad Najah al-Nubani, “Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi”; 
Dar al-Minhaj; Amman; 1997

264. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
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12, 2011

265. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Nasser Al-Din al-Khatib 
on May 31, 2011 

266. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad ‘Abd al-
Halim al-Qadiri on June 8, 2011

267. The term “Habashies” literally means Ethiopians, or Abyssinians; 
it is a term used to describe groups and clusters of individuals who 
have a presence in numerous Arab and Islamic states as well as Arab 
communities in the West. The Habashies are followers of Sheikh Abd’ 
Allah al-Habashi, who hails from Ethiopia (or Habasha in Arabic). And, 
his followers believe he is one of the most important scholars amongst 
the world’s leading Islamic scholars. Sheikh Habashi currently resides in 
Beirut. He and his followers are the declared followers of the al-Ash’ari-
Sha�’i madhab and claim they are Su�sts. (For more on the Habashies 
in Jordan, refer to “Conservative Secularism: The Jordanian Approach 
to Managing the Relationship between the State and Religion”, by 
Muhammad Abu Rumman, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman Of�ce; 
2010) [Translator’s note] 

268. Jamaa’ah or jamaa’at; ‘tabligh’ and ‘da’wa’; refer back to footnote 
12

269. From the Shadhili-Darqawi-Hashimi facebook page on the following link: 
http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=211953578844863&comments; 
also refer to: http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D9%85%D8%AD%D9%85%D8%
AF_%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%87%D8%A7%D8%B4%D9%85%D9%8A_
%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AA%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B3%D8%A7%D9
%86%D9%8A

270. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011. In another interview conducted on June 12, 2011, Sheikh 
Ahmad al-Radaydeh claims that Sheikh Hashimi did not leave behind 
any sheikhs except for Muhammad Sa’id al-Burhami; and, that the latter 
only lived for one year after al-Hashimi, and that al-Burhami died without 
recommending a successor to him for the order.

271. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
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on June 3, 2011 

272. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh on 
June 6, 2011, who also claims that Sheikh Halabi actually died in Amman 
and not Turkey; also refer to the following link: http://www.rayaheen.net/
trajem.php?cat=abdulqader 

273. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh on 
June 6, 2011

274. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

275. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh on 
June 6, 2011

276. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011 

277. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
on June 3, 2011

278. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011

279. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011 

280. Refer to the book “Muhammad Sa’id al-Kurdi” (in Arabic), written by 
Najah al-Lubani, Dar al-Manahij, Amman; 1997; also refer to the Sheikh 
Kurdi facebook page found on the following link: http://www.facebook.
com/group.php?gid=127850867256291&v=info

281. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011 

282. Ibid.

283. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011 
284.  From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
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May 23, 2011

285. Ibid. 

286. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011

287.  From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

288. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Umar Tareq on May 22, 
2011

289. Refer back to footnote 86

290. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
on June 3, 2011

291. Refer to the book, “al-shaghouri: sha’ir al-tasawwuf � al-qarn al-
‘ishrin” (lit., “Al-Shaghouri: Su� Poet of the 20th century”), by Radwan 
Bin al-Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id Ayzouli al-Kurdi; published in Amman; 
2002; p. 349 

292. For more on the “Common Word” initiative refer to the following link: 
http://www.acommonword.com/index.php?lang=en&page=option1 
[Translator’s note]

293. Refer to the following link: http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D9%86%
D9%88%D8%AD_%D9%83%D9%84%D8%B1 [or, in English refer to: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuh_Ha_Mim_Keller (Translator’s note)]

294. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011
295. For more details on this initiative refer to: http://qibla.com/intensive/ 
[Translator’s note]

296. Sha�’i is the third school of Islamic jurisprudence. According to the 
Sha�’i school the paramount sources of legal authority are the Qur›an and 
the Sunna. Of less authority are the ijma’ (consensus) of the community 
and thought of scholars (ijitihad) exercised through qiyas. The scholar 
must interpret the ambiguous passages of the Qur’an according to the 
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consensus of the Muslims, and, if there is no consensus, according to 
qiyas. The Sha�’i school of Islamic law was named after Muhammad 
Ibn Idris al-Sha�’i (767-819), who belonged originally to the school of 
al-Medina and was a pupil of Malik ibn Anas (d. 795), the founder of the 
Maliki madhab. However, he came to believe in the overriding authority 
of the traditions from the Prophet and identi�ed them with the Sunna. 
Baghdad and Cairo were considered the chief centers of the Sha�’I 
madhab; and, it was from these two cities that Sha�’i’s teachings spread 
into various parts of the Islamic world. In the tenth century, Mecca and 
Medina came to be regarded as the school’s chief centres outside of 
Egypt. In the centuries preceding the emergence of the Ottoman Empire, 
the Sha�’is had acquired supremacy in the central lands of Islam. It was 
only under the Ottoman sultans, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, 
that the Sha�’i were replaced by the Hana�tes, who were given judicial 
authority in Constantinople, while Central Asia passed to the Shi’a as a 
result of the rise of the Safavids in 1501. [Reference:http://philtar.ucsm.
ac.uk/encyclopedia/islam/sunni/shaf.html] [Translator’s note]

297. From an interview conducted with the person of Sheikh Ismail al-
Kurdi on June 12, 2011; also refer to “al-shaghouri: sha’ir al-tasawwuf 
� al-qarn al-‘ishrin” (lit., “Al-Shaghouri: Su� Poet of the 20th century”), 
written by Radwan Bin al-Sheikh Muhammad Sa’id Ayzouli al-Kurdi; pp. 
353-354

298. Refer to the Ajloun Press Agency; found on the following link: http://
www.ajlounnews.net/index.php?module=articles&id=212&category=83

299. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011

300. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
on June 3, 2011

301. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

302. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ismail al-Kurdi on June 
12, 2011

303. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
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on June 3, 2011

304. Refer to “‘ilam � al-turath al-su� min al-bayt al-nabi sala allah ‘alayhi 
wa salam” (lit., “Knowledge in the Su� Tradition from the House of the 
Prophet (PBUH)”, by Hajj Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh Radaydeh; Dar al-
Kutub al-‘Ilmiya, Beirut and Dar al-Kitab al-Thaqa�, Irbid; 2005; p. 361. 
Also, in an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh 
conducted on May 31, 2011, he claims that Filali actually met Sheikh 
‘Alawi in al-Medina al-Minawara. 

305. Hajj Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh Radaydeh, ‘ilam � al-turath al-su� 
min al-bayt al-nabi sala allah ‘alayhi wa salam” (lit., “Knowledge in the 
Su� tradition from the House of the Prophet (PBUH)”; 2005; p. 361

306. Ibid; p. 361

307. Ibid; pp. 265-280

308. Ibid; on the same subject; however, as a note, in an interview 
conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh, he claims that Sheikh 
Filali came to Jordan in 1948 and established his zawya in Amman in 
1954.

309. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ahmad al-Radaydeh 
on June 12, 2011; and according to Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh, 
this zawya was moved to Marka in 1974, then to the Jendawil area of 
Amman in 2005. 

310. This is according to Sheikh Radaydeh; however, Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Qadir al-Sheikh chronicles the year as being 1965

311. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh 
on May 31, 2011 

312. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011 

313. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh 
on May 31, 2011 

314. Hajj Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh Radaydeh, ‘ilam � al-turath al-su� 
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min al-bayt al-nabi sala allah ‘alayhi wa salam” (lit., “Knowledge in the 
Su� tradition from the House of the Prophet (PBUH)”; 2005; p. 280

315. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

316. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ahmad al-Radaydeh on 
June 12, 2011; also refer to Hajj Ahmad Hassan Shehadeh Radaydeh, 
‘ilam � al-turath al-su� min al-bayt al-nabi sala allah ‘alayhi wa salam” (lit., 
“Knowledge in the Su� tradition from the House of the Prophet (PBUH)”; 
2005; pp. 584-585 

317. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hamad Othman Abu 
‘Awad on May 30, 2011 

318. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011 

319. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh 
on May 31, 2011 and an interview conducted with Sheikh Hamad 
Othman Abu ‘Awad on May 30, 2011; also refer to the book, “risala � 
asrar” (lit., “Treatise on Mysteries [Secrets]”), by Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir Ali 
al-Sheikh; 1998; 7th Edition, p. 43 

320. This mosque is famed for having hosted one of the �rst and 
greatest universities in the history of Islam. Built as a mosque in the 8th 
century, Zaytuna was enlarged by the Aghlabids in 864 and continues 
to serve as a school-mosque. It houses a huge library that in the 14th 
century was administered by the Malikite theologian Muhammad Ibn 
’Arafa. Although at �rst traditional, teaching at Zaytuna was gradually 
modernized. The last reform came in 1933, at the hands of its students. 
Upon Tunisia’s independence the Zaytuna became the shari’a (Islamic 
law) school of the University of Tunis. [Reference: Aida A. Bamia and the 
“Encyclopedia of the Modern Middle East and North Africa“, by the Gale 
Group, Inc; found on the following link: http://www.answers.com/topic/
zaytuna-university] [Translator’s note]

321. From an article-interview entitled: “madinat ‘akka... mawqi’I al-
hadara wal tarikh” (lit., “The City of Acre: A Pillar in Civilization and 
History”) (in Arabic); found on the following link: http://www.thaqafa.org/
Main/default.aspx?_ContentType=ART&_ContentID=a065625b-9a67-
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4c9e-aaf4-12520716743b

322. The Bahá’i Faith refers to a religion founded in Iran in the mid-
19th century AD by Mirza Hoseyn ‘Ali Nuri, who is known as Bahá’u’lláh 
(Arabic: “Glory of God”). The cornerstone of the Bahá’i Faith is the 
conviction that Bahá’u’lláh and his forerunner, who was known as the 
Bab, were manifestations of God, who in his essence is unknowable. The 
principal Bahá’i tenets are the essential unity of all religions and the unity 
of humanity. Bahá’is believe that all the founders of the world’s great 
religions have been manifestations of God and agents of a progressive 
divine plan for the education of the human race. Despite their apparent 
differences, the world’s great religions, according to the Bahá’is, teach 
an identical truth. Bahá’u’lláh’s peculiar function was to overcome the 
disunity of religions and establish a universal faith. Bahá’is believe in the 
oneness of humanity and devote themselves to the abolition of racial, 
class and religious prejudices. The great bulk of Bahá’i teachings is 
concerned with social ethics; the faith has no priesthood and does not 
observe ritual forms in its worship. [From the website: Modern Religious 
Processed in the Omsk Region; Brief Introduction to Bahaism; found 
on the following link: http://www.ic.omskreg.ru/religion/eng/islam/kult/
bahaism.htm] [Translator’s note]

323. In an interview conducted with Sheikh and Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd 
al-Rahim al-Yashruti on June 4, 2011, he says, “The British were the 
ones who banished him to Rhodes, and where he continued to establish 
zawaya, �lling the island with them”
 
324. From the book, “masiriti � tariq al-haqq” (lit., “My Voyage on the 
Path of Truth”) (in Arabic), by Fatima al-Yashruti; p. 218; found on the 
following link: http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cac
he:JTHutLKwOLQJ:homepages.tscnet.com/omard1/alg1.htm+%D9%
86%D9%88%D8%B1+%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%
86+%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%8A%D8%B4%D8%B1%D8%B7%D9%
8A+%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%AF%D8%B3&cd=3&hl=ar&ct=clnk&gl
=jo&source=www.google.jo; also refer to an article entitled, “al-sheikh 
ali al-yashruti: al-su� al-mujadid” (“Sheikh Ali al-Yashruti: The Revivalist 
Su�”, in Arabic), by Dr Wafa’ al-Sawafta, found on the following link: www.
yashruti.blogspot.com. Also, important to note: Dr Sawafta presented his 
doctorate thesis at the Lebanese University in Beirut, which is entitled, 
“al-madrassa al-shadhiliyya al-yashrutiyya wa sheikhaha al-sheikh ali nur 
al-din al-yashruti” (“The Shadhili-Yashruti School and its Sheikh, Sheikh 
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Ali Nur al-Din al-Yashruti”, in Arabic)
 
325. From an article-interview, entitled, “madinat ‘akka... mawqi’I al-
hadara wal tarikh” (lit., “The City of Acre: A Pillar in Civilization and 
History”, in Arabic); found on the following link: http://www.thaqafa.org/
Main/default.aspx?_ContentType=ART&_ContentID=a065625b-9a67-
4c9e-aaf4-12520716743b

326. From the Shadhili-Yashruti Order’s website; www.shathli-yashruti.
webs.com

327. Ibid.

328. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
on June 3, 2011

329. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Mustafa Abu Rumman 
on June 3, 2011 and from an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-
Qaddoumi on May 23, 2011

330. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd al-
Rahim on June 4, 2011

331. Refer to the following link (in Arabic): http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/
%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B7%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%A9_
%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B8%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A9

332. Refer to the study entitled, “bayn al-tasawuff wal sala�yya � 
bilad shanqit lil hadi bin muhammad al-mukhtar al-nahawi” (“Between 
the Su�sm and Sala�sm of Bilad Shanqit Al-Hadi Bin Muhammad al-
Mukhtar Al-Nahawi”, in Arabic); found on the following link: http://www.
emjad.net/article2149.html

333. Refer to the following link: http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D8%A7%
D9%84%D8%B7%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%A9_%D8%A7%
D9%84%D8%BA%D8%B8%D9%81%D9%8A%D8%A9

334. Refer to the article from the online magazine “El Khebar” entitled, 
“mauritania wa’ashi’a’iha al-�kri wal rawhi dimin al-fada’iyain al-ifriqi wal 
‘arabi” (lit., “Mauritania and its Intellectual and Spiritual Enlightenment 
between its African and Arab frontiers”, in Arabic), by Muhammad Amin 
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Walid al-Kitab; found on the following link: http://www.elkhebar.info/
news.php?action=view&id=431

335. Ibid.

336. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Ayesh al-Hawyan on 
May 29, 2011. Sheikh Hawyan was born in 1929 in Amman and is one of 
the followers of the Ghudhu� Order in Jordan

337. Refer to the article from the online magazine “El Khebar” entitled, 
“mauritania wa’ashi’a’iha al-�kri wal rawhi dimin al-fada’iyain al-ifriqi wal 
‘arabi”(lit., “Mauritania and its Intellectual and Spiritual Enlightenment 
between its African and Arab frontiers”, in Arabic), by Muhammad Amin 
Walid al-Kitab; found on the following link: http://www.elkhebar.info/
news.php?action=view&id=431 

338. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Ayesh al-Hawyan on 
May 29, 2011

339. Ibid.

340. Ibid.

341. Wahhabism is aims at the calling (da‘wa) of people to restore 
the “real” meaning of tawhid (oneness of God or monotheism) and to 
disregard and deconstruct traditional disciplines and practices that 
evolved throughout Islamic history such as theology, jurisprudence and 
the traditions of visiting tombs and shrines of venerated individuals. 
Such disciplines and practices are classi�ed as shirk (polytheism), kufr 
(unbelief in God), ridda (apostasy) and bida‘a (innovations). Its founder, 
Muhammad Bin Abdel Wahhab (1703-1792), forced his followers to 
adhere to a very strict and literal interpretation of monotheism and to �ght 
polytheism (shirk). His followers, who call themselves al-muwahhidin or 
the monotheists, are labeled by others as “Wahhabis”. While tawhid is 
the core concept of Islam, Abdel Wahhab argues that the recognition of 
a unique creator without a partner is insuf�cient for correct belief and 
must be joined with ‘pure’ Islamic behavior. [Reference: “Wahhabism, 
Sala�sm and Islamism: Who is the Enemy?” by Professor Ahmad 
Moussalli, American University of Beirut, Con�icts Forum: Beirut-
London-Washington, January 2009] [Translator’s note]
342. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Ayesh al-Hawyan on 
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May 29, 2011

343. Refer back to footnote 227

344. Refer to the following link: http://www.beatnabala.com/vb/
showthread.php?t=15321

345. Ibid.

346. For more details on al-Sayadi and his controversial personality 
refer to Butros Abu Manih, “al-sultan ‘abd al-hamid II wa sheikh abu al-
huda al-sayadi” (lit., “Sultan ‘Abd al-Hamid II and Sheikh Abu al-Huda 
al-Sayadi”); translated by Dr Anis ‘Abd al-Khaliq Mahmud al-Qaisi; 
found on the following link: http://www.dahsha.com/old/viewarticle.
php?id=33964

347. From an interview conducted with the son of Sheikh Muhammad 
‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi on June 8, 2011
 
348. Refer to the section relating to this account in the book, “tarikh 
al-‘ulema gaghdad � al-qarn al-rab’i ‘ashar al-hijri” (lit., “The History of 
the Scholars of Baghdad in the 14th Century AH”), by Younes Ibrahim 
al-Samara’i; published by the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs, 
Jordan; 1402 AH; 1982 AD

349. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi on 
May 28, 2011

350. From an interview conducted with the son of Sheikh Muhammad 
‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi on June 8, 2011

351. Ibid.

352. From an interview conducted with the person of Sheikh ‘Aoun al-
Qaddoumi on May 23, 2011

353. From an interview conducted with the son of Sheikh Muhammad 
‘Abd al-Hafez al-Tahrawi on June 8, 2011

354. Refer to the Rifa’i Order website and forum on Imam Rawas on this 
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site; found on the following link: http://alrfa3ea.4umer.com/t402-topic

355. The Attazkia website, which is supervised by Sheikh Mu’ath al-
Hawa; found on the following link: http://attazkia.com/Portals/Content/?
info=TkRVbVVHRm5aU1l4K3U=.plx

356. Ibid; Also, the meaning of tazkiyya in Islam involves having the 
correct motivations and intentions (an inherent part of ihsan [refer to 
footnotes 3 and 356], which means purifying the soul of hypocrisy, 
caprice, heedlessness and everything else that keeps the servant 
from serving God for His sake alone; this puri�cation of the soul is 
called tazkiyya. [Reference: http://www.muhajabah.com/tazkiyyah.htm] 
[Translator’s note]

357. Refer back to footnote 12

358. From two interviews conducted with Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib 
that took place on May 31 and June 1, 2011; also refer to the website 
of the Assamael Audiovisual Investment Company (also available in 
English), on the following link: http://assamael.com/customers.php

359. Hanbali School of Islamic jurisprudence; refer back to footnote 201

360. Refer to the Higher Qadiri Order website; found on the following 
link: http://www.alkadria.com/html

361. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad ‘Abd al-
Halim al-Qadiri on June 8, 2011

362. This book was published in Amman in 2010; it does not reference 
any speci�c publishing house or publisher. 

363. The oral tradition (of the Qur’an) embraces ten distinct systems of 
recitation or, as they are generally called amongst scholars, “Readings” 
or “qiraa’aat”, each tranmitted by a “school” of Qur’an-readers, deriving 
its authority from a prominent reader of the second or early third century 
of the Islamic era. The slight variation amongst the Ten Readings is 
attributable to the dialectal variation in the original Revelation. It should 
be emphasized that all of these Readings were transmitted orally from 
the Prophet (PBUH) [Reference: Labib as-Said, “The Recited Koran: A 
History of the First Recorded Version”, translated by B. Weis, M. Rauf 
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and M. Berger, Princeton, New Jersey; the Darwin Press; 1975; p. 53; 
referenced by Samuel Green in “The Origin of the Variant Readings of 
the Qur’an”; found on the following link: http://www.answeringislam.org/
Green/originof.htm] [Translator’s note]

364. An area that lies on the outskirts of the city of Suleimaniya, and 
means “the black mountain” in Kurdish

365. Refer to the website of the Higher Kasnazani-Qadiri Order (in Arabic) 
found on the following link: http://www.kasnazan.com

366. Ibid. 

367. Ibid; also refer to “al-tasawwuf al-islami allathi asasahu al-sheikh 
muhammad al-kasnazan” (lit., “The Islamic Su�sm Established by 
Sheikh Muhammad al-Kasnazan”), found on the following link: http://
www.islamic-su�sm.com

368. From an interview conducted with Dr ‘Adel al-Sayyed-Majeed on 
May 29, 2011. Dr Sayyed-Majeed was born in Iraq in 1938 and is one of 
Sheikh Muhammad al-Kasnazan’s appointed successors

369. Refer to the book, “awrad al-tariqa al-khalwatiyya al-jami’aah al-
rahmaniyya” (lit., “References in the Khalwati-Jami’aah-Rahmani Order”, 
in Arabic), by Sheikh Husni al-Sharif; published in Amman in 1990; p. 
260

370. From an interview conducted with the grandson of Sheikh Husni 
al-Sharif on June 2, 2011

371. Ibid.

372. Refer to the book, “awrad al-tariqa al-khalwatiyya al-jami’aah al-
rahmaniyya” (lit., “References in the Khalwati-Jami’aah-Rahmani Order”) 
(in Arabic), by Sheikh Husni al-Sharif; p. 260

373. From an interview conducted with the grandson of Sheikh Husni al-
Sharif on June 2, 2011; also refer to the website of the Qasimi Academy 
(in Arabic and English) found on the following link: http://www.qsm.ac.il 

374. From an interview conducted with the grandson of Sheikh Husni 
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al-Sharif on June 2, 2011

375. Ibid; Al-Sharif states that his appointment was postponed because, 
at that time, he was carrying out his obligatory military service in Jordan

376. From an interview conducted with a deputy of Sheikh Husni al-
Sharif in Jordan, teacher Sultan al-Aswad al-Hammawi, on June 2, 2011; 
also refer to the website of the Khalwati-Jami’a-Rahmani Order, found 
on the following link (in Arabic): http://www.daraleman.org

377. Sheikh ‘Amro’s grandsons established a zawya in the city of Zarqa, 
Jordan, which was administered and supervised by them, in cooperation 
with the followers of al-Qasimi. However, the grandsons of Sheikh ‘Amro 
invited Husni al-Sharif to take over this zawya in 2003, on the pretext 
that the Qasimi Order showed signs of deviant practices. The Qasimi 
Order’s followers tried to regain this zawya and asked for the mediation 
of the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs in resolving the issue of 
the zawya’s ownership. The Ministry of Awqaf and Religious Affairs 
ultimately decided that it would supervise the zawya itself, and actually 
transformed it into a mosque [Reference: From an interview conducted 
with the person of Sultan al-Aswad on June 2, 2011]

378. Refer to the website of the Khalwati-Jami’a-Qasimi Order, found on 
the following link: http://alqasimy.com/Default.aspx

379. From an interview conducted with teacher Sultan al-Aswad al-
Hammawi on June 2, 2011; also refer to the website of the al-Qasemi 
Academic College of Education, found on the following link: http://www.
qsm.ac.il

380. Ibid. 

381. Khurasan School and Mulamati; refer back to footnotes 235 and 
236

382. Refer back to footnote 237

383. Refer back to footnote 238

384. Refer back to footnote 239 
385. Refer back to footnote 240
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386. Refer to the book “al-tariqa  al-naqshbandiyya wa ‘alamiha” (lit., 
“The Naqshbandi Order and its ‘Ulema”), by Dr Muhammad Ahmad 
Darnaqiya, from a series on Islamic Su�sm; published by Jarous Press; 
p. 10

387. For more on Khwaja Ubaidallah Ahrar refer to, “Extract from 
Masters of Wisdom of Central Asia”, by Hassan Shushud, translated 
from Turkish by Muhtar Holland; found on the following link: http://
homepage.ntlworld.com/buryali/Khwaja%20Ubaidallah%20Ahrar.pdf 
[Translator’s note]

388. Refer to the book “al-tariqa  al-naqshbandiyya wa ‘alamiha” (lit., 
“The Naqshbandi Order and its ‘Ulema”), by Dr Muhammad Ahmad 
Darnaqiya, from a series on Islamic Su�sm; published by Jarous Press; 
p. 55

389. Refer to the of�cial website of the Naqshbandi-Haqqani Order, 
named “Shams al-Shamous”; found on the following link: http://www.
alhaqqani.com
 
390. Khalid Bin Walid was the companion of the Prophet Muhammad 
(PBUH). He is considered the greatest Muslim general and is buried 
along with his son in a corner of a mosque in Homs. Khalid›s tombstone 
depicts a list of over 50 victorious battles that he commanded without 
defeat (not including the smaller battles he fought in). A sword of his 
is also displayed at his tomb, as well as a shield.He was one of the 
most successful military commanders of all times. He is noted for his 
military prowess, commanding the forces of the Prophet and those 
of his immediate successors of the Rashidun Caliphate, Abu Bakr 
and ‘Umar Ibn al-Khattab. He has the distinction of being undefeated 
in over a hundred battles, against the numerically superior forces of 
the Byzantine Roman Empire, the Sassanid Persian Empire and their 
allies. His greatest strategic achievements were his swift conquest of 
the Persian Empire›s Iraq and conquest of Roman Syria within three 
years from 633 to 636, while his greatest tactical achievements were his 
successful double envelopment maneuver at Walaja and his decisive 
victories at Yamamah, Ullais and Yarmouk. [Reference: http://www.
islamiclandmarks.com/syria/tomb_of_khalid_ra.html] [Translator’s note]

391. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Salam Taw�q 
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Shamsi on May 27, 2011 

392. From the wikipedia site on the Organization of the Muslim 
Brotherhood (in Arabic); found on the following link: http://www.
ikhwanwiki.com/index.php?title=%D8%A5%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%
A7%D9%87%D9%8A%D9%85_%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%AF_%D8
%A7%D9%84%D9%83%D9%8A%D9%84%D8%A7%D9%86%D9
%8A

393. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad Amin al-
Kilani on June 16, 2011

394. Refer back to footnote 247

395. Refer to the website of the Tijani Order (in Arabic; site also available 
in English); found on the following link: http://www.tidjania.ma/index.php

396. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad Mahmud al-
Musaleh on May 29, 2011; also refer to the Ma’arif al-Tijaniyya website 
(in Arabic); found on the following link: http://almaareftijania.forumsfree.
org/forum

397. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad Mahmud al-
Musaleh on May 29, 2011 

398. From an interview conducted with the person of Sheikh ‘Aoun al-
Qaddoumi on May 23, 2011; also refer to the facebook page of Sheikh 
Mansur al-Yemeni; found on the following link: http://www.facebook.
com/pro�le.php?id=100002122878382&sk=wall
 
399. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Aoun al-Qaddoumi on 
May 23, 2011

400. Dr ‘Abd al-Rahman, “al-‘amal al-dini wa tajdid al-‘aqel” (lit., 
“Religious Endeavors and Revival of the Intellect”); al-Markiz al-Thaqa� 
al-‘Arabi; Beirut; Second edition; 1997; p. 104

401. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Isma’il al-Kurdi, sheikh of 
the Shadhili-Hashimi Order, on April 12, 2011

402. From an interview conducted with Dr ‘Adel al-Sayyed al-Majeed of 
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the Qadiri-Kasnazani Order, on May 30, 2011
 
403. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Husni al-Sharif, the 
sheikh of the Khalwati Order, on June 2, 2011

404. Here the speaker uses a rhythmic phrase in Arabic “al-siyyasa 
tayyasa” with “siyyasa” meaning politics and “tayyasa” meaning 
foolishness, idiocy or absurdity. [Translator’s note] 
 
405. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Muhammad Mahmud 
al-Musaleh (Abu Salah), the sheikh of the Tijani Order, on May 29, 2011

406. With iman meaning: “To believe in God, His Angels, His Books, to 
believe in meeting Him, to believe in His Messengers, the Resurrection 
and the Predestination”; and ihsan being, exclusively the highest status 
of religion with its meaning being: “To worship God as if you see Him, 
and if you do not see Him, He sees you.” [http://www.islamweb.net/
emainpage/index.php?page=showfatwa&Option=FatwaId&Id=87148] 
Also, refer back to footnote 3 for more details on the three levels of Islam 
[Translator’s note]

407. Refer to ‘Abd al-Bari al-Nadawi, “bayn al-tasawuff wal hayat” (lit., 
“Between Su�sm and Life”); First edition; Damascus; 1963; pp. 6-7

408. Refer to Muhammad Bin al-Tayyeb; “islam al-mutasawwifa” (lit., 
“Su� Islam”, in Arabic); Dar al-Tali’a; Beirut, Lebanon; First edition; 2007; 
p. 31

409. Refer to ‘Umar Ali Hassan, “al-su�yya wal siyasa � masr” (lit., “Su�sm 
and Politics in Egypt”, in Arabic); Markiz al-Mahrousa; al-Mou’adi; First 
edition; 1997; p. 97

410. Refer to ‘Abd al-Majeed ‘Antar, “al-turuq al-su�yya wal ist’imar” (lit., 
“Su� Orders and Colonialism”, in Arabic); found on the following link: 
http://news13dz.blogspot.com/2010/12/blog-post_11.html

411. Jamal Abdel Nasser worked on internalizing Su�sm into the systems 
of the new Egyptian regime after the July 23 (1952) revolution, in the 
context of the confrontation between the regime and the Organization 
of the Muslim Brotherhood. Anwar Sadat and Husni Mubarak both 
continued this strategy; for more details on this refer to, Dr ‘Ammar Ali 
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Hassan, “al-tanshi’iya al-siyasiyya lil turuq al-su�yya � masr” (lit., “The 
Political Rise of Su� Orders in Egypt”, in Arabic); Dar al-‘Ayn; Cairo; First 
edition; 2009; pp. 179-185 

412.  From the article “mustashreq faransi: al-su�yya hiya al-hal” (lit., 
“French Orientalist: Su�sm is the Solution”, in Arabic), written by 
Hadi Yahmad; found on the following link: http://islamyun.net/index.
php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=45

413. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Amin al-Kilani, sheikh of 
the Qadiri-Naqshbandi Order, on June 15, 2011

414. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Sheikh Hammad ‘Uthman 
Abu ‘Awwad, sheikh of the Qadiri-Shadhili Order and speaker of a 
mosque, on May 30, 2011

415. For more details on the establishment of the Ministry of Awqaf 
(Religious Endowments) and Religious Affairs, its history, as well as the 
laws and provisions governing its mandate refer to the ministry’s of�cial 
website (available only in Arabic), found on the following link: http://www.
awqaf.gov.jo/pages.php?menu_id=10&local_type=0&local_id=0&local_
details=0&local_details1=0&localsite_branchname=Awqaf

416. Ifta is a term used to represent the act of issuing a fatwa or an 
Islamic legal opinion usually issued on matters related to everyday life, 
or Islamic religious rulings, or scholarly opinions on a matter of Islamic 
law that are issued by an authoritative consultant in matters of Islamic 
law. Initially a private vocation, this act of issuing of�cial fatwas came 
to be the role of the public of�ce of the “mufti” in the eleventh century. 
The Ottoman Empire was the �rst state to integrate muftis into its of�cial 
bureaucracy. [Reference: Muhammad Abu Rumman, “Conservative 
Secularism: The Jordanian Approach to Managing the Relationship 
between the State and Religion”; Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman 
Of�ce 2011] [Translator’s note]

417. For more details on the Department of Ifta, refer to the department’s 
of�cial website (available only in Arabic), found on the following link: 
http://www.aliftaa.jo/index.php/pages/view/id/41

418. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir, sheikh of 
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the Shadhili-Filali (Qadiri) Order on May 31, 2011

419. For more details on the Department of the Supreme Judge and those 
who held the post of supreme judge (chief justice) refer to the of�cial 
website of the Department of the Supreme Judge and, speci�cally, the 
following link (available only in Arabic): http://www.sjd.gov.jo/sj_history.
html

420. Refer to Fulya Atacan’s essay on “Su�sm and Politics: A 
Comparison between Turkish and Arab Societies”; published in the 
“Sharq Nama Magazine” (available in English and on the following link 
in pdf format: http://sharqnameh.net/admin/images/gallery/uploads2/
sharq_nameh_7_english3005.pdf)

421. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi, 
sheikh of the Rifa’i Order, on May 28, 2011

422. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Hammad ‘Uthman Abu 
‘Awad, sheikh of the Shadhili-Qadiri Order, on May 30, 2011

423. Ibid.

424. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Nasser al-Din ‘Abd al-
Latif al-Khatib, sheikh of the Rifa’i-Rawasi Order, on May 31, 2011
 
425. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Sheikh, 
sheikh of the Shadhili-Filali (Qadiri) Order, on May 31, 2011
 

426. From an interview conducted with Sheikh and Dr ‘Abd al-Jalil ‘Abd 
al-Rahim, one of the sheikhs of the Yashruti Order, on June 4, 2011

427. Interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh, sheikh of 
the Rifa’i Order, on June 6, 2011

428. A copy of this report can be found on the following link:
http://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1716.html 
[Translator’s note]

429. A copy of this report can be found on the following link: 
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http://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/2007/RAND_MG574.pdf 
[Translator’s note]

430. A copy of this report can be found on the following link: 
http://www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/2009/RAND_MG782.pdf 
[Translator’s note]

431. A copy of this study can be found on the following link: http://www.
isn.ethz.ch/isn/Digital-Library/Publications/Detail/?ots591=0c54e3b3-
1e9c-be1e-2c24-a6a8c7060233&lng=en&id=13665 [Translator’s note]

432. A copy of this study can be found on the following link: http://
carnegieendowment.org/2007/06/06/su�sm-in-central-asia-force-for-
moderation-or-cause-of-politicization/bjt [Translator’s note]

433. A copy of the conference report can be found on the following link: 
http://www.hudson.org/�les/publications/Understanding_Suf�sm.pdf 
[Translator’s note]

434. Refer to Al-Sayyed Zahra, “america wal harb ‘ala jabhat al-
su�yya” (lit., “America and the War on the Su� Front”, in Arabic), found 
on the following link: http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�-
orders/113281-2010-03-02%2014-44-33.html

435. Refer to Ibrahim ‘Issa, “su�yyat al-hizb al-watani” (lit., “The Su�s of 
the National Democratic Party”, in Arabic), found on the following link: 
http://www.dostor.org/editorial/10/march/22/10412

436. Refer back to footnote 226

437. Refer to ‘Abbas Boughalem, “su�yyat al-maghreb: ri’aya rasmiya 
wa da’am ameriki” (lit., “Of�cial Patronage and American Support for 
the Moroccan Su�s”, in Arabic), found on the following link: http://www.
onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�-orders/105281-2008-03-16%2019-
13-50.html

438. Refer to ‘Abbas Boughalem, “al-zawaya al-boudashishiyya bil 
maghreb qariba min al-sulta ba’ida ‘an al-hizb” (lit., “The Boudashishi 
Zawaya in Morocco: Close to the Authorities and Far from the Party”), 
found on the following link: http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/
su�-orders/106259-2008-06-26%2000-00-00.html
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439. A reference to the sheikhs and the Su� orders who made these 
statements could be found on the following link: http://www.alshames.
com/details.asp?id=15347&page=1 [Please note: By the time this 
study was translated, in November 2011, the popular revolution in 
Libya succeeded in overthrowing the Qadda� regime and this site and 
reference is no longer online or available; instead refer to the following 
article: http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/2011/1044/re2.htm (Translator’s 
note)]

440. Refer to “ben ali yaqdi al-‘utla � faransa wal su�yya tahthi 
biri’ayat al-sulta” (“Ben Ali Spends the Holidays in France and the 
Su�s enjoy the Patronage of the Authorities”) (in Arabic), found on the 
following link: http://www.assabilonline.net/index.php?option=com_
content&task=view&id=1161

441. For more details on these groups and the Jordanian state’s 
relationship with traditional Sala�sts, and for more on Political and Jihadi 
Islam in Jordan, refer to: Muhammad Abu Rumman, “Conservative 
Secularism: The Jordanian Approach to Managing the Relationship 
between the State and Religion”, Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung; Amman 
Of�ce; 2011; also refer to Muhammad Abu Rumman and Hassan Abu 
Haniyeh, “Jordanian Sala�sm: A Strategy for the ‘Islamization of Society’ 
and an Ambiguous Relationship with the State”; Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung; 
Amman Of�ce; 2011 

442. Refer to al-Qardawi, “al-sala�yya wal su�yya safahat al-thawrat” 
(lit., “Sala�sm and Su�sm Stultify the Revolutions”, in Arabic), found on 
the following link: http://www.aljazeera.net/NR/exeres/81221E6F-A724-
48F5-9238-A986BD2C8978.htm
443. Refer to Subhi Mujahid, “ba’ad thawrat 25 yanayir: su�yyat masr 
yas’oun li’insha’ hizb siyasi” (lit. “After the January 25 Revolution: 
Egypt’s Su�s Work to Establish a Political Party”) (in Arabic), found on 
the following link: http://www.islamonline.net/cs/ContentServer?pac
kedargs=locale%3Dar&c=IOLArticle_C&childpagename=IslamOnline
%2FIslamOnlineLayout&p=adam&pagename=IslamOnlineWrapper&c
id=1278407482299 [The link referred to at the time of the translation of 
this study was no longer available: refer instead to: http://cb.rayaheen.
net/showthread.php?tid=34382] 
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444. Shura Council (Arabic for “Consultative Council”) represents, in early 
Islamic history, the board of electors that was constituted by the second 
caliph (head of the Muslim community), ‘Umar I (634–644), to elect his 
successor. Thereafter, in Muslim states, shura refers to a council of state 
or advisers to the sovereign, or a parliament (in modern times), and – in 
certain Arab states – it can refer to a court of law with jurisdiction over 
claims made by citizens and public of�cials against the government. The 
word shura provides the title of the 42nd chapter of the Qur’an, in which 
believers are exhorted to conduct their affairs “by mutual consultation”. 
[Reference: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/542358/
shura] [Translator’s note]

445. Refer to Subhi Mujahid, “al-majlis al-a’la lil turuq al-su�yya yarfud 
insha’ hizb siyasi” (lit., “The Supreme Council of Su� Orders Rejects the 
Establishment of a Political Party”, in Arabic), found on the following 
link: http://www.rosaonline.net/Daily/News.asp?id=106059] Also; in 
October, 2011, Sheikh Al-Qasabi declared, reversing his earlier position, 
that he embraced Su� parties and committed himself to supporting their 
campaigns. [Reference: Jonathan Brown, “Sala�s and Su�s in Egypt”; 
The Carnegie Papers; December 2011; found on the following link: 
http://carnegieendowment.org/�les/sala�s_su�s.pdf] [Editor’s note]

446. Refer to Ayman ‘Abd al-Mun’im, “al-islamiyoun � masr” (lit., “The 
Islamists in Egypt”, in Arabic), found on the following link: http://www.
elkhabar.com/ar/monde/244998.html

447. Refer to Muhammad Na’im, “al-tahrir al-masri: hizb jaded 
yakhruj min rahm al-su�yya” (lit., The Eyptian Liberation Party: A 
New Party Emerges from the Womb of Su�sm”, in Arabic), found on 
the following link: http://65.17.227.84/Web/news/2011/4/645463.
html?entry=articlemostsent 
448. The “al-Tahrir al-Masri” party was founded in March 2011; and, 
while it did not fare well in the �rst round of the parliamentary elections, it 
had some success in the second round in December 2011. [Reference: 
Jonathan Brown, “Sala�s and Su�s in Egypt”; The Carnegie Papers; 
December 2011; found on the following link: http://carnegieendowment.
org/�les/sala�s_su�s.pdf] [Editor’s note]

449. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Abd al-Fatah al-Juneidi, 
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one of the aspirants of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Salam Shamsi al-Naqshbandi; 
Sheikh al-Juneidi is also the imam of the Ali Saqr Mosque in Hay Nazzal 
in Amman; interview conducted on May 27, 2011

450. From an interview conducted with of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Qadir al-
Sheikh, sheikh of the Shadhili-Filali (Qadiri) Order, on May 31, 2011; also 
for more on the coming of the Awaited (Imam) al-Mehdi refer back to 
footnote 234

451. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Husni al-Sharif, sheikh of 
the Khalwati Order, on June 2, 2011
 
452. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh, 
sheikh of the al-Rifa’i Order, on June 6, 2011

453. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ahmad al-Radaydeh, 
sheikh of the Shadhili-Filali Order, on April 12, 2011
 
454. From an interview conducted on May 27, 2011 with Sheikh ‘Abd al-
Fatah al-Juneidi, one of the aspirants of Sheikh ‘Abd al-Salam Shamsi 
al-Naqshbandi, also imam of the Ali Saqr Mosque in Hay Nazzal, in 
Amman

455. From an interview conducted with Sheikh ‘Umar al-Sarafandi, 
sheikh of the Rifa’i Order, on May 28, 2011 
 
456. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib, 
sheikh of the Rifa’i-Rawasi Order, on May 31, 2011

457. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Hazem Abu Ghazaleh, 
sheikh of the Rifa’i Order, on June 6, 2011 

458. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Ahmad al-Radaydeh, 
sheikh of the Shadhili-Filali Order, on April 12, 2011
 
459. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Isma’il al-Kurdi, sheikh of 
the Shadhili-Hashimi Order, on April 12, 2011

460. From an interview conducted with Sheikh Nasser al-Din al-Khatib, 
sheikh of the Rifa’i-Rawasi Order, on May 31, 2011
461. From interviews conducted with the sheikhs of Jordanian Su� 
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orders at various times (referenced previously)

462. Refer to Muhammad Abu Rumman, “Conservative Secularism: The 
Jordanian Approach to Managing the Relationship between the State 
and Religion”; Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Amman Of�ce 2011; pp. 66-68
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 ,IójóL äGhOCG �Góîà°SGh áãjóM Ö«dÉ°SCG �ÉNOEÉH äCGóHh É¡à«�YÉah ÉgOƒLh õjõ©J øe IÒNC’G

 IÉæb  á«°SGhôdG  á�jô£dG  â��WCGh  ,âfÎfE’G  áμÑ°T  ��Y  É¡d  ™bGƒe  ¥ô£dG  º¶©e  äCÉ°ûfCG  ó�a

 ��Y  â�ªY  »àdG  á«Jƒ�ÿG  á�jô£dÉc  á«cÎdG  áHôéàdG  É¡°†©H  âª¡�à°SGh  ,á«aƒ°ü�d  á«FÉ°†a

 á«dPÉ°ûdÉc  É¡°†©H  â©é°Th  ,IójóY  ájOÉ°üàbGh  á«YÉªàLGh  ájƒHôJh  á«ª�Y  äÉ°ù°SDƒe  AÉ°ûfEG

.ÉgQhO �«©ØJh ICGôŸG �ƒNO á«Wöû«dG

 åjóëàdG  äÉbÉ«°S  ‘  »eÓ°SE’Gh  »Hô©dG  ÚŸÉ©dG  øe  IójóY  �WÉæe  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  â�NO  ó�d

 áHGòL ájOÉ°TQEG êPÉ‰ âeóbh ,ájó«��àdG É¡à«æHCG ‘ á�«ªY ä’ƒ– çGóMEG øe âæμ“h á«ªæàdGh

 �aCG ‘ �ƒNódGh ,ójóéàdGh ôjƒæàdG ��Y �ƒ�J ájDhQ Ëó�J ‘ âªgÉ°Sh ,»cÎdG ‘ƒ°üdG êPƒªædÉc

 ¿OQC’G ‘ iÈμdG á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ¿CG ’EG ,IOƒ¡°ûe á«°SÉ«°Sh á«aÉ�K äÉMÉ‚ äRôMCGh ,áŸƒ©dG

 á«μ«eÉæjO  º°ùàJh  áKhQƒŸG  Égó«dÉ�àH  	°ùªàJ  �GõJ  ’  ájƒ�©dGh  á«ª°TÉ¡dG  ájhÉbQódG  á«dPÉ°ûdÉc

 �É› ¿OQC’G  ‘ á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ™«ªL �NóJ 
h ,ójó°ûdG  Å£ÑdÉH  ÉgóæY ójóéàdGh åjóëàdG

 .á«°SÉ«°S ÜGõMCG ¢ù«°SCÉàH É«dÉM ôμØJ ’h »°SÉ«°ùdG �ª©dG

 ™°SGh ¥É£f ��Y �QÉ°ûàfGh ±ƒ°üàdG �«©ØJ ¿hO �ƒ– »àdG äÉbƒ©ŸGh ÜÉÑ°SC’G ºgCG óMCG �©dh

 ,iÈc äÉ«©Lôe OƒLh �óYh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG iód ºFGódG DhõéàdGh �É°ù�f’G IôgÉX ¿OQC’G ‘

 »¡àæjh ¬jójôeh �ò«eÓJ ÚH áî«°ûŸG áKGQh �ƒM äÉaÓN Ö°ûæJ á�jô£dG ï«°T IÉah OôéªÑa

 äÉeƒ°üNh á©«£b ÉÑdÉZ º¡æ«H CÉ°ûæJh ,ájhGRh á�jôW º¡æe �c ¢ù«°SCÉJh �Ó�à°SÉH ÉehO ôeC’G

 ,á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dGh  ájƒ�©dG  á«dPÉ°ûdGh  ájhÉbQódG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  á�jô£dG  ™e  çóM Éªc  ,äÉeÉ¡JGh

 ,Ó°UCG �QÉ°ûj 
 º¡°†©Ña z±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�›{ ¢ù«°SCÉJ áHôŒ �ÓN øe É«�L 	dP ô¡X óbh

.¢ù�éŸG áî«°ûeh á°SÉFQ Ö°üæe ‹ƒJ �ƒM »°SÉ°SCG �μ°ûH ±ÓÿG ô¡Xh

 ™ÑàJ É¡fCG  ’EG  ,á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ¢†©H ��Y á«Ø�°Sh á«KGóM äGÒKCÉJ  Qƒ¡X Éë°VGh ¿Éc ó�d

 ójóéàdG �aCG ‘ �ƒNódG ¿hO IôgÉX á�«aƒàdG áYõædÉa ,É¡é¡fh É¡àjƒg ¿É«ÑJ ‘ É°ùÑà�e Écƒ�°S

 áehÉ�ŸGh «μàdG ��Y É¡JQó�H øgQ ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG �Ñ�à°ùe �©dh ,áëjöU IQƒ°üH

 AÉæH ��Y IQOÉb iDhQ ´GóHEG ¤EG �°UƒàdÉH É¡à°SQÉ‡h É¡J’ƒ�e ¢†©H ‘ ô¶ædG IOÉYEÉH ójóéàdGh

.IOÉŸGh ìhôdG ÚH �aƒJh åjóëàdGh ó«��àdG ÚH ™ªŒ äGQƒ°üJ
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 ,�QÉ°ûàfGh ¬Yƒ«°T ¿hO âdÉMh ¬à«dÉ©a øe â�£Y IójóY äÉjó– ¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ¬LGh

 øe  øμªàj  
  iôNC’G  á«eÓ°SE’G  äÉYÉª÷Gh  äÉcô�G  ÚH  øe  GOƒLh  �óbC’G  »æjódG  QÉ«àdÉa

 ,á«°SÉ«°ùdGh  á«YÉªàL’Gh  á«aÉ�ãdG  IÉ«�G  ‘  �YÉa  QhO  Ö©�H  ¬d  íª°ùJ  Iƒ�H  ¬°ùØf  ¢Vôa

 ájƒYódG É¡JÉ¡LƒàH á«Ø�°ùdÉc øjƒμàdGh ICÉ°ûædG áãjóM á«eÓ°SEG äÉYÉªLh äÉcôM ¬«�Y âeó�Jh

 É¡YGQPh  Úª�°ùŸG  ¿GƒNE’Éc  »cô�G  »°SÉ«°ùdG  �Ó°SE’G  äÉYÉªLh  ,ájOÉ¡÷Gh  á«MÓ°UE’Gh

 É¡JQó�H  �ãªàj  á«aƒ°üdG  ¬LGƒj  …òdG  RôHC’G  …óëàdG  �©dh  ,»eÓ°SE’G  �ª©dG  á¡ÑL »°SÉ«°ùdG

.Oô£ŸG åjóëàdG ¥É«°S ‘ ójóéàdGh «μàdG ��Y

 ä’hÉ�  ™e  ÜhÉéàJ  
h  É¡gÉŒ  ádhó�d  á«�É°ùàdG  äÉ°SÉ«°ùdG  ôªãà°ùJ  
  á«aƒ°üdÉa

 AÉ°†ØdG É¡Lƒdƒd âYO »àdG äGQOÉÑŸG ™e »WÉ©àdG ‘ ájógR á°SÉ«°S âæÑJh ,É¡�«©ØJh É¡£«°ûæJ

 …ó«��àdG »îjQÉàdG É¡é¡æd AÉaƒdG â�°†ah ,z±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�›{ ¢ù«°SCÉJ IQOÉÑªc »eƒª©dG

 âæª«gh á«ª°SôdG á«æjódG äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG ‘ É¡dÉNóà°SG øe ºZôdG ��Yh ,ó«æéàdGh IƒYódGh º«¶æàdG ‘

 »°VÉbh AÉàaE’G IôFGOh ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh ‘ »ª°SôdG »æjódG ¿CÉ°ûdG ÒHóJ ��Y ¬�jƒW Oƒ�©d É¡dÉLQ

 ÉjGhõdGh ¥ô£dG IÌc ºZQ ,âa’ »©ªà› Qƒ°†ëH É«©bGh ºLÎj 
 	dP ¿CG ’EG ,ÉgÒZh IÉ°†�dG

.á«fOQC’G iô�dGh äÉª«îŸGh ¿óŸG �à� ‘ ÉgQÉ°ûàfGh á«aƒ°üdG

 ó�a ,QGôªà°S’Gh AÉ�ÑdGh «μàdG ��Y á«aƒ°üdG IQób ƒg á«HÉéjEG IQƒ°üH ô¶æ�d âaÓdG ¿CG ’EG

 á¡LGƒe ‘ äóª°Uh ,É¡àjó«��J  ÖÑ°ùH  É¡dGhõH  äöûH »àdG  á«KGó�G äÉ©bƒàdG  º¶©e âØdÉN

 áaGôÿGh  �¡÷ÉH  É¡àª¡JG  »àdG  á«Ø�°ùdGh  á«ãjóëàdG  äGQÉ«àdG  É¡àæ°T  »àdG  áØ«æ©dG  äÉªé¡dG

 äGƒæ°ùdG  �ÓN  âæμ“h  ,�ó�àdGh  á°†¡ædG  �«£©Jh  �îàdG  ÜÉÑ°SCG  É¡H  â�°üdCGh  ,á«Ñ�°ùdGh
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 ájó�©dG ÖgGòŸG ´ÉÑJCG  øe óMGƒdG øjódG ÜÉë°UCG ÚH ¢ûjÉ©àdGh QGƒ�G CGóÑe ��Y �ƒ�J ájDhôd

 ��Y ±GöTE’G óª� øH …RÉZ ÒeC’G ¤ƒJ óbh ,É«ŸÉY áØ�àîŸG äÉfÉjódG ´ÉÑJCG ÚHh ,á«¡�ØdGh

 á«aƒ°U á«æjO �ƒ«e ��Y ôaGƒàj ƒgh ,ÊÉãdG ˆGóÑY 	�ŸG ó¡Y ‘ »μ�ŸG ¿GƒjódG ‘ »æjódG ¿CÉ°ûdG

 ¿GƒjódGh á«æeC’G á°ù°SDƒŸG »æjódG ¿CÉ°ûdG ÒHóJ º°SÉ�àj Gò¡Hh ,z¿BGô�dG ‘ Ö�G{ ¬HÉàc ‘ â�Œ

.321‘É�ãdG ��Y »æeCÓd É¡«a áÑ�¨dG ÚàØ�à� ÚàjDhQ �ah »μ�ŸG

 øjódG ÚH ábÓ©dG IQGOEG ‘ ÊOQC’G êPƒªædG ,á¶aÉëŸG á«fÉª�©dG ,¿ÉeQ ƒHCG óª� :ô¶fCG -321

.68-66¢U ,2011 ,¿ÉªY ,äÈjG ¢ûjQójôa á°ù°SDƒe ,ádhódGh
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 äGQÉ«àdG  �à�  ��Y  IójóY  äÉjó–  ¢VôØH  äCGóH  áãjó�G  á«Hô©dG  äGQƒãdG  âfÉc  GPEGh

 ó©H Ée ájô�G äÉNÉæe ‘ á«°SÉ«°ùdG IÉ«�Éa ,ájƒ£�°S áª¶fCG QÉWEG ‘ Oƒ�©d â�ªY »àdG ,á«eÓ°SE’G

 ,ájOÉ¡÷Gh á«cô�Gh ájƒYódG á«eÓ°SE’G äÉcô�G áaÉc ä’ƒ�e ‘ ô¶ædG IOÉYEG Ö�£àJ IQƒãdG

 ‘ áLQóæe á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG hóÑJh ,¬JhÉØàe äÉLQóH Qƒ¡¶dÉH äCGóH ä’ƒëàdG �òg ¿CG  hóÑjh

 ��Y  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ÌcCG  ßaÉ– ¿CG  íLôŸG  øeh ,ójó°T  A§ÑH  øμdh  Ò«¨àdGh  �ƒëàdG  �°S

 �ƒNódG  ¤EG  É¡°†©H  �©°ùà°S  Éªæ«H  ,á¶aÉëŸG  á«YÉªàL’Gh  á«æjódG  É¡ØFÉXhh  ájó«��àdG  ÉgôWCG

 äÉ°ù°SDƒeh ÜGõMCG øjƒμJh á«°SÉ«°ùdG ácQÉ°ûŸG �ÓN øe á«°SÉ«°ùdG áKGó�Gh åjóëàdG �aCG ‘

 äGAÉ°†a Aƒ°ûf  ¥É«°S  ‘ É¡YÉÑJCG  IQÉ°ùNh ÉgPƒØf  ¢ü��J  á«°ûN åjóëàdGh ó«��àdG  ÚH ™ªŒ

 ¿OQC’G  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ™«ªL  ¿CG  ’EG  ,á�jƒW  Oƒ�©d  äQOƒ°U  �°UGƒàdGh  QGƒë�d  á«eƒªY

 ï«°ûdÉa ,ájó«��àdG ÉgôWCG ��Y á¶aÉëŸG ��Y Oó°ûJh ¿B’G �àM á«°SÉ«°S ÜGõMC’ �ƒëàdG ¢†aôJ

 kÉHõM Éæ°ùØfCG ìô£æ°S ÉæfEG �bCG 
 �ƒ�jh ,ÜõM ¢ù«°SCÉJ ‘ ôμØj 
 :¬fCG ��Y ócDƒj ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM

 óª� ï«°ûdG ÉeCG ,§�a á«HÎdG è¡æeh Éæà�jô£H �õà�fh ,ë°üdG ióMEG »æY â��f Éªc kÉ«°SÉ«°S

 ï«°ûdG ¬Ñæjh ,kÉHõM �μ°ûJ ’h ,»g Éªc á«aƒ°üdG ��ÑJ ¿CG � q°†aCG :�ƒ�«a …QOÉ�dG º«��G óÑY

 �ƒëàJ á�jôW �c :¬dƒ�H ‹É�G âbƒdG ‘ á«aƒ°U ÜGõMCG ¢ù«°SCÉJ IQƒ£ÿ Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf

 óªMCG ï«°ûdG ócDƒjh ,¥ôØJh äÉaÓN ¤EG hCG ,á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’G ó«H IGOCG ¤EG ÉeEG »¡àæJ ÜõM ¤EG

 ìÓ°U ÖÑ°ùH ;ÜGõMCG á«eÓ°SE’G ádhódG ‘ øμj 
 :¬dƒ�H É¡à«YóHh á«Hõ�G OÉ°ùa ��Y IójGOôdG

 áªFÉb »¡a �ƒ«dG á«eÓ°SE’G ÜGõMC’G ÉeCG ,kGóMGh kÉ©ªà›h IóMGh kGój º¡�©L …òdG ¢SÉædG øjO

.320’EG ¢ù«d á°UÉN ídÉ°üe ��Y

 ¿CG ’EG ,á«μ�e ¤EG É¡dƒ– ºK ¿OQC’G ‘ IQÉeE’G ¢ù«°SCÉJ òæe á�jƒW Oƒ�Y Qhôe øe ºZôdG ��Yh

 á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’G IQGOE’ ™°†îj »æjódG ¿CÉ°ûdG ÒHóàa ,á°ùÑà�e �GõJ ’ ádhódGh øjódG ÚH ábÓ©dG

 ,äÉ«æ«©°ùàdG ájGóH òæe »°SÉ«°S »YÉªàLG ‘É�K ¿CÉ°ûc ¬H ájÉæ©dG äCGóH óbh ,É«æeCG ÉØ�e �QÉÑàYÉH

 ÈªàÑ°S øe öûY …OÉ�G çGóMCG Ö�Y É°Uƒ°üNh ,¢Tô©dG ÊÉãdG ˆGóÑY 	�ŸG ‹ƒJ ó©H §°ûfh

 ,ÈcCG  IQƒ°üH  �ŸG  ™e  »WÉ©àdÉH  »μ�ŸG  ¿GƒjódG  CGóH  å«M  ,2005  ¿ÉªY  äGÒéØJh  ,2001

 ¢ù°SCG ó�a ,É«ŸÉYh É«�� á«dƒª°ûdG á«æjódG áHQÉ�ŸG IÉYO RôHCG óMCG �ÓW øH ø°ù�G ÒeC’G Èà©jh

 äÉ°SGQó�d »μ�ŸG ó¡©ŸGh ,�1980 �ÉY â«ÑdG �BG á°ù°SDƒªc ,ábƒeôŸG á«æjódG äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG øe Oó©d

 óæà°ùJ äÉ°ù°SDƒe »gh ,áæ°ùdG ¢ùØf ‘ â«ÑdG �BG  á©eÉL ¢ù«°SCÉàH ºgÉ°Sh ,�1994 �ÉY á«æjódG

.áØ�à� äÉbhCÉH ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ™e âjôLCG äÓHÉ�e -320
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 ,¬H 
É©dG ájÉYQ ó«©jh ±ƒ°üàdG öüæj ¿CG ™«£à°ùj øe �Éæg ¿Éc GPEGh ,�É©dG ¿É«μdG ��Y ®ÉØ�G

 á«dÓ�à°S’G ��Y ®ÉØ�G ™e �É¶æ�d �ó«jCÉJ øY ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG È©jh .315 ¿ƒ«ª°TÉ¡dG º¡a

 ,ádhódG øe ºYO …CG s��àf 
h ,á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’G øe �««°†à�d ¢Vô©àf ’h ,�É¶ædG �Îëf :¬dƒ�H

 ’h ,ôM ‘ƒ°üdÉa ,º¡«dEG Ö°ùàæf ¿CG »æ©j ’ º¡d ÉæeGÎMGh ,ÉæfƒeÎëjh º¡eÎëf ÉæfCG Éæ«Øμjh

 �É¶ædG  :�É�j  ’  �àM ,Éæ°ùØfCG  ¬©«Ñf  ¿CG  ÒZ øe �É¶ædG  �Îëf øëf 	dòd  ,óMCG  �óq«�j  ¿CG  qÖëj

 ’  �àM  ÉgOÉ�àfGh  ádhódG  ™e  �Gó°üdG  âæéàfh  ,¢SÉædG  á�K  öùîf  òÄæ«Mh  ,ï«°ûdG  iÎ°TG

 ¿OQC’G �¶– :¬dƒ�H �É¶ædG øe ¬Øbƒe øY IójGOôdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG È¨jh .316�««°†à�d ¢Vô©àf

 .317º¡JÉeÉ�eh áHÉë°üdG QƒÑbh ,ºμ�G Ió°S ‘ â«ÑdG �BG OƒLh :ÚÑÑ°ùd ,¬fÉëÑ°S ˆG øe ájÉYôH

.318Égó°V Gƒ°ù«dh ,ádhódG ™e Gƒ°ù«d á«aƒ°üdG :�ƒ�«a …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ÉeCG

 ÉLhOõe ÉØbƒe ¿ƒæÑàj á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ¿CG ¤EG Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG Ò°ûjh

 ñƒ«°T :�ƒ�j PEG ,¬fƒ°VQÉ©j º¡jójôe ™eh øWÉÑdG ‘h �É¶ædG ¿hójDƒj ôgÉ¶dG »Øa ,á£�°ùdG øe

 øjójôŸÉH Gƒ�N GPEGh ,IQÈdG ºcDhÉæHCG øëf ádhó�d ¿ƒdƒ�j ,Ú¡LƒH ádhódG ™e ¿ƒ�eÉ©àj á«aƒ°üdG

 ¢Tô©�d º¡F’h ¿hócDƒj º¡à�HÉ�e â“ øjòdG ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ™«ªL ¿CG ’EG ,319ádhódG ��Y ºgƒ°VôM

 òNCGh »��J �ƒM IójóY äÉjGhQ ¿ƒdhGóàjh ±ƒ°üàdG ¤EG ¿ƒªàæj º¡fCG ¿hó�à©jh áμdÉŸG á�FÉ©dGh

 �ƒM ¿ƒØ�à� º¡fCG ’EG ,á«aƒ°üdG á�jô£dG AGôeC’G ºª¶©eh Ú°ù�Gh �ÓWh �hC’G ˆGóÑY 	�ŸG

 ádhódG ™e º¡àbÓY ähÉØàJh ,áeƒμ�G øe …OÉe ºYO …CG »��J �óY ¿hócDƒjh .á�jô£dGh ï«°ûdG

.	dP ¿ƒØæj øjôNBGh äÉ�jÉ°†e OƒLh ócDƒj º¡°†©Ña á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’G É°Uƒ°üNh

 ,á«°SGhôdG á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,Ö«£ÿG «£�dG óÑY øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -315

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH

.�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -316

 ïjQÉàH ,á«dÓ«ØdG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,IójGOôdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -317

.�2011/4/12

 ïjQÉàH ,á«ª°TÉ¡dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,…OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -318

.�2011/4/12

 ,á«°SGhôdG á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,Ö«£ÿG «£�dG óÑY øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -319

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH
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 ��Y �óJ äGQƒãdGh .AGó¡°T áæ°ùdGh ¿BGô�dÉH ºμ�Gh ìÓ°UE’Gh Ò«¨àdÉH áÑdÉ£ŸG äGôgÉ¶ŸG ‘

 ƒg º�¶dG ÈcCGh ,º�¶dG ádGREG ÜƒLƒH Ú©æà�e ¢SÉædG íÑ°UCGh ,öûàfGh qºY »eÓ°SE’G »YƒdG ¿CG

.311Oƒ¡«dG ájÉª� Ohó�G ��Y ±ƒbƒdGh ,ˆG �õfCG Ée Ò¨H ºμ�G

 äÓ«Ñ°T å«d PÉà°S’G ádÉM Èà©Jh ,�É¶ædG ��Y GOô“ ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ó¡°ûJ 
h

 �jô£dG ¬cƒ�°Sh á«aƒ°ü�d »MhôdG ¬FÉªàfG øe ºZôdG ��©a ,ÊOQC’G ±ƒ°üàdG ïjQÉJ ‘ IQOÉf

 �ÉY ��àYGh º¡JG óbh ,�É¶æ�d  RôHC’G  ¢VQÉ©ŸG  ó©j ,äGƒæ°ùd  ádGõZ ƒHCG  �RÉM ï«°ûdG  ájhGR ‘

 ’EG ,�«FGöSEG ó°V äÉ«�ª©H �É«��d z»eÓ°S’G ÒØædG{ º°SÉH í�°ùe º«¶æJ ¢ù«°SCÉJ áª¡àH �1992

 ¬àjGhQ á«bGó°üe øe Rõ©jh ,É¡d �°UCG ’h ájó«ch áØ«î°S ÉgÈà©jh áª¡àdG �òg »Øæj äÓ«Ñ°T ¿CG

.AGóàY’Gh á�jÉ°†ª�d ¬°Vô©Jh Iôe øe ÌcCG 	dP ó©H ¬àªcÉ�h ¬dÉ�àYG

 �É¶æ�d º¡àjDhQ ¢üî�àJh ,á«HÉéjEÉH �É¶ædG ¤EG ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ñƒ«°T º¶©e ô¶æjh 

 óªMCG  ï«°ûdÉa  ,…ƒÑædG  »ª°TÉ¡dG  Ö°ùæ�d  áªcÉ�G  á�FÉ©dG  AÉªàæd  Gô¶f  É«YöT  �QÉÑàYÉH  »μ�ŸG

 …CGôdG  ¿ƒ�Ñ�àj  Ú«ª°TÉ¡dG  ¿CGh  ,¿ÉeCÉH  OÓÑdG  �òg  ‘  ¢û«©f  ÉæfCG  kGôîa  Éæ«Øμj  :�ƒ�j  IójGOôdG

 ï«°ûdG ÉeCG  .312ìÓ°UEG ¤EG  áLÉëH Éæ°ùd ÉæfCGh ,OÉ°ùa óLƒj ’ ¬fCG  »æ©j ’ Gògh ,ôNB’G …CGôdGh

 ...¬°VQCG ‘ ˆG �X ºcÉ�G{ :åjóM ��Y áªFÉb ºcÉ�G ™e ÉæàbÓY :�ƒ�«a …ó«æ÷G ìÉàØdG óÑY

 ÊOQC’G  �É¶ædG  áÑ� ��Y …óæaöüdG  ôªY ï«°ûdG  ócDƒjh  .313z�ôeCÉH  ˆG  »JCÉj  �àM GhÈ°UÉa

 øjòdG ,º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U »ÑædG â«H �BG øe 	�ŸG ¿C’ ÊOQC’G �É¶ædG Öëf :¬dƒ�H ºμë�d A’ƒdGh

 Q qó�Jh  �Œh  �Î–h  Ö–  ¥ô£dG  ™«ªL  ¿CG  ¬aôYCG  …òdGh  .º¡ÑM  ��Y  áæ°ùdGh  ÜÉàμdG  ¢†M

 áYÉ£dG CGóÑe ��Y Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG Oó°ûjh .314�Ó°ùdGh IÓ°üdG ¬«�Y »ÑædG â«H �BG

 É‰EGh .QGódG âeó og ÜC’G q¢ù oe GPEGh ,QGódG ƒHCG ¬fC’ ,ôeC’G ‹h ��Y ßaÉëf øëf :¬dƒ�H áë°UÉæŸGh

 �LCG øe äÉÄ«¡dG …hP ™«ªL ô qbƒfh ,¬ q°û¨f ’h ¬d ƒYófh ¬d í°üæf ,ôeC’G ‹ƒd ¿ƒë°UÉf øëf

.�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -311

 ïjQÉàH ,á«dÓ«ØdG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,IójGOôdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -312

.�2011/4/12

 »°ùª°T �Ó°ùdG óÑY ï«°ûdG …ójôe óMCG ,…ó«æ÷G ìÉàØdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -313

.�2011/5/27 ïjQÉàH ,¿É qª©H �Gõf »M ‘ ô�°U »�Y óé°ùe �ÉeEGh ,…óæÑ°û�ædG

.�2011/5/28 ïjQÉàH ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,…óæaöüdG ôªY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -314
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 ,á«æjO ÜGõMCÉH  íª°ùj 
 GPEÉa  .ójó÷G Üõ�G á©«ÑW O qóëæd Iójó÷G ÜGõMC’G áæ÷ ô¶àææ°S{

 ÜGõMCÉH íª°S GPEG  ÉeCG  .á«aƒ°üdG ïjÉ°ûe ájÉYQ â– äÉÄØdG áaÉc º°†j É«°SÉ«°S ÉHõM ¿ƒμ«°S

 ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ™ªéjh á«aƒ°üdG øY ™aGój »°SÉ«°S ¿É«μc ,ÜõM á«aƒ°ü�d ¿ƒμj ¿CG óHÓa ,á«æjO

 øe  ™æÁ  Ée  óLƒj  ’  ¬fCG  øjócDƒe  .»YÉªàLGh  »°SÉ«°S  �YÉØJh  ¬«LƒJ  º¡d  ¿ƒμ«d  ,á«aƒ°üdG

 .306z‘ƒ°U ¿ƒ«�e 51 É«ª°SQ ºgOóY �dÉÑdG ,Ú«aƒ°üdG ™ªéj »YÉªàLG »°SÉ«°S ÜõM ¢ù«°SCÉJ

 ÜõM AÉ°ûfE’ Ò°†ëàdG øY á«eõ©dG á�jô£dG ï«°T ËGõ©dG ƒHCG »°VÉe øjódG AÓY ï«°ûdG ø�YCGh

 QÉWEG  ‘  Êóe  ÜõM  ƒgh  ájöüe  ájOÉ°üàbGh  á«°SÉ«°S  äÉ«°üî°T  º°†j  ,z…öüŸG  ôjôëàdG{

.307zìÓ°UE’G á¡ÑL{

 …ó«æ÷G ìÉàØdGóÑY ï«°ûdÉa ,á«Ñ©°ûdG äGQƒãdG øe á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG bGƒe ÜQÉ°†àJ ¿OQC’G ‘

 .308¬©�N …òdG ƒgh ,	�ŸG ºcÉ�G Gòg �£YCG …òdG ƒg ˆÉa ;QƒeC’G ÉjÉÑN ‘ �Nóàf ’ øëf :�ƒ�j

 Ïa  É¡fCG  :¤hC’G  :Úà¡L øe  á«Hô©dG  äGQƒãdG  ¤EG  ô¶æf  :�ƒ�«a  ï«°ûdG  QOÉ�dG  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  ÉeCG

 ,309…ó¡ŸG �ÉeE’G Qƒ¡¶H Öjô�dG êôØ�d ÜÉÑ°SC’G Å«¡j Qó�dG ¿CG :á«fÉãdGh .�Éμ�G OÉ°ùa É¡ÑÑ°S

 �Nóàf ’ Éææμdh ,á«Hô©dG OÓÑdG ‘ á«Ñ©°ûdG äGQƒãdG ójDƒf :�ƒ�«a jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ÉeCG

 äGQƒãdG ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ójDƒjh .310ájöüæ©dG áæàØdG ´’ófG á«°ûN ¿OQC’G ‘ ìÓ°UE’ÉH

 q�ój  »HÉéjEG  »¡dEG  ôeCG  »gh ,…ó¡ŸG  Qƒ¡¶d äGó q¡‡ É¡©«ªL á«Hô©dG  äGQƒãdG  :¬dƒ�H  á«Hô©dG

 ºcÉ�G  ¬Lh  ‘  ±ƒbƒdGh  ,IõFÉL  äGôgÉ¶ŸGh  .ô¶àæŸG  …ó¡ŸG  öüY  ‘  ¿B’G  ¢û«©f  ÉæfCG  ��Y

 ¿ƒ�à�oj  øjòdGh ,¬�à�a ¬ë°üæa ôFÉL �ÉeEG  ¤EG  �Éb �LQh IõªM AGó¡°ûdG ó«°ùa ,ÖLGh 
É¶dG

 :§HGôdG ��Y ,öüe ‘ ¿ƒ«eÓ°S’G ,º©æŸG óÑY ¿ÉÁEG :ô¶fCG -306

http://www.elkhabar.com/ar/monde/244998.html

 ,á«aƒ°üdG ºMQ øe êôîj ójóL ÜõM ...…öüŸG ôjôëàdG ,º«©f óª� :ô¶fCG -307

http://65.17.227.84/Web/news/2011/4/645463. :§HGôdG ��Y

html?entry=articlemostsent

 »°ùª°T �Ó°ùdG óÑY ï«°ûdG …ójôe óMCG ,…ó«æ÷G ìÉàØdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -308

.�2011/5/27 ïjQÉàH ,¿É qª©H �Gõf »M ‘ ô�°U »�Y óé°ùe �ÉeEGh ,…óæÑ°û�ædG

 ,(ájQOÉ�dG) á«dÓ«ØdG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -309

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH

.�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -310
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 ,zºμæe ôeC’G ‹hCGh �ƒ°SôdG Gƒ©«WCGh ˆG Gƒ©«WCG{ CGóÑe ��Y �ƒ�J âfÉc ¬°ù«FQh �HÉ°ùdG �É¶ædG

 ‘ ôeC’G ‹h ™«£f øëæa ,CÉ£ÿG ‘ ôeC’G ‹h áYÉWEG 	dP �æ©e ¢ù«d øμdh ,�ÉY ‘ƒ°U CGóÑe Gò¡a

 .304z¬à«MÓ°U ádÉM

 Ö�¨àŸG  á£�°S  ™e  »¡a  áéØdG  á«©bGƒdG  ƒëf  �«ŸÉH  Éë°VGh  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  �ƒ�°S  hóÑjh

 Ö�Y É©bƒàe ’óÑJ  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  äó¡°T 	dòdh ,»°SÉ«°ùdG  ¬cƒ�°Sh ¬é¡f øY ô¶ædG  ¢†¨H

 á«æjódG É¡àØ«Xƒd ¢UÓNE’G ÚH á«îjQÉàdG É¡àeRÓàe ¤EG äOÉYh ,öüeh ¢ùfƒJ ‘ IQƒãdG ìÉ‚

 �É¨°ûf’Gh  z¥ô£dG{  ájó«��àdG  É¡JÉ°ù°SDƒe  QÉWEG  ‘  »MhôdG  ¢UÓî�d  ájOôa  á«LƒdƒjójCÉc

 äó¡°Th ,zÜGõMC’G{ �ÓN øe á°SÉ«°ùdÉH �É¨à°T’Gh åjóëàdG �aCG  ‘ �ƒNódG ÚHh ,IôNB’ÉH

 ��Y  ¬eõY  øY  É¡°†©H  ø�YCG  Éªæ«H  ó«��àdG  ¤EG  IOƒ©dG  ôKBG  É¡ª¶©ªa  ÉeÉ°ù�fG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG

 á«°SÉ«°ùdG ä’ƒëàdG ,ÜGõMCG øjƒμJ �ÓN øe á«dÉ©ØH ácQÉ°ûŸGh á«°SÉ«°ùdG IÉ«�G ‘ �ƒNódG

 óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e äÉHÉ°ù�G á«Ø°üàd IQƒãdG øe IOÉØà°S’G ádhÉ� â�ª°T öüÃ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d

 ƒ°†Yh ,…öüŸG »æWƒdG  Üõ�G AÉ°†YCG  óMCG  ¬fƒμd  á«aƒ°üdG  ïjÉ°ûŸG  ï«°T  »Ñ°ü�dG  …OÉ¡dG

 âÑdÉW ¿É«H QGó°UEÉH á«aƒ°U á�jôW 15 âeÉbh ,�HÉ°ùdG �É¶ædG �Ñb øe Ú©ŸG iQƒ°ûdG ¢ù�›

 ,á«aƒ°üdG áî«°ûŸG Ò¡£J øe óH’h »æWƒdG Üõ�G �ƒ�a øe �QÉÑàYÉH ïjÉ°ûŸG ï«°T �õ©H ¬«a

 ¥ô£dG  ïjÉ°ûe  ï«°T  ,»Ñ°ü�dG  …OÉ¡dG  óÑY  .O  á°SÉFôH  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£�d  ��YC’G  ¢ù�éŸG  ø�YCGh

 •É°ûædG ¿CG kGócDƒe ,á«aƒ°üdG º°SÉH á«°SÉ«°S ÜGõMCG AÉ°ûfEG ¢†aQ á�jôW 45 ïjÉ°ûeh ,á«aƒ°üdG

 305.kÉ«dÉM çóëj ÉÃ ôKCÉàj ødh ôªà°ù«°S ‘ƒ°üdG

 ,á«HÉÑeE’Gh á«HƒföûdGh ájhGÈ°ûdGh á«eõ©dG É¡æeh ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG øe á�jôW 81 âfÉch

 �LCG øe ,á�Ñ�ŸGh á«dÉ�G á�MôŸG äÉÑ�£àeh ºé°ùæj »°SÉ«°S ÜõM ¢ù«°SCÉJ É¡eõY øY âæ�YCG ób

 á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ïjÉ°ûe  ÖdÉW  Éªc  .z»YÉªàL’G  íeÉ°ùàdG{  º°SG  â–  áæWGƒŸG  CGóÑe  �«�–

 GƒdÉb  å«M  ,�QÉÑe  �É¶æd  ™HÉàdG  »æWƒdG  Üõ�G  RƒeQ  øe  ��YC’G  ‘ƒ°üdG  ¢ù�éŸG  Ò¡£àH

 ,»°SÉ«°S ÜõM AÉ°ûfE’ ¿ƒ©°ùj öüe á«aƒ°U ôjÉæj 25 IQƒK ó©H ,ógÉ› »ëÑ°U :ô¶fCG -304

:§HGôdG ��Y

http://cb.rayaheen.net/showthread.php?tid=34382]

 ,»°SÉ«°S ÜõM AÉ°ûfG ¢†aôj á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d ��YC’G ¢ù�éŸG ,ógÉ› »ëÑ°U :ô¶fCG -305

 h ttp://www.rosaonline.net/Daily/News.asp?id=106059:§HGôdG ��Y
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 ´ÉÑJCG øe GOóY Ö©°ûdG ¢ù�›h ºcÉ�G å©ÑdG ÜõM º°†jh ‘ƒ°U »WƒÑdG ¿É°†eQ ó«©°S óª�

 øHE’Gh �MGôdG ÜC’G ó°SC’G ¢ù«FôdGh ºμ�G �É¶f �QÉÑJh Üõ�G ójDƒJ »gh ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG

 IQƒãdG  AÉæKCG  â©aQ óbh ‘Gò�dG  ôª©e ó«�©dG  �É¶f á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ‹GƒJ É«Ñ«d  ‘h ,300‹É�G

 ºμM ¿ÉHEG á«aƒ°üdG â©à“ ¢ùfƒJ ‘h ,301�É¶æ�d A’ƒdGh ó«jCÉàdG äÉfÉ«H øe GOóY á«dÉ�G á«Ñ©°ûdG

 á¡LGƒŸ ÉgQhO ºXÉ©Jh »°SÉ«°ùdG �É¶ædG øe GAõL âJÉHh ºYódGh ájÉYôdÉH »�Y øH øjóHÉ©dG øjR

 ‘h .302�É¶ædG ��Y á«YöûdG ÆÉÑ°SE’ äóîà°SGh ,á°†¡ædG ÜõM É°Uƒ°üNh »°SÉ«°ùdG �Ó°SE’G

 AÉ°ûfEG  �ÓN øe á«Hô©dG  �hódG  º¶©e ‘ çóM Éªc ±ƒ°üàdG  «XƒJ ä’hÉ� â�°ûa ¿OQC’G

 ±ƒ°üàdG ÉeCG ,IöVÉM âfÉc ádhódG Iõ¡LCG �NGO ájOôØdG ‘ƒ°üdG ¿CG ’EG ,±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�›

 �©L  É‡  IÒÑc  á«dÉ©a  âÑãj  
  ¬fCG  ÒZ  ,ÉjGhR  AÉ°ûfEG  �ÓN  øe  äÓ«¡°ùàH  ™à“  ó�a  ¥ô£c

 »°SÉ«°ùdG �Ó°SE’G äÉcôM á¡LGƒe ‘ É¡©e dÉëàdGh ájó«��àdG á«aÉ°ùdG äGQÉ«à�d ÖgòJ ádhódG

.…OÉ¡÷Gh

 
É©dG ‘ ájQÉ÷G äGQƒãdG øe É¡Øbƒeh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG �ƒ�°S Éë°VGh GóH ¥É«°ùdG Gòg ‘h

 äGQƒãdG  â¡Ø°S{ á«aƒ°üdG  ¿CÉH  �ƒ�dG  ¤EG  …hÉ°Vô�dG  °Sƒj ï«°ûdG  ÉYO …òdG  ôeC’G  ,»Hô©dG

 ¥ô£dG  bGƒe  âMhGôJh  ,303�Éμ�G  ��Y  êhôÿÉH  áæàØdG  §HôJ  áeÉ°S  áaÉ�K  ÈY  zá«Hô©dG

 ¢ù�éŸG ¢ù«FQ …hÉ¡°ûdG óª� ï«°ûdG ±ÎYG ó�a ,áfGOE’Gh âª°üdG ÚH äGQƒãdG �ÉŒ á«aƒ°üdG

 �ƒ– - É¡�c øμj 
 ¿EG - á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG º¶©e ¿CÉH ájhÉ¡°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°Th á«aƒ°ü�d »ŸÉ©dG

 øe É¡Øbƒe ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ¿EG{ :�Ébh ,ôjÉæj 25 IQƒK ìÉ‚ Ö�Y ºcÉ�G �É¶ædG øe É¡Øbƒe

http://safeena.org/vb/ :§HGôdG ��Y ,Qƒ£°S ‘ ÉjQƒ°S ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG :ô¶fCG -300

showthread.php?100013173-%C7%E1%CA%D5%E6%DD-%DD%ED-

%D3%E6%D1%ED%C7-%DD%ED-%C8%D6%DA%C9-%D3%D8%E6%D1

:§HGôdG ��Y ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG hójôeh ïjÉ°ûe :ô¶fCG -301

http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/2011/1044/re2.htm

:§HGôdG ��Y ,á£�°ùdG ájÉYôH �¶– á«aƒ°üdGh ,É°ùfôa ‘ á�£©dG »°†�j »�Y øH :ô¶fCG -302

 http://www.assabilonline.net/index.php?option=com_
content&task=view&id=1161

:§HGôdG ��Y ,äGQƒãdG â¡Ø°S á«aƒ°üdGh á«Ø�°ùdG ,…hÉ°Vô�dG -303

 h ttp://www.aljazeera.net/NR/exeres/81221E6F-A724-48F5-9238-
A986BD2C8978.htm
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 á«aƒ°üdG  äófÉ°S  �HÉ�ŸG  ‘h  �É¶ædG  ºYóH  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  â«¶M ôFGõ÷G  ‘h ,296á«aƒ°üdG

 õjõ©dG óÑY RƒØH âªgÉ°Sh ºμ�G á£�°ùdG ¿ÉcQCG óMCG âJÉH »àdG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG É¡àeó�e ‘h

 IƒYO áeƒμë�d âeób »àdG äÉMÎ�ŸG ºgCG øeh ,2004h ,1999 äÉHÉîàfG ‘á°SÉFôdÉH á�«�ØJƒH

 ¥ô£dG áaÉc ™ªŒ áî«°ûe AÉ°ûfE’ ,ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG ´ÉÑJCG §°ûfCG óMCG áμjôH øH óª� QƒàcódG

 ÖgòŸG ‘ á�ãªàŸGh ádhó�d á«æjódG á«©LôŸG ��Y ÉXÉØM ;OÓÑdG ‘ »Ø�°ùdG óŸG á¡LGƒŸ á«aƒ°üdG

 �ÓN øe ,öTÉÑe ÒZ �μ°ûH ºàj á�MôŸG �òg �ÓN ÉjGhõdG «XƒJ ¿Éc Üô¨ŸG ‘h .297»μdÉŸG

 É¡Ø«XƒJh ,É¡jójôe ÚH Égöûf  ��Y  �ª©J  âfÉc  »àdG  á«°SÉ«°ùdG  áaÉ�ãdG  á©«ÑW øe IOÉØà°S’G

 á¡LGƒe ±ó¡H ºμ�G Ö«dGhO ‘ ÉjGhõdG �òg êÉeOEG �ÓN øe ±ÉØ°Th öTÉÑe �μ°ûH ºàj �ƒ«dG

 IOÉYEG  á«�ªY ¥Ó£fG òæe »�L �μ°ûH í°†JG Ée Gògh ,á«eÓ°SE’G á«°SÉ«°ùdG äÉª«¶æàdG �à�

 á«æjódG  äÉfRGƒàdG  §Ñ°V  ó°üb  IójóL  á«æjO  á°SÉ«°S  
É©e  º°SQ  ±ó¡H  ,»æjódG  ���G  á�μ«g

 AGó©dG Ö°UÉæJ ’ É¡fCG ìƒ°Vhh áMGöU �μH á«°û«°TOƒÑdG á�jô£dG ø�©J Éæg øe ,298á«°SÉ«°ùdGh

 ��Y áHQÉ¨ŸG É«YGO �ª°ûdG ™ªL IQhöV ��Y ÉªFGO í�j IõªM É¡î«°Th ,GóMCG ´RÉæJ ’h óMC’

 OÓÑdG  ídÉ°U  ¬«a  ÉŸ  �ª©dG  ¤EGh  äÉYGõædGh  äÉaÓÿG  òÑf  ¤EG  º¡HQÉ°ûeh  º¡JGAÉªàfG  ±ÓàNG

 ÚæeDƒŸG ÒeCG �ƒM 	dP �LCG øe ±ÉØàd’G ¤EGh ,OÉÑ©dGh

 ãμe Qƒ°†Mh á�FÉa ájÉYôH á«aƒ°üdG ™àªàJ ÉjQƒ°S ‘h ,299¢SOÉ°ùdG óª� ádÓ÷G ÖMÉ°U

 ï«°ûdGh ,ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ï«°T ƒg hQÉàØc óªMCG �HÉ°ùdG ájQƒ¡ª÷G »àØªa á£�°ùdG �cÉ«g ‘

:§HGôdG ��Y ,»æWƒdG Üõ�G á«aƒ°U ,�°ù«Y º«gGôHEG :ô¶fCG -296

 http://www.dostor.org/editorial/10/march/22/10412

 øjódG ‘ äÉª°üH ôFGõ÷G ‘ ájQOÉ�dG ,»ehQ ƒHCG øªMôdG óÑY :ô¶fCG -297

http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�- :§HGôdG ��Y ,á°SÉ«°ùdGh

orders/107115-2008-06-09%2000-00-00.html

:§HGôdG ��Y ,»μjôeG ºYOh á«ª°SQ ájÉYQ Üô¨ŸG á«aƒ°U ,
ÉZƒH ¢SÉÑY :ô¶fCG -298

 http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�-
orders/105281-2008-03-16%2019-13-50.html

 ,Üõ�G øY Ió«©H á£�°ùdG øe áÑjôb Üô¨ŸÉH á«°û«°TOƒÑdG ájhGõdG ,
ÉZƒH ¢SÉÑY :ô¶fCG -299

:§HGôdG ��Y

 http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�-
orders/106259-2008-06-26%2000-00-00.html
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 ¿hO  �ÉM  É¡aGógCGh  É¡›GôH  ìƒ°Vh  �óYh  ¿OQC’G  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ©°V  ¿CG  hóÑjh

 ïjÉ°ûe ócDƒj Éªc ¬à©«ÑWh ¢ù�éŸG áeÉYR �ƒM ±ÓÿG ¿CG Éªc ,±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› ¢ù«°SCÉJ

.¢VQÉ©eh ójDƒe ÚH ¬°ù«°SCÉJ ihóL �ƒM ±ÓN �Éægh ,Qƒ¡¶dG øe ¬æμ“ 
 ¥ô£dG

 Ö�Y �°übC’G  ÉgGóe á«Hô©dG  áª¶fC’Gh á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ÚH ábÓ©dG  äòNCG  ¥É«°ùdG  Gòg ‘h

 »ŸÉ©dG  IQÉéàdG  �æÑe  ��Y  äÉªé¡dG  âØ°ûc  ó�a  ,2001  ÈªàÑ°S  øe  öûY  …OÉ�G  çGóMCG

 �ªM …òdG ôeC’G ,á«HôY ájOÉ¡L á«Ø�°S á«LƒdƒjójCG •QƒJ øY ø£æ°TGhh �Qƒjƒ«f ‘ ¿ƒZÉàæÑdGh

 ÜôM âæÑJ  ‹ƒª°ûdG  ÉgQÉWEG  ‘h ,zÜÉgQE’G  ��Y Üô�G{ á°SÉ«°S  »æÑJ  ��Y á«μjôeC’G  IQGOE’G

 õcGôe âØμYh ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG iód É¡àdÉ°V äóLhh z�óà©e �Ó°SEG{ ájÉYQ ¤EG óæà°ùJ QÉμaCG

 á©°SGh 	«Ñ°ûJ äÉ«�ª©H �É«�dGh äÉ°SGQO QGó°UEGh äGô“Dƒe ó�Y ��Y QÉμaC’G ¿RÉ�h äÉ°SGQódG

 äGôªãdG  ¤hCG  âfÉch  ,áªcÉ�G  á«Hô©dG  áª¶fC’G  ™e  �«°ùæàdGh  ¿hÉ©àdÉH  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ™e

 ÊóŸG  �Ó°SE’G{  ¿Gƒæ©H  2003  �ÉY  ‘  çÉëHCÓd  á«μjôeC’G  zófGQ{  á°ù°SDƒe  É¡JQó°UCG  á°SGQO

 ‘  ÉμjôeC’  Ú°VÎØŸG  AÉØ��G  óMG  á«aƒ°üdG  äÉYÉª÷G  ¿CG  ¤EG  äQÉ°TCG  »àdGh  ,z»WGô�ÁódG

 ,zádóà©e á«eÓ°SEG äÉμÑ°T AÉæH{ ¿Gƒæ©H iôNCG á°SGQO äQó°UCG 2007 �ÉY ‘h ,»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG

 ‘  ‹ÉμjOGôdG  �Ó°SE’G{  ¿Gƒæ©H  á«aƒ°üdG  ¤EG  âbô£J  iôNCG  á°SGQO  äQó°UCG  2009  �ÉY  ‘h

 �Ó°SE’G{ ¿Gƒæ©H á°SGQO �Ó°ù�d IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG ó¡©e Qó°UG ,2005 �ÉY ‘h ,zÉ«�jôaEG ¥öT

 äQó°UCG  Éªc  ,á�£æŸG  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ádCÉ°ùŸG  ¤EG  âbô£J  zAGôë°üdG  ÜƒæL É«�jôaEG  ‘  »°SÉ«°ùdG

 É«°SBG  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG{  ¿Gƒæ©H  á©°Sƒe  á°SGQO  2007  �ÉY  çÉëHCÓd  á«μjôe’G  »‚QÉc  á°ù°SDƒe

 º¡a{  ¿Gƒæ©H  Gô“Dƒe  äÉ°SGQó�d  ¿ƒ°ùμ«f  õcôe  º¶f  ,2004  ¢SQÉe/QGPBG  ‘h  ,z�£°SƒdG

 .295zIóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG á°SÉ«°S ‘ �ªàëŸG ÉgQhOh á«aƒ°üdG

 QÉWEG ‘ ,á«eÓ°SE’Gh á«Hô©dG �hódG º¶©e ‘ ‘ƒ°U •É°ûæH á«dhódG äÉ«dÉ©ØdG �òg âæeGõJ ó�d

 á«aÉ�ãdG Üô�G ¥É«°S ‘ á«�É°ùJ á«LƒdƒjójCÉc á«aƒ°üdG â�Nóà°SGh ájÉYôdG /A’ƒdG äÉ°SÉ«°S

 OóY »ªàæj öüe »Øa ,ájƒ£�°ùdG áª¶fC’G ��Y á«YöûdG ÆÉÑ°SEGh æ©dGh ±ô£àdG ´õæd IOQÉÑdG

 ÜÉ£bCG  øe ôgRC’G  ï«°Th ájQƒ¡ª÷G »àØeh »æWƒdG  Üõ�G ¤EG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ïjÉ°ûe  øe

:§HGôdG ��Y ,á«aƒ°üdG á¡ÑL ��Y Üô�Gh ÉμjôeG ,�ôgR ó«°ùdG :ô¶fCG -295

http://www.onislam.net/arabic/islamyoon/su�- 

orders/113281-2010-03-02%2014-44-33.html
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 ÉYO ;�1986 �ÉY OhóëH :�ƒ�j PEG  ,Ó«°üØJ ÌcCG ájGhQ �ó�«a ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ÉeCG

 :•É«ÿG Éæd �É�a ,øjöVÉ�G óMCG âæch ,´ÉªàL’ á«aƒ°üdG ñƒ«°T •É«ÿG õjõ©dG óÑY ï«°ûdG

 â��a .öüe ‘ �É�G ƒg Éªc ¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› AÉ°ûfEG ‘ áÑZQ ¬jód Ú°ùM 	�ŸG

 âMÎbÉa .Éfó«°S áÑZQ �òg �H :�É�a ?Iôμa Oô› �CG ,»ª°SQ �μ°ûH 	dP ójôj Éfó«°S ;GƒØY :¬d

 óÑYh ,ÊÓ«μdG ÚeCG :ºg ¢UÉî°TCG á©HQCG øe óaƒdG �μ o°T �©ØdÉHh ,	�ŸG á�HÉ�Ÿ óah �«μ°ûJ ºàj ¿CG

 .…OGó¨ÑdG º°TÉg óª� ï«°ûdG ò«ª�J 	�ŸG óÑYh ,º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY QƒàcódGh ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG

 ¢ù�éŸG ìôW ó«YCGh .±ÉbhC’G IQGRh ™e �«°ùæàdÉH äGôHÉîŸG IôFGO øe âFÉL IôμØdG ¿CÉH ÚÑJ ºK

 .292IôμØdG â�°ûah ;�1994 �ÉY iôNCG Iôe

 ;äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ájÉ¡f ‘ :�ƒ�j ƒ¡a iôNCG ájGhQ º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY QƒàcódG ï«°ûdG �ó�jh

 ,±ƒ°üà�d  ��YCG  ¢ù�›  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  áª¡Ã  »ª«ªàdG  øjódG  õY  �GòfBG  �QÉ°ûà°ùe  Ú°ùM  	�ŸG  q�c

 â��a ,	�ŸG áÑZôH ÊÈNCGh ,�ª÷G óª� ï«°ûdG �GòfBG IÉ°†�dG »°VÉb ÖFÉf ¬aôW øe ÊAÉLh

 ¢Vô¨H ’ ;¤É©J ˆG ¬Lƒd kÉ°üdÉN ¿ƒμj ¿CG :�hC’G :ÚWöûH øμdh ¢ù�éŸG Gòg ¢ù°SDhCG ÉfCG :¬d

 ‹ �É�a  ,�Éæg  ¬°ù«FQ  âfCGh  Éæg  ¬°ù«FQ  ¿ƒcCG  ¿CG  :ÊÉãdGh  .ádhódG  ó«jCÉàd  ¬Ø«XƒJh  ¬H  ºμëàdG

 �ª©dG GƒdhÉMh ,¢ù�éŸG ¢ù«°SCÉJ ‘ ¬JóYÉ°ùe â°†aôa .kÓ°UCG ¬«a kGƒ°†Y 	fhójôj ’ ºg :�ª÷G

 ,ádhódG ídÉ°üd w�Ég QhO ��YC’G ¢ù�éª�d ¿ƒμj ¿CG OGôoj ¿Éch .Gƒ�°ûa º¡æμdh kGQGôe ¬°ù«°SCÉJ ��Y

 Ú°VQÉ©ŸG øe ¿GƒNE’G ¿Éc 	dòdh ,Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G ÜöV ¬æe ±ó¡dG ¿ƒμj ¿CG ó©Ñà°SCG ’h

.293±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› ¢ù«°SCÉJ IôμØd

 ¬ªMQ �°ù«Y QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG q»�Y ìôW �1990 �ÉY ‘ :�ƒ�«a ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ÉeG

 øμdh ,ÒÿG ��Y ¿hÉ©àdG �LCG øe óMGh ¿É«c â– ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ™ªL Iôμa ˆG

 Iôμa ìôW IOÉYEÉH ÒμØJ �Éæg óLƒjh ,áeÉYõdG ��Y ±ÓÿGh ¢SƒØædG ßM ÖÑ°ùH â�°ûa IôμØdG

.294¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› ¢ù«°SCÉJ

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH

 ,(ájQOÉ�dG) á«dÓ«ØdG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -292

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH

 ïjQÉàH ,á«Wöû«dG á�jô£dG ñƒ«°T óMCG ,º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY .O ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -293

2011/6/4

.�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -294
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 �hÉM ;¿OQC’G  ¤EG  IÉªM øe iƒM ó«©°S  ï«°ûdG  �hób ó©H  OGƒY ƒHCG  OÉªM ï«°ûdG  Ö°ùëHh

 �õæe ‘ ó� oY ´ÉªàLG ¤EG ÉYOh ,±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG  ¢ù�› ‘ ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ™ªéj ¿CG

 øe ôcPCGh ,¢ù�éŸG 	dP kGöVÉM âæch ,äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ájÉ¡æH Ú°ù�G �ÑL ‘ jöûdG �OÉY óª�

 Gƒ�°SQCG  ñƒ«°ûdG  á«�Hh ,jöûdG  �OÉY óª� ,¥hRôdG  ø°ùM ,ï«°ûdG  QOÉ�dG  óÑY :øjöVÉ�G

 øjôNCÉàª�d áÑ°SÉëŸG ójó°T ¿Éch ,á°ù�÷G ��Y jöûdG �OÉY óª� ï«°ûdG øª«gh .º¡æY ÚHhóæe

 í�ØJ 
h ,±ÓÿG º¡æ«H ™bh ºK ,AÉæë°ûdG øe kÉÄ«°T º¡°SƒØf ‘ ™bhCG Ée ,á°ù�÷G ó�Y óYƒe øY

 äÉ«æ«©°ùàdG ájGóH ‘ ±ÉbhCÓd GôjRh ¿Éc ÉeóæY •É«ÿG õjõ©dG óÑY ï«°ûdG �hÉMh .289 IôμØdG

 áØ°U ¿CG á«aƒ°üdG ïjÉ°ûe º¡a øμdh ,(±ƒ°üà�d ��YC’G ¢ù�éŸG) áàa’ â– á«aƒ°üdG ™ªéj ¿CG

 º¡æe ¿Éc Éªa ,ádhó�d IójDƒe ihÉàa QGó°UEG �LCG øe ¿ƒeóîà°ùo«°S º¡fCGh ,á«ª°SQ IƒYódG �òg

.290	dP Gƒ°†aQ ¿CG ’EG

 �MGôdG  	�ŸG  Ö�W  ;�1985  �ÉY  ‘  :�ƒ�j  ƒ¡a  iôNCG  ájGhQ  Ö«£ÿG  öUÉf  ï«°ûdG  �ó�jh

 �«°ùæàdÉH ÒNC’G Gòg �É�a ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ñƒ«°T ™e kAÉ�d ¬d �°ùæj ¿CG �«�g óªMCG øe Ú°ù�G

 QÉàNGh ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûŸ ´ÉªàLG Ö«JôJ ”h ,•É«ÿG õjõ©dGóÑY �GòfBG ±ÉbhC’G ôjRh ™e

 çó–CG ¿CG á«°ûN ÊGQÉàîj 
h ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£�d kÓã‡ …óæaöüdG ôªY ï«°ûdG •É«ÿGh �«�g

 �«�– ±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› �«μ°ûJ øe ±ó¡dG øμj 
h .¬«dEG »æHô�jh »H Öé©o«a 	�ŸG �ÉeCG

 �«�g ¬eób …òdG ¢Vô©dGh .�É¶æ�d á«aƒ°U äGA’h Ëó�J Üƒ�£ŸG É‰EGh ,á«aƒ°ü�d áë�°üe ájCG

 ájô¨e ÖJGhQ �HÉ�e ,±ƒ°üàdG ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh �æÑàJ ¿CG ‘ �ã“ á«aƒ°üdG ñƒ«°T ��Y •É«ÿGh

 ±ƒ°üàdÉH ö†j ¬fEG â�bh ¢Vô©dG Gòg â°†aQ ó�a ‹ áÑ°ùædÉHh .á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ñƒ«°ûd ™aóJ

 �ÉY  ‘h  .IôμØdG  â¨dCG  ;A»°ûH  ºgƒ©Øæj  ød  á«aƒ°üdG  ¿CG  ádhódG  â©æàbG  ÚMh  ,Ú«ª°TÉ¡dÉHh

 É¡æe ±ó¡dG øμj 
h ,º¡æ«H Éª«a �«°ùæà�d ±ƒ°üàdG ïjÉ°ûŸ …QhO ´ÉªàLG Iôμa âMôW 2004

 ��YCG  ¢ù�›  ¿OQC’G  ‘  ¿ƒμj  ødh  .â�°ûa  É¡æμdh  .±ƒ°üà�d  ��YCG  ¢ù�›  �«μ°ûJ  IQhö†dÉH

 ó«H  IGOCG  ¤EG  ÉeEG  »¡àæJ  ÜõM ¤EG  �ƒëàJ  á�jôW �ch  ,kÉª«¶æJ  â°ù«d  á«aƒ°üdG  ¿C’  ;±ƒ°üà�d

.291¥ôØJh äÉaÓN ¤EG hCG ,á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’G

 ,óé°ùe Ö«£N ,ájQOÉ�dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ,OGƒY ƒHCG ¿ÉªãY OÉªM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -289

.�2011/5/30 ïjQÉàH

.�HÉ°ùdG Qó°üŸG -290

 ,á«°SGhôdG á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,Ö«£ÿG «£�dG óÑY øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -291
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 ¿ƒμàjh  ,1976  �ÉY  QOÉ°üdG  118  ºbQ  ¿ƒfÉ�dG  ��Y  �æÑe  �ƒ«dG  öüe  �a  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£�d

 ,É¡H ±Î©ŸG á«aƒ°U á�jôW 73 �G �Ñb øe ÚÑîàæe IöûY º¡æe Gƒ°†Y 16 øe ��YC’G ¢ù�éŸG

 IQGRƒd �ã‡h ,ôgRC’G ï«°ûd �ã‡ �Éæg Iöû©dG A’Dƒg ÖfÉL ¤EGh .äGƒæ°S çÓK ¬àj’h Ióeh

 á«�ëŸG áeƒμ�G �a �É©dG øeCÓd �ã‡h ,áaÉ�ãdG IQGRƒd �ã‡h á«�NGódG IQGRƒd �ã‡h ±ÉbhC’G

 á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ôØdG  øe  ïjÉ°ûe  Iöû©dG  ÜÉîàfEG  ºàjh  .Úæ«©ŸG  øe  º¡�ch  ,á«Ñ©°ûdG  äÉª¶æŸGh

 ¢ù�éŸGh .ájQƒ¡ª÷G ¢ù«FQ á£°SGƒH ïjÉ°ûŸG ï«°T Ú©jh Ö©°ûdG ¢ù�› á£°SGƒH É¡H ±Î©ŸG

 ±GÎYE’Gh á«aƒ°üdG äÉ°SQÉªŸG ��Y ±GöTE’G øY �hDƒ°ùe öüe �a á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d ��YC’G

 á�é°ùe ÒZ ¢UÉî°TCG hCG äÉYƒª› iCG äÉ°SQÉ‡ øe Qò– äGQGôb QGó°UEGh Iójó÷G ¥ô£dÉH

 ¥ô£dG ´hôa øe ójó©dG öüe �a �Éæg ¿EÉa ™bGƒdG �ah ,á«aƒ°üdG ácô�G øe AõL É¡fCG �YóJh

 �μd  ádhódG  �Ñb  øe  ±GÎYE’G  ¤EG  É¡Nƒ«°T  êÉàëj  ’  �àdGh  ,kÉ«ª°SQ  á�é°ùe  Ò¨dG  á«aƒ°üdG

.287º¡JÉ£�°S Gƒ°SQÉÁ

 áHôéàdG  QGôZ ��Y  ±ƒ°üà�d  ��YCG  ¢ù�› AÉ°ûfEG  IójóY  äGôe ¿OQC’G  ‘ ádhódG  âdhÉM ó�d

 º«¶æJ ¿Éc ¢ù�éŸG AÉ°ûfE’ ™aGódG �©dh ,IójóY ÜÉÑ°SC’ â�°ûa ä’hÉëŸG �òg ¿CG ’EG  ,ájöüŸG

 »°SÉ«°ùdG �Ó°SE’G IôgÉX á¡LGƒe ‘ ÉgQÉªãà°SGh �É¶ædG ��Y á«YöûdG ÆÉÑ°SC’ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG

 Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL É¡àeó�e ‘h »°VÉŸG ¿ô�dG äÉ«æ«fÉªK òæe RhÈdÉH äCGóH »àdG …OÉ¡÷Gh

 ,áeƒ°üÿG ¤EG  �É¶ædG ™e dÉëàdG øe âdƒ–h á«°ù«FQ á«°SÉ«°S á°VQÉ©e Iƒ�c äô¡X »àdG

 .Ò«¨à�d áë�°ùŸG Iƒ�dG âæÑJh Éjô¶f ádhódG á«ZöT â£�°SCG »àdG ájOÉ¡÷G á«Ø�°ùdG áYÉªLh

 ��YCG  ¢ù�›  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  �ƒM  ¿OQC’G  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ñƒ«°T  iód  ÒÑc  ÜQÉ°†J  �Éægh

 �Éæg ¿ƒμj ¿CÉH íª°ùj 
 »¡dE’G ôeC’G :�ƒ�j …óæaöüdG ôªY ï«°ûdÉa ,¬�°ûa ÜÉÑ°SCGh ±ƒ°üà�d

 ï«°ûdGh ,º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY QƒàcódÉH â©ªàLGh .¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d ��YCG ¢ù�›

 ?±ƒ°üà�d ��YC’G ¢ù�éŸG ¢ù«FQ ƒg �«�÷G óÑY .O ¿ƒμj ¿CG �Ñ�J �g :‹ �Éb …òdG Ö«£ÿG öUÉf

 ¿ƒ�°üjh ,¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ™ªàéj :â��a ?¢ù�éª�d kÉ°ù«FQ ¿ƒμj ¿CG ìÎ�J øe :‹ �É�a .’ :â�b

 �àM ¬H �ÑbCG ;áqÑ÷G ¬°ùÑ�jh �ÉæŸG ‘ º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U »ÑædG ¬«JCÉj øªa ,¿ƒeÉæj ºK ,Úà©cQ

.288kGÒ¨°U kÓØW ¿Éc ƒd

 ,á«Hô©dGh á«cÎdG äÉ©ªàéŸG ÚH áfQÉ�e :á°SÉ«°ùdGh á«aƒ°üdG ,¿ÉLÉJCG É«dƒa ô¶fCG -287

 .2011 ôjÉæj ,™HÉ°ùdG Oó©dG ,áeÉf ¥öT á�›

.�2011/5/28 ïjQÉàH ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,…óæaöüdG ôªY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -288
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 ò«eÓJ óMCG ƒgh Üõ©dG ˆGóÑY ï«°ûdG ¤ƒJ ó�a ,É¡°ù«°SCÉJ òæe áaƒ°üàe áë�°ùŸG äGƒ�dG »àØe

 ¤ƒJ óbh ,285¿É©e áæjóe ‘ áahô©e ájhGR ¬d âfÉc …òdG ±hô©ŸG ‘ƒ°üdG ÆÉHódG óªMCG ï«°ûdG

 »°VÉb Ö°üæe ¤ƒJ øe º¶©e »ªàæjh ,Üõ©�d ÉØ�N 1972 �ÉY IÉ°†�dG ìƒf ï«°ûdG Ö°üæŸG Gòg

 Gòg »£«�æ°ûdG  ö†ÿG óª� ï«°ûdG  ¤ƒJ å«M ,1921 �ÉY É¡°ù«°SCÉJ  òæe  á«aƒ°ü�d  IÉ°†�dG

.286IÉ°†�dG ìƒfh »£«�æ°ûdG ÚeCG óª� �’ƒJh ¬°ù«°SCÉJ óæY Ö°üæŸG

 ¥ô£dG  ábÓYh  ájöüŸGh  á«cÎdG  ÚàdÉ�G  ÚH  áfQÉ�e  äôLCG  »àdG  ¿ÉLÉJCG  É«dƒa  Ö°ùëHh

 ádÉ�G  ��Y  �Ñ£æJ  áfQÉ�e  »gh  ,á«eƒ�dG  �hódG  øjƒμJh  �Ó�à°SE’G  ó©H  á£�°ùdÉH  á«aƒ°üdG

 á«°SÉ«°ùdG  É¡àÑ«côJ  ¤EG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  º°†J  ¿CG  á«Hô©dG  OÓÑdG  º¶©e  â�°†a  ó�a  á«fOQC’G

 øeh ,�hódG �òg øe á°VQÉ©e bƒe �a kGóHCG øμJ 
 á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ¿CG 	dP �æ©j ’h ,Iójó÷G

 ��Y á�ãeCG OÉéjEG Aôª�d øμª«a ,ádhódG øe á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG bƒŸ º«ª©J �ªY ™bGƒdG �a Ò°ù©dG

 Ò¨àJ âfÉc á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d á«°SÉ«°ùdG bGƒŸÉa iôNCG IQÉÑ©Hh ,ó«jCÉJh á°VQÉ©e øe ÚàdÉ�G

 á�ãeCG  OÉéjEG  øμªŸG øeh .ïjQÉàdG  ÈY ó�H �μd á«°SÉ«°ùdGh á«YÉªàLE’G ±hô¶dG Ö°ùM �óÑàJh

 É«côJ �a IQƒ¶� á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dÉa ,�hódG øe ójó©dG �a á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG º°V øe Qƒ°U Ió©d

 ,z…Qƒ¡ª÷G Ö©°ûdG{ ÜõM É¡«a ÉÃ áØ�à� ÜGõMCG ™e ájÉªM äÉbÓY ¿ƒc É¡æe ójó©dG øμdh

 Üõëa ,�cÎdG »°SÉ«°ùdG �É¶ædG øe GAõL âëÑ°UCGh ÜGõMC’G Oó©àd ójó÷G �É¶ædG ™e âØ«μJh

 øe ôeC’G ™bGh �a ¿Éc �DhÉbó°UCGh ¿ÉμHQCG øjódG º‚ �CÉ°ûfCG ÜõM �hCG ƒgh ,z�eƒ�dG �É¶ædG{

 áYƒª› øe ó«jCÉàH –  �ØæM ¢TƒeƒL ´ôa –  ájódÉÿG ájóæÑ°û�ædG  äÉYÉª÷G ióMEG  ¢ù«°SCÉJ

 ádGó©dG{  ÜõM  �a  ¿ÉLhOQCG  Ö«W  ÖLQ  º¡«a  ÉÃ  kGóL  áeÉg  äÉ«°üî°T  ¿EÉa  �ƒ«dGh  .ƒ°TQƒf

.ájóæÑ°û�ædG áYÉªL �a AÉ°†YCG GƒfÉc zá«ªæàdGh

 ó¡©dG  òæe  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  �ªY  �a  �NóàJ  ¿CG  kÉªFGO  ádhódG  âdhÉM  ó�a  öüe  �a  ÉeCG  

 áÑbGôe ¬æe ¢Vô¨dGh 1895 �ÉY �a á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d ��YC’G ¢ù�éŸG ádhódG äCÉ°ûfCGh ,�fÉªã©dG

 �ª«¶æàdG �μ«¡dG ¿CG ’EG ,1903 �ÉY ¿ƒfÉ�dG á©LGôe øe ºZôdÉHh ,öüe �a ¥ô£dG �òg �ªY

 ,(ájQOÉ�dG) á«dÓ«ØdG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -285

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH

 :ô¶fCG ,IÉ°†�dG »°VÉb Ö°üæe ¤ƒJ øeh IÉ°†�dG »°VÉb IôFGO �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -286

http://www.sjd.gov.jo/sj_history.html
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 ��Y  á«dPÉ°T  á�jôW ÜÉë°UCG  ºgh  ,»£«�æ°ûdG  Ö«ÑM óª� ï«°ûdGh  ,»£«�æ°ûdG  ö†N óª�

 ÆÉHódG  óªMCG  ï«°ûdG  ÉeCG  ,ÉjGhR  Gƒ°ù°SDƒj  
h  ÉjOôa  Éaƒ°üJ  ¿ƒé¡àæj  GƒfÉc  º¡fCG  ’EG  ,Ö�ZC’G

 	dÉ°ùdG óª�h ,»æ«eGôdG Oƒª�h ,»Hô©dG IõªM ï«°ûdG 	dòch ,281¿É©e ‘ ájhGR ¢ù°SCG ó�a

 á«aƒ°üdG ¤EG ¿ƒªàæj ˆGóÑY ÒeC’G áfÉ£H ¿ƒc ™eh ,282¿ƒ«aƒ°U º¡©«ªL A’Dƒgh ,»£«�æ°ûdG

 ™aGój §‰ ƒgh ,á«eÓ°SEG á«æjO á«YöT É¡HÉ°ùcC’ ádhó�d »ª°SôdG øjóàdG §ªæd Gƒ°ù°SCG º¡fCG ’EG

.ÉgÉæÑàjh ádhódG äÉ°SÉ«°S øY

 ,283á«eÓ°SE’G äÉ°Só�ŸGh ¿QDƒ°ûdGh ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh ¿OQC’G ‘ á«æjódG äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG RôHCG  øeh

 á«aƒ°U �ƒ«Ã ¿ƒ©àªàj ’h Ú«£°SƒdG Ú«eÓ°SE’G øe GƒfÉc ±ÉbhC’G áÑ«�M ¤ƒJ øe º¶©eh

 º¡àÑ£�à°SG ø‡ á«eÓ°SE’G äÉ¡LƒàdG áaÉc øe á«eÓ°SEG äÉ«°üî°T IQGRƒdG ¤ƒJ ó�a ,áë°VGh

 ��Y Ö�Z ó�a  �É©dG  AÉàaE’G  IôFGO  á°ù°SDƒe  ÉeCG  ,»ª°SôdG  �Ó°SE’G  á«æH  ‘ º¡à�Nóà°SGh  ádhódG

 IõªM ï«°ûdG Èà©jh áaƒ°üàe IQÉeE’G ¢ù«°SCÉJ òæe É¡à°SÉFQ ¤ƒJ ó�a ,‘ƒ°üdG øjóàdG É¡JÉ¡LƒJ

 Qhó°U ™eh ,1941 �ÉY á«μ�e IOGQEÉH  áμ�ªª�d  É«ª°SQ ¬æ««©J ” âØe �hCG  ‘ƒ°U ƒgh »Hô©dG

 ¿ƒfÉb Qó°U 2006 �ÉY ‘h ,±ÉbhC’G  ôjRƒH §ÑJôj »àØŸG  íÑ°UCG  1966 �ÉY ±ÉbhC’G  ¿ƒfÉb

 »àØe Ö°üæe ¤ƒJ øe º¶©eh ,ádhódG ‘ ôjRh áÑJQ »àØŸG íæeh AÉàaE’G IôFGO á«dÓ�à°SÉH »°†�j

 ï«°ûdGh ,»£«�æ°ûdG ÚeC’G óª� ï«°ûdG ,»£«�æ°ûdG �Éa óª� ï«°ûdÉc áaƒ°üàŸG øe áμ�ªŸG

 ,284IÉ°†�dG ¿Éª�°S »�Y ìƒf QƒàcódG ï«°ûdGh ,jöûdG �OÉY óª� ï«°ûdGh ,»�«���dG ˆGóÑY

 Ö°üæe  ¤ƒJ  ó�a  ájôμ°ù©dG  á°ù°SDƒŸG  �NGO  AÉàaE’G  á°ù°SDƒe  ��Y  ‘ƒ°üdG  ¬LƒàdG  øª«g  óbh

 ïjQÉàH ,ájQOÉ�dGh …óæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,ÊÓ«μdG ÚeCG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -281

.�2011/6/15

 ,óé°ùe Ö«£Nh ,ájQOÉ�dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ,OGƒY ƒHCG ¿ÉªãY OÉªM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -282

.�2011/5/30 ïjQÉàH

 ,É¡îjQÉJh É¡�ª©d áª¶æŸG ÚfGƒ�dGh ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh ICÉ°ûf �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -283

http://www.awqaf.gov.jo/pages. :§HGôdG ��Y IQGRƒ�d »ª°SôdG ™bƒŸG ô¶fCG

php?menu_id=10&local_type=0&local_id=0&local_details=0&local_
details1=0&localsite_branchname=Awqaf

 :§HGôdG ��Y IôFGó�d »ª°SôdG ™bƒŸG ô¶fCG ,AÉàaE’G IôFGO �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -284

http://www.aliftaa.jo/index.php/pages/view/id/41
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 ¥ô£dG  ™«ªéa  á«fÉªã©dG  ádhódG  QÉWEG  ‘  ájQÉ°†�Gh  á«aGô¨÷G  É¡JÉÄ«H  ™ÑàJ  ¥ô£dG  âfÉch

 ÉjQƒ°Sh Üô¨ŸGh ¥Gô©dG É°Uƒ°üNh »eÓ°SE’Gh »Hô©dG ÚŸÉ©dG øe âFÉL ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG

 .êQÉÿG ‘ É¡Nƒ«°T É¡ØbGƒe ‘ ™ÑàJ »¡a 	dòHh ,Ú£°ù�ah

 »Hô©dG  
É©dG  ‘  á«æWƒdG  ádhódG  �É«bh  �Ó�à°S’G  �«�–h  á«dÉ«æ«dƒμdG  áÑ��G  �ƒaCG  Ö�Y

 �ÉNóà°SG  ��Y  á«aÉ�ãdGh  á«°SÉ«°ùdG  É¡JÉeƒ¶æe  ±ÓàNG  ��Y  ájô£�dG  áª¶fC’G  º¶©e  äóªY

 É¡Ø«Xƒàd 	dPh ,É¡à°ù°SCÉeh ÉgOÉæ°SEGh É¡ªYO ��Y â�ªYh ,á«LƒdƒjójC’G É¡Jõ¡LCG ‘ á«aƒ°üdG

 	dòd ¬ÑæJ óbh ,279É¡à«YöT â«Ñãàdh IóYÉ°üdG »cô�Gh »°SÉ«°ùdG �Ó°SE’G äÉcôM á¡LGƒe ‘

 á«Hô©dG áª¶fC’G ¿CG ó‚ ÉæfEG{ :�ƒ�dÉH á«aƒ°üdG ‘ ¢üàîŸG …hôaƒ«L 	jQEG »°ùfôØdG åMÉÑdG

 »Hô¨ŸG ±ÉbhC’G ôjRƒa á«eÓ°SE’G IôgÉ¶dG áHQÉ� ±ó¡H ºμ�G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG êÉeOEG ��Y â�ªY

 á©eÉL ¢ù«FQ íÑ°UCG – »Jƒ�N ƒgh – öüe ‘ Ö«£dG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ¿CG Éªc ‘ƒ°U �«aƒàdG óªMCG

 á«aƒ°üdG øe GóL Öjôb á�«�ØJƒH ¿CG ó‚ ôFGõ÷G ‘h ájöüŸG QÉjó�d Éà«Øe ¿Éc ¿CG ó©H ôgRC’G

.280zIÒNC’G ¬à�ªM ‘ RôH Ée ƒgh

 ��Y  IQÉeE’G  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  òæe  É¡Jõ¡LCG  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  �ÉNóà°SG  ��Y  ádhódG  â�ªY  ¿OQC’G  ‘h  

 …ƒÑædG  Ö°ùædG  ¤EG  ÒeC’G  AÉªàfG  øe  ºZôdG  ��Yh  ,�1921  �ÉY  Ú°ù�G  øH  ˆGóÑY  ÒeC’G  ój

 øjódG �μ°ûj ,ádhó�d á«dGÈ«d á«eƒb ájDhQ ¤EG óæà°ùj É¶aÉ� É«fÉª�Y Éé¡f �æÑJ ¬fCG ’EG »ª°TÉ¡dG

 øjO  ƒ¡a  »eÓ°SE’G  øjó�d  ádhódG  Qƒ°üJ  Ö°ùëHh  ,É¡eGƒb  ¢ù«dh  ¬àjƒg  OÉ©HCG  óMCG  »eÓ°SE’G

 °UƒdG Gòg �Ñ£æjh ,á«côM á«°SÉ«°S hCG á«ØæY ájOÉ¡L äÉeÉªàgG ��Y ôaGƒàj ’ �óà©e »£°Sh

 ˆGóÑY  ÒeC’G  ™e  Gƒeób  øjòdG  ñƒ«°ûdG  º¶©e  ¿CG  ó‚  	dòdh  ,á«aƒ°üdG  ¬JÓ«ãªàH  øjódG  ��Y

 ï«°ûdÉc á«aƒ°üdG øe áÑjô�dG á«MÓ°UE’G á«Ø�°ùdG ¤EG ÉeEG ¿ƒªàæj GƒfÉcá«æjódG á°ù°SDƒŸG GhCÉ°ûfCGh

 ï«°ûdG :�ÉãeCG É¡bôW ¤EG ¿ƒÑ°ùàæjh áëjöüdG á«aƒ°üdG ¤EG ÉeEGh ,Ö«£ÿG OGDƒah ÜÉ°ü�dG �eÉc

 ¥É«°S ‘ ,1952 ƒ«dƒj23 IQƒK Ö�Y á«aƒ°üdG �ÉNóà°SG ��Y öUÉædG óÑY �ÉªL �ªY -279

 øe ójõŸ ,�QÉÑe »æ°ùM ºK äGOÉ°ùdG QƒfCG ¬é¡f ��Y QÉ°Sh ,Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G á¡LGƒe

 ,Ú©dG QGO ,öüe ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d á«°SÉ«°ùdG áÄ°ûæàdG ,ø°ùM »�Y QÉªY .O :ô¶fCG �«°üØàdG

.185-179¢U ,2009 ¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,IôgÉ�dG

:§HGôdG ��Y ,��G »g á«aƒ°üdG ,»°ùfôa ¥öûà°ùe -280

 http://islamyun.net/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=45 
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 ´QƒdG ìhQ á«ªæJ ¤G iOCG ¢SÉædG ÚH ¢ûMÉa ähÉØJh á«YÉªàLG 
É¶eh »MhQ ��b øe É¡�aGQ

 äGQÉ°ùe ™ÑàJ  �©dh ,É«fódG  ¬JÉjƒà°ùÃ »°SÉ«°S bƒe øY È©J á«aƒ°üdÉa Gò¡Hh ,276ógõdGh

 øe  âdƒ–  ó�a  ,á£�°ùdÉH  É¡àbÓYh  É¡æjƒμJh  É¡à«æH  ‘  á�«ªY  ä’ƒ–  øY  °ûμJ  ±ƒ°üàdG

 ,…OÓ«ŸG  öûY  …OÉ�G  ¿ô�dG  òæe  á«YÉªàLG  IôgÉX  ¤G  ájƒÑîf  á©«ÑW  äGP  á«°üî°T  áHôŒ

 ôgOõJh ôªà°ùJ ¿G á«aƒ°ü�d øμj 
h ,öûY ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG òæe É«Ñ©°T É«bôW Éaƒ°üJ äô�à°SGh

 ,á«aƒ°üdG ó«jCÉJ ¿hO ÉgQGô�à°SG ��Y ßaÉëàd á£�°ùdG øμJ 
h É¡àjÉYQh á£�°ùdG IófÉ°ùe ¿hO

 IOô£e á«dBG øμJ 
 ádOÉ©ŸG �òg ¿CG ’EG ,Úaô£dG ÚH ábÓ©dG zájÉYôdG/A’ƒdG{ ádOÉ©e âªμM ó�a

 ¿CG  Éªc  ,I’GƒŸGh  á°VQÉ©ŸG  ÚH  ÉëLQCÉàe  ¿Éc  É«îjQÉJ  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£�d  »°SÉ«°ùdG  �ƒ�°ùdÉa

 ´GõædG ó«dÉ�àH É«îjQÉJ ¢ùÑ�ààJ 
 á«aƒ°üdG ¿EÉa 	dP ™eh ,ÓKÉ‡ Écƒ�°S âæÑJ á«°SÉ«°ùdG á£�°ùdG

 á�MôŸG ¿ÉHEG �°üM Éªc á«eÓ°SEG ¿Gó�Ñd �ÓàMG äGƒb �ƒNO �ÉM ‘ ÉeCG ,á£�°ùdG ��Y ´GöüdGh

 ÚHh OÉ¡÷Gh áehÉ�ŸG �æÑàj øe ÚH ¢†bÉæàdG óM �°üj ¥ô£dG ÚH ±ÓàN’G ¿EÉa ájQÉª©à°S’G

 á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG bGƒe âª°ù�fG öüe »Øa ,ájQÉª©à°S’G IQGOEÓd ¿ƒcôdGh I’GƒŸG �æÑàj øe

 ¿GOƒ°ùdG ‘h ,âehÉ�a á«eõ©dG á�jô£dG ÉeCG âfhÉ©J ájóªMC’G á�jô£dÉa ÊÉ£jÈdG QÉª©à°S’G øe

 É«Ñ«d  ‘h  ,277OÉ¡÷Gh  áehÉ�ŸG  ájhó¡ŸG  á�jô£dG  âæÑJh  �ÓàM’G  á«ªàÿGh  á«æZôŸG  äófÉ°S

 ôªY É¡î«°T IOÉ«�H á«°Sƒæ°ùdG äó°üJh ‹É£j’G QÉª©à°S’G ™e á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG º¶©e âÄWGƒJ

 QÉª©à°SÓd …ó°üàdG ‘ ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG º«YR ƒgh QOÉ�dG óÑY ÒeC’G RôH ôFGõ÷G ‘h ,QÉàîŸG

 á�jô£dG âØbh Éª«a ,á«Ñ«£dG ájhÉbQódGh á«°Sƒæ°ùdG á«fÉªMôdG Úà�jô£dG ÖfÉL ¤EG  »°ùfôØdG

 áaÉc  ‘  ‘ƒ°üdG  á°VQÉ©ŸGh  A’ƒdG  ó¡°ûe  Qôμàjh  ,ájQÉª©à°S’G  IQGOE’G  ÖfÉL  ¤EG  á«fÉé«àdG

.278ájQÉª©à°S’G Iƒ��d â©°†N »àdG á«eÓ°S’Gh á«Hô©dG QÉ£bC’G

 áÑ��G  �ÓN  É¡Ø©°†d  Gô¶f  á�KÉ‡  bGƒe  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ó¡°ûJ  º�a  ¿OQC’G  ‘  ÉeCG

 É¡�μ°ûJ QƒW ‘ á«dÓ�à°S’ÉH ™àªàJ øμJ 
 á«fOQC’G á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG ¿ƒμd Gô¶fh ,ájQÉª©à°S’G

 ,2007 ,ähÒH ,¤h’G á©Ñ£dG ,á©«�£dG QGO ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� :ô¶fCG -276

.17¢U

 á©Ñ£dG ,…OÉ©ŸG ,á°ShôëŸG õcôe,öüe ‘ á°SÉ«°ùdGh á«aƒ°üdG ,ø°ùM »�Y QÉªY :ô¶fCG -277

.97¢U ,1997,¤hC’G

:§HGôdG ��Y ,QÉª©à°S’Gh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ,ÎæY ó«éŸG óÑY :ô¶fCG -278

 http://news13dz.blogspot.com/2010/12/blog-post_11.html
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 á°SÉ«°ùdG á«aƒ°üdG ¢SQÉ“ �æ©ŸG Gò¡Hh ,™ªàéŸG ‘ áeR sÓdG ä’ƒësàdG çGóMEGh ,OôØdG ás«©°Vh

 É©ÑJ á°SÉ«°ùdG ¤EG ô¶ædG ‘ ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG bGƒe ähÉØàJh ,�É©dG …ƒYƒàdG ÉgÉæ©Ã

 Èà©j  …òdGh …OôμdG  ó«¨°S  óª� ï«°ûdÉa  ,IóMƒe bGƒe ��Y ôaGƒàJ  ’h É¡Nƒ«°T  bGƒŸ

 â¡LƒJh  á£�°ùdGh  á°SÉ«°ùdÉH  ábÓY  …CG  ¬d  øμJ  
  ¿OQC’G  ‘  ±ƒ°üà�d  Ú°ù°SDƒŸG  AÉHB’G  óMCG

 ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ¿EÉa ó«› ó«°ùdG �OÉY QƒàcódG Ö°ùëHh ,271º«�©àdGh á«HÎdG ��Y ¬JÉeÉªàgG

 	dP ��Y ócDƒjh .272ájƒ£�°ùdG QƒeC’ÉH ábÓY É¡d ¢ù«dh ,¢ùØædG á«cõàH ºà¡J ¿Éμe �c ‘h ¿OQC’G

 §�a �ª©fh ,ó«©H øe ’h Öjôb øe ’ á°SÉ«°ùdG ‘ �ªY Éæd ¢ù«d :¬dƒ�H jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG

 .273á°SÉ«°ùdGh ¿É£«°ûdG øe ˆÉH Pƒ©f ÉfQÉ©°Th ,™ªàéŸG í�°U ;í�°U GPEG …òdG OôØdG ìÓ°U ��Y

 ÉæàbÓY øëæa ,öûÑdG �c ‘ ’h á°SÉ«°ùdG ‘ �Nóàf ’ :�ƒ�j …òdG í�°üŸG óª� ï«°ûdG 	dòch

.274ÊÉé«àdG Éæî«°T �ƒ�j ¿Éc Éªc ,á°SÉ«J á°SÉ«°ùdGh ,§�a ˆG ™e

 ,ácô�ÉH tö†J káaBG ÉgQÉÑàYÉH ¢ù« p« r°ùsàdG ¤EG ô¶æJ É¡bôW áaÉμH ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¿CG hóÑjh

 ÖdÉ¨sàdGh ´QÉ°üsàdG øe m¿GƒdCG ¤EG ô©°ûJ ’ å«M øe Ég tô oénj ¬ sfCG 	dPh ,á sjQƒK �CG âfÉc ás«MÓ°UEG

 ‘  § u£îJ  âfÉc  ÉÃQ  …òdG  qÊÉ°ùfE’G  iôéŸG  øY  É¡H  ±ôëæj  …òdG  ôeC’G  ,ójÉμsàdGh  óbÉësàdGh

 �©°ùJ á«MhQ IQƒK ÉgQÉÑàYÉH á«aƒ°üdG ÚH ôgÉ¶dG ôaÉæàdG øe ºZôdG ��Yh ,¬«a Ò s°ù�d ájGóÑdG

 �ƒ°UƒdG AÉ¨àHG �FÉ°†ØdÉH É¡à«�–h �FGPôdG øe É¡à«�îJh É¡à«cõJh É¡Ñjò¡Jh ¢ùØædG ìÓ°UG ¤G

 ‘ äóæà°SG á«æjO ácôëc ,IôN’ÉH �É¨à°T’G ��Y �ª©Jh ,275¿É°ùM’G áLQOh ¿ÉÁ’G �Éªc ¤G

 ¢UÓNGh ógõdG ¤G ƒYóJ »àdG á°ù«°SCÉàdG á«eÓ°S’G QOÉ°üŸGh »æjódG �eÉ©dG ��Y É¡à«Yhöûe

 ,á«aÉ�Kh á«YÉªàLGh á«°SÉ«°S  iôNCG  ÜÉÑ°SCG  ¤G  Ò°ûJ  É¡°ù«°SCÉJh  É¡JCÉ°ûf  ¿CG  ’EG  ;ˆ ájOƒÑ©dG

 Éeh á«�NGO ÜhôMh Ïah á«°SÉ«°S �°Vƒa øe ôμÑŸG �Ó°S’G �ó¡°T Ée ™e É«îjQÉJ äQƒ�ÑJ ó�a

 ïjQÉàH ,á«ª°TÉ¡dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,…OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -271

.�2011/4/12

.�2011/5/30 ïjQÉàH ,ÊGõæ°ùc …QOÉb ,ó«› ó«°ùdG �OÉY QƒàcódG ™e á�HÉ�e -272

.�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -273

 ïjQÉàH ,á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG ï«°T ,(ìÓ°U ƒHCG) í�°üŸG Oƒª� óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -274

.�2011/5/29

 ,1963 ,�°ûeO ,¤h’G á©Ñ£dG ,IÉ«�Gh ±ƒ°üàdG ÚH ,…hóædG …QÉÑdG óÑY :ô¶fCG -275

.7-6¢U
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 ÇOÉÑe ��Y É¡JCÉ°ûf  òæe äóæà°SG  ó�a ,IöTÉÑe á«°SÉ«°S  ä’É¨à°TG  ��Y á«aƒ°üdG  ôaGƒàJ  ’

 ád’ só�d zá°SÉ« u°ùdG{ í�£°üe �Góîà°SG iôL ó�a ,á£�°ùdG øe »°SÉ«°S bƒe øY È©J á«MhQ

 ÒHóJ  ÊÉ©e ��Y  ád’ sódÉH  	dP  ó©H  s¢üàNG  ºK  ,™ªàéŸG  hCG  áæjóª�d  ájƒ«f tódG  QƒeC’G  ÒHóJ  ��Y

 á£� t°ùdG  á°SQÉªÃ  l��©J  ¬dÉe  t�c  ás«°SÉF uôdÉH  Oƒ°ü�ŸGh  ,™ªàéŸG  hCG  áæjóª�d  á«°SÉF uôdG  ¿hDƒ t°ûdG

 k’ƒdóe ¢ù« p« r°ùsàdG ™e òîsJG ßØs�dG Gòg s¿CG s’EG ,™ªàéŸG hCG áæjóŸG äÉjƒà°ùe øe iƒà°ùe u…CG ��Y

 ’h ,A»°T �μH á£«�h ,A»°T s�c ÉgQÉÑàYG ™e ™ªàéª�d ás«°SÉF uôdG ¿hDƒ t°ûdG ÒHóJ ƒg ; q¢üNCG

 ,áaöU  ásjOÉe  Ö°SÉμe  á¡L  øe  ásjƒ£� t°ùdGh  á«°SÉFôdG  ¿hDƒ t°ûdG  �òg  âfÉc  ÉŸh  ,É¡bƒa  A»°T

 ¢ù««°ùàŸG º�Y ��Ñe má«fÉK má¡L øe Ö°SÉμŸG �òg âfÉc hCG ,äÉjOÉŸG ‘ kÓ¨�¨J Ö°SÉμŸG ÌcCG ÉÃQh

 ™aôjh ,IOÉŸG øY êôîj �kæ©e u…CG ¤EG AÉéàd’G ¢ù««°ùàŸG �Îj ’ GPÉŸ ÉæcQOCG ,¬©ª£e �¡àæeh

 Qó°üe øe �æ©ŸG  Gòg Ö�W øY μæà°ùjh �H  ,»MhôdG  �æ©ŸÉc  ádÉM pRhÉŒ ¤EG  ¿É°ùfE’G  áªg

.270‹É©àdGh ƒ�©dG ¬Ø°Uh

 �FGô£H ¿É°ùfE’G Ò°üÑJ ��Y �ª©j …òdG q»°SÉ« u°ùdG »YƒdG øY �àîj ¢ù« p« r°ùsàdG ¿EÉa ;Gò¡Hh

 má«ræ oH  nøª°V  ¬©°Vh  É¡H  O sóëàj  »àdG  äÉs«Ø«μdGh  ÜÉÑ°SC’ÉH  q»ª�©dG  è¡æŸG  äÉ«°†à�Ÿ  á«aƒà°ùe

 hCG m�aGƒe �ÉŒG ‘ ¬H »JCÉj m± töüJ u�μd á sjƒ£� t°ùdG QÉKB’Gh �ƒ oL oƒdG ¤EG ¬¡«ÑæJh ,ás«æ©e ás«eÉ¶f

 ÒZ  m�eÉY  u…CG  �ƒNO  øe  o™æÁ  ¢ù« p« r°ùsàdÉa  ,É¡«dEG  »ªàæj  »àdG  á«eÉ¶ædG  á«æÑdG  äÉeƒ�Ÿ  mdÉ�

 Éªæ«H  ,Ò« r̈ sàdG  hCG  ìÓ°UE’G  øe ™ªàéŸG  �õ�j  Ée  �«�– ‘h ,OôØdG  ójó– ‘ u»°SÉ« u°ùdG  �eÉ©dG

 Ú«©J ‘ q»°SÉ« u°ùdG �eÉ©dG ™e ºgÉ°ùJ má s«°SÉ«°S ÒZ �eGƒY p�ƒNO øe ™æ“ ’ áq«°SÉ« u°ùdG ás«Y söûdG

 á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,»Hô©dG ‘É�ãdG õcôŸG ,��©dG ójóŒh »æjódG �ª©dG ,øªMôdG óÑY ¬W .O -270

.104¢U ,1997 ,á«fÉãdG
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»æeõdGh »MhôdG ,¢ù«fCÉàdGh ¢ù««°ùàdG
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:¿OQC’G ‘ »°SOGódG q�N

 á«°SÉÑ©dG  ó«dGƒe  øe  ,ÊÉé«àdG  ìÓ°U  »HCÉH  ±hô©ŸG  ,í�°üŸG  Oƒª�  óª�  ï«°ûdG

 á£ëŸG  óé°ùe  øe  Üô�dÉH  ô�à°SGh  ,äÉ«æ«°ùªÿG  ‘  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  �ób  .�1932  �ÉY  Ú£°ù�ØH

 ¬æY òNCGh 1959 �ÉY ÉëjQCG ‘ »°SOGódG óªMCG ï«°ûdG IQÉjõH »¶M óbh .¿ÉªY áª°UÉ©dG §°SƒH

 ¬æY òNCGh ,öüe ‘ º«�ŸG ÊÉé«àdG óªMCG óª� ï«°ûdÉH ôFGõ÷G ‘ ��àdGh .á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG

 á£ëŸG  óé°ùe  øe Üô�dÉH  ájhGR  ¬dh  ,ájòMC’G  í«�°üJ  áæ¡e  ‘ ï«°ûdG  �ª©jh  .kÉ°†jCG  á�jô£dG

.267á©ªL �c öüY IÓ°U ó©H Iö†�G É¡«a �É�oJ ,ø£�j å«M ¿Éª©H

:¿OQC’G ‘ á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG ñƒ«°T øeh

 êôîJh .�1959 �ÉY ó«dGƒe øe .¿OQC’G ‘ á«æª«dG á£HGôdG ¢ù«FQ .ÊÉª«dG Qƒ°üæe ï«°ûdG

.268¿É qª©H QƒHÈW á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh .�1982 �ÉY ähÒÑH á«Hô©dG á©eÉ÷G øe

 ��Y ¿OQC’G ñƒ«°T øe áYƒª› 	q�°S (�1943 :ä) ôbódG »�Y …Qƒ°ùdG ï«°ûdG ¿CG ¤EG QÉ°ûjh

 ,IÉ°†�dG ¿Éª�°S »�Y ï«°ûdG º¡æe ,OÓÑdG ‘ ÉjGhR AÉ°ûfEÉH Gƒeƒ�j 
 º¡æμdh ,á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG

.269ÉªgÒZh ,�ƒà©dG °Sƒj ï«°ûdGh

.�2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ,í�°üŸG Oƒª� óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -267

 áëØ°U ô¶fGh .�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH ,»ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -268

http://www.facebook.com/pro�le. :§HGôdG ,�ƒH ¢ù«ØdG ��Y ÊÉª«dG Qƒ°üæe ï«°ûdG

php?id=100002122878382&sk=wall.

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH ,»ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -269
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á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG:ÉæeÉK

 ÊÉé«àdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ¤EG Ö°ùàæJ »gh ,‘ƒ°üdG ójóéàdG ôgÉ¶e óMCG á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG Èà©J

 òNCGh  ,¢SÉa  ‘  á«eÓ°SE’G  �ƒ�©dG  ¢SQOh  ,¿É°ùª�J  á�£æe  øe  ƒgh  ,(�1815/�1230ä)

 �1782  áæ°S  º�°Sh  ¬«�Y  ˆG  ��°U  �ƒ°SôdG  iCGQ  ¬fCG  ºYRh  ,IójóY  á«aƒ°U  ¥ô£H  ±ƒ°üàdG

 áªªàe  á«fÉé«àdG  Èà©j  ƒgh ,AÉ«dhC’G  ”ÉN ¬fG  �YOGh  á°UÉN á�jôW ¢ù«°SCÉàH  �ôeÉj  �ÉæŸG  ‘

 ¿CG  �Ébh  iôNC’G  ¥ô£�d  AÉªàf’G  øe ¬jójôe ™æeh ,É¡«�Y  ábƒØàeh á�HÉ°ùdG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£�d

 QÉKCG Ée ƒgh ,äƒª�d ¢Vô©àj óbh á«¡dE’G áHƒ�©dG ¬d â�éY �ôeCG �°üYh ¬à�jôW øY ï�°ùfG øe

 øe øμ“h ¢SÉa ‘ ¿Éc òæe áμdÉŸG IöSC’G ájÉYôH ÊÉé«àdG ™à“h ,É©e áaƒ°üàŸGh AÉ¡�ØdG ¬«�Y

 �ò«eÓJ �õ�j 
 á«dPÉ°ûdG ñƒ«°T QGôZ ��Y ƒgh ,á©°SGh áμÑ°T ¢ù«°SCÉJh Üô¨ŸG ‘ ¬à�jôW öûf

 ¬°ùØæH ƒg ¿Éch ,º©ædG ��Y ôμ°ûdG øe QÉãμà°S’G ¤EG ºgÉYO ¬fCG ’EG ,É«fódG äÉÑ«W øY »�îàdÉH

 �É¨æ°ùdG) áª�°ùŸG á«Hô¨dG É«�jôaG ‘ ¬Jƒe ó©H á«fÉé«àdG äöûàfG óbh ,óZQh áMƒÑëH ‘ ¢û«©j

 âæμ“h  ,(�1864/�1280ä)  �ÉW  ôªY  �ÉãeCG  øe  ¬YÉÑJCG  Oƒ¡L  �°†ØH  ,(‹Éeh  É«æ«Zh

 ¤EG á�jô£dG �NOCG óbh ,�1893 áæ°S ¿ƒ«°ùfôØdG É¡H ìÉWCG á«eÓ°SEG ádhO ¢ù«°SÉJ øe á«fÉé«àdG

 ,™°SGh �μ°ûH äöûàfGh ,(�1882/�1299ä) QÉàîŸG øH óª� ÊÉàjQƒŸG »YGódG ¿GOƒ°ùdG

 á�jô£�d áeÉ©dG áaÓÿG ô�e .AGôë°üdG ÜƒæL É«�jôaEG ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG iÈc á«fÉé«àdG ó©Jh

.265É«�jôaEG �ƒªY ¤EG á�jô£dG äöûàfG É¡æe »àdG »°VÉe ÚY ‘ OƒLƒe

 ¿Éch  .»°SOGódG  óªMCG  ¬ª°SG  »Hô¨e  ï«°T  …ój  ��Y  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  á«fÉé«àdG  á�jô£dG  â�NO

 Iôî°üdG  óé°ùe  ádÉÑb  á«fÉé«àdG  ájhGõdG  CÉ°ûfCGh  ,�°übC’G  óé°ùŸG  ‘  âHÉK  ¢SQO  »°SOGó�d

 áæjóe ¤EG ��àfG Égó©Hh .»°VÉŸG ¿ô�dG øe äÉ«æ«°ùªÿG �àM ôcòdÉH IôeÉY â«�H óbh ,áaöûŸG

 .á©°SÉ°T ¢VGQCG É¡«a ¬d ¿Éch ,É¡YGƒfCG ±ÓàNG ��Y áYGQõdG ‘ �¨à°TGh �Éæg øμ°S å«M ÉëjQCG

 ™�£e ‘ ‘ƒJ óbh .¿hójôŸG ¬dƒM É¡«a qà�j á©£�àe äGQÉjR ‘ ¿OQC’G ¤EG »JCÉj »°SOGódG ¿Éch

.266¢Só�dÉH áªMôdG IÈ�e ‘ øaoOh ,äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG

http://www.tidjania.ma/index.php. :§HGôdG ,á«fÉé«àdG á�jô£dG ™bƒe -265

 ™bƒe ô¶fGh .�2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ,í�°üŸG Oƒª� óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -266

http://almaareftijania.forumsfree.org/forum. :§HGôdG ,á«fÉé«àdG ±QÉ©ŸG
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 .�ô¡°Uh º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG �«�°T øHG ƒgh ,ÊÓ«μdG �Ø£°üe º«¡a ÚeCG óª� ï«°ûdG

 �É qª°Sh ,kÉ«dPÉ°T kÉ«aƒ°U (�1942 :ä) º«¡a ï«°ûdG �ódGh ¿Éch .�1926 �ÉY §�°ùdG ‘ ódh

 ï«°ûdG  ���J  �ódGh  ój  ��Yh  ,±oòo�dG  ÚeCG  óª� ‹PÉ°ûdG  ¬î«°T  º°SG  ��Y  (ÚeCG  óª�)

 óÑY ï«°ûdG ¬ªY ój ��Y ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG òNCGh .á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ÊÓ«μdG ÚeCG óª�

.�1959 �ÉY §�°ùdG ‘ á«eÓ°SEG á°SQóe ¢ù°SCGh ,ÊÓ«μdG º«��G

 �°ûeO á©eÉL ‘ á©jöûdG  á«�μH �ëàdGh ,�1946 �ÉY ájƒfÉãdG  §�°ùdG  á°SQóe øe êôîJ

 á«HÎdG ôjRƒd kGQÉ°ûà°ùeh ,�1966 �ÉY ájƒfÉãdG §�°ùdG á°SQóŸ kGôjóe Ú oYh .�1956 �ÉY

 ÖdÉW »HCG øH »�Y á°SQóŸ kGôjóeh ,�1985 �ÉY ÊOQC’G ™ªàéŸG á«�μd kGôjóeh ,�1981 �ÉY

 ábÓY  ��Y  ¿Éch  .�1971  �ÉY  AÉ��ÑdG  á¶aÉëŸ  kÉ«àØeh  ,�1991  �ÉY  á«YöûdG  ájƒfÉãdG

 º«��G  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  §�°ùdG  ‘  áYÉª÷G  �ãªŸ  kÉÑFÉfh  ,Úª�°ùŸG  ¿GƒNE’G  áYÉªéH  á«ª«¶æJ

 ±É°üfEG{ ¿Gƒæ©H ÜÉàc ¬dh ,ä’É�ŸG øe ójó©dG á«�ëŸG ë°üdG ¬d äöûf óbh .ÊÓ«μdG

.z�Ó°SE’G ‘ ICGôŸG

 ‘ ôcòdG á��M º«�jh ,á«fOQC’G ¿óŸG øe ÉgÒZ ‘ ’h §�°ùdG ‘ ÉjGhR �Ò¨d ’h ¬d óLƒj ’

.§�°ùdG ‘ øFÉμdG ÊÓ«μdG �BG ¿GƒjO
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á«fÓ«μdG ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG -2

 ƒgh ,(�1166 :ä) ÊÓ«÷G hCG ÊÓ«μdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ¤EG ájQOÉ�dG hCG á«fÓ«μdG Ö°ùæoJh

 ï«°T{h ,zøjódG »«�{h zÚaQÉ©dG êÉJ{`H Ö s��oj …òdG ,»�Ñæ�G ¬«�ØdGh ,±hô©ŸG ‘ƒ°üdG �ÉeE’G

.zñƒ«°ûdG

:¿OQC’G ‘ á«fÓ«μdG ájóæÑ°û�ædG ñƒ«°T øeh

 òNCG  ¬d  qø°ùàj ºŸh .�1888 �ÉY §�°ùdG  ó«dGƒe øe  ,ÊÓ«μdG �Ø£°üe º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG

 RhÉéàj ÉqŸh ‘ƒJ ¬fC’ (�1891 :ä) ÊÓ«μdG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG �ódGh ój ��Y ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG

 á«HÎdGh  ¿BGô��d  º�©eh  §�°ùdG  áæjóŸ  É«àØe  ¿Éch  .äGƒæ°S  ¢ùªÿG  º«��G  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  ôªY

.ájƒfÉãdG É¡à°SQóe ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G

 kÉeÉY Ú°ùªN IóŸ kGQÉÑch kGQÉ¨°U §�°ùdG AÉæHCG É¡«a º�©j »�Hh ;ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG º«�©àd kGQGO CÉ°ûfCG

 ¿BGô�dG º�©j ¿Éμa ,¬jój ��Y ¢SQój 
 øe âbƒdG 	dP ‘ §�°ùdG AÉæHCG øe óŒ Éªq�bh ,ÌcCG hCG

.263áHÉàμdGh IAGô�dG ™e

 �1910 �ÉY §�°ùdG  ¤EG  �ób …òdG  ±òo�dG  ÚeCG  óª� ï«°ûdG  ój  ��Y á«dPÉ°ûdG  á�jô£dG  òNCG

.á�jô£dG ¬æY ¿hòNCÉj äGöû©dÉH ¢SÉædG ¬dƒM àdGh

 ,¬H  ôKCÉJh  º«��G  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  ¬°ùdÉL  ,…óæÑ°û�ædG  ˆG  áª©f  ï«°ûdG  �°ûeO  øe  �ób  ÉeóæYh

 �«YÉª°SEG »�°ûeódG ï«°ûdG øY kÉ°†jCG …óæÑ°û�ædG ó¡©dG òNCGh ,ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCÉa

 ¬æ«H â�°üMh ,§�°ùdG ‘ Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉª÷ kÓã‡ º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG ¿Éch .…QÉ°ü�G

 º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG ‘ƒJ óbh .264äÓ°SGôe ÉæÑdG ø°ùM Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL ¢ù°SDƒe ÚHh

:á�jô£dG ‘ �AGQh kÉØ�� ,�1968 �ÉY

:§HGôdG ,¿ƒª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G Éjó«Ñ«μjh ™bƒe -263

 http://www.ikhwanwiki.com/index.php?title=ÊÓ«μdG~ójR~º«gGôHEG 

.�2011/6/15 ïjQÉàH ,ÊÓ«μdG ÚeCG óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -264
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 Qó°UCG  ;�1955 �ÉY  ‘  ¬fCG  âfÎfE’G  áμÑ°T  ��Y  á«fÉ��G  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG  ™bƒe  ôcòjh

 ,¿É qª©H í�jƒ°U á�£æe ‘ 	dPh ,¤hC’G Iôª�d Iƒ�ÿÉH ÊÉ�ë�d �ôeCG ÊÉà°ùZGódG ˆG óÑY ï«°ûdG

.Ìc ¿hójôe IÎØdG 	�J ‘ ÊÉ��G �ƒM àdG óbh ,ô¡°TCG áà°S Iƒ�ÿG �òg Ióe âfÉch

 øe kGOóY ÜÉfCÉa ,ÊÉ��G ºXÉf ï«°ûdG ¤EG á�jô£dG ôeCG �BG ;ÊÉà°ùZGódG ˆGóÑY ï«°ûdG IÉah ó©H

:ƒg ¿OQC’G ‘ ¬ÑFÉf ¿Éch ,�hO IóY ‘ ñƒ«°ûdG

 �«�÷G áæjóe øe áÑjô�dG áæc ôØc ájôb ó«dGƒe øe .»°ùª°T óªMCG �«aƒJ �Ó°ùdG óÑY ï«°ûdG

 É¡æeh ,äGƒæ°S ™Ñ°S É¡«a åμeh É«côJ ¤EG ôaÉ°S �OƒY óà°TG ¿CG ó©Hh .�1934 �ÉY Ú£°ù�a ‘

 IóŸ ¬d kÉeOÉN �ªYh ÊÉà°ùZGódG ˆGóÑY ï«°ûdG ��Y �1963 �ÉY ±ô©J å«M �É°ûdG �°ûeO ¤EG

.äGƒæ°S öûY

 ƒHCG óé°ùe ‘ ájhGR É¡«a �ÉbCGh ,ÊÉ��G ºXÉf ï«°ûdG øe ôeCÉH �1998 �ÉY ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ób

.262¢ù«ªN �ƒj �c øe AÉ°û©dG IÓ°U ó©H ôcò�d kÉ°ù�› É¡«a º«�jh ,¿ÉªY �ÑL á�£æe ‘ �É°T

.�2011/5/27 ïjQÉàH ,»°ùª°T óªMCG �«aƒJ �Ó°ùdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -262
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á«fÉ��G ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG -1

 ÉμfQ’  ó«dGƒe  øe  .261…óæÑ°û�ædG  ÊÉ��G  �OÉY  ºXÉf  óª�  ï«°ûdG  ¤EG  á«fÉ��G  Ö°ùæoJh

 .ájƒdƒŸG á�jô£dG ���J ¬eC’ �óL øeh ,ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG �ódGh øe ���J .�1922 �ÉY ‘ ¢UÈ�H

 ‘ �ó�àj ¿Éc âbƒdG ¢ùØæHh ,�1940 �ÉY �ƒÑæ£°SG á©eÉL ‘ á«FÉ«ª«μdG á°Sóæ¡dG á°SGQóH CGóH

.(�1945 :ä) Êƒ°SB’G øjódG �ÉªL ï«°ûdG �jôW øY á«Hô©dG á¨�dGh á©jöûdG �ƒ�Y

 (�1948  :ä)  �ehöVQCG  ¿Éª«�°S  �GòfBG  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  ï«°ûH  ÊÉ��G  �°üJG  �ƒÑæ£°SG  ‘h

 ,IÉªMh Ö�M QGõa ,ájQƒ°S ¤EG  Qƒ°†ë�d ¬î«°T ¬© qé°T óbh ,ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG ¬«�Y 	�°Sh

 ¬�«°ü– ™HÉJ ¢üªM �ah .ó«dƒdG øH ódÉN »HÉë°üdG íjöV óæY áæ°S Ióe QhÉL å«M ¢üªMh

 ¢üªM  iƒàa  ÚeCGh  ,Oƒ°ùdG  ¿ƒ«Y  ��Y  óª�  º¡æe  ,É¡FÉª�Y  ÒgÉ°ûe  ��Y  á«YöûdG  �ƒ�©�d

.ºgÒZh ,…óæÑ°û�ædG »YÉÑ°ùdG ó«©°Sh ,OGôe �«�÷G óÑYh ,,Oƒ°ùdG ¿ƒ«Y õjõ©dGóÑY

 ¥ô£dG  ïjÉ°ûe  ï«°T  óæY  kÉØ«°V  �õf  å«M  ¢ù�HGôW  ¤EG  ºXÉf  ï«°ûdG  ��àfG  �1944  �ÉY  ‘h

 ˆGóÑY ï«°ûdÉH ��àdG å«M �°ûeO ¤EG  ¬LƒJ �1945 �ÉY ‘h .	�ŸG Òæe �GòfBG  É¡«a á«aƒ°üdG

 ÇOÉÑŸG  òNCG  ó©Hh .¬jój  ��Y ¬cƒ�°S  ”CGh  ¬eRÓa (�1973 :ä) …óæÑ°û�ædG  ÊÉà°ùZGódG  õFÉa

 ¤EG  kGQƒa IOƒ©dÉH  ÊÉ��G ôeoCG  ;á�jô£dG  øjQÉ“ ¢†©H »��Jh ,ÊÉà°ùZGódG  ˆG óÑY ï«°ûdG  øe

 .äGƒæ°S ¢ùªN òæe �QOÉZ …òdG ¬æWƒd kGóFÉY kGQƒa ��£fG ¬î«°T ôeGhC’ kGò«ØæJh ,¢UÈb �ó�H

 á�jô£dG  Gƒ�Ñ�Jh  øjójôŸG  øe  IÒÑc  OGóYCG  ¬dƒM  ™ qªŒ  å«M  ,¢UÈb  ‘  á�jô£dG  öûæH  CGóHh

.ájóæÑ°û�ædG

 ájQóæμ°SE’Gh  ¿ÉæÑdh  É«côJ  ‘h  ¢UÈb  AÉëfCG  ‘  ôaÉ°ùj  ¢UÈ�H  ¬àeÉbEG  IÎa  �ÓN  ¿Éch

 1952  �ÉY  �°ûeO  ¤EG  OÉYh  .ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG  öûæd  iôNCG  QÉ£bCGh  ájOƒ©°ùdGh  IôgÉ�dGh

 É«fÉ£jôH ¤EG äÓMQ ¬dh .�É©dÉH ô¡°TCG áKÓK ¢UÈb Qhõj É¡dÓN ¿Éc IójóY äGƒæ°ùd É¡«a �ÉbCGh

 É¡ªgCG  ,ÉμjôeCG  �Éª°T ‘ ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£�d kGõcôe 15 øe ÌcCG  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  øY äôØ°SCG  ÉμjôeCGh

 (Michigan Fenton in Center Retreat and Convention Haqqani) õcôe

.ÉμjôeCG �Éª°T ‘ ájóæÑ°û�æ�d ¢ù«FôdG ô�ŸG ó©oj …òdG

 ,¢Sƒª°ûdG ¢ùª°T �ª°ùŸG á«fÉ��G ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£�d »ª°SôdG ™bƒŸG ‘ ¬àªLôJ ô¶fCG -261

http://www.alhaqqani.com. :ƒg ¬£HGQh
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 …óæÑ°û�ædG  ódÉN  Éf’ƒe  �ÉãeCG  øjOóéŸG  �ÓYC’G  øe  GOóY  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG  äó¡°T

 óªMC’ »MÓ°UE’G §ÿG �æÑJh �°ûeO ‘ ô�à°SG …Oôc �°UCG  øe ƒgh ,(�1827/�1242ä)

 øeh  ,á©jöûdG  ºμMC’  �Gõàd’G  ¤EG  �YOh  IójóL  á«ª«�©J  ¥ô£H  á�jô£dG  �æZCGh  ,…óægöùdG

 ájóæÑ°û�ædG ÒKÉJ óàeGh ,(�1836/�1251ä) øjóHÉY øHG ÒÑμdG »Øæ�G ¬«�ØdG �ò«eÓJ RôHCG

 �ÉeE’G Èà©jh ,»°ShôdG ìÉ«àL’G ó°V áë�°ùŸG áehÉ�ŸG º«¶æJ ��Y â�ªY óbh RÉbƒ�dG ‘ ájódÉÿG

 �àM …óæÑ°û�ædG ódÉN ï«°û�d É«ah ¿Éch áehÉ�ŸG RƒeQ RôHCG øe ,(�1859/�1275ä) �eÉ°T

 ájóæÑ°û�ædGh ,á«fÉ��G ájóæÑ°û�ædG  :Úª°ùb ¤EG  ¿OQC’G ‘ ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG º°ù�æJh .¬JÉah

.á«fÓ«μdG
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ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG :É©HÉ°S

 É¡¡LƒJ ��Y â¶aÉM á�jôW »gh ,�£°SƒdG É«°SBG  ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG ÌcC’Gh RôHC’G á�jô£dG Èà©J

 á°SQóŸGh  á«fÉ°SGôÿG  á«fÉMhô�d  IöTÉÑe  áãjQh  É¡°ùØf  Èà©Jh  ,™q«°ûàdG  á¡LGƒeh  »æ°ùdG

 ájÉYôH âª¶àfG óbh ,øWÉÑdG ìÓ°UEGh ´QƒdGh ógõdÉH »æà©J »gh ,É¡H â£ÑJQG »àdG á«àeÓŸG

 ÊGhóé¨dG  �dÉÿG óÑY  ¿hÈà©j  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  ¿CG  ’EG  ,(�1389/�791 ä) óæÑ°û�f  øjódG  AÉ¡H

 zÖ��dG ôcP{ hCG »æWÉÑdG ôcòdG ��Y áÑXƒŸG áæ°S É¡«a �NOCG …òdG ƒ¡a ,»�«��G á�jô£dG ï«°T

 ™°Vh  óbh  ,á�jô£�d  Iõ«‡  áeÓY  ôcòdG  øe  ´ƒædG  Gòg  íÑ°UCGh  ,�jó°üdG  ôμH  »HCÉH  GAGóàbG

 áÑbGôe{ :�ãe ±ƒ°üàdG  ‘ IOƒLƒe »gh ,É¡fƒ°SQÉÁ óYGƒ�dG  øe áYƒª› ájóæÑ°û�ædG  ´ÉÑJG

 ¿EG  á�jô£dG  ÜÉë°UCG  �ƒ�jh  .ÉgÒZh  zIƒ�÷G  ‘  Iƒ�ÿG{h  z¢ùØædG  áÑ°SÉ�{h  zäGƒ£ÿG

.259�jó°üdG ôμH »HCG ¤EG áÑ°ùf zá«�jó°üdG{ �ª°ùJ º¡à�jôW

 á¶aÉëŸG âYÉ£à°SG 	dòdh �ƒ�°ùdGh ´öûdG ÚH �Éé°ùf’G IÉYGôe ��Y á�jô£dG CGóÑe �ƒ�jh

 ,(�1490/�895ä) QGôMCG áLGƒÿG ï«°ûdG �°†ØHh ,�£°SƒdG É«°SBG »ª�°ùe iód �°ùàdG ��Y

 ¢ù«°SCÉJ ��Y �ªY ó�a ,…ôég ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG �ÓN iôNC’G á«aƒ°üdG ¥ôW ��Y áæª«¡dG øe âæμ“

 º«dÉ©J �GÎM’ á°SÉ°ùdG �YOh áŸÉ¶dG ÖFGö†dG øe ÚMÓØdG ájÉª� á©°SGh ájOÉ°üàbG áμÑ°T

 Iƒ¶�G âdÉfh �ƒ°VÉfC’Gh ¿Éà°SOôch RÉbƒ�dG ¤EG  �ƒ°UƒdG ájóæÑ°û�ædG âYÉ£à°SGh ,�Ó°SE’G

 dC’G Oó› �°†ØH óæ¡dG ¤EG  â�°Uhh »Hô©dG 
É©dG ¤EG  ÉgôKCG  óàeGh ,¿ÉªãY �BG  ÚWÓ°S óæY

 ôHóJ ™°Vƒe zäÉHƒàμŸG{ ¬HÉàc íÑ°UCGh ,(�1624/�1032ä) …óægöùdG óªMCG Iôé¡�d á«fÉãdG

 »ÑædÉH AGóàb’G ¤EG  ƒYójh ´öûdG ¤EG  IOƒ©dG ��Y ócDƒj ƒgh ,øgGôdG âbƒdG �àM ájóæÑ°û�ædG

 ájGóH òæe óàeGh ,á«¡�ØdG �ÉμMC’G �«Ñ£àH á°SÉ°ùdG �GõdEG øe øμ“h º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U óª�

 Iôjõ÷Gh Ú°üdG ‘ QÉ°ûàf’G øe …óægöù�d ™HÉàdG ájOóéŸG ´ôa …ôé¡dG öûY …OÉ�G ¿ô�dG

 öûàæJh .»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG ¥ô£dG ÌcCG øe á�jô£dG �òg âdGR ’h É«°ù«fhófCGh á«Hô©dG

.260�É°ûdG OÓHh ¥Gô©dG ‘ kÉ°Uƒ°üN á«Hô©dG OÓÑdG º¶©e ‘ á�jô£dG

 á�°ù�°S øª°V ,á�«fQO óªMCG óª� Qƒàcó�d É¡eÓYCGh ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ÜÉàc -259

.10¢U ,¢SôH ¢ShôL ™ÑW ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG

 á�°ù�°S øª°V ,á�«fQO óªMCG óª� Qƒàcó�d ,É¡eÓYCGh ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ÜÉàc ô¶fCG -260

.55¢U ,¢SôH ¢ShôL ™ÑW ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG
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 �«�ëàd  âμ�°S  óbh ,áaÉ�ãdGh º�©dG  öûf ��Y Ú£°ù�a  ‘ »°ù«FôdG  Égô�e ‘ á�jô£dG  �ƒ�J

 ,äÉÑàμŸG  AÉ°ûfGh ,á«YöûdG  �ƒ�©dG  º«�©àd  äGQhódG  áeÉbGh ,ÉjGhõdG  AÉ°ûfEÉc  ,�FÉ°Sh IóY 	dP

 çÉ©àHG �æÑàJh ,áaô©ŸG ¿ƒæa �à°T ‘ «dCÉàdGh «æ°üàdG ™é°ûJh ,»ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG áÑàμªc

 nê uƒoJ  óbh  ,É«�©dG  á«©eÉ÷G  äGOÉ¡°ûdG  ��Y  �ƒ°üë�d  á«ª«�©àdG  äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG  ¤EG  OGôaC’G  ¢†©H

 ,äÉ°ü°üîàdG �à� ‘ áaô©ŸGh º�©dG öûæH âªàgG »àdG »ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG AÉ°ûfÉH ¬�c 	dP

 �«�ëàd â©°Sh ,É«LƒdƒæμàdGh á«JÉeƒ�©ŸG öüY äÉÑ�£àŸ áHÉéà°SG á«LƒdƒæμàdG á«�μdG AÉ°ûfEGh

 ,õ«ªà�d ájƒfÉãdG »ª°SÉ�dG á°SQóe AÉ°ûfGh ,á«ª�©dG äGÈàîŸGh á«ãëÑdG õcGôŸG áeÉbE’ ájÉ¨dG �òg

 …òdG  …ƒHÎdG  »ª°SÉ�dG  ƒjOGQ  ìÉààaG  ”h  ,»ª°SÉ�dG  á«ÁOÉcCG  ±GöTEÉH  ájô£b  á°SQóe  »gh

 ¢VÉjQ  äÉ°VhQ  âëààaGh  ,‘É�ãdG  ™ªéŸG  äCÉ°ûfCGh  .»ª°SÉ�dG  á«ÁOÉcCG  �ôM  øe  ¬ãH  ��£æj

 ¢†©H  óaƒJh  á«ÁOÉc’G  �NGO  ¿ƒæØdG  �à�  ‘  äGô“DƒŸG  º«�Jh  ,á«LPƒªædG  Ú�É°üdG

 ™e �YÉØà�d IOó©àe äÉÑ°SÉæe ‘ äGhóf ó�©d �©°ùJh ,á«ŸÉ©dG äGô“DƒŸG ‘ ácQÉ°ûª�d É¡FÉ°†YCG

.á nª sμ n o� á«ª�Y á�› »gh zá©eÉL{ á�› äQó°UCGh ,™ªàéŸG
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á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á«ª°SÉ�dG á�jô£dG -2

 á�jô£dG ¿hDƒ°T º�à°SG …òdG (�1944 :ä) »ª°SÉ�dG øjódG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ¤EG á«ª°SÉ�dG Ö°ùæoJ

 ‘  IRÉLE’Gh  ó¡©dG  ���J  ób  »ª°SÉ�dG  ¿Éch  ,jöûdG  øjódG  ÒN  ï«°ûdG  IÉah  ó©H  �«�ÿG  ‘

 òNCG …òdG á�jô£dG ï«°T qó©oj …òdGh 255(�1919 :ä) hôªY Ú°ùM ø°ùM ï«°ûdG ój ��Y á�jô£dG

.256jöûdG øjódG ÒN ï«°ûdG ¬æY

 …òdG (�1962 :ä) »ª°SÉ�dG »�G óÑY ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ºq�°ùJ ;øjódG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG IÉah ó©H

 ‘ á�jô£�d ájhGR ìÉààaG ” �ó¡Y ‘h .�1948 �ÉY áÑμf ó©H á«fOQC’G óHQEG áæjóe ¤EG ôLÉg ¿Éc

 ¿Éch (�1986 :ä) »ª°SÉ�dG Ú°SÉj ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG �ó©H º�à°SGh .257�1960 �ÉY AÉbQõdG áæjóe

 á�jô£�d ájhGR AÉ°ûfEÉH �Ébh ,AÉbQõdG áæjóe ‘ ¬jójôe ¤EG á©£�àe äGQÉjõH äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ‘ �ƒ�j

 ºK .258zjöûdG ´ÉÑJCG ájhGR{ �ª°ùJ âfÉch ,�1984 �ÉY ¿É qª©H Ò°ùdG …OGh QOÉ«H á�£æe ‘

 :ä) »ª°SÉ�dG «ØY ï«°ûdG ºK ,(�1988 :ä) »ª°SÉ�dG �«ªL óª� ï«°ûdG �ó©H á�jô£dG º�à°SG

 Éeh ,�1998 �ÉY 	dPh ,»ª°SÉ�dG ±hDhôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ‘ OÉ°TQE’G º�à°SG ºK ,(�1998

 OOÎjh ,Ú£°ù�ØH �«�ÿG áæjóe ‘ »ª°SÉ�dG ±hDhôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG º«�jh .á�jô£dG ¢SCGQ ��Y �GR

.iôNCGh áæ«a ÚH ¿OQC’G ‘ ¬jójôe ��Y

 ,»ª°SÉ�dG ´ÉÑJCG ™e É¡«�Y ±GöTE’G ‘ ¿ƒfhÉ©àj AÉbQõdG ‘ ájhGR �OÉØMC’ ¿Éc -255

 �óæY »ª°SÉ�dG ¿CG áéëH 2003 �ÉY ‘ É¡eÓà°SG jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG øe GƒÑ�W º¡æμdh

 »àdG ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh 	dP �«Ñ°S ‘ Gƒ£°Shh ,É¡YÉLÎ°SG »ª°SÉ�dG ´ÉÑJCG �hÉëa ,äÉaGôëfG

 ïjQÉàH Oƒ°SC’G ¿É£�°S ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e) .óé°ùe ¤EG É¡�jƒ–h É¡«�Y ±GöTE’G äQôb

.(�2011/6/2

:§HGôdG ,á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG »ª°SÉ�dG á�jôW ™bƒe ô¶fCG -256

http://alqasimy.com/Default.aspx. 

 ô¶fGh .�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,…ƒª�G Oƒ°SC’G ¿É£�°S PÉà°SC’G ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -257

http://www.qsm.ac.il. :§HGôdG ,»ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG ™bƒe

 ô¶fGh .�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,…ƒª�G Oƒ°SC’G ¿É£�°S PÉà°SC’G ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -258

http://www.qsm.ac.il. :§HGôdG ,»ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG ™bƒe
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 ¢SQój ,QÉ£ŸG �jôW ��Y ¿É qªY ‘ áØjöûdG IQódG á°SQóeh á°VhQ ¢ù°SCGh .»©eÉ÷G ÖdÉ£dG ájÉYQ

 ÚH Öjô�àdG{h zá«fGQƒædG ád’ódG{ :É¡ªgCG øe ,äÉØdDƒe IóY ¬dh .254™HÉ°ùdG °ü�d ÖdÉ£dG É¡«a

.z¬«a ±ƒ°üàdG QhOh á«eÓ°SE’G ¢SQGóŸG

 Oƒ°SC’G ¿É£�°S PÉà°SC’G ,¿OQC’G ‘ jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG �«ch ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -254

:§HGôdG ,á«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG ™bƒe ô¶fGh .�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,…ƒª�G

 http://www.daraleman.org.
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á«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG -1

 ôª©dG øe RhÉéàj 
 jöûdG ø°ùM ï«°ûdG ¬æHG ¿Éc ;jöûdG øªMôdGóÑY ï«°ûdG ‘ƒJ ÉeóæY

 ï«°ûdG  ���J  óbh  .Úàæ°ùH  �ódGh  IÉah  �Ñb  …CG  ,�1926 �ÉY  �«�ÿG ‘ ód oh  ó�a  ,ó©H  Úàæ°ùdG

 �ªYh ,�«�ÿG áæjóe ‘ ¢SQOh .øjódG ÒN ï«°ûdG …ójôe øe ºgÒZh ¬eÉªYCG øY á�jô£dG º«dÉ©J

 ,¿OQC’G ‘ Ò°ùdG …OGh á�£æe ¤EG kÉ¡Lƒàe �1951 �ÉY Ú£°ù�a øe êôN ºK .º«�©àdG ��M ‘

 …OGh óLÉ°ùe ‘ kÉÑ«£Nh kÉeÉeEG �ªYh .É¡«a kÉ°SQóe �ªYh á«æWƒdG ìÉéædG á°SQóe É¡«a ¢ù°SCGh

 ‘ á«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG ��Y 	q�°ùj ¿Éch .�1984 ¤EG 1960 �GƒYCG ÚH Ò°ùdG

.252¿É qª©H Ò°ùdG …OGh IÈ�e ‘ øaoOh ,�1984 �ÉY ¤É©J ˆG �ÉaƒJ ¿CG ¤EG ¿OQC’G

 áæjóe  ó«dGƒe  øe ƒgh .jöûdG  »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG  �ódh  :á�jô£dG  ‘ øªMôdGóÑY  ï«°ûdG  �N

 ‘ ¢SƒjQƒdÉμÑdG IOÉ¡°T ��Y �°UÉMh ,É¡°SQGóe ‘ á«°SÉ°SC’G ¬eƒ�Y ���Jh ,�1964 áæ°S ¿É qªY

 á�«��Gh á©jöûdG �ƒ�Y ¬jój ��Y ���Jh ô¨°üdG òæe �ódGh �R’ óbh .á«eÓ°SE’G äÉ°SGQódG º°ùb

 á�jô£�d  kÉî«°T  ¬Ñ«°üæJ  ”  ;253äGƒæ°S  ™HQCÉH  �ódGh  IÉah  ó©Hh  .áÑë°üdGh  »��àdÉH  OÉ°TQE’Gh

 ,á«æjOh á«æWh äÉ«°üî°T �ö†M �ÉØàMG ‘ 	dPh ,�1988 áæ°S ‘ á«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG

 ,jöûdG  �eÉc  PÉà°SC’Gh  ,íFÉ°ùdG  ó«ª�GóÑY  ï«°ûdGh  ,»ª«ªàdG  ¢Vƒ«H  ó©°SCG  ï«°ûdG  º¡æe

.¢Só�dG PÉ�fE’ á«μ�ŸG áæé�dG �ÉY ÚeCGh

 ¿ÉªY ‘ QOÉ«ÑdG  á�£æÃ �jhóæ÷G »M ‘ ¿ÉÁE’G  QGO  á«Øbh jöûdG  »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG  ¢ù°SCG

 …ôHÉ©d �É©£dG �É©WE’ á«μJh ,á�jô£�d ájhGRh ,IÓ°ü�d óé°ùe ��Y …ƒà– »gh ,�1990 �ÉY

 á�£æe ‘ ¿ÉÁE’G QGO áHÉãe ¢ù°SCG Éªc .¿ÉÁE’G QGO á«©ª÷ »°ù«FôdG ô�ŸG »gh ,áÑàμeh ,�«Ñ°ùdG

 ’ øjòdG �ÉàjC’G ájÉYôH áHÉãŸG �ƒ�Jh ,Ò°ùdG …OGh QOÉ«H ¤EG â��àfG ºK ,�1994 �ÉY IOhOÉ«dG

 á©Ñ°S øe IQÉªY ‘ ™�J »gh .º¡éjhõJh º¡ª«�©Jh º¡MÓ°UEG ájÉYôdG �òg �ª°ûJh ,º¡d ihCÉe

 .QGƒZC’G ‘ ´ôa É¡dh ,�2001 �ÉY ¿É qª©H �jhóæ÷G á�£æe ‘ ¿ÉÁE’G QGO á«©ªL ¢ù°SCGh .�HGƒW

 ´höûeh ,ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG QGOh ,‘É�ãdG ¿ÉÁE’G QGO õcôeh ,AGô�Ø�d ¿ÉÁE’G QGO á«μJ :º°†J »gh

.�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG �ó«ØM ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -252

 ‘ ájôμ°ù©dG áeóÿG ájOCÉàH ¬dÉ¨°ûfG ÖÑ°ùH ¿Éc ¬Ñ«°üæJ ôNCÉJ ¿EG jöûdG �ƒ�j -253

.(�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ¬©e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e) .¿OQC’G
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 á�£æe ¤EG ,õ«�‚EÓd ¢VQÉ©ŸG …QƒãdG ¬WÉ°ûf ôKEG ��Y Ú£°ù�ØH �«�ÿG áæjóe øe ƒgh ,jöûdG

 �ôμdG �gCG  øe ¿hójôŸG ¬dƒM qàdGh ,áæjóŸÉH …ôª©dG óé°ùŸG ‘ �õf å«M ,¿OQC’G ‘ �ôμdG

 ¬«�Y º¡eÉMORGh øjódG ÒN ï«°û�d ¢SÉædG �GÎMG ÖÑ°ùHh .247¬MÓ°U ��Y ¿ƒ©ªéoj GƒfÉc øjòdG

 �NGO IQÉeEG ¢ù°SCG øjódG ÒN ï«°ûdG ¿CG �hC’G ˆG óÑY 	�ª�d õ«�‚E’G ºYR ;¬àª�μd º¡Yƒ°†Nh

 ™eÉ£e ájCG Éæd ¢ù«d{ :ï«°ûdG ¬d �É�a ,	dP øY ¬dCÉ°Sh ¬«dEG �ób ¿CG ’EG 	�ŸG øe ¿Éc Éªa ,	JQÉeEG

 Å°ûæoj  
 øjódG  ÒN ï«°ûdG  ¿CG  ’EG  .248z�Éμ°TC’G  øe �μ°T …CÉH  ºμ�G ¤EG  ™�£àf ’h ,á«°SÉ«°S

 ,èë�d ájRÉé�G QÉjódG ó°üb �1926 �ÉY »Øa ,kGÒãc É¡«a åμŸG �£oj 
h ,¿OQC’G ‘ ¬d ájhGR

.249�1928 �ÉY É¡«a ‘ƒJ ¿CG ¤EG �«�ÿG áæjóe ¤EG ™LQ É¡æeh

 �àM á�jô£dG �óN …òdG »ª«ªàdG ÖLQ ƒHCG óª� ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ‘ øjódG ÒN ï«°ûdG �Nh

 á©eÉ÷G á«fÉªMôdG á�jô£dG �NGO ±ÓN ™bh ºK ,250øjöû©dG ¿ô�dG øe ™HÉ°ùdG ó�©dG §°SGhCG

 âeÉb ÉeóæY ¬JhQP ±ÓÿG ��Hh ,É¡eÉ°ù�f’ iOCG ,É¡JÉ¡LƒJh É¡JQGOEGh á�jô£dG áî«°ûe �ƒM

 á«Hô¨dG ÉbÉH áæjóe ‘ �1989 �ÉY á«ª«�©J á«ÁOÉcCG ¢ù«°SCÉàH á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG »ª°SÉ�dG á�jôW

 ï«°ûdG  ™aO  …òdG  ôeC’G  ,á«�«FGöSE’G  äÉ£�°ùdG  øe  ¢ü«NÎH  ,�1948  �ÉY  á�àëŸG  Ú£°ù�ØH

 jöûdG ÚH kÉeóà� ±ÓÿG »�Hh ,�«FGöSEG ™e ¿hÉ©àdÉH É¡Nƒ«°T �É¡JG ¤EG jöûdG »æ°ùM

 øY á«fÉªMôdG  º°SG  ™aôH  ¿ƒ«ª°SÉ�dG  �Éb  å«M �1998 �ÉY  ¤EG  �1989 �ÉY  øe Ú«ª°SÉ�dGh

 	dP ‘ IÒNC’G iôJ Éª«ah .251zá©eÉ÷G á«fÉªMôdG »ª°SÉ�dG á�jôW{ É¡«�Y Gƒ��WCGh ,á�jô£dG

 âª°ù�fG Gò¡Hh ,IógÉéŸG á«îjQÉàdG á�jô£dG äÉ¡LƒJ øY ÉLhôN iôNC’G �GôJ ™bGƒdG ™e ÉØ«μJ

:Úª°ùb ¤EG á�jô£dG

.�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG �ó«ØM ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -247

.�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -248

 ™ÑW ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°û�d zá«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG OGQhCG{ ÜÉàc ô¶fCG -249

.260¢U ,�1990 ,¿ÉªY ‘

.267¢U ,zá«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG OGQhCG{ ÜÉàc -250

 ™bƒe ô¶fGh .�2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG �ó«ØM ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -251

http://www.qsm.ac.il. :§HGôdG ,»ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG
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 á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG:É°SOÉ°S

 ôªY  ¤EG  Ö°ùàæJ  »àdG  á�jô£dG  õ«Á  Ée  »gh  zIƒ�ÿG{  øe  É¡ª°SG  á«Jƒ�ÿG  á�jô£dG  äòNCG

 Oƒ©jh  ,Iôé°T  ´òL  �NGO  AÓàN’G  ÖMCG  ¬fC’  »Jƒ�ÿÉH  Ö�dh  ,(�1397/�799ä)  »Jƒ�N

 ó¡e RÉbƒ�dG á�£æe øe ƒgh ,(�1463/�867ä) ÊGhöûdG �«ëj ¤EG á�jô£dG º«¶æàd �°†ØdG

 á�K á«Jƒ�ÿG âÑ°ùàcG óbh ,É¡YÉÑJCG IÌμd á�jô£�d »eô¡dG AÉæÑdG ï«°SôJ ��Y �ªY ó�a ,á�jô£dG

 ôFÉ°S ‘ äöûàfG ºK …ôé¡dG ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG ájÉ¡f ‘ �ƒ°VÉfC’G É¡dƒNO ó©H ¿ÉªãY �BG ÚWÓ°S

 AÉLQCG áaÉc ‘ äöûàfG É¡æeh öüe É°Uƒ°üNh Ú«fÉªã©dG äô£«°S â– á©bGƒdG OÓÑdG AÉëfCG

 ¿Éc  —ÉØdG  óª� ÊÉªã©dG  ¿É£�°ùdG  ¿CG  É¡àfÉμe  ��Y  �dój  É‡h ,¿OQC’G  É¡æeh »Hô©dG  
É©dG

 ‘ êQóàdG ��Y �ƒ�J áæ°ùdÉH 	°ùªàdG IôgÉX ájQÉ°†M á�jôW »gh ,É«Jƒ�N ï«°T »MhôdG ¬ª�©e

 �aƒàŸG ,»Jƒ�ÿG øjódG Ëôc óª� øH óªMCG øH óª� ºgÉ°Sh .á«¡dE’G AÉª°SC’G ôcòH �ƒ�°ùdG

 ÉgöûæH …ôé¡dG öTÉ©dG ¿ô�dG ‘ ¿É°SGôN ‘ á«aƒ°üdG áªFCG øe ƒgh ,�1578 áæ°S öüe ‘

.ÉgójóŒh

 …òdG ,(�1749/�1162ä) …ôμÑdG �Ø£°üe »eÉ°ûdG ï«°ûdG øjOóéŸG É¡Nƒ«°T RôHCG øeh

 �ÓN �ò«eÓJ øeh ™°SGh �μ°ûH ÉgQÉ°ûàfG ‘ ºgÉ°S á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG ‘ á©°SGh äÉMÓ°UEÉH �Éb

 ,ôgRC’G  AÉª�Y  øe  ƒgh ôjOQódG  ï«°ûdGh  »æØM ï«°ûdG  öûY øeÉãdG  ¿ô�dG  øe  ÊÉãdG  °üædG

.ájójóéàdG É¡MhQh áæ°ùdG øe É¡Hô�H á«Jƒ�ÿG äõ«“ Gò¡dh

 óÑY  øjódG  ÒN  ï«°ûdG  ï«°ûdG  �jôW  øY  á©eÉ÷G  á«Jƒ�ÿG  á�jô£dG  ¿OQC’G  ±ôY  óbh

 ÊÉªK á«Jƒ�ÿG ÖfÉL ¤EG â©ªL á�jô£dG ¿ƒμd ;á©eÉ÷ÉH á�jô£dG �ª°ùJh ,jöûdG øªMôdG

 ,ájóæÑ°û�ædGh ,á«Wöû«dGh ,á«dPÉ°ûdGh ,á«bƒ°SódGh ,ájóªMC’Gh ,ájQOÉ�dGh ,á«YÉaôdG :»g ,¥ôW

 øªMôdG óÑY øjódG ÒN ï«°ûdG õ«�‚E’G �Øf ¿CG ó©H ¿OQC’G ¤EG á�jô£dG â�NOh .246á«°ùjQOE’Gh

 ‘ ™ÑW ,jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°û�d zá«fÉªMôdG á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG á�jô£dG OGQhCG{ ÜÉàc -246

.260¢U ,�1990 ,¿ÉªY

 â«ª°S{ :á©eÉ÷G á«Jƒ�ÿG »ª°SÉ�dG á�jô£d á©HÉàdG ,á«HÎ�d »ª°SÉ�dG á«ÁOÉcCG á«�c ™bƒe ‘h

 â©ª°S :�Éb ¬æY ˆG »°VQ Iôjôg »HCG åjóM øe Úë«ë°üdG ‘ AÉL ÉŸ kÉbGó°üe á©eÉ÷ÉH

.z(º�μdG ™eGƒéH oâã p©oH) :�ƒ�j º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U ˆG �ƒ°SQ
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 ,�1994  �ÉY  ‘  á«MhôdG  äÉ°SGQódGh  ±ƒ°üà�d  »ŸÉ©dG  õcôŸG  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  :¬JGRÉ‚EG  ºgCG  øeh

 …õcôŸG ¢ù�éŸG ¢ù«°SCÉJh ,�2005 �ÉY OGó¨H ‘ á©eÉ÷G ¿Gõæ°ùμdG óª� ï«°ûdG á«�c ¢ù«°SCÉJh

 ÚcÉμ°ùdG �Góîà°SÉH á«fGõæ°ùμdG á�jô£dG ô¡à°ûJh .244�2005 �ÉY ¥Gô©dG ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d

.º¡à�jôW áë°U äÉÑKE’ º¡JÉeGôμd kGQÉ¡XEG »�G ¢UÉ°UôdGh

 �ÓàME’G  ó©H  ¥Gô©dG  ‘  »ØFÉ£dG  æ©dG  OGóà°TG  ™e  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  á«fGõæ°ùμdG  á�jô£dG  â�NO

 äÉ©eÉ÷G  ��Y  óaGƒàdÉH  ¿Gõæ°ùμdG  óª�  ï«°û�d  ¿hójôe  CGóH  å«M  ;�2003  �ÉY  »μjôeC’G

 ï«°ûdG  Qôb  ;¥Gô©dG  ‘  »ØFÉ£dG  ô£ÿG  ójGõJh  ºgOGóYCG  ójGõJ  ™eh  .É¡«a  á°SGQó�d  á«fOQC’G

 ‘ ¬àjhGR �ÉbCGh ,¿Éª©H ¿hóÑY á�£æe ‘ ô�à°SGh .�2007 �ÉY ‘ ¿É qªY ¤EG �É�àf’G ¿Gõæ°ùμdG

.245¿ƒ«bGô©dG �hójôe É¡«dEG ö†ëj ’h ,¿OQC’G �gCÉH á°UÉN ájhGR »gh ,á«dÉª°ûdG ÉcQÉe á�£æe

:§HGôdG ,á«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG ™bƒe ô¶fCG -244

http://www.kasnazan.com� 
:§HGôdG ,¿Gõæ°ùμdG óª� ï«°ûdG ¬°ù°SCG …òdG »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ™bƒeh

 http://www.islamic-su�sm.com.

 AÉØ�N óMCG ƒgh ,�2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ,ó«› ó«°ùdG �OÉY .O ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -245

.�1938 �ÉY ¥Gô©dG ó«dGƒe øe ,á�jô£dG ‘ ¿Gõæ°ùμdG óª� ï«°ûdG
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á«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG:É°ùeÉN

 �ÉY ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh ,�hC’G ¿Gõæ°ùμdG �É°ûdG ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ¤EG á«fGõæ°ùμdG á�jô£dG Ö°ùæoJ

 ,�1899 �ÉY ‘ƒJh ,á«fÉª«�°ùdG á¶aÉ� ‘ (ÆGO �ôb) á«MÉæd á©HÉàdG ¿Gõæ°ùc ájôb ‘ �1820

 ,zá«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG{ `H á�jô£dG �ª°ùJh .¥Gô©dG �Éª°ûH áæéHôc ‘ ¬eÉ�eh

.¥Gô©dG �Éª°ûH á«fÉª«�°ùdG á¶aÉ� ‘ ¢ù«FôdG Égô�e ™�jh

 óÑY ï«°ûdG ºgóL ��Y ��WoCG Ö�d ƒ¡a ï«°ûdG ó«°ùdG á�FÉY ��Y ��£oj …òdG ¿Gõæ°ùμdG º°SG ÉeCGh

 Gòg ��Y Ö��dG Gòg ¥ÓWEG ÖÑ°Sh .º�©j ’ …òdG ¢üî°ûdG »æ©J ájOôc áª�c »gh ,�hC’G ËôμdG

 Éªæ«Mh ,241ÆGOôb �ÉÑL óMCG ‘ óqÑ©à�d kÉ«�à� ¢SÉædG øY äGƒæ°S ™HQCG IóŸ ¬YÉ£�fCG ƒg ï«°ûdG

 Gòg iôL âbƒdG 	dP òæeh .±ô©j óMCG ’ …CG (¿Gõæ°ùc) :�ƒ�j ï«°ûdG øY ¢SÉædG óMCG �CÉ°ùoj ¿Éc

 óÑY ï«°ûdG É¡àî«°ûe �qæÑJ »àdG á«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£�d kÉªn� nY ¢SÉædG áæ°ùdCG ��Y Ö��dG

.242�ó©H øe �OÉØMCGh �DhÉæHCGh �hC’G ËôμdG

 á«MÉæd  á©HÉàdG  áæéHôc  ájôb  ‘  ódh  .¿Gõæ°ùμdG  ËôμdG  óÑY  óª�  ƒ¡a  ;‹É�G  É¡î«°T  ÉeCG

 ój ��Y ô¨°üdG òæe á�jô£dG ‘ CÉ°ûfh .�1938 �ÉY ¥Gô©dG �Éª°T ‘ �ƒcôc á¶aÉ� øe hÉμæ°S

 .IöTÉÑe ¬JÉah ó©H á�jô£dG áî«°ûe ¬«dEG â��àfGh (�1978 :ä) ÊÉãdG ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG �ódGh

 ájôb hCG áæjóe óŒ OÉμJ Óa ;¥Gô©dG AÉëfCG ™«ªL ‘ ¬jój ��Y á«fGõæ°ùμdG á�jô£dG äöûàfG óbh

 iôNC’G  ¿Gó�ÑdG  	dP  RhÉL �H  ,´ÉÑJC’Gh  ¿hójôŸG  Égó°ü�j  á«μJ  ¿Gõæ°ùμdG  óª� ï«°û�dh  ’EG

 ¢†©Hh á«μjôeC’G IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdGh ¿Éà°ùcÉHh óæ¡dGh ájRÉbƒ�dG äÉjQƒ¡ª÷Gh É«côJh ¿GôjEÉc

 ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG ‘ á«fÉªMôdG QGƒfC’G{ :É¡ªgCG ,IójóY äÉØdDƒe IóY ¬dh .243ÉHhQhCG �hO

 ¬«�Y í�£°UCG Éª«a ¿Gõæ°ùμdG áYƒ°Sƒe{h ,zá«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG{h ,zá«fGõæ°ùμdG

.z¿Éaô©dGh ±ƒ°üàdG �gCG

.Oƒ°SC’G �Ñ÷G »æ©Jh ,á«fÉª«�°ùdG áæjóe »MGƒ°V ‘ ™�J á�£æe -241

:§HGôdG ,á«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG ™bƒe ô¶fCG -242

 http://www.kasnazan.com.

:§HGôdG ,á«fGõæ°ùμdG ájQOÉ�dG á«�©dG á�jô£dG ™bƒe -243

 http://www.kasnazan.com.
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 QÉ£«ÑdG  �Ø£°üe  êÉ�G  �N  …òdGh  ,¿É q°ùM  ƒHCG  êÉ�G  É¡eó�eh  ¿Éª©H  áaƒ÷G  ‘  ájQOÉ�dG

 êÉ�G  �N  …òdGh  ,í�Øe  êÉ�G  É¡eó�eh  ,óHQEG  áæjóe  ‘  ájQOÉ�dG  ájhGõdGh  .ˆG  ¬ªMQ

 �N  …òdGh  ÖdÉZ  êÉ�G  É¡eó�eh  ,áØ«°UôdG  ‘  ájQOÉ�dG  ájhGõdGh  .ˆG  ¬ªMQ  áØ«�N

 .áfhGô£dG  ¢VƒY  ï«°ûdG  É¡eó�eh  ,�ôμdG  ‘  ájQOÉ�dG  ájhGõdGh  .ˆG  ¬ªMQ  ô�°U  êÉ�G

 º°TÉg óª� ï«°ûdG ¬d �°UhCG …òdGh á°ûàædG óªMCG ï«°ûdG Ú«dÉ�G É¡«eó�Ã É¡©«ªL ÉgôbCG óbh

.Ú£°ù�ah ¿OQC’G ‘ ‹É�G á�jô£dG ï«°T ó©jh ,¿GƒN’G ájÉYôH …OGó¨ÑdG
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-1909) ÊÓ«μdG …QOÉ�dG …OGó¨ÑdG ø°ùM ï«°ûdG øH º°TÉg óª� ï«°ûdG ájQOÉ�dG �ÓYCG øeh

 ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U »ÑædÉH ¬Ñ°ùf �°üàj .�°UC’G …OGó¨H ,¬eÉb’Gh ICÉ°ûædGh ódƒŸG »°Só�e ,(1995

 ,øjójôŸGh ò«eÓàdG øe OóYh ¿OQC’G ‘ ÒÑc ôKCG ¬dh Ú£°ù�a ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG �ÓYCG øe ƒgh ,º�°Sh

 áëaÉ°üŸGh OQƒdG  IAGôb ™e ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dÉH »£«�æ°ûdG  ˆG Ö«ÑM óª� ï«°ûdG  �RÉLCG  óbh

 ój  ��Y  á«Hô©dGh  ,…hÉàØ�dG  ídÉ°U  ï°ûdG  ój  ��Y  �°übC’G  óé°ùŸG  ‘  ¬�ØdG  ���Jh  ,áμHÉ°ûŸGh

 óªMCG ï«°ûdG øe ’hCG ¿BGô�dG ���J å«M .�6531 áæ°S �É°ûdG ¤EG ��àfG ,»°ùfƒàdG óª� ï«°ûdG

 ,ìÓ°ûdG Ò°ûH ï«°ûdG øe ºK RÉÑÿG óª� ï«°ûdG øe ºK ÊGó«ŸG hõY óª� ï«°ûdG øe ºK �£°ùdG

 øjódG QóH ï«°ûdG ò«ª�J ÊGôjódG óª� ï«°ûdG øY åjó�G ihQh ,áÑ«£dG öû©dG äGAGô�dG ø�àe

 ,(…óªM ƒHCG) á°ûàædG óªMCG ï«°ûdG �ÉbCG É‰EGh ,�jô£dG ‘ GóMCG ¬JÉah ó©H q�îj 
h ,»æ°ù�G

 áj’ƒdG  Qƒà°SO{ :¬JÉØdDƒe ºgCG  øeh ,Ú£°ù�a ‘ á�jô£dG AÉæHCG  ¬«dEG  ™Lôj kÉeó�e »°Só�e ƒgh

.z	dÉ¡dG IÉ‚h 	dÉ°ùdG Ö�£e{ :hCG zájÉæ©dG »bGôeh

 ódh ,(	�ŸG óÑY ï«°ûdÉH Ò¡°ûdG) …ôª©dG ídÉ°U ï«°ûdG øH ˆG óÑY ï«°ûdG �ò«eÓJ RôHCG øeh

 ï«°ûdG óé°ùe ‘ ÉμY ‘ ‹hC’G »YöûdG ¬ª�Y ���J óbh ,Ú£°ù�a �Éª°T iôb øe »gh ádóæ°U ‘

 Öë°U ,á«HÎdGh »©aÉ°ûdG ¬�ØdG ‘ Òà°ùLÉŸG áLQO �Éæ«d jöûdG ôgRC’G ¤EG ��àfGh QGõ÷G

 ójõj Ée ��Y ¬eR’h á«°ùjQOE’G ájóªMC’G á�jô£dG ï«°T …ôØ©÷G ídÉ°U ï«°ûdG á�«°†a öüe ‘

 ¿Éch jöûdG ¢Só�dG ¤EG OÉY jöûdG ôgRC’G ‘ ¬à°SGQO �¡fG ¿CG ó©Hh .äGƒæ°S ÊÉªãdG ��Y

 ï«°ûdG á�«°†a Öë°U jöûdG ¢Só�dG ‘ ¬àeÉbEG AÉæKCGh ,�°üb’G óé°ùŸG ‘ Ú°SQóŸG RôHCG øe

 á�jô£dÉH 	«�°ùàdGh OÉ°TQE’ÉH ¬d ¿PCGh ,Ú£°ù�a ‘ ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG ï«°T …OGó¨ÑdG º°TÉg óª�

 ¬HÉàc ‘ ¬H ó¡°ûà°SGh jöûdG ¬°ù�› ‘ ¢ùjQóà�d ¬fGƒNEG ��Y ¬eóbh ,á«£N IRÉLEÉH ájQOÉ�dG

 QÉKBG áeóÿ ¬°ùØf 	�ŸG óÑY ï«°ûdG ¢Sôc …OGó¨ÑdG º°TÉg óª� áî«°T IÉah ó©Hh ,áj’ƒdG Qƒà°SO

 ÜÉàch Ú�°TÉ©dG á«¨H ¿GƒjO áYÉÑW OÉYCGh ��ëa ,É�«bóJh É°ü«ë“ ¬JÉØdDƒe ��Y μ©a ¬î«°T

 ��Y �hGój ¿Éch ,�2008 �ÉY ‘ƒJ .äGƒ�°üdG ìöT ÜÉàc �«bóJ QƒW ‘ ¿Éch ,áj’ƒdG Qƒà°SO

.¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�› ¢ù«°SCÉJ ádhÉ� ‘ �QÉ°Th ,¿OQC’G IQÉjR

 º°TÉg  óª�  ï«°ûdG  IÉ«M  AÉæKCG  â°ù°SCÉJ  ¿OQC’G  ‘  á�jô£�d  ÉjGhõdG  øe  OóY  �Éægh  

 ‘  ájQOÉ�dG  ájhGõdG  :»JB’G  ƒëædG  ��Y  »gh  kÉ«YƒÑ°SCG  á�jô£dG  ´ÉÑJCG  É¡«a  ™ªàéjh  ,…OGó¨ÑdG

 ájhGõdGh  .ˆG  ¬ªMQ  ¢SGƒf  �ôcCG  êÉ�G  �N  …òdGh  ,ßaÉ�G  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  É¡eó�eh  ,AÉbQõdG
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ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG:É©HGQ

 ¥ô£dG �óbCG  øe »gh (�1166/�561ä) ÊÓ«÷G QOÉ�dG óÑY ¤EG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG Ö°ùæJ

 ‘ ™�J »àdG ¿Ó«L á�£æe øe ÊÓ«÷Gh ,¥Gô©dG �hC’G Égó¡eh »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ á«aƒ°üdG

 ºK ,±ƒ°üàdG º�©Jh åjó�Gh »�Ñæ�G ¬�ØdG ¢SQOh OGó¨H ¤EG �ób ,É«dÉM ¿GôjE’ »Hô¨dG �Éª°ûdG

 á«°SÉÑ©dG áaÓÿG áª°UÉY ¤EG Égó©H OÉY ºK ,ÉeÉY ¿höûY IóŸ ógRh °û�J IÉ«M ¢TÉYh ÉgQOÉZ

 ,Ìc ò«eÓJh É°†jôY GQƒ¡ªLh á©°SGh Iô¡°T RÉMh ßYƒdGh ¢ùjQóàdG ��Y �ÑbCGh iôNCG Iôe

 ,‘ƒ°üdG �ƒ�°ùdG óYGƒ�d É°VôY �ó�j ÜÉàc ƒgh ,z��G �jôW »ÑdÉ£d á«æ¨dG{ ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ƒgh

 OÓH É°Uƒ°üNh ,»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG AÉëfG �à°T ‘ É©°SGh GQÉ°ûàfG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG äöûàfG óbh

 IQÉb ‘ �Ó°SE’G öûf ‘ ÒÑμdG ôKC’G É¡dÉLôd ¿Éc óbh .É«�jôaCG ¥öTh öüeh ¥Gô©dGh �É°ûdG

.238»Hô©dG Üô¨ŸG ¤EG MGõdG »HhQhC’G óŸG ¬Lh ‘ ±ƒbƒdG ‘h ,É«°SBGh É«�jôaG

 øe ƒgh ,…QOÉ�dG IOƒY óªM º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG �jôW øY ¿OQC’G ¤EG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG â�NO

 ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ób óbh .ájhGR ¬d ¿Éch ,�1920 �ÉY Ú£°ù�ØH ˆG �GQ AÉ°†b ¢S oQ ró oH ájôb ó«dGƒe

 ºK .�1966 �ÉY �àM É¡«a ¬WÉ°ûf ôªà°SG ájhGR á«Hƒæ÷G áfƒ°ûdG á�£æe ‘ �ÉbCGh ,�1938 �ÉY

 É¡«a �É�J âdGR Éeh ,�1966 �ÉY »ª°TÉ¡dG á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¢ù°SCG å«M ¿É qªY áª°UÉ©dG ¤EG ��àfG

.¢ù«ªN �ƒj �c øe AÉ°û©dG IÓ°U ó©H ¿B’G �àM äGö†�G

 º«��G óÑY óª� �ódh ó©H øe á�jô£dG ¿hDƒ°T q¤ƒàa ,�1998 �ÉY º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG ‘ƒJ

 äÉ«�μdG ióMEG ‘ á©jöûdG ¢SQOh ,¿OQC’ÉH á«Hƒæ÷G áfƒ°ûdG á�£æe ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh .…QOÉ�dG

 ÜÉàc ¬dh .239ájhGõdG ¿hDƒ°T ájÉYôd áaÉ°VEG ,óé°ùe �ÉeEG �ª©jh ,ÚeÉY IóŸ ¿ÉªY ‘ á«YöûdG

 QÉãJ »àdG äÉ¡Ñ°ûdG ¬«a �hÉæJ ,zá«aƒ°üdG IOÉ°ùdG ��Y ¢VÎYG øe ��Y á«æ°ùdG áHƒLC’G{ ¿Gƒæ©H

.240É¡«�Y OQh ¬à�jôW �ƒM

:§HGôdG ,á«�©dG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG ™bƒe ô¶fCG -238

 http://www.alkadria.com/html.

.�2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH ,…QOÉ�dG º«��G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -239

.öûf QGód º°SEG ¬«�Y ¢ù«dh ,2010 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ‘ ´ƒÑ£e ÜÉàμdG -240
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 �ÉY  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  �óbh  ,�1955  �ÉY  ¢Só�dG  ‘  ódh  ,Ö«£ÿG  øjódG  ô°UÉf  ï«°ûdG  -2

 Qôb  ,ájQÉ°ù«dGh  á«eƒ�dG  äGQÉ«àdG  ‘  ¬WGôîfG  ihóL øe  ¢SCÉ«dG  ¬HÉ°UCG  Éeó©H  .�1967

 ï«°T ��Y ±ô©Jh .áæ°S IóŸ É¡«a »�Hh ,�1970 �ÉY �«�ÑàdG áYÉªL ±ƒØ°U ¤EG �Éª°†f’G

 �ÉY ¬ qLƒàa .±ƒ°üàdG ™e ¬à°üb äCGóH �ÉjEG ¬àaô©Ãh ,»Nƒ«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ¬ª°SG ‘ƒ°U

 �ƒ�©dG øe kGOóY ¬jój ��Y ¢SQOh ,…QOÉ�dG ‹PÉ°ûdG ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ¤EG �1971

.á�eÉc áæ°S IóŸ á«YöûdG

 �ÉeE’G óé°ùe �Éª°SCG kGóé°ùe íÑ°üàd É¡© q°Sh ºK ,�1973 �ÉY QƒgõdG �ÑL ‘ ¬d ájhGR ¢ù°SCG

 á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCGh ,�1975 �ÉY ‘ ÉjQƒ°S øe áØ�°T Oƒª� ï«°ûdG ��Y ±ô©Jh .¢SGhôdG

.�1976 �ÉY ‘ á«°SGhôdG á«YÉaôdG

 á«FÉ°†ØdG  á«aƒ°üdG  IÉæb 	�Áh ,áYƒª°ùŸGh á«FôŸG  äGQÉªãà°SÓd �FÉª°ùdG  á°ù°SDƒe CÉ°ûfCG

:±GógCG Ió©d É¡°ù°SCG »àdG

.Égó«MƒJ ƒëf ¤hCG Iƒ£îc ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ÚH á©æ£°üŸG õLGƒ�G AÉ¨dEG -1

.áqæ°ùdG ¿É«c ��Y á¶aÉëŸG -2

.237¿GôjEG �Oƒ�J …òdG »°SQÉØdG ´höûŸG ó°V á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ó«æŒ -3

 http://attazkia.com/Portals/Content/?info=TkRVbVVHRm5aU1l4K3U=.plx.

 .�2011/6/1h 5/31 ïjQÉàH ,Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ™e ¿Éà°UÉN ¿Éà�HÉ�e -237

:§HGôdG ,áYƒª°ùŸGh á«FôŸG äGQÉªãà°SÓd �FÉª°ùdG á°ù°SDƒe ™bƒe ô¶fGh

 http://assamael.com/customers.php.
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á«YÉaôdG á«°SGhôdG á�jô£dG :ÉãdÉK

 .�1805 áæ°S IöüÑdG øe Üô�dÉH ódh ,»YÉaôdG ¢SGhôdG …ó¡e øjódG AÉ¡H ¤EG á«°SGhôdG Ö°ùæoJ

 â«H kÉÑdÉW êôN 1820 �ÉY ‘h .áæ°S IöûY ¢ùªN ��H óbh ¬eCG â«aƒJ ºK ,kÉª«àj »�Hh �ódGh ‘ƒJ

 ��Y º�©dG Ö�£H �¨à°TG É¡«ah ,Úàæ°S IQƒæŸG áæjóŸG ‘ QhÉL ºK ,áæ°S áμe ‘ QhÉéa ,�Gô�G ˆG

 ,áæ°S IöûY çÓK ¬«a »�Hh ,ôgRC’G ™eÉ÷G ‘ �õfh öüe ¤EG ÖgP ºK .…ƒÑædG �ô�G �ÉLQ

 ,¥Gô©dG ¤EG kÉëFÉ°S Oƒ©«d .º�Yh øa �c ‘ ´ôH �àM ,ôgRC’G ïjÉ°ûe øY á«YöûdG �ƒ�©dG ���àj

 �ƒ�°ùdGh ¬àeóN �õdh ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCÉa ,»YÉaôdG …hGôdG ˆG óÑY ï«°ûdÉH ™ªàLÉa

 ºé©dGh ¿É°SGôNh óæ¡dG ¤EG ÖgPh OÓÑdG ±ÉW ºK .¬æY áØ«�N ¬eÉbCGh �RÉLCGh ,Ióe ¬jój ��Y

 OÉYh ,»�ehôdGh �ƒ°VÉfC’Gh á«æ«£æ£°ù�dGh �É°ûdGh ¥Gô©dG ÜÉLh ,¿Éà°SOôμdGh ¿Éà°ùcÎdGh

.234É¡«a øaOh OGó¨H ‘ �1870 áæ°S ‘ƒJ óbh .øjôëÑdGh ó‚h øª«dG ¤EG ÖgPh ,RÉé�G ¤EG

:á«°SGhôdG á�jô£dG ñƒ«°T

 …ƒª�G áØ�°T Oƒª� ï«°ûdG øY á�jô£dG òNCG ,(�1997 :ä) ójR ƒHCG »�Y ï«°ûdG -1

:øe kÓc á�jô£dG ‘ ójR ƒHCG �Nh .235(�1979 :ä)

.áØ«°UôdÉH ‹Éª°ûdG �Ñ÷G á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ,¬«�ØdG ì qhôe Oƒª� ï«°ûdG -CG

 …Qƒ°ùdG …OÉ«�dG øHG ƒgh ,�1969 �ÉY ódh ,iƒM ó«©°S PÉ©e QƒàcódG ï«°ûdG -Ü

 ¬�ØdG  ‘ �GQƒàcódG  IOÉ¡°T �ªëjh .ˆG ¬ªMQ iƒM ó«©°S Úª�°ùŸG  ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL ‘

 §°ûæjh ,�1993 áæ°S òæe ¿É sª nY óLÉ°ùe óMCG ‘ kÉ°SQóeh kÉÑ«£Nh kÉeÉeEG �ª©jh .¬dƒ°UCGh

.236á«cõàdG º�Y ‘ ¢üàîJ »àdG äGQhódG áeÉbEG ‘

:§HGôdG ,¢SGhôdG �ÉeE’G ióàæe ,á«YÉaôdG áμÑ°ûdG ô¶fCG -234

 http://alrfa3ea.4umer.com/t402-topic.

:§HGôdG ,iƒM PÉ©e ï«°ûdG ±GöTEÉH ,á«cõàdG ™bƒe -235

 http://attazkia.com/Portals/Content/?info=TkRVbVVHRm5aU1l4K3U=.plx.

:§HGôdG ,iƒM PÉ©e ï«°ûdG ±GöTEÉH ,á«cõàdG ™bƒe -236
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 ,ÚHOh  ,¥ôØŸG  ‘h  ,¿Éª©H  IOGó�G  á�£æe  ‘  ÉjGhR  ¬d  ,»YÉaôdG  ¢SQÉa  ï«°ûdG  -Ü

.232¬JÉah ó©H �hójôe É¡«a ¬Ø�N .¢TôLh

 óÑY �oò«ª�J »¡jƒædG °Sƒj nï«°ûdG � rînj 
h ,»¡jƒædG 	°Sƒj ï«°ûdG OÉØMCGh AÉæHCG -3

:º¡æeh ,�OÉØMCGh �DhÉæHCG ¬æY á�jô£dG çQh É‰EGh ,Ö°ùëa …hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G

 ‘ ájhGR ¬dh .IÉ«�G ó«b ��Y �GR Ée …òdG ó«MƒdG øH’G ,»¡jƒædG Oƒª� ï«°ûdG -CG

.ÉHOÉe

.¿Éª©H áª°ùjƒ�dG á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh .�OÉØMCG óMCG ,»¡jƒædG QƒfCG ï«°ûdG -Ü

.á�HÉ°ùdG ájhGõdG ¢ùØf ‘ §°ûæjh ,�OÉØMCG óMCG ,»¡jƒædG ó«ª�G óÑY ï«°ûdG -`L

 »gh ,¿Éª©H áª°ùjƒ�dG á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ,
OÉØMCG óMCG ,»¡jƒædG óª� ï«°ûdG -O

.233ÉgôcP �HÉ°ùdG ÒZ

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH ,»ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -232

.�2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH ,…hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ¬æHG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -233
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 :ä) …hGôdG ÜÉgƒdG óÑY øH «°S ï«°ûdG øY ó¡©dG òNCÉa ,228(�1966 :ä) …hGôdG óªMCG

 QhõdG  ôjO  áæjóe  ‘  …hGôdG  á«μàd  kÉ«YGQ  ¿Éc  óbh  ,…hGôdG  óªMCG  ï«°ûdG  ó«ØM  (�2000

.�1978 �ÉY ¿Éª©H öüædG �ÑL á�£æe ‘ ájhGRh kGóé°ùe …óæaöüdG ¢ù°SCGh .ÉjQƒ°ùH

 äÉÑ°SÉæŸG ‘ kÉ°Uƒ°üN ,ó°ù÷G øe IOó©àe øcÉeCG ‘ ¢û«°ûdG ÜöV �Góîà°SÉH ¬à�jôW õ«ªàJ

 Ú«aƒ°U øe IójóY äÉeÉ¡J’ ¬°V qôY …òdG ôeC’G ,…óëàdGh �É¡JÓd ¬°V qô©J óæYh á«æjódG

 ,¢ù«ªN �ƒj �c øe Üô¨ŸG IÓ°U ó©H ¬Jö†M �É�Jh .º¡©e äÉYGöU ‘ ¬à�NOCG ;Ú«Ø�°Sh

.229ôcòdG á��M áeÉbEG ºK ,»æjO ¢SQO ��Y �ªà°ûJh

 øe áÑjô�dG  á°Tƒ°T  ƒHCG  ájôb  ó«dGƒe øe  .»¡jƒædG  …hGô¡£dG  ßaÉ�G óÑY ï«°ûdG  -2

 85  ¬«a  åμeh  ,�ô¨°U  òæe  ±ƒ°üàdG  ��Y  ± qô©J  ,�1910  �ÉY  Ú£°ù�ØH  á�eôdG  áæjóe

 áæjóe øe Üô�dÉH IRGõb ájôb øe »¡jƒædG °Sƒj ï«°ûdG øY á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG òNCGh .kÉeÉY

 É¡«a åμÁ 
 øμdh ,�1948 �ÉY á«fOQC’G ÜÉë°S á�£æe ¤EG Ú£°ù�a øe �MQ ºK .á�eôdG

 ´höûe ídÉ°üd âeó og ,É¡«a ¬d ájhGR íàa å«M ,¿É qª©H áaƒ÷G �ÑL ¤EG É¡æe ��àæ«d ,kÓjƒW

 óÑY ï«°ûdG õ«“h .¿É qª©H Ú°ù�G º«îŸ É¡��f ¤EG �ô£°VG Ée ,ø°ùM ÒeC’G á°SQóe áeÉbEG

 ô¡oà°TG ¬fEG �àM ,äÉeGôμdG ¬«ª°ùj Ée QÉ¡XEG ‘ «°ùdÉH Üö†dG ¬eGóîà°SG IÌμH ßaÉ�G

 Üö†dG øY bƒJ :¬d �ƒ�j �1967 �ÉY ‘ zˆG �gCG øe{ kGôeCG ���J ¬fCG ó«H ,z�Éë�dG{ Ö��H

 á«bƒ°SódGh ájQOÉ�dGh á«YÉaôdG :¥ôW ¢ùªN ��Y 	q�°ùj ¿Éch .230ô¶�G ™bƒa .«°ùdÉH

:á�jô£dG ‘ ¬Ø�Nh ,�2002 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ‘ ‘ƒJ óbh .ájhóÑdGh ájó©°ùdGh

 á°Tƒ°T ƒHCG ájôb ó«dGƒe øe ,»¡jƒædG …hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG 
ódh -CG

 á�jô£dG ���Jh .�1948 �ÉY áÑμf ¿ÉHEG ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ódGh ¬H �JCGh ,�1944 �ÉY Ú£°ù�ØH

 Ée ,É¡YÉH ¬�«�°T ¿CG ’EG ,¿Éª©H Ú°ù�G º«� ‘ âfÉc »àdG ájhGõdG ‘ ¬Ø�Nh ,�ódGh øY

.231øjójôŸG äƒ«H ‘ Iö†�G º«�j ¿CG �ô£°VG

 ¢ùfƒ«d z…ôé¡dG öûY ™HGôdG ¿ô�dG ‘ OGó¨H AÉª�Y ïjQÉJ{ ÜÉàc ‘ ¬àªLôJ ô¶fCG -228

.�1982- �1402 �ÉY á«æjódG ¿hDƒ°ûdGh ±Ébh’G IQGRh ™ÑW ,»FGôeÉ°ùdG º«gGôHEG

.�2011/5/28 ïjQÉàH ,…óæaöüdG ôªY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -229

.�2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH ,…hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ¬æHG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -230

.�2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH ,…hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ¬æHG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -231
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á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG :É«fÉK

 ÜƒæL ‘ ájhGR CÉ°ûfCG óbh ,(�1182 /�577ä) »YÉaôdG óªMCG ¤EG á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG Ö°ùàæJ

 ,»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG AÉëfCG �à� ‘ ¬ª«dÉ©J äöûàfGh ,øjójôŸGh ò«eÓàdG ±’BG Ö£�à°SGh ¥Gô©dG

 ��Y Gƒ�NOCG ¬YÉÑJCG ¿CG ’EG ,™°VGƒàdGh á©jöûdÉH 	°ùªàdGh ájƒÑædG áæ°ùdÉH �Gõàd’G ¤EG ƒYój ¿Éch

 ¢û«°ûdG Üö†c ¬JÉ¡LƒJ ™e �aGƒàJ ’ äÉ°SQÉ‡ …ôé¡dG ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG òæe ¬à�jôWh ¬ª«dÉ©J

 �hÉæJh  ,ÚHÉ©ãdG  ´ÓàHGh  ,QÉædG  ‘  �ƒNódGh  ,ôª÷G  ��Y  »°ûŸGh  ,OÉ°ùLC’G  Ö�K  á«�ªY  »gh

 .º°ùdG

 …OÉ«°üdG  ió¡dG  ƒHCG  ï«°ûdG  á«fÉªã©dG  ádhódG  ájÉ¡f  ‘  á«YÉaôdG  á�jô£dG  ´ÉÑJCG  ô¡°TCG  øeh

 ó«ª�GóÑY  ¿É£�°ùdÉH  …OÉ«°üdG  �°üJG  óbh  ,Ö�M  øe  ,(1909-1849)  …OGh  ø°ùM  óª�

 ÚKÓK AÉgR ¬àeóN ‘ ôªà°SGh ¬JÉ�K QÉÑc øe ¿Éμa �óæY �¶Mh ïjÉ°ûŸG áî«°ûe �ó��a ÊÉãdG

.226IÉ°†�dG Ö°üf ‘ ó«ª�GóÑY óæY É«�©dG áª�μdG ¬d ¿Éch ,áæ°S

:á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ñƒ«°T

 ,�«FGöSEG  ,á�eôdG  Ió�H  ó«dGƒe øe  .…óæaô°üdG á«�Y ƒHCG  ø°ùM óªMCG  ôªY ï«°ûdG  -1

 Ú£°ù�a øe �ódGh ™e êôNh .Úaƒ°üàŸG óMCG ¿Éc …òdG �ódGh ±ÉæcCG ‘ �HôJ ,�1951 �ÉY

 É¡«a åμª«d ¿OQC’G ‘ áfƒ°ûdG á�£æe ¤EG ºK ,óæaöU ¤EG kÉ¡Lƒàe �1948 �ÉY áÑμf ôKEG ��Y

 ��Y ôeC’G ájGóH ‘ á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ���J óbh .¿É qªY áª°UÉ©dG ¤EG Égó©H ��àæjh á�«�b kÉeÉjCG

 Öéà°ùj º�a ;¢û«°ûdG ÜöV �ÎH �ôeCG ÒNC’G Gòg ¿CG ’EG ,…hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY ï«°ûdG ój

 »bGô©dG ï«°ûdG AÉæHCG  ¤EG  …óæaöüdG ¬Lƒàa .227�jôW ‘ ÉfCGh �jôW ‘ âfCG  :¬d �É�a ,¬d

 ,ífÉe ƒHG ¢Sô£H :ô¶fCG ,á«dÉμ°TE’G ¬à«°üî°Th …OÉ«°üdG �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -226

 �dÉÿG óÑY ¢ù«fG QƒàcódG áªLôJ ,…OÉ«°üdG ió¡dG ƒHCG ï«°ûdGh ÊÉãdG ó«ª�G óÑY ¿É£�°ùdG

:§HGôdG ��Y ,»°ù«�dG Oƒª�

http://www.dahsha.com/old/viewarticle.php?id=33964 

.�2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH ,…hGô¡£dG ßaÉ�G óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ¬æHG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -227
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 ójôŸG ¿ƒμj ¿CG á«ªgCG ��Y ¬à�jôW ‘ õ qcôj »£«æ�G ìÓa ï«°ûdG ¿Éch .223ºgOGQhCÉH kÉeõà�eh

:�ój ��Y �ƒ�°ùdGh º�©dG Gƒ��J øjòdG á�jô£dG �òg ñƒ«°T ô¡°TCG øeh ,á«YöûdG �ÉμMC’G ‘ kÉ¡«�a

 kÉFô�eh ,kÉ«μdÉe  kÉ¡«�a  ¿Éch ,á«dÉª°ûdG  IÒ°üY á�£æe øe  ,¿ƒàjR ƒHCG  ódÉN ï«°ûdG  -1

 ¿Óªg »M IÈ�e ‘ øaoOh ,�2009 áæ°S ‘ ‘ƒJ ,¬FGôbEGh ¿BGô�dG IAGôb ‘ äGRÉLE’G íæÁ

.224á«Hƒæ÷G ÉcQÉÃ

 ï«°T Èà©jh ,¿É qª©H ¿GÒ�G �CG á�£æe ‘ º«�e ƒgh ,»é�ãdG º«�°S Oƒª� ï«°ûdG -2

.á°SGQódG �òg OGóYEG ÚM ¤EG �ÉY 100 ÜQÉ�j Ée ôª©dG øe ��Ñjh ,á©«ÑdG íæÁ …òdG á�jô£dG

 �ÉY ‘ ¿ÉªY ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh ,¿Éª©H �ôª÷G á�£æe ‘ º«�ŸG ,¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG -3

 IÓ°U ó©H ¬jójôŸ kÉ°ù�› º«�jh .¿OQC’G  ‘ ¿Éjƒ�G IÒ°ûY ïjÉ°ûe ï«°T ó©jh ,�1929

.á«YÉªàL’G º¡dGƒMCG ‘ ¿hQhÉ°ûàjh ,á«¡�a kÉeÉμMCG ¬«a ¿hôcGòàj ,á©ªL �c øe ôéØdG

 äÉæ«fÉªãdG  ‘  ¬°ùØf  í q°TQh  ,�1961  áæ°S  »£«æ�G  ìÓa  øY  ó¡©dG  ¿Éjƒ�G  ï«°ûdG  òNCG

 Qƒæe  óª�  ï«°ûdG  IÉah  ôKEG  ��Y  âjôLCG  »àdG  á«�«ªμàdG  äÉHÉîàf’G  ‘  ÊOQC’G  ¿ÉŸÈ�d

.225»HÉ«ædG ó©�ŸG ��Y �ƒ°ü�G ‘ íéæj 
 ¬æμdh ,ójó�G

.2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -223

http://www.beatnabala.com/vb/showthread.php?t=15321. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG -224

http://www.beatnabala.com/vb/showthread.php?t=15321. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG -225
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 É«côJ ‘ ‘ƒJ óbh .218äÉæjöû©dG áÑ�M �ÓN á�«Ø£dGh ájó«°TôdG ô qªY øe �hCG qó©ojh ,Ú£°ù�a

.1969219 áæ°S

 IQOÉ¨e Qôb ºK ,á�jô£dG  ÜGOBG  ¢SÉædG  º«�©àH �Éb …òdG  øjóHÉ©dG  øjR �ódh á�jô£dG  ‘ ¬Ø�N

 º�©oj 
h á«°ùfôØdG äGƒ�dG �Ñb øe ¬dÉ�àYG ”h ,»°ùfôØdG QÉª©à°S’G �Éà�d É«fÉàjQƒe ¤EG ¿OQC’G

.220�Ò°üe

 �Yóoj ¢üî°ûH ��àdGh ,¬ª°SG º�©oj ’ »Hô¨e l
ÉY ¿OQ’G ¤EG �ób å«M ,ôNBG óæ°S á�jô£�dh

 IÓ°üdG ¤EG ¬JƒYóH �Ébh ,§�°ùdG á¶aÉ� ‘ ºæ¨dG ��Y kÉ°SQÉM �ª©j ¿Éc »£«æ�G ˆG öüf ìÓa

 ¤EG »Hô¨ŸG 
É©dG ôaÉ°S ºK .ºμî«°T ìÓa ¿ƒμ«°S :¬YÉÑJC’ �Ébh ,á«eÓ°SE’G ¥ÓNC’ÉH �Gõàd’Gh

 .áeôμŸG áμe ¤EG ºK IóL ¤EG É¡æeh ÉØ«M ¤EG kÉ¡Lƒàe ¿OQC’G ìÓa QOÉZ äGƒæ°ùH Égó©Hh .è�G

 á«Ø¶¨dG  á�jô£dÉH  �Gõàd’ÉH  ó¡©dG  �Gòæ«M  �É£YCG  …òdG  »Hô¨ŸG  
É©dÉH  iôNCG  Iôe  ��àdGh

.221É¡¨«�ÑJh

 ¢SÉædG  º«�©àd  Æ qôØJh  ,äÉ«æjöû©dG  ‘  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  ™LQ  ºK  äGƒæ°S  â°S  áμe  ‘  ìÓa  åμe

 ¢ùÑdh ,¢ùªÿG äGƒ�°üdÉH �Gõàd’G ¤EG IƒYódG ��Y õ«cÎdÉH äRÉàeG »àdG ¬à�jôW ��Y º¡μ«�°ùJh

 ¢SÉædG ¿Éc ¿ƒàjR äGôé°T ™HQCG ™£�H ¬°ùØæH �Ébh ,ˆG Ò¨d íHòdG Ëô–h ,ÜÉé�G AÉ°ùædG

 `H ¬YÉÑJCGh ¬eÉ¡JÉH �ƒ°üÿG ¢†©H ¬JƒYO äôZCÉa .222ácÈdG º¡ëæ“ É¡fCG øjó�à©e É¡fhó°ü�j

 ,º¡à�jôW ��Y kÉμdÉ°S ¿Éc å«M ,¬YÉÑJCG øYh ¬æY ´Éaó�d �hC’G ˆG óÑY 	�ŸG ™aO Ée ,zá«HÉgƒdG{

 ´ÉÑJCG óMCG ƒgh ,2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -218

.¿ÉªY ‘ �1929 �ÉY ódh ,¿OQC’G ‘ á«Ø¶¨dG á�jô£dG

 »�jôaE’G ÚFÉ°†ØdG øª°V »MhôdGh …ôμØdG É¡YÉ©°TGh É«fÉàjQƒe ,ÈÿG áØ«ë°U -219

.ÜÉàμdG ódh ÚeC’G óªëŸ ,»Hô©dGh

http://www.elkhebar.info/news.php?action=view&id=431. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG

.2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -220

.2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -221

.2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -222
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 ájQOÉ�dG á«Ø¶¨dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG -4

 øe èjõe »gh ,IQÉeE’G ¢ù«°SCÉJ  �Ñb â�NO óbh ,¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG �óbCG  øe »gh

 áæ°S �aƒàŸG …OhGódG ¶ZC’G óª� ï«°ûdG É¡«°ù°SDƒe ºgCG øeh ,á«dPÉ°ûdGh ájQOÉ�dG Úà�jô£dG

 ¬«H øH ˆG óÑY ï«°ûdG ,AÉ«MC’G É¡îjÉ°ûe RôHCG øeh ,É«fÉàjQƒe ¥öT ‘ ÉgOƒLh õcÎjh .�1210

.213Úª�°ùŸG AÉª�©d »ŸÉ©dG OÉ–’G ¢ù«FQ ÖFÉf

 É¡à°†gÉæe  ÖÑ°ùH  OÉ¡£°VÓd  ,zIógÉéŸG{`H  É¡YÉÑJCG  É¡Ø°üj  »àdG  á�jô£dG  �òg  â°Vô©J

 ,1904 �ÉY è�Gh Iôé¡dG á�jô£dG ´ÉÑJCG øe IöSCG Ú°ùªN äQôb 	dòdh ,»°ùfôØdG QÉª©à°SÓd

 ó©H Ghô�à°SG ºK ,ó«ª�G óÑY ¿É£�°ùdG º¡�Ñ�à°SG å«M �ƒÑæ£°SG ¤EG �GôJC’G º¡�ªM �jô£dG ‘h

 ÉμY ‘ º¡Nƒ«°T RôHCG óMCÉH �É�ŸG §M Éª«a ,215¿GOƒ°ùdG ¤EG �MQ øe º¡æeh ,214�ƒ°VÉfC’ÉH è�G

 ¤EG É«fÉàjQƒe øe �–QG ¿CG ó©H 	dPh ,»ª���dG øjR øH ÚeC’G óª� jöûdG ƒgh ,Ú£°ù�ØH

 ÚM ¤EG áaÉãμH ¬dƒM ¢SÉædG àdGh ,á«æjódG �ƒ�©dG ¢ùjQóàd ájhGR É¡«a �ÉbCGh ,1903 �ÉY É«Ñ«d

.216¥öûŸG ¤EG kÉ¡éàe É¡æY �–QÉa ,‹É£jE’G QÉª©à°S’G �Ñb øe É«Ñ«d �ÓàMG

 �FÉÑb ¬dƒM âØàdGh ,¿ÉªY áæjóe øe Üô�dÉH ¬d ájhGR �ÉbCG å«M ¿OQ’G ¤EG ÚeC’G óª� �°Uh

 ï«°ûdG ÖgP ¿OQC’G øeh ,É¡æjO QƒeCG ‘ É¡¡�Øjh Égó°Tôj øe ¤EG ¥ƒàJ âfÉc »àdG ¿OQC’G »böT

 ‘ Oƒ¡«dG �JÉb ¬fCG ôcòjh .217õ«�‚’G ó°V �GôJ’G ÖfÉL ¤EG �JÉb å«M É«côJ ¤EG ÚeCG óª�

 http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/á«Ø¶¨dG~á�jô£dG :§HGôdG ô¶fCG -213

 QÉàîŸG óª� øH …OÉ¡�d §«�æ°T OÓH ‘ á«Ø�°ùdGh ±ƒ°üàdG ÚH{ :¿Gƒæ©H á°SGQO -214

http://www.emjad.net/article2149.html. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG ,z…ƒëædG

 http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/á«Ø¶¨dG~á�jô£dG :§HGôdG ô¶fCG -215

 »�jôaE’G ÚFÉ°†ØdG øª°V »MhôdGh …ôμØdG É¡YÉ©°TGh É«fÉàjQƒe ,ÈÿG áØ«ë°U -216

http://www.elkhebar.info/news. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG .ÜÉàμdG ódh ÚeC’G óªëŸ ,»Hô©dGh

php?action=view&id=431.

 »�jôaE’G ÚFÉ°†ØdG øª°V »MhôdGh …ôμØdG É¡YÉ©°TGh É«fÉàjQƒe ,ÈÿG áØ«ë°U -217

.ÜÉàμdG ódh ÚeC’G óªëŸ ,»Hô©dGh

http://www.elkhebar.info/news.php?action=view&id=431. :§HGôdG ô¶fCG
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 ï«°ûdG øHG ��Y ± qô©J É¡«ah ,�1970 áæ°S á©jöûdG á«�c ‘ kGó«©e qÚ©«d ¿OQC’G ¤EG ™LQ

 (�1974 :ä) øªMôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ÚHh ¬æ«H ábÓY äCÉ°ûf ¬dÓN øeh á°ûjQ ƒHCG øªMôdG óÑY

 á�jô£dG ¬«dEG Ö°ùæoJ …òdG »Wöû«dG øjódG Qƒf »�Y øHG ,º«gGôHEG ï«°û�d kGô¡°U ¿Éc …òdG

 …òdG á°ûjQ ƒHCG øªMôdG óÑY ï«°ûdGh �«�÷G óÑY QƒàcódG ÚH äGQÉjõdG âdGƒJh .á«Wöû«dG

.á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCG �àM ,¿OQC’G ¤EG ájô¡°T äGQÉjõH �ƒ�jh ÉjQƒ°S ‘ kÉª«�e ¿Éc

 »ÑædG  �É�e  ‘  ôcòdG  Iö†M ó�©jh  ,¿É qª©H  í�jƒ°U á�£æe  ‘  �«�÷G  óÑY  QƒàcódG  º«�jh

 øe AÉ¡àf’G ó©H ,§�°ùdG áæjóe øe Öjô�dG Ö«©°T …OGh á�£æe ‘ øFÉμdG �Ó°ùdG ¬«�Y Ö«©°T

.212¬°ùØæH É¡«��j »àdG á©ª÷G áÑ£N

.�2011/6/4 ïjQÉàH ,º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY .O ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -212
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:Éªgh ¿Éî«°T ¿OQC’G ‘ á«Wöû«dG á�jô£�dh

 óªMCG  »eÉëª�d  á«Wöû«dG  á�jô£dG  �É�àfG  ™ªa  .»Wô°û«dG  …OÉ¡dG  óª�  óªMCG  -1

 á«Wöû«dG •É°ûf õcôe á«fOQC’G áª°UÉ©dG âëÑ°UCG ,�1980áæ°S ¿É qªY ‘ º«�ŸG »Wöû«dG

 kÉ°Uƒ°üN ,º¡æe Òãc ¬«�Y óaGƒàj ,ójôe dCG áFÉe ¤EG ¿ƒ�°üj ¬jójôe ¿EG �É�jh ,
É©dG ‘

.210É«�jôaEG ÜƒæL øe

 ájhGõdG â��àfG ºK ,¿ÉªY �ÑL ‘ ™HGôdG QGhódG øe Üô�dÉH ájhGRh kÉà«H »Wöû«dG óq«°T óbh

 ¬FÉæHCG  óMCG  ájhGõdG  ��Y  ±GöTE’G  ‘  �óYÉ°ùjh  ,¿É qªY  ‘  Ò°ùdG  …OGh  QOÉ«H  á�£æe  ¤EG

 ,¢Vƒª¨dGh ¿ÉªàμdÉH ¿OQC’G ‘ á«Wöû«dG á�jô£dG õ«ªàJh .…Qƒ©dG ó«©°S ï«°ûdG ¬�«chh

 iôNCG á«aƒ°U ¥ôW �Ñb øe º¡àoJh ,kÉ�Ñ°ùe kÉfPEG 	�Á øŸ ’EG ájhGõdG ¤EG �ƒNódÉH íª°ùoj ’h

 Ée É¡«a ™�Jh �ÉLôdGh AÉ°ùædG ÚH á£�à� äGö†M º«�oJh ,á©jöûdG �ÉμMCG RhÉéàJ É¡fCÉH

 á�jô£dG AÉæHCG ó�Øà«d ôNB’Gh Ú�G ÚH ¿ÉæÑd »Wöû«dG Qhõjh .211zäÉe qôëŸG{ `H ¬fƒª°ùj

.ähÒH ÜƒæL ™�J »àdG Iójó÷G ájhGõdG ‘

 •ƒ�H  ôjO  ájôb  ó«dGƒe  øe  ƒgh  .ádOÉÑ©dG  »�Y  º«MôdG  óÑY  �«�÷G  óÑY  QƒàcódG  -2

 ¢ù�HÉæH  »æjódG  ó¡©ŸÉH  �ëàdGh  ,ájƒfÉãdG  â«Ø�°S  á°SQóe ‘ ¢SQO  .�1944 �ÉY  Ú£°ù�ØH

 kÉ«dÉM � qª°ùjh ,IôgÉ�dÉH jöûdG ôgRC’G ‘ ¥Éëàd’ÉH ÚÑZGôdG �gDƒj ¿Éc …òdG 1961 �ÉY

 ,jöûdG  ôgRC’ÉH  øjódG  �ƒ°UCG  á«�c  ‘  á°SGQó�d  ��àfG  ºK  .zá«eÓ°SE’G  �ƒ�©dG  á°SQóe{

 ±ô©Jh .Oƒª� º«��G óÑY ôgRC’G ï«°T º¡°SCGQ ��Yh ,AÉ«dhC’Gh AÉª�©dG ��Y É¡«a ±ô©Jh

 �ÉY ¬°ùdÉ› �õdh ,(�1986 :ä) …OôμdG øjódG º‚ ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ï«°T ��Y �Éæg

 ,�1967 �ÉY ÜôM ôKEG  ��Y ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  É¡æeh Ú£°ù�a ¤EG  OÉYh .óMGh �ÉY IóŸ �1963

.ôgRC’G á©eÉéH á«YöûdG �ƒ�©dG ‘ Òà°ùLÉŸG á°SGQO öTÉÑ«d öüe ¤EG É¡æeh

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ,¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -210

 ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e ,�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ,¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -211

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG
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 ,º«gGôHEG  ï«°ûdG  ‘ƒJ  �1928  �ÉY  ‘h  ,á�jô£dG  ��Y  º«gGôHEG  �ódh  ,»�Y  ï«°ûdG  �N  óbh

 ��f ”h �1982 �ÉY É¡«a ‘ƒJh ,�1948 �ÉY ähÒH ¤EG ��àfG …òdG ,…OÉ¡dG óª� �ódh ¬Ø�Nh

 �ódh ¬Ø�N ;…OÉ¡dG óª� ï«°ûdG IÉah ó©Hh ,�óLh �ódGh ÖfÉL ¤EG øaO å«M ÉμY ¤EG ¬fÉªãL

.207¿É qªY á«fOQC’G áª°UÉ©dG ‘ kÉ«dÉM º«�ŸG »Wöû«dG óªMCG »eÉëŸG

 ‘  hCG  ,á«Hô©dG  á�£æŸG  ‘  AGƒ°S  ,¿OQC’G  êQÉN  ™°SGh  QÉ°ûàfÉH  á«Wöû«dG  á�jô£dG  ™àªàJh

 	�J ¿Éμ°S øe áÄŸG ‘ 90 ‹GƒM Èà©j å«M ,á«eÓ°SE’G ájOÉ–’G ôª�dG Qõéc ,É«�jôaEG ¥öT

 IôjõLh ,ô�°ûZóeh ,GóæZhCGh ,É«æ«ch ,É«fGõæJ ºK ,á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG AÉæHCG øe Qõ÷G

 IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdGh Góæc �ãe ,»μjôeC’G ôé¡ŸG OÓH ‘ 	dòch ,¿ƒ«fƒjQ’ IôjõLh ,¢Sƒ°ûjQƒe

 .208�jRGÈdGh

 á�jô£dG â�°Uh å«M ,¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG �óbCG øe á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG qó©oJh

 øe ¿OQC’G GƒæWƒà°SG øjòdG OGôaC’G ¢†©H á£°SGƒH øjöû©dG ¿ô�dG øe ådÉãdG ó�©dG ‘ ¿OQC’G ¤G

 ™e á«Wöû«dG á�jô£dG AÉæHCG øe ójó©dG ôLÉg ,�1948 �ÉY Ú£°ù�a áKQÉc â©bh ÉeóæYh .¿ÉæÑd

 øe á«�NGódG á�£æŸG ¿Éμ°S øe GƒfÉc º¡æe iôNCG kGOGóYCG ¿CG Éªc ,¿OQC’G ¤G Ú«æ«£°ù�ØdG øe ºgÒZ

.209Ú«fOQC’G ÚæWGƒŸG øe A’Dƒg QÉ°U ;�1950 �ÉY ‘ ÚàØ°†dG ÚH IóMƒdG ¿ÓYEÉHh ,Ú£°ù�a

D8%A7%D9%84%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%86+%D8%A7%D9%84%D9

%8A%D8%B4%D8%B1%D8%B7%D9%8A+%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%

AF%D8%B3&cd=3&hl=ar&ct=clnk&gl=jo&source=www.google.jo

 ,á£aGƒ°ùdG AÉah Qƒàcó�d zOóéŸG ‘ƒ°üdG »Wöû«dG »�Y ï«°ûdG{ :¿Gƒæ©H ádÉ�e ô¶fGh

 á«fÉæÑ�dG á©eÉ÷G ‘ â°ûbƒf �GQƒàcO ádÉ°SQ á£aGƒ°ù�dh .www.yashruti.blogspot.com

.z»Wöû«dG øjódGQƒf »�Y ï«°ûdG É¡î«°Th á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á°SQóŸG{ :¿Gƒæ©H ,ähÒÑH

 ,Rƒeõb ˆG óÑ©d zïjQÉàdGh IQÉ°†�G ™bƒŸG ..ÉμY áæjóe{ :¿Gƒæ©H ádÉ�e -207

 http://www.thaqafa.org/Main/default.aspx?_ContentType=ART&_
ContentID=a065625b-9a67-4c9e-aaf4-12520716743b.

,âfÎfE’G áμÑ°T ��Y á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ™bƒe -208

 www.shathli-yashruti.webs.com.

 ,âfÎfE’G áμÑ°T ��Y á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ™bƒe -209

www.shathli-yashruti.webs.com.
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á«Woô r°û n«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG -3

 äQõæH áæjóe ‘ ód oh .á«Wöû«dG áªWÉa »HCÉH �æμŸG øjódG Qƒf »�Y ¤EG á«Wöû«dG á�jô£dG Ö°ùæoJ

 � q��Jh  .»Hô©dG  Üô¨ŸG  ‘  �FÉÑ�dG  ióMEG  »gh ,•öûj  »æH  ¤EG  Ö°ùàæjh  ,�1794 �ÉY  ¢ùfƒàH

 ,�Éæg ¢ShQódG øe kGÒãc ö†M å«M ,¢ùfƒJ ‘ áfƒàjõdG ™eÉéH �ëàdG ºK ,k’hCG äQõæH ‘ ¬ª«�©J

 IõªM øH ø°ùM óª� ï«°ûdG …ój ��Y ÉgÉ��J »àdG á«dPÉ°ûdG ÉgRôHCG ,á«aƒ°U ¥ôW IóY ‘ 	�°Sh

 ájƒfÉãdG ¢SQGóŸG ¢†©H ‘ ¢ùjQóàdÉH ,¬JÉjGóH ‘ »Wöû«dG �¨à°TGh .(�1852 :ä) ÊóŸG ôaÉX

 ,™jöûàdGh ,�ƒ°UC’Gh ,åjó�Gh ,Ò°ùØàdG ¢S qQóa ,�GòfBG ¢ùfƒJ áª°UÉ©dG É¡H è©J âfÉc »àdG

.�ƒ�©dGh OGƒŸG øe ÉgÒZh ,�ÓμdGh ,�£æŸGh

 É¡«a �ÉbCGh �1850 �ÉY ‘ ÉμY ¤EG  É¡æeh ,�1846 �ÉY ‘ RÉé�G ¤EG  Üô¨ŸG OÓH øe �MQ

 øe áKÓK ¬«a øaO zó¡°ûe{hCG  zQGõe{ 	dÉæg ájhGõdG  �NGO ‘h ,1862 áæ°S á«dPÉ°ûdG  ájhGõdG

 áë«°TôJ  Ió�H  ¤EG  »Wöû«dG  øjódG  Qƒf  »�Y  ��àfG  ºK  .204á«Wöû«dG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  á�jô£dG  ÜÉ£bG

.ÉμY øe áÑjô�dG

 OÉjORGh  ¬«�Y  ¢SÉædG  �ÉÑbEG  IÌc  iOCGh  ,º¡«�Y  OôdGh  á«FÉ¡ÑdG  IôXÉæe  ‘  Oƒ¡L  ¬d  ¿Éch

 áæ°S  ¢SOhQ  IôjõL  ¤EG  �°ûeO  ‹Gh  �ÉØæa  á«fÉªã©dG  áeƒμ�G  á«°ûN  ¤EG  ¬YÉÑJGh  ¬jójôe  OóY

 .ó«ª�G óÑY ¿É£�°ùdG ¬MGöS ��WCG �ØæŸG ‘ kGô¡°T øjöûYh ióMEG �°†eCG ¿CG ó©Hh ,205�1851

 Èb ¬dh ,�ÉY áFÉŸG RhÉL ¿CG ó©H �1899 �ÉY ˆG �ÉaƒJ ¿CG ¤EG ,ÉμY ¤EG É¡æeh Éë«°TôJ ¤EG OÉYh

.206QGõj ÉμY ‘

,Rƒeõb ˆG óÑ©d zïjQÉàdGh IQÉ°†�G ™bƒŸG ..ÉμY áæjóe{ :¿Gƒæ©H ádÉ�e -204

 http://www.thaqafa.org/Main/default.aspx?_ContentType=ART&_
ContentID=a065625b-9a67-4c9e-aaf4-12520716743b.

 ïjQÉàH ¬©e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e ‘ »Wöû«dG º«MôdG óÑY �«�÷G óÑY QƒàcódG �Éb -205

.zÉjGhõdÉH Égô qª©a ¢SOhQ ¤EG �ƒØf øjòdG ºg Ú«fÉ£jÈdG{ ¿EG ,�2011/6/4

http:// :§HGôdG ád’óH ,»Wöû«dG áªWÉØd 218¢U z��G �jôW ‘ »JÒ°ùe{ ÜÉàc -206

webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:JTHutLKwOLQJ:ho

mepages.tscnet.com/omard1/alg1.htm+%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B1+%
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 ,AÉbQõdG áæjóÃ Üô©dG »M ‘ º«�jh ‹Ó«ØdG ï«°ûdG øHG ƒgh ,‹Ó«ØdG óª� QƒàcódG -3

.201áμdÉŸG á�FÉ©dG AGôeCG øe Oó©d ó¡©dG �£YCG ¬fCÉH ôcòjh

.ø°ùM ÒeC’G á«MÉ°V ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ,»LƒdÉØdG º«gGôHEG ï«°ûdG -4

 OóY ¬°ùdÉ› ö†ëjh ,¿Éª©H ¿GQóH ÉØ°T á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ,»æ«°ù�G »�Y ï«°ûdG -5

.202jÉf øH º°UÉY ÒeC’Gh ,jÉf øH »�Y ÒeC’G º¡æe ,¿OQC’G ‘ áμdÉŸG á�FÉ©dG AGôeCG øe

 áæjóŸG  øe  ¬�°UCG  ,�1947 �ÉY  ¿É qªY  ‘  ódh  .203
ï«°ûdG  �BG  »�Y  QOÉ�dG  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  -6

 ± qô©Jh .IQÉeE’G ¢ù«°SCÉJ ¿ÉHEG ¿OQC’G ¤EG �hC’G ˆG óÑY ÒeC’G ™e É¡æe �óL êôN ,IQƒæŸG

.¬jój ��Y á�jô£dG òNCÉH kÉeõà�e 1963 �ÉY ‘ ‹Ó«ØdG ï«°ûdG ��Y

 qÚ oYh .1970 �ÉY ±ÉbhC’G ájôjóŸ kÉ©HÉJ ÉeÉeEG ºK ,1968 �ÉY áë�°ùŸG äGƒ�dG ‘ kÉeÉeEG �ªY

 áHÉ£ÿGh áHÉàμ�d Égó©H ÆôØJh ,�1991 �ÉY óYÉ�J ¿CG ¤EG 1974 �ÉY ÊóŸG ´Éaó�d kÉ«àØe

 ,¿Éª©H  á«HGôdG  á�£æÃ  »JƒdÉμdG  óé°ùe  ‘  É¡«��j  ¿Éc  »àdG  ¬Ñ£îH  ô¡oà°TGh  ,¢ùjQóàdGh

.�2008 �ÉY ‘ áHÉ£ÿG øe ¬©æe ¤EG iOCG Ée ,kÉàa’ kGQƒ°†M Ö£�à°ùJ âfÉc »àdGh

.�2011/5/30 ïjQÉàH ,OGƒY ƒHCG ¿ÉªãY OÉªM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -201

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH ,»ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -202

 ,�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e :¬àªLôJ QOÉ°üe -203

 ‘ ádÉ°SQ ÜÉàc ,�2011/5/30 ïjQÉàH ,OGƒY ƒHCG ¿ÉªãY OÉªM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e

.43¢U ,�1998 ,ï«°ûdG »�Y QOÉ�dG óÑ©d ,á©Ñ°S Oó©dG QGöSCG
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 k’õæe É¡«a óq«°T å«M ,194�1967 �ÉY É¡«a ô�à°SGh AÉbQõdG áæjóÃ Üô©dG »M ¤EG  ÖgP ºK

 ,195zá«Hô¨ŸG  á«dÓ«ØdG  ájhGõdG{  IQÉÑY É¡«�Y Öàch ,¿B’G  �àM áªFÉb âdGR Ée ájhGR �ÉbCGh ,¬d

 ó¡©dG ¬«�Y òNCG �ÓW øH Ú°ùM 	�ŸG ¿CÉH �É�jh .‹Ó«ØdG óª� ï«°ûdG ¬æHG kÉ«dÉM É¡«a � só�ŸGh

 ¿ƒμj ¿CG �Øf ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY �ò«ª�J ¿EG �H ,	dP áë°U âÑãoj Ée ��Y �f 
 Éææμd ,196á�jô£dÉH

 IÈ�e  ‘  øaoOh  ,�1986  �ÉY  ‹Ó«ØdG  ‘ƒJ  óbh  .197óMCG  øe  á«aƒ°U  á�jôW  òNCG  Ú°ùM  	�ŸG

.198ÜÉë°S

:¿OQC’G ‘ ‹Ó«ØdG ï«°ûdG á�jôW ¤EG Ö°ùàæjh

 ñƒ«°T  óMCG  ƒgh  ,¿É©e  §°Sh  ‘  ájhGR  ¬d  .(ôgÉ°T  ƒHCG)  …ÒÑ£dG  IOÉë°T  ï«°ûdG  -1

.199ÜÉë°S á�£æe ‘ ¬àØ«�N OƒjõdG ¿GóªM ï«°ûdG qó©ojh ,É¡«a Úahô©ŸG ôFÉ°û©dG

 ±ô©J .�1941 �ÉY óHQEÉH ÉHƒj ôØc ‘ ódh .200
IójGOôdG IOÉë°T ø°ùM óªMCG ï«°ûdG -2

 §°SƒH »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG øe Üô�dÉH áæFÉμdG ¬àjhGR ‘ ôcòdG ¢ù�› ö†M ÚM ‹Ó«ØdG ��Y

 ¿ƒ¨�Ñj É¡LQÉNh ¿OQC’G ‘ ¬YÉÑJCG ¿EG �ƒ�jh .�ƒ�°ùdÉH ó¡©dG ¬«�Y òNCGh ,1965 �ÉY ¿ÉªY

.ójôe ±’BG á©Ñ°S

 ,Ú«fOQC’G AÉHOC’Gh ÜÉàμdG OÉ–G ‘ ƒ°†Yh ,á«dhódGh á«Hô©dG äGô“DƒŸG øe ójó©dG ‘ �QÉ°T

 óMC’G »eƒj AÉ°ùe Iö†�G É¡«a �É�J ÉHƒj ôØc ‘ ájhGR ¬dh .±ƒ°üàdG ‘ äÉØdDƒe IóY ¬dh

 �«ëj êÉ�G É¡fhDƒ°T ôjój óHQEG IôW ‘ ájhGRh .°üfh áYÉ°ùH á©ª÷G IÓ°U �Ñbh ¢ù«ªÿGh

.óHQEG º«� øe Üô�dÉH AÉ°ùædG ióMEG â«H ‘ ™�J AÉ°ùæ�d ájhGR ¤EG áaÉ°VE’ÉH.äÉ©«ª°ùdG

.�1965 áæ°ùH 	dP ñ qQCG ¬fEÉa ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ÉeCG ,IójGOôdG ï«°ûdG Ö°ùëH -194

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dGóÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -195

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -196

.�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dGóÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -197

.280¢U ,‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG -198

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -199

 ,�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH ,IójGOôdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e :¬àªLôJ QOÉ°üe -200

.585-584¢U ,z‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG{ ÜÉàch
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 á«dÓ«ØdG á qjƒ�©dG á qjhÉbQódG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG -2

 Üô¨ŸÉH ƒ°Uƒ°U öüb ‘ OƒdƒŸG ,‹Ó«ØdG �Ó°ùdG óÑY �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ¤EG  á«dÓ«ØdG Ö°ùæJ

 GhôKBG 	°SÉæŸG AGOCG ó©Hh ,�1897 �ÉY è�G á°†jôa AGOC’ ¬à�FÉY ™e �ÉMôdG qó°T .�1888 �ÉY

 ƒg ¬eCG áfÉ°†M ‘ ¬côJ �ódGh q‘ƒJ ¿CG ó©Hh .á«ª�©dG ¬JCÉ°ûf âfÉc É¡«ah ,IQƒæŸG áæjóŸÉH áeÉbE’G

 ™ªàLG óbh .¢Só�ŸG â«H ‘ ¬àeÉbEG âdÉWh ,�É°ûdG OÓHh öüe ¤EG ¬ qLƒJ � qó°TCG ��H ÉqŸh ,�DhÉ�°TCGh

 òª�àJh ,188kÉÑjô�J �1924 �ÉY ‹GƒM ¢Só�ŸG â«H ‘ …ƒ�©dG Iƒ«�Y øH �Ø£°üe øH óªMCG ï«°ûdÉH

 OÉY ;…ƒ�©dG ï«°ûdG øe ôeCÉHh ,kÉeÉjCG É¡«a åμeh ôFGõ÷G ‘ ÂÉ¨à°ùe ¤EG ¬H �� ºK .¬jój ��Y

.189�1928 �ÉY OhóM ‘ É¡dhCG ÉjGhR IóY É¡«a ¢ù°SCG å«M ,á�jô£dG öûf ‘ ó¡àLGh Ú£°ù�a ¤EG

 ¿ƒμ«d ¿PE’G ¬ëæªa ,190�1948 �ÉY ‹Ó«ØdG ¬«dEG ÖgP ,�É°ûdG �°ûeO ¤EG …ƒ�©dG �ób ÉeóæYh

 ‘  á�jô£�d  kÉî«°T  ¿PE’G  »ª°TÉ¡dG  óª�  ï«°ûdG  íæeh  ,¿OQC’Gh  Ú£°ù�a  ‘  á�jô£dG  ï«°T

 ájhGR É¡«a ¢ù°SCG ¬ehób Qƒah ,192�1953 �ÉY ¿É qªY ¤EG ÉjQƒ°S øe ‹Ó«ØdG ™LQh .191ÉjQƒ°S

.193¢ù«ªNh óMCG �ƒj �c ôcòdG É¡«a �É�oj ¿Éc áæjóŸG §°Sh »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG øe Üô�dÉH

 êÉ�G ¬ØdDƒŸ ,zº�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U »ÑædG â«H �BG øe ‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG{ :ô¶fCG -188

 ,óHQEÉH ‘É�ãdG ÜÉàμdG QGOh ,ähÒÑH á«ª�©dG ÖàμdG QGO ™ÑW ,IójGOQ IOÉë°T ø°ùM óªMCG

 ,�2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e ‘h .361¢U ,�2005

.IQƒæŸG áæjóŸG ‘ …ƒ�©dG ï«°ûdG ��Y ±ô©J ‹Ó«ØdG ¿CG ¤EG QÉ°TCG

.361¢U ,‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG -189

.361¢U ,‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG -190

.280-265¢U ,‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdG ‘ �ÓYCG -191

 QÉ°TCG ;ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dGóÑY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e ‘h .¬°ùØf ™°VƒŸG ,�HÉ°ùdG Qó°üŸG -192

.�1954 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ‘ ¬àjhGR �ÉbCG ¬fCGh ,�1948 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ¤EG �ób ‹Ó«ØdG ï«°ûdG ¿CG ¤EG

 óÑY ï«°ûdG Ö°ùëHh .�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH ,IójGOôdG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -193

 ¿Éª©H �jhóæ÷G á�£æe ¤EG ºK ,1974 �ÉY ‘ ÉcQÉe ¤EG â��àfG ájhGõdG �òg ¿EÉa ,ï«°ûdG QOÉ�dG

.2005 �ÉY ‘
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 ájhGR ôjój …òdG äÉcôH óªM ï«°ûdGh ,186á�jô£dG ‘ ¬Ø�îj ¿CG ™ sbƒàj …òdG Qƒμ©dG óªMCG

.á�«Ø£dG ájhGR ‘ ¿ÉbQõdG Oƒª� ï«°ûdGh ,ÜÉë°S ájhGR ‘ ¢ùfCG ƒHCG ï«°ûdGh ,ÉHOÉe

 	«�°ùàH  ¿ƒeƒ�j É‰EGh ,á©«ÑdG  AÉ£YEÉH  ¿PE’G  ¬æe GhòNCÉj  
 øjòdG  …OôμdG  ò«eÓJ øeh

 É¡ª«�j ¿Éc »àdG ¬Jö†ëH ô¡oà°TG …òdG ,…ö†ÿG óªMCG ï«°ûdG ,¬à�jôW ��Y øjójôŸG

 ,…OôμdG ï«°ûdG øe kÉfhPCÉe ¿Éc ¬fCÉH º�©dG ™e .¿ÉªY §°SƒH »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG ‘ kÉ«YƒÑ°SCG

 ,ójó°ûdG ¬©°VGƒJh ¬Ø©°V ÖÑ°ùH ¬jój ��Y á�jô£dG ôªà°ùJ ’ ¿CG »°ûN ÒNC’G Gòg ¿CG ÒZ

.187¿PE’G ¬æe Öë°S ¿CG ’EG ¿Éc Éªa

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -186

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -187
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 ,ï«°ûdG ó�Ñd IQhÉéŸG Iôî°U Ió�H ‘ kÉª«�e ¿Éc å«M …OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdÉH ��àdG

 ‘ 	«�°ùàdÉH �RÉLCG É‰EGh ,á�jô£dG IRÉLEG ¬ëæÁ 
 ¬fCG ’EG ,181á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCÉa

 »æeƒŸG  ¿Éch  .182�1987 �ÉY  ‘  �°ûfG  ¿CG  ¤EG  	dòc  »�Hh  ,…QƒZÉ°ûdG  ±GöTEÉH  ¿OQC’G

 	dP ó©H ±ô©oj ’h ,¬JÉ«M ‘ ‘ƒJ ¬fCG ’EG ,±QÉY �ódh á�jô£dG ‘ �ó©H øe q�îj ¿CG …ƒæj

 óÑY ï«°ûdG ¬Ø�N ó�a 	dP ™eh .á�jô£dG ‘ ¬Ø�îj øÃ ájƒØ°T ’h áHƒàμe ’ ká«°Uh �ôJ ¬fCG

 ,óHQEG áæjóe ‘ á�«°ü�dG »M ‘ ¬dõæe ‘ øaOh ,�1991 áæ°S ‘ƒJ óbh .183»HGô©dG ËôμdG

.QGõoj kÉeÉ�e ¬«�Y ¬YÉÑJCG �æHh

:á�jô£dG ‘ »æeƒŸG �N

 ™Ñ°ùdG ôÄH ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh .(óMGƒdG óÑY ƒHCG)`H ±hô©ŸG »HGô©dG ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG

 .…Oƒ¡«dG �ÓàM’G ¿ÉHEG 1948 áæ°S ¿OQC’G ¥öT ¤EG É¡æe ôLÉg ,1942 áæ°S Ú£°ù�ØH

 »æeƒŸGh ƒg êôîJh ,…OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG ój ��Y �ƒ�°ùdGh á©jöûdG �ƒ�Y ���Jh

 »�Hh ,±ÉbhC’G IQGRh ‘ ÉeÉeEG uÚ oY »YöûdG ¬ª«�©J �ÉªcEG ó©Hh .á«YöûdG ¬à°SQóe øe

 ‘  ¬JÉah  ó©H  ¬Ø�Nh  ,»æeƒŸG  ËôμdGóÑY  ï«°ûdG  �õd  ºK  ,¬JÉah  �àM  …Oôμ�d  ÉeRÓe

.øjójôŸG á«HôJh á�jô£dG ÉjGhR ��Y ±GöTE’G

 ,ÉHOÉeh  ,IôéæY  ‘  ÉjGhõdG  øe  OóY  ¬dh  ,á«°ù«FôdG  ¬àjhGR  É¡«ah  ÉªμM á�£æe  ‘  º«�j

 ¿ÉªY §°SƒH »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG øe É¡��f Qôb »àdG »g IÒNC’G �ògh ,ÜÉë°Sh ,á�«Ø£dGh

 ¤EG �É�àf’G � q°†a ¬fCG  ’EG ,É¡«a QGôªà°S’ÉH ¬d íª°S »μ�ŸG ¿GƒjódG ¿CG ™e ,2005 �ÉY

 ±’BG áKÓK �óæY ¿CÉH ¬YÉÑJCG ºYõjh .è«�ÿGh RÉé�G ‘ ¿hójôeh ´ÉÑJCG ¬dh .184ÜÉë°S

 ï«°ûdG  ºgRôHCG  øeh  ,zá£�G{  É¡bƒah  (á qØ�dG)  áeÉª©dG  º¡FGóJQÉH  ¿hõ«ªàj  ,185ójôe

http://www.ajlounnews.net/index.php?m :§HGôdG ,ájQÉÑNE’G ¿ƒ�éY ádÉch -181

odule=articles&id=212&category=83.

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -182

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -183

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -184

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -185
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 ��Y ÉjQƒ°S ‘ òª�àJh .�ƒeÒdG á©eÉL ‘ ájõ«�‚E’G á¨�d kÉ°SQóe 	dP ó©H �ªYh ,¿É qª©H

 .1988177 áæ°S á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ¬æY òNCGh ,…QƒZÉ°ûdG øªMôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG

 á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£�d ï«°Th ,¿OQC’G ‘ »eÓ°SE’G ôμØ�d â«ÑdG �BG á°ù°SDƒe ‘ �hCG �«eR ƒgh

 »eÓ°SE’G  QGƒ�G  ‘  IRQÉÑdG  äÉ«°üî°ûdG  øe  Èà©jh  ,á«μjôeC’G  IóëàŸG  äÉj’ƒdG  ‘

 äGQÉ«àdG �à� øe AÉª�Y É¡¡ qLh »àdG zAGƒ°S áª�c{ IQOÉÑe ‘ ÚªgÉ°ùŸG øeh ,»ë«°ùŸG

 áæjóŸG ‘ á°ûHGôÿG »ëH ¿ÉªY ‘ ájhGR ¬dh .178á«ë«°ùe á«æjO äÉ«°üî°T ¤EG á«eÓ°SE’G

 øe  kGOóY  	�àÁh ,�hóéŸG  º«¶æàdGh  áeGöüdÉH  	«�°ùàdG  ‘  ¬à�jôW õ«ªàJh  ,á«°VÉjôdG

 »©aÉ°ûdG ÖgòŸG Öàc áªLÎH ¬°ùØæH �ƒ�jh ,á�Ñ�dG á°ù°SDƒe É¡æe ,¿OQC’G ‘ äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG

.179®ƒë�e …ƒ°ùf •É°ûf OƒLƒH ¬àjhGR õ«ªàJh ,ájõ«�‚E’G ¤EG

 á¶aÉ� ‘ ódh ,…OôμdG ï«°ûdG øHG ƒgh ,…OôμdG ó«©°S óª� �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG -4

 �RÉLCGh .�1996 �ÉY ¬æe êôîJh ,�°ûeóH »YöûdG ó¡©ŸG ‘ ¢SQOh .�1957 �ÉY óHQEG

 á«fÉªK IóŸ �óæY �ÉbCGh ,2002 �ÉY óHQEG ‘ �QGR óbh ,�1998 �ÉY á�jô£dG ‘ …QƒZÉ°ûdG

 º«� ÖfÉéH ¢SGQ â«H ‘ ¤hC’G ,¿ÉàjhGR ¬dh .CÓŸG ��Y É¡æ�YCGh ¬JRÉLEG É¡dÓN �qKh ,�ÉjCG

 ,íjöüdÉH  …OôμdG  óé°ùe  ‘  iôNC’Gh  .á©ª÷G  IÓ°U  ó©H  Iö†�G  É¡«a  �É�oJ  ,óHQEG

 �c øe AÉ°û©dGh Üô¨ŸG ÚHh ,AÉKÓK �ƒj �c øe AÉ°û©dG ó©H ,ôcò�d ¿É°ù�› É¡«a �É�jh

.180¢ù«ªN �ƒj

 .�1924 áæ°S ¿ƒ�é©H ÚÑY Ió�H ó«dƒe øe ƒgh .»æeƒŸG º«�°S ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG -Ü

 ,Ú£°ù�a ‘ øjógÉéŸG ÖFÉàμH �ëàdGh .�ó°TCG  ��H �àM ,áYGQõdÉH �ªYh ,kÉª«àj CÉ°ûf óbh

.äGƒæ°S ™HQCG IóŸ ÖFÉàμdG �òg ™e ógÉéj åμeh ,»ébhÉ�dG …Rƒa É¡«�Y ±öûj ¿Éc »àdGh

 óª� ï«°ûdG øH ¿Gƒ°Vôd zøjöû©dG ¿ô�dG ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ôYÉ°T …QƒZÉ°ûdG{ ÜÉàc ô¶fCG -177

.349¢U ,�2002 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ‘ ™ÑW ,…OôμdG ‹hõjEG ó«©°S

http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/ô�c~ìƒf :ô¶fG -178

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -179

 ô¶fGh .�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -180

.(354-353¢U) zøjöû©dG ¿ô�dG ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ôYÉ°T …QƒZÉ°ûdG{
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:¿OQC’G ‘ á�jô£dG ��Y …QƒZÉ°ûdG �Nh

 •É°ûf ¬d ¿Éch ,¿OQC’G ‘ …QƒZÉ°ûdG øe RÉ› �hCG ó©jh ,¿GóªM ¢ùfƒj ï«°ûdG -1

 ,171	dòd kÓgCG ¢ù«d ¬fCG iƒYóH 	«�°ùàdG �õàYG ¬fCG ’EG ,170óHQEÉH íjöüdG á�£æe ‘ í°VGh

 ™�NCG  Éªc  áî«°ûŸG  â©�N  :º¡d  �Ébh  ,¬JAÉÑY  ™�Nh  kÉeƒj  ¬jójôe  ��Y  êôN  ¬fEG  å«M

.172�òg »JAÉÑY

 »HGô©dG ËôμdG óÑY �Ñb øe �ƒé¡d ¿GóªM ï«°ûdG ¢V qô©J ¿CG ¤EG áaƒ°üàŸG ¢†©H Ò°ûj h

.173�GõàY’G ¤EG ¬©aO øe ƒg ;á�jô£dG á°SÉFQ ��Y ¬àªMGõeh ,1995 �ÉY

 QƒHÈW á�£æe ‘ º«�e ƒgh ,ájQƒ°ùdG IÉªM áæjóe øe ¬�°UCGh ,�Éª÷G óªMCG ï«°ûdG -2

 �ƒ�Y øe ¬æ qμªàH õ«“h .175É¡côJ ºK äGƒæ°S çÓK IóŸ áî«°ûŸG º�à°SG óbh .174¿OQC’ÉH

 Ée kÉ°Uƒ°üN ,äGö†�G ‘ �É�oJ »àdG äGQÉÑ©dG øe Òãc ��Y ¢VÎ©j ¬�©L Ée ,á©jöûdG

.176OÉ–’Gh �ƒ��G Ió«�©H É¡æe ��©àj

 �1954 áæ°S ó«dGƒe øeh ,¿OQC’G ‘ º«�e »μjôeCG �°UCG øe ƒgh ,ô�c º«eÉM ìƒf -3

 AÉæKCG  �Ó°SE’G  �æàYGh  .	«dƒKÉμdG  �hôdG  øe  á�FÉ©d  ø£æ°TGh  áj’h  øe  á°SOhCG  ájôb  ‘

 ��Y á«Hô©dG á¨�dG ¢SQO ºK ,�1977 áæ°S öüÃ ôgRC’G á©eÉL ‘ á«Hô©dG á¨�d ¬à°SGQO

 ‘ á«ª�Y IOÉ¡°T ��Y É¡æe �°üMh ,¢Sƒ�‚CG ¢Sƒd ‘ É«fQƒØ«dÉc á©eÉL ‘ äÒHOCG Oƒ�c

 á«fOQC’G á©eÉ÷G ‘ á«Hô©dG á°SGQO fCÉà°SGh ¿OQC’G ¤EG ��àfG ºK .�1980 áæ°S áØ°ù�ØdG

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -170

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -171

.�2011/5/22 ïjQÉàH ¥QÉW ôªY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -172

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -173

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -174

.�2011/5/22 ïjQÉàH ¥QÉW ôªY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -175

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -176
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 ¬Ø°üjh .163±ÉbhC’G ájôjóe iód Ióªà©e É¡JGOÉ¡°T âfÉc »àdG á«YöûdG á°SQóŸG É¡«a ¢ù°SCGh

.164OÓÑdG ‘ kGQÉ°ûàfG ÌcC’G »g ¬à�jôWh ,¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ¢ù°SDƒe ¬fCÉH ¬YÉÑJCG

 ,165	«�°ùàdÉH  kÉHƒàμe  kÉfPEG  ¬ëæeh  ,ÊÉ°ùª�àdG  »ª°TÉ¡dG  óª�  ï«°ûdG  øY  �ƒ�°ùdG  º�Y  òNCG

 ,QÉcPC’G ÜÉàc ,ó«MƒàdG ádÉ°SQ :É¡æe ,äÉØdDƒe IóY ¬dh .166	dP áë°üH áaƒ°üàŸG ¢†©H 	μ°ûjh

 ¿GƒjO ƒgh - á«JGòdG QGöSC’G ‘ á«MhôdG óFÉ°ü�dG ,á«eÓ°SE’G QÉjódG ‘ ájóªëŸG QÉ£YC’G öûf

 ±ô©àdG  ,áª�°ùŸG  IBGôŸG  ¢ùÑd  ‘  ,OGôcC’G  AÉ«dhCG  äÉeGôc  ¢†©H  ôcP  ‘  OGóeE’G  áMhO  ,-  ô©°T

 ,kÉeÉY 82 õgÉæj  ôªY øY �1972 �ÉY ‘ƒJh .ó©H öûæoJ  
 äGôcòe Öàch .±ƒ°üàdG  �FÉ�ëH

.167óHQEG º«� ‘ áªFÉb âdGR Ée ¬àjhGRh ,óHQEG ‘ íjöüdG Ió�H ‘ øaoOh

:á�jô£dG ��Y …OôμdG q�Nh

 ¬ëæe .�1910 �ÉY ¢üªM ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh ,�°ûeO ‘ …QƒZÉ°ûdG øªMôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG -CG

 q�ch ¿OQC’G ¤EG …QƒZÉ°ûdG �ób ¬JÉah ó©Hh ,á�jô£dÉH ¿PE’G …OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG

 ;�1987 �ÉY ójóëàdÉHh ,äGƒæ°S IóY ó©Hh ,OÓÑdG ‘ á�jô£dG �É¡Ã »æeƒŸG ËôμdG óÑY

.168á�jô£dG áî«°ûe �É£YCG ¬fCGh …OôμdG ï«°ûdG áØ«�N ¬fCG �YOGh ¬æY �°ûfG

 ï«°ûdG ’EG rõéoj 
 �ódGh ¿CG ócDƒj ,…OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG øHG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ¿CG ’EG

 ¬ëæŸ l� qgDƒe ƒg øe ¿OQC’G ‘ ¬jój ��Y 	�°S øª«a iôj øμj 
 �ódGh ¿EG �ƒ�jh ,…QƒZÉ°ûdG

.169á�jô£dG áaÓN

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -163

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -164

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -165

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -166

.�1997 ,¿É qª©H ègÉæŸG QGO ,ÊÉHƒ�dG ìÉ‚ óªëŸ ,z…OôμdG ó«©°S óª�{ :ÜÉàc ô¶fCG -167

:�ƒÑ°ù«ØdG ��Y …OôμdG ï«°ûdG áëØ°U ô¶fGh

 http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=127850867256291&v=info.

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -168

.�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -169
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 �ÉY É¡«a ‘ƒJ å«M É«côJ ¤EG ôaÉ°S ¿CG åÑd Ée ºK ,äÉæ«©°ùàdG ájGóHh äÉæ«fÉªãdG ôNGhCG ‘ ¿OQC’G

.z±ƒ°üàdG øY �FÉ�M{ ÜÉàc É¡ªgCG ,äÉØdDƒŸG øe OóY ¬dh .159�1991

:øe kÓc ¿OQC’ÉH á�jô£dG ‘ ¬Ø�N

 �ÉY ¢ù�HÉf ó«dGƒe øe ƒgh ,Ú£°ù�ØH ÉaÉj áæjóe øe ¬à�FÉY ,ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG -CG

 �°ù«Y QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG ��Y ± qô©J å«M ,�°ûeóH ¢SQOh �É°ûdG ¤EG �ódGh ¬�°SQCG .�1933

 ¿ÉªY ¤EG OÉY .kÉ°†jCG »ª°TÉ¡dG óª� ¬î«°ûH ™ØàfGh ,á�jô£dÉH ¿PE’G ¬æe òNCGh �1959 �ÉY

 ¬WÉ°ûf CGóH å«M ,1964 �ÉY ¿É qªY §°Sh »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸÉH kÉ°SQóeh kÉÑ«£Nh kÉeÉeEG uÚ oYh

 �Éb  øe  �hCG  ¿Éch  ,»æ«°ù�GG  óé°ùŸG  øe  Üô�dÉH  IÒÑc  ájhGR  kÉ–Éa  ,±ƒ°üàdG  öûæH

 .»�°UƒŸG ÜÉgƒdG óÑY �GòfBG  ±ÉbhC’G ôjóe ™e ¿hÉ©àdÉH ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG º«�©àd GQGO íàØH

 É¡«a �É�oJ ájhGR ¬«a ¢ù°SCGh ¿É qª©H �Gõf »M á�£æe ‘ ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG QGO óé°ùe ¤EG ��àfGh

 ‘ kÉ°†jCG ¿ÉàjhGR ¬dh .AÉKÓK �ƒj �c øe AÉ°û©dG IÓ°U ó©Hh ,á©ª÷G ô¡Xh ìÉÑ°U Iö†�G

 .¿Éª©H �Gõf »Má�£æe ‘ ájhGRh ¿BGô�dG QGO óé°ùe ¬dh .¿OQC’G QƒZh ,¿É qª©H GhÉL øe �c

.160É«côJ ‘ »eÉ÷G óªMCG ï«°ûdG ™ÑàJ »àdG á�jô£dG á«©Lôe øY ��à°SG óbh

 ¬àjhGR ‘ ¬jójôÃ »�à�jh ,(�Ø£°üe ƒHCG) `H ±hô©ŸG IQƒª°S …OÉ¡dG óÑY ï«°ûdG -Ü

 ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ¿CG ’EG .161á©ªL �ƒj �c ìÉÑ°U ,ƒÑæjôdG ´QÉ°T - ¿ÉªY �ÑéH áæFÉμdG

.162�°ù«Y QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG øY ¢ù«dh ,¬æY á�jô£dG òNCG IQƒª°S ¿CG ócDƒj

 ‘ áahô©ŸG »æeƒŸG IÒ°ûY øe ¬eCGh …Oôc �ƒHCG ,‹hõjC’G …OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG -2

 - áMQÉÑdG á�£æe øμ°Sh ,äÉæ«©HQC’G �ÓN É«côJ øe ¿OQC’G ¤EG �óbh ,1908 �ÉY ódh .¿OQC’G

 ,�1955 �ÉY óHQEÉH íjöüdG ‘ ¬àjhGR �ÉbCGh ,QƒædG óé°ùŸ kÉeÉeEG É¡«a íÑ°UCGh ,óHQEG º«� Üôb

 ¬JÉah ¿CG ¤EG QÉ°TCGh ,�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -159

 http://www.rayaheen.net/trajem.php?cat=abdulqader. :ô¶fGh .¿É qªY ‘ âfÉc

 ,¿Éaô©dG QGO äGQƒ°ûæe ,±ƒ°üàdG øY �FÉ�M ,�°ù«Y QOÉ�dG óÑY :ô¶fCG �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸh

.ì-CG ¢U ,2001 ,IöûY ájOÉ�G á©Ñ£dG ,Ö�M

�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -160

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -161

.�2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -162
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 á«ª°TÉ¡dG ájhÉbQódG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG -1

 á«dPÉ°ûdG  á�jô£dG  ï«°T  ,kÉæμ°S  »�°ûeódG  kÓ°UCG  ÊÉ°ùª�àdG  »ª°TÉ¡dG  øH  óª� ï«°ûdG  ó©jh

 hóÑ°S áæjóe ‘ ,�1881 �ÉY ódh ,á«ª°TÉ¡dG áÑ°ùf ™LôJ ¬«dEGh ,�É°ûdG OÓH ‘ ájhÓ©dG ájhÉbQódG

 óª� ¬î«°T ™e �1911 �ÉY ôLÉg .ájôFGõ÷G ¿óŸG ô¡°TCG øe ó©oJ »àdG ¿É°ùª�J áæjóŸ á©HÉàdG

 Qƒ°†M øe …ôFGõ÷G Ö©°ûdG ™æe …òdG »°ùfôØdG QÉª©à°S’G øe kÉHôg �É°ûdG OÓH ¤EG ¢ùn�H øH

 »�Hh ,áæ°VCG ‘ �ÉbCGh É«côJ ¤EG ƒg ÖgP ºK ,kÉeÉjCG �°ûeO ‘ Éãμªa ,º¡°ShQOh AÉª�©dG äÉ��M

 ¬Ñë°Uh  ¢ù�j  øHG  ¬î«°ûH  ��àdÉa  ,�°ûeO  ¤EG  Úàæ°S  ó©H  OÉY  ºK  .�°ûeO  ‘  ¢ùn� nj  øHG  ¬î«°T

 AGOC’ ôFGõ÷G øe …hÓ©dG �Ø£°üe øH óªMCG ï«°ûdG �ób ÉŸh .�É©dG OQƒdÉH ¬d ¿PCG ¿CG ¤EG ¬eR’h

 Ú��Jh ,¢UÉÿG OQƒdÉH »ª°TÉ¡dG øH óªëŸ ¿PCGh ,�1930 áæ°S �°ûeO ‘ �õf ,è�G á°†jôa

 ‘ øaoOh ,…ƒeC’G  ™eÉ÷G ‘ ¬«�Y »� o°Uh ,�1961 �ÉY ‘ƒJh .�É©dG  OÉ°TQE’Gh ,º¶YC’G  º°S’G

.156�É°ûdG �°ûeóH ìGóMódG IÈ�e

:ºgRôHCG øeh ,157kÉî«°T öûY ÉæKEG ¬�jô£dG ‘ »ª°TÉ¡dG ï«°ûdG �N

 .1920 áæ°S AÉÑ¡°ûdG Ö�M áæjóe ‘ OƒdƒŸG ,»Ñ��G …õjõY �°ù«Y QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdG -1

 ¤EG  ��àfG  ºK  ,á�jô£dÉH  ¬d  ¿PCGh  ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dG  ï«°T  ÊÉ°ùM ø°ùM ï«°ûdG  Ö�M ‘ Öë°U

 ¿PE’G ¬ëæe óbh ,ÊÉ°ùª�àdG »ª°TÉ¡dG óª� ï«°ûdG …ój ��Y É¡«a 	�°Sh ,1952 áæ°S �°ûeO

 âfÉc ¬àeÉbEG º¶©eh .158¿PE’G Gòg áë°U ‘ 	 qμ°ûj øe �Éægh .�1958 áæ°S á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dÉH

 ¤EG  �ób  ºK  ,äGƒæ°S  ¢ùªN  IóŸ  É¡«a  º«�«d  IQƒæŸG  áæjóŸG  ¤EG  ��àfGh  ,ÉjQƒ°S  ‘  Ö�M  áæjóÃ

 http://www. :§HGôdG ,�ƒÑ°ù«ØdG ��Y á«dPÉ°ûdG ájhÉbQódG á«ª°TÉ¡dG á�jô£dG áëØ°U -156

facebook.com/note.php?note_id=211953578844863&comments

http://ar.wikipedia.org/wiki/ÊÉ°ùª�àdG~»ª°TÉ¡dG~óª� :ô¶fGh

 ï«°ûdG ºYõjh .�2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôμdG �«YÉª°SEG ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -157

 á�jô£dÉH q�îj 
 »ª°TÉ¡dG ï«°ûdG ¿CG 2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH á°UÉN á�HÉ�e ‘ IójGOôdG óªMCG

 óMC’ »°Uƒj ¿CG ¿hO øe ‘ƒJ ºK áæ°S ¢TÉY ÒNC’G Gòg ¿CGh ,»eÉgÈdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG ’EG

.á�jô£dÉH

.�2011/6/3 ïjQÉàH ¿ÉeQ ƒHCG �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -158
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 º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U óª� »ÑædG øe òîàJ »àdG zájóªëŸG á�jô£dG{ ¤EG IƒYódÉH �ã“ Ée ƒgh

 Ú«MÓ°UE’G  øjOóéŸG  A’Dƒg  øeh  ,á«bô£dG  º¡JGAÉªàfG  ��Y  AÉ�ÑdG  ™e  áæ°ùM  Iƒ°SCGh  Ihób

 »MhôdG �ª©dG ¤EG ¬àjÉæY ¬Lh …òdG ,(�1823/�1238ä) …hÉbQódG »Hô©dG »Hô¨ŸG ï«°ûdG

 ,ógõdGh É«fódG øY ´Óîf’G ¤EG �YOh ,�FGhC’G áaƒ°üàŸG ¿CÉ°ûc á«aƒ°üdG ájô¶ædG ��Y ¢ù«dh

 ,(ájƒ�©dGh á«Wöû«dGh á«fóŸGh …hÉbQódG) É¡Yhôah á«dPÉ°ûdG á«ªæJ ‘ …hÉbQódG ºgÉ°S Gò¡Hh

.¿OQC’G ‘ ÒÑc Qƒ°†ëH �ƒ«dG ™àªàJ ¥ô£dG �ògh
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:»¡a áî°SGQ ájó«��J á«ª«¶«æJ á«�μ«g ��Y ôaGƒàJ »àdG ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ÉeCG

 á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG :’hCG

 ¤EG Ö°ùàæJh ,GQÉ°ûàfG ÉgÌcCGh ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ÈcCG øe á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG Èà©J

 ÉãëHh  º�©�d  ÉÑ�W  ¥öûŸG  ¤EG  �MQ  óbh  ,(�1258/�656ä)  ‹PÉ°ûdG  ø°ù�G  ƒHCG  É¡°ù°SDƒe

 ¢û«°ûe øH �Ó°ùdG óÑY ƒgh ’CG ,»Hô¨ŸG jôdG ‘ �óLh ¬fCG ’EG �öüY ‘ »MhôdG Ö£�dG øY

 QÉ¶fCG  §�  �ƒ«dG  ¤EG  »gh  �ÑL  áªb  ��Y  ¬àjhGR  ™�J  óMƒàe  óHÉY  ƒgh  ,(�1228/�625)

 �YóJ  ájôb  Üôb  ¿GhÒ�dGh  ¢ùfƒJ  ÚH  á©bGƒdG  �ÉÑ÷G  ‘  Iƒ�ÿG  ‹PÉ°ûdG  �NO  ,øjôFGõdG

 É«fódG øY ±Göüf’G ¤EG Ò°ûj É«MhQ ’ƒdóe ¬ª°SG øe òîJG ¬fCG ’EG ,Ö°ùæj É¡«dEGh zá«dPÉ°ûdG{

.(‹ PÉ°ûdG) ˆG ¤EG QGôØdGh zò°T{ �©a øe

 IQOÉ¨e ¤EG ô£°VG å«M ,AÉ¡�ØdG IhGóY ¬«�Y Ö�L É‡ ¬à�jôW áWÉ°ùH ÖÑ°ùH IÒÑc á«Ñ©°ûH »¶M

 �ÉÑb’Gh øWÉÑdG ójôŒ ��Y ¬à�jôW óªà©Jh ,�1244/�641 áæ°S ,ájQóæμ°S’G ‘ ô�à°SGh OÓÑdG

 ó«�àdGh á©jöûdÉH 	°ùªàdGh ™ªàéŸG ‘ êÉeóf’G ��Y ¬YÉÑJCG åMh ,ôcòdG ��Y õ«cÎdGh ˆG ��Y

 øHG ÉgQƒW »àdG á«Ø°ù�ØdG á«�jõ«aÉà«ŸG �FÉ°ùŸÉH Éªà¡e øμj 
h ,á�jô£dG �ƒNód •öûc ,áæ°ùdÉH

 ’EG ,(�1287/�686ä) »°SôŸG ¢SÉÑ©dG ƒHCG �ò«ª�Jh ¬©HÉJ ’h áHƒàμe GQÉKBG �Îj 
h ,»HôY

 Ú�MÓdG ¬YÉÑJCG óMCG �ªY óbh ,zôëÑdG ÜõM{ Égô¡°TCGh ¬HGõMCG ‘ í°VGh »MhôdG �ÒKCÉJ ¿CG

 IôFGO ™«°SƒJ ��Y �ªYh ,(�1309/�708ä) ˆG AÉ£Y øHG …öüŸG ƒgh ,á«dPÉ°ûdG ôjƒ£J ��Y

 ÜÉàch  ,zá«FÉ£©dG  ºμ�G{  ``H  ±hô©ŸG  ¬HÉàc  �°†ØH  »eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  AÉëfCG  áaÉc  ‘  ÉgQÉ°ûàfG

 ÜÉ£bCG  øeh  ,á«dPÉ°û�d  »©LôŸG  »ÑgòŸG  ¢üædGh  »MhôdG  ó¡©dG  �ãÁ  …òdG  ,z�ŸG  FÉ£d{

 »ÑædG ��Y IÓ°üdG ‘ dDƒe ¬dh ,(�1470/�874h �1465/�869 ÚH ä) ‹hõ÷G á«dPÉ°ûdG

 QÉÑc øeh ,zäGÒÿG �F’O{ ¬HÉàc ‘ É¡æª°V ,»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ Iöûàæe º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG »�°U

 IóY{h  z±ƒ°üàdG  óYGƒb{  ¬JÉØdDƒe  ô¡°TCG  øeh  ¢SÉa  áæjóe  øe  ¥hQR  óªMCG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  ñƒ«°ûdG

.z¥OÉ°üdG ójôŸG

 IƒYódG ,…OÓ«ŸG öûY ™°SÉàdGh öûY øeÉãdG Úfô�dG �ÓN äô¡X »àdG äGójóéàdG QõHCG øeh

 áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàμdÉH �Gõàd’Gh á«aÉ°üdG ¬©«HÉæj ¤EG IOƒ©dG ¤EG IƒYódG �ÓN øe ±ƒ°üàdG ìÓ°UE’
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 Üô¨ŸGh  Ú£°ù�ah  ÉjQƒ°S  Èà©Jh  ¬Yƒæàe  ¿OQC’G  »b  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  QOÉ°üe  ¿EÉa  Gò¡Hh

 ±ƒ°üàdG  ¤EG  »ªàæJ  ¿OQC’G  ‘ IójóY äÉYÉªLh äÉ«°üî°T �Éægh ,ÉgóaGhQ ºgCG  øe ¥Gô©dGh

 ,…Qô¡dG »°ûÑ�G ˆGóÑY ï«°ûdG É¡°ù°SCG »àdG ¢TÉÑMC’G áYÉªéc ,ájó«��àdG á�jô£dG QÉWEG êQÉN

 áaÉ�ãdG á«©ªL �1994 �ÉY â°ù°SCGh ,äÉ«æ«©°ùàdG ájGóH ‘ 	dPh ,á«YÉaôdG á�jô£�d »ªàæj …òdG

 øe ,�1964 �ÉY ¿OQC’G ¤EG áYÉª÷G â�NO óbh ,IƒYódGh �«�ÑàdG áYÉªLh ,á«eÓ°SE’G á«Hô©dG

 á«FÉ°ùf  áYÉªL »gh äÉ«YÉÑ£dGh ,á«à°û°ûdG  á�jô£dG  ¤EG  É«îjQÉJ  »ªàæJh ,ájóæ¡dG  IQÉ�dG  ¬Ñ°T

 »àØe ò«eÓJ øe âfÉc ÉgQhóH »àdGh ,ÉjQƒ°S ‘ »°ù«Ñ�dG  IÒæe ™ÑàJh ´ÉÑ£dG ájOÉa É¡ªYõàJ

.ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ï«°T ƒgh hQÉàØc óªMCG í«°ûdG �MGôdG ÉjQƒ°S
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 ï«°ûdG :�ÉãeCG ñƒ«°ûdG øe OóY á�jô£dG ��Y �N ¬JÉah ó©H ,¿É qªY §°Sh »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG øe

 øe OóY ¬dh IójGOôdG IOÉë°T ø°ùM óªMCG ï«°ûdGh ,¿É©e §°Sh ‘ ájhGR ¬dh …ÒÑ£dG IOÉë°T

 ,AÉbQõdG  áæjóe  ‘  ¬àjhGRh  ï«°ûdG  øHG  ƒgh  ‹Ó«ØdG  óª�  QƒàcódGh  ,óHQEG  áæjóe  ‘  ÉjGhõdG

 »æ«°ù�G ��Y ï«°ûdGh ,¿É qªY ‘ ø°ùM ÒeC’G á«MÉ°V ‘ ájhGR ¬dh »LƒdÉØdG º«gGôHEG ï«°ûdGh

 »M ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ï«°ûdG �BG »�Y QOÉ�dG óÑY ï«°ûdGh ,¿ÉªY ‘ ¿GQóH ÉØ°T á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh

.¿ÉªY ‘ �jhóæ÷G

 »¡jƒædG ßaÉ�G óÑY �ÉãeCG ñƒ«°ûdG øe OóY �jôW øY ¿OQC’G â�NO ób á«YÉaôdG á�jô£dG ÉeCG 

 �ÑL ¤EG  ��àfG  ºK  ,�1948 �ÉY  ÜÉë°S  á�£æe  ‘ qô�à°SGh  ,Ú£°ù�a  øe  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  �ób  …òdG

 ¢SQÉa ï«°ûdGh ,óª� ï«°ûdG �ódh ,�2002 �ÉY ¬JÉah ó©H á�jô£dG ‘ q�Nh ,¿É qªY ‘ áaƒ÷G

 ,…óæaöüdG ôªY á�jô£dG ìƒ«°T øeh ,¢TôLh ¥ôØŸGh ¿É qªY ‘ ÉjGhõdG øe OóY ¬dh »YÉaôdG

 Éªc ,¿É qªY ‘ öüædG �ÑL ‘ ájGRh Góé°ùe ¢ù°SCGh ,�1948 �ÉY áÑμf ó©H ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ób óbh

 óæYh ójR ƒHCG ��Y ï«°ûdG :�ÉãeCG ñƒ«°ûdG øe OóY �jôW øY á«YÉaôdG á«°SGh qôdG á�jô£dG â�NO

 ï«°ûdGh ,áØ«°UôdG á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¬dh ¬«�ØdG Oƒª� ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ‘ q�N ,�1997 �ÉY ¬JÉah

 …òdG Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ¿OQC’G ‘ Égöûfh á�jô£dG §°ûfh ,i qƒM ó«©°S PÉ©e QƒàcódG

 ájGRh Góé°ùe ¿É qªY ‘ QƒgõdG �ÑL á�£æe ‘ ¢ù°SCGh ,�1967 �ÉY Ú£°ù�a øe ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ób
154.á«aƒ°üdG IÉæb CÉ°ûfCGh

 ƒgh  ,…OGó¨ÑdG  º°TÉg  óª�  ï«°ûdG  ò«eÓJ  �jôW  øY  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dG  â�NOh

 ,áØ«°UôdGh  óHQEGh  AÉbQõdGh  ¿É qªY  ‘  ÉjGhõdG  øe  GOóY  ¬jójôeh  �ò«eÓJ  ¢ù°SCGh  Ú£°ù�a  øe

 ,�1938  �ÉY  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  �ób  óbh  ,…QOÉ�dG  º«��G  óÑY  ï«°ûdG  ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dG  ñƒ«°T  øeh

 á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¢ù°SCGh,�1966 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ¤EG ��àfG ºK ,á«Hƒæ÷G áfƒ°ûdG á�£æe ‘ ájhGR ¢ù°SCGh

 Éªc ,155…QOÉ�dG  º«��G óÑY óª� �ódh �1998 �ÉY á�jô£dG  ‘ ¬JÉah óæY q�Nh ,»ª°TÉ¡dG

 Ö�Y  »ØFÉ£dG  æ©dG  OGóà°TG  ó©H  ¥Gô©dG  øe  ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  á«fGõæ°ùμdG  ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dG  â�NO

.á«dÉª°ûdG ÉcQÉe á�£æe ‘ ájhGR âeÉbCGh ,�2003 �ÉY á«μjôeC’G äGƒ�dG �ƒNO

.2011/5/31 ïjQÉàH Ö«£ÿG øjódG öUÉf ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -154

.2011/6/8 ïjQÉàH …QOÉ�dG º«�� óÑY óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -155
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 ¥ô£dG ÌcCG øe á«dÓØdG ájhÓ©dGh á«ª°TÉ¡dGG ájhÉbQódG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ¿CÉH �ƒ�dG øμÁh

 »�°ûe qódG  Ó°UCG  ÊÉ°ùª�àdG  »ª°TÉ¡dG óª� ï«°û�d  ÉgöûæH �°†ØdG Oƒ©jh ,¿OQC’G ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG

 �°ù«Y QOÉ�dGG  óÑY ï«°ûdG :�ÉãeCG  ¿OQC’G ‘ ñƒ«°ûdG øe OóY á�jô£dG ¬jój ��Y òNCG  ó�a Éæμ°S

 ¬Ø�Nh ,�1991 �ÉY ‘ƒJh É«côJ ¤EG ÉgQOÉZ ºK äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ôNGhCG ¿OQC’G ‘ ô�à°SG …òdG »Ñ��G

 �ªY  ÉeóæY  ¿ÉªY  áæjóe  ‘  ±ƒ°üàdG  öûf  ��Y  �ªY  …òdG  ádGõZ  ƒHCG  �RÉM  ï«°ûdG  á�jô£dG  ‘

 á�£æe ‘ ájhGRh ¿BGô�dG QGO óé°ùe ¢ù°SCG ºK áÑjôb ájhGR íààaGh ,»æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG ‘ É°SQóe

 ïjÉ°ûe ô¡°TCG øe …OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ï«°ûdG ¿CG ’EG .IQƒª°S …OÉ¡dG óÑY ï«°ûdGh ,151�Gõf »M

 áMQÉÑdG á�£æe øμ°Sh ,äÉ«æ«©HQC’G ó�Y �ÓN É«côJ øe ¿OQC’G ¤EG �ób ó�a ,¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG

 ,á«YöT  á°SQóe  É¡«a  ¢ù°SCGh  ,�1955  �ÉY  óHQEÉH  íjöüdG  ‘  ¬àjhGR  �ÉbCGh  óHQEG  º«�  Üôb

 ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ‘ �N ,�1972 �ÉY ¬JÉah ó©Hh .152¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ¢ù°SDƒÃ ¬YÉÑJCG ¬Ø°üjh

 ,¿OQC’G ‘ á�jô£dG �É¡Ã »æeƒŸG ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG �ch ,�°ûeO ‘ …QƒYÉ°ûdG øªMôdG óÑY

 ¢ùfƒj ï«°ûdG ¿OQC’G ‘ á�jô£dG ��Y …QƒZÉ°ûdG �Nh ,á�jô£dG áî«°ûe ��Y ´Gõf çóM óbh

 ƒgh ájQƒ°ùdG IÉªM áæjóe øe �Éª÷G óªMCG ï«°ûdG 	dòc �Nh ,IÎa ó©H �õàYG ¬fCG ’EG ¿GóªM

 óª� ï«°ûdG 	dòch ,¿OQC’G ‘ º«�jh »μjôeCG �°UCG øe ƒgh ô�c º«eÉM ï«°ûdGh ,¿OQC’G ‘ º«�e

.153óHQEG ‘ ¿ÉàjhGR ¬dh …OôμdG ó«©°S

 ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ,�1991 �ÉY ¬JÉah óæY á�jô£dÉH �N ó�a »æeƒŸG ËôμdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ÉeCG

 áÑμf  ó©H  ¿OQ’G  ¤EG  ôLÉg  óbh  ,�1942  áæ°S  Ú£°ù�ØH  ™Ñ°ùdG  ôÄH  ó«dGƒe  øe  ƒgh  »HGô©dG

 ÜÉë°Sh á�«Ø£dGh ÉHOCÉeh ¿ÉªY ‘ ÉjGhõdG  øe OóY ¬dh ,óHQEÉH  ÉªμM á�£æe ‘ º«�jh ,�1948

 ,…ö†ÿG óªMCG ï«°ûdG »ª°TÉ¡dGh …OôμdG ò«eÓJ øe øjRQÉÑdG ±ƒ°üàdG ñƒ«°T øeh ,óHQEGh

.Öjôb âbh �àM »æ«°ù�G óé°ùŸG ‘ ôcò�d ¢ù�› ¬d ¿Éch

 �Ó°ùdG óÑY �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG �jôW øY ¿OQC’G ¤EG â�NO ó�a á«dÓ«ØdG ájhÉbQódG á«dPÉ°ûdG ÉeCG

 ó©H ÖgPh ,¿OQC’Gh Ú£°ù�a ‘ á�jô£dG öûfh ¢Só�dG ‘ �ÉbCG »Hô¨e �°UCG øe ƒgh ,‹Ó«ØdG

 Üô�dÉH ájhGR ¢ù°SCG å«M ,�1953 �ÉY ¿ÉªY ¤EG ™LQ ºK ÉjQƒ°S ¤EG 1948 �ÉY ‘ Ú£°ù�a áÑμf

.2011/6/6 ïjQÉàH ádGõZ ƒHCG �RÉM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -151

.1997 ¿ÉªY ,ègÉæŸG QGO ,…OôμdG ó«©°S óª� ,ÊÉHƒædG ìÉ‚ óª� ô¶fCG -152

 .2011/6/12 ïjQÉàH …OôcG �«YÉª°SG ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -153
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 ájGóH ¿OQC’G â�NO »àdG á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG �óbCG øe ájQOÉ�dG á«Ø¶¨dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG Èà©Jh

 ,É«fÉàjQƒe ‘ …OhGódG ¶ZC’G óª� ï«°ûdG É¡°ù°SDƒeh IQÉeE’G ¢ù«°SCÉJ �Ñb øjöû©dG ¿ô�dG

 ájhGR ¬d �ÉbCG å«M »ª���dG øjR øH ÚeC’G óª� jöûdG �jôW øY ¿OQC’G á�jô£dG â�NO óbh

 á�£æe  ôªY  øe  �hCG  ó©jh  ,¿OQC’G  ¥öT  �FÉÑb  ¢†©H  ¬dƒM  âØàdGh  ¿ÉªY  áæjóe  øe  Üô�dÉH

 ÖfÉL ¤EG �JÉbh É«côJ ¤EG ÖgP óbh ,»°VÉŸG ¿ô�dG øe äÉ«æjöû©dG �ÓN á�«Ø£dGh ájó«°TôdG

 ¿OQC’G IQOÉ¨e Qôb …òdG øjóHÉ©dG øjR �ódh á�jô£dG ‘ ÉØ�� ,�1969 �ÉY É¡«a ‘ƒJ ºK ,�GôJC’G

 
ÉY �jôW øY á�jô£�d ôNBG óæ°ùd ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG Ò°ûjh .Ú«°ùfôØdG �Éà�d É«fÉàjQƒe ¤EG

 �ÓN á�jô£dG öûæH öTÉH …òdG ,á«Ø¶¨dG á�jô£dG �É£YCGh »£«æ�G ìÓa ï«°ûdÉH ��àdEG »Hô¨e

 Oƒª�h ,¿ƒàjR ƒHCG ódÉN :�ÉãeCG ñƒ«°ûdG øe OóY á�jô£dG ‘ �N ¬JÉah ó©Hh ,äÉ«æjöû©dG

.149¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉYh ,»é�ãdG º«�°S

 »°VÉŸG ¿ô�dG øe ådÉãdG ó�©dG �ÓN ¿OQC’G ¤EG â�NO ó�a á«Wöû«dG á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG ÉeCG

 �ÉY  Ú£°ù�a  áÑμf  ó©Hh  ,á�jô£dG  ´ÉÑJCG  øe  ¿OQC’G  GƒæWƒà°SG  øjòdG  OGôaC’G  ¢†©H  �jôW øY

 »Wöû«dG  óªMCG  É¡î«°Th ,¿ÉªY ‘ ájhGR GƒeÉbCGh ¿OQC’G  ‘ É¡YÉÑJCG  øe OóY ô�à°SG  ,�1948

.1980 �ÉY òææe ¿ÉªY ‘ º«�e

 øªMôdG  óÑY  øjódG  ÒN  ï«°ûdG  õ«�‚’G  �Øf  ¿CG  ó©H  á©eÉ÷G  á«Jƒ�ÿG  á�jô£dG  â�NOh

 á�£æe  ¤EG  õ«�‚EÓd  ¢VQÉ©ŸG  …QƒãdG  ¬WÉ°ûf  ôKEG  Ú£°ù�ØH  �«�ÿG  áæjóe  øe  ƒgh  ,jöûdG

 ,Ú£°ù�a ¤EG Égó©H ™LQ ºK ,äÉ«æjöû©dG °üàæe ‘ øjójôŸG øe OóY ¬dƒM àdG óbh ,�ôμdG

 …OGh á�£æe ‘ ô�à°SGh ,�1951 �ÉY ¿OQC’G ¤EG jöûdG ø°ùM ï«°ûdG ¬æHG AÉL ¬JÉah ó©Hh

 ó©H jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG �ódh á�jô£dG ‘ ¬Ø�N ºK ,á�jô£�d ájhGRh á°SQóe ¢ù°SCGh ,Ò°ùdG

 ôLÉg á�jô£dG áî«°ûe »ª°SÉ�dG »�G óÑY ï«°ûdG º�°ùJ óæYh ,á�jô£dG �NGO �É°ù�JGh ±ÓN

 ,¿ÉªYh  óHQEG  ‘  ÉjGhõdG  øe  Oó©d  ¢ù°SCGh  ,�1948  �ÉY  áÑμf  ó©H  óHQEG  áæjóe  ¤EG  Ú£°ù�a  øe

 ¬jójôe ��Y OOÎjh »ª°SÉ�dG ±hDhôdG óÑY ï«°ûdG ‹É�G âbƒdGG ‘ á«ª°SÉ�dG á�jô£dG ¤ƒàjh

.150Ú£°ù�ah ¿OQC’G ÚH

.2011/5/29 ïjQÉàH ¿Éjƒ�G ¢ûjÉY ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -149

 .2011/6/2 ïjQÉàH jöûdG »æ°ùM ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -150
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 ±ƒ°üàdG  Qƒ£J  QÉ°ùe  ó¡°Th  ,»eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  AÉëfCG  ôFÉ°ùc  á«aƒ°üdG  ¿OQC’G  ±ôY  ó�d

 ájOôa IôgÉ¶c …OÓ«ŸG ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ‘ ¬JÉjGóH ‘ ô¡X …òdGh ,á�«ª©dG ¬J’ƒ–h »eÓ°SE’G

 ,öûY  …OÉ�G  ¿ô�dG  òæe  á«YÉªàLG  IôgÉ¶c  É«îjQÉJ  Qƒ�ÑJ  ºK  ;ájƒÑîf  á©«ÑW  äGP  á«°üî°T

 áà�Nóà°SG »àdG á«fÉªã©dG ádhódG ¿ÉHEG ,öûY ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG �ÓN É«Ñ©°T É«bôW Éaƒ°üJ ô�à°SGh

 äÓFÉY øWƒàH »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ¿Gó�H �NGO �É�àf’Gh ácô�G ádƒ¡°S âªgÉ°S óbh ,É«LƒdƒjójCG

 �É°ûdGh ¥Gô©dG øe É°Uƒ°üNh ,»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG AÉëfCG  �à°T øe ¿OQC’G ¢VQCG  á�jôY á«aƒ°U

 ájhÉμ�ŸGh  á«ëjÎ°ùŸGhh  á©HÉHôdGh  ájôª©dGh  á«ÑYõdGhh  á«YÉaôdÉc  ,�ƒ°VÉfC’Gh  Ú£°ù�ah

 ,ájOôch á«fÉ°û«°Th á«°ùcöT äÓFÉY øY Ó°†a ,147ÉgÒZh IôaÉ©÷Gh á«fÓ«μdGh ájOÉª°üdGh

 ä’ƒëàdG ¥É«°S ‘ ,ÊOQC’G ™ªàéŸG »Ñ©°ûdG øjóàdG §‰ OÉ°S öûY ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG �ƒ�M ™eh

 	μØJ  ºgÉ°Sh  ,á«fÉaô©dGh  á«�jhCÉàdGh  ájôgÉ¶dG  IOó©àŸG  ¬JGAGô�H  »eÓ°SE’G  øjódG  âdÉW  »àdG

 ,™ªàéª�d ájó«��àdG �æÑdG ±É©°VEÉH ájQÉª©à°S’G áÑ��G �ƒNO Ö�Y ÉgQÉ«¡fGh á«fÉªã©dG ádhódG

 â«àØàdG QÉ°ùe ‘ Gó«©H ÉWƒ°T â©£b ób ájó«��àdG á«æHC’G �òg âfÉc á«æWƒdG ádhódG Qƒ¡X ™eh

.åjóëàdG äÉ°SÉ«°S �©ØH

 ºμM ¿ÉHEG öûY ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG ájÉ¡f ¤EG ÊOQC’G ™ªàéŸG ‘ åjó�G ±ƒ°üàdG äÉjGóH Ò°ûJ

 ï«°ûdÉc á«aƒ°üdG á°SQóŸG ¤EG  ¿ƒªàæj ÚàØeh ñƒ«°T �É°SQEG  ��Y â�ªY »àdG  á«fÉªã©dG  ádhódG

 ’EG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG ¤EG »ªàæj Éª�©eh É«àØe ¿Éch §�°ùdG áæjóe ‘ ô�à°SG …òdG ÊÓ«μdG �Ø£°üe

 �FGhCG øe ±ò�dG óª� ï«°ûdG Èà©jh ,�1891 �ÉY ¬JÉah óæY á�jô£�d ñƒ«°Th ò«eÓJ �Îj 
 ¬fCG

 É«fÉàjQƒe øe ,�1910 �ÉY §�°ùdG ¤EG ¬ehób òæe ¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG äöûf »àdG äÉ«°üî°ûdG

 ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG òNCG ø‡h ¬jój ��Y á«dPÉ°ûdG á�jô£dG òNC’ øjójôŸG äGöûY ¬dƒM àdG å«M

 �Ø£°üe ï«°ûdG  �ódGh  ój  ��Y  ájQOÉ�dG  á�jô£dG  òNCG  øe  øμªàj  
  …òdG  ÊÓ«μdG  º«��G  óÑY

 �°ûeO øe ¬ehób óæY …óæÑ°û�ædG ˆG áª©f ï«°ûdG øY ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG òNCG óbh ¬æ°S ô¨°üd

 ¬æ«H â�°üMh §�°ùdG ‘ Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉª÷ Óã‡ º«��G óÑY ï«°ûdG íÑ°UCGh ,¿OQC’G ¤EG

 �ÉY ¬JÉah óæYh äÓ°SGôe öüe ‘ Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL ¢ù°SDƒe ÉæÑdG ø°ùM ï«°ûdG ÚHh

.148ÊÓ«μdG �Ø£°üe º«¡a ÚeCG óª� ï«°ûdG á�jô£dG ‘ �AGQh �N ,1968

http://www.wasatyea.net/ConferencePrint.aspx?ConferenceID=26 :§HGôdG

 ø°ùM º«gGôHEG øÁCG QƒàcódG :ô¶fCG ,¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG QhòL �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -147

 ïjQÉJ øe á�°ù�°S ,»æjódG »YÉªàL’G ïjQÉàdG ‘ á°SGQO ,¿OQC’G ‘ ‘ƒ°üdG ôμØdG ,IójöûdG

.�2010 ,¿OQC’G »böT

 .2011/6/15 ïjQÉàH ÊÓ«μdG ÚeCG óª� ï«°ûdG ™e á�HÉ�e -148
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 ��Y ó¡°ûà°SG  ó�a ,±ƒ°üà�d  áÑ°üN áÄ«Hh á«fÉMhô�d  IQDƒH ¿OQC’G  ¿CG  ��Y áaƒ°üàŸG ócDƒj

 áJDƒe  á�£æe  É¡«a  ™�Jh  ,áahô©e  º¡JÉeÉ�e  º¡æe  ¿höûY  ,»HÉë°U  ±’BG  öûY  áHGôb  É¡HGôJ

 É¡°VQCÉa 	dòHh ,(�629) Iôé¡�d øeÉãdG �É©dG ‘ �hôdGh Úª�°ùŸG ÚH ácô©e É¡«a äQGO »àdG

 kÉ«æjO kÉcGôM »æjódG É¡îjQÉJ ÈY ¿OQC’G ¢VQCG äó¡°T á«aƒ°üdG Ö°ùëHh .145kÉ°Só�e kÉ©bƒe Èà©J

 :¤É©J ¬dƒb ‘ AÉL Éªc ,ácQÉÑe É¡°VQCG  ¿CG  ��Y �óJ IÒãc á«æjO ¢Uƒ°üf äAÉL Éªc ,É©°SGh

 ¿Éª«�°ùdh{ :¤É©J ¬dƒbh .(71:AÉ«ÑfC’G)  zÚŸÉ©�d É¡«a ÉæcQÉH »àdG ¢VQC’G ¤EG kÉWƒdh �Éæ«‚h{

 .(81:AÉ«ÑfC’G) zÚŸÉY A»°T �μH Éqæch ,É¡«a ÉæcQÉH »àdG ¢VQC’G ¤EG �ôeCÉH …ôŒ áØ°UÉY íjôdG

 …òdG  �°übC’G  óé°ùŸG  ¤EG  �Gô�G  óé°ùŸG  øe  kÓ«d  �óÑ©H  iöSCG  …òdG  ¿ÉëÑ°S{  :¤É©J  ¬dƒbh

 .(1:AGöSE’G) zÒ°üÑdG ™«ª°ùdG ƒg ¬fCG ÉæJÉjBG øe ¬jÔd ¬dƒM ÉæcQÉH

 øaoOh äÉeh ¢TÉY øe º¡æeh ,�°SôdGh AÉ«ÑfC’G º¶©e �GóbCG É¡àÄWh ó�a ácQÉÑe ¢VQCG ¿OQC’Éa 

 Ö«©°T »ÑædG �É�e º°Vh ,ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG ‘ ¢ü°ü�dG øe ÒãμdG ó¡°T …òdG ìöùŸG »gh ,É¡«a

 	dòch ,�Ó°ùdG º¡«�Y Oƒgh ,ìƒfh ,ö†ÿGh ,�Ó°ùdG ¬«�Y �°Sƒe »ÑædG �É�eh ,�Ó°ùdG ¬«�Y

 ¿hôg »ÑædG  �É�eh ,�Ó°ùdG  ¬«�Y •ƒd �ƒb øcÉ°ùeh ,�Ó°ùdG  ¬«�Y ídÉ°U �ƒbh OƒªK øcÉ°ùe

 ¿OQC’G  §ÑJôjh .�Ó°ùdG º¡«�Y ,í«°ùŸGh z¿Góª©ŸG ÉæMƒj{ �«ëjh ,ÜƒjCGh ,¿Éª«�°Sh ™°Tƒjh

 �ÉãeCG  QÉÑc  áaƒ°üàe  �ÓYC’  áMöVCG  óLƒJ  PEG  ,±ƒ°üàdÉH  ábÓY  É¡d  á«æjOh  á«îjQÉJ  ìÉ°ThCÉH

.146áaƒ°üàŸG �ƒ�j Éªc Ú�É°üdG AÉ«dhC’G ó�H ¿OQC’Éa Gò¡Hh ,ÊGQGódG ¿Éª«�°Sh ó«æ÷G

.�2011/5/23 ïjQÉàH »ehó�dG ¿ƒY ï«°ûdG ™e á°UÉN á�HÉ�e -145

 ��Y ,kÉLPƒ‰oCG á«aƒ°üdG :¿OQC’G ‘ á«æjódG ádÉ�G ,Ió°TGhôdG óªMCG óª�.O.CG :ô¶fCG -146
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¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG
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 AÉ¡�ØdG ¬«�Y QÉKCG Ée ƒgh ,äƒª�d ¢Vô©àj óbh á«¡dE’G áHƒ�©dG ¬d â�éY �ôeCG �°üYh ¬à�jôW øY

 ¬à�jôW öûf øe øμ“h ¢SÉa ‘ ¿Éc òæe áμdÉŸG IöSC’G ájÉYôH ÊÉé«àdG ™à“h ,É©e áaƒ°üàŸGh

 »�îàdÉH  �ò«eÓJ  �õ�j  
  á«dPÉ°ûdG  ñƒ«°T  QGôZ  ��Y  ƒgh  ,á©°SGh  áμÑ°T  ¢ù«°SCÉJh  Üô¨ŸG  ‘

 ‘ ¢û«©j ¬°ùØæH ƒg ¿Éch ,º©ædG ��Y ôμ°ûdG øe QÉãμà°S’G ¤EG ºgÉYO ¬fCG ’EG ,É«fódG äÉÑ«W øY

 É«æ«Zh �É¨æ°ùdG) áª�°ùŸG á«Hô¨dG É«�jôaG ‘ ¬Jƒe ó©H á«fÉé«àdG äöûàfG óbh ,óZQh áMƒÑëH

 øe á«fÉé«àdG âæμ“h ,(�1864/�1280ä) �ÉW ôªY �ÉãeCG øe ¬YÉÑJCG Oƒ¡L �°†ØH ,(‹Éeh

 ¿GOƒ°ùdG  ¤EG  á�jô£dG  �NOCG  óbh  ,�1893  áæ°S  ¿ƒ«°ùfôØdG  É¡H  ìÉWCG  á«eÓ°SEG  ádhO  ¢ù«°SÉJ

 ó©Jh  ,™°SGh  �μ°ûH  äöûàfGh  ,(�1882/�1299ä)  QÉàîŸG  øH  óª�  ÊÉàjQƒŸG  á«YGódG

.AGôë°üdG ÜƒæL É«�jôaEG ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG iÈc á«fÉé«àdG

 ,(�1934/�1352ä) …ƒ�©dG óªMCG ï«°ûdG øjöû©dG ¿ô�dG ‘ áaƒ°üàŸG Ú«MÓ°UE’G RôHCG øeh

 äÉ°SQÉªŸG  ¢†©H  �ôJh  ±ƒ°üàdG  ìÓ°UEG  ��Y  �ªY  óbh  ,ÂÉ¨°ùe  ó«dGƒe  øe  …ôFGõL  ƒgh

 	dòdh  ,ìhôdGh  ôμØdG  Iƒ�H  õ«“  ,ˆG  ôcP  »gh  ±ƒ°üàdG  äÉ«°SÉ°SCG  ��Y  õ«cÎdGh  á«bô£dG

 ¬à�jôW  ¢ù«°SCÉJh  ájhÉbQódG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  øY  ñÓ°ùf’ÉH  á«ª�©dG  ¬JGQÉ«àNGh  ¬à«°üî°T  âªgÉ°S

 á°†¡ædG É¡aóg ¿Éc ,�1923 �ÉY òæe ájQhO á�› öûæH �Éb óbh ,ájƒ�©dÉH áahô©ªŸG á°UÉÿG

 �hCG ¢ù°SG ºK ,»ë«°ùŸG Ò°ûÑàdGh »°ùfôØdG QÉª©à°SEÓd …ó°üàdGh ôFGõ÷G ‘ �Ó°SE’G ìÓ°UEGh

 ±ÓàNG çóM ºK ,¢ùjOÉH øHG áeÉYõH Ú«Ø�°ùdG Ú«MÓ°UE’G ™e �GÎ°T’ÉH ôFGõ÷G AÉª�©d á£HGQ

 ájDhôH …OÉæj …ƒ�©dG ï«°ûdG »�Hh ,õ««“ ¿hO á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG Ú«MÓ°UE’G Ú«Ø�°ùdG ºLÉgh

 ,OƒLƒdG IóMh Ögòe �æà©j ¿Éch ,Üô¨dGh »eÓ°SE’G ™ªàéŸG ��Y áëàØæe á«fÉMhQ á«eÓ°SEG

.É°ùfôa É°Uƒ°üNh Üô¨dG ‘ 	dòch »eÓ°SE’Gh »Hô©dG 
É©dG ¿Gó�H øe Òãc ¤EG �ÒKCÉJ óàeGh
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 �Éb  …òdG  ,(�1749/�1162ä)  …ôμÑdG  �Ø£°üe  »eÉ°ûdG  ï«°ûdG  øjOóéŸG  ñƒ«°ûdG  øeh

 �ÓN �ò«eÓJ  øeh  ™°SGh  �μ°ûH  ÉgQÉ°ûàfG  ‘  ºgÉ°S  á«Jƒ�ÿG  á�jô£dG  ‘  á©°SGh  äÉMÓ°UEÉH

 ,ôgRC’G  AÉª�Y  øe  ƒgh ôjOQódG  ï«°ûdGh  »æØM ï«°ûdG  öûY øeÉãdG  ¿ô�dG  øe  ÊÉãdG  °üædG

.ájójóéàdG É¡MhQh áæ°ùdG øe É¡Hô�H á«Jƒ�ÿG äõ«“ Gò¡dh

 …óæÑ°û�ædG  ódÉN  Éf’ƒe  �ÉãeCG  øjOóéŸG  �ÓYC’G  øe  GOóY  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  á�jô£dG  äó¡°Th

 óªMC’ »MÓ°UE’G §ÿG �æÑJh �°ûeO ‘ ô�à°SG …Oôc �°UCG  øe ƒgh ,(�1827/�1242ä)

 øeh  ,á©jöûdG  ºμMC’  �Gõàd’G  ¤EG  �YOh  IójóL  á«ª«�©J  ¥ô£H  á�jô£dG  �æZCGh  ,…óægöùdG

 ájóæÑ°û�ædG ÒKÉJ óàeGh ,(�1836/�1251ä) øjóHÉY øHG ÒÑμdG »Øæ�G ¬«�ØdG �ò«eÓJ RôHCG

 �ÉeE’G Èà©jh ,»°ShôdG ìÉ«àL’G ó°V áë�°ùŸG áehÉ�ŸG º«¶æJ ��Y â�ªY óbh RÉbƒ�dG ‘ ájódÉÿG

 �àM …óæÑ°û�ædG ódÉN ï«°û�d É«ah ¿Éch áehÉ�ŸG RƒeQ RôHCG øe ,(�1859/�1275ä) �eÉ°T

.¬JÉah

 �ƒ�©dG  ¢SQO  óbh  ,(�1837/�1252ä)  ¢ùjQOEG  øH  óªMCG  ±ƒ°üà�d  øjOóéŸG  RôHCG  øeh

 áμe ‘ �ÉbCG ºK ,á«fóŸGh á«dPÉ°ûdÉc á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d IÒãc ´hôa ¤EG �ªàfGh ¢SÉa ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G

 ÜQÉMh á«¡�ØdG ÖgGòŸG áWÉ°Sh ¿hO OÉ¡àL’Gh áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàμdG ¤EG  IOƒ©�d IƒYódG ø�YCG  å«M

 �óY øe ºZôdG ��Yh ,øª«dÉH Ò°ùY á�£æe ¤EG ÜÉgò�d ô£°VÉa AÉ¡�ØdG IhGó©d ¢Vô©Jh ,ó«��àdG

 ‘ âªgÉ°Sh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG âæZCG …ÌdG ¬ª�Yh ájƒ�dG ¬à«°üî°T ¿CG ’EG áHƒàμe äÉØdDƒe ¬côJ

 ó«dGƒe  øe  ƒgh  ,(�1859/�1275ä) »°Sƒæ°ùdG  óª� ¬«dEG  ÚHô�ŸG  ÜôbCG  øeh  ,ÉgQÉ°ûàfG

 á�jô£dG öûf øe øμ“h á«Hô©dG Iôjõ÷G ¤EG �MQh ¢SÉa ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G �ƒ�©dG ���Jh ôFGõ÷G

 ó°V í�°ùŸG OÉ¡÷G á«°Sƒæ°ùdG âæÑJ óbh ,IQhÉéŸG ájhGôë°üdG �WÉæŸG ‘h É«Ñ«d ‘ á«°Sƒæ°ùdG

.ôé«ædGh ôFGõé�d »°ùfôØdGh öüŸ …õ«�‚’Gh É«Ñ«�d ‹É£jE’G QÉª©à°S’G

 ÊÉé«àdG  óªMCG  ¤EG  Ö°ùàæJ  »gh  ,‘ƒ°üdG  ójóéàdG  ôgÉ¶e  óMCG  á«fÉé«àdG  á�jô£dG  Èà©Jh

 òNCGh  ,¢SÉa  ‘  á«eÓ°SE’G  �ƒ�©dG  ¢SQOh  ,¿É°ùª�J  á�£æe  øe  ƒgh  ,(�1815/�1230ä)

 ‘ �1782 áæ°S º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U �ƒ°SôdG iCGQ ¬fCG  ºYRh ,IójóY á«aƒ°U ¥ô£H ±ƒ°üàdG

 ¥ô£�d áªªàe á«fÉéjódG Èà©j ƒgh ,AÉ«dhC’G ”ÉN ¬fG �YOGh á°UÉN á�jôW ¢ù«°SCÉàH �ôeÉj �ÉæŸG

 ï�°ùfG øe ¿CG �Ébh iôNC’G ¥ô£�d AÉªàf’G øe ¬jójôe ™æeh ,É¡«�Y ábƒØàeh á�HÉ°ùdG á«aƒ°üdG
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 »ehôdG  øjódG  �ÓL  ±ƒ°üàd  ¿Éch  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  äöûàfG  �ƒ°VÉfC’G  ‘h

 ¿Éc »àdG Ö�G ádÉ°Sôd Gô¶f á«fƒc á¨Ñ°üH ¬aƒ°üJ õ«“ ó�a GÒÑc GôKCG ,(�1273/�672ä)

 ¥ô£dG ÌcCG øe ¬«dEG Ö°ùàæJ »àdG ájƒdƒŸG Èà©Jh ,á«bô£dG èeGÈdG RhÉŒ …òdG ôeC’G ,ÉgÉæÑàj

 ƒgh  ájƒdƒŸG  á�jô£dG  ¢ù°SDƒe  ,(�1321/�718ä)  ódh  ¿É£�°S  ¬æHG  ó©jh  GPƒØfh  GQÉ°ûàfG

 �«JôJh OÉ°ûf’Gh AÉæ¨dGh ��«°SƒŸÉH áHƒë°üŸGh ,áahô©ŸG ájôFGódG á°übôdG óYGƒb ™°Vh øe

 á�jô£dG  õcôe ™�jh  ,ÒKCÉàdG  á¨dÉH  á«aƒ°U á°VÉjQ  øjójôŸG  iód  �ã“ »àdGh  ´Éª°ùdG  QÉcPC’G

 óbh ,»ehôdG øjódG �ÓL zÉf’ƒe{ íjöV �ƒM ¿hójôŸG Ö°üàæj å«M É«fƒb áæjóe ‘ ájƒdƒŸG

 öûY  ¢ùeÉÿG  /…ôé¡dG  ™°SÉàdG  ¿ô�dG  òæe  ájƒdƒŸG  á�jô£dG  «XƒJ  ��Y  Ú«fÉªã©dG  �ªY

 óbh  ,�ƒ°VÉfC’G  �ÉÑL  ‘  ÊÉªã©dG  ºμë�d  Ú°VQÉ©ŸG  áaƒ°üàŸG  á¡LGƒe  ‘  º¡�É°üd  …OÓ«ŸG

.»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG øe IójóY �WÉæe ‘ ájƒdƒŸG äöûàfG

 ™°SÉàdG  ¿ô�dG  òæe  É«ª�Y  ÉWÉ£ëfGh  É©LGôJ  »eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  äó¡°T

 äÉaGôÿG äOÉ°S å«M »Ñ©°ûdG øjóàdG øe §‰ ¤EG âdƒ–h …OÓ«ŸG öûY ¢ùeÉÿG /…ôé¡dG

 ±ƒ°üàdG ójóéàH …OÉæJ á«MÓ°UEG äGQÉ«J Qƒ¡X ¤EG �YO …òdG ôeC’G ,IPƒ©°ûdGh �¡÷G öûàfGh

 �ÉNOEG ��Y Gƒ�ªY øjòdG øjOóéŸG AÉª�©dG øe OóY RôH å«M ,áÄ«°ùdG äÉ°SQÉªŸGh ´óÑdG øe ¬à«�æJh

 »°SÉØdG ¿ƒª«e øH ��Y ï«°ûdG �ÉãeCG ,IójóL ¥ôW ¢ù«°SCÉàH º¡°†©H �Ébh ¥ô£dG ��Y äGójóŒ

 AÉª�©dG OÉ°ùa ��Y êÉéàM’Gh á«YöûdG �ÉμMC’ÉH •ÉÑ°†f’G ¤EG �YO …òdG ,(�1511/�916ä)

 íÑ°UCG ó�a »HÉéjE’G Qƒ£àdG ôgÉ¶e øe á«fÉªã©dG áÑ��G �îJ 
 	dP ™eh ,áaƒ°üàŸG �ÓëfGh

 ,(�1731/�1134ä) »°ù�HÉædG »æ¨dG óÑY ô¡Xh ,á«eÓ°SE’G áaÉ�ãdG øe GAõL ‘ƒ°üdG ôμØdG

.á«eÓ°SE’G �ƒ�©dG �à� ‘ æ°Uh »��Y �Ó�à°SÉH ™à“ ¬fCG ’EG Úà�jô£d »ªàæj ‘ƒ°U ƒgh

 IƒYódG ,…OÓ«ŸG öûY ™°SÉàdGh öûY øeÉãdG Úfô�dG �ÓN äô¡X »àdG äGójóéàdG QõHCG øeh

 áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàμdÉH �Gõàd’Gh á«aÉ°üdG ¬©«HÉæj ¤EG IOƒ©dG ¤EG IƒYódG �ÓN øe ±ƒ°üàdG ìÓ°UE’

 º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U óª� »ÑædG øe òîàJ »àdG zájóªëŸG á�jô£dG{ ¤EG IƒYódÉH �ã“ Ée ƒgh

 Ú«MÓ°UE’G  øjOóéŸG  A’Dƒg  øeh  ,á«bô£dG  º¡JGAÉªàfG  ��Y  AÉ�ÑdG  ™e  áæ°ùM  Iƒ°SCGh  Ihób

 »MhôdG �ª©dG ¤EG ¬àjÉæY ¬Lh …òdG ,(�1823/�1238ä) …hÉbQódG »Hô©dG »Hô¨ŸG ï«°ûdG

 ,ógõdGh É«fódG øY ´Óîf’G ¤EG �YOh ,�FGhC’G áaƒ°üàŸG ¿CÉ°ûc á«aƒ°üdG ájô¶ædG ��Y ¢ù«dh

 ,(ájƒ�©dGh á«Wöû«dGh á«fóŸGh …hÉbQódG) É¡Yhôah á«dPÉ°ûdG á«ªæJ ‘ …hÉbQódG ºgÉ°S Gò¡Hh

.¿OQC’G ¬æeh »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ ÒÑc Qƒ°†ëH �ƒ«dG ™àªàJ ¥ô£dG �ògh
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 »ÑædÉH AGóàb’G ¤EG  ƒYójh ´öûdG ¤EG  IOƒ©dG ��Y ócDƒj ƒgh ,øgGôdG âbƒdG �àM ájóæÑ°û�ædG

 ájGóH òæe óàeGh ,á«¡�ØdG �ÉμMC’G �«Ñ£àH á°SÉ°ùdG �GõdEG øe øμ“h º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U óª�

 Iôjõ÷Gh Ú°üdG ‘ QÉ°ûàf’G øe …óægöù�d ™HÉàdG ájOóéŸG ´ôa …ôé¡dG öûY …OÉ�G ¿ô�dG

.»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG ¥ô£dG ÌcCG øe á�jô£dG �òg âdGR ’h É«°ù«fhófCGh á«Hô©dG

 øe É¡ª°SG  äòNCG  »àdG  á«Jƒ�ÿG É¡àeó�e ‘h á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  äöûàfG  ó�a RÉbƒ�dG  ‘ ÉeCG

 Ö�dh  ,(�1397/�799ä)  »Jƒ�N  ôªY  ¤EG  Ö°ùàæJ  »àdG  á�jô£dG  õ«Á  Ée  »gh  zIƒ�ÿG{

 �«ëj  ¤EG  á�jô£dG  º«¶æàd  �°†ØdG  Oƒ©jh  ,Iôé°T  ´òL  �NGO  AÓàN’G  ÖMCG  ¬fC’  »Jƒ�ÿÉH

 á�jô£�d »eô¡dG AÉæÑdG ï«°SôJ ��Y �ªY ó�a ,RÉbƒ�dG øe ƒgh ,(�1463/�867ä) ÊGhöûdG

 ájÉ¡f  ‘ �ƒ°VÉfC’G  É¡dƒNO ó©H  ¿ÉªãY �BG  ÚWÓ°S á�K  á«Jƒ�ÿG âÑ°ùàcG  óbh ,É¡YÉÑJCG  IÌμd

 Ú«fÉªã©dG  äô£«°S  â–  á©bGƒdG  OÓÑdG  AÉëfCG  ôFÉ°S  ‘  äöûàfG  ºK  …ôé¡dG  ™°SÉàdG  ¿ô�dG

 ¿CG  É¡àfÉμe  ��Y  �dój  É‡h  ,»Hô©dG  
É©dG  AÉLQCG  áaÉc  ‘  äöûàfG  É¡æeh  öüe  É°Uƒ°üNh

 IôgÉX ájQÉ°†M á�jôW »gh ,É«Jƒ�N ï«°T »MhôdG ¬ª�©e ¿Éc —ÉØdG óª� ÊÉªã©dG ¿É£�°ùdG

 .á«¡dE’G AÉª°SC’G ôcòH �ƒ�°ùdG ‘ êQóàdG ��Y �ƒ�J áæ°ùdÉH 	°ùªàdG

 »�«HOQC’G øjódG »Ø°U É¡°ù°SDƒe ój ��Y …ôé¡dG øeÉãdG ¿ô�dG ‘ ájƒØ°üdG �jô£dG äô¡Xh

 á«æ°S  âfÉch  ,á«Jƒ�ÿG  ™e  É«ª«�©Jh  É«aGô¨L  É¡dƒ°UCG  ‘  �Î°ûJ  »gh  ,(�1334/�734ä)

 �«YÉª°SG  �É°T  AÉL ºK  ,…ôé¡dG  ™°SÉàdG  ¿ô�dG  ájÉ¡f  ‘ ™«°ûàdG  ƒëf  Gƒ¡ŒG É¡Nƒ«°T  ¿CG  ’EG

 ��Y �ªYh ¿GôjEG ‘ …öûY ÉæKE’G ™«°ûàdG ¢Vôah ájƒØ°üdG áμ�ªŸG ¢ù°SCGh ,(�1524/�930ä)

.»æ°ùdG ±ƒ°üàdG ��Y �««°†àdG

 »à°û°ûdG øjódG Ú©e ¤EG Ö°ùàæJ »àdG á«à°û°ûdG á�jô£dG äRôH ó�a ájóæ¡dG IQÉ�dG ¬Ñ°T ‘ ÉeCG

 AÉ«dhCG  øjódG  �É¶f  æc  ‘  á«eÓ°SE’G  óæ¡dG  AÉLQCG  áaÉc  ‘  äöûàfGh  ,(�1236/�633ä)

 áaÉ�ãH ÉªgÓc õ«“ óbh ,höùN ÒeCG ÒÑμdG ôYÉ°ûdG �ò«eÓJ RôHCG øeh ,(�1324/�724ä)

 ™°SÉàdGh  øeÉãdG  Úfô�dG  �ÓNh  ,á«°Shóæ¡dG  ��Y  É¡MÉàØfÉH  RÉà“  á«°SQÉa  ájóæg  á«aƒ°U

 øe QóëæJ »àdG ájQÉ£°ûdG á�jô£dÉc IôμÑŸG á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG øe IÒÑc ´hôa äô¡X …ôé¡dG

 …ójôe  ™e  »°ûŸÉH  õ«“ óbh  ,(�1485/�890ä) …QÉ£°ûdG  ˆG  óÑY  É¡î«°Th  ,ájOQhô¡°ùdG

.�ƒÑ£dG ´ôb á�aôH AGOƒ°S ájôμ°ùY IõH ÉjóJôe
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 øe »©«°T ´ôa ¿GôjEG ‘ ô¡X …ôé¡dG ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG òæªa ,…ôé¡dG öTÉ©dG ¿ô�dG ó©H ¿GôjEG

 …ó¡ŸG ¬fCG ø�YCG å«M ,(�1464/�869ä) ¢ûîHQƒf óª� ¤EG áÑ°ùf á«°ûîHQƒædG ƒg ájhÈμdG

 É¡YÉÑJCG ¿ƒμd á«ÑgòdG ƒg RGÒ°T ‘ ´ôa �ƒ«dG óLƒjh ,�°ûØdÉH á«°SÉ«°ùdG ¬àcôM â¡àfGh ô¶àæŸG

.á«°ûîHQƒædG GƒbQÉah ájhó¡ŸG ºYGõŸG GƒcôJ

 ‹h  ˆG  áª©f  �É°T  ¤EG  áÑ°ùf  ˆG  áª©f  á�jôW  ‘  ™«°ûàdG  ƒëf  »éjQóàdG  ìÉjõf’G  ô¡¶jh

 òª�àJ ºK ,ÊGôjE’G �°ùàdG ��©e RGÒ°T ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G �ƒ�©dG ¢SQO å«M ,(�1431/�834ä)

 óæbôª°S øe áÑjôb áæjóe ¤EG OÉY ºK ,(�1367/�768ä) ‘É«dG ˆG óÑY ��Y èë�d ¬à�MQ �ÓN

 ¤EG  ¬H  Gƒ°Thh �OÉ°ùM Ìch ,ô¡à°TGh ò«eÓàdGh øjójôŸG  øe IÒÑc áYƒª› ¬dƒM â©ªàLGh

 öûY ådÉãdG ¿ô�dG ‘ ¬à�jôW ´ÉÑJCG ¢Vô©Jh ¢SQÉa ‘ ¿Éeôc Üôb áeÉbE’G ¤EG ô£°VÉa ¿É£�°ùdG

.º¡ª¶©e ™«°ûJh º¡°†©H ôa å«M OÉ¡£°VÓd …ôé¡dG

 â¶aÉM á�jôW »gh ,�£°SƒdG É«°SBG ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG ÌcC’Gh RôHC’G »¡a ájóæÑ°û�ædG á�jô£dG ÉeCG

 á«fÉ°SGôÿG á«fÉMhô�d  IöTÉÑe áãjQh É¡°ùØf  Èà©Jh ,™«°ûàdG  á¡LGƒeh »æ°ùdG  É¡¡LƒJ ��Y

 âª¶àfG óbh ,øWÉÑdG ìÓ°UEGh ´QƒdGh ógõdÉH »æà©J »gh ,É¡H â£ÑJQG »àdG á«àeÓŸG á°SQóŸGh

 �dÉÿG  óÑY  ¿hÈà©j  ájóæÑ°û�ædG  ¿CG  ’EG  ,(�1389/�791ä)  óæÑ°û�f  øjódG  AÉ¡H  ájÉYôH

 hCG »æWÉÑdG ôcòdG ��Y áÑXGƒŸG áæ°S É¡«a �NOCG …òdG ƒ¡a ,»�«��G á�jô£dG ï«°T ÊGhóé¨dG

 ,á�jô£�d  Iõ«‡ áeÓY ôcòdG  øe ´ƒædG  Gòg íÑ°UCGh ,�jó°üdG  ôμH »HCÉH  GAGóàbG  zÖ��dG  ôcP{

 :�ãe ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ IOƒLƒe »gh ,É¡fƒ°SQÉÁ óYGƒ�dG øe áYƒª› ájóæÑ°û�ædG ´ÉÑJG ™°Vh óbh

.ÉgÒZh zIƒ�÷G ‘ Iƒ�ÿG{h z¢ùØædG áÑ°SÉ�{h zäGƒ£ÿG áÑbGôe{

 á¶aÉëŸG âYÉ£à°SG 	dòdh �ƒ�°ùdGh ´öûdG ÚH �Éé°ùf’G IÉYGôe ��Y á�jô£dG CGóÑe �ƒ�jh

 ,(�1490/�895ä) QGôMCG áLGƒÿG ï«°ûdG �°†ØHh ,�£°SƒdG É«°SBG »ª�°ùe iód �°ùàdG ��Y

 ¢ù«°SCÉJ ��Y �ªY ó�a ,…ôég ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG �ÓN iôNC’G á«aƒ°üdG ¥ôW ��Y áæª«¡dG øe âæμ“

 º«dÉ©J �GÎM’ á°SÉ°ùdG �YOh áŸÉ¶dG ÖFGö†dG øe ÚMÓØdG ájÉª� á©°SGh ájOÉ°üàbG áμÑ°T

 Iƒ¶�G âdÉfh �ƒ°VÉfC’Gh ¿Éà°SOôch RÉbƒ�dG ¤EG  �ƒ°UƒdG ájóæÑ°û�ædG âYÉ£à°SGh ,�Ó°SE’G

 dC’G Oó› �°†ØH óæ¡dG ¤EG  â�°Uhh »Hô©dG 
É©dG ¤EG  ÉgôKCG  óàeGh ,¿ÉªãY �BG  ÚWÓ°S óæY

 ôHóJ ™°Vƒe zäÉHƒàμŸG{ ¬HÉàc íÑ°UCGh ,(�1624/�1032ä) …óægöùdG óªMCG Iôé¡�d á«fÉãdG
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 ¥öûŸG ¤EG áHQÉ¨ŸG øjôLÉ¡ŸG áLƒe øª°V »HôY øHG ¿Éch ,öübC’G ‘ ,(�1244/�641ä)

 º¶©e ‘ É�«ªYh Éë°VGh íÑ°UCG �ôKCG  ¿CG  ™e á°UÉN á�jô£d ¢ù°SDƒj 
 ¬fCG  ’EG  �jô£dG Gòg øY

 QÉ°S ø‡ ,(�1268/�667ä) Ú©Ñ°S øHG Èà©jh ,…ôé¡dG ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ó©H á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG

 »°ùdófC’G ¬YÉÑJCG ô¡°TCG øeh ,á��£ŸG IóMƒdG ÖgòŸ ¢ù°SCG »°ùdófCG ƒgh »MhôdG QÉ°ùŸG Gòg ‘

 ÉªgÒKCÉJ ôªà°SGh ,á«FÉaƒdGh á«Ø«æ�G Éªg ¿ÉYôa á«dPÉ°û�dh ,(�1269/�668ä) …Î°û°ûdG

.AÉª�©dG •É°ShCG ‘ á«dPÉ°ûdG â�¨�¨J óbh ,ÊÉªã©dG ó¡©dG �àM öüe ‘ ‘ƒ°üdG ó¡°ûŸG Éª°SÉ�Jh

 ,(�1276/�674ä) …hóÑdG óªMCG ¤EG áÑ°ùf ájóªMC’G öüe ‘ ÒKCÉJ É¡d ¿Éc »àdG ¥ô£dG øeh

 ��Y ��£j 	dòdh ,¬eÉjCG ôNBG ¤EG ¬àaöT ìÈj ’ �«ædG ÉàdO ‘ É£æW ‘ �ÉbCG »Hô¨e �°UCG øe ƒgh

 ±ÓîH  á«Ñ©°ûdG  äÉ�Ñ£dGh  á«ØjôdGG  •É°ShC’G  ‘  á�jô£dG  �òg  öûàæJh  ,zá«Mƒ£°ùdG{  ¬jójôe

 ,(�1288/�687ä) »bƒ°SódG øjódG ¿ÉgôH ¤EG Ö°ùàæJ »àdG á«fÉgÈdG á�jô£dG �Éægh .á«dPÉ°ûdG

 .á°UÉÿG ¬à�jôW ¢ù«°SCÉàH ¿PE’G òNCG ºK ,IójóY ¥ô£d »ªàæj ¿Éch

 ¢SQGóŸG  ÒKCÉJ  â– ,Újôé¡dG  ™HÉ°ùdGh  ¢SOÉ°ùdG  Úfô�dG  �ÓN á©°VÉN âfÉμa �É°ûdG  ÉeCG

 ÉgOƒLh ï«°SôJ á«fÉgÈdG á�jô£dG âYÉ£à°SGh ,ájQOÉ�dG ´ÉÑJCG øe Òãc É¡«dEG ôLÉg ó�a á«bGô©dG

 QOÉ°üe øe »eÉ°ûdG ±ƒ°üàdG iò¨à«°S …ôé¡dG ™°SÉàdG ¿ô�dG òæeh ,á�HÉæ�G AÉª�Y •É°ShCG ‘

 ‘ GQÉ°ûàfG ™°ShC’G �GõJ ’ »àdG ,ájóæÑ°û�ædÉc �£°SƒdG É«°SBGh RÉbƒ�dG øeh ,á«dPÉ°ûdÉc á«Hô¨e

.�É°ûdG

 �«Ø�àdG ¢SÉ°SCG ��Y âeÉb á�jôW »gh ájQóæ��dÉc á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG äöûàfG �£°SƒdG É«°SBG ‘h

 øjódG �ÉªL »°SQÉØdG ÒeC’G ájÉªëHh …PƒÑdG …óæ¡dG ógõdG ™e �YÉØàdG �ÓN øe äÉfÉjódG ÚH

 GQƒØf äó¡°T É¡fCG ’EG ,§°ShC’G ¥öûdGh �ƒ°VÉfC’G ‘ äöûàfGh ,(�1232/�629ä) …hÉ°ùdG

 •Gƒ�dG á°SQÉ‡h ,¢û«°û�Gh ôªÿG �hÉæàc á«eÓ°SE’G øjódG º«dÉ©àH º¡eGõàdG �ó©d ¢SÉædG øe

 ¤EG Ö°ùàæJ »àdG ájhÈμdG IöûàæŸG ¥ô£dG øeh ,¿BGô�dG º«dÉ©J øY áÑjô¨dG äÉ°SQÉªŸG øe ÉgÒZh

 ájB’G øe IQÉ©à°SG Ö��dG Gòg á«�Y ��WG óbh ,�RQGƒN øe ,(�1221/�618ä) …Èc øjódG º‚

 ºZôdG ��Yh ,�ƒ°üÿG �ÉëaGh IôXÉæŸGh �ó÷G ��Y ¬JQó�d 	dPh ,ziÈμdG áeÉ£dG{ á«fBGô�dG

 ¬YÉÑJCG øe GÒãc ¿G ’EG á«æ°S á°UÉN á�jôW ¢ù«°SCÉJ øe øμ“ »bGô©dG ±ƒ°üàdÉH ¬WÉÑJQG øe

 ‘ ™«°ûàdG ƒëf á«æ°ùdG á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ¢†©H â¡LƒJ óbh ,¬JÉah ó©H øe ™«°ûàdG ¤EG Gƒ¡LƒJ
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 ±ƒ°üàdGh º�©�d ÉÑ�W ¥öûdG ¤EG �MQ ‹Gõ¨dG �ÉeE’ÉH ôKCÉàdG ójó°T ¿Éch ,(�1198/�576ä)

 ¬à�jôW äõ«“ ,¥öûŸG ‘ ¬à�jôW Iöûf GƒdƒJ øjòdG �ò«eÓJ Ìch ôFGõ÷G ‘ ájÉéH ‘ �ÉbCG ºK

.¢ùØædG ìÓ°UEGh ¥ÓNC’G Öj ò¡Jh ógõdÉH

 ø°ù�G  ƒHCG  É¡°ù°SDƒe  ¤EG  Ö°ùàæJ  »àdG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  Üô¨ŸG  ‘  iÈμdG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  øeh

 �öüY ‘ »MhôdG Ö£�dG øY ÉãëHh º�©�d ÉÑ�W ¥öûŸG ¤EG �MQ ,(�1258/�656ä) ‹PÉ°ûdG

 óHÉY ƒgh ,(�1228/�625) ¢û«°ûe øH �Ó°ùdG óÑY ƒgh ’CG ,»Hô¨ŸG jôdG ‘ �óLh ¬fCG ’EG

 ‘ Iƒ�ÿG ‹PÉ°ûdG �NO ,øjôFGõdG QÉ¶fCG §� �ƒ«dG ¤EG »gh �ÑL áªb ��Y ¬àjhGR ™�J óMƒàe

 øe òîJG ¬fCG ’EG ,Ö°ùæj É¡«dEGh zá«dPÉ°ûdG{ �YóJ ájôb Üôb ¿GhÒ�dGh ¢ùfƒJ ÚH á©bGƒdG �ÉÑ÷G

 ,(‹PÉ°ûdG) ˆG ¤EG QGôØdGh zò°T{ �©a øe É«fódG øY ±Göüf’G ¤EG Ò°ûj É«MhQ ’ƒdóe ¬ª°SG

 IQOÉ¨e ¤EG ô£°VG å«M ,AÉ¡�ØdG IhGóY Ö�L É‡ ¬à�jôW áWÉ°ùH ÖÑ°ùH IÒÑc á«Ñ©°T Ö°ùàcÉa

 �ÉÑb’Gh øWÉÑdG ójôŒ ��Y ¬à�jôW óªà©Jh ,�1244/�641 áæ°S ,ájQóæμ°S’G ‘ ô�à°SGh OÓÑdG

 ó«�àdGh á©jöûdÉH 	°ùªàdGh ™ªàéŸG ‘ êÉeóf’G ��Y ¬YÉÑJCG åMh ,ôcòdG ��Y õ«cÎdGh ˆG ��Y

 øHG ÉgQƒW »àdG á«Ø°ù�ØdG á«�jõ«aÉà«ŸG �FÉ°ùŸÉH Éªà¡e øμj 
h ,á�jô£dG �ƒNód •öûc ,áæ°ùdÉH

 ’EG ,(�1287/�686ä) »°SôŸG ¢SÉÑ©dG ƒHCG �ò«ª�Jh ¬©HÉJ ’h áHƒàμe GQÉKBG �Îj 
h ,»HôY

 Ú�MÓdG ¬YÉÑJCG óMCG �ªY å«M ,zôëÑdG ÜõM{ Égô¡°TCGh ¬HGõMCG ‘ í°VGh »MhôdG �ÒKCÉJ ¿CG

 IôFGO ™«°SƒJ ��Y �ªYh ,(�1309/�708ä) ˆG AÉ£Y øHG …öüŸG ƒgh ,á«dPÉ°ûdG ôjƒ£J ��Y

 ÜÉàch  ,zá«FÉ£©dG  ºμ�G{  ``H  ±hô©ŸG  ¬HÉàc  �°†ØH  »eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  AÉëfCG  áaÉc  ‘  ÉgQÉ°ûàfG

 ÜÉ£bCG  øeh  ,á«dPÉ°û�d  »©LôŸG  »ÑgòŸG  ¢üædGh  »MhôdG  ó¡©dG  �ãÁ  …òdG  ,z�ŸG  FÉ£d{

 »ÑædG ��Y IÓ°üdG ‘ dDƒe ¬dh ,(�1470/�874h �1465/�869 ÚH ä) ‹hõ÷G á«dPÉ°ûdG

 QÉÑc øeh ,zäGÒÿG �F’O{ ¬HÉàc ‘ ¬æª°V »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ Iöûàæe º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG »�°U

 IóY{h  z±ƒ°üàdG  óYGƒb{  ¬JÉØdDƒe  ô¡°TCG  øeh  ¢SÉa  áæjóe  øe  ¥hQR  óªMCG  á«dPÉ°ûdG  ñƒ«°ûdG

.z¥OÉ°üdG ójôŸG

 âfÉc  ó�a  ,…ôé¡dG  ™HÉ°ùdG  ¿ô�dG  ó©H  ,�É°ûdGh  öüe  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  äöûàfGh

 »HCG  ò«ª�J  ,(�1198/�594)  ‹hõ÷G  ¥GRôdG  óÑ©c  áHQÉ¨ŸG  áaƒ°üàª�d  GöùL  ájQóæμ°S’G

 AÉ«dhC’G øe ¿hó©j ¬YÉÑJG øe ¿ÉæKG �Gõj ’h ,�«ædG ±ÉØ°†dG ��Y á�jô£dG öûæH �Éb …òdG øjóe

 êÉé�G  ƒHCG  …öüŸGh  ,öüe  Éæb  ‘  ,(�1196/�592)  º«MôdG  óÑY  »Hô¨ŸG  ï«°ûdG  Éªgh
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 »YÉaôdG  óªMG  É¡°ù°SCG  »àdG  ,á«YÉaôdG  á�jô£dG  IÎØdG  ¢ùØf  ‘  äô¡X  »àdG  ¥ô£dG  øeh

 ,øjójôŸGh  ò«eÓàdG  ±’BG  Ö£�à°SGh  ¥Gô©dG  ÜƒæL  ‘  ájhGR  CÉ°ûfCG  ó�a  ,(�1182/�577ä)

 ájƒÑædG  áæ°ùdÉH  �Gõàd’G  ¤EG  ƒYój  ¿Éch ,»eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  AÉëfCG  �à� ‘ ¬ª«dÉ©J  äöûàfGh

 ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG òæe ¬à�jôWh ¬ª«dÉ©J ��Y Gƒ�NOCG ¬YÉÑJCG ¿CG ’EG ,™°VGƒàdGh á©jöûdÉH 	°ùªàdGh

 »°ûŸGh OÉ°ùLC’G Ö�K á«�ªY »gh ¢û«°ûdG Üö†c ¬JÉ¡LƒJ ™e �aGƒàJ ’ äÉ°SQÉ‡ …ôé¡dG

 .º°ùdGh ÚHÉ©ãdG ´ÓàHGh QÉædG ‘ �ƒNódGh ôª÷G ��Y

 É¡°ù°SDƒe ój ��Y ¥Gô©dG ‘ äô¡X »àdG iÈμdG ¥ô£dG ådÉK ájOQhô¡°ùdG á�jô£dG �μ°ûJh

 �ÓμdG  º�Y  ¢†aQ  ,ÊÓ«÷G  ò«ª�J  ƒgh  ,(�1234/�631)  …OQhô¡°ùdG  ôªY  øjódG  ÜÉ¡°T

 iOÉfh  ,»HôY  øH’  »Ø°ù�ØdG  ±ƒ°üàdG  ��Y  ¢VÎYGh  ,á«fÉMhôdGh  ógõdÉH  	°ù“h  áØ°ù�ØdGh

 ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ƒgh ,á«aƒ°üdG •É°ShC’G êQÉN �àM ¬à�jôW äöûàfGh �óà©ŸG »æ°ùdG ±ƒ°üàdÉH

 ¢Vô©j ƒ¡a ºé°ùæe ƒëf ��Y ÖJôeh á«é¡æŸG á«aƒ°üdG äÉØdDƒŸG øe ƒgh ,z±QÉ©ŸG ±QGƒY{

 .áæ°ùdGh  ÜÉàμdG  Aƒ°V  ��Y  á«aƒ°üdG  äÉ°SQÉªŸG  ìöûjh  Éμ°SÉªàeh  ÓeÉμàe  É«aƒ°U  GÒμØJ

 ‘ƒ°üdG çGÎdÉH 	°ùªàdGh áæ°ùdG ¤EG ´ƒLôdGh �GóàY’Gh ógõdÉH …OQhô¡°ùdG ±ƒ°üJ õ«ªàjh

 äÉ¨�dG �à� ¤EG ¬HÉàc ºLôJ ,zó«æ÷G á�jôW{ ÉgQÉÑàYÉH öüe ‘ ¬à�jôW âaôY 	dòdh ,ôμÑŸG

 
É©dG  AÉëfCG  �à� ¬à�jôW äöûàfGh ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG º«¶æJh §Ñ°V ‘ ºgÉ°Sh á«eÓ°SE’G

.»eÓ°SE’G

 ’EG  ¥ô£dGh  ñƒ«°ûdGh  øe  áYƒª›  ¢ùdófC’Gh  Üô¨ŸG  ‘  äô¡X  ¥öûª�d  á�HÉ�ŸG  á¡÷G  ‘h

 ±ƒ°üà�d  …OÉ©ŸG  »μdÉŸG  ÖgòŸG  ´ƒ«°T  ÖÑ°ùH  ÉjƒÑîf  ÉjOôa  É©HÉW  ájGóÑdG  ‘  äòîJG  É¡fCG

 øH  óª� Iöùe øHG  Èà©jh ,áÑWôb ‘ ‹Gõ¨�d  zøjódG  �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG{  ÜÉàc ¥GôMG ��H  óM ¤EG

 ájôŸG  á°SQóe  ‘  �ôKCG  ô¡Xh  ,¢ùdófC’ÉH  áØjƒ°üdG  øe  RôH  øe  �hCG  (�931/�319ä)  ˆGóÑY

 É¡eÓYCG  RôHCG  øeh  ,»bô£dG  ‘ƒ°üdG  º«¶æàdG  ájGóH  âæ°TO  »àdG  áKóëŸG  á«fƒWÓaC’ÉH  á©Ñ°ûŸG

 ±ƒ°üàdÉH ¬«a ôKCÉJ óbh ,z¢ùdÉéŸG ø°SÉ�{ ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ,(�1143/�536ä) jô©dG øHG

 øe  á©°SGh  á°VQÉ©e  »�d  …òdG  ,IÎØdG  ¢ùØf  ‘  ¿ÉLôH  øHG  �°†ØH  É«�«Ñ°TEG  ‘h  ,»böûŸG

 ó©jh  ,á°VQÉ©ŸG  ¢ùØf  á¡LGh …òdG  ,(�1151/�546ä) »°ùb  øHG  	dòch ,IÉ°†�dGh  AÉ¡�ØdG

 ‘ É¨dÉH  GôKCG  GƒcôJ øjòdG  á«aƒ°üdG  RôHCG  ,á«°Sôe á°SQóe øe (�1196/�593ä) »HôY øHG

 Ö«©°T  øjóe  ƒHCG  »Hô¨ŸG  »°ùdóf’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  �ÓYCG  RôHCG  øeh  ,»eÓ°SE’G  
É©dG  AÉëfCG  �à°T
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 É¡JóMhh  É¡àdÉ°UCG  áî«°ûe  hCG  •ÉHQ  �μd  »£©j  …òdG  ƒg  áKÓãdG  ¢üFÉ°üÿG  �òg  Ö«côJh

 º«¶æàdG Gòg ¤EG Év«ªàæe ¬fƒc ¤EG øÄª£j �àM ¢SÉ°ùME’G øe ´ƒæH É¡«a ƒ°†Y �c óÁh É¡Jƒbh

.143ÚμŸG QÉ�dG

 �QÉÑàYÉH ,»eÓ°SE’Gh »Hô©dG ÚŸÉ©dG ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG øY �°üØæj ’ ¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ¿Éc GPEGh

 á°ù°SDƒe �ƒ°UCG øe �°SÉæàJ á«MhôdG ˆG ÜhQO âfÉc GPEGh ,É«aGô¨÷Gh ïjQÉàdG ‘ É«©«ÑW GOGóàeG

 ¤EG  É¡«a  ¿hójôŸG  Ö°ùàæj  ´hôa  �C’G  á�jô£dG  øe  ódGƒàJ  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  
ÉY  »Øa  ,IóMGh

 ,iôNCG  ô¡¶Jh  IódƒàŸG  ¥ô£dG  ¢†©H  »ØàîJh  ©°†J  IójóY  ä’ÉM  ‘h  ,¢ù°SDƒŸG  É¡î«°T

 É©LGôJh Éeó�J �ƒëàdGh Qƒ£à�d ™°†îJ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ™«ªLh ,iôNCG ¥ôW ‘ èeóæj É¡°†©Hh

 á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ÈcCGh ô¡°TCG ��Y ±ô©àdG øe ¢UÉæe ’ 	dòdh ,É¡YÉÑJCGh É¡Nƒ«°T ójóŒh Iƒ�H

.144É¡YÉÑJGh É¡Nƒ«°T áaô©eh ¿OQC’G ‘ É¡JÓ«ãªàH �ƒNódG �Ñb ÉgQÉ°ûàfG OhóMh ÉgÉjGhRh

 ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG ¿ƒμJ ¿CG íLôŸG øeh ¢ù«°SCÉàdG á�Môe ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ó¡e ¥Gô©dG Èà©J

 ÊÓ«÷Gh ,á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  �óbCG  øe (�1166/�561ä) ÊÓ«÷G QOÉ�dG  óÑY  É¡°ù°SCG  »àdG

 »�Ñæ�G ¬�ØdG ¢SQOh OGó¨H ¤EG �ób ,É«dÉM ¿GôjE’ »Hô¨dG �Éª°ûdG ‘ ™�J »àdG ¿Ó«L á�£æe øe

 Égó©H OÉY ºK ,ÉeÉY ¿höûY IóŸ ógRh °û�J IÉ«M ¢TÉYh ÉgQOÉZ ºK ,±ƒ°üàdG º�©Jh åjó�Gh

 á©°SGh  Iô¡°T  RÉMh  ßYƒdGh  ¢ùjQóàdG  ��Y  �ÑbCGh  iôNCG  Iôe  á«°SÉÑ©dG  áaÓÿG  áª°UÉY  ¤EG

 �ó�j ÜÉàc ƒgh ,z��G �jôW »ÑdÉ£d á«æ¨dG{ ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ƒgh ,Ìc ò«eÓJh É°†jôY GQƒ¡ªLh

 AÉëfG �à°T ‘ É©°SGh GQÉ°ûàfG ájQOÉ�dG á�jô£dG äöûàfG óbh ,‘ƒ°üdG �ƒ�°ùdG óYGƒ�d É°VôY

.»eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG

.71¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -143

 ±ƒ°üàdG áª�©e ,ˆGóÑY øH õjõ©dG óÑY :��Y ÉgQÉ°ûàfGh ¥ô£dÉH jô©àdG ‘ ÉfóªàYG -144

 øH óª�h .223-205/3 ,2001 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,•ÉHôdG ,áaô©ŸG öûf QGO ,»eÓ°SE’G

 :zˆG ¥ôW{ »YÉª÷G dDƒŸG øY òNCG ÉªgÓch .121-99¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG

 Les voies d’Allah: les ordres mystiques dans l’Islam d’origines à

aujourd’hui, sous la direction de: A.Popovic et G.Veinstein, Paris, 1996.
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 á©«ÑW äGP á«°üî°T ájOôa áHôŒ IôμÑŸG  ¬JÉjGóH  ‘ ¿Éc »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  ¿CÉH  �GóL ’

 ¤EG ÉHô�Jh É«fódG ‘ GógR º¡JGhP ¿É£Ñà°SGh º¡°ùØfCG ��Y AÉØμf’Gh ádõ©dG Gƒ�°†a ¢SÉfC’ ,ájƒÑîf

 …OÓ«ŸG öûY …OÉ�G /…ôé¡dG ¢ùeÉÿG ¿ô�dG òæe �NO ±ƒ°üàdG ¿CG ’EG ,IôNBÓd ÉÑ�W º¡HQ

 ÊÉãdG /…ôé¡dG ¢SOÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ájGóH ™e åÑ�j 
 ºK ,zá«YÉªàLG IôgÉX{ `c RôHh GójóL GQƒW

 OGORGh »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG AÉLQCG áaÉc â�ª°T QÉ°ûàf’G á©°SGh IôgÉX ¤EG �ƒ– ¿CG …OÓ«ŸG öûY

 Gòg ó©H �ƒ– ºK ,…OÓ«ŸG öûY ™HÉ°ùdG /…ôé¡dG öûY …OÉ�G ¿ô�dG �àM �ÒKCÉJh �Qƒ°†M

.zá«Ñ©°T IôgÉX{ äÉHh É«bôW Éaƒ°üJ ¤EG ïjQÉàdG

 ¢SOÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ‘ âfÉc 
É©ŸG í°VGh º¶æe �μ°ûH äô¡X á«aƒ°U á�jôW �hCG ¿EG �ƒ�dG øμÁh

:142»g ¢üFÉ°üN çÓãH ÉgQƒ¡X òæe äõ«“ óbh ,141…OÓ«ŸG öûY ÊÉãdG ¿ô�dG ájGóH ,…ôé¡dG

.á£HGô�d É kª¶æeh áYÉªé�d É k°ù«FQ �QÉÑàYÉH º¡�c ¬YÉÑJCG ¬«dEG ™Lôj …òdG ¢ù°SDƒŸG ï«°ûdG –1

.OGQhCGh ¢Sƒ�Wh ôFÉ©°T øe ¬«a ÉÃ ÖgòŸG hCG É¡qæ°S »àdG á�jô£dG –2

.iôNCG ©°†Jh É kfÉ«MCG �KƒàJ äÉbÓY »gh ,áYÉª÷G OGôaCG ÚH §HôJ »àdG äÉbÓ©dG ´ƒf –3

 �ÓN ôFGõ÷G ‘ ÉªgôKCGh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dGh Ú£HGôŸG ICÉ°ûf ,ôgÉ£dG QÉà� ‹Ó«a -141

.33¢U ÊÉªã©dG ó¡©dG

.71¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -142
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ˆG ÜhQO ôKƒμJ
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 äÓªM �ÉeCG  âØbhh ,…QÉª©à°S’Gh ÊÉªã©dG  øjó¡©dG  ‘ á«Hô©dG  á«°üî°ûdG  öUÉæY  âfÉ°Uh

 êÉé�G  É¡«dEG  óØj  ,á«YÉªàLGh  ájOÉ°üàbGh  á«MhQ  Iƒb  äóZh  ,139…Ò°ûÑàdGh  ‘É�ãdG  hõ¨dG

 ßYƒdGh  áë«°üædG  ¤EG  Gƒ©ªà°ù«dh  ,�eCÉàdGh  IOÉÑ©�d  É kfÉμeh  AÉ£¨dGh  ihCÉŸG  Ghóé«d  QGhõdGh

.140ôμæŸG øY »¡ædGh ±hô©ŸÉH ôeC’Gh

.310¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG Qó°üŸG :»£°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY -139

 ,¥öûdG É«�jôaEG QGO ,»æ«æb QOÉ�dG óÑY áªLôJ ,áaƒ°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -140

.73¢U ,�1999 á©ÑW ,ähÒH
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 äó�îJ óbh ,øjQƒ¡°ûŸG øjRQÉÑdG É¡îFÉ°ûeh É¡HÉ£bCG AÉª°SCG ¤EG ¥ô£dG �òg á«ª°ùJ ™LôJh

 º¡àeóNh É¡«a ºgOÉ¡àLG QÉÑàYÉH É¡HÉ£bCG ¤EG ¥ô£dG á«ª°ùJ â©LQ ÉÃQh ,º¡«dEG É¡àÑ°ùæH ºgDhÉª°SCG

 AÉª°SCG ¤EG ¥ô£dG áaÉ°VEÉa ,ºgƒÑ�h º¡YÉÑJCGh ºgò«eÓJh ºghójôe äÉ«ª°ùàdG �òg ��WCÉa ,É¡d

 QÉKBG ¬d âfÉc ïjÉ°ûŸG øe óMGh �c ¿C’ ºgÒZ øe âKóM É‰EGh ºgôeCÉH øμJ 
 ÜÉ£bC’G A’Dƒg

.135¥ÓNC’Gh ÜGOB’G ¢†©H áaÉ°VEGh OGQhCG «XƒJh QÉcPCG Ö«JôJ ‘ �OÉ¡àLGh ¬WÉ°ûf ‘ áë°VGh

 äÉ«°üî°T  �Éæ¡a  º¡H  âª°ùJ  øjòdG  É¡îjÉ°ûe  ��Y  ¥ô£dG  º¶©e  öüà�J  Óa  	dP  ™eh

 …òdG  »eÉ£°ùÑdG  ójõj  »HCGh  ,óª�  øHG  ó«æ÷G  º°SÉ�dG  »HCÉc  É¡«dEG  Ö°ùàæJh  É¡�ëàæJ  IÒãc

 �°SÓ°S  ™ÑààH  GƒªàgG  É keƒªY  áaƒ°üàŸEÉa  ,136ájóæÑ°û�ædÉc  IÒãc  ¥ôa  �°SÓ°S  ‘  óLh

 Ö�éj  óæ°S  ¤EG  ôeC’G  êÉàMGh  ±ƒ°üàdG  ©°V  ¿CG  ó©H  á°UÉNh  ¬FÉª�Yh  ±ƒ°üàdG  ïjÉ°ûe

 º¶àæj  áaƒ°üàŸG  ÉgOQhCG  »àdG  IÒãμdG  �°SÓ°ùdG  �ògh  ,¢SÉædG  ÜÉéYEGh  øjójôŸG  �GÎMG

.137á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  º«¶æJ  âbh  ¤EG  ±ƒ°üàdG  ICÉ°ûf  òæe  Úahô©ŸG  Úaƒ°üàŸG  Égóæ°S  ‘

 G kOó�h Ékæ«©e É kHƒ�°SCGh É k°UÉN É k©HÉW âæÑJ É¡fƒc ôμÑŸG ±ƒ°üàdG øY á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG äõ«“

 ‹ƒ¨ŸG  hõ¨dG  �Ñb  ¢ù°SCG  ób  ¥ô£dG  �òg  ¢†©H  ¿Éc  GPEGh  ,Oƒ¡°ûdGh  AÉæØdG  ¤EG  �ƒ°UƒdG  ‘

 
É©dG  AÉëfCG  ‘  …OÓ«ŸG  öûY  ™HGôdG  ¿ô�dG  òæe  âÑ©°ûJh  äOó©J  É¡fEÉa  -�1258/�656-

 �òg â°ù°SCG óbh .138OGó¨H ‘ ÊÓ«÷G QOÉ�dG óÑY É¡°ù°SCGh É¡H iOÉf øe �hCG ¿Éch ,»eÓ°SE’G

 øY IQÉÑY ájhGõdÉa ,É¡jójôeh É¡YÉÑJC’ º«�©Jh á«HôJ ø°†�h CÉé�eh G kPÓe âfÉc ÉjGhR ¥ô£dG

 äÉeóN Ëó�àH âeÉb Éªc ,ìGhQC’Gh �ƒ�©dGh ¢SƒØæ�d á«Ø«�ãJh á«Ñjò¡J ájƒHôJ á«ª«�©J á°ù°SDƒe

 AÉHô¨dGh  øjRƒ©ŸGh  AGô�ØdGh  �ÉàjC’Gh  �eGQC’Gh  Iõé©dG  AGƒjEÉc  á«fÉ°ùfEG  �ÉªYCGh  á«YÉªàLG

 á«æWƒdG ájƒ¡dG äÉeƒ�e ��Y â¶aÉMh á«bÓNC’G º«�dG øY ájhGõdG â©aGO Gò¡Hh ,�«Ñ°ùdG AÉæHCGh

 ,áeƒg QGO á©Ñ£e ,á«aƒ°üdG ��G �gCG Ögòe á«aƒdG á«Ø�°ùdG á�«�M ,»£°ûdG QOÉ�dG óÑY -135

.334-333¢U ,�2002 • ,ôFGõ÷G

.37¢U ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ôØdG ,�É¡éæeôJ öùæÑ°S -136

 �ÓN ôFGõ÷G ‘ ÉªgôKCGh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dGh Ú£HGôŸG ICÉ°ûf ,ôgÉ£dG QÉà� ‹Ó«a -137

 :¬FÉª�Yh ±ƒ°üàdG ïFÉ°ûe �°SÓ°ùH âªàgG »àdG äÉØdDƒŸG øeh ,33¢U ,ÊÉªã©dG ó¡©dG

.…Rƒ÷G øH’ IƒØ°üdG áØ°Uh …Ò°û�dG º°SÉ�dG »HC’ ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG

.34¢U ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dGh Ú£HGôŸG ICÉ°ûf ,ôgÉ£dG QÉà� ‹Ó«a -138
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 Qƒ°üJ  øe  …QÉª©à°S’Gh  ÊÉªã©dG  øjó¡©dG  �ÓN  ±ƒ°üàdG  ¬«dEG  �°Uh  ÉŸ  �É�G  ™bGh  »μëj

.130áî«°ûª�d kÓgCG Gƒfƒμ«d ±ƒ°üàdG AÉªYR …ójCG ��Y äGOÉ©dG ¥QGƒNh äÉeGôμdG ´ƒbh ÜƒLh

 ¢SOÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ‘ âfÉc 
É©ŸG í°VGh º¶æe �μ°ûH äô¡X á«aƒ°U á�jôW �hCG ¿EG �ƒ�dG øμÁh

:132»g ¢üFÉ°üN çÓãH ÉgQƒ¡X òæe äõ«“ óbh ,131…OÓ«ŸG öûY ÊÉãdG ¿ô�dG ájGóH ,…ôé¡dG

.á£HGô�d É kª¶æeh áYÉªé�d É k°ù«FQ �QÉÑàYÉH º¡�c ¬YÉÑJCG ¬«dEG ™Lôj …òdG ¢ù°SDƒŸG ï«°ûdG –1

.OGQhCGh ¢Sƒ�Wh ôFÉ©°T øe ¬«a ÉÃ ÖgòŸG hCG É¡qæ°S »àdG á�jô£dG –2

.iôNCG ©°†Jh É kfÉ«MCG �KƒàJ äÉbÓY »gh ,áYÉª÷G OGôaCG ÚH §HôJ »àdG äÉbÓ©dG ´ƒf –3

 É¡Jƒbh É¡JóMhh É¡àdÉ°UCG áî«°ûe hCG •ÉHQ �μd »£©j …òdG ƒg áKÓãdG ¢üFÉ°üÿG �òg Ö«côJh

.133ÚμŸG QÉ�dG º«¶æàdG Gòg ¤EG Év«ªàæe ¬fƒc ¤EG øÄª£j �àM ¢SÉ°ùME’G øe ´ƒæH É¡«a ƒ°†Y �c óÁh

 äGhõ¨dG  É¡à qªY  Qƒ°üYh  �WÉæe  ‘  É°Uƒ°üN  ,áHƒ�£e  ¢üFÉ°üÿG  �òg  âfÉch

 öUGhCG  â©£bh  ºμ�G  áKGQh  ��Y  á°ùaÉæàŸG  öSC’G  äÉaÓN  É¡àμμah  Ühô�G  É¡àbõeh

 á«aÉ�ãdG  äÉYGöüdG  É¡æ«H  âbôah  á«JƒgÓdG  á«æjódG  äÉeÉ°ù�f’G  É¡æ«H  äÉbÓ©dG

 É¡àbÓY  âæH  áYÉªL  ¤EG  AÉªàf’G  ¿Éμa  ���dG  ��Y  É kãYÉH  É kNÉæe  óqdh  	dP  �c  ,ájQÉ°†�Gh

.134Ö«ÄμdG  ñÉæŸG  Gòg  ICÉWh  øe  Øîj  ¿CG  ¬©e  ™ª£oj  …òdG  ƒg  »MhôdG  �Éé°ùf’G  ��Y

 á�› ,á«îjQÉJ á°SGQO ôFGõ÷ÉH á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ICÉ°ûf ,»côJ øªMôdGóÑY QƒàcódG -130

.2¢U ,� 1431 ôØ°U ô¡°T OóY ,øWh �Ó°SE’G

 �ÓN ôFGõ÷G ‘ ÉªgôKCGh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dGh Ú£HGôŸG ICÉ°ûf ,ôgÉ£dG QÉà� ‹Ó«a -131

.33¢U ,ÊÉªã©dG ó¡©dG

 ,¥öûdG É«�jôaEG QGO ,»æ«æb QOÉ�dG óÑY áªLôJ ,áaƒ`°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -132

.71¢U ,�1999 á©ÑW ,ähÒH

.71¢U ,áaƒ`°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -133

.72-71¢U ,áaƒ`°üàŸGh ±ƒ°üàdG ,»«�aƒ°T ¿ÉL -134
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 ‘ áæ«©e á�jôW ôKCG  AÉØàbG  �jôW øY ¬¡«LƒJh ójôŸG  �ƒ�°S  ájÉYôd  »�ªY Üƒ�°SCG  É¡fCG  -1

 ÉgóYÉ°üJh äÉeÉ�ŸG �MGôe ÖbÉ©J �ÓN øe iODƒJ �ª©dGh º�©àdGh ôcòdGh Qƒ©°ûdGh ÒμØàdG

 âfÉc  óbh  ,�GƒMCG  IÉª°ùŸG  á«°ùØædG  hCG  á«Lƒdƒμ«°ùdG  ÜQÉéàdG  ™e  �eÉμàe  •ÉÑJQG  ‘

 ôcòdGh  ìhôdG  ôjô–h »�eCÉàdG  ±ƒ°üà�d  »éjQóàdG  è¡æŸG  	dP  áWÉ°ùÑH  k’hCG  »æ©J  á�jô£dG

.127áÑë°üdG  hCG  �É°üJ’G  �ÓN  ÖjQóà�d  É kÑ�W  ¬H  ±Î©e  ï«°T  �ƒM  ™ªéàdÉH  �°UGƒàŸG

 ¢SÉædG ��Y ájƒæ©e á«MhQ á£�°Sh ,áØ�à� �GƒeCGh ´ÉÑJCG øe 	�“ ÉÃ ájƒb á£�°S É¡fCG -2

.128É¡îFÉ°ûe �ÓN øe

 …òdG ,á�jô£dG ï«°ûd ��£ŸG OÉ«�f’Gh �eÉμdG ¿ÉÁE’Gh �ÉàdG A’ƒdÉH ójôŸG ±GÎYG É¡fCG  -3

 IQó�dG øe ¬YÉÑJCG  ��Y �PƒØf óªà°ùj …òdGh ,¬H ÚæeDƒŸG ô¶f ‘ Ú�É°üdG AÉ«dhC’G øe ó©j

 OGóªà°S’Gh ,IOÉY öûÑdG ¬æY õé©j ÉÃ ¿É«JE’Gh ,(äÉeGôμdGh ¥QGƒÿG …CG) á©«Ñ£�d ábQÉÿG

.129Êó�dG º�©dG øe

 á«MhôdG  á£�°ùdG  …P  º�©ŸG  hCG  »HôŸG  hCG  
É©dG  ï«°ûdG  øe  á«aƒ°üdG  á�jô£dG  ¿ƒμàJh

 ÚHh  ¬JÒ°ûY  ÚH  á«YÉªàL’G  ¬àfÉμe  ƒ�©d  hCG  ¬ª«�©Jh  �OÉ¡àLG  ÖÑ°ùH  É¡Ñ°ùàcG  »àdG

 á«ª«�©àdG  �FÉ°SƒdGh  ,¬î«°T  …ó¡H  �jô£dG  ‘  É kμdÉ°Sh  G kò«ª�J  ó©j  …òdG  ójôŸG  øeh  ,¢SÉædG

.kÓªY  hCG  k’ƒb  hCG  É kfÉÁEG  É¡H  åÑ°ûàdG  ójôŸG  �õ�j  »àdG  º«dÉ©àdGh  ájóÑ©àdG  ¢Sƒ�£dGh  ájƒHÎdG

 Ö°ùëH iƒ�Jh á£�°ùdG  �òg äÉ«MÓ°U ™°ùàJ  ,�¡æJh ôeCÉJ  áªcÉM á£�°S á«aƒ°üdG  á�jô£dGh

 �GƒeCGh  ´ÉÑJCGh  øjójDƒe  øe  	�“  Ée  Ö°ùëH  iƒ�J  Éªc  ,á«°SÉ«°ùdGh  á«YÉªàL’G  ±hô¶dG

 ¬fCG  ådÉãdG  jô©àdG  ‘  ßMÓfh  ,�QÉKBGh  ¬dÉªYCGh  ¢ù°SDƒŸG  hCG  ï«°ûdG  á«°üî°T  Iƒb  Ö°ùëHh

 QGO ,…hGôëÑdG QOÉ�dG óÑY áªLôJ ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ôØdG ,�É¡éæeôJ öùæÑ°S -127

.26¢U ,�1997 ,1• ,ähÒH ,á«Hô©dG á°†¡ædG

 ïjQÉJ �ÓN øe �17 ¿ô�dG ‘ ¢ùfƒJh ôFGõ÷G ‘ á£�°ùdG ,å«¨�H ÚeC’G óª� -128

 03 ,02 ,01 / …OGƒdG / ºbõdG ,ÊGhó©dG óª� ï«°û�d á°ùeÉÿG ájôμØdG IhóædG ,ÊGhó©dG

.6¢U ,�2000 Èªaƒf

 �ÓN ôFGõ÷G ‘ ÉªgôKCGh á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dGh Ú£HGôŸG ICÉ°ûf :ôgÉ£dG QÉà� ‹Ó«a -129

.64¢U ,1• ,áæJÉH ,»μ«aGô�dG øØdG QGO ,ÊÉªã©dG ó¡©dG
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 ájOôØdG  á©«Ñ£dÉa  ,IOó©àe  	dÉ°ùeh  äGQÉ°ùe  »îjQÉàdG  �ƒëàdG  ¥É«°S  ‘  ±ƒ°üàdG  ó¡°T

 âæª«g  ¢SÉædG  ™e  �FÓ©dG  ™£bh  ˆG  øe  Üô�à�d  �©°ùJ  á«fÉMhQ  ájƒÑîf  á«°üî°T  áHôéàc

 ¿ô�dG òæe á«YÉªàLG IôgÉX ¤EG �ƒ– ºK ,…ôé¡dG ÊÉãdG ¿ô�dG ‘ IôμÑŸG ¬JCÉ°ûf �MGôe ��Y

 á�Môe Újôé¡dG öûY …OÉ�G ¤EG ¢SOÉ°ùdG Úfô�dG ÚH IÎØdG ‘ �NO ºK ,…ôé¡dG ¢ùeÉÿG

 íÑ°UCGh  É«bôW  Éaƒ°üJ  …ôé¡dG  öûY  …OÉ�G  ¿ô�dG  �ƒNO  ™e  �ƒ–h  ,QÉ°ûàf’Gh  PƒØædG

.á«Ñ©°T IôgÉX

 �MGôŸG 	�àd IQƒ°U »g ¿ÉjOC’G �ª› ‘ á«aƒ°üdG iód �jô£dG ¿EG{ :�«ª°T …QÉe Ö°ùëHh

 OôéàdG  á�Môe  ¤EG  ±ƒ°üàdG  �MGôŸ  »ë«°ùŸG  º«°ù�àdÉa  ,ˆG  ¤EG  ¬LƒàdG  ƒëf  äGƒ£ÿGh

 zá©jöT{  ¤EG  ‘ƒ°üdG  �jô£�d  »eÓ°SE’G  º«°ù�àdG  ™e  Ée  ÉYƒf  �HÉ£àj  °ûμdGh  IógÉ°ûŸGh

 …òdG �jô£dG É¡fCÉH ±ô©J ,‘ƒ°üdG ¬μ�°ùj …òdG ÜQódG …CG zá�jô£dG{h ,zá�«�M{h zá�jôW{h

 Gògh ,zÉ�jôW{ �ª°ùj ¬æe ´ôØdGh zÉYöT{ �ª°ùj ™°SGƒdG ´QÉ°ûdG ¿C’ zá©jöûdG{ øe ´ôØàj

 á©jöûdG �jôW øe ÜQO »g á«aƒ°üdG á«HÎdG �jôW ¿CG ¿hÈà©j á«aƒ°üdG ¿CG ÚÑj ¥É�à°T’G

.126¬μ�°ùj ¿CG º�°ùe �c ��Y Öéj …òdG

 ,É¡d áfƒμŸG öUÉæ©dÉc áØ�àîŸG É¡JÉfƒμŸ É k©ÑJ IójóY äÉØjô©àH á«aƒ°üdG á�jô£dG âa qô oY ó�d

 ÉŸ É k©ÑJh ,É¡�«�–h É¡«dEG  �ƒ°UƒdG »¨àÑJ »àdG ±GógCÓdh á«MhôdGh ájƒHÎdG É¡�FÉ°Sƒd É k©ÑJh

:äÉØjô©àdG �òg øeh ,¢SÉædG ÚH PƒØfh äÉ£�°S øe ¬μ�“

.113¢U ,±ƒ°üàdG ïjQÉJh ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG OÉ©HC’G ,�ª«°T …QÉe ÉfBG -126
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á�jô£dGh �jô£dG dÉ°ùe
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 á«Ø°ù�ØdG  ájô¶ædG  �ò¡a  ,¢ù�Gh  Ò¨àdG  
ÉY  ÚHh  á«�μdG  á«¡dE’G  �FÉ��G  
ÉY  ÚH  á�°UÉØdG

 èàfCG Ée ƒgh ,á«aƒ°üdG áHôéà�d ájQƒ©°ûdG äÉ«£©ŸG ºª©«d …ô¶ædG ��©dG â�NOCG á«�jõ«aÉà«ŸG

 ócDƒj  ‘ƒ°üdG  �ƒ�dÉa  ,ájOôa á«fGóLh á«MhQ áHôŒ ¢ù«dh É«Lƒdƒ£f’G ‘ É«bõ«aÉà«e ÉÑgòe

.124zábófR ábôØJ ÓH ™ªL �c{ ¿CG ��Y

 áaƒ°üàŸG ¢†©H �ªM ¿ÉHhòdG ádÉMh AÉæØdG �É�e ¤EG ’ƒ°Uh á«aƒ°üdG áHôéàdG ‘ �ƒNódG ¿EG

 âaôY �óà©ŸG ‘ƒ°üdG Qƒ°üàdG ’h »æ°ùdG Qƒ°üàdG ™e �aGƒàJ ’ äGQÉÑ©H ßØ�à�d óLƒdG Ió°T øe

 ,zÊÉëÑ°S{ :»eÉ£°ùÑdG ójõj ƒHCG �ƒbh ,z��G ÉfCG{ :êÓ�G �ƒ�c ,zäÉë£°ûdG{ `H ÉMÓ£°UEG

 Òãc É¡©e íeÉ°ùJh ,Ò°ùØàdGh ìöûdG ��Y »°ü©à°ùJ á�«ªY á«MhQ áHôŒ øe á©HÉf �GƒbCG »gh

 ¢†©H ™�j óbh :�ƒ�j á«aƒ°üdG OÉ�fÈcCG øe ƒgh á«ª«J øHG ÒÑμdG »�Ñæ�G ¬«�ØdÉa ,AÉ¡�ØdG øe

 ¬«�Y OQh ÉŸ øμd �WÉHh �M ¬«a :OÉ–’G ¿Éa OÉ–’G hCG �ƒ��G øe ´ƒf �a �É�G ¬«�Y Ö�Z øe

 ¬«�Y ÖbÉ©e ÒZ GQhò©e ¿Éc ¬æe ÖfòH 	dP øμj 
h ¬HƒÑ� iƒ°S ÉªY �ÉæaCG hCG ¬��Y Ö«Z Ée

 ÓNGO ¿Éc 	dP �a ÉÄ£� ¿Éc ¿EGh ,�«Øj �àM ¿ƒæéŸG øY ™aQ º��dG ¿EÉa ,�bÉY ÒZ �GO Ée

 áÑëŸG �gCG øe GÒãc iÎ©J �É�G �ò¡a (ÉfCÉ£NCG hCG Éæ«°ùf ¿G ÉfòNGDƒJ ’ ÉæHQ) ¤É©J ¬dƒb �a

 ¬ÑM øY ¬HƒÑëÃ Ö«¨j ¬fEÉa CÉ£Nh ¢ü�f É¡«a ¿Éc ¿EGh ¬ÑfÉL ÒZ ‘h ��G ÖfÉL ‘ IOGQE’Gh

 �OƒLƒÃh ,�Oƒ¡°T  øY �Oƒ¡°ûÃh ,¬fÉaôY øY ¬ahô©Ãh ,�ôcP  øY �QƒcòÃh ,¬°ùØf  øYh

 hCG  z��G ÉfCG{  :�É�G �òg �a �ƒ�j  ó�a  ,�OƒLƒH ’h õ««ªàdÉH  òÄæ«M ô©°ûj  Óa ,�OƒLh øY

 QhöSh Iòd ƒg iòdG áÑëŸG óLƒH ¿Gôμ°S ƒgh 	dP ƒëfh .zˆG ’G áÑ÷G �a Ée{ hCG z�fÉëÑ°S{

.125õ««“ ÓH

 áaô©ŸG ,IOƒL Ú°ùM »LÉf :ô¶fGh .524¢U ,±QÉ©ŸG ±QGƒY ,…OQhô¡°ùdG -124

.178-177¢U ,á«aƒ°üdG

.396 /2 ,ihÉàØdG ´ƒª› ,á«ª«J øHG -125
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 ¬«�Y í�£°üj Ée ƒgh ,¿GóLƒdGh Qƒ©°ûdGh IOGQE’G iƒà°ùe ��Y ºàj QƒÑ©dG hCG RÉ«àL’G Gòg ¿EG

 õ««ªàdGh ¥ôØdG OƒLh �óY ¢SÉ°SCG  ��Y �ƒ�j ’ ƒgh ,z…Oƒ¡°ûdG AÉæØdG{h z…OGQE’G AÉæØdG{ `H

 Qƒ°üàdÉa ,120äGòdÉHh IÌμdÉHh ¥ôØdÉH ¢SÉ°ùMEÓd ‘ƒ°üdG RhÉŒ ��Y �ƒ�j É‰EGh ,ÚŸÉ©dG ÚH

 �É°üJ’G  �«�ëàd  �ƒëÁ ’ ˆGh ¿É°ùfE’G  ÚH »FÉ¡fÓdG  ó©ÑdG  ¿CÉH  OÉ�àY’G  ��Y �ƒ�j  ‘ƒ°üdG

 ��£ª�d ��©dG äGQƒ°üàH Ió«�e ÒZ á«gƒdCÓd á��£ŸG á«dÉ©ØdG íÑ°üJ å«ëH ,»¡dE’G QƒædG iƒ°S

.121z�«£©J ™ªL ÓH ábôØJ �c{ `a áaƒ°üàŸG ìöU Éªc �«£©àdG ¤EG »°†ØJ »àdGh

 »�éàdG ��Y É¡JQób øe á«gƒdCÓd ójôŒ ™£�j ’ …òdG �°UÉØdÉH �ƒ�dG áaƒ°üàŸG Èà©j Gòμgh

 â°ù«d  ¢Sƒ°ùëŸG 
É©dG  ‘ Oó©àdG  ôgÉ¶eh IÌμdG  ¿CG  Éªc ,
É©dGh ¿É°ùf’G ÒHóJh �É°üJ’Gh

 ’  á«aƒ°üdÉa  ,É¡JÉØ°U ô¡¶Jh á��£ŸG  á«¡dE’G  IQó�dG  ócDƒJ  äÉaÉ°VEGh  Ö°ùf  hCG  äÉ«�Œ iƒ°S

 ...�óY ‘ôW ÚH øe OƒLh 
É©dG{ ¿C’ ,¬dBÉeh �Qó°üe �ó©dG ¿CG å«M øe ’EG 
É©dG ¿hQƒ°üàj

 ��£j Ée ƒgh ,122z�hó©e �ó©H ’CG ±QÉ©dG �ó¡°ûj ’h ,Éehó©e ÉeóY Ò°üjh ,Éehó©e ÉeóY ¿Éc

.123zËó�dÉH ¿Qƒb GPEG çóëŸG »°TÓJ{ êGöùdG ¬«�Y

 …Oƒ¡°T  �É°üJG  ƒg  É‰EGh  ,ôgGƒ÷Gh  äGhòdG  ÚHh  ¤É©J  ˆG  ÚH  ¢ù«d  ‘ƒ°üdG  �É°üJ’Gh

 Gó¡L ƒdCÉj ’ ‘ƒ°üdÉa ,á«¡dE’G äÉØ°ü�d äÉ«�Œ »g »àdG äÉ°Vƒ«ØdGh äÉbGöTE’Gh QGƒfC’G ÈY

 ,äGòdÉHh  AÉ«°TC’ÉH  �Qƒ©°Th  ¬«Yh AÉæa  �«Ñ°S  ‘ �ƒ�°ùdG  �FÉ°Shh •höûH  �Gõàd’G  �ÓN øe

 É‰EG »MhôdG ô¡£àdG ÜÉÑ°SCG ôFÉ°Sh ô¡°ùdGh ´ƒ÷Gh âª°üdGh Iƒ�ÿGh õcôŸG ôcòdG ájÉZ PEG

 °ûμdGh  ¥GöTE’G  ƒëf  �jô£dG  áÄ«¡àd  
É©dGh  äGòdÉH  ¢SÉ°ùM’G  �DhÉ°†Jh  �Óëª°VG  »g

 á«©«Ñ£dG  äÉ°SÉ°ùM’G �°üa ‘ øªμJ á«aƒ°üdG  á°SQÉªŸGh áHôéàdÉa  ,á«¡dE’G  QGƒfC’G  ´ƒ£°Sh

 �eCÉàdG  ádÉM  ™aód  êQÉÿG  øe  »JCÉJ  »àdG  á«°ù�G  äÉYÉÑ£f’G  �ÉeCG  ÜÉÑdG  OÉ°üjEGh  ,�GQOEÓd

 »Ø°ù�ØdG Qƒ¶æŸG øY �àîJ á«aƒ°üdG á°SQÉªŸGh áHôéàdG �ògh ,á«�NGódG IQÉæà°SEÓd ‘ƒ°üdG

 áaÉ°ùª�d  …OƒLƒdG  AÉ¨dE’G  ��Y  �ª©J  »àdG  Ú©Ñ°S  øHGh  »HôY  øHÉc  OƒLƒdG  IóMh  ÜÉë°UC’

 ,QÉªY QGO ,áaô©ŸG äÓμ°ûe ‘ �«Ø°ù�a á°SGQO ,á«aƒ°üdG áaô©ŸG ,IOƒL Ú°ùM »LÉf -120

 .175¢U ,1992 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,¿ÉªY

.524¢U ,±QÉ©ŸG ±QGƒY ,…OQhô¡°ùdG -121

.416¢U ,™ª�dG ,êGöùdG -122

.32¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG -123
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 AÉL øe �æH ¬«�Yh ,»¡dE’G Ö�G ájô¶f ôjƒ£J ‘ (�922 /`g309) êÓë�d �°†ØdG Oƒ©jh

 ��Éa ,Ö�G ƒg á«¡dE’G  äGòdG  ôgƒL ¿EÉa  êÓ�G Ö°ùëÑa  ,OƒLƒdG  IóMh ÜÉë°UCÉc  ,�ó©H

 iôj ¿CG ÖMCG Éª�a ,¬°ùØæH ¬°ùØæd ��Œ Ö�ÉHh ,��ÿG ��îj ¿CG �Ñb á��£ŸG ¬JóMh ‘ ¬JGP ÖMCG

 ™«ªL É¡d ¬JGP øe IQƒ°U �ó©dG øe êôNCG IôgÉX IQƒ°U ‘ ájƒæãdGh ájÒ¨dG øY Gó«©H Ö�G 	dP

.116¬Hh ¬«a ��G ��Œ …òdG �OBG á«¡dE’G IQƒ°üdG �òg âfÉμa ,¬FÉª°SCGh ¬JÉØ°U

 ±QÉ©dG  IóMh  ‘ƒ°üdG  �Qój  ¿CG{  :»gh  áaô©ŸG  �Éªμd  á«FÉ¡ædG  ájÉ¨dG  ƒ¡a  AÉæØdG  ÉeCG

 ,ÜöûdGh  ,¥hòdGh  ,Üò÷Gh  ,óLƒdÉc  iôNCG  äÉMÓ£°UÉH  É¡æY  ÈY  óbh  ,117z±hô©ŸGh

 »gh  ,�Ó¡à°S’Gh  ƒëŸG  ádÉ�G  �òg  ��Y  áaƒ°üàŸG  ��£jh  ,�Ó£°U’Gh  ,ôμ°ùdGh  ,áÑ«¨dGh

 ÊÉHÉ«dG 
É©�d Oƒ©j AÉæØ�d jô©J �°†aCG �©dh ,118¬dÓZCGh �£æŸG Oƒ«b RhÉéàJ áaô©ªc ��éàJ

 ’EG ��Ñj’ ÉeóæY ÉfC’ÉH �GQOEÓd �ÉàdG »°TÓàdG{ :¬fCÉH �Éæ©e í°VhCG …òdG ƒ°ùJƒ°SREG ƒμ«¡«°TƒJ

.119z¥ƒ��h �dÉN ¤EG É¡eÉ°ù�fG �Ñb ÉbÉ£e ÉcGQOEG É¡fƒμH á��£ŸG á°üdÉÿG á�«��G

 ‹É©àŸG »¡dE’G OƒLƒdG ÚH á«�jõ«aÉà«e Iƒg áªK ¿hôj Úª�μàŸGh Ú¡dCÉàŸG áØ°SÓØdG ¿Éc GPEGh

 �°üØ�d Gô¶f ÉgQƒÑY ’h É¡«W ¿É°ùfEÓd øμÁ ’ Iƒ¡dG �òg ¿CGh ,�GhõdGh Ò¨àdG 
ÉY ÚHh ��£ŸG

 áaƒ°üàŸG ¿EÉa ,�õæŸG »¡dE’G OƒLƒdG 
ÉY ÚHh »°VQC’G ¿É°ùfE’G 
ÉY ÚH í°VGƒdGh ™°SÉ°ûdG

 áª°ù�dG AÉ¨dEG á«fÉμeEÉH GƒdÉbh ,ÚŸÉ©dG ÚH á«�jõ«aÉà«ŸG áaÉ°ùŸG �òg QƒÑY hCG »W á«fÉμeEÉH GƒdÉb

 á«bhòdG  áaô©ŸG  �ƒ°ü�  …ôgƒL  •öT  ƒgh  �GQOE’G  ´ƒ°Vƒeh  ácQóŸG  äGòdG  ÚH  á�°UÉØdG

 .��©dGh ¢ù�G �FÉ°SƒH ±ô©J ’ »àdG á��£ŸG á«fƒμdG á�«�ë�d IöTÉÑŸG

 ,1913 ,¢ùjQÉH ,¿ƒ«æ«°SÉe �öûf ,Ú°SGƒ£dG ÜÉàc ,êÓ�G Qƒ°üæe øH Ú°ù�G :ô¶fCG -116

.62¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� øY Ó�f ,129¢U

.63¢U ,±ƒ°üàdG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG -117

 �°Sƒe °Sƒj óª� �«�– ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á©jöûdGh Ió«�©dG ,ô¡«°ùJódƒL :ô¶fCG -118

.162¢U ,á«fÉãdG á©Ñ£dG ,OGó¨H ,�æãŸG áÑàμeh ,öüe ,áãjó�G ÖàμdG QGO ,øjôNBGh

 óª� áªLôJ ,±ƒ°üàdG ïjQÉJh ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG OÉ©HC’G ,�ª«°T …QÉe ÉfBG :ô¶fCG -119

 ,2006 ,OGó¨H ,É«fƒdƒc ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,�ª÷G äGQƒ°ûæe ,Ö£b óeÉM É°VQh ó«°ùdG �«YÉª°SEG

.164¢U
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 ƒHCG �Éb .110(äB’ ˆG �LCG ¿EÉa ˆG AÉ�d ƒLôj ¿Éc øe) :¤É©J �É�a ,¬�Ñb ™�j ’ Ühö†e �LCG ¬d

.111ÚbÉà°ûª�d ájõ©J Gòg :…Ò�G ¿ÉªãY

 ¬àÑ� ‘ óÑ©dG ¥ó°U ióe ‘ ø©£jh ,É¡JôªK øe IôªKh áÑëŸG �RGƒd øe áeR’ ¥ƒ°ûdÉa 	dòdh

 Ö°ùëÑa ,ˆÉH  ¢ùfC’Gh Iƒ�ÿG äÉ¶� ‘ ��éàJ  ¥ƒ°ûdÉH  Qƒ©°ûdG  áªb âfÉch ,É¡fhóH  ¬�dÉÿ

 ,QÉÑcE’Gh  º«¶©àdG  �æ©Ã  ,™«£ŸG  øeDƒŸG  Ö�b  ‘  ô¡¶J  áØ°U  »¡a  ˆG  áÑ�  ÉeCG{  :…ôjƒé¡dG

 ¤EG øμ°ùj ’h ,¬Hôb ‘ áÑZôdG ‘ kÉ��bh ,¬àjDhQ Ö�W ‘ È°U ÓH Ò°üjh ÜƒÑëŸG AÉ°VQ Ö�£«d

 Pò�jh È°üdG øY º¡H ±ôëæj …òdG ¥ƒ°ûdG Gòg Iƒ�d ’EG 	dP Éeh ,112z�ôcP OÉà©jh ,¬fhO óMCG

 ôcòàH  ôaÉ°ùŸG  òà�j  Éªc ¬H  òàdG  äƒŸG  ôcP GPEÉa  .¬HƒÑ� AÉ�d  ¬«a  ƒLôj ¬ÑMÉ°U ¿C’{  ;äƒŸG

.113z¬HÉÑMCGh ¬�gCG ��Y ¬ehób

 …òdG ±ó¡dGh ,á«aƒ°üdG IÉ«�G ¬«�Y QhóJ …òdG QƒëŸG ájhó©dG á©HGQ ó©H áÑëŸG âëÑ°UCG ó�d

 ¿ô�dG ‘ ô¡X óbh ,114áÑ°ùædG ó�©eh á�jô£dG ¿GƒæYh á«aƒ°üdG áØFÉ£dG áª°S áÑëŸÉa ,�ó°ûæJ

 ó°SCG  øH  çQÉ�G :�ÉãeCG  º¡JÉØdDƒe ‘ áÑëŸG  GƒdhÉæJ  áaƒ°üàŸG  ÜÉàμdG  øe OóY …ôé¡dG  ådÉãdG

 ƒHCGh ,…Î°ùàdG  �¡°Sh ,…öüŸG ¿ƒædG  hPh ,»£�°ùdG  …öSh ,…OGó¨ÑdG  ó«æ÷Gh ,»Ñ°SÉëŸG

 Éª«°S ’h OƒLƒdG IóMh ÜÉë°UCG óæY É¡JhQP »¡dE’G Ö�G Iôμa â¨�H ºK ,ºgÒZh ,»�Ñ°ûdG ôμH

.(�1240/�638ä) »HôY øHGh (�1235/�632ä) ¢VQÉØdG øHG óæY

 »ehôdG  øjódG  �ÓL  :�ÉãeCG  øe  ¢SQÉa  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  AGô©°T  óæY  áÑëŸÉH  »æ¨àdG  ´É°Th

 ÊÉeôμdG  øjódG  óMhCGh  ,(�1289/�688ä)  »bGô©dG  øjódG  ôîah  ,(�1273/�672ä)

 »Hô¨e  øjÒ°Th  ,(�1320/�720ä)  …Î°ùÑ°T  Oƒª�h  ,(�1227/�624ä)

.115ºgÒZh (�1748/�1160ä) �É°T »�Y Qƒfh ,(�1406/�809ä)

.5 ájBG ,äƒÑμæ©dG IQƒ°S -110

.348-347¢U ,ÚJôé¡dG �jôW ,º«�dG øHG -111

.551¢U ,ÜƒéëŸG °ûc ,…ôjƒé¡dG -112

.38 /3 ,ÚμdÉ°ùdG êQGóe ,º«�dG øHG -113

.35/3 ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG -114

.61- 60¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� -115
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 ¬fƒ«M :ø¡æe áë°VGh áëjöU Ö�G á¨«°üH �«�dG ±ƒL ‘ ¤É©Jh ¬fÉëÑ°S ˆG ÚLÉfh »¡dE’G

 óbh É¡«�Y ójó°T ÒKCÉJ É¡d ¿Éch ,IOÉÑ©dG ôeCG ��Y É¡æ«©àd �jô£dG �hCG ‘ á©HGQ É¡«dEG äCÉ÷ »àdG

:�ƒ�J �gh á©HGQ É¡«dEG â©ªà°SG

106ójQCG �Gƒ°S ¿EG Ée …òdG âfCG     ¬Ñ«Ñ� É°VôdG óYh …òdG GP Éj

 á©HGQ �Ñb â��WCG óbh ,á«ÁöüdG IOôHh ,É¡JöUÉYh á©HGQ �Ñb Ö�G áfGƒ©°T äó°ûfCG Éªc

 OóY áaƒ°üàŸG øe ájhó©dG á©HGQ �Ñ°Sh .107»¡dE’G Ö�G ‘ á©HGQ É¡à��WCG »àdG äGQÉÑ©dG ¢ùØf

 ó«�Nh ,`g 60 áæ°S �Ñb ¢Só�ŸG â«H ‘ �aƒJ óbh ¢ù«b óÑY øH ˆG óÑY øH ôeÉY :º¡æe �ÉLôdG øe

 ,IöüÑdG ìhQ ¿CG hóÑjh .ºgÒZh ,�149áæ°S �aƒàŸG ¢ù«�dG ø°ù�G øH ¢ùª¡ch ,ˆG óÑY øH

 �ƒ�dÉH Égƒ�Ñ°S øjòdG  áaƒ°üàŸG ™«ªéa ,»¡dE’G  Ö�ÉH áª©Øe âfÉc,á©HGQ ICÉ°ûf äó¡°T »àdG

 ,áÑëŸGh ógõdÉH Úahô©ŸG OÉÑ©dG øe áYƒªéÃ á�°U ��Y á©HGQ âfÉch ,É¡«a GhCÉ°ûf �É�ŸG Gò¡H

 ó«°S  ¬«ª°ùJ  âfÉch ,»Ñ°SGôdG  ¿Éª�°S  øH  õjõ©dG  óÑY º¡æe ôjó�J  º¶YCG  á©HGQ  º¡d  â�ªM óbh

 .108øjóHÉ©dG

 ,¬HƒÑ� Ö�W ‘ Ö��dG ôØ°S{ :áà�«�M ‘ ƒgh ¥ƒ°ûdG �ÉM áÑëŸÉH á�°üdG á�«KƒdG �GƒMC’G øeh

 �ƒ�j PEG ,ˆG ��Y ¬bÓWEG RGƒL ‘ �àNG óbh ,109z¬d �°üëjh ¬H ôØ¶j »àM �QGôb ô�j ’ å«ëH

 �Éb É‰EG áØFÉ£dG �òg Ögòeh ,ÖFÉ¨d ¿ƒμj É‰EG ¥ƒ°ûdG ¿CG 	dP ÖÑ°Sh :øjôFÉ°ùdG �RÉæe ÖMÉ°U

 ’h ¿BGô�dG ¬H Oôj 
 ¬fCG á°UÉN ,óÑ©dG �M ‘ ’h ˆG �M ‘ Åéj 
 ÖÑ°ùdG Gò¡dh ,IógÉ°ûŸG ��Y

.¬¶Ød íjöüH áæ°ùdG

 ¥ƒ°T  �ÉW{:¬fÉëÑ°S  �ƒ�j  ¬fCG  ôKC’G  ‘  GhhQh  ¬fÉëÑ°S  ¬«�Y  ¬bÓWEG  äRÉLCG  áØFÉW  �Éægh

 ¿CÉH zóÑ©dG øY Ö«¨j ’ ˆG ¿CÉH{ :�ƒ�dG ��Y ¿hOôjh z¥ƒ°TCG º¡FÉ�d ¤EG ÉfCGh »FÉ�d ¤EG QGôHC’G

 Gògh ,ÊÉãdG QÉÑàY’ÉH ™�j ¥ƒ°ûdÉa ,ôNBG ôeCÉa Ö«Ñ�G øe Üô�dGh AÉ��dG ÉeCGh º�©dG Qƒ°†M Gòg

.576 /5 ,øjódG �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG ìöT ‘ Ú�àŸG IOÉ°ùdG ±É–EG ,…ó«HõdG -106

.39-16 /4 ,IƒØ°üdG áØ°U ,…Rƒ÷G øHG -107

.288 /3 ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG -108

.347¢U ,ÚJôé¡dG �jôW ,º«�dG øHG -109
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 ¬°SCGQ ™aQ Æôa GPEÉa ,�jƒ£dG �«�dÉH »�°üj ¿Éch ,ôéØdG ™�£j �àM »μÑjh ÉgOOôj ¿Éch zÖ�

 ‘ »¡dC’G Ö�G øμj 
h ,100z	ÑMCG ÊEÉa »æY ©J ¿EGh ,	ÑMCG ÊEÉa »æHò©J ¿EG …ó«°S{ :ÓFÉb

 ìhôdG ‘ �«ª©dG �eCÉàdG øe ÉHöV âfÉc É‰EGh ,AÉæØdG Iôμa É¡«�Y â�NO ób IôμÑŸG á�MôŸG �òg

.101IódÉÿG á«¡dE’G

 É¡Ø°Uh øY õé©dÉH ¿hô�j º¡fEÉa ,áaƒ°üàŸG óæY áÑëŸG �É�Ÿ á©«aôdG áfÉμŸG øe ºZôdG ��Yh

 ��Y óÑ©dG �ª– É¡æμdh ,kGÒ°ùØJ ’h kÉMöT É¡d ™«£à°ùf ’{ :…Ò°û�dG �ƒ�j ,É¡àfƒæ«c �GQOEGh

 �GhóH  ¢SÉæÄà°S’G  OƒLhh  ¬fhO  øe  QGô�dG  �óYh  ¬æY  È°üdG  á�bh  �É°VQ  QÉãjEGh  ˆ  º«¶©àdG

 ¢ùfC’G  Iò�H  QÉ©°ûà°S’Gh áYÉ£dÉH  ˆG ��Y �ÉÑbE’G  øe áÑëŸG  äGôªK øY áfÉHEG  �ògh ,102z�ôcP

 äõéY  ó�a  É¡à«gÉeh  É¡àfƒæ«c  ‘  áÑëŸG  ÉeCG  ,¬àjDhôd  ºFGódG  ¥É«à°T’Gh  ¬JÉLÉæe  ™e  Iƒ�ÿGh

 ¬Ñ«ÑMh Öëª�d ¢ù«d :âdÉb ,?áÑëŸG âjCGQ «c ájhó©dG á©HGQ â�Ä°S Éeóæ©a ,É¡Ø°Uh øY IQÉÑ©dG

 «ch ,°üJG Éªa °Uh øeh ±ôY ¥GP øªa ,¥hP øY °Uhh ,¥ƒ°T øY �£f ƒg É‰EGh ÚH

...¿Gôμ°S ¬æe �ƒë°üHh ,ÖgGP �Oƒ¡°ûHh ÖFGO �OƒLƒHh ÖFÉZ ¬Jö†M ‘ âfCG kÉÄ«°T °üJ

 IÒMh  ,áªFGO  á°ûgO  ’EG  ºK  Éªa  ...QÉÑNE’G  øY  ¿É°ù�dG  ¢SôîJ  áÑ«¡dÉa  ,¿É¡dh  ¬d  �QhöùHh

.103áŸÉ°S ÒZ º�°ùdG øe OÉ°ùLCGh á“Éc QGöSCGh áªFÉg Üƒ�bh ,áeR’

 Öë�d É¡JOÉjQh ÉgOôØJ »æ©j ’ áÑëŸG �É�e ‘ ájhó©dG á©HGQ É¡�à– »àdG á©«aôdG ádõæŸG ¿EG

 ¥RGôdG  óÑY  �Ø£°üe  QƒàcódÉc  Úböûà°ùŸGh  Üô©dG  ÚãMÉÑdG  øe  Òãc  ÖgP  Éªc  ,»¡dE’G

 ±ƒ°üàdG �μ«g ‘ ¿õ�Gh Ö�G óYGƒb ™°Vh ¤EG  ábÉÑ°ùdG »g ájhó©dG á©HGQ ¿CÉH  Qô�j …òdG

 ™«£à°ùf ’ iCGôdG Gòg ¿EG :�ƒ�j …òdG ,105QÉ°ûædG »eÉ°S »�Y QƒàcódG 	dP ÚH Éªc ,104»eÓ°SE’G

 Ö�G ‘ øª�μJ øe á©HGQ �Ñb äGóHÉ©dG øe �Éæg ¿CG Éæª�Y GPEG á°UÉN kÉ��£e ¬àë°üH �õ‚ ¿CG

.253/6 ,AÉ«dhC’G á«�M ,ÊÉ¡Ñ°UC’G º«©f ƒHCG -100

.176/3 ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ »Ø°ù�ØdG ôμØdG ICÉ°ûf ,QÉ°ûædG »eÉ°S »�Y :ô¶fCG -101

.127¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG -102

 ,253¢U ,�HôY 1641 ºbQ •ƒ£� ,AÉ«dhC’G �ÉM ìöT ,�Ó°ùdG óÑY øH øjódG õ©dG -103

.¢ùjQÉÑH á«�gC’G áÑàμŸG

.297,298/5 ,ähÒH ,áaô©ŸG QGO ,á«eÓ°SE’G ±QÉ©ŸG IôFGO -104

.203 /3 ,»Ø°ù�ØdG ôμØdG ICÉ°ûf ,QÉ°ûædG -105
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 ,¬H ™ª°ùj …òdG ¬©ª°S âæc ¬àÑÑMCG GPEÉa ,¬ÑMCG �àM �aGƒædÉH ‹EG Üô�àj …óÑY �Gõj ’h ,¬«�Y

 ¿EGh ,¬æ«£YC’ »ædCÉ°S ¿EGh ,É¡H ¢û£Ñj »àdG �ójh ,É¡H »°ûÁ »àdG ¬�LQh ,¬H öüÑj …òdG �öüHh

.94z¬fò«YC’ ÊPÉ©à°SG

 á�«°Sh âfÉc »àdG áÑëŸG ¿CG ’CG  ,IôμÑe �MGôe ‘ áaƒ°üàŸG iód »¡dE’G Ö�G Iôμa äô¡X

 á°TÉ«L áØWÉY ¤EG  âdƒ– áÑgQh áÑZQ áæ÷ÉH RƒØdGh QÉædG  øe IÉéæ�d  ˆ �Ó°ùà°S’Gh áYÉ£�d

 ájógõdG áYõædÉa ,ÉHƒÑ� �QÉÑàYÉH ˆG ��Y Qhój åjó�G äÉHh ,º¡fGóLhh º¡Hƒ�b ��Y âdƒà°SG

 �FÓ©dG ™£bh ¢SÉædG øe ¢SCÉ«dGh É«fódG �Ph IôNB’Gh ˆÉH ��©àdGh ájOƒÑ©dÉH ¢ùØædG IógÉ›h

 Üô�dG �«°üëàd áYÉ£dÉH Üô�àdÉH OÉ¡àL’G ��Y º¡�ªM ÉØgôe É°SÉ°ùMEG áaƒ°üàŸG çQhCG AÉ«°TC’ÉH

 IQƒ°üH  »¡dE’G  Ö�G ájô¶æH  ´ó°U øe  �hCG  (�801/�185) ájhó©dG  á©HGQ  Èà©Jh  ,ˆG  øe

 É¡dGƒbCG ‘ áÑëŸG âdhÉæJ ób É¡jöUÉ©e øeh É¡�Ñb øe OÉgõdG á«aƒ°üdG øe á�ÑW âfÉch ,á�eÉμàe

 ìÉæL …óæY ¿õJ ’ áæ÷G ¿EÉH º�©J 	fEG º¡�dG{ :�ƒ�j (�161ä) ºgOCG øH º«gGôHEÉa ,Égó«LGƒeh

 øH  ¢ùª¡c  	dòch  ,95z	àYÉW  »�Y  â�¡°Sh  ,	ÑM »æàbRQh  ,�ôcòH  »æà°ùfBG  âfCG  GPEG  ,á°Vƒ©H

 »Hò©e �GQCG{ :¬HQ ÉÑWÉ� �«�dG ±ƒL ‘ �ƒ�j ¿Éc …òdG (�149ä) »ª«ªàdG »°ù«�dG ø°ù�G

 	JõYh{ :�ƒ�j ¿Éc …òdG  (�177ä) ójR øH óMGƒdG  óÑYh ,96z�ÉÑ�b  Ö«ÑM Éj  »æ«Y Iôb âfCGh

 ,97z	àeGôc QGO ‘ 	¡Lh �ÓL ¤EG ô¶ædG øe AÉØà°T’Gh 	FÉ�d ¿hO ÉMôa 	àÑëŸ º�YCG ’ 	dÓLh

 Ú°üM �Éb �àM ,øjôNB’G óæY óLƒdG IQÉKEG ‘h ,AÉμÑdÉH ¬WGôaEG ójR øH óMƒdG óÑY øY ±ôY óbh

 ™aO Ée Gògh ,98zº¡©°Sƒd IöüÑdG �gCG ��Y ójR øH óMGƒdG óÑY åH º°ùb ƒd{ :¿GRƒdG º°SÉ�dG øH

 ,IöüÑdG øe á«aƒ°üdG äô¡X Ée �hCG{ :�Ébh ,á�«��G ¬Lh ��Y ‘ƒ°U �hCG �óY ¤EG á«ª«J øHG

 »¡dE’G Ö�G OGhQ øeh ,99zójR øH óMGƒdG óÑY ÜÉë°UCG ¢†©H á«aƒ°üdG IôjhO �æH øe �hCGh

 	d ÊEÉa »æªMôJ ¿EGh ,Ö� 	d ÊCÉa »æHò©J ¿EG{ :ÓFÉb ¬HQ »LÉæj ¿Éch (�177ä) �Ó¨dG áÑàY

.6502 :ºbQ ,348/11 ,™°VGƒàdG ÜÉH �FÉbôdG ÜÉàc ‘ ,…QÉîÑdG �GhQ -94

 á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,á«ª�©dG ÖàμdG QGO ,AÉ«Ø°UC’G äÉ�ÑWh AÉ«dhC’G á«�M ,ÊÉ¡Ñ°UC’G º«©fƒHCG -95

.36/8 ,`g1418 ,¤hC’G

.213/6 ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG -96

.156/6 ,™LôŸG ¢ùØf -97

.173/6 ,™LôŸG ¢ùØf -98

.12¢U ,AGô�ØdGh á«aƒ°üdG ,á«ª«J øHG -99
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 Éª¡a áaô©ŸG �É�Ã �«Kh �μ°ûH §ÑJôJh ,á«aƒ°üdG áØ°ù�ØdG ‘ …õcôe Qƒ°†ëH áÑëŸG ™àªàJ

 ,áaô©ŸG �É�e ��Y áÑëŸG �É�e �ó�j º¡°†©Hh ,áaƒ°üàŸG iód �jô£dG �¡àæeh Éª¡°†©Ñd ¿Óªμe
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 IógÉ°ûe  äÉ«FôŸG  ógÉ°ûj  Éªc  Üƒ«¨dG  ógÉ°ûj  ¿CG  ƒgh{  :¬dƒ�H  ó«æ÷G  É¡Möûjh  ,Ú�«dG  �M

 ÚYh ,ábôØàdG �ÉM Ú�«dG º�Y{ `a ,á«aƒ°üdG áaô©ŸG ‘ É«fO áLQO »¡a Ú�dG ÚY ÉeCG ,59z¿É«Y

.60zó«MƒàdG ¿É°ù�H ™ª÷G ™ªL Ú�«dG �Mh ,™ª÷G �ÉM Ú�«dG

 ¿ƒμdÉH  �’óà°S’G  ��Y  �ƒ�j  …òdG  »��©dG  �’óà°S’G  CGóÑe  Ö�b  ��Y  á«aƒ°üdG  áaô©ŸG  �ª©J

 á«aƒ°üdG Ö°ùëÑa ,á��£ŸG ájOƒLƒdGá�«��ÉH öTÉÑŸG »MhôdG �É°üJ’G �jôW øY ¿ƒμŸG ��Y

 ��©dG  ÜÉë°UCG  ÉeEGh  ,ôKC’Gh  ��ædG  ÜÉë°UCG  ÉeEG{  :¢SÉædÉa  É©e  ��ædGh  ��©dG  áaô©ŸG  RhÉéàJ

 �gCG º¡a ...Qƒ¡X º¡d ƒ¡a Ö«Z ¢SÉæ�d …òdÉa ,á�ª÷G �òg øY Gƒ�JQG (áaƒ°üàŸG)h ...ôμØdGh

 áHôŒ �ƒ°UƒdG êÉ¡æªa ,¥hòdG ��Y óªà©j �É°UƒdG Gògh ,61z�’óà°S’G �gCG ¢SÉædGh ,�É°UƒdG

.104¢U ,¬îjQÉJh »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«f -57

.70¢U ,1957 ,»éæ£dG âjhÉJ óª� �«�– ,�FÉ°ùŸG Öjò¡àd �FÉ°ùdG AÉØ°T ,¿hó�N øHG -58

 ,1966 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,»Hô©dG ÜÉàμdG QGO øaQÉ©ŸG ±QGƒY ,…OQhô¡°ùdG -59

.528¢U

.528¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG Qó°üŸG -60

 á©Ñ£e ,jöûdG Oƒª�h ,Oƒª� º«��G óÑY .O �«�– ,ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,…Ò°û�dG -61
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�ƒ°UƒdGh �É°UƒdG êÉ¡æe
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 ¬°ù°SCG ��Y ¢†�ædÉH »JCÉj ’h ,…ô¶ædG ìƒ°VƒdGh »é¡æŸG �ÉμME’G øe ójõe ¤EG ´õæj ;�hC’G

 ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ,(�1428/�823ä) »�«÷Gh ,(�1275/�673ä) …ƒfƒ�dG :¬�ãÁh ,¬fÉcQCGh

 »HôY  øHG  ó°UÉ�e  ìöT  ÚH  ™ªéj  »YÉaO  …Ò°ùØJ  ´õæe  hP  ;ÊÉãdGh  ,z�eÉμdG  ¿É°ùfE’G{

 ÊÉ°TÉ�dGh ,(�1492/�898ä) »eÉ÷G :¬�ãÁh ,¬eƒ°üN ó°V ¬æY ´ÉaódGh ,¬«eGôe í°VƒJh

 ,(�1731/�1134ä)  »°ù�HÉædGh  ,(�1621/�1031ä)  »�eÉ©dGh  ,(�1329/�730ä)

 Üƒ�°SCGh ,…ô©°ûdG ÒÑ©àdG ¤EG íæéj »æa ´õæe hP ;ådÉãdGh ,(�1809/�1224ä) áÑ«éY øHGh

 ÜÉàc ÖMÉ°U ,(�1273/�673ä) »ehôdG øjódG �ÓL :¬«�ã‡ RôHCG øeh ,ôjƒ°üàdGh �««îàdG

.56z…ƒæãŸG{

 ó�a ,¬fÉcQCGh ¬°ù°SCG âdÉW á�«ªY ’ƒ– øY °ûμj »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG Qƒ£J QÉ°ùe ™ÑàJ ¿EG

 Qƒ�ÑJ ºK ;ájƒÑîf á©«ÑW äGP á«°üî°T ájOôa IôgÉ¶c …OÓ«ŸG ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG ‘ ¬JÉjGóH ‘ ô¡X

 ¿ô�dG �ÓN É«Ñ©°T É«bôW Éaƒ°üJ ô�à°SGh ,öûY …OÉ�G ¿ô�dG òæe á«YÉªàLG IôgÉ¶c É«îjQÉJ

 ¬dhÉæàæ°S …òdG Qƒ£àdG ƒgh ,É«LƒdƒjójCG  áà�Nóà°SG »àdG á«fÉªã©dG ádhódG ¿ÉHEG  ,öûY ™HÉ°ùdG

.á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG øY åjó�G óæY É�M’

 .51-50¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� -56
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 °ûc{ ÜÉàc Èà©jh ,á«°SQÉØdG á¨�dÉH á«aƒ°U äÉHÉàc Qƒ¡¶H …ôé¡dG ¢ùeÉÿG ¿ô�dG õ«“

 á¨�dÉH ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ dDƒe �hCG (�1080/�465ä) …ôjƒé¡dG »HÓ÷G ¿ÉªãY »�©d zÜƒéëŸG

 áHÉàμdG  âdGƒJ  ºK  ,(�1089/�481ä)  …QÉ°üJC’G  …hô¡dG  á«°SQÉØdÉH  Öàc  ø‡h  ,á«°SQÉØdG

 ,(�1273/�651ä) QÉ£©dG  óæY  »°SQÉØdG  ô©°ûdG  ‘ á©«aQ  áfÉμe  ±ƒ°üàdG  CGƒÑJh  á«°SQÉØdÉH

 ºK  ,(�1492/�898ä)  »eÉL  øªMôdG  óÑYh  ,(�1273/�672ä)  »ehôdG  øjódG  �ÓLh

.53ájOQhC’Gh á«cÎdÉc iôNCG á«eÓ°SEG äÉ¨d ‘ á«aƒ°üdG äÉHÉàμdG âdGƒJ

 ¢Vƒª¨dÉH  º°ùàj  ,»Ø°ù�a  QƒW  ‘  ±ƒ°üàdG  �NO  …ôé¡dG  ¢SOÉ°ùdG  ¿ô�dG  ádÓWEG  ™e

 IóMh ÜÉë°UCG ±ƒ°üJ ™e ájÉ¨dG ��H ,¥hòdG ��Y »æÑæj õeôdGh IQÉ°TE’G �Góîà°SG ‘ ¥GôZE’Gh

 AÉeób  iód  âLGQ »àdG  »bhòdG  Oƒ¡°ûdG  øe IóMƒdG  Ögòe ôjƒ£J  ��Y  Gƒ�ªY  øjòdG  ,OƒLƒdG

 …OQhô¡°ùdG  ¢ûÑM  øH  �«ëj  :É¡eÓYCG  RôHCG  øeh  ,OƒLƒdG  ‘  á�eÉμàe  ájô¶f  ¤EG  ,áaƒ°üàŸG

 »HôY  øH  øjódG  »«�h  ,êÓ�G  AGQBG  QƒW  …òdG  ,¿GôjEG  øe  ,(�1191/�587ä)  �ƒà�ŸG

 ¿CÉH OÉ�àY’G É¡eGƒbh ,OƒLƒdG IóMh Ögòe �°UCG øe ƒgh ,¢ùdófC’G øe (�1240/�638ä)

 »g �H  ,OƒLƒdG  ‘  GOó©J  »æ©J  ’  äGOƒLƒŸG  ‘  IÌμdGh  Oó©àdG  ôgÉ¶e  ¿CGh  ,ˆG  ƒg  OƒLƒdG

 GAóH »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG ‘ ™°SGh �μ°ûH ÖgòŸG Gòg öûàfG óbh ,óMGƒdG OƒLƒdG É¡«a ��Œ ôgÉ¶e

 �ôKCG �Gõj ’h ,ájóæ¡dG IQÉ�dG ¬Ñ°T ¤EG ’ƒ°Uh »°SQÉØdG ¥öûŸG ¤EG �OGóàeG ºK »Hô©dG Üô¨ŸÉH

 »HôY øH’ öUÉ©e ƒgh ,(�1268/�667ä) Ú©Ñ°S  øHG  ��G óÑY  ™aO  óbh  ,54�ƒ«dG  �àM

 IóMh Ögòe òîJGh ,55á��£ŸG IóMƒdÉH �ƒ�dG �æÑJh �°übC’G ÉgGóe ¤EG OƒLƒdG IóMh ÖgòÃ

:äÉ¡LƒJ çÓK »HôY øHG ó©H OƒLƒdG

.47-46¢U ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� :ô¶fCG -53

 ,¢Sƒ«KÓH Ú°SCG :ô¶fCG ,¬Ñgòeh ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ �ôKCGh »HôY øHG �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -54

 ,º��dG QGOh ,âjƒμdG ,äÉYƒÑ£ŸG ádÉch ,…hóH øªMôdG óÑY áªLôJ ,¬Ñgòeh ¬JÉ«M »HôY øHG

 QGO ,IóMƒdG ‘ ¬Ñgòeh »HôY øHG á°SQóe ,»°ùjQOE’G Êƒdó©dG óª�h .1979 ,ähÒH

.1998 ,AÉ°†«ÑdG QGódG ,áaÉ�ãdG

 áØ°ù�a ,»°ùjQOE’G Êƒdó©dG óª� :ô¶fCG ,¬Ñgòeh Ú©Ñ°S øHG �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -55

 »ª«æ¨dG ÉaƒdG ƒHCGh .1998 ,AÉ°†«ÑdG QGódG ,áaÉ�ãdG QGO ,Ú©Ñ°S øHG ±ƒ°üJ ‘ IóMƒdG

.1973 ,ähÒH ÊÉæÑ�dG ÜÉàμdG QGO ,á«aƒ°üdG ¬àØ°ù�ah Ú©Ñ°S øHG ,ÊGRÉàØàdG
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 ,(�869/�255ä) �Gôc øHGh ,(�851/�237ä) º°UC’G  ”ÉMh ,(�842/�227ä) ‘É�G

 ƒHCGh  ,(�898/�285ä)  …òeÎdG  º«μ�Gh  ,(�872/�258ä)  …RGôdG  PÉ©e  øH  �«ëjh

 ¿ƒædG  …P  É¡eÓYCG  øeh  á«eÉ°ûdG  ájöüŸG  á°SQóŸGh  ,(�884/�271ä)  QÉ°ü�dG  ¿hóªM

 »HCG  øH  óªMCG  ø°ù�G  ƒHCGh  ,(�830/�215ä)  ÊGQGódGh  ,(�859/�245ä)  …öüŸG

.(�845/�230ä) …QGƒ�G

 º°SÉH  âaôY  á«aƒ°U  ábôa  QƒHÉ°ù«f  ‘  …OÓ«ŸG  ™°SÉàdG  …ôé¡dG  ådÉãdG  ¿ô�dG  ‘  äô¡Xh

 ¢ùØædG  íÑc  º¡MÓ£°UG  ‘  áeÓŸG  »æ©Jh  ,áeÓŸGh  IƒàØdG  :»eƒ¡Øe  ¤EG  óæà°ùJ  ,zá«àeÓŸG{

 É°Uƒ°üNh �FÉ°†ØdÉH ��ëàdG »æ©àa IƒàØdG ÉeCG ,áYÉ£dÉH Ò°ü�àdÉH É¡eÉ¡JGh ,É¡Ñ«fCÉJh É¡eÉ¡JGh

 iPC’G  ch  á«ë°†àdGh  QÉãjE’G  �æ©e  ¤EG  äQƒ£Jh  ,AÉî°ùdGh  �ôμdGh  IAhôŸGh  áYÉé°ûdG

 ¿hóªM ƒHCG  É¡dÉLQ ô¡°TCG  øeh ,¢ùØædG  áHQÉ�h �É÷G •É�°SEGh iƒμ°ûdG  �ôJh ióædG  �òHh

 zá«àeÓŸG{  õ«Á  Éeh  .(�874/�260ä)  OGó�G  ¢üØM  ƒHCGh  ,(�884/�271ä)QÉ°ü�dG

 ,É¡«�Y AÉæãdGh �É©aC’G øY çóëàj ’ »àeÓŸÉa ,á«aƒ°üdG ÊÉ©ª�d »Ñ�°ùdG ÖfÉ÷G åëÑH ájÉæ©dG

 Qó�H  ¢UÓNE’G  øY º�μàj  Óa ,É¡«a Ò°ü�àdG  ÖfÉL ájDhQh É¡«�Y �ƒ�dGh �É©aC’G  �P øY É‰EGh

 �ÉªYC’G ÖbÉæe øY åjó�G ��Y É¡FhÉ°ùeh �ÉªYC’G ¢üFÉ�f øY åjó�G �°†Øjh ,AÉjôdG øY ¬eÓc

 ÊÉ©ŸG  øe  ÉgÒZh  ¢ùØædG  OÉ¡Lh  áeGƒ�dG  ¢ùØædG  ��Y  á°SQóŸG  �òg  åjóM  ÌcCÉa  ,É¡æ°SÉ�h

.52á«Ñ�°ùdG

 äÉØæ°üe äô¡X å«M ,Újôé¡dG ™HGôdGh ådÉãdG Úfô�dG ‘ »ÑgòdG �öüY ±ƒ°üàdG �NO

 »°Sƒ£dG  êGöùdG  öüf  »HC’  z™ª�dG{  ÜÉàc  :�ÉãeCG  ,º«¶æàdGh  è°†ædÉH  RÉà“  á«aƒ°U

 Úfô�dG �ÓN äô¡Xh ,(�388ä) »μŸG ÖdÉW »HC’ zÜƒ��dG äƒb{ ÜÉàch ,(�998/�378ä)

 ÜÉàc  :�ÉãeCG  ,á«æ°S  á«Yhöûe  ¬«�Y  â¨Ñ°SG  á«aƒ°U  äÉØæ°üe  Újôé¡dG  ¢ùeÉÿGh  ™HGôdG

 ádÉ°SôdG{  ÜÉàch  ,(�990/�380ä)  …PÉHÓμdG  ôμH  »HC’  z±ƒ°üàdG  �gCG  ÖgòŸ  ±ô©àdG{

 ¬HÉàch (�1111/�505 ä) ‹Gõ¨dG á«°üî°ûd ¿Gh ,(�1073/�465ä) …Ò°û��d zájÒ°û�dG

.»æ°ùdG �Ó°SE’G ¥É£f ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG �ÉNOEÉH �dÉH ôKCG zøjódG �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG{

 ,IôgÉ�dG ,IƒàØdG �gCGh á«aƒ°üdGh á«àeÓŸG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG »HCG :ô¶fCG ,�«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -52

.1945
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 á©Ñ°ûàe  á«aÉ�K  äÉÄ«Ñd  É¡dÉ�àfG  �ªY  PEG  ,á«°Uƒæ¨dG  OhóM  â�°Uh  ájõeQ  äÓjhCÉJ  ÈY  �æ©ŸG

 ¢ùÑ�Jh ôKCÉJ ��Y á«fÉMhQ á«böT öUÉæ©H á£�àîŸGh áKóëŸG á«fƒWÓaC’G á«Ø°ù�ØdG äÉjô¶ædÉH

 ¤EG Qƒ�ÑJ ,Úª�μàŸGh AÉ¡�ØdG ÚHh º¡æ«H AGó©dGh ±ÓÿG OGR É‡ ,ÉgóFÉ�©H É¡FÉæHCG øe äÉYÉ£b

 ¢SÉ«�dGh »��©dG �’óà°S’ÉH òNCG »eÓμdGh »¡�ØdG è¡æŸÉa ,áaô©ŸGh åëÑdG ègÉæe ‘ ¢VQÉ©J

 ¿Éaô©dG ¤EG óæà°ùj …òdG ,�É¡dE’Gh ¥hòdGh °ûμdG è¡æÃ á«aƒ°üdG òNCG Éª«a ,¿ÉgÈdGh »�£æŸG

 ,46áØ°TÉμŸG áLQO ��H ø‡ øeDƒŸG Ö�b ‘ ˆG ¬«��j …òdG Êó�dG º�©dG ƒg ��G »æ«�«dG º�©dÉa

 Ö°ùëHh ,47z§�¨dG  �� QÉμaC’G  ¿C’ ,øXh ôμa øY ’ Oƒ¡°Th °ûc øY ¿Éc Ée ’EG{  º�Y Óa

 ��Y  �«dódG  Ée  :…Qƒæ�d  �LQ  �Éb  .�óMh  ˆG  ƒg  ˆG  ��Y  �«dódG  ¿CG  ��Y  Gƒ©ªLG{  :…PÉHÓμdG

 48z¬�ãe õéàY ��Y ’EG  �ój ’ õLÉ©dGh ,õLÉY ��©dG :�Éb ?��©dG Éªa :�Éb .¤É©J ˆG :�Éb ?ˆG

 áaô©ŸG  ‘  è¡æeh  ájDhQ  ¬jód  âfƒμJh  ,»Ø°ù�ØdG  ô¶ædÉH  §ÑJQG  ±ƒ°üàdG  øe  ´ƒf  CÉ°ûf  Gò¡Hh

 :(�815/�200ä) »NôμdG ±hô©e Ö°ùëÑa ,±ƒ°üà�d º¡Øjô©J ‘ É«�L 	dP ô¡¶jh ,OƒLƒdGh

 ƒg ±ƒ°üàdG{ :(�910/�298) …OGó¨ÑdG ó«æ÷G Ö°ùëHh ,49z�FÉ��ÉH òNC’G ƒg ±ƒ°üàdG{

 ±ƒ°üàdG{  :(�934/�322ä) ÊÉàμdG  ôμH  ƒHCG  Ö°ùëHh ,50z¬H  	««ëjh 	æY ��G 	à«Á ¿CG

.51zIógÉ°ûeh AÉØ°U

 áãjQƒc ájOGó¨ÑdG á°SQóŸG äô¡X å«M ,�μ°ûàdÉH iÈμdG á«aƒ°üdG ¢SQGóe äCGóH áÑ��G �òg ‘h

 (�815/�200ä)  »NôμdG  ±hô©e  ò«eÓJ  É¡eÓYCG  ô¡°TCG  øeh  ,IöüÑdGh  áaƒμdG  »à°SQóŸ

 »HCGh  ,(�857/�249ä)  »Ñ°SÉëŸG  çQÉ�Gh  ,(�868/�254ä)  »£�°ùdG  …öS  :�ÉãeCG

 ø°ù�G  »HCGh  ,(�909/�297ä)  RGôÿG  ó«©°S  »HCGh  ,(�910/�298ä)  ó«æ÷G  º°SÉ�dG

 êÓ�Gh  ,(�923/�311ä)  AÉ£Y  øHG  ¤EG  ’ƒ°Uh  ,ºgÒZh  ,(�908/�295ä)  …QƒædG

 É¡eÓYCG  RôHCG  øeh  á«fÉ°SGôÿG  á°SQóŸGh  ,(�946/�334ä)  »�Ñ°ûdGh  ,(�922/�309ä)

 öûH :�ÉãeCG  ,(�810/�194ä) »î�ÑdG �«�°Th ,(�778/�161ä) ºgOCG  øH º«gGôHEG  ò«eÓJ

.159¢U ,ÉgQƒ£Jh �Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG áØ°ù�ØdG ICÉ°ûf ,ó«ª�G óÑY ¿ÉaôY -46

.5/1 ,QÉ¶fC’G íbGƒd ,ÊGô©°ûdG -47

.37¢U ,±ƒ°üàdG �gCG ÖgòŸ ±ô©àdG ,…PÉHÓμdG :ô¶fCG -48

.280¢U ,ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,…Ò°û�dG -49

.280¢U ,ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,…Ò°û�dG -50

.108¢U ,±ƒ°üàdG �gCG ÖgòŸ ±ô©àdG ,…PÉHÓμdG -51
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 ób �QhóH ¿Éch ±ƒ°üà�d Ú°†gÉæŸG RôHCG øe (�855/�241ä) �ÑæM øH óªMCG ¬«�ØdG Èà©jh

 øe ¬JhQP OÉ¡°V’G ��Hh ,�KGƒdGh º°üà©ŸGh ¿ƒeCÉŸG áaÓN ¿ÉHEG ádõà©ŸG ój ��Y áæëª�d ¢Vô©J

 Ú©Ñ°S ƒëf É¡«a º¡JCG »àdGh ,z�«�ÿG �ÓZ{ áæëÃ áahô©ŸG áKOÉ�G ‘ á�HÉæ�G øe ¬YÉÑJCG �Ñb

 .42º¡æY  êôaCG  ºK  �GóYE’ÉH  ÉgôKG  ��Y  GƒªμMh OGó¨ÑH  áØFÉ£dG  ï«°T  ó«æ÷G  º¡æ«H  øe  É«aƒ°U

 ÚcÉ°ùe{ :»eÉ£°ùÑdG ójõj ƒHCG �ƒ�j PEG ,åjó�Gh ¬�ØdG è¡æe É¡©e Gƒ¡Ø°S áLQO áaƒ°üàŸG ��Hh

 …öüŸG ¿ƒædG hP ¿Éch ,zäƒÁ ’ …òdG »�G øY Éæª�Y ÉfòNCGh ,â«e øY â«e º¡ª�Y GhòNCG

 ��Y ¬æe ¥Éã«eh ˆG øe ÖgGƒe øWÉÑdG º�Yh ,ÉfôeCGh ÉfÉ¡fh ÉfÈNCGh ÉæKóM ôgÉ¶dG º�Y{ :�ƒ�j

 øY ô¡à°TGh ,z�°Sôe »Ñf ’h Üô�e 	�e :¬«�Y ™�£j ’ º¡æ«Hh ¬æ«H Éª«a º¡«�Y ¬H ºμëj ¬à°UÉN

.43z»HQ øY »Ñ�b »æKóM{ :º¡dƒb á«aƒ°üdG

 Ö°ùëÑa ,AÉ¡�ØdG ™e á«aƒ°üdG ¬«a âØ�àNG …òdG ¢SÉ°SC’G á�«��G /á©jöûdG á«FÉæK â�μ°T

 º°ù�æJ  á©jöûdÉa  ,¬æWÉH  ‘  �ƒNódG  ¿hO  ,´öûdG  ôgÉX  ¤EG  AÉ¡�ØdG  ájÉæY  ¬LƒàJ  áaƒ°üàŸG

 øe ìQGƒ÷G ��Y …ôŒ »àdG �ÉªYC’G ¢SQój …òdG ƒgh á©jöûdG ôgÉX º�Y :�hC’G ,Úª�Y ¤EG

 º�Y �ª°ùj Ée ƒgh ,™«ÑdGh ¥Ó£dGh êGhõdÉc äÓeÉ©ŸGh ,è�Gh �ƒ°üdGh IÓ°üdÉc äGOÉÑ©dG

 Gò¡Hh ,áaƒ°üàŸG ¬�ãÁh ,Üƒ��dG �ÉªYCGh øWÉÑdG º�Y :ÊÉãdGh ,É«àØdG �gCGh AÉ¡�ØdG ¬�ãÁh ¬�ØdG

 ôgÉ¶dG �gCG  º¡a ¿hôNB’G ÉeCG  ,º¡ØdG �gCGh �FÉ��G ÜÉHQCG  ºg ¬�gCGh �FÉ��G º�Y ±ƒ°üàdÉa

 Ghó©b ��ÿG �c{ :¬dƒ�H (�915/�303ä) …OGó¨ÑdG ËhQ 	dP ��Y ócDƒjh ,�ƒ°SôdG AÉª�Yh

 º¡°ùØfCG  º¡�c  ��ÿG  ÖdÉWh  .�FÉ��G  ��Y  (á«aƒ°üdG)  áØFÉ£dG  �òg  äó©bh  ,�ƒ°SôdG  ��Y

 ��Y Oó°ûJ á«aƒ°üdÉa .44z¥ó°üdG áehGóeh ´QƒdG á�«�ëH º¡°ùØfCG GƒÑdÉW ºgh ,´öûdG ôgGƒ¶H

 Oô› á©jöûdG øe ’h ¬à«aôM øjódG øe ƒª¡ØH 
 º¡fCG ’EG ,øjódG ´ÉÑJGh ´öûdG �GõàdG IQhöV

 �ëæe øY GÒãc hCG Ó«�b �àîj Gƒëf á©jöûdGh øjódG º¡a ‘ ÉªFGO ¿ƒëæj ƒfÉc �H ,É¡°Sƒ�W

.45º¡«�Y º¡JQƒK ô¡¶J Gòg ‘h ,AÉ¡�ØdG

 øY åëÑdG ‘ äGQÉ°ùe òîJG å«ëH ™°ùJG É¡à�«�Mh á©jöûdG øWÉH º�©H á«aƒ°üdG ájÉæY ¿EG

.114-112¢U ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«MhôdG IQƒãdG :±ƒ°üàdG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG :ô¶fCG -42

.317¢U ,¢ù«�HEG ¢ù«Ñ�J ,…Rƒ÷G øHG :ô¶fCG -43

.20¢U ,ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,…Ò°û�dG -44

.129¢U ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«MhôdG IQƒãdG :±ƒ°üàdG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG -45
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 ájóÑ©àdG  ICÉ°ûædÉa  ,»îjQÉàdG  �Qƒ£J  ‘  áÑ©°ûàe  äGQÉ°ùe  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  òîJG  ó�d

 øY  âØ°ûμJh  É¡Nƒ°SQ  ��Y  â¶aÉM  ôμÑŸG  �Ó°SE’G  ‘  ¬cƒ�°S  â©ÑW  »àdG  á«bÓNC’G  ájógõdG

 …ôé¡dG ÊÉãdG ¿ô�dG ôNBG ó¡°T PEG ,ÖgGòeh äÉjô¶fh ¢SQGóe âJÉHh ,á«�ªYh ájô¶f äÉaÉ°VEG

 »eÉ£°ùÑdG  ójõj  ƒHCG  Qƒ¡X  ™e  ,áaô©ŸGh  AÉæØdGh  Ö�G  ¥ÉaBG  ¤EG  ógõdG  øe  É«©«ÑW  ’ƒ–

 …Ph  ,ó«MƒàdG  ‘  ¬àjô¶fh  (�910/�245ä)  ó«æ÷Gh  ,AÉæØdG  Ió«�Yh  (�874/�201ä)

 ¬àHôŒh (�922/�309ä) êÓ�Gh ,áaô©ŸG  ‘  ¬é¡æeh (�859/�245ä) …öüŸG  ¿ƒædG

.�ƒ��G ‘

 á«YÉªàL’G á«îjQÉàdG ä’ƒëàdG ¥É«°S ‘ äQƒ£J »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG âdÉW »àdG ä’ƒëàdG ¿EG

 á«eÓch á«¡�ah á«Ø°ù�a  ÖgGòeh ¢SQGóe  øY Qƒ�ÑJ  ó�a  ,¬JGP  �Ó°SEÓd  á«aÉ�ãdGh  á«°SÉ«°ùdGh

 â�Nóa  ,á«��©dG  á«Ø°ù�ØdG  äÉªLÎdG  �ƒNOh  IOó©àe  ájQÉ°†M  äÉÄ«ÑH  �É°üJ’G  �©ØH  ,IójóY

 ‘  äÉjô¶f  øY  äôØ°SCGh  ¤hC’G  ¬àWÉ°ùH  øjódG  øY  âYõf  äÉaÓàNGh  ä’GóLh  äÉeƒ°üN  ‘

 �FÉ°ùŸG �à°T ‘ á��à°ùŸG É¡JGQƒ°üJh É¡JGOÉ¡àLG á«aƒ°üdG âeóbh ,áæjÉÑàe á«HƒHôdGh á«gƒdC’G

 ‘ »WÉÑæà°SG è¡æŸ AÉ¡�ØdG »æÑJ ÖÑ°ùH AÉ¡�ØdGh á«aƒ°üdG ÚH áeƒ°üÿG äóà°TGh ,áMhô£ŸG

 ,ôgÉ¶dG OhóM RhÉéàj ’ á«aƒ°üdG ¬JÈàYG ÉgÉ°†à�Ã �ª©dGh É¡�«Ñ£Jh á«YöûdG �ÉμMC’G ôjô�J

.ôgÉ¶dG ßØM ™e øWÉÑdG øY åëÑdG ��Y �ƒ�j Éμ�°ùe âé¡àfGh

 â©°ùJGh …ôé¡dG ådÉãdG ¿ô�dG òæe ÚKóëŸGh AÉ¡�ØdG áª�f ¬YÉÑJCG ��Y ‘ƒ°üdG 	�°ùŸG Ö�L

 ,41êÓ�G  ™e  çóM  Éªc  �à�dGh  ÒØμàdG  óM  â�°Uh  ¥Gô©dGh  �É°ûdGh  öüe  ‘  AGó©dG  IôFGO

 ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ó«¡°T :êÓ�G �’BG ,¿ƒ«æ«°SÉe ¢ùjƒd :ô¶fCG ,êÓ�G IÉ°SCÉe �ƒM -41

.2004 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,™jRƒædGh öûæ�d ¢ùeób ,êÓM �Ø£°üe ø°ù«�G áªLôJ
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»îjQÉàdG �μ°ûàdG äGQÉ°ùe
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 Ö°ùëHh  ,38�É©aC’Gh  äÉØ°üdG  øe  É¡°†«�æH  »�ëàdGh  »°UÉ©ŸG  �ÎH  É¡JógÉ›h  ÉgÒ¡£Jh

 μdÉH äGQóμŸGh åFÉÑÿG øe Ö��dG Ò¡£J á«Ø«μH º�©dG ƒg{ :ˆG ¤EG �ƒ°UƒdG �jôW ¿EÉa ‹Gõ¨dG

 Ö��dG øe »�éæj Ée Qó�Ña ,º¡dGƒMCG ™«ªL ‘ º¡«�Y ˆG äGƒ�°U AÉÑ«fC’ÉH AGóàb’Gh äGƒ¡°ûdG øY

.39zOƒLƒdG �FÉ�M ¬«a C’CÓàJ ��G ô£°T ¬H …PÉëjh

 ;»bÓNC’G ÖfÉ÷G ‘ â°ü°üîJh ¢ùØædG äÉaBG âdhÉæJ IójóY á«aƒ°U äÉØæ°üe äô¡X Éæg øe

 ,‹Gõ¨�d zøjódG �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG{h ,»μª�d zÜƒ��dG äƒb{h ,»Ñ°SÉëª�d zˆG ¥ƒ�� ájÉYôdG{ ÜÉàμc

 ��Y �ƒ�°ùdG  ójôŸG ��Y áaƒ°üàŸG ÖLhCG  »�ª©dG ÖfÉ÷G ‘h ,»HôY øH’ zá«μŸG äÉMƒàØdG{h

 áHƒàdÉH  GAóH  ,äÉeÉ�ŸGh  �GƒMC’G  ‘  êQóàdÉH  É«��N »bÎ�d  Gó°Tôeh  ÉjOÉg  ¿ƒμj  ��ëàe  ï«°T

.40IógÉ°ûŸG ¤EG ’ƒ°Uh

 ,1970 ,IôgÉ�dG ,äCÉ°ûf ¥OÉ°U Öjô©J ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG ïjQÉJ ,»æZ º°SÉb :ô¶fCG -38

.427¢U

.20/1 ,ähÒH ,øjódG �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG ,‹Gõ¨dG óeÉM ƒHCG -39

 ,2007 ,ähÒH ,¤h’G á©Ñ£dG ,á©«�£dG QGO ,áaƒ°üàŸG �Ó°SEG ,Ö«£dG øH óª� :ô¶fCG -40

.31¢U
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 ájB’Éa ,áæ°ùdGh ¿BGô�dG ¤EG OÉæà°S’ÉH ,á«aƒ°üdG ä’É¨°ûf’G ºgCG óMCG »bÓNC’G ÖfÉ÷G �ãÁh

 áæ°ùdG  ‘ OQh Éeh ,É¡àd’O  ‘ áª°SÉM »ÑædG  ìóà“ »àdG  ,(30
mº«¶ nY  m�o� oN  �� n©nd  n	 sfEGh)  :á«fBGô�dG

 ,ÉgOÉ°TQEG ‘ áë°VGh 31z¥ÓNC’G �QÉμe º“C’ âã©H É‰EG{ :º�°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U ¬dƒb øe

 »�ëàdGh ,áeƒeòŸG äÉØ°üdGh á�jPôdG ¥ÓNC’G øY ‹ ,ïàdÉH ’EG ��ëàJ ’ �ƒ�°ùdG ‘ áeÉ�à°S’Éa

 :(`g270ä)…QƒHÉ°ù«ædG ¢üØM ƒHCG �Éb Éªc ¢SÉ°SC’G ƒg ÜOC’Éa ,ÜOC’G �É“h Ió«ª�G �FÉ°†ØdÉH

 ,�ÉLôdG ��Ñe ��H äÉbhC’G ÜGOBG �õd øªa ,ÜOCG �É�e �μdh ,ÜOCG âbh �μd ,ÜOCG ¬�c ±ƒ°üàdG{

 ±ƒ°üàdGh ,32z�ƒÑ�dG ƒLôj å«M øe OhOôeh ,Üô�dG ø¶j å«M øe ó«©H ƒ¡a ÜGOB’G ™«°V øeh

 øe Ëôc ¿ÉeR ‘ äô¡X áÁôc ¥ÓNCG{ :ó«æ÷G PÉà°SCG (`g275ä) ÜÉ°ü�dG »�Y øH óª� Ö°ùëH

 �ƒNódG{ :ƒ```g ±ƒ°üàdG ¿EG (`g311ä) …ôjô÷G óª� ƒHCG �Ébh ,33z�Gôc �ƒb ™e Ëôc �LQ

 ¬«�Y ôbÉÑdG óª� �ÉeEÓd ’ƒb …ôjƒé¡dG Ö°ùfh ,34zÊO ��N �c øe êhôÿGh ,»æ°S ��N �c ‘

 ,35z±ƒ°üàdG ‘ 	«�Y OGR ��ÿG ‘ 	«�Y OGR øªa ,��N ±ƒ°üàdG{ :(`g117 hCG113ä)�Ó°ùdG

 ó©ÑdG  ��Y  ¬dƒ°UCG  º«�«d  ±ƒ°üà�d  ‘ô©ŸG  ó©ÑdG  RhÉéàj  (�295ä)…QƒædG  Ú°ù�G  ÉHCG  ¿EG  �H

.36z¥ÓNCG É¡æμdh ,kÉeƒ�Y ’h kÉeƒ°SQ ±ƒ°üàdG ¢ù«d{ :¬dƒ�H »bÓNC’G

 ±ƒ°üàdG  ôgƒL  �ã“  ¥ÓNC’G  ¿ƒc  ��Y  ,(�1650/�751ä)  ájRƒ÷G  º«b  øHG  ócDƒjh

 Qƒ°üàdG Gòg ´É°T ó�a .37z��ÿG ƒg ±ƒ°üàdG ¿CG :º�©dG Gòg ‘ Ú�WÉædG áª�c â©ªàLGh{ :¬dƒ�H

 �É©a’Gh áÄ«fódG äÉØ°üdGh QhöûdG ™Ñæe á«fÉ°ùfE’G ¢ùØædG QÉÑàYÉH …ôé¡dG ådÉãdG ¿ô�dG ó©H

 É¡°†jhôJ  øe  óH  ’h  ,ÉgÒZh ™ª£dGh  ó��Gh Ö°†¨dGh  �îÑdGh  ó°ù�Gh ÈμdG  �ãe  áë«Ñ�dG

.4 ájB’G ,º��dG IQƒ°S ,ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG -30

.473¢U ,CÉWƒŸG ‘ 	dÉe �GhQ -31

.119¢U ,á«aƒ°üdG äÉ�ÑW ,»ª�°ùdG øªMôdG óÑY ƒHCG -32

.280¢U ,ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,…Ò°û�dGh ,45¢U ,™ª�dG ,»°Sƒ£dG -33

.45¢U ,™ª�dG ,»°Sƒ£dG -34

 ÊÉàμdG ôμH »HC’ �ƒ�dG Gòg ¿CG íLQC’Gh .234¢U ,ÜƒéëŸG °ûc ,…ôjƒé¡dG -35

.¬«dEG ¬Ñ°ùæJ á«aƒ°üdG QOÉ°üŸG Ö�ZCG ¿C’ (322ä)

.167¢U ,á«aƒ°üdG äÉ�ÑW »ª�°ùdG øªMôdG óÑY ƒHCG -36

.316/2 ,1972 ,ähÒH ,�«÷G QGO ,ÚμdÉ°ùdG êQGóe ,ájRƒ÷G º«b øHG -37
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 ÜÉë°ùf’G  �ÓN  øe  ìÓ°UEÓd  âYOh  ,OGóÑà°S’Gh  OÉ°ùØdÉH  ´ƒÑ£ŸG  ™ªàéŸGh  á°SÉ«°ùdG  øe

 ƒHCG Ö°ùëÑa ,á���dG ¢SƒØædG ¤EG ¿ÉæÄªW’Gh AÉØ°üdG IOƒY ‘ É©ªW ¢SÉædG øe QGôØdGh ádõ©dGh

 IôNB’G ºZ �Nój ’h ...Ö��dG ‘ IôNB’G ºZ �ƒNO ógõdG �hCG{ :(�996/� 388ä) »μŸG ÖdÉW

 �©a Éªc ôHÉ�ŸGh ±ƒ¡μdGh QÉØ�dÉH »ØîàdG óM ádõ©dGh ógõdG ��Hh ,22zÉ«fódG ºg êôîj �àM

.23(�788/�161ä) ºgOCG øH º«gGôHEG �ÉãeCG

 �ƒ°Uƒ�d ájQhöV á«MhQ á°VÉjQ äÉHh ’ÉªàcGh Éé°†f ÌcCG äGQÉ°ùe á«aƒ°üdG iód ógõdG òNCG

 ?áaô©ŸG �òg äóLh A»°T …CÉH »eÉ£°ùÑdG ójõj ƒHCG Ò¡°ûdG ±ƒ°üàŸG �Ä°S Éeóæ©a ,áaô©ŸG ¤EG

 Ée{ :(�910/�293ä) …OGó¨ÑdG ó«æ÷G áØFÉ£dG ó«°S �ƒ�jh ,24zQÉY ¿óHh ™FÉL ø£ÑH{ :�Éb

 ,äÉæ°ùëà°ùŸGh äÉaƒdCÉŸG ™£bh É«fódG �ôJh ´ƒ÷G øY øμdh �É�dGh �«�dG øY ±ƒ°üàdG ÉfòNCG

.25zÉ«fódG øY ±õ©àdG ¬�°UCGh ˆG ™e á�eÉ©ŸG AÉØ°U ƒg ±ƒ°üàdG ¿C’

 iôNCG  äÉfƒμe ¬d  âØ«°VCG  ó�a ,ôμÑŸG  ±ƒ°üà�d  áæ°TóŸG  äÉeó�ŸG  ºgCG  óMCG  ógõdG  ¿Éc GPEGh

 ‘ GƒfÉc ¿ƒdhC’G á«aƒ°üdG{ :¿ƒ°ù�μ«f Ö°ùëÑa ,IójóY ¿ÉcQCG ��Y �ƒ�J á°SQóe íÑ°UCG å«ëH

 ‘ ógõdG{ :Oƒª� º«��G óÑY QƒàcódG �ƒ�jh ,26záaƒ°üàe º¡æe ÌcCG ,ÚYOGh GOÉgR á�«��G

 ƒg ±ƒ°üàdG ¿ƒμj ¿CG  ,GógGR ‘ƒ°üdG ¿ƒc øY �õ�j ’h ,ôNBG  A»°T ±ƒ°üàdGh ,A»°T É«fódG

 ‘ – ÚãMÉÑdG ¢†©H øX Éªc - øμJ 
 ájGóÑdG{ :¿CÉH º«μ�G OÉ©°S IQƒàcódG ócDƒJh .27 zógõdG

 ¢SÉ°ùMEG øY ÒÑ©J ÒN âfÉc »àdG ,óLƒdG ä’ÉM ‘ â�Œ �H ,á«°ùØædG IÉ«�G ™Ñàj ógõdG ,ógõdG

 óbh ,OÉgõdG á�ªL øe á«aƒ°üdG{ :¬dƒ�H 	dP ��Y …Rƒ÷G øHG ¬Ñæjh ,28z»¡dE’G Qƒ°†�ÉH óÑ©dG

 Gƒª°SƒJh ,�GƒMCGh äÉØ°üH OÉgõdG øY GhOôØfG á«aƒ°üdG ¿CG ’EG ,OÉgõdG ��Y ¢ù«�HEG ¢ù«Ñ�J ÉfôcP

.29zôcòdÉH ºgOGôaEG ¤EG ÉæéàMÉa ,äÉª°ùH

.499/1 ,2003 ,ähÒH ,ÜƒÑëŸG á�eÉ©e ‘ Üƒ��dG äƒb ,»μŸG ÖdÉW ƒHCG -22

.11¢U ,1993 ,ähÒH ,±ƒ°üàdG ÖgòŸ ±ô©àdG ,…PÉHÓμdG ôμH ƒHCG -23

.66¢U ,á«aƒ°üdG äÉ�ÑW ,»ª�°ùdG øªMôdG óÑY ƒHCG -24

.143¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG Qó°üŸG -25

 .12¢U ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«f -26

 .40¢U ,�Ó°†dG øe ò�æŸG áeó�e ,Oƒª� øH º«��G óÑY -27

.89¢U ,�°UGƒdG IOƒY ,º«μ�G OÉ©°S -28

.161¢U ¢ù«�HEG ¢ù«Ñ�J ,…Rƒ÷G øHG -29
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 á«eÓ°SE’G  QOÉ°üŸG  ¤EG  GOÉæà°SG  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  ICÉ°ûf  ‘  Éª°SÉM  »æHódG  �eÉ©dG  Èà©j

 …óÑ©àdG QÉ«àdG  �ÓN øe áHÉë°üdG iód ¤hC’G ¬JGƒf äô¡X ó�a ,áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàμdG øe á�«°UC’G

 ,á«aÉ�ãdGh  á«YÉªàL’Gh á«°SÉ«°ùdG  �eGƒ©dG  øe á�ªéH  äRõ©J  �Qƒ¡X ÜÉÑ°SG  ¿CG  ’EG  ,…ógõdG

 á£�°ùdG ��Y ´GõædGh á«°SÉ«°ùdG �°VƒØdÉH â�ã“ »àdGh ôμÑŸG �Ó°SE’G É¡°ûjÉY »àdG ±hô¶dÉa

 »YÉªàL’G º�¶dÉH ¢SÉ°ùMEGh »MhôdG ���dG øe ádÉM ´ƒ«°T ��Y â�ªY á«�NGódG Ühô�Gh ÏØdGh

 Ö°ùëÑa ,ógõdG  QÉ«J  »eÉæJ  ¤EG  iOCG  …òdG  ôeC’G  ,�ó©eh ±Îe ÚH »�Ñ£dG  ähÉØàdG  QÉ°ûàfGh

 å©H  ºgOGóÑà°SGh  �Éμ�G  º�X  øe  Úª�°ùŸG  IÉfÉ©ªa  ±ƒ°üàdG  ICÉ°ûf  �eGƒY  äOó©J  ¿ƒ°ù�μ«f

 �μ°ûàdG QÉ°ùe òîJG Gò¡Hh,20á£�°ùdG ��Y á«MhôdG IQƒãdGh êÉéàMÓd IGOCÉc ógõdG ¤EG �«ŸG ��Y

.É«bÓNCG ÉjóÑ©J ÉjógR Gô¡¶e ¬JÉjGóH ‘ ‘ƒ°üdG

 ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ »YÉªàL’G »°SÉ«°ùdG �eÉ©dG �©ØH Iƒ�H »bÓNC’G …óÑ©àdG …ógõdG QÉ«àdG �μ°ûJ

 áªcÉ�G á£�°ùdG °ù©H ��ãŸG ™ªàéŸG ìÓ°UE’ Gó«¡“ GAGóàHG äGòdG ìÓ°UE’ �©°ùj …Oôa QÉ«îc

 ±ƒ°üàdG �É«�d ájQhö†dG áeó�ŸG �ãe ógõdÉa ,á�°VÉØdG á«eÓ°SE’G º«�dG ¤EG IOƒ©dG øY GÒÑ©Jh

 Gò¡Hh ,IôNB’Gh ˆG ��Y �ÉÑbE’Gh É«fódG ¤EG ¿ƒcôdGh öûÑdG ™e �FÓ©dG ™£bh ádõ©dÉH ´ƒÑ£ŸG

 ‘  Éª¶æe  GQÉ«J  âëÑ°UCGh  ,É«îjQÉJ  äôKÉμJ  »eÓ°SE’G  ™ªàéŸG  ‘  OÉgõdG  øe  á�ÑW  äQƒ�ÑJ

 ,(�781/�165ä) »FÉ£dG OhGO ô¡à°TCG �hC’G �«÷G øªa QƒHÉ°ù«fh �É°ûdGh áaƒμdGh IöüÑdG

 øH  óMGƒdGóÑYh  ,(�720/�111ä)  …öüÑdG  ø°ù�Gh  ,(�777/�161ä)  …QƒãdG  ¿É«Ø°Sh

 ÉeQÉ°U ÉØbƒe äòîJG .21ºgÒZh ,(�801/� 185ä) ájhó©dG á©HGQh ,(�793/�177ä) ójR

 ,1956 ,IôgÉ�dG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG Ö«Hô©J ,¬îjQÉJh »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«f -20

.46¢U

 ,ìÉàa ó«ª�G óÑY ¿ÉaôY :ô¶fCG ,¿hDhÉμÑdGh �É°ùædGh OÉÑ©dGh OÉgõdÉH á�Ñ£dG �òg âaôY -21

.87¢U ,1993 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,�«÷G QGO ,ÉgQƒ£Jh á«aƒ°üdG áØ°ù�ØdG ICÉ°ûf
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 åYGƒÑdGh ÜÉÑ°SC’G
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 äÉ«aƒ°U  ÚH  �jôØàdG  ¤EG  óæà°ùj  ±ƒ°üàdG  øe  É£°Sh  ÉjOÉ�àfG  ÉØbƒe  ,(�1328/�728ä)

 áKÓK  á«aƒ°üdG  äQÉ°U  :á«bÓNC’G  ájóÑ©àdG  ájógõdG  É¡dƒ°UCG  ¿É«H  Ö�Y  �ƒ�j  ƒ¡a  ,IójóY

.19º°SôdG á«aƒ°Uh ,¥GRQC’G á«aƒ°Uh ,�FÉ��G á«aƒ°U :±Éæ°UCG

 :ô¶fCG ,á«ª«J øHG bƒe �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸh .19/11 ,ihÉàØdG ´ƒª› ,á«ª«J øHG -19

 á©Ñ£dG ,¢VÉjôdG ,êÉ¡æŸG QGO ,á«aƒ°üdG øe á«ª«J øHG bƒe ,»Øjô©dG øªMôdGóÑY óª� .O

 ,ájQóæμ°S’G ,IƒYódG QGO ,±ƒ°üàdGh á«ª«J øHG ,»ª�M �Ø£°üe QƒàcódGh .� 1430 ,¤hC’G

.1982 ,á«fÉãdG á©Ñ£dG
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 /`g597ä) …Rƒ÷G øH êôØdG ƒHCG øjódG �ÉªL ,á«aƒ°üdG Gƒ°VQÉY øjòdG AÉª�©dG RôHCG øeh 

 á«ª«J  øH  øjódG  »�J  òîJGh  18.(�1792/�1206ä)  ÜÉgƒdG  óÑY  øH  óª�h  ,(�1200

 ��Y ô¶fCG ,±ƒ°üà�d IóbÉædG äÉ°SGQódGh ÖàμdG øe IÒÑc áYƒª› ÉãjóMh ÉÁób âªcGôJ -18

 :�ÉãŸG �«Ñ°S

 
ÉY ,ÊhÒÑdG óª� ¿ÉëjôdG »HC’ ,ádhPôe hCG ��©dG ‘ ádƒÑ�e ádƒ�e øe óæ¡�d Ée �«�– -

.1983/1403 á«fÉãdG á©Ñ£dG ,ÖàμdG

.á°ùeÉÿG á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,»Hô©dG ÜÉàμdG QGO ,ÚeCG óªMC’ ,�Ó°SE’G ô¡X -

 óª� Qƒàcó�d ,á«Hô©dG áaÉ�ãdG ‘ áaô©ŸG º¶æd ájó�f á«�«�– á°SGQO ,»Hô©dG ��©dG á«æH -

.1996 á°ùeÉÿG á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,á«Hô©dG IóMƒdG äÉ°SGQO õcôe ,…ôHÉ÷G

 áYÉÑ£dG IQGOEG �öûæH â«æY ,…Rƒ÷G øH øªMôdG óÑY êôØdG »HCG øjódG �Éª÷ , m¢ù«�HEG ¢ù«Ñ�J -

.ähÒH ,á«ª�©dG ÖàμdG QGO ,ájÒæŸG

.1983/1403 áãdÉãdG á©Ñ£dG ,á«Ø�°ùdG QGódG ,áØ�°T ô¡a óªëŸ ,��ÿGh ��G ÚH ±ƒ°üàdG -

.1981/1401 ,ähÒH ,»Hô©dG ÜÉàμdG QGO ,ñhôa ôªY Qƒàcó�d ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ ±ƒ°üàdG -

 ¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,Qƒg’ ,áæ°ùdG ¿ÉªLôJ IQGOEG ,Ò¡X »¡dEG ¿É°ùME’ ,QOÉ°üŸGh CÉ°ûæŸG ±ƒ°üàdG -

.1406

 ,É°VQ »�Y øH É°VQ ��Y :�«�– ,ÇQÉ�dG ¿É£�°S øH »�©d OƒLƒdG IóMƒH Ú�FÉ�dG ��Y OôdG -

.1995/1415 ¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,çGÎ�d ¿ƒeCÉŸG QGO

.1976 á«fÉãdG á©Ñ£dG ,âjƒμdG ,äÉYƒÑ£ŸG ádÉch ,…hóH øªMôdGóÑ©d ,á«aƒ°üdG äÉë£°T -

.»Øë°U AÉ�d ,…hGó÷G º©æŸG óÑY :OGóYEG ,…RÉZ óª� Qƒàcó�d ,ôNB’G ¬LƒdG á«aƒ°üdG -

 »‚ÉÿG áÑàμe :öTÉædG ,áÑjöT øjódG Qƒf :�«�©Jh áªLôJ ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«f ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG -

.�1422 á«fÉãdG á©Ñ£dG ,IôgÉ�dÉH

 É¡��f ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«f ódƒæjQ É¡H �Éb äÉ°SGQódG øe áØFÉW ,¬îjQÉJh »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ -

 ,IôgÉ�dG ,öûædGh áªLÎdGh «dCÉàdG áæ÷ á©Ñ£e ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG :É¡«�Y ��Yh á«Hô©dG ¤EG

.1969/1388

 óª� Qƒàcó�d ,á«Hô©dG áaÉ�ãdG ‘ º«�dG º¶æd á«�«�– á°SGQO ,»Hô©dG »bÓNC’G ��©dG -

.2001 ¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,»Hô©dG ‘É�ãdG õcôŸG ,…ôHÉ÷G

 øH ôμH »HCG øH óª� ˆG óÑY »HC’ ,Ú©à°ùf �ÉjEGh óÑ©f �ÉjEG �RÉæe ÚH ÚμdÉ°ùdG êQGóe -

 .IôgÉ�dG ,åjó�G QGO ,öTÉædG ±GöTEÉH AÉª�©dG øe áæ÷ :¬©LGQ ,ájRƒ÷G º«b øH ÜƒjCG

.1977 á©HÉ°ùdG á©Ñ£dG ,±QÉ©ŸG QGO ,QÉ°ûædG »eÉ°S »�Y Qƒàcó�d ,»Ø°ù�ØdG ôμØdG ICÉ°ûf -
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 á«cõJ �GƒMCG ¬H ±ô©oJ º�Y ƒg{ :(�1520/�926ä) …QÉ°üfC’G ÉjôcR �Ó°SE’G ï«°T �Ébh

 á«cõàdG ¬Yƒ°Vƒeh ,ájóHC’G IOÉ©°ùdG �«æd ,øWÉÑdGh ôgÉ¶dG Òª©Jh ,¥ÓNC’G á«Ø°üJh ,¢SƒØædG

 øe  ¬Ñàc  �a  ôcòj  Ée  ¬�FÉ°ùeh  ,ájóHC’G  IOÉ©°ùdG  �«f  ¬àjÉZh  ,äGQƒcòŸG  Òª©àdGh  á«Ø°üàdGh

 ¬K qQh ,º� nY ÉÃ �ª nY øe :ÈîH ¬«dEG QÉ°ûŸG ,�ª©dG áé«àf �g �àdG áKGQƒdG º�Y º�©dG Gògh .ó°UÉ�ŸG

.15zºn� r© nj 
 Ée nº� pY ˆG

 IQÉÑY ±ƒ°üàdG º�Y ¿CG ˆG 	ªMQ »NCG Éj º�YG{ :(�1565/�973ä) �fGô©°ûdG �ÉeE’G �ƒ�jh

 ìó�fG Éª¡H �ªY øe �μa ,áæ°ùdGh ÜÉàμdÉH �ª©dÉH äQÉæà°SG ÚM AÉ«dhC’G Üƒ�b �a ìó�fG º�Y øY

.16zÉ¡æY ø°ùdC’G õé©J �FÉ�Mh QGöSCGh ÜGOBGh �ƒ�Y 	dP øe ¬d

 »eÓ°SE’G �ÉéŸG �Øa ,ÉãjóMh ÉÁób øjôμØŸGh AÉ¡�ØdG »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG Qó°üe ádCÉ°ùe â�¨°T

 ¢ùØf �ah ,�Ó°SEÓd á«MhôdG äÉ«�éàdG øe É k«u�Œ �QÉÑàYÉH ¬æY ™aGójh ±ƒ°üàdG ójDƒj øe ó‚

 ¬àdÉ°UCG ¿ƒàÑãoj ±ƒ°üà�d ¿hójDƒŸÉa ;ÒØμàdG óM ¬H �°üjh ±ƒ°üàdG ¢VQÉ©j øe �Éæg ,âbƒdG

 ¬©eh ,(�1111/�505ä) ‹Gõ¨dG óeÉM ƒHCG  �ÉeE’Éc ,áæ°ùdGh ¿BGô�dG ¤EG GOÉæà°SG ,á«eÓ°SE’G

 ,(�988/�378ä) »°Sƒ£dG êGöùdG öüf �HCG �ÉãeCG øe iÈμdG á«aƒ°üdG äÉØæ°üŸG ÜÉë°UCG

 �ÓL øjôNCÉàŸG AÉª�©dG øeh ,ºgÒZh ,(�1072/�465ä) …Ò°û�dG ËôμdG óÑY º°SÉ�dG �HCGh

 ,¿hÒãc ºgÒZh ,(�1520/�926ä) …QÉ°üfC’G ÉjôcRh ,(�1505/�911ä) »Wƒ«°ùdG øjódG

 ƒHCGh ,(1947ä) ¥RGôdG óÑY �Ø£°üe �ÉãeCG IÒ«Ñc áØFÉW øjöUÉ©ŸGh ÚKóëŸG ÚãMÉÑdG øeh

 (1995ä) ÊGRÉàØàdG ÉaƒdG ƒHCGh ,(1969ä) »ª�M �Ø£°üe óª�h ,(1964ä) »Ø«ØY Ó©dG

 øe äGôKCÉàdG ¢†©Ñd ¢Vô©J ,á�«°UCG á«eÓ°SEG IôgÉX �QÉÑàYÉH ,(2002 ä) …hóH øªMôdG óÑYh

 .17iôNC’G á«eÓ°SE’G �ƒ�©dG ¿CÉ°ûc ,áØ�à� äÉÄ«H

 ,�ƒWôÿG ,�ƒWôÿG á©eÉL á©Ñ£e ,AÉ«dhC’G äÉeGôch ±ƒ°üàdG á�«�M ,óªM ��Y óª� -15

.2¢U ,1979

 ,1`L ,ïjQÉJ ¿hóH ,IôgÉ�dG ,»Hô©dG ôμØdG QGO ,iÈμdG äÉ�Ñ£dG ,ÊGô©°ûdG ÜÉgƒdG óÑY -16

 .4¢U

 ¢Uƒ°üf :�Ó°SE’G �a á«MhôdG äÉ«�éàdG{ ,QƒfCG ø°ùM óªMCGh ÚdƒJÉμ°S �ÑjRƒL :ô¶fCG -17

 .13¢U ,2008 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ÜÉàμ�d áeÉ©dG ájöüŸG áÄ«¡dG ,zïjQÉàdG ÈY á«aƒ°U
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 GÒãc ¬HÉ°ûàJ É¡fCG ’EG ,ÉgöüM Ö©°üj áãjóMh áÁób IójóY äÉØjô©J ��Y á«aƒ°üdG ôaGƒàJh

 »bÎdG ¤EG ±ó¡J IÉ«M áØ°ù�a ±ƒ°üàdG{ :ÊGRÉàØàdG »ª«æ¨dG ÉaƒdG ƒHCG  Ö°ùëÑa ÚeÉ°†ŸG ‘

 ¢†©H �a Qƒ©°ûdG ¤EG …ODƒJ áæs«©e á«�ªY äÉ«°VÉjQ á£°SGƒH ��ëàJh ,É k«bÓNCG á«fÉ°ùfE’G ¢ùØædÉH

 ,á«MhôdG IOÉ©°ùdG É¡oJôªKh ,kÓ�Y ’ É kbhP É¡H ¿Éaô©dGh ,�ª°SC’G á�«��G �a AÉæØdÉH ¿É«MC’G

.12zá«JGPh ™HÉ£dG á«fGóLh É¡fC’ ájOÉ©dG á¨�dG ®ÉØdCÉH É¡�FÉ�M øY ÒÑ©àdG Ö©°üjh

 ,»bÓNC’G »bÎdÉc ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG É¡H õ«ªàj �àdG öUÉæ©dG ºgCG jô©àdG Gòg øª°†àjh

 ájõeôdGh ,á«MhôdG IOÉ©°ùdGh áæ«fCÉª£dGh ,öTÉÑŸG »bhòdG ¿Éaô©dGh ,É«�©dG á�«��G ‘ AÉæØdGh

 ÚÑJ ±ƒ°üàdG ¤EG á«�«�– Iô¶f{ ¿EÉa ÊGRÉàØàdG Ö°ùëÑa ,¬à«gÉe ÚÑjh ,‘ƒ°üdG ÒÑ©àdG �a

 ,É k«bÓNCG ¢ùØædG IógÉéÃ CGóÑJ ,ˆG ¤EG �ƒ�°ù�d É k�jôW ¿hQƒ°üàj º¡aÓàNG ��Y á«aƒ°üdG ¿CG Éæd

 ¬JÉeÉ�e øe �¡àæjh ,�GƒMC’Gh äÉeÉ�ŸÉH ºgóæY ±ô©oJ IOó©àe �MGôe �a ¬d 	dÉ°ùdG êQóàjh

 ˆG …nój ÚH óÑ©dG �É�e �É�ŸÉH á«aƒ°üdG »æ©jh .�jô£dG ájÉ¡f �gh ,ˆÉH áaô©ŸG ¤EG ¬dGƒMCGh

 ógõdGh áHƒàdG :ºgóæY äÉeÉ�ŸG á�ãeCG øeh .äÉ«°VÉjôdGh äGógÉéŸGh äGOÉÑ©dG øe ¬«a �É�j Éª«a

 �– hCG Üƒ��dÉH �ëj Ée »¡a �GƒMC’G ÉeCG .	dP ¤EG Éeh �cƒàdGh É°VôdGh È°üdGh ô�ØdGh ´QƒdGh

 äGOÉÑ©dGh äGógÉéŸG �jôW øe ,»°Sƒ£dG �ƒ�j Éªc ,�É�G ¢ù«dh ,QÉcPC’G AÉØ°U øe Üƒ��dG ¬H

 ¥ƒ°ûdGh AÉLôdGh ±ƒÿGh áÑëŸGh Üô�dGh áÑbGôŸG :ºgóæY �GƒMC’G á�ãeCG øeh ,ÉgÉfôcP »àdG

.13 z	dP ÒZh Ú�«dGh IógÉ°ûŸGh áæ«fCÉª£dGh ¢ùfC’Gh

 í°VƒoJ �gh ,á«aƒ°üdG äÉØæ°üŸG �à� �a O pô nJ ±ƒ°üà�d äÉØjô©àdG øe ÒÑc OóY �Éægh

 /`g367 ä) …PÉHGöüædG º°SÉ�dG ƒHCG �ƒ�j ,¬HÉë°UCG óæY ¬fƒª°†eh ±ƒ°üàdG �ƒ¡Øe ÚÑoJh

 øY n�DhÉæ na o±ƒ°üàdG ,¬«dEG Ò°ûj o¬æ pe lô nWÉ nN nh ,��G ��Y o�oój ��G nø pe lQƒf ±ƒ°üàdG{ :(�977

.14zÉ nª o¡ofƒ nμ oe ,��rÑn« pd ÚfƒμdG

.21-9¢U ,±ƒ°üàdG ´ƒ°Vƒe

 áYÉÑ£�d áaÉ�ãdG QGO ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ¤EG �Nóe ,ÊGRÉàØàdG �ª«æ¨dG ÉaƒdG ƒHCG -12

.8¢U ,1979 ,IôgÉ�dG ,öûædGh

.39-38¢U ,�Nóe ,ÊGRÉàØàdG -13

 ,»ÑX ƒHCG ,�aÉ�ãdG ™ªéŸG ,OhQÉH �É°ùH �«�– ,QGöSC’G Öjò¡J ,»°TƒcôÿG 	�ŸG óÑY -14

.37-36¢U ,1999 ,äGQÉeE’G
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 ¬©ªLh ,z± uƒ°ünà oe{h ,z‘ƒ o°U{ �ãe É¡JÉ�à°ûeh z±ƒ°üàdG{ áª�c �°UCG �ƒM ÒÑc �óL �Éæg

 ,âÑ©°ûJh AGQB’G âØ�àNG ó�a ,z± tƒ n°ünJ{ �Qó°üeh z n± sƒ n°ünJ{ ¬�©ah ,zá na uƒ°üà oe{ hCG zás«aƒ o°U{

 ,z±ƒ t°üdG{ ßØd øe á�à°ûe z‘ƒ°U{ á¶Ød ¿CG ��Y Gƒ©ªLCG ,ÚKnó�h �eGó ob ,Ú°SQGódG ¿CG ’EG

 ‘ƒ°üdG ßØ�dG �JCÉj ¬æeh ,á¨�dG ¬�ªà– iòdG ó«MƒdG ¥É�à°T’G ƒ¡a ,(± h ¢U) �°UC’G øeh

 �Éægh  .(Qó°üŸG)  ± tƒ°üàdG  ßØ�dGh  ,z±ƒ°üdG  ¢ùÑd{  …CG  (�©ØdG)  ± sƒ n°ünJ  ßØ�dGh  (áÑ°ùædG)

 G kQÉ©°T iôé¡dG �fÉãdG ¿ô�dG ájGóH òæe íÑ°UCG  ±ƒ°üdG ¿CÉH âÑãoJ  Oó°üdG Gò¡H IójóY äÉjGhQ

 ÚH  äöûàfG  »àdG  ñòÑdGh  ±ÎdG  IÉ«M  øY  º¡d  Gõ««“  ,�FGhC’G  OÉÑ©dGh  OÉgõdG  ÚH  G köûàæe

.AÉ«�JC’Gh AÉ«ÑfCÓd ±ƒ°üdG ¢ùÑd áÑ°ùf IójóY á«aƒ°U äÉjGhQ �a ó‚h ,AGôeC’Gh AÉ«æZC’G

 �à°ûe z‘ƒ°U{ ßØd ¿EÉH �ƒ�dÉc z‘ƒ°U{ ßØ�d iôNCG äÉbÉ�à°TG á«aƒ°üdG äÉØæ°üŸG �ó�Jh

 ,¬�FGPQh ¬HƒfP �c øe ô u¡ oW iCG ,(¬oÑ�b ‘ƒ°U) IQÉÑ©dG ¬æeh ,( kAÉØ n°U -ƒØ°üj -ÉØ°U) �©ØdG øe

 øe �à°ûe ßØ�dG ¿EÉH ¿hôNBG �Ébh ,‘ƒ o°U » uª o°S 	dò�a �É sØ°Uh ¬nÑ�b ˆG ô s¡W øe ƒg ‘ƒ°üdÉa

 óé°ùe ÖfÉL ¤EG (�s�¶ oe ¿Éμe iCG) á sØ o°U º¡d â«oæH øjôLÉ¡ŸG AGô�a øe �ƒb ºgh ,zá sØ o°üdG �gCG{

 A’Dƒ¡d  OGóàeG  ºg  ±ƒ°üàdG  �gCG  ¿CG  …CG  .	dP  ��Y  �ƒ°SôdG  º¡Móªa  ,áæjóŸÉH  �Ó°SE’G  �ƒ°SQ

 øe �à°ûe ¬fEG �ƒ�j øe �Éægh .ºgôeCÉH ôbCGh �ƒ°SôdG º¡H �°UhCG øjòdG �FGhC’G OÉgõdGh AGô�ØdG

 áª�μdG øe �à°ûe ¬fEG �ƒ�j º¡°†©Hh .ˆG �ÉeCG �hC’G °üdG �a º¡fCG ¤EG IQÉ°TEG ,z q s°üdG{ ßØd

 º¡a IÈÿGh áªμ�G �gCG øe º¡°ùØfCG GhÈàYG º¡fC’ ,zº«μ�G{ ÉgÉæ©eh (sofos) á«fÉfƒ«dG

 á«fÉfƒ«dG áª�μdG ¿EG rPEG G kóL É kØ«©°V hóÑj ÒNC’G ¥É�à°T’G Gòg ¿CG ’EG .á«�«��G áaô©ŸG ÜÉë°UCG
11.(‘ƒ°U)`H ¢ù«dh (¢Sƒaƒ°S) áª�μH Úª�°ùŸG áØ°SÓØdG óæY IOÉY âH qô oY (sofos)

 ,IOƒY °Sƒj ÚeCG .O :ô¶fCG ,áÑ°ùædGh ¥É�à°T’Gh á«ª°ùàdG �°UCG �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -11

 ,áLƒN ˆG £d .â«ÑdG �BG á©eÉL ,äÉ¨�dG õcôe ,¬àd’Oh ±ƒ°üàdG í�£°üe �°UCG ‘ á°SGQO
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	jô©àdGh á«ª°ùàdG �ƒ°UCG
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 �¡dE’G  Ö�G  IÈN  ‘  �ª©àdG  ™e  Újôé¡dG  ådÉãdGh  ÊÉãdG  Úfô�dG  �a  äQƒ£Jh  â‰  ºK

 �ÉãeCG  ™e  AÉ�ÑdGh  AÉæØdG  Iôμa  ™eh  ,(�  801/�185ä)  ájöüÑdG  ájhó©dG  á©HGQ  �ÉãeCG  ™e

 êÓ�G  Qƒ°üæe  øH  Ú°ù�G  IÉ°SCÉe  ¤EG  ±É£ŸG  ôNBG  â�°Uhh  ,(�910/�298ä)  ó«æ÷G

 ácôM ÚH �OÉ°üàdGh ôJƒàdG ôgÉ¶e óMCG »eÓ°SE’G ïjQÉàdG �a �ã o“ »àdGh (�922/�309ä)

 ±ƒ°üàdÉH  ±ô oY  �hC’G  :øjQÉ°ùe  äòîJCGh  .(Úª�μàŸG)  AÉ¡�ØdG  
ÉYh  (áaƒ°üàŸG)  AGô�ØdG

 �ÉãeCG  øe ,¬HÉë°UCG  ó¡àLG å«M ,Éªgó©H Éeh Újôé¡dG ¢ùeÉÿGh ™HGôdG Úfô�dG �a �æ t°ùdG

 ÚH ™æ� oe m�aGƒJ á¨«°U OÉéjEG �a ,�ÒZh (�1111/�505ä) ‹Gõ¨dG óª� óeÉM �HCG �ÉeE’G

 áª«¶Y á«aƒ°U äÉØsæ°üe �ÉŒ’G Gòg èàfCGh.á«eÓ°SE’G á©jöûdGôgÉXh áæWÉÑdG á«aƒ°üdG IÈÿG

 ,(�1072/�465ä) iÒ°û�dG ËôμdG óÑY º°SÉ�dG �HCG �ÉeEÓd zájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG{ �ÉãeCG ,áahô©e

 »Ø°ù�a :ÊÉãdGh ,»æ°ùdG ±ƒ°üàdG áªb �ãÁ ƒgh ,¤Gõ¨dG óª� óeÉM �HC’ zøjódG �ƒ�Y AÉ«MEG{h

 ¢SOÉ°ùdG  Úfô�dG  �a zOƒLƒdG IóMh{ á°SQóe ÜÉë°UCÉH  �ã“ ,ájô¶f ÌcCG  ä’É› �a �ZƒJ

 ó�a .�ÒZh (�1240/�638ä) »HôY øH øjódG �«� �ÉãeCG ,Éªgó©H Éeh Újôé¡dG ™HÉ°ùdGh

 ÉgÉæ©Ã ,zá«eÓ°SE’G á©jöûdG øWÉH{ �ª°ùj Ée ÚHh ±ƒ°üàdG ÚH �aƒJ á¨«°U OÉéjEG �a ó¡àLG

 Iójôa á«Ø°ù�a äÉjô¶æH á©Ñ°ûàe áª«¶Y á«aƒ°U äÉØsæ°üe èàfCG óbh .��YC’G Égó°ü�eh �«ª©dG

 ácôM äQƒ£J  ,G kóYÉ°üa  iOÓ«ŸG  öûY  ÊÉãdG  /…ôé¡dG  ¢SOÉ°ùdG  ¿ô�dG  òæeh  ,áYóÑe  á�«ªY

 
É©dG �a äöûàfGh äôgORG �àdG  ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG IôgÉ¶H ± nô©oj  Éª«a â©°SƒJh ±ƒ°üàdG

.10øgGôdG âbƒdG �àM »eÓ°SE’G

 ¢Uƒ°üf :�Ó°SE’G �a á«MhôdG äÉ«�éàdG{ ,QƒfCG ø°ùM óªMCGh ÚdƒJÉμ°S �ÑjRƒL :ô¶fCG -10

 .7¢U ,2008 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ÜÉàμ�d áeÉ©dG ájöüŸG áÄ«¡dG ,zïjQÉàdG ÈY á«aƒ°U
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 ±ƒ°üà�d  �fÉfƒ«dG  Qó°üŸÉH  �ƒ�dG  ¤EG  ¿hGôHh  ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«fh  ,…ÒdhCG  �ÉãeCG  ¿hôNBG  ÖgPh

 áØ°ù�ØdG  ÚH  ÒÑc  ¬HÉ°ûJ  OƒLƒd  Gô¶f  .áKóëŸG  á«fƒWÓaC’G  áØ°ù�ØdG  á°UÉNh  ,»eÓ°SE’G

 øYh ,(Logos) áª�μdGh óMGƒdG øY Gƒª�μJ øjòdG á«aƒ°üdG ¢†©H Iôμah áKóëŸG á«fƒWÓaC’G

 .¿ƒμdG ÖJGôe øYh ,óMGƒdG øe 
É©dG Qhó°Uh ¢†«ØdG

 ,…ÒdhCGh  ,¢Sƒ«KÓH  Ú°SBGh  ,…RhOh  ,ôÁôc  ¿ƒah  ,ô¡jRódƒL  �ÉãeCG  ºgÒZ  íLQh

 iôNC’G  á«æjódG  äÉaÉ�ãdÉH  hCG  ,»ë«°ùŸG  Qó°üŸÉH  �ƒ�dG  ,ºgÒZh  ,…QófG  QƒJh  ,¿ƒ°ù�μ«fh

 ¢†©H iód GôμÑe äô¡X »àdG »¡dE’G Ö�G Iôμa ÚH ¬HÉ°ûà�d Gô¶f ÉgÒZh ájOƒ¡«dG áaÉ�ãdÉc

 ógõdG  IÉ«�  ƒYóJ  á«aƒ°U  �GƒbCG  OƒLƒd  Gô¶fh  ,á¡HÉ°ûe  á«ë«°ùe  QÉμaCGh  Úª�°ùŸG  á«aƒ°U

.6Ú«ë«°ùŸG ¿ÉÑgôdG �GƒbCG ¬Ñ°ûJ 	°ùæàdGh °û�àdGh

 �QÉÑàYG ��Y ¿hOó°ûj �eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üà�d Ú°SQGódÉa á«MhQ IQƒK »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG �ãÁh

 ±ƒ°üàdG  �a  ¬HÉàc  ,�ª�M  �Ø£°üe  óª�  ¿ nƒræ nY  ó�a  ,»eÓ°SE’G  øjódG  øe  »MhôdGó©ÑdG

 IQƒãdG  ,±ƒ°üàdG{  `H  ¬HÉàc  ¿ƒæY  »Ø«ØY  Ó©dG  ƒHCG  	dòch ,7z�Ó°SE’G  �a  á«MhôdG  IÉ«�G{  `H

 â��WCGh  ,»eÓ°SE’G  øjó�d  �MhôdG  ó©oÑdG  �ãÁ  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdÉa  .8z�Ó°SE’G  �a  á«MhôdG

 ‘ á«aƒ°üdG OÉ©HC’G{ :¿GƒæY ±ƒ°üàdG ‘ É¡HÉàc ��Y �ª«°T iQÉe ÉfBG IÒ¡°ûdG á«fÉŸC’G áãMÉÑdG

 .9z�Ó°SE’G

 ,»eÓ°SE’G ïjQÉàdG ‘ Ióà‡ áeÉg á«îjQÉJ IôgÉX �ãÁ »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ¿CÉH �ƒ�dG øμÁh

 …ôé¡dG  �hC’G  ¿ô�dG  �a  á«Mh tôdG  ácô�G �òg  äCGóH  ó�a  ,¿hô�dG  ÈY á«MhQ ácôëc â�Œ

 ,�ÒZh  (�728/�110ä)  …öüÑdG  ø°ù�G  �ÉãeCG  øe  �FGhC’G  OÉgõdGh  OÉÑ©dG  ácôM  ™e

 ICÉ°ûf ,ìÉàa ó«ª�G óÑY ¿ÉaôY :ô¶fCG ,Égó�fh Úböûà°ùŸG AGQBG �ƒM �«°üØàdG øe ójõŸ -6

.50-40¢U ,1993 ,¤hC’G á©Ñ£dG ,ähÒH ,�«÷G QGO ,ÉgQƒ£Jh á«aƒ°üdG áØ°ù�ØdG

 ,ÜÉàμ�d áeÉ©dG ájöüŸG áÄ«¡dG ,�Ó°SE’G �a á«MhôdG IÉ«�G ,»ª�M �Ø£°üe óª� -7

.2• ,1984 ,IôgÉ�dG

.1963 ,IôgÉ�dG ,�Ó°SE’G ‘ á«MhôdG IQƒãdG :±ƒ°üàdG ,»Ø«ØY Ó©dG ƒHCG -8

 �«YÉª°SG óª� áªLôJ ,±ƒ°üàdG ïjQÉJh �Ó°SE’G �a á«aƒ°üdG OÉ©HC’G ,�ª«°T iQÉe ÉfBG -9

.2006 ,É«fÉŸCG ,É«fƒdƒc ,�ª÷G äGQƒ°ûæe ,Ö£b óeÉM É°VQh
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 ¿ƒædG  hP  Ö°ùëÑa  ,áæ°ùdGh  ÜÉàμdGh  ±ƒ°üàdG  ÚH  §HôdG  ��Y  áaƒ°üàŸG  �ƒbCG  ôKÉμàJh

 ¬bÓNCG ‘ º�°Sh ¬dBGh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U ˆG Ö«ÑM á©HÉàe �Lh õY ˆ áÑëŸG äÉeÓY øe{ :…öüŸG

 ’EG ��ÿG ��Y IOhó°ùe É¡�c ¥ô£dG{ :¬dƒ�H 	dP ��Y ó«æ÷G Oó°ûjh ,3z¬ææ°Sh �ôeGhCGh ¬dÉ©aCGh

.4z�Ó°ùdGh IÓ°üdG ¬«�Y �ƒ°SôdG ôKCG �ØàbG øe

 ¥öûà°ùŸÉc ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üà�d á«eÓ°SE’G Qhò÷G ��Y øjôNCÉàŸG Úböûà°ùŸG º¶©e ócDƒjh

 ,z»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üà�d »æ�àdG ¢SƒeÉ�dG QOÉ°üe �a á°SGQO{ ¬HÉàc ‘ ¿ƒ«æ«°SÉe ¢ùjƒd �°ùfôØdG

 PEG .¢û«æc Qóæ°ùμ«dCGh ,�ª«°T iQÉe ÉfBGh ,iôHQBG ôKQBG ¿ƒLh ,IôNCÉàŸG ¬KÉëHCG �a ¿ƒ°ù�μ«fh

 ádÉ°UCÉH  ™àªàj  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  ¿ƒc  ��Y  ÚKnóëoŸG  Úböûà°ùŸG  iód  ´ÉªLEG  ¬Ñ°T  ßMÓf

 äöUÉY  »àdG  äÉaÉ�ãdG  �à�  øe  äGôKCÉàdG  ¢†©H  QÉμfEG  ¿hO  ,»eÓ°SE’G  øjódG  �a  IôgÉX

 á«°†b  øe  É kfRGƒàe  É kØbƒe  òîàj  ƒ¡a  ,ÊGRÉàØàdG  ÉaƒdG  ƒHCG  � tô�oj  Ée  ƒgh  ,»eÓ°SE’G  ïjQÉàdG

 º�©dG �a á«aƒ°üdG ÖgGòe ¿CÉH �ƒ�dG »ª�©dG ±É°üfE’G øe ¿EÉa 	dòdh{ :�ƒ�j PEG ôKCÉàdGh ádÉ°UC’G

 �ÉμàMGh ·C’G AÉ�àdG ºμëHh âbƒdG QhôÃ ¬fCG ’EG .»eÓ°SEG Qó°üe ¤EG tO nôoJ á«�ª©dG º¡JÉ°VÉjQh

 Úböûà°ùŸG ¢†©H ø¶a ,á«ë«°ùŸG ÒZ hCG á«ë«°ùŸG äGôKDƒŸG øe A»°T É¡«dEG ÜöùJ äGQÉ°†�G

 5zá«ë«°ùŸG øY GhòNCG Ée �hCG GhòNCG á«aƒ°üdG ¿CG CÉ£N

 ¿ô�dG  ájGóH  �àM  öûY  øeÉãdG  ¿ô�dG  òæe  Ghô¡X  øjòdG  ,Úböûà°ùŸG  øe  �hC’G  �«÷G  ÉeCG

 ºgôKCÉJ ¥É«°S ‘ ,á«ÑæLCG QOÉ°üe øe CÉ°ûf �eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ¿CÉH �ƒ�dG ¤EG GƒÑgP ó�a ,øjöû©dG

 �ÉãeCG ,�°SQÉa -ióæg �°UCG øe …CG ,ájQBG -hóæ¡dG ¿ÉjOCÓd º¡°†©H �Gõ©a ,á«HhQhC’G ájõcôŸÉH

 IôμØdG ÚH ¬HÉ°ûJ OƒLƒd Gô¶f ,,ºgÒZh ,ÒfGRh ,¿É“QÉgh ,øJQƒg ÒŸÉHh ,iRhOh ,�ƒdƒK

 � sª°ùŸGh  �μ�d  ��£ŸG  CGóÑŸG  ƒgh  óMhC’G  �ª°SC’G  ��«��G  OƒLƒŸG  øY  á«°Shóæ¡dG  ájh nó rMƒdG

.IóMh á°SQóe ÜÉë°UCG øe á«aƒ°üdG ¢†©H Iôμah ,¿Éªg nôH `H ºgóæY

 :OGóYEGh �«�– .±ƒ°üàdG º�Y ‘ ájÒ°û�dG ádÉ°SôdG ,¿RGƒg øH ËôμdG óÑY ,…Ò°û�dG -3

.433¢U ,1990 ,ähÒH ,�«÷G QGO ,2• ,»L ¬£�H ó«ª�G óÑY »�Yh ,�jQR ±hô©e

.430¢U ,�HÉ°ùdG ™LôŸG ¢ùØf -4

 ,öûædGh áYÉÑ£�d áaÉ�ãdG QGO ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ¤EG �Nóe ,ÊGRÉàØàdG �ª«æ¨dG ÉaƒdG ƒHCG -5

.30-29¢U ,1979 ,IôgÉ�dG
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 ,¬°ù«°SCÉJh  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  ICÉ°ûf  ™«HÉæj  �ƒM  ÉãjóMh  ÉÁób  IójóY  äÉ¡Ñ°T  äÒKCG

 �ƒ�j »eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG ¿CÉH Éæª�Y GPEGh ,É«îjQÉJ �Qƒ�ÑJ ��Y â�ªY »àdG Qhò÷Gh QOÉ°üŸGh

 á«eÓ°SE’G QOÉ°üª�d ¢ù°SDƒŸG QhódG ÚÑàf ‘ƒ°üdG �ª©dG �aCG ‘ �ƒNó�d áeó�ªc ógõdG IóYÉb ��Y

 ¬JGQÉ°ùe  ‘  ÒKCÉàdGh  ôKCÉàdG  IóYÉb  »Øæj  ’  	dP  ¿CG  ’EG  ,�Qƒ£Jh  �Qƒ¡X ‘ áæ°ùdGh  ¿BGô�dG  øe

 å– Éªc ,É¡ePh É«fódG ‘ ógõdG ��Y ¢†– IÒãc äÉjBÉH ËôμdG ¿BGô�dG �Øëj PEG ,¬JGOÉ¡àLGh

 »°Sƒ£dÉa ,¥ƒ°ùØdGh AÉjôdG ÜÉæàLGh iƒ�àdGh ¢UÓNE’G �GhóH ,É¡Móeh IôNB’ÉH Ö«ZÎdG ��Y

 ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U �ƒ°SôdÉH AGóàb’Gh ,�Lh õY ˆG ÜÉàc á©HÉàÃ ±ƒ°üàdG ó««�J IQhöV ��Y Oó°ûj
1 .Ú�É°üdG ˆG OÉÑY ÜGOBÉH ÜOCÉàdGh ,Ú©HÉàdGh áHÉë°üdG ¥ÓNCÉH ��îàdGh ,º�°Sh ¬dBGh

 ,»eÓ°SE’G  �Qó°üeh  ±ƒ°üàdG  ÚH  á�«KƒdG  á�°üdG  ��Y  ,(`g  808  ä)  ¿hó�N  øHG  Oó°ûjh

 �õJ 
 �ƒ�dG  A’Dƒg �jôW ¿CG  ¬�°UCGh .á�ŸG  ‘ áKOÉ�G á«YöûdG �ƒ�©dG  øe º�©dG  Gòg{ :¬dƒ�H

 É¡�°UCGh 0ájGó¡dGh ��G �jôW ,ºgó©H øeh Ú©HÉàdGh áHÉë°üdG øe ÉgQÉÑch ,áeC’G �°S óæY

 ógõdGh ,É¡àæjRh É«fódG ±ôNR øY ¢VGôYE’Gh ,¤É©J ˆG ¤EG ´É£�f’Gh ,IOÉÑ©dG ��Y ±ƒμ©dG

 	dP ¿Éch 0IOÉÑ©�d Iƒ�ÿG ‘ ��ÿG øY OGôØf’Gh ,�ÉLh �Éeh Iòd øe Qƒ¡ª÷G ¬«�Y �Ñ�j Éª«a

 ¢SÉædG íæLh ,�ó©H Éeh ÊÉãdG ¿ô�dG ‘ É«fódG ��Y �ÉÑbE’G É°ûa Éª�a ,�°ùdGh áHÉë°üdG ‘ kÉeÉY

.2záaƒ°üàŸGh á«aƒ°üdG º°SÉH IOÉÑ©dG ��Y ¿ƒ�Ñ�ŸG ¢üàNG ,É«fódG áÑWÉ� ¤EG

 ,Oƒª� º«��G óÑY .O :¬ãjOÉMCG êôNh ¬d �óbh ¬��M .™ª�dG ,êGöùdG öüf ƒHCG ,»°Sƒ£dG -1

.21¢U ,1960 ,IôgÉ�dG ,áãjó�G ÖàμdG QGO ,QhöS »bÉÑdG óÑY ¬Wh

 ,1995 ,ähÒH ,ájöü©dG áÑàμŸG ,1• ,…ójƒ÷G ¢ûjhQO :�«�– ,áeó�ŸG ,¿hó�N øHG -2

.514¢U
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¢ù«°SCÉàdGh ICÉ°ûædG ™«HÉæj
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 áªFGƒŸG  ��Y  É¡JQó�H  �ãªàj  ¿OQC’G  ‘  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ¬LGƒj  …òdG  RôHC’G  …óëàdG  �©d

 á«dÉØàM’Gh á«°ù�£dG  Égó«dÉ�àH  	°ùªàdG  ��Y öüj ¥ô£dG  �òg ¢†©Ña ,åjóëàdGh ó«��àdG  ÚH

 äCÉ°ûfCÉa  áKGó�G  ��Y  ÉMÉàØfGh  GójóŒ  ÌcCG  Éé¡f  »æÑJ  ��Y  iôNCG  äóªY  Éªæ«H  ,áKQGƒàŸG

 �ƒNódG óM ��ÑJ 
 É¡fCG ’EG ,»cÎdG ‘ƒ°üdG êPƒªædÉH Iƒ°SCG á«eÓYEGh á«ª«�©Jh á«ª�Y äÉ°ù°SDƒe

 ¿Gó�H ‘ É¡JGÒ¶æd çóM Éªc á°UÉN ÜGõMCG ¢ù«°SCÉJ �ÓN øe á«°SÉ«°ùdG IÉ«�G ‘ ácQÉ°ûŸGh

 .IójóY á«eÓ°SEGh á«HôY

 ¿OQC’G  ‘  IöûàæŸG  á«aƒ°üdG  ÉjGhõdGh  ¥ô£dG  ��Y  ±ô©àdÉH  á°SGQódG  �òg  ‘  �ƒ�f  ±ƒ°Sh

 øY  °ûμdGh  ,É¡JÉYôØJh  á«fÉé«àdGh  ájóæÑ°û�ædGh  á«Jƒ�ÿGh  á«dPÉ°ûdGh  á«YÉaôdGh  ájQOÉ�dÉc

 «μàdG ��Y É¡JQób ióeh ,É¡dƒ°UCGh É¡JGó�à©Ã jô©àdGh ,É¡Nƒ«°Th ÉgQÉ°ûàfGhh É¡à«îjQÉJ

.™ªàéŸGh ádhódG âdÉW »àdG åjóëàdG äÉbÉ«°S ‘ ójóéàdGh

 GƒfhÉ©Jh  ,º¡JÉbhCÉH  »�Y  Gƒ�îÑj  
  øjòdG  á«aƒ°üdG  ¥ô£dG  ïjÉ°ûe  ôμ°TCG  ¿CG  »æJƒØj  ’h

 …ÒàÑdG �FGh åMÉÑdG õjõ©dG �jó°ü�d �ƒ°UƒŸG ôμ°ûdGh ,º¡à£°ûfGh ºgó«fÉ°SCG ��Y »YÓWÉH

 á°ù°SDƒeh ,	jÉ�G ódÉN QƒàcódG õjõ©dG ñC’G 	dòch ,á°SGQódG RÉ‚EG ‘ ÒÑc ó¡éH ºgÉ°S …òdG

 äÉcô�G  �ƒM  çÉëHC’G  øe  á°ù�°S  öûf  ��Y  âHCGO  »àdG  ¿ÉªY  ‘  É¡Ñàμeh  äÈjG  ¢ûjQójôa

 .¿OQC’G ‘ á«eÓ°SE’G
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 äÉeÉ¡JGh  á©°SGh  ¬jƒ°ûJ  á�ª�  â°Vô©J  PEG  ,iôNCG  á¡L  øe  á«eÉæàŸG  …OÉ¡÷Gh  »°SÉ«°ùdGh

 ¿CG  ’EG  ,QÉª©à°S’G I’ƒeh �îàdGh Oƒª÷Gh áYóÑdGh áaGôÿGh �¡÷G QGRhCG  É¡à�ªM á©«æ°T

 ,Oƒª°üdGh  AÉ�ÑdG  ��Y  É¡JQób  øY  âægôHh  ,ójóéàdGh  áehÉ�ŸGh  «μàdG  øe  âæμ“ á«aƒ°üdG

 …ôë°ùdG …ó«��àdG 
É©dG ôgÉ¶e øe ÉgQÉÑàYÉH ÉgQÉKófGh É¡dGhõH á«KGó�G äÉ©bƒàdG âØdÉNh

 IOƒY áæª�©dGh åjóëàdÉH É°ùÑ�Jh á«fÓ�Y äÉ©ªàéŸGh äÉÄ«ÑdG ÌcCG ‘ 
É©dG ó¡°T ó�a ,‹É«ÿGh

 ájOÉe º«b øe ¬JRôaCG Éeh á«æ�àdG IQÉ°†M ¿É«¨W ��Y �©a Oôc ,É«YÉªLh ÉjOôa »æjódG ¢Só�ŸG

 OƒLh ��Y �æ©ŸG AÉØ°VEG ��Y IQó�dG É¡H á£ÑJôŸG ájõeôdG äÉeƒ¶æŸG ¿Gó�ah á«cÓ¡à°SG •É‰CGh

 IQób  ��Y  âægôHh  �æ©ŸGh  �É«î�d  �ÉéŸG  âë°ùaCG  á«KGóM  ó©H  Ée  äGQÉ«J  äô¡Xh  ,¿É°ùfE’G

.áŸƒ©dG �X ‘ á«Ä«°ûàdGh á«bÉbÎ°S’Gh á«Ñ°ùædG º«b ��Y äÉHÉLEG Ëó�J ��Y á«aƒ°üdG

 äô¡X ó�a ,á«æjódG äÉcô�G Oƒ©°U ‘ GAÉæãà°SG ÊOQC’Gh »eÓ°SE’Gh »Hô©dG ™bGƒdG øμj 
h

 Gô£N �μ°ûJ âJÉHh ,Iƒ�H �öüæŸG ¿ô�dG øe äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ó�Y �ÓN »°SÉ«°ùdG �Ó°SE’G äÉcôM

 »Ñ©°ûdG øjóàdG ™«é°ûJh ºYO ��Y ádhódG â�ªY ¥É«°ùdG Gòg ‘h ,áªcÉ�G á«°SÉ«°ùdG º¶ædG ��Y

 É¡àeó�e ‘h IóYÉ°üdG äÉcô�G �òg á¡LGƒŸ »LƒdƒjójE’Gh »°SÉ«°ùdG ¿ÉgôdG ¥É«°S ‘ ‘ƒ°üdGh

 AÉ°ûfEG ìôW �ÓN øe ºYódG Gòg Qƒ�ÑJ óbh ,…OÉ¡÷G »Ø�°ùdG QÉ«àdGh Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL

 
 ádhÉëŸG �òg ¿CG ’EG ,á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG ™«ªL �QÉWEG ‘ º°†j ¿OQC’G ‘ ±ƒ°üà�d ��YCG ¢ù�›

 ¢ù�éŸG QhO á©«ÑW ��Y ±ÓàN’Gh ¥ô£dG ïjÉ°ûe ÚH äÉaÓÿG É¡ªgCG øe IójóY ÜÉÑ°SC’ íéæJ

.ádhódÉH ¬àbÓYh ¬à°SÉFQh ¬àØ«Xhh �QhOh

 äÉ°SÉ«°S ¥É«°S ‘ 2001 ÈªàÑ°S/�ƒ�jCG øe öûY …OÉ�G äÉªég Ö�Y IóëàŸG äÉj’ƒdG â�ªY

 äÉªé¡dG âØ°ûc ó�a ,»eÓ°SE’G ±ƒ°üàdG »æÑJh ádÉªà°SG ádhÉ� ��Y zÜÉgQE’G ��Y Üô�G{

 z�óà©e �Ó°SEG äÉμÑ°T{ AÉæH ™«é°ûJh ºYO âæÑJ óbh ,áØ«æY ájOÉ¡L á«Ø�°S á«LƒdƒjójCG •QƒJ øY

 ¿CG ’EG ,æ©dGh ±ô£àdG á¡LGƒŸ »�É°ùàdG ‘ƒ°üdG �Ó°SE’G êPƒ‰ º««ª©J ádhÉ� ¤EG óæà°ùJ

 ¿OQC’G ‘h ,É¡à«HPÉL øe ÉÑfÉL É¡Jó�aCGh É«Ñ°ùf á«aƒ°üdGh ±ƒ°üàdÉH äöVCG äÉ°SÉ«°ùdG �òg

 �ª› ™e �eÉ©àdG ‘ ádhódG è¡f ™e âgÉ“h ±ô£àdGh æ©dGh ƒ�¨dG á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG âfGOCG

.á«æWƒdG ÉjÉ°†�dG
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 ó�a ,á«aƒ°üdG ÉjGhõdGh ¥ô£�d É©°SGh GQÉ°ûàfG »eÓ°SE’G 
É©dG �WÉæe ôFÉ°ùc ¿OQC’G ó¡°T

 äÓFÉYh  äÉYÉªL  QGô�à°SGh  �hó�H  ÊÉªã©dG  ºμ�G  ¿ÉHEG  ÜÉ«°ùf’Gh  ádƒ«°ùdG  ádÉM  âëª°S

 �É°ûdGh ¥Gô©dG  øe É°Uƒ°üNh ,áØ�à� øcÉeCG  øe á«aƒ°U äÉ°SQÉ‡h äGOÉ�àYG  ��Y ôaGƒàJ

 ájhÉμ�ŸGh  á«ëjÎ°ùŸGh  á©HÉHôdGh  ájôª©dGh  á«ÑYõdGh  á«YÉaôdÉc  ,�ƒ°VÉfC’Gh  Ú£°ù�ah

 øjóàdG  §‰  OÉ°S  öûY  ™°SÉàdG  ¿ô�dG  �ƒ�M  ™eh  ,ÉgÒZh  IôaÉ©÷Gh  á«fÓ«μdGh  ájOÉª°üdGh

 IOó©àŸG  ¬JGAGô�H  »eÓ°SE’G  øjódG  âdÉW  »àdG  ä’ƒëàdG  ¥É«°S  ‘  ,ÊOQC’G  ™ªàéŸG  »Ñ©°ûdG

 áÑ��G �ƒNO Ö�Y ÉgQÉ«¡fGh á«fÉªã©dG ádhódG 	μØJ ºgÉ°Sh ,á«fÉaô©dGh á«�jhCÉàdGh ájôgÉ¶dG

 á«æHC’G �òg âfÉc á«æWƒdG ádhódG Qƒ¡X ™eh ,™ªàéª�d ájó«��àdG  �æÑdG  ±É©°VEÉH ájQÉª©à°S’G

.åjóëàdG äÉ°SÉ«°S �©ØH â«àØàdG QÉ°ùe ‘ Gó«©H ÉWƒ°T â©£b ób ájó«��àdG

 ��Y �1921 �ÉY Ú°ù�G øH ˆGóÑY ÒeC’G ój ��Y IQÉeE’G �É«b òæe ¿OQC’G ‘ ádhódG äóªY PEG

 º�°Sh ¬«�Y ˆG ��°U óª� »ÑædG ádÓ°S ¤EG ¬FÉªàfG øe ºZôdG ��Yh ,ájó«��àdG äÉ°ù°SDƒŸG ó««–

 ádhódG â�ªYh ,áæª�©dGh åjóëàdG ÇOÉÑe ��Y �ƒ�j É«eƒb É«dGÈ«d Éé¡f É«LƒdƒjójCG  �æÑJ ó�a

 ¢ù«°SCÉJ  �ÓN  øe  ájó«��àdG  á«æjódG  á°ù°SDƒŸG  ó««–h  øjódÉH  ±öüàdG  á£�°ùH  QÉãÄà°S’G  ��Y

 øjódG �QÉÑàYG øe ºZôdG ��Y �Ó°SE’Éa ,IÉ°†�dG »°VÉb IôFGOh AÉàaE’G á°ù°SDƒeh ±ÉbhC’G IQGRh

 â�¨°T 	dòdh ,…õcôŸG ÉgQƒ� ¢ù«dh á«fOQC’G á«YÉª÷G ájƒ¡dG OÉ©HCG óMCG ó©j ádhó�d »ª°SôdG

.á«£°SƒdÉH äRÉàeG ádóà©e á«aƒ°U �ƒ«e äGP äÉ«°üî°T á«ª°SôdG á«æjódG FÉXƒdG º¶©e

 ¥ô£dG  âæª«gh  ,áª¶æe  áq«eÓ°SEG  äÉcôM  IQÉeE’G  ¢ù«°SCÉJ  á�Môe  �ÓN  ¿OQC’G  ó¡°ûj  


 äÉYÉª÷Gh äÉcô�G äCGóH ó�a ,»æjódG ó¡°ûŸG ��Y ‘ƒ°üdG »Ñ©°ûdG øjóàdG •É‰CGh á«aƒ°üdG

 �ÉY �Ó�à°S’G á�Môe äó¡°Th ,áμ�ªŸG OhóM êQÉN äCÉ°ûf äÉYÉª÷ ḿ hôØc Qƒ¡ t¶dÉH á«eÓ°SE’G

 �ÉY ‘h ,�É©dG ¢ùØf ‘ Úª�°ùŸG ¿GƒNE’G áYÉªL ¢ù«°SCÉJ øY ø�YCG å«M É¡� tμ°ûJ ájGóH ,�1946

 »gh ,z�«�ÑqàdGh IƒYódG{ áYÉªL â°ù°SCÉJ 1964 �ÉY ‘h ,zôjôëàdG ÜõM{ ¢ù«°SCÉJ ” �1952

 äÉ«æ«fÉªãdG ájGóH äó¡°Th ,ájóæ¡dG IQÉ�dG ¬Ñ°T ‘ á«aƒ°üdG á°SQóŸG ¤EG É«îjQÉJ »ªàæJ áYÉªL

.ájOÉ¡÷G á«Ø� q°ùdG äô¡X äÉ«æ«©°ùàdG ™�£e ™eh ,ájó«��sàdG á«Ø� s°ùdG nIO’h

 ��Y ®ÉØë�d á�«ªY äÉHƒ©°Uh äÉjó–h äÉWƒ¨°V ¿OQC’G ‘ á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£dG â¡LGh Gò¡Hh

 …ƒYódG �Ó°SE’G äÉcôM á°ùaÉæeh ,á¡L øe á«ãjóëàdG äÉ°SÉ«°ùdG É¡à°Vôa ÉgOƒLhh É¡àjƒg
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áeó�e

 »LƒdƒjójE’Gh …ôμØdG �μ°ûàdG äGQÉ°ùe øY »æjódGh ‘É�ãdGh …QÉ°†�G ¿OQC’G ïjQÉJ �°üØæj ’

 âdÉW »àdG  ÜÉÑ°SC’Gh  ±hô¶dG  á�ªL ¬«�Y  âÑbÉ©J  ó�a  ,»eÓ°SE’Gh  »Hô©dG  ÚŸÉ©�d  »îjQÉàdG

 Èà©jh  ,á«æWƒdG  ¬àjƒg  â�μ°T  »àdG  äÉ°ùHÓŸGh  äÉWGÎ°T’G  äGòd  É«îjQÉJ  ™°†Nh  ,á�£æŸG

 Ó°†a ,�Ó°SEÓd á«MhôdG äÉ«�éàdG óMCG �QÉÑàYÉH á«fOQC’G ájƒ¡�d áfƒμŸG öUÉæ©dG óMCG ±ƒ°üàdG

.á«fÉ°ùfE’G áHôéàdG ÉjÉæK â©ÑW á«�ªY á°SQÉ‡h ,¿ÉjOC’G ôFÉ°S �°UÉØe ‘ …öùj GQÉ«J ¬fƒc øY

 ¢ùØædG  ìÓ°UE’  �©°ùJ  á«MhQ  IQƒãc  ¤hC’G  �Ó°SE’G  ÒcGƒH  òæe  á«aƒ°üdG  äô¡X  ó�a

 ¿ÉÁE’G �Éªc ¤EG �ƒ°UƒdG AÉ¨àHG �FÉ°†ØdÉH É¡à«�–h �FGPôdG øe É¡à«�îJh É¡à«cõJh É¡Ñjò¡Jh

 É¡à«Yhöûe ‘ äóæà°SG á«æjO ácôëc »gh ,IôNB’ÉH �É¨à°T’G �ÓN øe ,¿É°ùME’G áLQO Æƒ�Hh

 ,áØjöûdG ájƒÑædG áæ°ùdGh ËôμdG ÜÉàμdG øe á«°ù«°SCÉàdG á«eÓ°SE’G QOÉ°üŸGh »æjódG �eÉ©dG ��Y

 äÉ°ùHÓe Oƒ©Jh ;ˆ ájOƒÑ©dG ¢UÓNEGh É«fódG ‘ ógõdG ¤EG Égó°UÉ�eh É¡°Uƒ°üf ‘ âYO »àdGh

 QGO ¬Jó¡°T Ée ™e É«îjQÉJ äQƒ�ÑJ ó�a ,á«aÉ�Kh á«YÉªàLGh á«°SÉ«°S iôNCG ÜÉÑ°SCG ¤EG É¡JCÉ°ûf

 »MhQ ��b ¤EG â°†aCG á«�NGO ÜhôMh Ïah á«°SÉ«°S �°Vƒa øe IôμÑŸG É¡�MGôe ‘ �Ó°SE’G

.ógõdGh ´QƒdG ìhQ á«ªæJ øe äRõY ¢SÉædG ÚH ¢ûMÉa ähÉØJh á«YÉªàLG 
É¶eh

 ájOôa  IôgÉ¶c  …OÓ«ŸG  ™HÉ°ùdG  ¿ô�dG  ‘  ¬JÉjGóH  ‘  RôH  »eÓ°SE’G  ±ƒ°üàdG  ¿Éc  GPEGh

 ,öûY …OÉ�G ¿ô�dG òæe á«YÉªàLG IôgÉ¶c É«îjQÉJ Qƒ�ÑJ ó�a ;ájƒÑîf á©«ÑW äGP á«°üî°T

 áà�Nóà°SG »àdG á«fÉªã©dG ádhódG ¿ÉHEG ,öûY ™HÉ°ùdG ¿ô�dG �ÓN É«Ñ©°T É«bôW Éaƒ°üJ ô�à°SGh

 á£�°ùdG øμJ 
h É¡àjÉYQh á£�°ùdG IófÉ°ùe ¿hO ôgOõJ ¿G á«aƒ°ü�d Éæμ‡ øμj º�a ,É«LƒdƒjójCG

 ÚH ábÓ©dG zájÉYôdG/A’ƒdG{ ádOÉ©e âªμM ó�a ,á«aƒ°üdG ó«jCÉJ ¿hO ÉgQGô�à°SG ��Y ßaÉëàd

 á«aƒ°üdG ¥ô£�d »°SÉ«°ùdG �ƒ�°ùdÉa É«îjQÉJ IOô£e á«dBG øμJ 
 ádOÉ©ŸG �òg ¿CG ’EG ,Úaô£dG

 Éeƒj ¢ùÑ�ààJ 
 á«aƒ°üdG ¿EÉa ¬�c 	dP øe ºZôdG ��Yh ,I’GƒŸGh á°VQÉ©ŸG ÚH ÉëLQCÉàe ¿Éc

.á£�°ùdG ��Y ´GöüdGh ´GõædG ó«dÉ�àH
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